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About this book:

Who this book is for:

What you need to use this book:

Related Publications

This book describes the Graphical User Interface of EPIC. It provides a simple description for
every view, page tab, dialog and field within each of the product applications. This book also
provides a product history, showing the additional features of each new version.

The book is intended as a reference for people who want to set up EPIC for use. Some
knowledge of computer systems is necessary.

You will need to know what you require from the product.

System Overview
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1System Reference - ODEX Enterprise Server

1 ODEX Enterprise Server

Server GUI1.1

When the Server running as an application (instead of  as a system service),  you will  see
the Server icon in the system tray (this is usually at the right  hand  side  of  the  task  bar,

which in turn is usually at the bottom of your screen). It looks like this: 

To show the Server GUI, click on the Server icon with your right-hand mouse button. This
will  bring  up  a  popup  menu  with  the  options:  Start,  Stop,  Show  Console,  About  ODEX
Enterprise  and Shut Down. Choose the About ODEX Enterprise  option to see the GUI,  as
shown below.

Figure 1 - About ODEX Enterprise

The  GUI  is  split  into  three  sections:  Product  Details,  Registration  Details  and  Data
Interchange Plc. Below these are  the options available  to you in the form of  buttons. At
the very bottom is the status bar,  which  shows  the  current  status  of  the  Server.  In  the
example above, the status of the server is "Running".

Product Details – This section tells you the Server Name and the Product Version. These
details are important and should be quoted if you ever need to contact Data Interchange
Plc for support purposes.

Registration Details– This section shows the registered User Name, your Company name
and the product Serial Number. These details should also be quoted if  you ever need to
contact Data Interchange Plc for support purposes.

Data Interchange Plc– This section gives the contact details for Data Interchange Plc.  You
will need these if you ever have to contact Data Interchange Plc for support purposes.
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Start  –  On  the  example  above,  this  button  is  disabled  because  the  Server  is  already
started.

Stop – This button stops the Server. This means that ODEX Enterprise  stops working until
the  Start  button  is  used.  If  the  Server  is  stopped,  none  of  the  client  applications  can
continue working. Any users logged on will be disconnected.

Hide – This button minimises the Server GUI, so that it can only be seen as an icon in the
system tray.

Shut  Down  –  This  button  stops  the  Server  and  closes  the  application  down.  Any  users
logged on will be disconnected.

Obviously,  the Stop and Exit buttons should only  be  used  by  authorised  personnel  and
only with good reason.

Server connection lost warning dialog1.1.1

If you start your client application it will require you to select one of the available servers
to connect to:

Figure 2 Server Selection

Select a server from the available servers list and click the "Connect" button.

If you wish to add a new server or edit an existing one, click the "Add" or "Edit" button.
This will show the following dialog:
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Figure 3 - Server Connection Details

Selecting the "Do not show this message again" option will bypass this dialog in the
future. 

To show this dialog again, select "Tools - Server Connections..." option from the main
application's menu.

If  for  whatever  reason,  your  connection  to  the  server  is  lost  while  you  are  using  an
application, you will see a message box telling you that the connection to the server has
been lost.
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Figure 4 - Server connection lost

The message box will show a countdown from 30 seconds, at which point the application
will attempt to connect to the server again. If  you want to try and connect to the server
before  the countdown ends, press the Connect button. If  the connection still  cannot be
made, the message box will appear again.

If  you do not press the Connect button, the application will  try to connect to the  server
every 30 seconds until it is successful.

There are  several  possible  reasons  why  you  might  be  unable  to  connect  to  the  server,
such as:

the server has been shut down

the server's cable has become unplugged

the server has been renamed

the server has been moved from one machine to another

If  you have reason to believe that the server has been renamed, or that the  location  of
the server has changed, press the Server button. This will  expand the dialog to show you
the current information about the name and location of the server.

If  you have reason to believe that the server has been renamed, or that the  location  of
the server has changed,  press  the  Edit  button.  This  will  allow  you  to  edit  the  selected
server connection details.

If  you know the new  location  or  new  server  name,  type  it  into  the  host  name  field.  If
necessary, type the new port number into the Port field too.  If  the  server is configured
such that you are required to use SSL to connect, select the check box.  If necessary, enter
the port number and click the button to the right of  the field to select an SSL certificate. 
For  more  information  on  selecting  a  certificate,  see  the  section  entitled  ‘Select
Certificate Dialog’. 

Now click the Save button again. If you are still  unable  to gain a connection to the server
after this, please refer to your IT Manager.
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If you want to stop trying to connect, press the Exit button.

Once  you  successfully  connected  to  the  server,  you  can  access  the  server  connection
configuration from the "Tools - Server Connections..." main menu option:

Figure 5 Server Connections

To add a new server connection, click the "Add" button.
To edit an existing server connection, select it from the list and press the "Edit" button.
To  delete  an  existing  server  connection,  select  it  from  the  list  and  press  the  "Delete"
button.

A default server connection will  be  used  when  connecting  client  application  and  when
the "Do not show this message again" option was selected.
To  connect  to  any  available  servers,  select  one  from  the  list  and  press  the  "Connect"
button.

Request not completed warning dialog1.1.2

Sometimes you may request ODEX Enterprise  to do something that takes a few minutes
to  complete.  You  will  see  a  message  box  allowing  you  to  continue  waiting  for  the
operation to complete, or cancel your request.

Figure 6 - Request not completed warning dialog

If  you want to cancel  the  request,  click  the  Cancel  button.  You  will  be  returned  to  the
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previous screen. The ODEX Enterprise server will continue to process your request in the
background, but will not provide you with a response.

If you prefer to wait until the operation has been completed, you need take no action.

Waiting for response warning dialog1.1.3

Sometimes you may request ODEX Enterprise  to do something that takes a few minutes
to  complete,  but  which  must  be  completed  before  you  can  continue  using  your  client
application. You will see the following message box.

Figure 7 - Waiting for response warning dialog

Please wait for the operation to complete.

2 Administrator

Administrator Task Bar2.1

Figure 8 - Administrator Tasks
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Configure Your Details2.1.1

The first screen of this wizard is shown below.

Figure 9 - Your Details Wizard

You  can  enter  name  and  address  details  for  your  company  here.  If  you  have  already
entered company details then these will be displayed and can be edited. When you click
the Next button you will be taken to the EDI codes screen.

Figure 10 - Your Details Wizard - EDI codes page

You can enter your EDI codes here. If  you have already entered any EDI codes then they
will be displayed. You can remove existing codes and add new ones as required.

The  details  you  enter  here  can  be  accessed  using  the  Connections  section  of  the
Administrator client. Click the Connections tab at the bottom of the task bar on the left of
the screen to be taken to this section.
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Figure 11 - Your Details (Administrator)

The tree view on the left shows your company under the Internal Companies folder. Click
on your company to show the details you entered, and more, in the right hand panel.

Configure Your Communications2.1.2

The first screen of this wizard is shown below.

Figure 12 - Your Communications Wizard

Select  the  communication  protocols  you  want  to  configure.  When  you  click  the  Next
button you will  be  taken to further screens that allow you  to  set  up  your  identification
and addressing details for the protocol(s)  you  have  chosen.  The  detail  screen  for  OFTP
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communications is shown below.

Figure 13 - Your Communications Wizard (OFTP)

Make sure you have your own communications details to hand before  proceeding. When
you  click  the  Finish  button,  the  details  you  have  entered  will  be  saved  as  an  internal
network of the chosen protocol. If the network already existed then the wizard will  save
the edited details. If the network did not exist then a new one will be created.

The  details  you  enter  here  can  be  accessed  using  the  Connections  section  of  the
Administrator client. Click the Connections tab at the bottom of the task bar on the left of
the screen to be taken to this section.

Figure 14 - Your Communications (Administrator)
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The tree view on the left shows your company under the Internal Companies folder. Click
on a network associated with your company to show the details you entered, and more,
in the right hand panel.

Add Trading Partner2.1.3

The first screen of this wizard is shown below.

Figure 15 - Add Trading Partner Wizard

You can enter name and address details for your trading partner here. When you click the
Next button you will be taken to the EDI codes screen.

Figure 16 - Add Trading Partner Wizard - EDI codes page

You can enter your trading partner’s EDI codes  here.  You  can  add  and  remove  codes  as
required before saving the details by clicking the Finish button.

The  details  you  enter  here  can  be  accessed  using  the  Connections  section  of  the
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Administrator client. Click the Connections tab at the bottom of the task bar on the left of
the screen to be taken to this section.

Figure 17 - Trading Partner Details (Administrator)

The  tree  view  on  the  left  shows  the  new  trading  partner  under  the  Trading  Partners
folder.  Click  on  the  company  to  show  the  details  you  entered,  and  more,  in  the  right
hand panel.

Configure Trading Partner Communications2.1.4

The first screen of this wizard is shown below.

Figure 18 - Trading Partner Communications Wizard
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Select the trading partner for whom you want to configure  communications and click the
Next button to continue.

Figure 19 - Trading Partner Communications Wizard (Protocols)

Select  the  communication  protocols  you  want  to  configure.  When  you  click  the  Next
button you will be taken to further screens that allow you to set up your trading partner’s
identification  and  addressing  details  for  the  protocol(s)  you  have  chosen.  The  detail
screen for OFTP communications is shown below.

Figure 20 - Trading Partner Communications Wizard (OFTP)

Make  sure  you  have  your  trading  partner’s  communications  details  to  hand  before
proceeding. When you click the Finish button, the details you have entered will  be  saved
as an external network of the chosen protocol.

The  details  you  enter  here  can  be  accessed  using  the  Connections  section  of  the
Administrator client. Click the Connections tab at the bottom of the task bar on the left of
the screen to be taken to this section.
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Figure 21 - Trading Partner Communications (Administrator)

The tree view on the left shows your trading partner under the Trading Partners  folder.
Click on a network associated with your trading partner to show the details you entered,
and more, in the right hand panel.

Test Connection2.1.5

The first screen of this wizard is shown below.

Figure 22 - Test Connection Wizard

Select  the  trading  partner  to  whom  you  want  to  make  a  test  call  and  click  the  Next
button to continue.
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Figure 23 - Test Connection Wizard (Network)

Select the trading partner network you want to call and click the Next button to continue.
ODEX Enterprise  will  attempt to make a call  to  the  network,  without  sending  any  files,
and indicate the result in the following screen.

Figure 24 - Test Connection Wizard (Result)

There  are  several  other  options  for  calling  a  network  in  ODEX  Enterprise.  The
Administrator’s  and  ODEX  Enterprise  Workstations  and  the  Communications  Monitor
client all  allow you to call  a network (though not to  make  a  test  call).  Alternatively  the
Status page of  the Trading Partner’s network details section in the Administrator allows
you to make a test or standard call,  and to reset  the  network  status  after  an  error.  It  is
even possible to perform a trace call to help try and track down the reason for why a call
is failing on that network. The page is shown below.
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Figure 25 - Test Connection (Administrator)

Send File2.1.6

The first screen of this wizard is shown below.

Figure 26 - Send File

Start by  selecting  a  file  you  wish  to  send  to  a  trading  partner.  If  it’s  an  EDI  file  you’re
sending,  then  you  may  wish  to  let  ODEX  Enterprise  automatically  determine  the
recipient for you. If you would rather manually specify a recipient then select that option
and then Next.  Doing so will present the following screen.
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Figure 27 - Select Trading Partner

After selecting a trading partner, you can then specify a mailbox of that trading partner to
send the file to, by selecting an option from the drop down list and selecting Next.

Figure 28 - Select Mailbox

ODEX Enterprise  will  then attempt to schedule  the file,  connect to the trading partner’s
network and then send the file to the trading partner.
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Figure 29 - Sending File

Once the file has been successfully sent, the following dialog will be displayed. Selecting
Finish  will  close  the  Send  File  dialog,  or  if  you  like  you  can  navigate  back  to  the  first
screen using the Previous button and select a different file to send, or send the same file
to a different trading partner.

Figure 30 - File Sent

Connections Administrator2.2

Introduction2.2.1

You  only  need  to  configure  this  section  if  you  are  using  ODEX  Enterprise  as  your
communications system.

The  first  time  you  click  on  the  Connections  panel  button  of  the  ODEX  Enterprise
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Administrator, you will see the following screen.

Figure 31 - Connections - Actions

This is the Connections section of the ODEX Enterprise  Administrator. From here you can
view and configure your trading partners and communication systems. To view an area of
the Connections Administrator, click on the appropriate node in the tree view to the left.

The  Connections  section  comprises  the  following  areas,  shown  in  the  tree  list  in  the
Navigation  Panel:  Internal  Companies,  Trading  Partners,  Clearing  Centre  Networks,
ENGDAT  Relationships,  Subsystems,  Data  Adapter  Settings,  and  Global  Connection
Settings.

Internal Companies2.2.2

Click on the name Internal Companies in the Navigation Panel to see the default page for
the  Internal  Companies  section,  as  shown  below.  This  is  the  Internal  Companies  –
Actions page.
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Figure 32 - Internal Companies - Actions

The Internal Companies section allows you to add, view and edit your internal  company
details and associated networks.

There are  two  page  tabs  on  the  Information  Panel  (Actions  and  Internal  Company  and
Network list)  and two buttons, labelled New  and  View.  The  New  button  allows  you  to
add a new internal  company or network. The View button allows you to see a list  of  all
the existing internal companies and associated networks, from where you can edit their
details, add new entries or delete existing entries.

Viewing all your internal companies2.2.2.1

To see a list of all the internal companies currently in the ODEX Enterprise  database, you
can either click the View button  on  the  Internal  Companies  –  Actions  page  or  click  the
Internal Company and Network list tab. Use the drop-down list at the top of  the page to
view companies, networks, mailboxes, or EDI codes.

Company2.2.2.1.1

You may view all the internal companies by selecting ‘Company’ from the drop-down list
at the top of the page.  The page will then be displayed as in the example below:
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Figure 33 - Internal Company list – Company view

The Information  Panel  now  shows  the  Internal  Company  list  page.  Depending  on  your
system  configuration,  this  is  divided  into  two  or  three  columns.   If  you  are  not  using
communities, the list will  have three columns, showing the Internal  Company Name, its
Address, and its Parent company (if dependent on a parent). 

The actions that can be taken from this page are as follows:

Add -  New internal  companies may be added to the list by using the Add button. If  this
button is  clicked,  it  will  bring  up  the  set  of  pages  described  below  under  the  heading
"Internal Company – Overview".

Edit - You may edit the details of  existing internal  companies by using the Edit button. If
this button is clicked, it will  bring up the same set of  pages  described  below  under  the
heading "Internal Company – Overview".

Delete -  To delete  an internal  company from the list,  highlight the line  that you wish to
delete, and then click on the Delete  button. ODEX Enterprise  will  bring up a dialog box,
asking if you are sure you want to delete  the selected items. This is to safeguard against
accidentally deleting the wrong item. Click Yes to delete  or No to keep  the  item  in  the
list.

Refresh - Click this button to refresh the details on this page, for example if you have just
made some changes which have not yet appeared on this page.

Send Email – Click this button to send an email  to contacts belonging to various different
suppliers.
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Network2.2.2.1.2

You  may  view  all  the  networks  associated  without  internal  companies  by  selecting
‘Network’  from  the  drop-down  list  at  the  top  of  the  page.   The  page  will  then  be
displayed as in the example below:

Figure 34 - Internal Company list - Network view

This  page  lists  all  the  internal  networks  you  currently  have  defined  in  your  system.
Depending on your system configuration, the page is divided into three or four columns. 
If  you  are  not  using  communities,  the  list  shows  the  Internal  Network  Name;  it’s
associated Protocol and whether or not it is the Default Node. 

The Protocol  column will  show "OFTP", "AS2", “FTP server”,  “FTP  client”,  "SFTP  server",
"HTTP server", "HTTP client" , "SMTP" or "POP3".

The  Default  Node  column  will  either  show  “Yes”  or  it  will  be  blank.  In  addition,  the
default internal network is always displayed in blue.

You can change the default internal network by selecting a different network and clicking
the Default button (this will  not be permitted if  you  already  have  files  scheduled  from
the old default internal network).

New  internal  networks  may  be  added  to  the  list  by  using  the  Add  button.  There  are
multiple options available – New AS2 Network, New FTP Client Network, New FTP Server
Network, New OFTP Network, New Http Client Network, New Http Server Network, New
Email  Network  and  New  SFTP  Server  Network.   For  details  of  how  to  view  or  edit  a
network, see the sections entitled, "Adding/Editing an Internal  AS2 Network", “Adding/
Editing an Internal FTP client Network”, ”Adding/Editing an Internal FTP Server Network”,
"Adding/Editing  an  Internal  OFTP  Network",  "Adding/Editing  an  Internal  HTTP  Client
Network",  "Adding/Editing  an  Internal  HTTP  Server  Network",  "Adding/Editing  an
Internal  Email  Network"  and  “Adding/Editing  an  Internal  SFTP  Server  Network”,
respectively.
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Mailboxes2.2.2.1.3

You  may  view  all  the  mailboxes  associated  with  your  internal  companies  by  selecting
‘Mailbox’  from  the  drop-down  list  at  the  top  of  the  page.   The  page  will  then  be
displayed as in the example below:

Figure 35 - Internal Company list - Mailbox view

The page is divided into three columns – Name, Mailbox ID and Local Code.

The list will contain an entry for each mailbox profiled against each of  your internal  OFTP
and  FTP  client  networks.   For  each  internal  AS2 network,  FTP  server,  and  SFTP  server
network profiled on your system, there  will  be  one mailbox  displayed  in  the  list,  since
these network types do not allow additional mailboxes to be added to them.

The  Mailbox  ID  column  will  display  the  SFID  for  OFTP  mailboxes.   For  FTP  client
mailboxes, the mailbox ID is the same as the name of  the mailbox.   For  FTP  server  and
SFTP server mailboxes, the mailbox ID is  the  same  as  the  network  local  code.   For  AS2
mailboxes, the mailbox ID is the AS2 identifier of the AS2 network. 

The Add, Delete and Default buttons are disabled when viewing the list of  mailboxes, as
these buttons are only applicable to networks.  To add a mailbox to a network, or delete
a mailbox from a network you must first view the details of the associated network.

You  can  view  or  edit  the  details  of  the  network  associated  with  a  mailbox  by  double-
clicking  the  mailbox  entry  in  the  list,  or  selecting  the  mailbox  and  clicking  the  Edit
button.

For details of how to view or edit a network, see the sections entitled "Adding/Editing an
Internal AS2 Network", “Adding/Editing an Internal  FTP client Network”, ”Adding/Editing
an Internal  FTP Server Network”, "Adding/Editing  an  Internal  OFTP  Network",  "Adding/
Editing an  Internal  SFTP  Server  Network",  "Adding/Editing  an  Internal  Email  Network",
"Adding/Editing an Internal  HTTP client network", and "Adding/Editing an  Internal  HTTP
server network" respectively.
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EDI Codes2.2.2.1.4

You may view all  of  the EDI codes associated with your internal  companies  by  selecting
‘EDI Code’ from the drop-down list at the top of the page.  The list will  then be displayed
as below:

Figure 36 - Internal Company list - EDI Code view

The list is now divided into eight columns – Name, EDI Code, Qualifier,  Routing Address,
Company, Network Name, Network ID (SSID for OFTP networks),  Mailbox Name, Mailbox
ID (SFID for OFTP networks).

The Add, Delete and Default buttons are  disabled  when  viewing  all  of  the  internal  EDI
codes,  as  these  buttons  are  only  applicable  to  networks.   To  add  an  EDI  code  to  a
network,  or  remove  an  EDI  code  from  a  network,  you  must  first  view  the  network
associated with the EDI code.  

You can view or edit the details of  the network associated with an EDI  code  by  double-
clicking an entry in the list or selecting an entry and clicking the Edit button.

For details of how to view or edit a network, see the sections entitled "Adding/Editing an
Internal AS2 Network", “Adding/Editing an Internal  FTP client Network”, ”Adding/Editing
an Internal  FTP Server Network”, "Adding/Editing  an  Internal  OFTP  Network",  "Adding/
Editing an  Internal  SFTP  Server  Network",  "Adding/Editing  an  Internal  Email  Network",
"Adding/Editing an Internal  HTTP client network", and "Adding/Editing an  Internal  HTTP
server network" respectively.

Locations2.2.2.1.5

You may view  all  Location  Codes  associated  with  your  internal  companies  by  selecting
‘Location’ from the drop-down list at the top of  the page. This list will  then be displayed
as below:
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Figure 37 - Internal Company list - Location view

This list is divided into five  columns  –  Code,  Name,  Company,  City  and  Country.  A  row
will be shown on this list for every internal location code profiled in the system. A single
location may own multiple location codes.

The  Add,  Delete  and  Default  buttons  are  disabled  when  viewing  all  of  the  internal
location codes, as these buttons are  only  applicable  to  networks.   To  add  a  location  or
location code to a company,  or  remove  location  or  location  code  from  a  company,  you
must first view the company associated with the location.  

You can view or edit  the  details  of  the  company  associated  with  a  location  by  double-
clicking an entry or clicking the Edit button.

Adding/Editing Internal Companies2.2.2.2

To  add  a  new  internal  company,  click  the  New  button  on  the  Internal  Companies  –
Actions page. You can also add a new internal  company by clicking on the Add button on
the Internal Company list page of the Internal Companies section.

To  edit  an  existing  internal  company,  open  the  Internal  Company  list  page,  select  the
company  to  be  edited,  and  click  the  Edit  button.  Alternatively,  double-click  on  the
Internal  Companies  node  in  the  tree  view,  and  then  click  once  on  the  company  to  be
edited.

Whichever  route  you  choose,  you  will  be  presented  with  the  following  set  of  pages,
enabling you to add or edit details of an internal company.

Internal Company - Overview2.2.2.2.1

The Overview page is where mandatory information about each internal  company  must
be provided. The Overview page looks like the example below.
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Figure 38 - Internal Company Overview

Name - Type the full name of the internal company.

Short  Name  -  This  is  a  shortened  company  name.  This  company  name  can  be  used  in
ENGDAT messages (see the section entitled ‘Relationships’ for further details).  If  you do
not use ENGDAT, this field can be ignored.

Address line 1 - Type in the first line of the company address.

Registration  Number  -  The  unique  registration  number  of  the  company  issued  by  a
reputable source. E.g. French SIREN code.

Other fields -  To provide the  full  company  address,  please  type  the  remaining  address
details into the appropriate fields.

Country -  This is the country where the  company  is  based.  Use  the  dropdown  arrow  to
select the appropriate country.

Local code  -  This field is provided for users who  wish  to  use  the  Batch  Interface.  Other
users should ignore it.

The  local  code  is  simply  a  unique  code  designated  by  you  and  used  to  identify  the
company in a shorthand form, instead of  having  to  remember  its  EDI  code.  It  is  a  code
internally used by ODEX Enterprise and will never be seen by your trading partners.

Parent Company – This field allows the company to be linked to a parent company, and as
a result become a dependent of  the specified parent company. If  the  ‘Display  company
dependencies’ option is ticked from the ‘View’ menu this company will  appear beneath
the  parent  company  in  the  tree-view  hierarchy.  A  dependant  company  can  access  the
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information of the parent company (such as mailboxes).

Time zone - The time zone at the location of the internal company.

Change History – This shows the last change performed on the company  along  with  the
time and user who made the change. Selecting the ‘Change History’ button  will  show  a
complete  history  of  the  changes  made  to  a  company  and  its  associated  entities
(Networks, EDI codes etc).

Internal Company - Networks2.2.2.2.2

The  Networks  page  allows  you  to  add,  view,  and  edit  your  own  network  details.  The
Networks page looks like the example below.

Figure 39 - Internal Company Networks

This shows a list of  all  the  Networks  you  have  already  defined  for  the  current  internal
company.

Use the Add or Edit button to add or edit a Network for this internal company.

There  are  currently  four  different  types  of  internal  network  you  can  use  within  ODEX
Enterprise. These are:

AS2 – see ‘Adding/Editing an Internal AS2 Network’

FTP client – see ‘Adding/Editing an Internal FTP client Network’

FTP server – see ‘Adding/Editing an Internal FTP Server Network’ 

OFTP – see ‘Adding/Editing an Internal OFTP Network’

SFTP – see ‘Adding/Editing an Internal SFTP Server Network’
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Email - see 'Adding/Editing an Internal Email Network'

HTTP client - see 'Adding/Editing an Internal HTTP client network'

HTTP server -  see 'Adding/Editing an Internal HTTP server network' 

Select the type you want to add from the arrow alongside the Add button.

Internal Company - EDI Codes2.2.2.2.3

The EDI Codes page  allows  you  to  provide  details  of  each  internal  company's  EDI  code
and related details. The EDI Codes page looks like the example below.

Figure 40 - Internal Company EDI Codes

This shows a list of  all  the  EDI  codes  you  have  already  defined  for  the  current  internal
company.

Use the Add or Edit button to add or edit an EDI code for this internal  company. You will
see the EDI Code dialog, shown below.
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Figure 41 - Internal Company EDI Code

The  tab  page  shown  is  divided  into  three  sections:  EDI  code,  Interchange  details  and
Comms details.

Name  -  Type in this field a  name  to  identify  the  EDI  code.  This  is  only  for  internal  use
within ODEX Enterprise.

EDI code - Type in this field the EDI code of this internal company.

Qualifier -  You only need to provide a value in this field if  your trading partners require
it.

Routing address -  This is an address used for routing of  the EDI code and is  usually  only
required if you or your trading partner demands it.

Test -  Set this flag to true if  you are  using ENGDAT and wish to  set  the  test  flag  in  your
outbound ENGDAT EDI messages.

N.B. A ‘Test’ EDI file has a special flag set in the EDI message to indicate  its Test status. A
‘Live’  EDI  message  simply  does  not  have  the  flag  set.  For  example,  in  an  EDIFACT
message,  a  ‘1’  in  element  0035 of  the  UNB  segment  indicates  a  Test  message.  If  this
element is blank, the message is Live.

Application reference - Enter an application reference is you are  using ENGDAT and wish
to set a specific application reference for outbound ENGDAT EDI messages. 

Show all  Internal Networks -  If  you  have  multiple  internal  companies  defined,  you  can
point  an  EDI  code  linked  to  one  trading  partner  to  a  Network/Mailbox  belonging  to
another  internal  company.  Checking  this  option  will  re-populate  the  Comms  details
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fields to include all internal Networks and Mailboxes.

Network - How you handle this field depends on how you want to use ODEX Enterprise.

To use the auto-detect facility when scheduling EDI files,  or to  validate  the  EDI  code  in
received  EDI  messages,  you  should  select  the  appropriate  network  for  this  internal
company from the dropdown list.  Otherwise  you may leave the value in this field set to
<None>.

If the network you require is not in the list, you must first add it in the Internal  Networks
section.

ID - This field is not editable. The caption of  this field will  change according to the value
selected in the Network field.

If Network is <None>, the caption is ‘ID’.

If the selected Network is an OFTP network, the caption is ‘SSID’.

If the selected Network is an AS2 network, the caption is ‘AS2 identifier’.

If the selected Network is an FTP network, the caption is ‘Local code’. 

If the selected Network is an SFTP network, the caption is ‘Local code’.

Once you have selected a network in the field above, the associated SSID, Local  code, or
AS2 identifier will appear in this field.

A  network  that  is  defined  against  a  parent  company  may  be  selected  for  use  by  a
dependent company.

Mailbox  -  This field will  only  be  enabled  if  you  have  selected  an  OFTP  network  in  the
field above.

Select the appropriate  mailbox for this internal  company from the dropdown list.  If  the
mailbox  you  require  is  not  in  the  list,  you  must  first  add  it  in  the  Internal  Networks
section.

A  mailbox  that  is  defined  against  a  parent  company  may  be  selected  for  use  by  a
dependent company.

SFID - This field is not editable.

Once you have selected a mailbox in the field above, the associated SFID will  appear in
this field.

EDI Codes - EDIFACT security2.2.2.2.4

The EDIFACT Security dialog can be used to override the options configured in the three
EDIFACT security workflow jobs, for a specific EDI code.
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Details can be found in the section entitled EDIFACT Security Settings.

Internal Companies - Locations2.2.2.2.5

This page allows you to view all your different company locations (if  you have more than
one), to add new locations, and to edit or delete existing locations.

This page will always show the name and address line of the company from the Overview
page, with the Location name of Head Office.

The Locations page looks like the example below.
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Figure 42 - Internal Company Locations

The columns show you the following details:

Name - The name of the company location.

City - The city of the company location address.

Code – The default location code used to identify this location.

Use the Add or Edit button to add or edit a location for this internal company.

Location - Overview2.2.2.2.6

This  page  requires  a  name  for  the  location,  one  address  line  of  the  location  and  the
country in which the location is based.
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Figure 43 - Location Overview

Name - Type in here the name you use to refer to the location.

Location code – If  this location has a code which is used to identify this location enter it
here. Additional codes can be profiled from the ‘Location Codes’ tab.

EDI code –It is possible  to link and EDI code to a location.  This  is  used  when  converting
location codes to EDI codes when translating non-EDI files through  mapping.  Additional
EDI codes may be conditionally profiled from the EDI Codes’ tab.

Address line 1 - This is the first line of your location address. It must not be left blank.

Other fields -  To provide your full  location  address,  please  type  the  remaining  address
details into the appropriate fields.

Country - Use the dropdown arrow to select the country where your location is based.

Location - Communications2.2.2.2.7

The Communications tab allows the location to be associated with an internal  mailbox in
the  ODEX  Enterprise  system.  This  option  is  used  to  define  the  internal  network  and
mailbox that should be used when  scheduling  in-house  or  Non-EDI  files  from  an  ODEX
Enterprise workflow using the Schedule File job.

Show  all  internal  networks  –  When  checked  this  allows  the  location  to  be  linked  to
mailboxes profiled against internal companies other than those linked to the company to
which the current location belongs. This option would be used when scheduling  from  a
different internal network to which the location belongs.
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Figure 44 - Location Communications

Location - Contacts2.2.2.2.8

This page allows you to add or edit a contact for a location, if  you so wish. The Contacts
page looks like the example below:

Figure 45 - Location Contacts

Adding or editing contact details will  bring up the following dialog, please see Add/Edit
Internal Company Contact for detailed help.
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Figure 46 - Contacts dialog

Location - Location codes2.2.2.2.9

This tab shows all  codes  that  are  used  to  uniquely  identify  this  location.  From  this  tab
new location codes may be added, existing codes modified or removed.

Each location code has a corresponding code agency. A code agency indicates the issuer
of  the  code.  Location  codes  may  have  an  internal  agency  indicating  the  code  was
assigned by the user of the system.

The Location codes page looks like the example below:
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Figure 47 - Location Codes

Add - To add a new supplier code, click on the Add button at the bottom of  the page. You
will then see the New location code dialog.

Figure 48 - New Location Code

Edit - To edit an existing location code, highlight the location code in the list and click on
the Edit button.

Delete - To remove an existing location code from the list,  highlight the location code in
the list and click on the Delete button. You will see a message box, asking if  you are  sure
you want to delete  the selected  location  code.  Select  Yes  to  delete  the  code  or  No  to
leave the code in the list.

Location - EDI Codes2.2.2.2.10

This  tab  shows  EDI  codes  that  are  associated  with  this  location.  EDI  codes  that  are
associated with a location may be accessed when processing an in-house or Non-EDI file
on an ODEX Enterprise  workflow. Placeholders may be used to ’look up’ an EDI code for
the  current  file  being  processed.  These  placeholder  values  could  then  be  passed  as
parameters into an XE map to indicate the EDI codes that should be used.

In  order  to  determine  which  EDI  code  should  be  used  ODEX  Enterprise  will  find  the
matching location for the originator or recipient of the Non-EDI file.  If  more than one EDI
code  is  specified  ODEX  Enterprise  will  attempt  to  match  to  each  EDI  code  in  order  of
sequence. An ODEX Enterprise data definition is used to condition the matching of  an EDI
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code to use.

The EDI code tab page is shown in the figure below:

Figure 49 - Location EDI Codes

Add – To add a new EDI code, click on the Add button at the bottom of  the page. You will
then see the ‘Add Location EDI Code’ dialog.

Figure 50 - Add Location EDI Code

From  this  dialog  select  the  EDI  code  you  wish  to  link  to.  Optionally  select  an  ODEX
Enterprise data definition if  you wish to qualify when this EDI code should be used. The
list  of  data  definitions  will  include  all  global  data  definitions  and  all  data  definitions
belonging to the company to which this location belongs.

Edit – To edit an existing EDI code, highlight the entry in the list view and  click  the  Edit
button.

Delete  –  To  remove  an  existing  EDI  code,  highlight  the  entry  in  the  list  and  click  the
Delete button.

Sequence  –The  sequence  column  indicates  the  order  in  which  we  attempt  to  find  a
matching EDI code when  a  lookup  is  performed.  To  change  the  sequence  order,  select
one or more rows in the list and press the up or down arrow buttons.
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Location - User Data2.2.2.2.11

Figure 51 - Location User Data

The user data tab allows user data to be profiled against the location. This user data can
then be accessed using placeholders when in-house / Non-EDI files are  processed on an
ODEX Enterprise workflow.

Internal Companies - Contacts2.2.2.2.12

This page allows you to view  all  your  different  Internal  Company  contacts,  to  add  new
contacts,  send emails to the company  contacts,  and  to  edit  or  delete  existing  contacts.
The Contacts page looks like the example below:
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Figure 52 - Internal company Contacts

Click  the  'Send  Email'  button  to  send  email  to  contacts  belonging  to  the  selected
supplier. To add or edit contact details, click the Add or Edit button on this page.
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Add/Edit Contact2.2.2.2.13

Figure 53 - Edit contact

First  Name  and  Surname  -  If  you  supply  any  contact  details  at  all,  you  must  provide  a
name.  This  should  be  the  full  name  of  the  contact  e.g.  Mr  Leslie  Smith,  to  avoid  any
ambiguity.

Other details - It will be most useful to include at least one contact number or address for
the person, but none of these fields is mandatory.

The Routing Code is used in the contact details element group of ENGDAT messages.

The Location field at the bottom of the dialog can be used to associate  the contact with a
specific location or with All locations.

Contact may logon – Selecting this option will,  in addition to creating the contact,  create
a new ODEX Enterprise  user from the details provided. The username will  be  the e-mail
address entered for the contact. Additional  options will  then be provided  to  create  the
user, for more information  on  these  options,  please  see  the  section  entitled  Adding  a
new user.

ENGDAT  Enabled  -  Enabling  this  option  specifies  that  this  contact  can  be  used,  as  a
recipient/sender,  when  sending  an  ENGDAT  folder.  The  contact  information,  such  as
name and email, are contained within the ENGDAT message that is sent to the recipient.
Disabling this option excludes a user from being  specified  as  part  of  an  ENGDAT folder
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and ENGDAT Relationship (see ENGDAT Relationship - Contacts).

Restricting the use of this option is advantageous as would reduce the amount of  human
error when sending and receiving ENGDAT folders.

Internal Company - User Data2.2.2.2.14

The User Data page is described in the section entitled User Data.

Internal Company - Certificates2.2.2.2.15

The Certificates page allows you to manage the security certificates associated with your
internal company, for use in communications. The page looks like the example below.

Figure 54 - Internal Company Certificates

This page is divided into a list of all certificates belonging to your internal  company and a
collection of buttons for performing actions with certificates.

Management  of  certificates  from  this  page  is  a  subset  of  management  that  can  be
performed at a global level, discussed in the section entitled ‘Certificates’.

Internal Company - Certificate Policy2.2.2.2.16

The  Certificate  Policy  page  is  where  you  can  configure  the  certificate  policy  of  your
internal company. The page looks like the example below.
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Figure 55 - Internal Company Certificate Policy

Certificate policy guides ODEX Enterprise  with management of  your certificates. Options
configured  here  override  global  certificate  policy  (see  the  section  entitled  ‘Global
Certificate Policy’).

Certificate Exchange

Here  you  can  configure  when  and  if  ODEX  Enterprise  will  distribute  the  public  part  of
your security certificates to your trading partners. By default,  global  certificate  policy  is
used, but you can override the global  settings with specific settings  for  distributing  the
certificates belonging to this internal  company. A separate  policy  can  be  configured  for
those certificates that you have self-signed and those certificates that you have retrieved
from a Certificate Authority.

For a discussion of certificate exchange, please refer to VM-0001-04 Administrator.

Select “Manually broadcast certificates” if  you would like  to choose exactly when and to
who your certificates are broadcast.

Select “Automatically distribute  certificates” to permit ODEX Enterprise  to decide  when
and to who your certificates should be broadcast.
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Application Access & Permissions2.2.2.2.17

Here you can control the user's access to certain applications.

Figure 56 - Application Access & Permissions Dialog

Application access

All applications - The user will be granted access to all client applications.

None - The user will not be granted access to any client applications. Access to individual
applications can be configured in the permissions tab of the add/edit contact dialog.

Application permissions

This will only have an effect if the 'Application Access' is set to 'All applications'

View - The user will be given view access to all applications

Edit - The user will be given 'View' and 'Modify' access to all applications.

Adding/Editing an Internal OFTP Network2.2.2.3

Internal OFTP Network - Overview2.2.2.3.1

The  Overview  page  is  where  mandatory  information  has  to  be  provided  for  each  new
internal OFTP network node. The Overview page looks like the example below.
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Figure 57 - Internal OFTP Network - Overview

Name  -  Type in  this  field  a  name  for  the  internal  network.  This  name  must  be  unique
among your other internal networks, but it can be whatever you want it to be. The name
is  a  unique  identifier,  enabling  you  to  recognise  it  easily  when  you  want  to  use  this
internal network.

Description - You may give  a brief  description of  the internal  network in this field if  you
wish.  You  can  simply  repeat  the  name  of  the  internal  network,  or  include  any  other
information  that  helps  you  to  recognise  it.  The  description  is  intended  to  help  you
remember what the internal network is for.

SSID  -  This  field  requires  the  SSID  for  this  internal  network.  The  SSID  is  used  for
addressing purposes with an OFTP network.

Local code  -  This field is provided for users who  wish  to  use  the  Batch  Interface.  Other
users should ignore it.

The  local  code  is  simply  a  unique  code  designated  by  you  and  used  to  identify  the
company in a shorthand form, instead of  having  to  remember  its  EDI  code.  It  is  a  code
internally used by ODEX Enterprise and will never be seen by your trading partners.

Company  -  If  you  have  defined  more  than  one  internal  company,  use  the  dropdown
arrow  to  select  the  appropriate  internal  company  with  which  this  network  is  to  be
associated.

Authorisation Key -  You  are  required  to  provide  an  authorisation  key  for  each  internal
network you define. If  you have the  authorisation  key,  type  it  in  this  field.  Otherwise,
please click on the Get from Web button to be connected to the Licence Codes website.
After  confirming  your  details  you  will  automatically  be  sent  an  e-mail  containing  an
authorisation key.

As soon as you have provided a valid authorisation key  in  this  field,  the  "No  SSID  code
entered" or "Invalid key" message will change to "Valid key".
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Internal OFTP Network - File Security2.2.2.3.2

You  need  to  enter  data  on  the  File  Security  page  only  if  you  want  to  use  OFTP2  data
security.

The File Security page looks like the example below.

Figure 58 - Internal Network - File Security

The File Security page is where you can provide the default security details for files that
you send from this internal  network. You can specify the private  key  certificate  (if  any)
that will be used to sign data sent by you to your trading partners.

These default settings  will  be  used  by  all  the  mailboxes  defined  against  this  network,
sending  files  to  all  your  OFTP  trading  partners.  You  can,  however,  choose  different
settings for any mailbox on the Security page of that mailbox. You can also override these
settings  for  sending  files  to  individual  trading  partners  as  explained  in  the  section
entitled ‘Network – Outbound (OFTP)’.

For a fuller explanation of encryption, decryption, signatures, certificates and public and
private keys, please refer to VM-0001-04 Administrator.

Signature

Select  “Do  not  sign”  if  none  of  your  trading  partners  expect  you  to  send  them  signed
data.

If you need to sign the files that you send and you select "Do not sign", this means you do
not  want  to  configure  a  primary  or  default  private  key  certificate  to  use  when  signing
outgoing data. If  a trading partner communicating with this internal  network  wants  you
to  sign  files  that  you  send  to  him,  you  will  need  to  configure  your  signing  certificate
against either your internal mailbox or his external network.
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Select “Sign with one of the following certificates” to specify the certificate(s)  to use  for
signing  files  sent  from  this  internal  network.  Action  buttons  are  enabled  for  you  to
choose the certificate(s). See the section entitled ‘Dynamic Certificate Selection’.

Internal OFTP Network - Mailboxes2.2.2.3.3

The  Mailboxes  page  looks  like  the  example  below,  and  shows  a  list  of  all  mailboxes
currently defined for this internal network.

Figure 59 - Internal Network - Mailboxes

Use the Add, Edit and Delete buttons to add new mailboxes, and edit and delete  existing
mailboxes.

Internal OFTP Mailbox - Overview2.2.2.3.4

The  Overview  page  is  where  mandatory  information  has  to  be  provided  for  each  new
internal OFTP mailbox. The Overview page looks like the example below.
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Figure 60 - Mailbox Overview

Name -  Type in here  a name for the mailbox. This name is just for your own  use  within
ODEX Enterprise.

SFID -  Type in here  the  SFID  of  the  mailbox.  For  more  information  about  SFIDs,  please
refer to VM-0001-02 Planning Guide.

Local code -  This field is provided for users who  wish  to  use  the  Batch  Interface.  Other
users should ignore it.

The  local  code  is  simply  a  unique  code  designated  by  you  and  used  to  identify  the
company in a shorthand form, instead of  having  to  remember  its  EDI  code.  It  is  a  code
internally used by ODEX Enterprise and will never be seen by your trading partners.

Internal OFTP Mailbox - Advanced2.2.2.3.5

The advanced page allows optional settings to be defined.  The advanced page looks like
the example below:
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Figure 61 - Mailbox Advanced

Routing options

Default internal mailbox - Choose an option from the drop down to specify the
default mailbox where all received files will be placed.

Default  mailbox  -  Select  this  to  make  this  mailbox  the  default  mailbox  for
sending files to.

Use  routing  table  -  This  option  specifies  that  all  files  received  through  this
network must be forwarded to other trading partners,  using the routing table  to
establish the destination.

Encoding options

Source - Select the encoding of the source file. 

Target - Select the desired encoding to convert the target file to.

Map file - An XE map file  can be selected to use  when mapping  a file  from one
format to another.

Map direction - Select the desired direction of the mapping.

Internal OFTP Mailbox - Advanced OFTP2.2.2.3.6

The  advanced  OFTP  page  contains  optional  settings  that  may  be  changed  by  advanced
users.
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Figure 62 - OFTP Mailbox - Advanced OFTP

Valid VFN Mask -  This  field  allows  you  to  provide  a  VFN  (virtual  filename)  mask  to  be
matched  against  files  received  from  this  trading  partner  network.  If  the  VFN  of  the
received file does not match the mask, the file will be rejected.

N.B. Any VFN mask you specify here  will  override the VFN you specify on the Advanced
(OFTP) page for this network.

You may use the asterisk character (*) to signify one or more unspecified characters. You
may use the question mark character (?) to signify one unspecified character.

Taking the Ford VFN format as an example, you could use one of  the following filename
masks to achieve different results:

FORD.S* – accept all Ford files

FORD.SABC12* – accept all Ford messages for the Supplier code ABC12

FORD.S*RE – accept all Ford Release messages for any Supplier code

FORD.S?????ST – accept all Ford DCI messages for any Supplier code (five  question
marks are more precise than the asterisk but would have the same effect)

SFID user  data  -  Type  in  here  the  SFID  user  data,  if  applicable.  If  you  are  required  to
provide  SFID  user  data,  your  trading  partner  using  this  mailbox  should  have  informed
you.

File format - OFTP files can be sent as fixed record length format, variable  record length
format, text format or unformatted. When scheduling a file  using the schedule  job,  the
file  format may be specified on the schedule  job.  If  the  file  format  is  specified  on  the
mailbox to which the file is being scheduled, this file  format will  override the setting on
the schedule file job.

Record length - The record length only needs to be specified when sending a file  as fixed
format  or  variable  format.  For  files  with  variable  length  records,  this  is  the  maximum
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record length.   

Reject files greater than -  This option can be used to specify the maximum received file
size. If  the received file  size  is more than defined by the Network  then  the  file  will  be
rejected and an  appropriate  error  message  will  be  returned.  If  the  maximum  received
file  size  has been specified against  the  Network  and  the  Mailbox  then  the  system  will
always use value set by the Mailbox. If the maximum received file  size  has been set to 0
then there will be no restriction of the received file size.

Cipher  Suite  –  This  field  allows  you  to  specify  the  cipher  suite  to  use  in  OFTP2
communications. Your choice affects the algorithm used for encryption, either TripleDES
or AES.

Advanced Compression - OFTP advanced compression attempts to reduce the amount of
data  transmitted,  potentially  reducing  call  times  and  costs.  “Use  network  compression
settings” means use the value specified on the external  network Advanced (OFTP)  page
field “Use advanced compression”. Check the appropriate tick box.

Accept  duplicate  files  -  This  allows  you  to  specify  that  ODEX  Enterprise  should  accept
files sent to this mailbox, regardless of  whether another file  has been received with the
same virtual  filename and virtual  date/time.  When the check box is not checked, ODEX
Enterprise will reject files with a duplicate virtual filename and virtual date/time.

Internal OFTP Mailbox - Security2.2.2.3.7

You need to enter data on the File  Security page only if  you want to override the values
you have set for the network.

The Security page looks like the example below.

Figure 63 - Mailbox Security Settings

The Security page is where you can provide the default security details for files that you
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send from this internal  mailbox. You can specify the private  key  certificate  (if  any)  that
will be used to sign data sent by you to your trading partners.

These  default  settings  will  be  used  for  sending  files  to  all  your  OFTP  trading  partners
from  this  mailbox.  You  can,  however,  override  these  settings  for  sending  files  to
individual  trading  partners  as  explained  in  the  section  entitled  ‘OFTP  Mailbox  –
Outbound’.

For a fuller explanation of encryption, decryption, signatures, certificates and public and
private keys, please refer to VM-0001-04 Administrator.

Signature

Select “Use internal network signature settings” if  you don’t want to override the values
set on the internal network.

Select “Do not sign” if none of your trading partners expect you to send them signed data
from this mailbox.

If you need to sign the files that you send and you select "Do not sign", this means you do
not  want  to  configure  a  primary  or  default  private  key  certificate  to  use  when  signing
outgoing data. If a trading partner communicating with this internal mailbox wants you to
sign files that you send to him, you will need to configure  your signing certificate  against
his external network.

Select “Sign with one of the following certificates” to specify the certificate(s)  to use  for
signing  files  sent  from  this  internal  mailbox.  Action  buttons  are  enabled  for  you  to
choose the certificate(s). See the section entitled ‘Dynamic Certificate Selection’.

Internal OFTP Mailbox - User Data2.2.2.3.8

The User Data page is described in the section entitled User Data.

Internal OFTP Network - EDI Codes2.2.2.3.9

The EDI Codes page is where you can provide the EDI addressing details for each of  your
internal  companies  that  use  this  network.  The  EDI  Codes  page  looks  like  the  example
below and shows a list of all EDI codes currently defined for this internal network.
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Figure 64 - Internal Network - EDI Codes

Use the Add or Edit button to add or edit an EDI Code for this internal  network. This will
bring up the following dialog:
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Figure 65 - Internal OFTP Network EDI Code

Name – Type in the EDI code name.

EDI code - Type in the EDI code for this internal OFTP network.

Qualifier -  This is a qualifier for the EDI code and is usually only required if  you  or  your
trading partner demands it.

Routing address -  This is an address used for routing of  the EDI code and is  usually  only
required if you or your trading partner demands it.

Test -  Set this flag to true if  you are  using ENGDAT and wish to  set  the  test  flag  in  your
outbound ENGDAT EDI messages.

N.B. A ‘Test’ EDI file has a special flag set in the EDI message to indicate  its Test status. A
‘Live’  EDI  message  simply  does  not  have  the  flag  set.  For  example,  in  an  EDIFACT
message,  a  ‘1’  in  element  0035 of  the  UNB  segment  indicates  a  Test  message.  If  this
element is blank, the message is Live.

Application reference - Enter an application reference is you are  using ENGDAT and wish
to set a specific application reference for outbound ENGDAT EDI messages. 

Mailbox  -  Use the dropdown arrow to select the appropriate  mailbox  for  this  EDI  code.
You  must  define  a  mailbox  on  the  Mailboxes  page  tab  and  save  it  before  you  can
complete this dialog.

SFID  -  The  SFID  associated  with  the  selected  mailbox  will  automatically  appear  in  this
field.
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Internal OFTP Network - EDI Codes – EDIFACT security2.2.2.3.10

The EDIFACT Security page of  the EDI codes dialog  can  be  used  to  override  the  options
configured in the three EDIFACT security workflow jobs, for a specific EDI code.

Details can be found in the section entitled ‘EDIFACT Security Settings’.

Internal OFTP Network - Routes2.2.2.3.11

The Routes page is described in the 'Routes' section.

Internal OFTP Network - User Data2.2.2.3.12

The User Data page is described in the section entitled ‘User’.

Adding/Editing an Internal AS2 Network2.2.2.4

Internal AS2 Network - Overview2.2.2.4.1

The  Overview  page  is  where  mandatory  information  has  to  be  provided  for  each  new
internal AS2 network node. The Overview page looks like the example below.

Figure 66 - Internal AS2 Network - Overview

Name  -  Fill  in the name by which you want this internal  AS2 network to be known. This
name  will  only  be  used  internally  by  ODEX  Enterprise  and  is  intended  to  help  you
identify your network easily.

Description - You may provide a description of the network in this field.

AS2 identifier -  The AS2 identifier is used to identify your company  to  your  AS2 trading
partners.

Local code  -  This field is provided for users who  wish  to  use  the  Batch  Interface.  Other
users should ignore it.
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The  local  code  is  simply  a  unique  code  designated  by  you  and  used  to  identify  the
company in a shorthand form, instead of  having  to  remember  its  EDI  code.  It  is  a  code
internally used by ODEX Enterprise and will never be seen by your trading partners.

Company  -  If  you  have  defined  more  than  one  internal  company,  use  the  dropdown
arrow to select the appropriate internal company for this network.

Authorisation Key -  You  are  required  to  provide  an  authorisation  key  for  each  internal
network you define. If  you have the  authorisation  key,  type  it  in  this  field.  Otherwise,
please click on the Get from Web button to be connected to the Licence Codes website.
After  confirming  your  details  you  will  automatically  be  sent  an  e-mail  containing  an
authorisation key.

As  soon  as  you  have  provided  a  valid  authorisation  key  in  this  field,  the  "No  AS2
identifier entered" or "Invalid key" message will change to "Valid key".

Internal AS2 Network - EDI Codes2.2.2.4.2

The EDI Codes page is where you can provide the EDI addressing details for each of  your
internal  companies  that  use  this  network.  The  EDI  Codes  page  looks  like  the  example
below and shows a list of all EDI codes currently defined for this internal network.

Figure 67 - Internal AS2 Network EDI Codes

Use the Add or Edit button to add or edit an EDI Code for this internal  network. This will
bring up the following dialog:
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Figure 68 - Internal AS2Network EDI Code

Name – Type in the EDI code name.

EDI code - Type in the EDI code for this internal AS2 network.

Qualifier -  This is a qualifier for the EDI code and is usually only required if  you  or  your
trading partner demands it.

Routing address -  This is an address used for routing of  the EDI code and is  usually  only
required if you or your trading partner demands it.

Test -  Set this flag to true if  you are  using ENGDAT and wish to  set  the  test  flag  in  your
outbound ENGDAT EDI messages.

N.B. A ‘Test’ EDI file has a special flag set in the EDI message to indicate  its Test status. A
‘Live’  EDI  message  simply  does  not  have  the  flag  set.  For  example,  in  an  EDIFACT
message,  a  ‘1’  in  element  0035 of  the  UNB  segment  indicates  a  Test  message.  If  this
element is blank, the message is Live.

Application reference - Enter an application reference is you are  using ENGDAT and wish
to set a specific application reference for outbound ENGDAT EDI messages. 

Internal AS2 Network - EDI Codes - EDIFACT security2.2.2.4.3

The EDIFACT Security dialog can be used to override the options configured in the three
EDIFACT security workflow jobs, for a specific EDI code.

Details can be found in the section entitled EDIFACT Security Settings.
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Internal AS2 Network - Security Settings2.2.2.4.4

The Security Settings page is where you can provide the default security details  for  use
with your AS2 networks. This page is where you specify the private key certificate (if  any)
that will  be  used to decrypt data  sent  to  you  by  your  trading  partners  and  to  sign  data
sent by you to your trading partners.

These default settings will be used by all  your AS2 trading partner networks, thus saving
you from having to enter the details for each one separately. You can, however, choose
different  settings  for  any  of  your  AS2  trading  partner  networks,  on  the  Inbound  and
Outbound pages of the "Clearing " section. 

The two areas of  security  are  decryption  and  signatures.  You  are  required  to  configure
the details of security to be used. This is not a matter of  choice  – the configuration must
reflect the security arrangement you have agreed with your trading partner.

For a fuller explanation of encryption, decryption, signatures, certificates and public and
private keys, please refer to the section entitled “Encryption and signatures”.

The Security Settings page looks like the example below.

Figure 69 - Internal AS2 Network Security Settings

Decryption

If  you  select  "None",  this  means  you  do  not  want  to  configure  a  primary  or  default
private  key  certificate  to  use  when  decrypting  incoming  data.  If  a  trading  partner
communicating with this internal network is going to send encrypted data, you will  need
to configure your decryption certificate against his external network.
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Select  “One  of  the  following  certificates”  to  specify  the  certificate(s)  to  use  for
decrypting  incoming  data.  Action  buttons  are  enabled  for  you  to  choose  the
certificate(s). See the section entitled ‘Dynamic Certificate Selection’.

Signature

Certificates are also used for signing outgoing data.

If  you  select  "None",  this  means  you  do  not  want  to  configure  a  primary  or  default
private  key  certificate  to  use  when  signing  outgoing  data.  If  a  trading  partner
communicating with this internal  network wants you to sign files that you  send  to  him,
you will need to configure your signing certificate against his external network.

Select “One of  the following certificates” to specify  the  certificate(s)  to  use  for  signing
outbound data. Action buttons are  enabled for you to choose the certificate(s).  See  the
section entitled ‘Dynamic Certificate Selection’.

Internal AS2 Network - Routes2.2.2.4.5

The Routes page is described in the 'Routes' section.

Internal AS2 Network - User Data2.2.2.4.6

The User Data page is described in the section entitled User Data.

Adding/Editing an Internal FTP client Network2.2.2.5

Internal FTP client Network - Overview2.2.2.5.1

The  Overview  page  is  where  mandatory  information  has  to  be  provided  for  each  new
internal FTP client network node. The Overview page looks like the example below.

Figure 70 - Internal OFTP Network - Overview

Name  -  Type in  this  field  a  name  for  the  internal  network.  This  name  must  be  unique
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among your other internal networks, but it can be whatever you want it to be. The name
is  a  unique  identifier,  enabling  you  to  recognise  it  easily  when  you  want  to  use  this
internal network.

Description - You may give  a brief  description of  the internal  network in this field if  you
wish. You can simply repeat the name of  the internal  network if  you like, or include any
other information that helps you to recognise  it.  The description is intended to help you
remember what the internal network is for.

Local  code  -  This  mandatory  field  is  used  for  licensing  an  internal  network  (your
authorisation code is valid for only a single  specific local  code)  and for users  wishing  to
use the batch interface.

The  local  code  is  simply  a  unique  code  designated  by  you  and  used  to  identify  the
company in a shorthand form, instead of  having  to  remember  its  EDI  code.  It  is  a  code
internally used by ODEX Enterprise and will never be seen by your trading partners.

Company  -  If  you  have  defined  more  than  one  internal  company,  use  the  dropdown
arrow  to  select  the  appropriate  internal  company  with  which  this  network  is  to  be
associated.

Authorisation Key -  You  are  required  to  provide  an  authorisation  key  for  each  internal
network you define. If  you have the  authorisation  key,  type  it  in  this  field.  Otherwise,
please click on the Get from Web button to be connected to the Licence Codes website.
After  confirming  your  details  you  will  automatically  be  sent  an  e-mail  containing  an
authorisation key.

As soon as you have provided a valid authorisation key in this  field,  the  "No  local  code
entered" or "Invalid key" message will change to "Valid key".

Internal FTP client Network - Mailboxes2.2.2.5.2

The  Mailboxes  page  looks  like  the  example  below,  and  shows  a  list  of  all  mailboxes
currently defined for this internal network.
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Figure 71 - Internal FTP Client Mailboxes

Use the Add, Edit and Delete buttons to add new mailboxes, and edit and delete  existing
mailboxes.

Internal FTP client Mailbox - Overview2.2.2.5.3

The  Overview  page  is  where  mandatory  information  has  to  be  provided  for  each  new
internal FTP client mailbox. The Overview page looks like the example below.

Figure 72 - Internal FTP Client Network Mailbox Overview
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Name  -  Type in here  a name for the mailbox. This name is just for your own  use  within
ODEX Enterprise.

Internal FTP client Mailbox - User Data2.2.2.5.4

The User Data page is described in the section entitled User Data.

Internal FTP client Network - EDI Codes2.2.2.5.5

The EDI Codes page is where you can provide the EDI addressing details for each of  your
internal  companies  that  use  this  network.  The  EDI  Codes  page  looks  like  the  example
below and shows a list of all EDI codes currently defined for this internal network.

Figure 73 - Internal FTP Client Network EDI Codes

Use the Add or Edit button to add or edit an EDI Code for this internal  network. This will
bring up the following dialog:
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Figure 74 - Internal FTP Client Network EDI Code

Name – Type in the EDI code name.

EDI code - Type in the EDI code for this internal FTP client network.

Qualifier -  This is a qualifier for the EDI code and is usually only required if  you  or  your
trading partner demands it.

Routing address -  This is an address used for routing of  the EDI code and is  usually  only
required if you or your trading partner demands it.

Test -  Set this flag to true if  you are  using ENGDAT and wish to  set  the  test  flag  in  your
outbound ENGDAT EDI messages.

N.B. A ‘Test’ EDI file has a special flag set in the EDI message to indicate  its Test status. A
‘Live’  EDI  message  simply  does  not  have  the  flag  set.  For  example,  in  an  EDIFACT
message,  a  ‘1’  in  element  0035 of  the  UNB  segment  indicates  a  Test  message.  If  this
element is blank, the message is Live.

Application reference - Enter an application reference is you are  using ENGDAT and wish
to set a specific application reference for outbound ENGDAT EDI messages. 

Mailbox  -  Use the dropdown arrow to select the appropriate  mailbox  for  this  EDI  code.
You  must  define  a  mailbox  on  the  Mailboxes  page  tab  and  save  it  before  you  can
complete this dialog.

SFID - There is no SFID associated with an FTP client mailbox so this field is always greyed
out.
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EDI Codes - EDIFACT security2.2.2.5.6

The EDIFACT Security dialog can be used to override the options configured in the three
EDIFACT security workflow jobs, for a specific EDI code.

Details can be found in the section entitled ‘EDIFACT Security Settings’.

Internal FTP client Network - Routes2.2.2.5.7

The Routes page is described in the 'Routes' section.

Internal FTP client Network - User Data2.2.2.5.8

The User Data page is described in the section entitled ‘User Data’.

Adding/Editing an Internal FTP Server Network2.2.2.6

Internal FTP Server Network - Overview2.2.2.6.1

The  Overview  page  is  where  mandatory  information  has  to  be  provided  for  each  new
internal FTP server network node. The Overview page looks like the example below.

Figure 75 - Internal FTP Client Network EDI Code

Name  -  Type in  this  field  a  name  for  the  internal  network.  This  name  must  be  unique
among your other internal networks, but it can be whatever you want it to be. The name
is  a  unique  identifier,  enabling  you  to  recognise  it  easily  when  you  want  to  use  this
internal network.

Description - You may give  a brief  description of  the internal  network in this field if  you
wish. You can simply repeat the name of  the internal  network if  you like, or include any
other information that helps you to recognise  it.  The description is intended to help you
remember what the internal network is for.

Local  code  -  This  mandatory  field  is  used  for  licensing  an  internal  network  (your
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authorisation code is valid for only a single  specific local  code)  and for users  wishing  to
use the batch interface.

The  local  code  is  simply  a  unique  code  designated  by  you  and  used  to  identify  the
company in a shorthand form, instead of  having  to  remember  its  EDI  code.  It  is  a  code
internally used by ODEX Enterprise and will never be seen by your trading partners.

Company  -  If  you  have  defined  more  than  one  internal  company,  use  the  dropdown
arrow  to  select  the  appropriate  internal  company  with  which  this  network  is  to  be
associated.

  

Authorisation Key -  You  are  required  to  provide  an  authorisation  key  for  each  internal
network you define. If  you have the  authorisation  key,  type  it  in  this  field.  Otherwise,
please click on the Get from Web button to be connected to the Licence Codes website.
After  confirming  your  details  you  will  automatically  be  sent  an  e-mail  containing  an
authorisation key.

As soon as you have provided a valid authorisation key in this  field,  the  "No  local  code
entered" or "Invalid key" message will change to "Valid key".

Internal FTP server Network - EDI Codes2.2.2.6.2

The EDI Codes page is where you can provide the EDI addressing details for each of  your
internal  companies  that  use  this  network.  The  EDI  Codes  page  looks  like  the  example
below and shows a list of all EDI codes currently defined for this internal network.

Figure 76 - Internal FTP Server Network EDI Codes

Use the Add or Edit button to add or edit an EDI Code for this internal  network. This will
bring up the following dialog:
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Figure 77 - Internal FTP Server Network EDI Code

Name – Type in the EDI code name.

EDI code - Type in the EDI code for this internal FTP server network.

Qualifier -  This is a qualifier for the EDI code and is usually only required if  you  or  your
trading partner demands it.

Routing address -  This is an address used for routing of  the EDI code and is  usually  only
required if you or your trading partner demands it.

Test -  Set this flag to true if  you are  using ENGDAT and wish to  set  the  test  flag  in  your
outbound ENGDAT EDI messages.

N.B. A ‘Test’ EDI file has a special flag set in the EDI message to indicate  its Test status. A
‘Live’  EDI  message  simply  does  not  have  the  flag  set.  For  example,  in  an  EDIFACT
message,  a  ‘1’  in  element  0035 of  the  UNB  segment  indicates  a  Test  message.  If  this
element is blank, the message is Live.

Application reference - Enter an application reference is you are  using ENGDAT and wish
to set a specific application reference for outbound ENGDAT EDI messages. 

Internal FTP server Network - EDI Codes - EDIFACT security2.2.2.6.3

The EDIFACT Security dialog can be used to override the options configured in the three
EDIFACT security workflow jobs, for a specific EDI code.

Details can be found in the section entitled ‘EDIFACT Security Settings’.
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Internal FTP server Network - Routes2.2.2.6.4

The Routes page is described in the 'Routes' section.

Internal FTP server Network - User Data2.2.2.6.5

The User Data page is described in the section entitled ‘User’.

Adding/Editing an Internal SFTP Server Network2.2.2.7

Internal SFTP Server Network - Overview2.2.2.7.1

The  Overview  page  is  where  mandatory  information  has  to  be  provided  for  each  new
internal SFTP server network node. The Overview page looks like the example below.

Figure 78 - Internal SFTP Server Network Overview

Name  -  Type in  this  field  a  name  for  the  internal  network.  This  name  must  be  unique
among your other internal networks, but it can be whatever you want it to be. The name
is  a  unique  identifier,  enabling  you  to  recognise  it  easily  when  you  want  to  use  this
internal network.

Description - You may give  a brief  description of  the internal  network in this field if  you
wish. You can simply repeat the name of  the internal  network if  you like, or include any
other information that helps you to recognise  it.  The description is intended to help you
remember what the internal network is for.

Local  code  -  This  mandatory  field  is  used  for  licensing  an  internal  network  (your
authorisation code is valid for only a single  specific local  code)  and for users  wishing  to
use the batch interface.

The  local  code  is  simply  a  unique  code  designated  by  you  and  used  to  identify  the
company in a shorthand form, instead of  having  to  remember  its  EDI  code.  It  is  a  code
internally used by ODEX Enterprise and will never be seen by your trading partners.
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Company  -  If  you  have  defined  more  than  one  internal  company,  use  the  dropdown
arrow  to  select  the  appropriate  internal  company  with  which  this  network  is  to  be
associated.

Authorisation Key -  You  are  required  to  provide  an  authorisation  key  for  each  internal
network you define. If  you have the  authorisation  key,  type  it  in  this  field.  Otherwise,
please click on the Get from Web button to be connected to the Licence Codes website.
After  confirming  your  details  you  will  automatically  be  sent  an  e-mail  containing  an
authorisation key.

As soon as you have provided a valid authorisation key in this  field,  the  "No  local  code
entered" or "Invalid key" message will change to "Valid key".

Internal SFTP server Network - EDI Codes2.2.2.7.2

The EDI Codes page is where you can provide the EDI addressing details for each of  your
internal  companies  that  use  this  network.  The  EDI  Codes  page  looks  like  the  example
below and shows a list of all EDI codes currently defined for this internal network.

Figure 79 - Internal SFTP Server Network EDI Codes

Use the Add or Edit button to add or edit an EDI Code for this internal  network. This will
bring up the following dialog:
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Figure 80 - Internal SFTP Server Network EDI Code

Name – Type in the EDI code name.

EDI code - Type in the EDI code for this internal SFTP server network.

Qualifier -  This is a qualifier for the EDI code and is usually only required if  you  or  your
trading partner demands it.

Routing address -  This is an address used for routing of  the EDI code and is  usually  only
required if you or your trading partner demands it.

Test -  Set this flag to true if  you are  using ENGDAT and wish to  set  the  test  flag  in  your
outbound ENGDAT EDI messages.

N.B. A ‘Test’ EDI file has a special flag set in the EDI message to indicate  its Test status. A
‘Live’  EDI  message  simply  does  not  have  the  flag  set.  For  example,  in  an  EDIFACT
message,  a  ‘1’  in  element  0035 of  the  UNB  segment  indicates  a  Test  message.  If  this
element is blank, the message is Live.

Application reference - Enter an application reference is you are  using ENGDAT and wish
to set a specific application reference for outbound ENGDAT EDI messages. 

Internal SFTP server Network - EDI Codes - EDIFACT security2.2.2.7.3

The EDIFACT Security dialog can be used to override the options configured in the three
EDIFACT security workflow jobs, for a specific EDI code.

Details can be found in the section entitled ‘EDIFACT Security Settings’.
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Internal SFTP server Network - Routes2.2.2.7.4

The Routes page is described in the 'Routes' section.

Internal SFTP server Network - User Data2.2.2.7.5

The User Data page is described in the section entitled ‘User Data’.

Adding/Editing an Internal Email Network2.2.2.8

Internal Email Network - Overview2.2.2.8.1

Information about how to configure the overview details page can be found here.

Use the overview page to provide basic email network information.

The Overview page looks like the example below

Figure 81 - Internal Email Network - Overview

Network details

Name -  Type in this field a name for the internal  network. This name must be unique
among  your  other  internal  networks,  but  it  can  be  whatever  you  want  it  to  be.  The
name is a unique identifier,  enabling you to recognise  it easily when you want to use
this internal network.

Description - You may give a brief description of the internal network in this field if you
wish. You can  simply  repeat  the  name  of  the  internal  network,  or  include  any  other
information  that  helps  you  to  recognise  it.  The  description  is  intended  to  help  you
remember what the internal network is for.

Use contact email address - By default this option is not selected and you must provide
an email  address. When this option is selected, you will  be  able  to  select  an  existing
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company contact and use that as an originating email address.

Email  address  -  This  is  an  origin  email  address  that  is  used  when  sending  email
messages to your trading partners.  If  "Use  contact  email  address"  option  is  selected,
then you will not be able to enter it manually.

Display name - Type in this field a display name for the email address specified.  If "Use
contact email address" selected, then you won't be able to specify the display name.

Local  code  -  The  local  code  is  simply  a  unique  code  designated  by  you  and  used  to
identify the company in a shorthand form, instead of having to remember its EDI code.
It is a code internally used by ODEX Enterprise  and will  never be seen by your trading
partners.

Company -   If  you have defined more than one internal  company, use  the  drop  down
arrow  to  select  the  appropriate  internal  company  with  which  this  network  is  to  be
associated.

Subsystem details

Subsystem -  Use the drop down list to select the appropriate  email  subsystem for this
network.

Internal Email Network - Authentication2.2.2.8.2

Information about how to configure the authentication details page can be found here.

Use the authentication page to provide authentication details (user name, password)  for
incoming or outgoing mail server.

The Authentication page looks like the example below

Figure - 82 - Internal Email Network - Authentication

Incoming mail server

Use to provide authentication details for incoming mail server (POP3).
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User name - a user name that is required when connecting to the incoming (POP3)  mail
server.

Password  -  password  that  is  required  when  connecting  to  the  incoming  (POP3)  mail
server.

Use  secure  authentication  (APOP)  if  available  -  APOP  is  an  extension  of  the  POP
protocol  in  which  the  password  is  sent  in  an  encrypted  form.  Use  this  option  if  the
email server has the APOP extension and you want to send the password encrypted.

Outgoing mail server

Use to provide authentication details for outgoing mail server (SMTP).

None - no authentication is required.

Same as incoming mail  server -  use  the same user name and password as specified in
the incoming mail server.

Use  these  credentials  (user  name  and  password)  -  specify  a  new  user  name  and
password that is required when connecting to the outgoing (SMTP) mail server.

Internal Email Network - Status2.2.2.8.3

More Information about the status details page can be found  here.

The status page provides information about the current network state  and last incoming/
outgoing session details.
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Figure - 83 - Internal Email Network - Status

Status - shows the current status of the email network

Last incoming session - shows the last incoming session details

Last outgoing session - shows the last outgoing session details

Reset - press this button to reset current network status.

Send/Receive  -  press  this  button  to  send  scheduled  email  messages  and  receive  new
email messages.

Trace Call - press this button to trace incoming or outgoing session information.

Refresh - press this button to refresh the data on the view. When you press the Refresh
button, ODEX Enterprise will retrieve the last incoming and outgoing session details and
populate the view with the required information.

Internal Email Network - EDI Codes2.2.2.8.4

Detailed information about the email subsystem can be found here.

Detailed information about the email internal network can be found here.

The EDI Codes page is where you can provide the EDI addressing details for each of  your
internal  companies  that  use  this  network.  The  EDI  Codes  page  looks  like  the  example
below and shows a list of all EDI codes currently defined for this internal network
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Figure - 84 - Internal Email Network - EDI Codes

Use the Add or Edit button to add or edit an EDI Code for this internal  network. This will
bring up the following dialog
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Figure - 85 - Internal Email Network - EDI Codes Dialog

Name – Type in the EDI code name.

EDI code - Type in the EDI code for this internal email network.

Qualifier -  This is a qualifier for the EDI code and is usually only required if  you  or  your
trading partner demands it.

Test -  Set this flag to true if  you are  using ENGDAT and wish to  set  the  test  flag  in  your
outbound ENGDAT EDI messages.

N.B. A ‘Test’ EDI file has a special flag set in the EDI message to indicate  its Test status. A
‘Live’  EDI  message  simply  does  not  have  the  flag  set.  For  example,  in  an  EDIFACT
message,  a  ‘1’  in  element  0035 of  the  UNB  segment  indicates  a  Test  message.  If  this
element is blank, the message is Live.

Application reference - Enter an application reference is you are  using ENGDAT and wish
to set a specific application reference for outbound ENGDAT EDI messages. 

Internal Email Network - Advanced2.2.2.8.5

Detailed information about the email subsystem can be found here.

Detailed information about the email internal network can be found here.

The advanced page allows optional settings to be defined.  The advanced page looks like
the example below:
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Figure - 86 - Internal Email Network - Advanced

The  Log  Overrides  section  allows  you  to  select  email  network  log  settings  which  will
work in conjunction with  the  usual  log  settings.  The  General  option  is  always  selected
and cannot be deselected.

Internal Email Network - Routes2.2.2.8.6

The Routes page is described in the 'Routes' section.

Internal Email Network - User Data2.2.2.8.7

Detailed information about the email subsystem can be found here.

Detailed information about the email internal network can be found here.

The User Data page is described in the section entitled User Data.

Figure - 87 - Internal Email Network - User Data

Adding/Editing an internal HTTP client network2.2.2.9
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Internal HTTP Client Network - Overview2.2.2.9.1

Use the overview page to provide basic HTTP client network information.

The Overview page looks like the example below

Figure 88 - Internal HTTP Client Network - Overview

Network details

Name -  Type in this field a name for the internal  network. This name must be unique
among  your  other  internal  networks,  but  it  can  be  whatever  you  want  it  to  be.  The
name is a unique identifier,  enabling you to recognise  it easily when you want to use
this internal network.

Description - You may give a brief description of the internal network in this field if you
wish. You can  simply  repeat  the  name  of  the  internal  network,  or  include  any  other
information  that  helps  you  to  recognise  it.  The  description  is  intended  to  help  you
remember what the internal network is for.

Local  code  -  The  local  code  is  simply  a  unique  code  designated  by  you  and  used  to
identify the network in a shorthand form, instead of  having to remember its EDI code
or name. It is a code internally used by ODEX Enterprise and will never be seen by your
trading partners.

Company -   If  you have defined more than one internal  company, use  the  drop  down
arrow  to  select  the  appropriate  internal  company  with  which  this  network  is  to  be
associated.

Authorisation key
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Authorisation key -  You are  required to provide an authorisation key for each internal
HTTP  client  network  that  you  wish  to  define.  This  authorisation  key  is  linked  to  the
local  code of  the network and is provided by your software supplier.  If  you have your
authorisation key to hand, type it in this field, and the message will  state  that the key
is  valid.  You  will  be  unable  to  save  networks  which  have  a  blank  or  invalid
authorisation key.

Internal HTTP Client Network - EDI Codes2.2.2.9.2

The EDI Codes page is where you can provide the EDI addressing details for each of  your
internal  companies  that  use  this  network.  The  EDI  Codes  page  looks  like  the  example
below and shows a list of all EDI codes currently defined for this internal network

Figure - 89 - Internal HTTP Client Network - EDI Codes

Use the Add or Edit button to add or edit an EDI Code for this internal  network. This will
bring up the following dialog
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Figure - 90 - Internal HTTP Client Network - EDI Codes Dialog

Name – Type in the EDI code name.

EDI code - Type in the EDI code for this internal HTTP client network.

Qualifier -  This is a qualifier for the EDI code and is usually only required if  you  or  your
trading partner demands it.

Test -  Set this flag to true if  you are  using ENGDAT and wish to  set  the  test  flag  in  your
outbound ENGDAT EDI messages.

N.B. A ‘Test’ EDI file has a special flag set in the EDI message to indicate  its Test status. A
‘Live’  EDI  message  simply  does  not  have  the  flag  set.  For  example,  in  an  EDIFACT
message,  a  ‘1’  in  element  0035 of  the  UNB  segment  indicates  a  Test  message.  If  this
element is blank, the message is Live.

Application reference - Enter an application reference is you are  using ENGDAT and wish
to set a specific application reference for outbound ENGDAT EDI messages. 

Internal HTTP Client Network - Routes2.2.2.9.3

The Routes page is described in the 'Routes' section.
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Internal HTTP Client Network - User Data2.2.2.9.4

The User Data page is described in the section entitled User Data.

Figure - 91 - Internal HTTP Client Network - User Data

Adding/Editing an internal HTTP server network2.2.2.10

Internal HTTP Server Network - Overview2.2.2.10.1

Use the overview page to provide basic HTTP server network information.

The Overview page looks like the example below
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Figure 92 - Internal HTTP Server Network - Overview

Network details

Name -  Type in this field a name for the internal  network. This name must be unique
among  your  other  internal  networks,  but  it  can  be  whatever  you  want  it  to  be.  The
name is a unique identifier,  enabling you to recognise  it easily when you want to use
this internal network.

Description - You may give a brief description of the internal network in this field if you
wish. You can  simply  repeat  the  name  of  the  internal  network,  or  include  any  other
information  that  helps  you  to  recognise  it.  The  description  is  intended  to  help  you
remember what the internal network is for.

Local  code  -  The  local  code  is  simply  a  unique  code  designated  by  you  and  used  to
identify the network in a shorthand form, instead of  having to remember its EDI code
or name. It is a code internally used by ODEX Enterprise and will never be seen by your
trading partners.

Company -   If  you have defined more than one internal  company, use  the  drop  down
arrow  to  select  the  appropriate  internal  company  with  which  this  network  is  to  be
associated.

Authorisation key

Authorisation key -  You are  required to provide an authorisation key for each internal
HTTP server network that  you  wish  to  define.  This  authorisation  key  is  linked  to  the
local  code of  the network and is provided by your software supplier.  If  you have your
authorisation key to hand, type it in this field, and the message will  state  that the key
is  valid.  You  will  be  unable  to  save  networks  which  have  a  blank  or  invalid
authorisation key.
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Internal HTTP Server Network - EDI Codes2.2.2.10.2

The EDI Codes page is where you can provide the EDI addressing details for each of  your
internal  companies  that  use  this  network.  The  EDI  Codes  page  looks  like  the  example
below and shows a list of all EDI codes currently defined for this internal network

Figure - 93 - Internal HTTP Server Network - EDI Codes

Use the Add or Edit button to add or edit an EDI Code for this internal  network. This will
bring up the following dialog
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Figure - 94 - Internal HTTP Server Network - EDI Codes Dialog

Name – Type in the EDI code name.

EDI code - Type in the EDI code for this internal HTTP server network.

Qualifier -  This is a qualifier for the EDI code and is usually only required if  you  or  your
trading partner demands it.

Test -  Set this flag to true if  you are  using ENGDAT and wish to  set  the  test  flag  in  your
outbound ENGDAT EDI messages.

N.B. A ‘Test’ EDI file has a special flag set in the EDI message to indicate  its Test status. A
‘Live’  EDI  message  simply  does  not  have  the  flag  set.  For  example,  in  an  EDIFACT
message,  a  ‘1’  in  element  0035 of  the  UNB  segment  indicates  a  Test  message.  If  this
element is blank, the message is Live.

Application reference - Enter an application reference is you are  using ENGDAT and wish
to set a specific application reference for outbound ENGDAT EDI messages. 

Internal HTTP Server Network - Routes2.2.2.10.3

The Routes page is described in the 'Routes' section.
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Internal HTTP Server Network - User Data2.2.2.10.4

The User Data page is described in the section entitled User Data.

Figure - 95 - Internal HTTP Server Network - User Data

Trading Partners2.2.3

Click on the name Trading Partners in the Navigation  Panel  to  see  the  default  page  for
the Trading Partners section, as shown below. This is the Trading Partners – Actions page.
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Figure 96 - Trading Partners - Actions

The  Trading  Partners  section  allows  you  to  add,  view  and  edit  your  trading  partners'
details and associated networks.

There are  two page tabs on the Information Panel  (Actions and Trading Partner list)  and
two buttons, labelled New and View.  The New button allows you to  add  a  new  trading
partner or network. The View button allows you to  see  a  list  of  all  the  existing  trading
partners and associated  networks,  mailboxes,  and  EDI  codes,  from  where  you  can  edit
their details, add new entries or delete existing entries.

Viewing all your trading partners2.2.3.1

To see a list of all the trading partners currently in the ODEX Enterprise  database, you can
either click the View button on the Trading Partners – Actions  page  or  click  the  Trading
Partner  and  Network  list  tab.  Use  the  drop-down  list  at  the  top  of  the  page  to  view
companies, networks, mailboxes, or EDI codes.

Company2.2.3.1.1

You may view all your trading partners by selecting ‘Company’ from the drop-down list at
the top of the page.  The page will then be displayed as in the example below:
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Figure 97 - Trading Partner list – Company view

The  Information  Panel  now  shows  the  Trading  Partner  list  page.  Depending  on  your
system  configuration,  this  is  divided  into  two  or  three  columns.   If  you  are  not  using
communities,  three  columns  will  be  displayed  showing  the  Trading  Partner  Name,
Address and Parent (if the company is dependent on a parent).

The actions that can be taken from this page are as follows:

Add  -  New  trading  partners  may  be  added  to  the  list  by  using  the  Add  button.  If  this
button is  clicked,  it  will  bring  up  the  set  of  pages  described  below  under  the  heading
"Trading Partner – Overview".

Edit - You may edit the details of existing trading partners by using the Edit button. If  this
button  is  clicked,  it  will  bring  up  the  same  set  of  pages  described  below  under  the
heading "Trading Partner – Overview".

Delete  -  To  delete  a  trading  partner  from  the  list,  highlight  the  line  that  you  wish  to
delete, and then click on the Delete  button. ODEX Enterprise  will  bring up a dialog box,
asking if you are sure you want to delete  the selected items. This is to safeguard against
accidentally deleting the wrong item. Click Yes to delete  or No to keep  the  item  in  the
list.

Refresh - Click this button to refresh the details on this page, for example if you have just
made some changes which have not yet appeared on this page.

Networks2.2.3.1.2

You  may  view  all  the  networks  associated  with  your  trading  partners  by  selecting
‘Network’  from  the  drop-down  list  at  the  top  of  the  page.   The  page  will  then  be
displayed as in the example below:
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Figure 98 - Trading Partner list - Network view

The  Information  Panel  now  shows  the  Network  list  page.  Depending  on  your  system
configuration, this is divided into five  or six  columns.  If  you are  not using communities,
the  columns  show  the  Network  Name,  its  associated  Protocol,  Status,  Local  Code,
Network ID, Password, Primary Connection Type, Name and ID. 

The actions that can be taken from this page are as follows:

Add -  New networks may be added to the list by using the Add button. If  this  button  is
clicked,  it  will  bring  up  the  set  of  pages  described  below  under  the  heading  "Adding/
Editing Networks".

Edit - You may edit the details of existing networks by using the Edit button. If this button
is clicked, it will  bring up the set of  pages described below under the heading "Adding/
Editing Networks".

Delete - To delete a network from the list, highlight the line that you wish to delete, and
then click on the Delete button. ODEX Enterprise  will  bring up a dialog box, asking if  you
are sure  you want to delete  the selected item. This  is  to  safeguard  against  accidentally
deleting the wrong item. Click Yes to delete or No to keep the item in the list.

Refresh - Click this button to refresh the details on this page, for example if you have just
made some changes which have not yet appeared on this page.

Reset  -  Click  the  Reset  button  to  reset  the  status  of  a  selected  network.  If  ODEX
Enterprise has been trying unsuccessfully to send a file  to this network (i.e. the status is
not OK), you can reset the status to OK with this button. The effect of this will be to allow
ODEX Enterprise to start again with its calls to this network, until  it reaches its maximum
retry limit.

Mailboxes2.2.3.1.3

You  may  view  all  the  mailboxes  associated  with  your  trading  partners  by  selecting
‘Mailbox’  from  the  drop-down  list  at  the  top  of  the  page.   The  page  will  then  be
displayed as in the example below:
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Figure 99 - Trading Partner list - Mailbox View

The page is divided into three columns – Name, Mailbox ID and Local Code.

The  list  will  contain  an  entry  for  each  mailbox  profiled  against  each  of  your  OFTP
networks and FTP client networks.  For each AS2 network, FTP server network, and SFTP
server network profiled on your system, there  will  be  one mailbox displayed in the list,
since these network types do not allow additional mailboxes to be added to them.   

The  Mailbox  ID  column  will  display  the  SFID  for  OFTP  mailboxes.   For  FTP  client
mailboxes, the mailbox ID is the same as the name of  the mailbox.   For  FTP  server  and
SFTP server mailboxes, the mailbox ID is  the  same  as  the  network  local  code.   For  AS2
mailboxes, the mailbox ID is the AS2 identifier of the AS2 network. 

The Add, Delete  and Reset buttons are  disabled when viewing the list  of  mailboxes,  as
these buttons are only applicable to networks.  To add a mailbox to a network, or delete
a mailbox from a network you must first view the details of the network.

The actions that can be taken from this page are as follows:

Edit  -  You  may  view  or  edit  the  details  of  the  network  associated  with  a  mailbox  by
double-clicking  the  mailbox  entry  in  the  list,  or  selecting  the  mailbox  and  clicking  the
Edit  button.   For  details  of  how  to  view  or  edit  a  network,  see  the  section  entitled
“Adding/Editing Networks”.

Refresh - Click this button to refresh the details on this page, for example if you have just
made some changes which have not yet appeared on this page.

EDI Codes2.2.3.1.4

You may view all of the EDI codes associated with your trading partners by selecting ‘EDI
Code’ from the drop-down list at the top of  the page. The list will  then be  displayed  as
below:
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Figure 100 - Trading Partner list - EDI Code View

The list is now divided into the following columns – Name, EDI Code, Qualifier,  Routing
Address, Company, Network, Network ID (SSID for OFTP networks),  Mailbox and Mailbox
ID (SFID for OFTP networks).

The Add, Delete and Reset  buttons  are  disabled  when  viewing  all  of  the  EDI  codes,  as
these  buttons  are  only  applicable  to  networks.   To  add  an  EDI  code  to  a  network,  or
remove an EDI code from a network, you must first view the network associated with the
EDI code.  

The actions that can be taken from this page are as follows:

Edit -  You may  view  or  edit  the  details  of  the  network  associated  with  an  EDI  code  by
double-clicking the EDI code entry in the list,  or selecting the  EDI  code  and  clicking  the
Edit  button.   For  details  of  how  to  view  or  edit  a  network,  see  the  section  entitled
“Adding/Editing Networks”.

Refresh - Click this button to refresh the details on this page, for example if you have just
made some changes which have not yet appeared on this page.

Locations2.2.3.1.5

You  may  view  all  Location  Codes  associated  with  your  trading  partners  by  selecting
‘Location’ from the drop-down list at the top of  the page. This list will  then be displayed
as below:
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Figure 101 - Trading Partner list - Location view

This list is divided into five  columns  –  Code,  Name,  Company,  City  and  Country.  A  row
will be shown on this list for every location code profiled against trading partners in the
system. A single location may own multiple location codes.

The Add, Delete and Default buttons are disabled when viewing all of the location codes,
as these buttons are only applicable to networks.  To add a location or location code to a
company, or remove location or location code from a company, you must  first  view  the
company associated with the location.  

You can view or edit  the  details  of  the  company  associated  with  a  location  by  double-
clicking an entry or clicking the Edit button.

Adding/Editing Trading partners2.2.3.2

To  add  a  new  trading  partner,  click  the  New  button  on  the  Trading  Partners  –  Actions
page. You can also add a new trading partner by clicking on the Add button on the Trading
Partners list page of the Trading Partners section.

To  edit  an  existing  trading  partner,  open  the  Trading  Partner  and  Network  list  page,
select the partner to be edited, and click the Edit button. Alternatively,  double-click  on
the  Trading  Partners  node  in  the  tree  view,  and  then  click  once  on  the  partner  to  be
edited.

Whichever  route  you  choose,  you  will  be  presented  with  the  following  set  of  pages,
enabling you to add or edit details of a trading partner.

Trading Partner - Overview2.2.3.2.1

The Overview page is where mandatory information about each trading partner must be
provided. The Overview page looks like the example below.
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Figure 102 - Trading Partner Overview

Name – Type in here the trading name of the company.

Short  name  -  This  is  a  shortened  company  name.  This  company  name  can  be  used  in
ENGDAT messages (see the section entitled ‘Relationships’ for further details).  If  you do
not use ENGDAT, this field can be ignored.

Registration  Number  –  The  unique  registration  number  of  the  company  issued  by  a
reputable source. E.g. French SIREN code.

Address line 1 - This is the first line of the company address. It must not be left blank.

Other fields -  To provide the  full  company  address,  please  type  the  remaining  address
details into the appropriate fields.

Country-  This is  the  country  where  the  company  is  based.  Use  the  dropdown  arrow  to
select the appropriate country.

Local code  -  This field is provided for users who  wish  to  use  the  Batch  Interface.  Other
users should ignore it.

The  local  code  is  simply  a  unique  code  designated  by  you  and  used  to  identify  the
company in a shorthand form, instead of  having  to  remember  its  EDI  code.  It  is  a  code
internally used by ODEX Enterprise and will never be seen by your trading partners.

Parent Company – This field allows the company to be linked to a parent company, and as
a result become a dependent of  the specified parent company. If  the  ‘Display  company
dependencies’ option is ticked from the ‘View’ menu this company will  appear beneath
the  parent  company  in  the  tree-view  hierarchy.  A  dependant  company  can  access  the
information of the parent company (such as mailboxes and EDI codes).

Change History – This shows the last changed performed on the company along with the
time and user who made the change. Selecting the ‘Change History’ button  will  show  a
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complete  history  of  the  changes  to  a  trading  partner  and  its  associated  entities
(Networks, EDI codes etc).

Trading Partner - Networks2.2.3.2.2

The  Networks  page  allows  you  to  add,  view,  and  edit  each  of  your  trading  partner’s
network details. The Networks page looks like the example below.

Figure 103 - Trading Partner Networks

This  shows  a  list  of  all  the  Networks  you  have  already  defined  for  the  current  trading
partner.

The actions that can be taken from this page are as follows:

Add - New networks may be added for this trading partner by using the Add button.

If  you  select  New  FTP  Network,  you  will  be  prompted  further  to  select  either  an  FTP
client or an FTP server with the dialog shown below.

If you are to function as an FTP client,  select the first option (ODEX Enterprise  configures
the trading partner as the complementary FTP server) and if you are to function as an FTP
server, select the second option.
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Figure 104 - Set up a new FTP Network

Whichever route you choose, you will  be  presented with a set of  pages, enabling you to
add details for the new network. Each type of  network has some pages that are  specific
to that network type and some that are common to all.   The User Data pages, common to
all  networks and mailboxes, are  described in the section entitled ‘User Data’.  The other
pages  are  described  in  the  section  entitled  ‘Networks  (Trading  Partner  or  Clearing
Centre)’.

Edit  -  You  may  edit  the  details  of  existing  networks  by  using  the  Edit  button.  See  the
section entitled ‘Networks (Trading Partner or Clearing Centre)’.

Delete - To delete a network from the list, highlight the line that you wish to delete, and
then click on the Delete button. ODEX Enterprise  will  bring up a dialog box, asking if  you
are sure  you want to delete  the selected item. This  is  to  safeguard  against  accidentally
deleting the wrong item. Click Yes to delete or No to keep the item in the list.

Trading Partner - EDI Codes2.2.3.2.3

The EDI Codes page allows you to provide details of  each trading partner's EDI code and
related details. The EDI Codes page looks like the example below.
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Figure 105 - Trading Partner EDI Codes

This shows  a  list  of  all  the  EDI  codes  you  have  already  defined  for  the  current  trading
partner.

Use the Add or Edit button to add or edit an EDI code for this trading partner. You will  see
the EDI Code dialog, shown below.

Figure 106 - Trading Partner EDI Code

This  tab  page  shown  is  divided  into  three  sections:  EDI  code,  Interchange  Details  and
Comms details. The Interchange Details section is only important if  you are  going to use
these details for workflow matching purposes.

Name – Type in this filed the EDI code name.

EDI code - Type in this field the EDI code of this trading partner.
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Qualifier -  You only need to provide a value in this field for those trading  partners  who
require it.

Routing address -  This is an address used for routing of  the EDI code and is  usually  only
required if you or your trading partner demands it.

Test -  Set this flag to true if  you are  using ENGDAT and wish to  set  the  test  flag  in  your
outbound ENGDAT EDI messages.

N.B. A ‘Test’ EDI file has a special flag set in the EDI message to indicate  its Test status. A
‘Live’  EDI  message  simply  does  not  have  the  flag  set.  For  example,  in  an  EDIFACT
message,  a  ‘1’  in  element  0035 of  the  UNB  segment  indicates  a  Test  message.  If  this
element is blank, the message is Live.

Application reference - Enter an application reference is you are  using ENGDAT and wish
to set a specific application reference for outbound ENGDAT EDI messages. 

Network - How you handle  this field depends on how you want to use  ODEX Enterprise.
To use the auto-detect facility when scheduling EDI files,  or to  validate  the  EDI  code  in
received  EDI  messages,  you  should  select  the  appropriate  network  for  this  trading
partner from the dropdown list.  Otherwise  you may leave  the  value  in  this  field  set  to
<None>.

If  the network you require  is not in the list,  you must first add it  in  the  Trading  Partner
Networks or Clearing Centre Networks section, as appropriate.

ID - This field is not editable.

If you have selected an OFTP network in the field above, the associated SSID will  appear
in this field (and the field caption will change accordingly).

If you have selected an AS2 network in the field above, the associated AS2 identifier will
appear in this field (and the field caption will change accordingly).

Mailbox  -  This field will  only  be  enabled  if  you  have  selected  an  OFTP  network  in  the
field above. Select the appropriate  mailbox for this trading partner  from  the  dropdown
list.

SFID  -  This  field  is  not  editable.  Once  you  have  selected  an  OFTP  mailbox  in  the  field
above, the associated SFID will appear in this field.

EDI Codes - EDIFACT security2.2.3.2.4

The EDIFACT Security dialog can be used to override the options configured in the three
EDIFACT security workflow jobs, for a specific EDI code.

Details can be found in the section entitled EDIFACT Security Settings.

Trading Partner - Locations2.2.3.2.5

This page allows you to view the different company locations (if  your trading partner has
more than one), to add new locations, and to edit or delete existing locations.
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Figure 107 - Trading Partner Locations

This page will  always show the Location  name  of  Head  Office  for  the  first  location  you
add for any trading partner.

You only need to enter further company locations here  if  you want to use  the addresses
in ENGDAT messages. The three columns show you the following details:

Name - The name of the company location.

City - The city of the company location address.

Code - The code by which the trading partner identifies the location.

Location - Overview2.2.3.2.6

This  page  requires  a  name  for  the  location,  one  address  line  of  the  location  and  the
country in which the location is based.
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Figure 108 - Location Overview

Name - Type in here the name you use to refer to the location.

Location code – If  this location has a code which is used to identify this location enter it
here. Additional codes can be profiled from the ‘Location Codes’ tab.

EDI code – It is possible  to link and EDI code to a location. This is used when  converting
location codes to EDI codes when translating non-EDI files through  mapping.  Additional
EDI codes may be conditionally profiled from the ‘EDI Codes’ tab.

Address line 1 - This is the first line of your location address. It must not be left blank.

Other fields -  To provide your full  location  address,  please  type  the  remaining  address
details into the appropriate fields.

Country - Use the dropdown arrow to select the country where your location is based.

Location - Communications2.2.3.2.7

The Communications tab allows the location to be associated with an external  mailbox in
the  ODEX  Enterprise  system.  This  option  is  used  to  define  the  external  network  and
mailbox that should be used when  scheduling  in-house  or  Non-EDI  files  from  an  ODEX
Enterprise workflow using the Schedule File job.
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Figure 109 - Location Communications

Location - Contacts2.2.3.2.8

This page allows you to add or edit a contact for a location, if  you so wish. The Contacts
page looks like the example below:

Figure 110 - Location Contacts

Adding or editing contact details will  bring up the following dialog, please see Add/Edit
Trading Partner Contact for detailed help.
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Figure 111 - Contacts dialog

Location - Location codes2.2.3.2.9

This tab shows all  codes  that  are  used  to  uniquely  identify  this  location.  From  this  tab
new location codes may be added, existing codes modified or removed.

Each location code has a corresponding code agency. A code agency indicates the issuer
of  the  code.  Location  codes  may  have  an  internal  agency  indicating  the  code  was
assigned by the user of the system.

The Location codes page looks like the example below:
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Figure 112 - Location Codes

Add - To add a new supplier code, click on the Add button at the bottom of  the page. You
will then see the New location code dialog.

Figure 113 - New Location Code

Edit - To edit an existing location code, highlight the location code in the list and click on
the Edit button.

Delete - To remove an existing location code from the list,  highlight the location code in
the list and click on the Delete button. You will see a message box, asking if  you are  sure
you want to delete  the selected  location  code.  Select  Yes  to  delete  the  code  or  No  to
leave the code in the list.

Location - EDI Codes2.2.3.2.10

This  tab  shows  EDI  codes  that  are  associated  with  this  location.  EDI  codes  that  are
associated with a location may be accessed when processing an in-house or Non-EDI file
on an ODEX Enterprise  workflow. Placeholders may be used to ’look up’ an EDI code for
the  current  file  being  processed.  These  placeholder  values  could  then  be  passed  as
parameters into an XE map to indicate the EDI codes that should be used.

In  order  to  determine  which  EDI  code  should  be  used  ODEX  Enterprise  will  find  the
matching location for the originator or recipient of the Non-EDI file.  If  more than one EDI
code  is  specified  ODEX  Enterprise  will  attempt  to  match  to  each  EDI  code  in  order  of
sequence. An ODEX Enterprise data definition is used to condition the matching of  an EDI
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code to use.

The EDI code tab page is shown in the figure below:

Figure 114 - Location EDI Codes

Add – To add a new EDI code, click on the Add button at the bottom of  the page. You will
then see the ‘Add Location EDI Code’ dialog.

Figure 115 - Add Location EDI Code

From  this  dialog  select  the  EDI  code  you  wish  to  link  to.  Optionally  select  an  ODEX
Enterprise data definition if  you wish to qualify when this EDI code should be used. The
list  of  data  definitions  will  include  all  global  data  definitions  and  all  data  definitions
belonging to the company to which this location belongs.

Edit – To edit an existing EDI code, highlight the entry in the list view and  click  the  Edit
button.

Delete  –  To  remove  an  existing  EDI  code,  highlight  the  entry  in  the  list  and  click  the
Delete button.

Sequence  –The  sequence  column  indicates  the  order  in  which  we  attempt  to  find  a
matching EDI code when  a  lookup  is  performed.  To  change  the  sequence  order,  select
one or more rows in the list and press the up or down arrow buttons.
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Location - User Data2.2.3.2.11

Figure 116 - Location User Data

The user data tab allows user data to be profiled against the location. This user data can
then be accessed using placeholders when in-house / Non-EDI files are  processed on an
ODEX Enterprise workflow.

Trading Partner - Contacts2.2.3.2.12

This page allows you to add a new contact,  edit an existing contact or delete  an existing
contact. The Contacts page looks like the example below:
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Figure 117 - Trading Partner Contacts

To add a new contact or to edit any existing contact details,  either select the Add button
or highlight the appropriate line and click the Edit button on this page.
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Add/Edit Contact2.2.3.2.13

Figure 118 - Trading Partner - Edit Contact

First  Name  and  Surname  -  If  you  supply  any  contact  details  at  all,  you  must  provide  a
name.  This  should  be  the  full  name  of  the  contact  e.g.  Mr  Leslie  Smith,  to  avoid  any
ambiguity.

Other details - It will be most useful to include at least one contact number or address for
the person, but none of these fields is mandatory.

Contact may logon – Selecting this option will,  in addition to creating the contact,  create
a new ODEX Enterprise  user from the details provided. The username will  be  the e-mail
address entered for the contact. Additional  options will  then be provided  to  create  the
user, for more information  on  these  options,  please  see  the  section  entitled  Adding  a
new user.

ENGDAT  Enabled  -  Enabling  this  option  specifies  that  this  contact  can  be  used,  as  a
recipient/sender,  when  sending  an  ENGDAT  folder.  The  contact  information,  such  as
name and email, are contained within the ENGDAT message that is sent to the recipient.
Disabling this option excludes a user from being  specified  as  part  of  an  ENGDAT folder
and ENGDAT Relationship (see ENGDAT Relationship - Contacts).

Restricting the use of this option is advantageous as would reduce the amount of  human
error when sending and receiving ENGDAT folders.
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Simply edit whichever fields you need to, then click OK to save changes.

Trading Partner - User Data2.2.3.2.14

The User Data page is described in the section entitled ‘User’.

Trading Partner - eInvoicing2.2.3.2.15

The  eInvoicing  page  allows  you  to  set  up  eInvoicing  between  this  trading  partner  and
your internal companies. This page shows where the eInvoicing tab is selected:

Figure 119 - Trading Partner eInvoicing tab

This page is divided into two sections: eInvoicing and Document Matching.

eInvoicing  –  Allows  you  to  choose  whether  to  examine  messages  received  or  sent  for
eInvoices,  extract  data  and  record  them  separately  to  other  files.   There  are  three
settings ‘No eInvoicing’ where eInvoices are not tracked for this company, eInvoicing for
all messages, which examines all messages received or sent by this company.  Finally it is
possible to define advanced rules, configuring individual internal  companies or locations
with which to eInvoice.

Document  Matching  –  To  override  the  global  document  matching  settings  for  this
company, use the override presented here. Messages will be  matched against Document
definitions set here before being matched against the global list.

For more information regarding the configuration and usage  of  eInvoicing,  please  refer
to the chapter on eInvoicing in the Administrators guide: VM-0001-04 Administrator.

Add/Edit eInvoice Rule2.2.3.2.16

Automatic  eInvoicing  can  be  enabled  for  individual  companies  by  opening  the
Administrator  and  navigating  to  Connections  ->  Trading  Partners  ->  Select  a  Trading
Partner -> eInvoicing. On this tab there are three main options to choose from:
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No eInvoicing

eInvoicing for all messages sent and received by a company

Advanced – This option allows you to specify tracking of  eInvoices for specific originator
or recipient companies, so that only the information you’re interested in gets recorded.

To add a new eInvoice rule click the ‘Add’ button.

To edit a row that is already present in the view you can:

Double-click the row that you wish to edit

Select the row and click the ‘Edit’ button

Whichever  route  you  choose,  you  will  now  see  a  dialog  box  similar  to  the  following
example.

This dialog allows you to specify tracking of  eInvoices for specific originator or recipient
companies, so that only the information you’re interested in gets recorded.

For more information regarding the configuration and usage  of  eInvoicing,  please  refer
to the chapter on eInvoicing in the Administrators guide: VM-0001-04 Administrator.

Trading Partner - Certificates2.2.3.2.17

The Certificates page allows you to manage the security certificates associated with your
trading partner, for use in communications. The page looks like the example below.
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Figure 120 - Trading Partner Certificates

This page is divided into a list of  all  certificates belonging to your trading  partner  and  a
collection of buttons for performing actions with certificates.

Management  of  certificates  from  this  page  is  a  subset  of  management  that  can  be
performed at a global level, discussed in the section entitled ‘Certificates’.

Trading Partner - Certificate Policy2.2.3.2.18

The  Certificate  Policy  page  is  where  you  can  configure  the  certificate  policy  for  your
trading partner. The page looks like the example below.
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Figure 121 - Trading Partner Certificate Policy

Certificate  policy  guides  ODEX  Enterprise  with  management  of  your  trading  partner’s
certificates. Options configured  here  override  global  certificate  policy  (see  the  section
entitled ‘Global Certificate Policy’).

Certificate Acceptance

Here  you  can  configure  the  situations  when  ODEX  Enterprise  will  automatically  accept
certificates that are received from trading partners. By default,  global  certificate  policy is
used,  but  you  can  override  the  global  settings  with  specific  settings  for  accepting  the
certificates received from  this  trading  partner.  A  separate  policy  can  be  configured  for
those certificates that the partner has self-signed and those certificates that  have  been
signed by a Certificate Authority.

For a discussion of certificate exchange, please refer to VM-0001-04 Administrator.

Select  “Manually  accept  certificates”  if  you  would  like  to  choose  which  individual
received certificates are accepted into the ODEX Enterprise certificate store.

Select  “Automatically  accept  certificates  with  identification  data”  to  permit  ODEX
Enterprise  to  accept  received  certificates  for  which  you  have  pre-registered  matching
identification data.

Select  “Automatically  accept  all  certificates”  to  permit  ODEX  Enterprise  to  accept  all
received certificates.

There is a further option that opens for some selections that  enable  you  to  restrict  the
automatic  acceptance  of  certificates  to  those  whose  CA  is  in  ODETTE’s  Trusted-service
Status List.
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Company Change History2.2.4

This shows  the  last  changed  performed  on  the  company  along  with  the  time  and  user
who  made  the  change.  Selecting  the  ‘Change  History’  button  will  show  a  complete
history of the changes to a company and its associated entities (Networks, EDI codes etc).

Figure 122 - Change History Dialog #

These options are available:

Copy allows you to copy selected rows for pasting as text.

Export can save the selected items as a CSV file.

Filter  allows  restriction  of  the  current  view  by  entity  or  user  and  can  show  the
changes between specific times.

Clearing Centre Networks2.2.5

Click on the name Clearing Centre  Networks in the Navigation Panel  to  see  the  default
page  for  the  Clearing  Centre  Networks  section,  as  shown  below.  This  is  the  Clearing
Centre Networks – Actions page.
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Figure 123 - Clearing Centre Networks - Actions

The  Clearing  Centre  Networks  section  allows  you  to  add,  view  and  edit  your  trading
partners' details and associated networks.

There are  two page tabs on the Information Panel  (Actions and Clearing centre  list)  and
two buttons, labelled New and View. The New button allows you to add a new network.
The View button allows you to see a list of  all  the  existing clearing centre  networks and
associated mailboxes, from where you can edit their details,  add new entries  or  delete
existing entries.

Viewing all your clearing centre networks2.2.5.1

To  see  a  list  of  all  the  clearing  centre  networks  currently  in  the  ODEX  Enterprise
database, you can either click the View button on the Clearing Centre Networks – Actions
page or click the Clearing Centre list tab. Use the drop-down list at the top of  the page to
view networks or mailboxes.

Networks2.2.5.1.1

You may view all of your clearing centre  networks by selecting ‘Network’ from the drop-
down  list  at  the  top  of  the  page.   The  page  will  then  be  displayed  as  in  the  example
below:
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Figure 124 - Clearing Centre list - Network view

The  Information  Panel  now  shows  the  Network  list  page.  Depending  on  your  system
configuration,  this  is  divided  into  three  or  four  columns.   If  you  are  not  using
communities, the columns show the Network Name, its associated Protocol and Status. 

The actions that can be taken from this page are as follows:

Add -  New networks may be added to the list by using the Add button. If  this  button  is
clicked,  it  will  bring  up  the  set  of  pages  described  below  under  the  heading  "Adding/
Editing Networks".

Edit - You may edit the details of existing networks by using the Edit button. If this button
is clicked, it will  bring up the set of  pages described below under the heading "Adding/
Editing Networks".

Delete - To delete a network from the list, highlight the line that you wish to delete, and
then click on the Delete button. ODEX Enterprise  will  bring up a dialog box, asking if  you
are sure  you want to delete  the selected item. This  is  to  safeguard  against  accidentally
deleting the wrong item. Click Yes to delete or No to keep the item in the list.

Refresh - Click this button to refresh the details on this page, for example if you have just
made some changes which have not yet appeared on this page.

Reset  -  Click  the  Reset  button  to  reset  the  status  of  a  selected  network.  If  ODEX
Enterprise has been trying unsuccessfully to send a file  to this network (i.e. the status is
not OK), you can reset the status to OK with this button. The effect of this will be to allow
ODEX Enterprise to start again with its calls to this network, until  it reaches its maximum
retry limit.

Mailboxes2.2.5.1.2

You  may  view  all  the  mailboxes  associated  with  your  clearing  centre  networks  by
selecting ‘Mailbox’ from the drop-down list at the top of the page.  The page will  then be
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displayed as in the example below:

Figure 125 - Clearing Centre list - Mailbox View

The page is divided into three columns – Name, Mailbox ID and Local Code.

The  list  will  contain  an  entry  for  each  mailbox  profiled  against  each  of  your  OFTP
networks and FTP client networks.  For each AS2 network, FTP server network, and SFTP
server network profiled on your system, there  will  be  one mailbox displayed in the list,
since these network types do not allow additional mailboxes to be added to them.   

The  Mailbox  ID  column  will  display  the  SFID  for  OFTP  mailboxes.   For  FTP  client
mailboxes, the mailbox ID is the same as the name of  the mailbox.   For  FTP  server  and
SFTP server mailboxes, the mailbox ID is  the  same  as  the  network  local  code.   For  AS2
mailboxes, the mailbox ID is the AS2 identifier of the AS2 network. 

The Add, Delete  and Reset buttons are  disabled when viewing the list  of  mailboxes,  as
these buttons are only applicable to networks.  To add a mailbox to a network, or delete
a mailbox from a network you must first view the details of the network.

The actions that can be taken from this page are as follows:

Edit  -  You  may  view  or  edit  the  details  of  the  network  associated  with  a  mailbox  by
double-clicking  the  mailbox  entry  in  the  list,  or  selecting  the  mailbox  and  clicking  the
Edit  button.   For  details  of  how  to  view  or  edit  a  network,  see  the  section  entitled
“Adding/Editing Networks”.

Refresh - Click this button to refresh the details on this page, for example if you have just
made some changes which have not yet appeared on this page.

Adding/Editing Networks2.2.5.2

To  add  a  new  clearing  centre  network,  click  the  New  button  on  the  Clearing  Centre
Networks – Actions page. You can also add a new network by clicking on the Add button
on the Network list page of the Clearing Centre Networks section.
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The New and Add buttons have an  arrow  leading  to  three  further  options  –  New  OFTP
Network, New AS2 Network, New FTP Network,  New  SFTP  Server  Network,  New  Email
Network, New HTTP Client Network or New HTTP Server Network – which  allow  you  to
add a new network of the appropriate kind.

If  you  select  New  FTP  Network,  you  will  be  prompted  further  to  select  either  an  FTP
client or an FTP server with the dialog shown below.

If you are to function as an FTP client,  select the first option (ODEX Enterprise  configures
the trading partner as the complementary FTP server) and if you are to function as an FTP
server, select the second option.

Figure 126 - Set up a new FTP Network

Whichever route you choose, you will  be  presented with a set of  pages, enabling you to
add details for the new network. Each type of  network has some pages that are  specific
to that network type and some that are common to all.   The User Data pages, common to
all  networks and mailboxes, are  described in the section entitled ‘User Data’.  The other
pages  are  described  in  the  section  entitled  ‘Networks  (Trading  Partner  or  Clearing
Centre)’.

Networks (Trading Partner or Clearing Centre)2.2.6

These  sections  are  where  you  provide  the  communication  details  for  your  trading
partners and clearing centres.

There are a number of different types of network available  in  ODEX Enterprise  including
OFTP, FTP, AS2, SFTP Server,  Email,  HTTP Client and  HTTP  Server.  When  you  add  a  new
trading partner or clearing centre network you must be sure  to select the correct type of
network.

Before  you begin to add details to these sections you  should  ensure  that  you  have  the
following information to hand:

The SSID code, AS2 identifier, or the MTA details of  the trading partner or clearing
centre

The IP host address,  ISDN number or URL of  the trading partner or clearing centre
(depending on what type of subsystem you use to connect to them)

OFTP or FTP passwords if they are used by the trading partner or clearing centre

Since  the  details  required  by  trading  partner  and  clearing  centre  networks  are  almost
exactly  identical,  they  are  described  in  a  single  section.  Any  differences  between  the
two will be indicated where appropriate.
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Add/Edit Network Connection2.2.6.1

Local or Remote CAPI connection - Overview2.2.6.1.1

Figure 127 - Trading Partner CAPI Connection - Overview

Name - Type in here a name for the connection. This name is just for your own use within
ODEX Enterprise.

Subsystem  -  Select  the  CAPI  subsystem  or  CAPI  subsystem  pool  using  the  dropdown
arrow to the right of this field. If  the item is a subsystem pool,  then “(Pool)” will  appear
after the name.

Use a retry profile  for this connection-Tick this box if  you wish to use  a retry profile  for
this connection. This will  replace the controls for the “number  of  connection  attempts”
and “minutes to wait between calls” with a drop down list showing all  the  retry profiles
that have been configured in the system,

Figure 128 - CAPI Network Connection - Use retry profile

Maximum number of connection attempts -  Use the up and down arrows at  the  side  of
this field to select  the  maximum  number  of  attempts  that  should  be  made  to  connect
using this connection before ODEX Enterprise stops trying.

The default value is 3, the maximum value is 100.

Number of minutes to wait between calls -  Use the up  and  down  arrows  at  the  side  of
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this field to select the number of minutes that ODEX Enterprise should wait between call
attempts. The default value is 1, the maximum value is 1000.

Remote ISDN number - Type in this field the ISDN number of the trading partner network
or clearing centre network when using this connection.

Remote ISDN sub number - Type in this field the ISDN sub-address number of  the trading
partner network or clearing centre network when using this connection.

Remote  X.25 NUA  -  Type  in  this  field  the  X.25 NUA  of  the  trading  partner  network  or
clearing centre network when using this connection.

Call User Data- The Call User Data field is used for whatever purpose is agreed by the two
parties  exchanging  calls.  It  may,  for  example,  be  used  by  the  receiver  for  call  routing,
sending  the  incoming  data  to  an  OFTP  service  rather  than  to  a  remote  terminal  logon
service.

To allow any values to be input into this area, the codes may be input as ASCII  characters
or  coded  as  hexadecimal  numbers.  Each  hexadecimal  number  must  be  preceded  by  a
single ~ (tilde) character. For example, to code the character A followed by an ENQ (hex
15)  and carriage return (hex 0D)  and  line  feed  (hex  0A)  characters,  the  following  string
should be input A~15~0D~0A.

Network  user  ID  (NUI)  -  Type  in  this  field  the  NUI  of  the  trading  partner  network  or
clearing centre network when using this connection.

X.31 call - To make an X.31 call using this connection, select Yes from the dropdown list.

Processes Page2.2.6.1.2

The Processes page looks like the example below.

Figure 129 - Trading Partner Network Connection Processes

These  fields  allow  you  to  specify  batch  files  to  be  run  before  and/or  after  a
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communications session, together with delay, wait and timeout details.

In most cases, you  will  not  need  to  use  the  fields  on  this  page.  If  you  do  need  to  use
them, the values you provide will be specific to your own system and so there  is little  to
be gained by discussing them here.

Local or Remote CAPI connection - Advanced Page2.2.6.1.3

The dialog below will be seen if you have selected a Local or Remote CAPI subsystem.

Figure 130 - Trading Partner CAPIConnectionAdvanced

The first field allows you to override the existing settings for this subsystem (which are
found in the Subsystems node of  the  Connections  Administrator).  If  you  select  Yes,  all
the remaining fields on the page will become enabled.

These fields are described in the section entitled "CAPI2 subsystem Advanced".
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Logging Page2.2.6.1.4

Figure 131 - Trading Partner Network Connection Logging

The four possible types are: General, Data, Trace and Debug.

Data  indicates  high-level  logging,  displaying  the  data  contents  of  the  received/
sent protocol and files being exchanged.

Trace  messages  provide  information  about  what  is  happening  during
communications sessions.

Debug messages are another type of trace message, giving an indication of  what is
happening during communications sessions.

General indicates any other log information that is not covered by the other three
categories.  Such  information  is  not  necessarily  related  to  communications.  This
option is always selected and cannot be deselected.

Any  log  options  that  are  selected  but  disabled  indicate  that  these  logging  levels  have
been selected at a higher level within ODEX Enterprise.
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TCP/IP connection - Overview page2.2.6.1.5

Figure 132 - New OFTP Network Connection Overview

Name - Type in here a name for the connection. This name is just for your own use within
ODEX Enterprise.

Subsystem -  Select the TCP/IP subsystem using the dropdown arrow to the  right  of  this
field.

Use a retry profile  for this connection-Tick this box if  you wish to use  a retry profile  for
this connection. This will  replace the controls for the “number  of  connection  attempts”
and “minutes to wait between calls” with a drop down list showing all  the  retry profiles
that have been configured in the system,

Figure 133 - OFTP Network Connection - Use retry profile

Maximum number of connection attempts -  Use the up and down arrows at  the  side  of
this field to select  the  maximum  number  of  attempts  that  should  be  made  to  connect
using this connection before ODEX Enterprise stops trying.

The default value is 7, the maximum value is 100.

Number of minutes to wait between calls -  Use the up  and  down  arrows  at  the  side  of
this field to select the number of minutes that ODEX Enterprise should wait between call
attempts.

The default value is 10, the maximum value is 1000.

Port  number  -  Type  in  this  field  the  port  number  of  the  trading  partner  network  or
clearing centre network to be used with this connection.
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IP address -  Type in this field the IP  address  of  the  trading  partner  network  or  clearing
centre network to be used with this connection.

Username - Type in this field the user name, if applicable, of the trading partner network
or clearing centre network for use with this connection.

Password -  Type in this field the password, if  applicable, of  the trading partner network
or clearing centre network for use with this connection.

Network connection -  Use the dropdown arrow to select  the  network  connection  to  be
used for this connection.

Bind to IP address – Type in this field the local  IP  address  to  bind  this  connection  to.  If
none is specified, no binding will take place.

SSL – Select “Yes” to enable the fields on the SSL tab, where you can specify SSL settings
for this connection. By default, “No” is selected.

Timeout  –  Type  in  this  field  the  maximum  time  period  in  seconds  to  allow  between
connection activity before the connection is considered to have timed out.

TCP/IP connection - Advanced Page2.2.6.1.6

The dialog below will be seen if you have selected a TCP/IP subsystem.

Figure 134 - New OFTP Network ConnectionAdvanced

These  fields  allow  you  to  specify  batch  files  to  be  run  before  and/or  after  a
communications session, together with delay, wait and timeout details.

In most cases, you  will  not  need  to  use  the  fields  on  this  page.  If  you  do  need  to  use
them, the values you provide will be specific to your own system and so there  is little  to
be gained by discussing them here.
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TCP/IP connection - SSL Page2.2.6.1.7

Figure 135 - Trading Partner Network Connection SSL settings

Use this dialog to implement SSL security for the  TCP/IP  connection.  By  default,  “Not  a
secure connection” is selected. In order to enable SSL, you must set SSL to ‘Yes’ from the
Overview  tab.  This  will  allow  you  to  specify  the  type  of  SSL  security  to  use  for  this
connection.

Server  SSL  Certificate  –  This  is  where  you  configure  validation  of  the  remote  server
certificate.  You  can  allow  the  server  to  use  any  certificate  to  identify  itself,  a  trusted
certificate (see below), or a specific certificate that you specify.

Validate  server  hostname  against  certificate  –  Tick  this  option  to  insist  that  the
configured hostname or IP address of  the remote server is included  in  the  certificate  it
uses to identify itself.

Client SSL Certificate – This is where you specify the certificate  ODEX Enterprise  will  use
to identify itself to the remote server as a client.

Typically,  a trusted certificate  is considered  to  be  one  that  is  installed  and  accepted  in
the  ODEX  Enterprise  certificate  store.  However,  in  the  case  that  ‘Validate  server
hostname against certificate’ option is chosen, this requirement is relaxed so far  as  the
issuer of the server certificate must be accepted in the ODEX Enterprise  certificate   store
and the server certificate  must  contain  the  configured  hostname  or  IP  address  used  to
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connect.

Use PFS – Tick this option to enable Perfect Forward Secrecy when negotiating an SSL/TLS
session.  PFS  provides  extended  security  when  exchanging  TLS  session  keys  during  the
TLS negotiation. Use of this parameter does not enforce PFS, but allows PFS to be used if
available.

Enforce  PFS  –  Tick  this  option  to  enforce  that  Perfect  Forward  Secrecy  is  used  when
negotiating  an  SSL/TLS  session.  PFS  provides  extended  security  when  exchanging  TLS
session keys during the TLS negotiation.

TLS  version  –  This  option  allows  the  specific  version  of  TLS  to  be  specified  when
negotiating a TLS session. Leaving the default value of  'Any' will  allow SSL 3.0 and all  TLS
versions to be used for all  protocols  other  than  OFTP2 where  only  TLS  versions  will  be
used.

FTP Client connection - Overview Page2.2.6.1.8

Figure 136 - New FTP Client Network Connection Overview

Name - Type in here a name for the connection. This name is just for your own use within
ODEX Enterprise.

Subsystem -  Select the FTP Client subsystem  using  the  dropdown  arrow  to  the  right  of
this field.

Use a retry profile  for this connection-Tick this box if  you wish to use  a retry profile  for
this connection. This will  replace the controls for the “number  of  connection  attempts”
and “minutes to wait between calls” with a drop down list showing all  the  retry profiles
that have been configured in the system,

Figure 137 - FTP Client Network Connection - Use retry profile
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Maximum number of connection attempts -  Use the up and down arrows at  the  side  of
this field to select  the  maximum  number  of  attempts  that  should  be  made  to  connect
using this connection before ODEX Enterprise stops trying.

The default value is 7, the maximum value is 100.

Number of minutes to wait between calls -  Use the up  and  down  arrows  at  the  side  of
this field to select the number of minutes that ODEX Enterprise should wait between call
attempts.

The default value is 10, the maximum value is 1000.

Port  number  -  Type  in  this  field  the  port  number  of  the  trading  partner  network  or
clearing centre network to be used with this connection.

IP address -  Type in this field the IP  address  of  the  trading  partner  network  or  clearing
centre network to be used with this connection.

Username - Type in this field the user name, if applicable, of the trading partner network
or clearing centre network for use with this connection.

Password -  Type in this field the password, if  applicable, of  the trading partner network
or clearing centre network for use with this connection.

Network connection -  Use the dropdown arrow to select  the  network  connection  to  be
used for this connection.

Bind to IP address – Type in this field the local  IP  address  to  bind  this  connection  to.  If
none is specified, no binding will take place.

XOT connection - Overview Page2.2.6.1.9

Figure 138 - New XOTNetwork Connection Overview

These settings, and the settings on the Connections Advanced page, are  all  used  in  the
X.25 Call  Request Packet. Only the Remote X.25 NUA  is  mandatory  for  the  Call  Request
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Packet.

Name - Type in here a name for the connection. This name is just for your own use within
ODEX Enterprise.

Subsystem  -  Select  the  XOT  subsystem  using  the  dropdown  arrow  to  the  right  of  this
field.

Use a retry profile  for this connection-Tick this box if  you wish to use  a retry profile  for
this connection. This will  replace the controls for the “number  of  connection  attempts”
and “minutes to wait between calls” with a drop down list showing all  the  retry profiles
that have been configured in the system,

Figure 139 - XOT Network Connection - Use retry profile

Maximum number of connection attempts -  Use the up and down arrows at  the  side  of
this field to select  the  maximum  number  of  attempts  that  should  be  made  to  connect
using this connection before ODEX Enterprise stops trying.

The default value is 7, the maximum value is 100.

Number of minutes to wait between calls -  Use the up  and  down  arrows  at  the  side  of
this field to select the number of minutes that ODEX Enterprise should wait between call
attempts.

The default value is 10, the maximum value is 1000.

Remote  X.25 NUA  -  Type  in  this  field  the  X.25  Network  User  Address  of  your  trading
partner's or clearing centre’s system.

Call User Data- The Call User Data field is used for whatever purpose is agreed by the two
parties  exchanging  calls.  It  may,  for  example,  be  used  by  the  receiver  for  call  routing,
sending  the  incoming  data  to  an  OFTP  service  rather  than  to  a  remote  terminal  logon
service.

To allow any values to be input into this area, the codes may be input as ASCII  characters
or  coded  as  hexadecimal  numbers.  Each  hexadecimal  number  must  be  preceded  by  a
single ~ (tilde) character. For example, to code the character A followed by an ENQ (hex
15)  and carriage return (hex 0D)  and  line  feed  (hex  0A)  characters,  the  following  string
should be input A~15~0D~0A.

Network  User  ID  (NUI)  -  If  X.32  is  being  used,  there  will  be  some  necessary  security
negotiation between ODEX Enterprise  and the X.25 system being contacted. In this case
the NUI will be needed to identify this user on the network.

Reverse charge  -  If  this field is set to Yes, then reverse  charging will  be  requested  from
the X.25 system. This means that the receiver of  the call  will  pay the X.25 charges. Many
users will  not accept reverse  charges  on  their  X.25 lines  so  this  facility  should  be  used
with caution and only when agreed by prior arrangement with the remote site.
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XOT connection - Advanced Page2.2.6.1.10

The dialog below will be seen if you have selected an XOT subsystem.

Figure 140 - New XOT Network Connection Advanced

Override  subsystem  -  This  field  allows  you  to  override  the  existing  settings  for  this
subsystem (which are found in the Subsystems node of  the Connections Administrator).
Select ‘Yes’ in this field to enable all the fields on the page.

The following settings, and the settings on the Connections Overview page, are  all  used
in the X.25 Call Request Packet.

Local X.25 NUA -  Type in here, if  required, the X.25 Network  User  Address  of  your  own
system.

Window size -  Window size  refers to the X.25 window size  (in Level  3 of  the OSI 7-layer
model).  Window  size  is  the  number  of  X.25 packets  that  the  transmitting  system  will
send before  stopping to wait for a response from the  remote.  The  normal  OFTP  packet
window size for native X.25 is 2.

Select the required (or preferred) window size using the drop-down arrow.

Packet  size  -  Packet  size  refers  to  the  X.25  packet  size  (in  Level  3  of  the  OSI  7-layer
model).  This  parameter  is  the  X.25 packet  size,  which  should  normally  be  128  as  laid
down  in  the  OFTP  specifications.  Other  values  may  be  requested  but  this  is  not
recommended.  Select  the  required  (or  preferred)  Packet  size  using  the  drop-down
arrow.

AS2 connection - Overview Page2.2.6.1.11

You may add extra connections to be used with this AS2 network, which will  generally be
used if the main connection is unavailable for any reason.
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Figure 141 - New AS2 Network Connection Overview

The details on this page relate to the remote server.

Name - Type in here a name for the connection. This name is just for your own use within
ODEX Enterprise.

URL - Type in here the URL for the connection. This should be in the format

http://0.0.0.0:0/

or

https://0.0.0.0:0/  (for a secure connection using SSL)

The three parts of the URL are:

the URL 'scheme' (http or https)

the IP address (://0.0.0.0)

the port (:0/)

It is also possible to follow the port with extra path info (e.g. http://0.0.0.0:00/abc/def)

Subsystem - Select the required subsystem using the dropdown arrow to the right of  this
field. Only HTTP subsystems will be shown in the list.

TLS  version  –  This  option  allows  the  specific  version  of  TLS  to  be  specified  when
negotiating a TLS session. Leaving the default value of  'Any' will  allow SSL 3.0 and all  TLS
versions to be used.
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Use a retry profile  for this connection-Tick this box if  you wish to use  a retry profile  for
this connection. This will  replace the controls for the “number  of  connection  attempts”
and “minutes to wait between calls” with a drop down list showing all  the  retry profiles
that have been configured in the system,

Figure 142 - AS2 Network Connection - Use retry profile

Maximum number of connection attempts -  Use the up and down arrows at  the  side  of
this field to select  the  maximum  number  of  attempts  that  should  be  made  to  connect
using this connection before ODEX Enterprise stops trying.

The default value is 7, the maximum value is 100.

Number of minutes to wait between calls -  Use the up  and  down  arrows  at  the  side  of
this field to select the number of minutes that ODEX Enterprise should wait between call
attempts.

The default value is 7, the maximum value is 1000.

Username  -  If  the  remote server requires a username,  type  it  in  this  field.  This  will  be
used to verify who you are.

Password  -  If  the  remote  server  requires  a  password,  type  it  in  this  field.  This  will  be
used to verify who you are.

Both 'Username' and 'Password' fields will be required if your network connection uses a
modem to communicate with the trading partner.

Network connection - Select the appropriate option using the dropdown list in this field.

The  number  of  options  in  this  field  will  depend  on  whether  you  have  the  ability  to
connect  to  the  Internet  from  your  computer  using  a  modem.  If  you  do  not  have  this
ability, there will only be one choice available to you:

Connect using Local Area Network (LAN).

If  you have a  modem,  and  have  configured  dial-up  networking  connections  (to  trading
partners or to the Internet)  there  will  be  additional  entries for  each  dial-up  connection
configured.

Connection  timeout  -  This  field  allows  you  to  select  the  number  of  seconds  you  want
ODEX  Enterprise  to  wait  before  closing  the  connection  when  no  comms  activity  is
occurring i.e. nothing is happening on this connection.
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AS2 connection - Security2.2.6.1.12

Figure 143 - New AS2 Network ConnectionSecurity

The  Security  page  is  only  active  if  you  have  specified  a  URL  which  uses  SSL  on  the
Overview tab (i.e. an https URL).

If  you have specified an http URL, the 'Not a secure connection' option  will  be  selected
automatically and the remaining options will be disabled.

If the page is active you may choose from the following options:

Remote server may use any certificate

Remote server may use any trusted certificate

Remote server must use the following certificate

If  you  choose  the  last  option,  action  buttons  are  enabled  for  you  to  choose  the
certificate(s). See the section entitled ‘Dynamic Certificate Selection’.
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AS2 connection - Processes2.2.6.1.13

Figure 144 - New AS2 Network Connection Processes

This dialog is divided into two sections – Pre-session and Post-session.

These  fields  allow  you  to  specify  batch  files  to  be  run  before  and/or  after  a
communications session, together with delay, wait and timeout details.

In most cases, you  will  not  need  to  use  the  fields  on  this  page.  If  you  do  need  to  use
them, the values you provide will be specific to your own system and so there  is little  to
be gained by discussing them here.
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AS2 connection - Advanced2.2.6.1.14

The dialog below will be seen if you have selected an AS2 subsystem.

Figure 145 - New AS2 Network ConnectionAdvanced

These  fields  allow  you  to  specify  batch  files  to  be  run  before  and/or  after  a
communications session, together with delay, wait and timeout details.

In most cases, you  will  not  need  to  use  the  fields  on  this  page.  If  you  do  need  to  use
them, the values you provide will be specific to your own system and so there  is little  to
be gained by discussing them here.
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AS2 Network - Advanced2.2.6.2

The Advanced page looks like the example below.

Figure - 146 - AS2 Advanced Network Settings

Advanced settings

The  Advanced  Settings  section  allows  you  to  select  the  values  and  settings  of  certain
elements used during AS2 communications.

Internal  network  -  Allows  you  to  choose  which  internal  AS2  network  you  want  this
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network to communicate  with. This field will  initially show the <Use default>  option.  If
you do not want to use  the default internal  network, use  the dropdown arrow to select
the required internal network.

Priority threshold -  Allows you to choose the priority of  files to be sent to this network.
Priority 5 (the default) is neither high (choose 1) nor low (choose 10).

Permitted  call  directions  -  Specifies  the  direction  of  calls  to  be  permitted  with  this
network.  Calls  may  be  incoming  only,  outgoing  only,  both  incoming  and  outgoing  or
none.

Maximum  number  of  times  to  try  sending  a  file-  Allows  you  to  choose  the  maximum
number of times that ODEX Enterprise will try to send a file  to this network if  it does not
succeed first time. The default value is 2.

Encode in Base64 – Determines whether AS2 binary data is sent base-64 encoded.

Schedule  asynchronous  MDNs  on  file  receipt  -  If  the  trading  partner  requests  an
asynchronous MDN when sending  files,  when  this  option  is  selected,  the  MDN  will  be
sent immediately after receiving a file.   When  this  option  is  disabled,  the  MDN  can  be
sent at a later time, for example as part of a workflow.

Make a call when an MDN is scheduled -  Select this tickbox if  you want ODEX Enterprise
to make a call  to this network  when  an  MDN  is  scheduled  to  be  sent.  MDN  scheduling
occurs automatically but will not be sent automatically unless you select this tickbox.

Submit  received  files  to  the  workflow  manager-  To  use  ODEX  Enterprise  purely  as  a
communications  application  (i.e.  you  do  not  want  ODEX  Enterprise  to  perform  any
processing  on  your  files)  you  should  deselect  this  checkbox.  This  will  ensure  that  any
received  files  associated  with  this  network  will  not  be  submitted  to  the  workflow
manager.

Fully analyse received files-  To use the RCVODETT command in the batch interface,  you
will need to select this option.

Include  CRLF  in  MDN  MIME  header  –  Allows  you  to  adjust  the  way  that  the  MDN  is
formatted.  If  your  trading  partner  requires  an  additional  carriage-return  and  line-feed
delimiter after the MIME headers of  the  MDN  when  calculating  the  signature  then  this
option should be selected.

Include  CRLF  in  MDN  disposition  –  Allows  you  to  adjust  the  way  that  the  MDN  is
formatted.  If  your  trading  partner  requires  an  additional  carriage-return  and  line-feed
delimiter after the message disposition information and before  the MIME part boundary
in the MDN then this option should be selected.

Use routing table - This option specifies that all files received through this network must
be  forwarded  to  other  trading  partners,  using  the  routing  table  to  establish  the
destination.

Include filename in MIME header - Allows you to adjust the way that the MIME header is
formatted.  If  your  trading  partner  requires  an  additional  information  about  the
preserved file name in the MIME header then this option should be selected.

Sample MIME message with the preserved file  name included in the content disposition
header:

Content-Type:multipart/signed;  protocol="application/pkcs7-signature";
boundary="asdfghj531989"; micalg=sha1
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AS2-From:MYCOMPAS2

AS2-To:AS2ID123

AS2-Version:1.1

Message-ID:<ffa04fd7-8aee-4eda-a4aa-7486f6502df7@MYCOMPAS2>

Disposition-Notification-To:receipt@recipient

Host:192.168.1.242:8089

User-Agent:ODEX Enterprise

Date:Fri, 10 May 2013 11:48:29 GMT

Content-Length:12283

MIME-Version:1.0

--asdfghj531989

Content-Type:application/octet-stream

Content-Disposition:attachment; filename="INVOIC D05A.edi"

UNA:+,? 'UNB+UNOC:3+SAFHOLLAND+CONTINENTAL+110330:0736+02158'UNH+1

+INVOIC:D:05A:UN'BGM+380+90080143+9'DTM+137:20110330:102'FTX+AAI+++Sammel-

Set subject MIME header from filename  -  The  subject  value  in  the  MIME header  is  set
based on the target file identification value set in the routing table.  Enabling this option
will override any subject values set in the schedule job.

LogOverrides  -  The  Log  Overrides  section  allows  you  to  select  log  settings  which  will
work in conjunction with  the  usual  log  settings.  The  General  option  is  always  selected
and cannot be deselected.

Email Network2.2.6.3

Email Network - EDI Codes2.2.6.3.1

Detailed information about the email subsystem can be found here.
Detailed information about the external email network can be found here.

The EDI Codes page is where you can provide the EDI addressing details for each of  your
external  companies that  use  this  network.  The  EDI  Codes  page  looks  like  the  example
below and shows a list of all EDI codes currently defined for this external network
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Figure - 147 - External Email Network - EDI Codes

Use the Add or Edit button to add or edit an EDI Code for this external  network. This will
bring up the following dialog
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Figure 148 - External Email Network -  EDI Code

Name – Type in the EDI code name.

EDI code - Type in the EDI code for this external email network.

Qualifier -  This is a qualifier for the EDI code and is usually only required if  you  or  your
trading partner demands it.

Routing address -  This is an address used for routing of  the EDI code and is  usually  only
required if you or your trading partner demands it.

Test  -  Specify  whether  this  is  a  test  EDI  code  (affects  the  processing  of  inbound  files
when matching to a workflow selector).

Email Network - Advanced2.2.6.3.2

Detailed information about the external email network can be found here.

Information about how to configure the advanced details page can be found here.

The advanced page allows optional settings to be defined.  The advanced page looks like
the example below:
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Figure - 149 - External Email Network - Advanced

Advanced settings

Maximum number of times to try sending a file  -   Allows you to choose the maximum
number of  times that ODEX Enterprise  will  try to send a file  to this network if  it  does
not succeed the first time. The default value is 2.

Do not submit received files to the workflow manager -  To use ODEX Enterprise  purely
as a communications application (i.e. you do not want ODEX Enterprise  to perform any
processing on your files) you should tick this option. This will  ensure that any received
files associated with this network will not be submitted to the Workflow Manager.

Fully  analyse  received  files  -  If  selected  received  file  will  be  fully  analysed.  File
analysis process for large files can take time. To use the "RCVODETT" command in the
batch interface, you will need to select this option.

Error  received  messages  that  contain  multiple  attachments  -  If  selected  then  any
emails  received  with  multiple  attachments  will  be  set  into  a  communications  error
state.

Priority threshold -  This determines the point at which  a  call  is  made  to  the  network
when a file is scheduled. If this value is set to 5 then scheduling a file  with a priority of
4 will not result in an immediate call to the network. Instead, a call  will  be  made at the
next daily call.

Default schedule settings

Subject  line  -  the  subject  line  to  include  in  the  email  subject  header  of  the  sent
message:

o Parameter on schedule  file  workflow job -  The value of  the subject will  be  set from
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the schedule job of the workflow. If the file is not scheduled from the workflow (e.g.
manually scheduled) the subject will use the original filename of the scheduled file.

o Use filename - Use the value of the attachment filename, if the file  is not being sent
as an attachment the subject line will use the original filename of the scheduled file.

o Custom mask -  you can  specify  any  text  including  system  placeholders  available  in
the system.

Send file as attachment - if  selected (by default)  send the file  as an attachment to the
mail message 

File  name -  the  file  name  to  include  in  the  Content-Disposition  MIME header  of  the
sent mail message 

o Parameter on schedule file workflow job - The value of the filename will be  set from
the  'filename'  parameter  of  the  schedule  job  on  the  workflow.  If  the  file  is  not
scheduled  from  the  workflow  (e.g.  manually  scheduled)  the  subject  will  use  the
original filename of the scheduled file.

o Original  filename  -  The  name  of  the  file  as  it  entered  the  system.  If  the  file  was
received from a monitor directory on disk then this will  be  the original  name of  the
file dropped into the monitor directory.,

o System filename - The name of the file as stored by the system, this will  normally be
unique for a single file in the system.

o Custom mask -  you can  specify  any  text  including  system  placeholders  available  in
the system.

Message body (plain text)  -  additional  text that may be included as the message body
when sending the file  as an attachment, or if  not using attachments it represents text
added to the beginning of  the message body before the file data.

Message body (HTML) -  where the  file  is  being  sent  as  a  mail  attachment,  this  value
represents additional  text that may be included in another MIME part as the message
body.

Email Network - User Data2.2.6.3.3

Detailed information about the email subsystem can be found here.
Detailed information about the external email network can be found here.

The User Data page is described in the section entitled User Data.
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Figure - 150 - External Email Network - User Data

Forwarding2.2.6.4

The mailbox forwarding page can be found below:

Figure 151 - Forwarding

This page can be used to view and configure mailbox forwarding links. 

When  forwarding  a  file  received  by  this  mailbox,  one  of  the  selected  mailboxes  (as
above)  may  be  used  as  the  sender  when  scheduling  the  file,  if  the  schedule  job  is
configured to use a default sender. 

The  mailboxes  available  for  selection  for  the  protocol  types  'AS2'  and  'Email'  are  all
internal  mailboxes whereas  the  OFTP  drop  down  allows  the  selection  of  both  internal
and external mailboxes.
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FTP Client Network - Advanced2.2.6.5

The FTP Client Advanced page looks like the example below,

Figure 152 - Trading Partner FTP Client Network Advanced

Advanced Settings

The  Advanced  Settings  section  allows  you  to  select  the  values  and  settings  of  certain
elements used during FTP communications.

Internal  network  -  Allows  you  to  choose  which  internal  network  node  you  want  this
network to communicate  with. This field will  initially show the <Use default>  option.  If
you do not want to use  the default internal  network, use  the dropdown arrow to select
the required internal network.

Priority threshold -  Allows you to choose the priority of  files to be sent to this network.
Priority 5 (the default) is neither high (choose 1) nor low (choose 10).

Maximum number of  times  to  try  sending  a  file  -  Allows  you  to  choose  the  maximum
number of times that ODEX Enterprise will try to send a file  to this network if  it does not
succeed first time. The default value is 3.

Submit  received  files  to  the  Workflow  Manager-  To  use  ODEX  Enterprise  purely  as  a
communications  application  (i.e.  you  do  not  want  ODEX  Enterprise  to  perform  any
processing  on  your  files)  you  should  deselect  this  checkbox.  This  will  ensure  that  any
received  files  associated  with  this  network  will  not  be  submitted  to  the  Workflow
Manager.

Fully analyse received files-  To use the RCVODETT command in the batch interface,  you
will need to select this option.

Logoverrides - The Log Overrides section allows you to select log settings which will  work
in  conjunction  with  the  usual  log  settings.  The  General  option  is  always  selected  and
cannot be deselected.
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FTP Client Network - Advanced FTP2.2.6.6

The Advanced FTP client page looks like the example below,

Figure - 153 - FTP Client Network - Advanced FTP

Advanced FTP settings

User start-up commands -  These are  FTP commands that are  sent to the  server  at  the
beginning  of  an  FTP  session.  They  can  be  used  to  navigate  to  a  different  home
directory,  change  settings  that  affect  behaviour,  or  anything  required  by  a  non-
standard FTP server.

Use  custom  list  format  –  Enable  this  option  if  the  SFTP  server  response  to  a  list
command is custom and cannot be recognised when using any server type.

o Filename Start – The zero-based index of  the  first  character  of  the  filename  in  the
custom list response

o Filename Length – The overall length of the filename in the custom list response

o Downloaded  Start  –  The  zero-based  index  of  the  character  indicating  whether  the
file has been downloaded

o Downloaded Value  –  The  value  used  by  the  SFTP  server  to  indicate  that  a  file  has
been downloaded

Server  Type  –  The  structure  of  the  response  to  the  list  directory  command  will  be
different for each type of  SFTP server. In order to successfully parse  the response the
server type must be known. If  ‘Auto’ is selected  then  the  SFTP  client  will  attempt  to
automatically resolve the server type based upon the server welcome message. 

Advanced SFTP settings

SFTP protocol version -  Specifies the SFTP server's protocol  version when establishing
SFTP  client  -  server  connection.  When  the  SFTP  server  protocol  version  is  unknown,
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always  select  the  '<Auto>'  option  which  is  a  default  setting.  SFTP  protocol  version
varies from 0 to 6, where most common versions are  3 and 4. The SFTP version affects
functional  features;  it  does  not  affect  security  of  the  connection  (which  is  always
SSH2.)

Request absolute path on directory change  -  The absolute  path is a path that contains
the root directory and all other sub directories that contain a file  or folder. Some SFTP
servers  require  to  explicitly  request  an  absolute  path  when  accessing  files  and  or
folders  on  the  server.  Let  say,  you  have  specified  the  following  path  for  the  "Get"
directory on the FTP client mailbox:

Figure - 154 - FTP client mailbox - Get files

The path specified here is a relative path ("."). When you request an absolute path, the
SFTP server will return a full path to the specified directory which in this example could
be "/User1/Folder/Root".

By default, the request absolute path on directory change is not enabled as most SFTP
servers should handle relative paths in a correct way.
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FTP Server Network - Advanced2.2.6.7

The FTP Server Advanced page looks like the example below,

Figure 155 - Trading Partner FTP Server Network Advanced

Advanced Settings

The  Settings  section  allows  you  to  select  the  values  and  settings  of  certain  elements
used during FTP communications.

Internal  network  -  Allows  you  to  choose  which  internal  network  node  you  want  this
network to communicate  with. This field will  initially show the <Use default>  option.  If
you do not want to use  the default internal  network, use  the dropdown arrow to select
the required internal network.

Priority threshold -  Allows you to choose the priority of  files to be sent to this network.
Priority 5 (the default) is neither high (choose 1) nor low (choose 10).

Submit  received  files  to  the  Workflow  Manager-  To  use  ODEX  Enterprise  purely  as  a
communications  application  (i.e.  you  do  not  want  ODEX  Enterprise  to  perform  any
processing  on  your  files)  you  should  deselect  this  checkbox.  This  will  ensure  that  any
received  files  associated  with  this  network  will  not  be  submitted  to  the  Workflow
Manager.

Fully analyse received files-  To use the RCVODETT command in the batch interface,  you
will need to select this option.

Log  overrides  -  The  Log  Overrides  section  allows  you  to  select  log  settings  which  will
work in conjunction with  the  usual  log  settings.  The  General  option  is  always  selected
and cannot be deselected.
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Files  to  Send  –  Determines  whether  to  send  the  files  that  have  only  been  addressed
specifically to this network or to send all  scheduled file,  regardless of  network,  when  a
connection is established on this network.

HTTP Client Network2.2.6.8

HTTP Client Network - Overview2.2.6.8.1

Use the overview page to provide basic HTTP client network information.

The overview page looks like the example below:

Figure - 156 - External HTTP Client Network - Overview

Network details

Name -  Type in this field a name for the external  email  network.  This  name  must  be
unique among your other external networks, but it can be whatever you want it to be.
The name is a unique identifier,  enabling you to recognise  it easily when you want to
use this external network.

Description -  You may give  a brief  description  of  the  external  network  in  this  field  if
you  wish.  You  can  simply  repeat  the  name  of  the  external  network,  or  include  any
other information that helps you to  recognise  it.  The  description  is  intended  to  help
you remember what the external network is for.

Local code - This field is provided for users who wish to use  the Batch Interface. Other
users should ignore it.  The local  code is simply a unique  code  designated  by  you  and
used to identify the company in a shorthand form, instead of  having to  remember  its
EDI code. It is a code internally used by ODEX Enterprise and will never be seen by your
trading partners.
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Company -  If  you have defined more than one trading partner company, use  the drop
down  arrow  to  select  the  appropriate  company  with  which  this  network  is  to  be
associated.

Connection

Subsystem - This is where you select the HTTP subsystem to use for outgoing calls from
this  network.  The  HTTP  subsystem  is  where  HTTP  protocol  level  settings  are
maintained (see HTTP Subsystem)

URL -  Enter  the  address  of  the  external  network  you  wish  to  communicate  with  e.g.
"https://www.exampleurl.com/".  If  using  SSL/TLS  the  "https://"  prefix  must  be
included. Otherwise, use "http://".

Username -  This is the username used to authenticate  the caller at the destination.  If
the selected subsystem does  not  use  HTTP  authentication  then  this  field  can  be  left
blank.

Password -  This is the password used  to  authenticate  the  caller  at  the  destination.  If
the selected subsystem does  not  use  HTTP  authentication  then  this  field  can  be  left
blank.

HTTP Client Network - Connection2.2.6.8.2

The connection tab can be used to maintain TSL certificates and general  connection retry
settings.
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Figure - 157 - External HTTP Client Network - Connection

Connection settings

Request timeout - The amount of time that the client will wait for the server to
respond to a request to connect. 

Maximum number of connection attempts & Number of minutes to wait between calls
- When a connection attempt fails the network will go into a 'retry' state. The system
will wait the configured number of minutes between making further connection
attempts. Once the connection attempt limit is reached the network state will be set
to 'failed' and user intervention is required to reset the network.

TLS/SSL settings

This is where the security requirements of the remote server can be defined.

Not a secure connection - Select this if the connection is not a secure connection.

Remote server may use any certificate - Select this if this is a secure connection and
the remote server can use any certificate.
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Remote server may use any trusted certificates - Select this if this is a secure
connection and the remote server must use a certificate signed by a trusted party.

Remote server must use one of the following certificates - Select this if this is a secure
connection and the certificate used must be one of a number of specific certificates.

The certificate used by the client to secure the connection can be set here.

HTTP Client Network - Status2.2.6.8.3

If no connection has yet been made to the network then no information will be shown.

Figure - 158 - External HTTP Client Network - Status

Once a connection has been attempted, the fields will be populated and you will  be  able
to use the Reset, Call, Test call and Refresh buttons.

Current status - The current status of the network is displayed here. Possible values are:

OK – the network is OK and will make a call when necessary

In retry – the network is currently retrying, using its primary connection

Failed – the network has failed to connect using any connections

Reset - This button resets the number of  attempted calls (retries)  to this trading partner
or clearing centre  to zero. ODEX Enterprise  will  not make any  further  attempts  to  call  a
trading  partner  or  clearing  centre  once  the  maximum  number  of  retries  has  been
reached. Therefore the Reset button allows ODEX Enterprise to start calling again.
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Call  -  This  button  initiates  a  single  immediate  call  to  the  trading  partner  or  clearing
centre, whether the maximum number  of  retries  has  been  reached  or  not.  It  does  not
reset the number of attempted calls. If the connection is successful, data will be sent and
received in the usual way.

Test call  -  This button initiates a single  immediate  call  to the trading partner or  clearing
centre, but does not send any data.

Last call details

Session ID -  This field contains the unique session ID of  the last communication  session
with this trading partner or clearing centre.

Direction -  This field contains the direction of  the last  communication  session  with  this
trading partner or clearing centre (Incoming or Outgoing).

Start time - This field contains the time of the last connection attempt.

End time  -  This field contains either the time the session ended (for overall  success)  or
the time the last connection failed (for overall failure).

Files sent - This field contains the number of files that you sent in the given session.

Files  received  -  This  field  contains  the  number  of  files  that  you  received  in  the  given
session.

HTTP Client Network - Advanced2.2.6.8.4

This is where the advanced settings for client network can be configured.

Figure - 159 - External HTTP Client Network - Advanced

Advanced settings

Internal network - Use this to select an internal network to link to this external
network. When creating a new network, the default internal HTTP client network will
be selected. If another internal network is required this can be selected here.

Priority threshold - This determines the point at which a call is made to the network
when a file is scheduled. If this value is set to 5 then scheduling a file with a priority of
4 will not result in an immediate call to the network. Instead, a call will be made at the
next daily call.
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Maximum number of times to try sending a file - This is the number of times an
attempt will be made to send a particular file if a problem occurs.

Log overrides

The detail level of log messages created by this network can be configured here. General
logging is selected by default.

HTTP Client Network - EDI Codes2.2.6.8.5

The EDI Codes page is where you can provide the EDI addressing details for each of  your
external  companies that  use  this  network.  The  EDI  Codes  page  looks  like  the  example
below and shows a list of all EDI codes currently defined for this external network

Figure - 160 - Internal HTTP ClientNetwork - EDI Codes Dialog

Use the Add or Edit button to add or edit an EDI Code for this external  network. This will
bring up the following dialog
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Figure - 161 - Internal HTTP Client Network - EDI Codes Dialog

Name – Type in the EDI code name.

EDI code - Type in the EDI code for this internal email network.

Qualifier -  This is a qualifier for the EDI code and is usually only required if  you  or  your
trading partner demands it.

Test -  Set this flag to true if  you are  using ENGDAT and wish to  set  the  test  flag  in  your
outbound ENGDAT EDI messages.

N.B. A ‘Test’ EDI file has a special flag set in the EDI message to indicate  its Test status. A
‘Live’  EDI  message  simply  does  not  have  the  flag  set.  For  example,  in  an  EDIFACT
message,  a  ‘1’  in  element  0035 of  the  UNB  segment  indicates  a  Test  message.  If  this
element is blank, the message is Live.

Application reference - Enter an application reference is you are  using ENGDAT and wish
to set a specific application reference for outbound ENGDAT EDI messages. 

HTTP Client Network - Daily Call2.2.6.8.6

Please remember that  Daily  Call  details  set  up  for  one  network  have  no  effect  on  the
other  networks.  To  automate  daily  calls  for  all  your  networks  you  must  provide  these
details separately for each network.

By default, the Daily Call page looks like  the example  below. The Daily Call  functionality
is not available until you check the "Make a call to this network" tickbox.
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Figure - 162 - External HTTP Client Network - Daily Call

By  default,  the  Daily  Call  functionality  is  de-activated  for  all  networks.  To  set  your
required daily call  details,  place  a tick in the "Make a call  to this network" checkbox. All
fields on the Daily Call page will then become enabled, as shown below:

Figure - 163 - External HTTP Client Network - Daily Call

Make a call  to  this  network  -  Tick  this  checkbox  to  activate  the  daily  call  functionality.
Deselect this checkbox to de-activate the daily call functionality.

At this time - Use the up and down arrows at the side of  this field to specify the time of
day at which the automated call  should be made. This field uses a 24-hour clock system
e.g. 5pm will be shown as 17:00:00.

Perform  daily  call  on  start-up  if  the  last  call  was  missed  -  Sometimes  a  call  might  be
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missed if the server is not running at the time the call  should be made. A tick in this box
means that,  if  a call  has been missed, a call  will  be  made to the network as soon as  the
server is started.

Days  on  which  to  call  -  The  default  for  this  section  is  "Weekdays",  which  means  an
automated call will be made on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.

To  change  this  selection,  first  uncheck  the  "Weekdays"  tickbox.  This  will  make  all  the
tickboxes available to you. Then use the tickboxes to select which days of  the week you
want ODEX Enterprise  to make an automated call.  We have also provided an "Everyday"
tickbox, which will automatically select each day's tickbox for you.

HTTP Client Network - Routes2.2.6.8.7

The routing page is shown below:

Figure 164 - Routes

This page can be used to  view  and  configure  details  of  routing  which  affects  files  sent
and received by this network.

The top panel, titled Local  routes is used to display routes which are  local  to the current
network, these routes are stored in a separate  routing table  which is just for the current
network and known as the local routing table.

Pressing  the  edit  routes  button  will  display  a  routing  table  dialog  from  which  you  can
manage the local routing table. When adding a new route, the source originator network
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will be locked to the current network.

To use these local  routes, the routing method parameter on the 'Schedule  File'  or  'Post
To Recipient Company Workflow' job must be set to either "Use local  first and global" or
"Use local routing table".

The  bottom  panel  is  titled  Other  routes  and  is  used  to  display  global  routes  which
reference this network as either the source originator network, or the target destination
network. 

The  routes  list  is  this  bottom  panel  is  not  ordered  using  the  routing  table  sequence
value,  therefore  if  you  want  to  view  the  routes  in  the  order  that  the  routes  will  be
matched when the routing table is searched you will  have to use  the view routes button
to view the routing table dialog.

Also of note is that these other routes cannot be edited from this page, and pressing the
view routes button will  only allow you to view details of  the  routes  such  as  the  source
and target file details.

To edit the routes within the bottom panel you must edit the global routing table.

HTTP Client Network - User Data2.2.6.8.8

The User Data page is described in the section entitled User Data.

Figure - 165 - External HTTP Client Network - User Data

HTTP Server Network2.2.6.9
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HTTP Server Network - Overview2.2.6.9.1

Use the overview page to provide basic HTTP server network information.

The overview page looks like the example below:

Figure - 166 - External HTTP Server Network - Overview

Network details

Name -  Type in this field a name for the external  email  network.  This  name  must  be
unique among your other external networks, but it can be whatever you want it to be.
The name is a unique identifier,  enabling you to recognise  it easily when you want to
use this external network.

Description -  You may give  a brief  description  of  the  external  network  in  this  field  if
you  wish.  You  can  simply  repeat  the  name  of  the  external  network,  or  include  any
other information that helps you to  recognise  it.  The  description  is  intended  to  help
you remember what the external network is for.

Local code - This field is provided for users who wish to use  the Batch Interface. Other
users should ignore it.  The local  code is simply a unique  code  designated  by  you  and
used to identify the company in a shorthand form, instead of  having to  remember  its
EDI code. It is a code internally used by ODEX Enterprise and will never be seen by your
trading partners.

Company -  If  you have defined more than one trading partner company, use  the drop
down  arrow  to  select  the  appropriate  company  with  which  this  network  is  to  be
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associated.

Authentication

Username -  If  the underlying subsystem has HTTP authentication enabled this  field  is
required.  This  is  the  username  that  the  caller  must  use  when  making  a  connection
attempt with this network.

Password -  If  the underlying subsystem has  HTTP  authentication  enabled  this  field  is
required.  This  is  the  password  that  the  caller  must  use  when  making  a  connection
attempt with this network.

Origin IP address - If the underlying subsystem has IP authentication enabled this field
is required. This field must match the callers IP address. In order to allow connections
from  multiple  IP  addresses,  wildcards/ranges  or  comma  separated  addresses  can  be
used.

Accepted IP Address Values

Wildcards  (*)  can  be  used  in  place  of  specific  IP  addresses  to  specify  a  range  of  IP
addresses on a particular subnet. These can be placed on any section of the IP address.

192.168.1.* -  this will  match  any  remote  server  with  an  IP  address  in  the  range
192.168.1.1-255

192.168.*  -  this  will  match  any  remote  server  with  the  IP  address  starting  with
192.168.

192.* - this will match any remote server with the IP address starting with 192.

* - this will match any IP address.

Ranges (-) can be specified on any IP section to allow specific ranges of IP address values.

192.168.1-5.1 - this would match 192.168.1.1, 192.168.2.1 etc.

Comma separated addresses can be used to match multiple specific IP addresses

e.g 192.168.1.1,192.168.1.2

Subsystem

This is where the underlying subsystem can be selected for this network. If  there  is only
one HTTP subsystem saved then this will be automatically selected.

Suspension

Authentication attempts before  lockout -  This  is  the  number  of  failed  authentication
attempts  from  a   trading  partner  or  clearing  centre  network  before  it  is  temporarily
locked. A lockout means that any incoming connections will be refused.

Lockout period  (minutes)  -  The  time  in  minutes  that  all  connections  to  this  network
will be refused for.

Lockouts before  suspension -  The number of  lockouts that can be incurred before  the
network is suspended. After which, the network status will need to be reset manually.

Status - The current status of the network. This can be restored back to "OK".

OK – The network is fully functional

Failed - The previous incoming connection failed. This may be because the server
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failed to authenticate the incoming connection.

HTTP Server Network - Advanced2.2.6.9.2

This is where advanced settings for the HTTP server network can be configured.

Figure - 167 - External HTTP Server Network - Overview

Advanced settings

Internal network - Use this to select an internal network to link to this external
network. When creating a new network, the default internal HTTP server network will
be selected. If another internal network is required this can be selected here.

Submit  received  files  to  the  workflow  manager  -  If  ticked,  all  received  files  will  be
submitted  to  the  workflow  manager.  To  use  ODEX  Enterprise  purely  as  a
communications  application  (i.e.  you  do  not  want  ODEX  Enterprise  to  perform  any
processing on your files) you should untick this option. 

Fully analyse  received files  -  If  selected  all  received  files  will  be  fully  analysed.  File
analysis process for large files can take time. To use the "RCVODETT" command in the
batch interface, you will need to select this option.

Log overrides

The detail level of log messages created by this network can be configured here. General
logging is selected by default.
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HTTP Server Network - Status2.2.6.9.3

If no connection has yet been made to the network then no information will be shown.

Figure - 168 - External HTTP Server Network - Status

Once a connection has been attempted, the fields will be populated and you will  be  able
to use the Reset, Call, Test call and Refresh buttons.

Session ID -  This field contains the unique session ID of  the last communication  session
with this trading partner or clearing centre.

Direction -  This field contains the direction of  the last  communication  session  with  this
trading partner or clearing centre (Incoming or Outgoing).

Start time - This field contains the time of the last connection attempt.

End time  -  This field contains either the time the session ended (for overall  success)  or
the time the last connection failed (for overall failure).

Files sent - This field contains the number of files that you sent in the given session.

Files  received  -  This  field  contains  the  number  of  files  that  you  received  in  the  given
session.

HTTP Server External Network - EDI Codes2.2.6.9.4

The EDI Codes page is where you can provide the EDI addressing details for each of  your
external  companies that  use  this  network.  The  EDI  Codes  page  looks  like  the  example
below and shows a list of all EDI codes currently defined for this external network
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Figure - 169 - Internal HTTP Server Network - EDI Codes Dialog

Use the Add or Edit button to add or edit an EDI Code for this external  network. This will
bring up the following dialog

Figure - 170 - Internal HTTP Server Network - EDI Codes Dialog

Figure - 171 - External HTTP Server Network - EDI Codes Dialog

Name – Type in the EDI code name.

EDI code - Type in the EDI code for this internal email network.
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Qualifier -  This is a qualifier for the EDI code and is usually only required if  you  or  your
trading partner demands it.

Test -  Set this flag to true if  you are  using ENGDAT and wish to  set  the  test  flag  in  your
outbound ENGDAT EDI messages.

N.B. A ‘Test’ EDI file has a special flag set in the EDI message to indicate  its Test status. A
‘Live’  EDI  message  simply  does  not  have  the  flag  set.  For  example,  in  an  EDIFACT
message,  a  ‘1’  in  element  0035 of  the  UNB  segment  indicates  a  Test  message.  If  this
element is blank, the message is Live.

Application reference - Enter an application reference is you are  using ENGDAT and wish
to set a specific application reference for outbound ENGDAT EDI messages. 

HTTP Server External Network - Routes2.2.6.9.5

The routing page is shown below:

Figure 172 - Routes

This page can be used to  view  and  configure  details  of  routing  which  affects  files  sent
and received by this network.

The top panel, titled Local  routes is used to display routes which are  local  to the current
network, these routes are stored in a separate  routing table  which is just for the current
network and known as the local routing table.
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Pressing  the  edit  routes  button  will  display  a  routing  table  dialog  from  which  you  can
manage the local routing table. When adding a new route, the source originator network
will be locked to the current network.

To use these local  routes, the routing method parameter on the 'Schedule  File'  or  'Post
To Recipient Company Workflow' job must be set to either "Use local  first and global" or
"Use local routing table".

The  bottom  panel  is  titled  Other  routes  and  is  used  to  display  global  routes  which
reference this network as either the source originator network, or the target destination
network. 

The  routes  list  is  this  bottom  panel  is  not  ordered  using  the  routing  table  sequence
value,  therefore  if  you  want  to  view  the  routes  in  the  order  that  the  routes  will  be
matched when the routing table is searched you will  have to use  the view routes button
to view the routing table dialog.

Also of note is that these other routes cannot be edited from this page, and pressing the
view routes button will  only allow you to view details of  the  routes  such  as  the  source
and target file details.

To edit the routes within the bottom panel you must edit the global routing table.

HTTP Server External Network - User Data2.2.6.9.6

The User Data page is described in the section entitled User Data.

Figure - 173 - External HTTP Client Network - User Data
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Network - Advanced (OFTP)2.2.6.10

The Advanced (OFTP) page is only applicable to OFTP networks and is described below.

Figure 174 - Trading Partner Network Advanced (OFTP)

Advanced OFTP settings

The  Advanced  OFTP  settings  section  allows  you  to  select  the  values  and  settings  of
certain elements used during OFTP communications. These values and settings are  to be
agreed mutually between your company and this trading partner or clearing centre.

Buffer  size  -  This  is  the  size  of  the  exchange  buffers  used  to  communicate  with  this
network.  When  ODEX  Enterprise  transmits  a  file  it  does  so  in  a  number  of  exchange
buffers,  passing  each  buffer  full  to  the  communications  medium  or  receiving  buffers
from  the  exchange  medium.  The  communications  medium  (X.25  or  Async)  must  then
send that buffer. The  larger  the  exchange  buffer  the  better,  as  the  throughput  will  be
greatly increased.

Allow restart-  If  this tickbox is checked (the default status)  then restart is  supported  by
ODEX Enterprise. If  the box is  not  checked,  then  restart  will  not  be  supported  and  any
attempt  to  restart  part  way  through  a  file  will  be  rejected  by  ODEX  Enterprise.  In  the
latter case, if  a file  is  part  way  through  transmission  and  an  interruption  occurs  on  the
line, re-connection to the trading partner will  mean that the file  is restarted again from
the beginning.

Credits-  The credit value controls the  flow  of  information  between  the  partners  and  is
closely  associated  with  the  exchange  buffer  size.  When  a  file  is  being  sent,  ODEX
Enterprise  will  send a buffer of  information across the communications  medium.  It  will
then assemble another exchange buffer for sending. If  it has not yet sent the number of
buffers set in the Credits field, then it will  keep sending data buffers until  this figure  is
reached. Once it has sent this number of  exchange  buffers,  it  will  wait  for  a  Credit  (an
OFTP CDT command) to come from the remote end, stating that all  the  exchange buffers
have been received. When it gets this credit, ODEX Enterprise  will  then send another set
of exchange buffers. The credit limit is acting as the “window size” of  a data flow control
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mechanism.

Most users should set the Credit limit to a value of 7 for maximum throughput.

End ESID with CR -  Most trading partners expect the OFTP ESID  command  to  end  with  a
carriage return character. Therefore  the default setting for this field is to  check  the  tick
box.  However,  Daimler  Chrysler  will  reject  an  ESID  which  ends  with  a  carriage-return
character so the tick box should be unchecked if this network is for DC.

SSID user  data-  This  field  allows  you  to  provide  any  SSID  user  data  requested  by  your
trading partner.

EERP  on  file  receipt-  Select  this  tickbox  to  send  an  EERP  to  your  trading  partner
immediately on successful  receipt of  a file.  This means that EERPs for received files will
be sent in the same session as the files are received.

Valid VFN mask -  This  field  allows  you  to  provide  a  VFN  (virtual  filename)  mask  to  be
matched  against  files  received  from  this  trading  partner  network.  If  the  VFN  of  the
received file does not match the mask, the file will be rejected.

N.B. Any VFN mask you specify in the Mailbox section for this network will  override the
VFN on this page.

You may use the asterisk character (*) to signify one or more unspecified characters. You
may use the question mark character (?) to signify one unspecified character.

Taking the Ford VFN format as an example, you could use one of  the following filename
masks to achieve different results:

FORD.S* – accept all Ford files

FORD.SABC12* – accept all Ford messages for the Supplier code ABC12

FORD.S*RE – accept all Ford Release messages for any Supplier code

FORD.S?????ST – accept all Ford DCI messages for any Supplier code (five  question
marks are more precise than the asterisk but would have the same effect)

EERP forwarded files - The values in the EERP forwarded files field only apply to files that
are  being  forwarded,  as  in  a  clearing  centre  environment.  If  files  are  not  being
forwarded,  only  the  EERP  on  file  receipt  option  applies.  The  options  in  the  list  are  as
follows:

On forwarded file acknowledged - when forwarding a file, schedule an EERP to the
originating trading partner when the forwarded file is acknowledged.

On  forwarded  file  sent  -  when  forwarding  a  file,  schedule  an  EERP  to  the
originating trading partner as soon as the forward file is sent.

Never – do not send an EERP for forward files.This allows the EERP to be generated
manually or by using the acknowledge job.

Use  compression-  Select  this  tickbox  to  use  compression  on  your  data  transfers.
Compression is a method of  making a large  file  smaller  when  transmitting  it,  by  taking
similar characters and encoding the transmission so that each character only occurs once
but is preceded by a repetition number.

For example if you were sending a file  containing the data “0100000000101”, what would
be sent would be 01 then a single character stating that the following character will  occur
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8 times, then the 0 multiple  occurrence character,  then the number 101. In this example
13 characters are compressed into 7.

Files  with  a  large  quantity  of  repetition  (space  characters  for  example)  are  the  best
candidates for compression. If in doubt, it is recommended that compression is selected.

Accept  special  logic  –  Check  this  tick  box  to  allow  special  logic  to  be  used  in  OFTP
communications to protect against the risks of using legacy connection technologies.

Use  advanced  compression  -  This  option  is  only  available  for  networks  that  are
configured  to  use  OFTP  revision  2.   Revision  2 of  the  OFTP  specification  introduced  a
more  efficient  compression  method.  Check  this  tick  box  if  the  trading  partner  uses  at
least Revision 2 of the protocol.

Reject files greater than – This option can be used to specify the maximum received file
size. If  the received file  size  is more than defined by the Network  then  the  file  will  be
rejected and an  appropriate  error  message  will  be  returned.  If  the  maximum  received
file  size  has been specified against  the  Network  and  the  Mailbox  then  the  system  will
always use value set by the Mailbox. If the maximum received file  size  has been set to 0
then there will be no restriction of the received file size.

Allow concurrent connections - If this box is ticked then an outgoing call  can be triggered
to  the  external  network  whilst  incoming  calls  from  that  network  are  in  progress.
However, only one outgoing call to the network can be made at the same time.

Network - Advanced FTP2.2.6.11

The  Advanced  page  looks  like  the  example  below,  and  is  present  for  an  FTP  server
network in order to allow specification of advanced FTP server options.

Figure 175 - Trading Partner Network Advanced FTP

Protocol Options
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This section defines protocol specific options for the user defined by this network.

User welcome text -  There is an opportunity to send text back to a client at two  points.
The first is when a client connects, and this is specified in the FTP server subsystem. The
second is when the user has successfully logged in. The message here  will  be  sent to the
user once their username and password have been verified. Please note  that if  you  are
connecting to the ODEX Enterprise  FTP server  using  an  automated  client,  such  as  ODEX
Enterprise, then this message may not be explicitly shown to the user.

New lines can be used to add emphasis.

Connection  timeout  -  This  is  the  amount  of  time,  in  seconds,  before  the  connection
times out. If  the client  does  not  communicate  with  the  server  for  this  amount  of  time
then the connection will  be  automatically and  immediately  severed.  If  the  client  using
this  network  (e.g.  the  trading  partner  or  a  client  on  your  LAN)  has  an  automated  FTP
client then this timeout value can be very low as an automated client will not wait before
sending the next command. If, however, the user is connecting manually, then there may
be longer pauses between communications and you may wish to raise the timeout level.

Accept parallel incoming connections from this user -  If  enabled, simultaneous incoming
connections  from  this  user  are  allowed  resulting  in  multiple  concurrent  sessions.  If
disabled only one connection for this user is permitted at any time.

Client File Transfer Options

These are  modes of  working and  define  the  way  in  which  the  server  will  react  to  files
stored and retrieved on the server. It is important that the trading partner or other user is
aware  of  the  way  in  which  you  wish  them  to  work  and  that  it  corresponds  to  these
settings.

Files sent -  This option defines the way in  which  ODEX  Enterprise  handles  files  sent  to
this FTP server network, for an external FTP client to pick up. There are two options:

‘Deleted by client’  – This is the  default  option  and  specifies  that  the  client  must
delete  a  file  once  it  has  received  it  successfully  in  order  to  indicate  to  ODEX
Enterprise  that  it  has  been  received  and  we  no  longer  need  to  make  this  file
available any longer.

‘Deleted  by  ODEX  Enterprise’  –  This  means  that  once  the  FTP  server  thinks  the
client  has  successfully  received  a  file,  it  will  remove  that  file  from  the  “Out”
directory and mark the file as sent and acknowledged within ODEX Enterprise.

Files received - This option defines the way ODEX Enterprise handles files that have been
received  from  the  external  FTP  client,  files  coming  in  to  ODEX  Enterprise  through  this
network. Again, there are two options:

‘Uploaded to In directory and moved to Confirmed’ – This option means that ODEX
Enterprise will not receive  a file  from the client until  it has been moved from the
In directory where it was uploaded to, to the Confirmed directory. This means that
a  file  can  be  uploaded  repeatedly  until  the  client  is  sure  it  has  been  correctly
received and then move it in order to signal ODEX Enterprise to pick it up. Files can
be moved by using the FTP rename command and specifying a different path, e.g.
“rename  /In/NewFile  /Confirmed/ConfEDI0102”.  Files  not  confirmed  by  moving
will be disregarded and deleted at the end of a session.

‘Uploaded to In directory’ –  This  option  means  that  ODEX  Enterprise  will  receive
and process a file as soon as it is moved into the “In” directory as long as it thinks it
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has  been  received  correctly.  However,  be  aware  that  an  unexpected  network
disconnect during file  transfer could leave ODEX  Enterprise  FTP  server  thinking  a
file has been received correctly and processing it, even though it would have been
only partly received.

Network - Outbound Connections2.2.6.12

The Outbound Connections page looks like the example below.

Figure 176 - Trading Partner Network Outbound Connections

This view is split into three discrete  sections, Network Retry,  Connections  and  Last  Call
Details.

Network Retry2.2.6.12.1

The  network  retry  section  defines  how  the  network  should  behave  once  all  the
connection  attempts  have  reached  their  maximum  values.  It  is  possible  to  start  the
entire  connection  process  from  the  beginning  should  no  connection  level  attempts
remain.

The first option (default) is to stop making automated calls as shown below,
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Figure 177 - Network Connections - Network Retry (Stop)

In this mode, ODEX Enterprise  will  change the  status  of  the  network  to  ‘Failed’  and  no
more automated calls will be attempted.

The second option is to restart using a specific delay and number of attempts,

Figure 178 - Network Connections - Network Retry (Specific Values)

With  this  option  selected,  two  values  appear  that  allow  you  to  specify  the  number  of
network  attempts  and  the  time  to  wait  between  the  last  call  failing  and  the  first  call
being  retried.  The  connections  will  start  again  based  on  the  configured  priority
sequence.

The final option is to restart using a configured retry profile,

Figure 179 - Network Connections - Network Retry (Retry Profile)

A drop down list allows the predefined retry  profile  to  be  selected.  When  the  last  call
fails,  the number of  attempts and retry interval  will  be  taken from the retry profile  and
the connection process  will  start  again  based  on  the  priority  sequence  of  the  network
connections.

Connections2.2.6.12.2

Figure 180 - Network Connections - Connections

This section shows all the connections that can be used with this network, together with
their type, priority and an indication of  how many attempts/retries have  been  made  to
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connect.

The retry profile  step  column  will  only  be  populated  if  the  connection  is  using  a  retry
profile.

You  may  change  the  priority  of  any  entry  in  the  list  (provided  there  is  more  than  one
entry in the list) by highlighting an entry and clicking on the up and down arrows on this
screen.  This  will  increase  and  decrease,  respectively,  the  value  shown  in  the  Priority
column for the selected entry.

The effect of the Priority field is as follows. Let’s say you have five TCP/IP connections for
this network, with priorities 1,  2,  3,  4 and 5. ODEX Enterprise  will  first  try  to  connect  to
the  network  with  priority  1.  If  that  fails,  it  will  try  priority  2,  and  so  on  until  each
connection has been attempted. Any files for failed connections will  be  queued up until
next time ODEX Enterprise connects to that network.

Clicking the Add or Edit button will bring up the New connection dialog with appropriate
pages for the subsystem type.

Clicking  the  Delete  button  will  remove  the  selected  network  connection  from  the
network.

The Disable  button can be used to disable  a selected entry in the  list.  If  you  disable  an
entry, the value in the Priority column will  change to "Disabled" and the Disable  button
will become the Enable button.

Last Call Details2.2.6.12.3

If you highlight an entry in the Connections list, the details of its last call will be  shown in
the  section  at  the  bottom  of  the  page.  If  no  details  are  shown,  this  indicates  that  the
selected connection has not yet been used.

Figure 181 - Network Connection - Last call details

The last call details are as follows:

Date  -  This  is  the  date  on  which  the  last  attempt  was  made  to  connect  using  the
highlighted connection.

Time  -  This is the time at which the last call  was made to connect using  the  highlighted
connection.

Result -  This field shows the result of  the last attempt to connect  using  the  highlighted
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connection.

"Normal session termination" means that the last attempt was successful.

Network - Daily Call2.2.6.13

Please remember that  Daily  Call  details  set  up  for  one  network  have  no  effect  on  the
other  networks.  To  automate  daily  calls  for  all  your  networks  you  must  provide  these
details separately for each network.

By default, the Daily Call page looks like  the example  below. The Daily Call  functionality
is not available until you check the "Make a call to this network" tickbox.

Figure 182 - Trading Partner Network Daily Call

By  default,  the  Daily  Call  functionality  is  de-activated  for  all  networks.  To  set  your
required daily call  details,  place  a tick in the "Make a call  to this network" checkbox. All
fields on the Daily Call page will then become enabled, as shown below:
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Figure 183 - Trading Partner Network Daily Call (Activated)

Make a call  to  this  network  -  Tick  this  checkbox  to  activate  the  daily  call  functionality.
Deselect this checkbox to de-activate the daily call functionality.

at this time of day -  Use the up and down arrows at the side of  this  field  to  specify  the
time of day at which the automated call  should be made. This field uses a 24-hour clock
system e.g. 5pm will be shown as 17:00:00.

Perform  daily  call  on  start-up  if  the  last  call  was  missed  -  Sometimes  a  call  might  be
missed if the server is not running at the time the call  should be made. A tick in this box
means that,  if  a call  has been missed, a call  will  be  made to the network as soon as  the
server is started.

Days  on  which  to  call  -  The  default  for  this  section  is  "Weekdays",  which  means  an
automated call will be made on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.

To  change  this  selection,  first  uncheck  the  "Weekdays"  tickbox.  This  will  make  all  the
tickboxes available to you. Then use the tickboxes to select which days of  the week you
want ODEX Enterprise  to make an automated call.  We have also provided an "Everyday"
tickbox, which will automatically select each day's tickbox for you.

Network - Directory Options (FTP Server)2.2.6.14

Directory options appear for an FTP server network and the page looks like  the example
below.
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Figure 184 - Trading Partner FTP Server Network - Directory Options

Outbox Options

These are options that affect the Outbox, which means they affect the way files are  sent
to this network from ODEX Enterprise.

Enabled - This switches on the “Out” directory. Inside are  all  files sent to this network. If
this  is  disabled,  then  the  directory  will  not  be  visible  or  traversable  to  an  FTP  client,
which  means  the  client  will  not  be  able  to  pick  up  any  files  sent  to  it  from  ODEX
Enterprise.

Provide archive directory - The archive directory, called “OutArchive” will contain all  files
that  have  previously  been  sent  to  this  network  that  have  not  been  deleted  (either
automatically or manually in the ODEX Enterprise  Workstation. Disabling the option will
make  the  directory  invisible  and  no  previously  sent  files  will  be  available  to  any  FTP
client logging on.

Filename shown - This option relates to the filename that is shown to the client for files
that have been scheduled to this network. The 'Parameter on schedule file  workflow job'
option will  use  the  value  of  the  filename  parameter  on  the  schedule  job.  The  original
filename will be the original name of the file if it was picked up from disk, or the VFN if  it
came from an OFTP network. If  this option is system filename then a  unique  name  will
be  shown for every file.  Custom mask allows you yourself  to enter where  the  filename
comes from.

Custom  mask  -  This  option  is  enabled  if  the  Filename  Shown  field  is  set  to  “Custom
mask”  and  allows  the  use  of  placeholders  from  the  button  below  to  construct  any
filename. Care should be taken, as it could be confusing to a trading partner if all the files
have  the  same  name  and  ODEX  Enterprise  will  not  schedule  a  file  if  the  filename  is
empty. For example, a file  from  an  AS2 network  will  not  have  an  original  filename,  so
specifying  Original  Filename  would  cause  empty  filenames.  More  information  on
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placeholders and their meanings is given in the section on Placeholders.

Inbox Options

The Inbox defines the way in which files are received from the external network to ODEX
Enterprise.

Enabled - Switching on this option provides the client with an ‘In’  directory (and possibly
a  ‘Confirmed’  directory  –  see  the  Advanced  FTP  section)  which  allows  the  client  to
upload files. Disabling the Inbox means that this network user will not be able to transfer
files to ODEX Enterprise.

Provide archive directory - The archive directory for the Inbox provides the client with an
‘InArchive’ directory which contains every file  that the external  network client has  sent
to ODEX Enterprise  that has not been deleted (either automatically or by  hand  in  ODEX
Enterprise Workstation).

Network - EDI Codes2.2.6.15

The EDI Codes page looks like  the example  below, though for AS2, FTP server,  and SFTP
server networks the Mailbox column will not be present.

This page will not be present for Clearing Centre networks.

Figure 185 - Trading Partner Network EDI Codes

This page shows all the EDI codes currently defined for the currently selected network.

If you are adding a new OFTP network, and your SSID, SFID (Mailbox) and EDI code for this
network are  all  the  same, you do not need to add a Mailbox  or  an  EDI  code,  since  they
will  be  created  automatically  when  you  click  the  Save  button  to  save  the  Network
details.
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However, if  you do need to add a mailbox and EDI code for this network, you  must  add
the mailbox and save the Network details before  you will  be  able  to add the associated
EDI code.

Mailboxes are only applicable to OFTP and FTP Client networks. An EDI code will  only be
created automatically for OFTP networks.

Clicking the Add or Edit button will bring up the following dialog for an OFTP or FTP client
network:

Figure 186 - Trading Partner Network EDI Code (OFTP)

or the following dialog for any other network protocol type:
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Figure 187 - Trading Partner Network EDI Code 

Name – Type in this field the EDI code name.

EDI code - Type in this field the EDI code to be used with this network.

Qualifier -  You only need to provide a value in this field if  your trading partners require
it. An asterisk (*) character may be entered in this field to indicate that this EDI code may
be used for files with any qualifier.

Company – Use that option to move EDI code to a different company. It is not possible  to
move  an  EDI  code  to  a  different  company  when  creating  a  new  EDI  code.  Company
selection dropdown is only  enabled  when  accessing  EDI  code  from  the  Company  node
and it is not enabled when accessing from the Network node.

Routing address -  This is an address used for routing of  the EDI code and is  usually  only
required  if  you  or  your  trading  partner  demands  it.  An  asterisk  (*)  character  may  be
entered in this field to indicate  that this EDI code may be used for files with any routing
address.

Test -  Set this flag to true if  you are  using ENGDAT and wish to  set  the  test  flag  in  your
outbound ENGDAT EDI messages.

N.B. A ‘Test’ EDI file has a special flag set in the EDI message to indicate  its Test status. A
‘Live’  EDI  message  simply  does  not  have  the  flag  set.  For  example,  in  an  EDIFACT
message,  a  ‘1’  in  element  0035 of  the  UNB  segment  indicates  a  Test  message.  If  this
element is blank, the message is Live.

Application reference - Enter an application reference is you are  using ENGDAT and wish
to set a specific application reference for outbound ENGDAT EDI messages. 
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Mailbox (OFTP & FTP client only)  -  Select the appropriate  mailbox for this network from
the dropdown list. If the mailbox you require is not in the list, you must first add it on the
Mailboxes page and save it.

SFID (OFTP only) - This field is not editable. Once you have selected a mailbox in the field
above, the associated SFID will appear in this field.

EDI Codes - EDIFACT security2.2.6.15.1

The EDIFACT Security dialog can be used to override the options configured in the three
EDIFACT security workflow jobs, for a specific EDI code.

Details can be found in the section entitled ‘EDIFACT Security Settings’.

Network - File Limiting2.2.6.16

The file limiting settings allow you to limit the number of  files that a particular network
(or all networks) can receive over a given time period.

Figure 188 - File Limiting

There are three main options to choose from that will  determine how file  limiting is set
on a given network, namely "Disabled", "Use Global  Settings",  and "Limit the number of
received files sent to this network".

Disabled

When a network has a file limit of "Disabled", file limiting is not enforced.

Use Global Settings

When a network has a file limit of "Use Global Settings", the file limit will  be  determined
by the settings defined in the Global Connection Settings section.

Limit The Number Of Received Files Sent To This Network

When  a  network  has  a  file  limit  of  "Limit  the  number  of  received  files  sent  to  this
network", the file limit will be determined by the values given in the available controls.
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Figure 189 - Limit the number of received files

These controls will only become available when this option is selected.

Time  interval  (in  minutes)  -  When  the  network  file  limit  is  reached,  this  value
states  the  time  in  minutes  that  the  network  will  be  blocked  before  becoming
unblocked.

Maximum number of files - The maximum number of  files that can be received by
this network in the configured time interval before the network becomes blocked.

Block  will  automatically  expire  -  If  enabled  then  the  network  will  automatically
unblock  when  the  time  since  the  last  file  received  is  greater  or  equal  to  the
configured time interval.

Enforcing File Limits

When a network receives a number of files greater than the configured limit over a given
time period, the network will become "Blocked".  

Blocked Networks

A blocked  network  can  no  longer  receive  files,  and  any  attempt  to  call  a  network  in  a
"Blocked" state will result in the attempted session being disconnected.

Any  received  files  with  a  status  of  "New"  from  the  network  that  became  blocked  will
become "Postponed", meaning that no workflow processing will be performed on them.

A blocked network can be manually unblocked via the Status Tab on the given network. 

Network - Inbound (AS2)2.2.6.17

This  section  describes  the  AS2  Inbound  page.  It  allows  you  to  configure  the  Security
Settings to be used for inbound data from your trading partner or clearing centre.

You  will  already  have  configured  the  Security  Settings  for  your  internal  network.  The
decryption certificate defined there  may be used here  too, by selecting the appropriate
option.

The two areas of  security  are  encryption  and  signatures.  You  are  required  to  configure
the details of security to be used. This is not a matter of  choice  – the configuration must
reflect the security arrangement you have agreed with your trading partner.

The Inbound page looks like the example below.
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Figure 190 - Trading Partner Network Inbound Security Settings

Encryption

The Encryption section is where you specify the private  key certificate  (if  any)  that  will
be used to decrypt data sent to you by your trading partners.

Select the appropriate radio button. Each button specifies whether encryption is optional
or required for this network.

If  encryption  is  required,  you  can  either  decrypt  your  trading  partner’s  files  using  the
certificates  selected  in  your  internal  network  section,  or  you  can  specify  them  here.
Action buttons are  enabled for you to choose the certificate(s).  See the section entitled
‘Dynamic Certificate Selection’.

Signature

The Signature section is used to specify whether you require  inbound data to be signed,
and  if  so  how  (possibly  including  the  specification  of  a  trading  partner's  public  key
certificate).

Overrides  -  If  you  expect  different  certificates  to  be  used  to  sign  the  received  data
depending  on  the  internal  network  to  which  the  file  is  addressed  to  the  'Overrides'
button will open a dialog enabling you to assign certificates to internal networks. 

Network - Inbound (OFTP)2.2.6.18

The OFTP Inbound page is only visible on OFTP networks that are  configured to use  OFTP
2 with  additional  options.   For  networks  that  are  configured  to  use  an  earlier  release
level or simpler security configuration, this page is hidden.
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The Inbound page looks like the example below.

Figure 191 - Trading Partner Network Inbound File Security

The two areas of  security  are  encryption  and  signatures.  You  are  required  to  configure
the details of security to be used. This is not a matter of  choice  – the configuration must
reflect the security arrangement you have agreed with your trading partner.

Encryption  -  The  Encryption  section  is  where  you  specify  the  private  key  certificate(s)
that will  be  used to decrypt data sent to you by your trading  partner.  These  certificates
are  considered  as  belonging  to  you  and  thus  will  be  configured  against  your  internal
companies.

Select the appropriate radio button. Each button specifies whether encryption is optional
or required for this network.

If encryption is required, you can either decrypt your trading partner’s files using any of
your internal  certificates, or you can select specific  certificate(s)  to  use.  Action  buttons
are enabled; see the section entitled ‘Dynamic Certificate Selection’.

Signature - The Signature section is used to specify whether you require  inbound data to
be signed, and if so how (possibly including the specification of  a trading partner's public
key certificate). The certificates used for verification are  considered as belonging to and
thus provided by the trading partner.

Select the appropriate radio button. The options are  all  self-explanatory. If  you choose a
specific  certificate,  action  buttons  are  enabled,  which  are  explained  in  the  section
entitled ‘Dynamic Certificate Selection’.

Network - Mailboxes2.2.6.19

The  Mailboxes  page  is  only  applicable  to  OFTP  and  FTP  client  networks.  It  will  not  be
present for AS2, FTP server, SFTP server, Email, HTTP server and HTTP client networks.
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The Mailboxes page looks like the example below.

Figure 192 - Trading Partner Network Mailboxes

This page displays a list of existing mailboxes for this network.

Use the Add, Edit and Delete buttons to add new mailboxes, and edit and delete  existing
mailboxes.

For OFTP networks, if  your SSID and SFID (mailbox)  for this network are  both  the  same,
you  do  not  need  to  add  a  mailbox  for  the  new  network,  since  it  will  be  created
automatically when you click the Save button.

Mailbox  pages  differ  depending  on  whether  they  are  for  an  OFTP  network  or  an  FTP
client network.

OFTP Mailbox - Overview2.2.6.19.1

The  Overview  page  is  where  mandatory  information  has  to  be  provided  for  each  new
external OFTP mailbox. If the network specifies “Use additional  options for inbound and
outbound data” the Inbound and Outbound page tabs will be displayed.

The Overview page looks like the example below.
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Figure 193 - OFTP Mailbox Overview

Name  -  Type in here  a name for the mailbox. This is just for your own  use  within  ODEX
Enterprise.

SFID - Type in here the SFID of the mailbox.

Local code  -  This field is provided for users who  wish  to  use  the  Batch  Interface.  Other
users should ignore it.

The  local  code  is  simply  a  unique  code  designated  by  you  and  used  to  identify  the
company in a shorthand form, instead of  having  to  remember  its  EDI  code.  It  is  a  code
internally used by ODEX Enterprise and will never be seen by your trading partners.
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OFTP Mailbox - Advanced2.2.6.19.2

The advanced page contains optional settings that may be changed by advanced users.

Figure 194 - OFTP Network - Mailbox - Advanced

Routing options

Default internal mailbox - Choose an option from the drop down to specify the
default mailbox where all received files will be placed.

Default  mailbox  -  Select  this  to  make  this  mailbox  the  default  mailbox  for
sending files to.

Use  routing  table  -  This  option  specifies  that  all  files  received  through  this
network must be forwarded to other trading partners,  using the routing table  to
establish the destination.

Encoding options

Source - Select the encoding of the source file. 

Target - Select the desired encoding to convert the target file to.

Map file - An XE map file  can be selected to use  when mapping  a file  from one
format to another.

Map direction - Select the desired direction of the mapping.

OFTP Mailbox - Advanced OFTP2.2.6.19.3

The  advanced  OFTP  page  contains  optional  settings  that  may  be  changed  by  advanced
users.
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Figure 195 - OFTP Mailbox - Advanced OFTP

Valid VFN Mask -  This  field  allows  you  to  provide  a  VFN  (virtual  filename)  mask  to  be
matched  against  files  received  from  this  trading  partner  network.  If  the  VFN  of  the
received file does not match the mask, the file will be rejected.

N.B. Any VFN mask you specify here  will  override the VFN you specify on the Advanced
(OFTP) page for this network.

You may use the asterisk character (*) to signify one or more unspecified characters. You
may use the question mark character (?) to signify one unspecified character.

Taking the Ford VFN format as an example, you could use one of  the following filename
masks to achieve different results:

FORD.S* – accept all Ford files

FORD.SABC12* – accept all Ford messages for the Supplier code ABC12

FORD.S*RE – accept all Ford Release messages for any Supplier code

FORD.S?????ST – accept all Ford DCI messages for any Supplier code (five  question
marks are more precise than the asterisk but would have the same effect)

SFID user  data  -  Type  in  here  the  SFID  user  data,  if  applicable.  If  you  are  required  to
provide  SFID  user  data,  your  trading  partner  using  this  mailbox  should  have  informed
you.

File format - OFTP files can be sent as fixed record length format, variable  record length
format, text format or unformatted. When scheduling a file  using the schedule  job,  the
file  format may be specified on the schedule  job.  If  the  file  format  is  specified  on  the
mailbox to which the file is being scheduled, this file  format will  override the setting on
the schedule file job.

Record length - The record length only needs to be specified when sending a file  as fixed
format  or  variable  format.  For  files  with  variable  length  records,  this  is  the  maximum
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record length.   

Reject files greater than -  This option can be used to specify the maximum received file
size. If  the received file  size  is more than defined by the Network  then  the  file  will  be
rejected and an  appropriate  error  message  will  be  returned.  If  the  maximum  received
file  size  has been specified against  the  Network  and  the  Mailbox  then  the  system  will
always use value set by the Mailbox. If the maximum received file  size  has been set to 0
then there will be no restriction of the received file size.

Cipher  Suite  –  This  field  allows  you  to  specify  the  cipher  suite  to  use  in  OFTP2
communications. Your choice affects the algorithm used for encryption, either TripleDES
or AES.

Advanced Compression - OFTP advanced compression attempts to reduce the amount of
data  transmitted,  potentially  reducing  call  times  and  costs.  “Use  network  compression
settings” means use the value specified on the external  network Advanced (OFTP)  page
field “Use advanced compression”. Check the appropriate tick box.

Accept  duplicate  files  -  This  allows  you  to  specify  that  ODEX  Enterprise  should  accept
files sent to this mailbox, regardless of  whether another file  has been received with the
same virtual  filename and virtual  date/time.  When the check box is not checked, ODEX
Enterprise will reject files with a duplicate virtual filename and virtual date/time.

OFTP Mailbox - Inbound2.2.6.19.4

The Inbound page allows you to configure  the Security Settings to  be  used  for  inbound
data from this trading partner mailbox. These values override the settings at the network
level.

The Inbound page looks like the example below.
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Figure 196 - Trading Partner Network Mailbox - Inbound

The two areas of  security  are  encryption  and  signatures.  You  are  required  to  configure
the details of security to be used. This is not a matter of  choice  – the configuration must
reflect the security arrangement you have agreed with your trading partner.

Encryption  -  The  Encryption  section  is  where  you  specify  the  private  key  certificate(s)
that will  be  used to decrypt data sent to you by your trading  partner.  These  certificates
are  considered  as  belonging  to  you  and  thus  will  be  configured  against  your  internal
companies.

Select the appropriate radio button. Each button specifies whether encryption is optional
or required for this network.

“Use external network encryption settings” means the settings specified on the external
network for inbound data decryption should be used.

If encryption is required, you can either decrypt your trading partner’s files using any of
your internal  certificates, or you can select specific  certificate(s)  to  use.  Action  buttons
are enabled; see the section entitled ‘Dynamic Certificate Selection’.

Signature - The Signature section is used to specify whether you require  inbound data to
be signed, and if so how (possibly including the specification of  a trading partner's public
key certificate). The certificates used for verification are  considered as belonging to and
thus provided by the trading partner.

Select the appropriate radio button. The options are  all  self-explanatory. If  you choose a
specific  certificate,  action  buttons  are  enabled,  which  are  explained  in  the  section
entitled ‘Dynamic Certificate Selection’.
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“Use external  network signature  settings” means the settings specified  on  the  external
network for inbound data verification should be used.

OFTP Mailbox - Outbound2.2.6.19.5

The Outbound page allows you to configure the security settings to be used for outbound
data to your trading partner or clearing centre. These values override the settings at the
network level.

The Outbound page looks like the example below.

Figure 197 - Trading Partner Network Mailbox - Outbound

The  three  sections  on  this  page  are  encryption,  signature  and  EERP  options.  You  are
required to configure  the details of  security to be used. This is not a matter  of  choice  –
the  configuration  must  reflect  the  security  arrangement  you  have  agreed  with  your
trading partner.

Encryption -  The Encryption section is where you specify the public  key  certificate(s)  to
use  when  sending  encrypted  data  to  your  trading  partner.  These  certificates  are
considered as belonging to and thus provided by the trading partner.

Select the appropriate radio button. No encryption means that your trading partner does
not expect you to encrypt data you send to him.

“Use external network encryption settings” means the settings specified on the external
network for encryption should be used.

If  you  choose  to  encrypt  data,  action  buttons  are  enabled,  which  are  explained  in  the
section entitled ‘Dynamic Certificate Selection’.
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Signature  -  The  Signature  section  is  where  you  specify  the  private  key  certificate(s)  to
use  when  signing  data  you  are  sending  to  your  trading  partner.  These  certificates  are
considered as belonging to your internal companies.

Select the appropriate  radio button. No signature  means that your trading  partner  does
not expect you to sign your data.

“Use external  network signature  settings” means the settings specified  on  the  external
network for signing should be used.

If  you  choose  to  sign  data,  you  can  either  sign  using  the  certificate  configured  against
your  internal  network,  or  you  can  select  a  different  certificate.  Action  buttons  are
enabled, which are explained in the section entitled ‘Dynamic Certificate Selection’.

EERP Options - The mailbox settings override the network settings.

The “Request signed EERP” tick box should be checked if you would like to receive signed
OFTP EERP acknowledgments for files you send to this trading partner. Signing confirms
that the file has definitely been received by the intended recipient.

“Use  network  EERP  settings”  means  the  setting  specified  on  the  network  “Request
signed acknowledgment” should be used.

OFTP Mailbox - Overrides2.2.6.19.6

The  OFTP  Overrides  page  is  only  visible  on  mailboxes  of  OFTP  networks  that  are
configured to use  OFTP 2 with additional  options.   For  networks  that  are  configured  to
use an earlier release level or simpler security configuration, this page is hidden.

The Overrides page looks like the example below.
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Figure 198 - Trading Partner Network Mailbox - Overrides

This page presents a list of certificates for overriding inbound and outbound EERP signing
certificates.

By default,  EERP signing will  use  the configured file  signing and verification certificates.
To override these, use  the relevant action  buttons  as  explained  in  the  section  entitled
‘Dynamic Certificate Selection’.

Note that you will  only be allowed to override  those  cases  for  which  a  specific  default
certificate has already been defined on the Inbound and Outbound pages.

OFTP Mailbox - User Data2.2.6.19.7

The User Data page is described in the section entitled User.

FTP client Mailbox - Overview2.2.6.19.8

The  Overview  page  is  where  mandatory  information  has  to  be  provided  for  each  new
external FTP client mailbox. The Overview page looks like the example below.

There are three sections on this page – Details, Get Files and Put Files
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Figure 199 - FTP Client Mailbox Overview

Name  -  Type in here  a name for the mailbox. This is just for your own  use  within  ODEX
Enterprise.

File  type  -  Use  the  dropdown  list  to  select  the  encoding  (ASCII/EBCDIC/Binary)  of  the
files that you exchange with your trading partner. PCs  and  Unix  machines  use  ASCII  for
plain text files while AS/400s and IBM mainframes use EBCDIC.

Changing the file type affects the format in which the server expects to receive  files and
in which it gives files to the client. In Binary mode there is no conversion and files will  be
received exactly the same as they are  on  the  FTP  server.  In  ASCII  mode  the  FTP  server
will convert all files to ASCII as they are  sent to us,  but will  also expect files sent to it to
be sent in ASCII.

If you retrieve files, then these will be in the format specified here; the ODEX Enterprise
FTP client will not perform any conversion.

The  format  in  which  the  FTP  server  stores  a  file  depends  on  the  FTP  server
implementation. For instance, you could set the type to ASCII  and send a file  in ASCII  to
an AS/400 machine and it could convert it back to EBCDIC before  storing  it,  since  this  is
the  default  text  format  on  that  machine.  Specifying  a  type  in  which  to  send  the  file
implies it is a text file and allows whichever FTP server receives it to convert the file  into
the native text format.

So select “ASCII” if you exchange plain text files and want them to be inter-converted. If
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your  files  are  not  plain  text  (e.g.  engineering  drawings)  or  you  specifically  don’t  want
them converted, select “Binary” and FTP will exchange them unaltered.

Get Files -  Check this tick box to retrieve files from this  trading  partner.  Once  checked,
the other fields in this section become enabled.

Files -  Use the dropdown list  to  choose  which  files  you  will  retrieve  from  your  trading
partner.

Custom mask - Use this field to specify the name(s) of the file(s) you want to retrieve.

You can use the ‘*’ and ‘?’  characters to specify the mask. ‘?’  Means a single  character of
any type, where as ‘*’ means any number of characters (0,1 or more) of any type or order.

For example, “m?atp*s” matches “meatpies” and “maatps” but not “matpies”.

Remote path -  Enter the location on your trading partner’s machine where the files you
wish to retrieve are to be found. Note a forward trailing forward slash character (/)  is not
required on the end of the path. 

Delete after download -If  you check this tick box, when you have successfully retrieved
files,  FTP will  delete  them from your trading partner’s disk. If  you don’t  check  this  box,
retrieved files will  remain on your  trading  partner’s  disk  until  he  does  something  with
them and you could  receive  the  same  files  again  in  later  communication  sessions.  FTP
only deletes files that have been received successfully.

Put  Files  -  Check  this  tick  box  to  send  files  to  this  trading  partner.  Once  checked,  the
other fields in this section become enabled.

File  name  -  Use the dropdown list to choose the filename to use when  sending  files  to
your trading partner. The 'Parameter on schedule  file  workflow job' option  will  use  the
value of the filename parameter on the schedule job. 

Custom mask - Use this field to change the name(s) of the file(s) you send.

Remote path -  Enter the location on your trading partner’s machine where the files you
send should be saved.

Create remote path – This checkbox indicates whether the remote directory indicated by
‘Remote path’ should be created if it does not exist on the remote server.

FTP client Mailbox - Advanced2.2.6.19.9

The Advanced  page  is  where  you  can  specify  extra  options  to  control  the  exchange  of
files. The Advanced page looks like the example below.
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Figure 200 - FTP Client Mailbox Advanced

Advanced get options

Recipient  mailbox  -  Use  the  dropdown  list  to  choose  the  internal  mailbox  into
which received files will be written.

Download  sort  order  -  Use  the  dropdown  list  to  choose  the  order  in  which
retrieved files will be read from the trading partner.

Get new files  only  -  We  recommend  using  this  option  only  if  it  is  impossible  to
delete the files after they have been retrieved, as this ensures that a file  is always
retrieved and never retrieved twice, as well  as letting the owner of  the ftp server
know  which  files  have  been  retrieved.  This  option  gets  only  new  files  from  the
directory. It does this by analysing the directory  listings,  extracting  out  file  date/
times, and only downloading files with a date/time after the last retrieved file.  If  a
file  has  the  same  filedate/time,  then  it  is  downloaded  in  filename  ascending
order. Since most ftp servers do not give  the second the file  was uploaded, if  two
files are uploaded in the same minute and ODEX Enterprise calls into the ftp server
whilst uploading the first file  and the second file  is alphabetically before  the first
one, then the file  may be missed and not retrieved. If  this rare  situation occurs,  a
warning will be given in the comms monitor.

iSeries file deletion - Enable  this option if  the remote server is an IBM iSeries FTP
server and it is a requirement  to  delete  the  files  after  download.  If  enabled  the
IBM iSeries FTP Server delete command will be sent after download.

Rename files after get – Check this tick box if,  after  files  have  been  downloaded
from the FTP server,  you want files to be renamed or moved to other location on
the FTP server.
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Custom mask – Use this field to  specify  the  new  name/path  for  the  downloaded
files. This path will be used to rename/move files on the FTP server. Placeholders
can be used to populate this field.

Advanced put options

Rename  files  after  upload  -  Check  this  tick  box  if,  after  they  have  been  sent
successfully  from  you  to  your  trading  partner,  you  want  files  on  your  trading
partner’s disk to be renamed.

Custom mask -  Use  this  field  to  specify  the  new  name(s)  of  the  file(s)  you  have
sent and which are to be renamed on your trading partner’s disk. Placeholders can
be used to populate this field.

Use routing table -This option specifies that all files received through this network
must be forwarded to other trading partners,  using the  routing  table  to  establish
the destination.

Set Unix file permissions - If enabled then the file  permissions for the remote file
can  be  set  to  a  required  value  after  being  uploaded  to  the  server  via  the  Unix
CHMOD  command.  Only  three  numeric  digits  are  required  which  represent  the
permissions for the file owner, group and other users respectively e.g. '664' -  read
and write, read only, read only.

FTP client Mailbox - User Data2.2.6.19.10

The User Data page is described in the section entitled‘ User Data’.

Network - MDN Receipts2.2.6.20

The MDN Receipts page is only applicable to AS2 networks. It allows you to configure  the
settings to be used for MDN receipts from your trading partner or clearing centre.

MDN stands for  Message  Disposition  Notifications.  They  are  an  acknowledgement  that
your partner has received the data you sent and that the encryption and signatures were
OK. The settings you choose are a matter of personal preference.

The MDN Receipts page looks like the example below.
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Figure 201 - Trading Partner Network MDN Receipt Settings

MDN  request  settings-  The  Request  MDN  receipt  tickbox  is  selected  by  default.  The
default MDN settings are:

Request synchronous MDN

Request an unsigned MDN

If  you  uncheck  the  tickbox,  the  AS2  messages  you  send  will  not  include  requests  for
MDNs. When the tickbox is unchecked, the rest of the page will be disabled.

You may accept the default settings or choose the way MDNs are sent to you. The choices
are as follows:

Request synchronous MDN – this option means that the MDN will be sent to you in
the same AS2 comms session in which you send the data

Request asynchronous MDN (via HTTP)  – this option means  that  the  MDN  will  be
sent to you in a different AS2 comms session from the one in which you sent  the
data. The MDN will be sent back to the same URL that sent the original file.

Request asynchronous MDN (via HTTP)  to following URL  –  this  option  means  that
the  MDN  will  be  sent  to  you  in  a  different  AS2 comms  session  from  the  one  in
which you sent the data. If  you select this option, the field  below  it  will  become
enabled, allowing you to type in the URL to which you want the MDN to be sent.

MDN  signature  settings  -  You  have  a  choice  of  three  self-explanatory  settings  in  this
section:

Request an unsigned MDN

Request a signed MDN

Mirror inbound settings for this network
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Network - Outbound (AS2)2.2.6.21

This  section  describes  the  AS2 Outbound  page.  It  allows  you  to  configure  the  security
settings, compression requirements and content  type  to  be  used  for  outbound  data  to
your trading partner or clearing centre.

The four sections on this page are decryption, signatures, compression and content type.
 You are  required to configure  the details of  security to be used. This is  not  a  matter  of
choice  – the configuration must reflect the security  arrangement  you  have  agreed  with
your trading partner.

The Outbound page looks like the example below.

Figure 202 - Trading Partner Network Outbound Security Settings

Encryption- The Encryption section is where you specify the public key certificate  to use
when  sending  encrypted  data  to  your  trading  partner.  Select  the  appropriate  radio
button.

No encryption means that your trading partner does not expect you to encrypt data you
send to him.

If  he  does expect you to  use  encryption,  you  must  select  “Encrypt  outbound  data  with
one  of  the  following  certificates”  to  specify  the  certificate(s)  to  use  for  encrypting
outbound data. Action buttons are  enabled for you to choose the certificate(s).  See  the
section entitled ‘Dynamic Certificate Selection’.

Signature  -  The Signature  section is where you specify the private  key certificate  to  use
when  signing  data  sent  by  you  to  your  trading  partner.  Select  the  appropriate  radio
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button.

No signature means that your trading partner does not expect you to sign your data.

If  he  is  expecting  you  to  use  a  signature,  you  can  either  sign  using  the  certificate(s)
selected  in  your  internal  network  section,  or  you  can  specify  the  certificate(s)  to  use.
Action buttons are  enabled for you to choose the certificate(s).  See the section entitled
‘Dynamic Certificate Selection’.

Compression  -  Select  the  'Compress  outbound  data'  tickbox  to  compress  the  data  that
you send, if your trading partner has indicated that compressed data is acceptable.

Content Type - The content type indicates to your trading partner the format of  the data
that you are sending.  When sending a file  using AS2, the content type of  the file  is sent
with the file  in the AS2 message.  You may change the content type  used  for  outbound
messages, should your trading partner require this.   

Network - Outbound (OFTP)2.2.6.22

The  OFTP  Outbound  page  is  only  visible  on  OFTP  networks  that  are  configured  to  use
OFTP  2  with  additional  options.   For  networks  that  are  configured  to  use  an  earlier
release level or simpler security configuration, this page is hidden.

The Outbound page looks like the example below.

Figure 203 - Trading Partner Network Outbound File Security

The two areas of security are encryption and signature. You are  required to configure  the
details  of  security  to  be  used.  This  is  not  a  matter  of  choice  –  the  configuration  must
reflect the security arrangement you have agreed with your trading partner.

Encryption -  The Encryption section is where you specify the public  key  certificate(s)  to
use  when  sending  encrypted  data  to  your  trading  partner.  These  certificates  are
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considered as belonging to and thus provided by the trading partner.

Select the appropriate radio button. No encryption means that your trading partner does
not expect you to encrypt data you send to him.

If  you  choose  to  encrypt  data,  action  buttons  are  enabled,  which  are  explained  in  the
section entitled ‘Dynamic Certificate Selection’.

Signature  -  The  Signature  section  is  where  you  specify  the  private  key  certificate(s)  to
use  when  signing  data  you  are  sending  to  your  trading  partner.  These  certificates  are
considered as belonging to your internal companies.

Select the appropriate  radio button. No signature  means that your trading  partner  does
not expect you to sign your data.

If  you  choose  to  sign  data,  you  can  either  sign  using  the  certificate  configured  against
your  internal  network,  or  you  can  select  a  different  certificate.  Action  buttons  are
enabled, which are explained in the section entitled ‘Dynamic Certificate Selection’.

Network - Overrides (OFTP)2.2.6.23

The  OFTP  Overrides  page  is  only  visible  on  OFTP  networks  that  are  configured  to  use
OFTP  2  with  additional  options  and  advanced  overrides.   For  networks  that  are
configured to use  an earlier release level  or simpler security  configuration,  this  page  is
hidden.

The Overrides page looks like the example below.

Figure 204 - Trading Partner Network File Security Overrides
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This  page  presents  a  list  of  certificates  for  overriding  inbound  and  outbound
authentication and EERP signing certificates.

By default,  EERP signing will  use  the configured file  signing and verification certificates,
whilst  session  authorisation  will  use  the  configured  encryption  and  decryption
certificates.

To override any of the 4 cases, use the relevant action buttons as explained in the section
entitled ‘Dynamic Certificate Selection’.

Note that you will  only be allowed to override  those  cases  for  which  a  specific  default
certificate has already been defined on the Inbound and Outbound pages.

Network - Security2.2.6.24

The Security page is only applicable to OFTP networks that are configured to use  OFTP 2. 
For networks that are configured to use an earlier release level,  the security options will
be disabled.

You  need  to  enter  data  on  the  Security  page  only  if  you  want  to  use  signing  and
encryption when exchanging files with this trading partner.

The Security page looks like the example below.

Figure 205 - Trading Partner Network Security Settings

This  page  is  where  you  specify  the  public  key  certificate  (if  any)  that  will  be  used  to
encrypt  data  you  send  to  this  trading  partner  and  to  verify  the  signature  on  data  you
receive from this trading partner.

These settings will  be  used by all  the  mailboxes defined against  this  network.  You  can,
however, choose different settings for any mailbox on the Inbound and Outbound pages
of the mailbox.
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You are  required to configure  the details of  security to be  used.  This  is  not  a  matter  of
choice  – the configuration must reflect the security  arrangement  you  have  agreed  with
your  trading  partner.  For  a  fuller  explanation  of  encryption,  decryption,  signatures,
certificates and public and private keys, please refer to VM-0001-04 Administrator.

External Network Security

Select “None – all  security  disabled”  if  you  do  not  want  to  send  signed  and  encrypted
data to this trading partner and you are  not  expecting  to  receive  signed  and  encrypted
data in return.

If  you  do  want  to  sign  and  encrypt  data  you  send  to  the  trading  partner,  your  trading
partner will  send you signed and encrypted  data,  and  the  trading  partner  has  provided
you  with  a  single  public  certificate,  select  “Encrypt  and  verify  data  with  one  of  the
following certificates”. Action buttons are enabled for you to choose the certificate(s)  to
use. See the section entitled ‘Dynamic Certificate Selection’.

Note  that  in  this  simple  case,  the  specified  certificate  is  used  for  encrypting  data  you
send to the trading partner and verifying data you receive  from the trading partner. You
will sign data with the certificate specified against your internal  network or mailbox, and
decrypt received data with any appropriate internal certificate.

For  any  scenario  that  differs  from  the  simple  case  described  above,  you  will  want  to
select “Use additional options for inbound and outbound data” to open up two additional
pages, Inbound and Outbound, where you can indicate  the different ways that received
and sent data are to be processed.

Options -  The Options tick boxes are  enabled only if  you  have  selected  to  use  external
network security.

The “Session authentication (uses encryption certificate)” tick box should be  checked  if
OFTP session authentication is to be used to confirm the identity of  the trading partner.
In  a  standard  scenario,  this  uses  your  decryption  certificates  and  the  trading  partner’s
specified encryption certificate, however this may be overridden.

The “Request signed acknowledgment” tick box should be checked if  you  would  like  to
receive  signed  OFTP  EERP  acknowledgments  for  files  you  send  to  this  trading  partner.
Signing confirms that the file has definitely been received by the intended recipient.

The “Specify advanced certificate  overrides” tick box  should  be  checked  if  you  want  to
override  the  certificates  used  for  EERP  signing  (default  uses  file  signing)  and  session
authentication  (default  uses  file  encryption).  This  opens  up  an  additional  page,
Overrides, where you can specify the certificate overrides.

Network - Status2.2.6.25

If  no  attempts  have  yet  been  made  to  connect  to  this  network,  the  Status  page  will
contain  no  information  and  most  of  the  buttons  will  be  disabled,  as  shown  in  the
example below.
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Figure 206 - Trading Partner Network Status

Once a connection has been attempted, the fields will be populated and you will  be  able
to use the Reset, Call, Test call, Trace call and Refresh buttons.

Current status - The current status of the network is displayed here. Possible values are:

OK – the network is OK and will make a call when necessary

In retry – the network is currently retrying, using its primary connection

In  retry  with  non-primary  connection  –  the  network  is  currently  retrying  using  a
non-primary connection

Failed – the network has failed to connect using any connections

Reset - This button resets the number of  attempted calls (retries)  to this trading partner
or clearing centre  to zero. ODEX Enterprise  will  not make any  further  attempts  to  call  a
trading  partner  or  clearing  centre  once  the  maximum  number  of  retries  has  been
reached. Therefore the Reset button allows ODEX Enterprise to start calling again.

Call  -  This  button  initiates  a  single  immediate  call  to  the  trading  partner  or  clearing
centre, whether the maximum number  of  retries  has  been  reached  or  not.  It  does  not
reset the number of attempted calls. If the connection is successful, data will be sent and
received in the usual way.
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Test call  -  This button initiates a single  immediate  call  to the trading partner or  clearing
centre, but does not send any data.

Trace  Call–This  button  shows  another  window  from  which  you  can  make  a  call  to  the
trading partner or clearing centre and view the log messages associated with the call  (see
‘Actions – Trace Call’).

Session ID -  This field contains the unique session ID of  the last communication  session
with this trading partner or clearing centre.

Direction -  This field contains the direction of  the last  communication  session  with  this
trading partner or clearing centre (Incoming or Outgoing).

Start time - This field contains the time of the last connection attempt.

End time  -  This field contains either the time the session ended (for overall  success)  or
the time the last connection failed (for overall failure).

Files sent - This field contains the number of files that you sent in the given session.

Files  received  -  This  field  contains  the  number  of  files  that  you  received  in  the  given
session.

Connection - This field contains the name of the connection it last tried with.

ESID code  -  This field is only applicable  to OFTP networks and contains the ESID code of
the last connection. This is a 2-digit code that indicates whether the  session  completed
successfully or not. A code of “00” means that it was successful. Any other value indicates
an error. Meanings of error codes can be found in VM-0001-09 System Messages.

Result  -  This  field  is  only  applicable  to  AS2,  FTP  client,  and  SFTP  server  networks.  It
contains a brief description of the result of the last connection to this network.

Refresh - This button refreshes the information in the Last Call Details section.

Inbound call block

This group shows information detailing the network state. 

The network can become blocked by a user pressing the Block button or by the received
file limit being reached.

The only way to unblock a network is from pressing the unblock button on this view.

State  -  There  are  3  possible  network  states,  Unblocked,  Blocked  (manually),
Blocked (file limit reached).

Network Overviews2.2.6.26

Email Network - Overview2.2.6.26.1

Information about how to configure the overview details page can be found here.

Use the overview page to provide basic email network information.

The Overview page looks like the example below
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Figure - 207 - External Email Network - Overview

Network details

Name -  Type in this field a name for the external  email  network.  This  name  must  be
unique among your other external networks, but it can be whatever you want it to be.
The name is a unique identifier,  enabling you to recognise  it easily when you want to
use this external network.

Description -  You may give  a brief  description  of  the  external  network  in  this  field  if
you  wish.  You  can  simply  repeat  the  name  of  the  external  network,  or  include  any
other information that helps you to  recognise  it.  The  description  is  intended  to  help
you remember what the external network is for.

Local code - This field is provided for users who wish to use  the Batch Interface. Other
users should ignore it.  The local  code is simply a unique  code  designated  by  you  and
used to identify the company in a shorthand form, instead of  having to  remember  its
EDI code. It is a code internally used by ODEX Enterprise and will never be seen by your
trading partners.

Company -  If  you have defined more than one trading partner company, use  the drop
down  arrow  to  select  the  appropriate  company  with  which  this  network  is  to  be
associated.

Tracking

For  all  messages  sent  from  this  network,  we  can  request  the  following  tracking
notifications:

Delivery  receipt  -  Delivery  receipt  confirming  the  message  was  delivered  to  the
recipient's email server.

Read receipt - Read receipt confirming the recipient viewed the message.
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Note : Not all email servers support sending receipts that help provide confirmation that
message were successfully delivered or read.

Email addresses

This section allows you to provide more than one email message recipient. You can add a
new email address or use an existing company contact email address.

Press the "Add" button to add a new email address

Figure - 208 - External Email Network - Overview - Add new email address

Address -  Type  in  this  field  an  email  address  that  you  want  to  use  to  send  your  email
message  to.  You  can  specify  more  than  one  email  message  by  separating  each  email
address using the semi-colon character (;).  If  you  specify  more  than  one  email  address
using the semi-colon character, then you won't be able to specify the display name.

Display name - Type in this field display name for the specified email address

Type - Specify the email address type (To or CC)

Press the "Add contact" button to add an existing company contact email address
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Figure - 209 - External Email Network - Overview - Add existing email address

Select one or more contacts available from the list and press the "OK" button to close  the
dialog. To change the email  address type, select  a  contact  from  the  list  view  and  press
"To" or "CC" button.

OFTP Network (Trading Partner or Clearing Centre) - Overview2.2.6.26.2

The Overview page requires you to  provide  mandatory  information  about  the  way  you
are going to communicate with your trading partners or clearing centres.

The only difference between trading partner and clearing centre  is that a clearing centre
does not have a Company selection field.

Because ODEX Enterprise  already has a TCP/IP  subsystem  set  up  for  you,  the  Overview
page will  initially look like  the example  below, where the single  subsystem has already
been selected.

There  are  three  sections  on  this  page:  Trading  Partner  Network  (or  Clearing  Centre),
OFTP passwords and Primary connection.
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Figure 210 - OFTP Network - Overview

Once you have added  further  subsystems  to  the  Connections  section,  ODEX  Enterprise
will  allow  you  to  choose  which  subsystem  to  use  for  this.  Once  you  have  selected  a
subsystem  at  the  bottom  of  the  page,  more  fields  will  be  revealed  in  the  Primary
connection  section.  Please  note  that  the  fields  shown  may  differ,  according  to  which
subsystem you choose.

Name  -  Type in this  field  a  name  for  the  network.  This  name  will  only  be  used  within
ODEX Enterprise, so you can use any name  that  will  help  you  recognise  which  network
this is.

Description - You may give a brief description of the network in this field if  you wish. You
can repeat the name of  the network, or include any other information that helps you to
recognise it.

SSID - This field requires the SSID of  the network. If  you do not type it in correctly,  your
messages will not reach their intended destination.

Local code  -  This field is provided for users who  wish  to  use  the  Batch  Interface.  Other
users should ignore it.

The  local  code  is  simply  a  unique  code  designated  by  you  and  used  to  identify  the
company in a shorthand form, instead of  having  to  remember  its  EDI  code.  It  is  a  code
internally used by ODEX Enterprise and will never be seen by your trading partners.

Company -  This field will  only be present for Trading Partner Networks, not for Clearing
Centre  Networks.  Since  you  are  choosing  to  communicate  directly  with  your  trading
partner, you must select the appropriate company from the dropdown list in this field.

OFTP release- This field allows you to select the highest OFTP protocol release that ODEX
Enterprise will use when communicating with this trading partner. Select OFTP revision 2
to enable OFTP 2 features such as security and advanced compression. These features are
disabled when a revision level before OFTP revision 2 is selected.
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If the  trading partner does not support the selected OFTP release level,  a lower release
level,  supported by both ODEX Enterprise  and  the  trading  partner  should  automatically
be used. However,  some  companies  run  implementations  of  the  OFTP  protocol  that  is
not compliant with the standard in all  respects.  In  particular  they  do  not  negotiate  the
protocol release level correctly and communication sessions soon fail.

The OFTP standard says that the protocol release level should be negotiated down to the
lowest level that both communicating parties support. ODEX Enterprise supports revision
2 and all  earlier revisions of  the protocol.  If  ODEX  Enterprise  is  configured  to  use  OFTP
revision 2 when communicating with a trading partner, ODEX Enterprise  will  say  ‘I  want
to use revision 2’ when calling that trading partner. If  the trading partner only supports a
lower  revision  (for  example  revision  1.2)  it  should  respond  with  ‘but  I  want  to  use
revision 1.2’ and both parties proceed using only features defined for revision 1.2 of  the
protocol.

Some implementations, wrongly,  just echo the release level  they are  sent even  though
they  may  not  be  able  to  support  that  level.  In  such  a  case,  ODEX  Enterprise  proceeds
using  higher  level  features,  the  trading  partner’s  software  can’t  handle  them  and
communication fails.

The  value  set  here  is  the  highest  protocol  level  ODEX  Enterprise  will  attempt  to  use
when  communicating  with  this  trading  partner.  If  the  trading  partner  negotiates
correctly, communications proceed. If communications fail,  try setting a lower value and
retrying, until communications succeed.

To  receive  -  If  this  trading  partner  or  clearing  centre  uses  OFTP  passwords,  you  must
provide in this field the password that you will receive from them.

To send - If this trading partner or clearing centre uses OFTP passwords, you must provide
in this field the password that you will send to them.

Subsystem - Use the dropdown list to select the appropriate  subsystem for this network.
This  dropdown  list  can  also  be  used  to  select  a  defined  CAPI  Subsystem  pool  in  the
system. If  subsystem pools are  defined  in  the  system,  then  the  Subsystems  dropdown
list will show prefix before the name indicating if  an item is a subsystem or a subsystem
pool.

Figure 211 - Primary connection subsystem dropdown list

[Subsystem Pool] – Subsystem pool name or,

[Subsystem] – Subsystem name.

IP host address - This field will only be present if  you select TCP/IP as your subsystem in
the Subsystem field. Here you must provide the IP host address of  the trading partner or
clearing  centre.  You  should  have  been  informed  of  this  address  when  you  exchanged
communications details with the trading partner or clearing centre.

Network  connection  -  This  field  will  only  be  present  if  you  select  TCP/IP  as  your
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subsystem in the Subsystem field. Select the appropriate  option using the dropdown list
in this field. The number of  options in this  field  will  depend  on  whether  you  have  the
ability to connect to the Internet from your computer using a modem. If  you do not have
this ability, there will only be one choice available to you:

Connect  using  Local  Area  Network  (LAN)  -  If  you  have  a  modem,  and  have
configured dial-up networking connections (to trading partners or to the Internet)
there will be additional entries for each dial-up connection configured.

Use SSL -  This  field  will  only  be  present  if  you  select  TCP/IP  as  your  subsystem  in  the
Subsystem field.  Select this option if  your trading partner requires you to connect using
SSL  (Secure  Socket  Layer).  SSL  may  only  be  used  when  communicating  using  OFTP
revision  2.  If  you  select  an  OFTP  release  level  that  is  lower  than  revision  2,  the  SSL
checkbox will not be available.  

ISDN  Number  -  This  field  will  only  be  present  if  you  select  a  local  or  remote  CAPI
subsystem  in  the  Subsystem  field.  Type  the  ISDN  number  of  your  trading  partner  or
clearing centre in this field.

Remote X.25 NUA -  This field will  only be present if  you select an XOT subsystem in the
Subsystem  field.  Type  the  X.25 NUA  of  your  trading  partner  or  clearing  centre  in  this
field.

AS2 Network (Trading Partner or Clearing Centre) - Overview2.2.6.26.3

The Overview page requires you to  provide  mandatory  information  about  the  way  you
are going to communicate with your trading partners or clearing centres.

The only difference between trading partner and clearing centre  is that a clearing centre
does not have a Company selection field.

There are two sections on this page: Network details and Primary connection.

Figure 212 - AS2 Network - Overview
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Name - Type in this field a name for the AS2 network. This name will  only be used within
ODEX Enterprise, so you can use any name  that  will  help  you  recognise  which  network
this is.

Description - You may give a brief description of the network in this field if  you wish. You
can repeat the name of  the network, or include any other information that helps you to
recognise it.

AS2 identifier - This field requires the AS2 identifier of the network. If  you do not type it
in correctly, your messages will not reach their intended destination.

Local code  -  This field is provided for users who  wish  to  use  the  Batch  Interface.  Other
users should ignore it.

The  local  code  is  simply  a  unique  code  designated  by  you  and  used  to  identify  the
company in a shorthand form, instead of  having  to  remember  its  EDI  code.  It  is  a  code
internally used by ODEX Enterprise and will never be seen by your trading partners.

   

Company -  This field will  only be present for Trading Partner Networks, not for Clearing
Centre  Networks.  Since  you  are  choosing  to  communicate  directly  with  your  trading
partner, you must select the appropriate company from the dropdown list in this field.

Subsystem - You will only be shown subsystems that are  appropriate  for an AS2 network
i.e. HTTP subsystems.

URL - Here you must provide the URL of the trading partner or clearing centre. You should
have  been  given  this  when  you  exchanged  communications  details  with  the  trading
partner or clearing centre.

Network connection - Select the appropriate option using the dropdown list in this field.

The  number  of  options  in  this  field  will  depend  on  whether  you  have  the  ability  to
connect  to  the  Internet  from  your  computer  using  a  modem.  If  you  do  not  have  this
ability, there will only be one choice available to you:

Connect using Local Area Network (LAN).

If  you have a  modem,  and  have  configured  dial-up  networking  connections  (to  trading
partners or to the Internet)  there  will  be  additional  entries for  each  dial-up  connection
configured.

FTP client Network (Trading Partner or Clearing Centre) - Overview2.2.6.26.4

The Overview page requires you to  provide  mandatory  information  about  the  way  you
are going to communicate with your trading partners or clearing centres.

The only difference between trading partner and clearing centre  is that a clearing centre
does not have a Company selection field.

There  are  three  sections  on  this  page:  Network  Details,  Authentication  Details  and
Primary connection.
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Figure 213 - FTP Client Network - Overview

Name  -  Type in this  field  a  name  for  the  network.  This  name  will  only  be  used  within
ODEX Enterprise, so you can use any name  that  will  help  you  recognise  which  network
this is.

Description - You may give a brief description of the network in this field if  you wish. You
can repeat the  name  of  the  network  if  you  like,  or  include  any  other  information  that
helps you to recognise it.

Local code  -  This field is provided for users who  wish  to  use  the  Batch  Interface.  Other
users should ignore it.

The  local  code  is  simply  a  unique  code  designated  by  you  and  used  to  identify  the
company in a shorthand form, instead of  having  to  remember  its  EDI  code.  It  is  a  code
internally used by ODEX Enterprise and will never be seen by your trading partners.

Company -  This field will  only be present for Trading Partner Networks, not for Clearing
Centre Networks.

Since  you  are  choosing  to  communicate  directly  with  your  trading  partner,  you  must
select the appropriate company from the dropdown list in this field.

     

Use SFTP - If the  FTP server you are  connecting to uses SFTP, rather than FTP then check
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this box. If you do not know, then leave this checkbox unchecked.

By checking this box, the SSH authentication checkboxes become enabled, allowing you
to select the type of  connection you wish to use  (Password or Private  Key).  The type  of
authentication will depend on the SFTP server you are connecting to.

Use Passive Mode - In almost all cases it will be unnecessary to change this option.

The FTP client initially attempts to use  passive  mode  and  if  this  is  unsupported  it  uses
the normal  mode for transfer. However, in rare  cases it may be required to not attempt
to connect in passive  mode, in which case this checkbox can be unchecked  and  the  FTP
client will not attempt to use any passive mode transfer.

An explanation of passive mode is given in the Advanced FTP Explanation section of  the
VM-0001-10 Communications Reference.

This option is always checked when using SFTP.

Use SSH Password Authentication

Password  authentication  requires  a  username  and  password  to  be  specified.  These
details must match those expected by the SFTP server otherwise  the connection will  be
refused.

Password authentication is more commonly used, but is more susceptible to attack as the
password is easier to hack than Key authentication.

Checking this box enables the Password textbox.

Use SSH Key Authentication

Private Key authentication requires a username to be used in conjunction with a public/
private key pair. The private key is yours to use and the SFTP server you are connecting to
must have a copy of your public key in order to authenticate the user.

A pair of  public/private  keys may be generated using a bespoke application such  as  the
“PuTTY Key Generator”.

Checking this box enables the Private Key controls.

Username - To start an FTP session you must first log in to your trading partner or clearing
centre  In this field enter  the  user  name  your  trading  partner/clearing  centre  has  given
you to access his system.

Password -  In this field, enter the password that allows  the  user  name  above  access  to
your trading partner/clearing centre.

Private Key

This field lets you specify your Private  Key to be used for key authentication. To  add  or
change your private key, click the button to the side of the textbox.

Subsystem - Since FTP is an Internet protocol, you will only be presented with TCP/IP.

IP address - Here you must provide the IP host address of  the trading partner or clearing
centre.  You  should  have  been  informed  of  this  address  when  you  exchanged
communications details with the trading partner or clearing centre.

Network connection - Select the appropriate option using the dropdown list in this field.
The  number  of  options  in  this  field  will  depend  on  whether  you  have  the  ability  to
connect  to  the  Internet  from  your  computer  using  a  modem.  If  you  do  not  have  this
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ability, there will only be one choice available to you:

Connect using Local Area Network (LAN).

If  you have a  modem,  and  have  configured  dial-up  networking  connections  (to  trading
partners or to the Internet)  there  will  be  additional  entries for  each  dial-up  connection
configured.

Private keys used by SSH FTP (SFTP) connections and public keys used by the SFTP Server
connections are loaded using the following dialog,

Figure 214 - Key details

This dialog is split into two sections, Key Details and Import New Key.

Key Details

This section displays information regarding the current private  key. These fields are  read
only and cannot be altered by the user.

Import New Key

This section lets you import a public or private key from a file on disk.

Private Keys

If  you are  importing a private  key, you must provide the full  path to the location  of  the
private  key  file  on  disk  and  specify  the  passphrase  associated  with  this  private  key  (if
applicable).

Once these details have been provided,  press  the  Import  button  to  load  the  details  of
the private key. If successful, the Key Details section will show information regarding the
private key and the OK button will become enabled.

Public Keys

If you are importing a public key, you must only provide the location of the public key file
on  disk,  you  do  not  need  to  enter  a  passphrase  and  the  passphrase  textbox  will  not
appear. Once the location of the key on disk has been provided, press the Import button
to  load  the  details  of  the  private  key.  If  successful,  the  Key  Details  section  will  show
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information regarding the private key and the OK button will become enabled.

FTP server Network (Trading Partner or Clearing Centre) - Overview2.2.6.26.5

The Overview page requires you to  provide  mandatory  information  about  the  way  you
are going to communicate with your trading partners or clearing centres.

The only difference between trading partner and clearing centre  is that a clearing centre
does not have a Company selection field.

There are only two sections on this page: Network Details and Login Details.

Figure 215 - FTP Server Network - Overview

Name  -  Type in this  field  a  name  for  the  network.  This  name  will  only  be  used  within
ODEX Enterprise, so you can use any name  that  will  help  you  recognise  which  network
this is.

Description - You may give a brief description of the network in this field if  you wish. You
can repeat the  name  of  the  network  if  you  like,  or  include  any  other  information  that
helps you to recognise it.

Local code  -  This field is provided for users who  wish  to  use  the  Batch  Interface.  Other
users should ignore it.

The  local  code  is  simply  a  unique  code  designated  by  you  and  used  to  identify  the
company in a shorthand form, instead of  having  to  remember  its  EDI  code.  It  is  a  code
internally used by ODEX Enterprise and will never be seen by your trading partners.

Company -  This field will  only be present for Trading Partner Networks, not for Clearing
Centre  Networks.  Since  you  are  choosing  to  communicate  directly  with  your  trading
partner, you must select the appropriate company from the dropdown list in this field.
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Username  -  In order for an external  trading partner to log into the ODEX  Enterprise  FTP
server,  they  require  a  username  and  password.  This  username  and  password  will
uniquely identify this network when a user connects to the ODEX Enterprise  FTP server.
So the user using this username and the password will have access to all  files sent to this
network.

Password - This is the password for the user to log on to the ODEX Enterprise FTP server.

SFTP server Network (Trading Partner or Clearing Centre) - Overview2.2.6.26.6

The Overview page requires you to  provide  mandatory  information  about  the  way  you
are going to communicate with your trading partners or clearing centres.

The only difference between trading partner and clearing centre  is that a clearing centre
does not have a Company selection field.

There are three sections to configure: Network Details, Authentication, and Suspension.

Figure 216 - SFTP Server Network - Overview

Name  -  Type in this  field  a  name  for  the  network.  This  name  will  only  be  used  within
ODEX Enterprise, so you can use any name  that  will  help  you  recognise  which  network
this is.

Description - You may give a brief description of the network in this field if  you wish. You
can repeat the  name  of  the  network  if  you  like,  or  include  any  other  information  that
helps you to recognise it.
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Local code - This is a unique code designated by you and used to identify the network in a
shorthand form. It can be used to programmatically select the network in other areas of
the product and will never be seen by your trading partners.

Company -  This field will  only be present for Trading Partner Networks, not for Clearing
Centre  Networks.  Since  you  are  choosing  to  communicate  directly  with  your  trading
partner, you must select the appropriate company from the dropdown list in this field.

Subsystem – You must choose an SFTP subsystem to use for calls into this network.  The
subsystem dictates the connection port,  host  certificate,  and  directory  structure  visible
to the client.

Account active – You may toggle this check box to activate  or deactivated the network. A
deactivated network will not be allowed to connect to ODEX Enterprise.

Use SSH Password Authentication -  When this box is ticked  an external  trading  partner
will require a password as well as a username to log into the ODEX Enterprise SFTP server

Username - In order for an external  trading partner to log into the ODEX Enterprise  SFTP
server,  they  require  a  username  .  This  username  will  uniquely  identify  this  network
when a user connects to the ODEX Enterprise SFTP server.

Password - This is the password for the user to log on to the ODEX Enterprise  SFTP server
if the Use SSH Password Authentication box is checked

New -  This button will  automatically generate  a random username and/or  password  for
this network.

Use SSH Key Authentication -  When  this  is  box  is  ticked   you  must  specify  an  external
trading partner's public key for them to authenticate their private key against.

Public Key - This field lets you specify a Public Key to be used for key authentication. To
add or change your public  key, click the button to the side of the textbox.

Check IP Address – If  this checkbox is checked and a value entered, the ODEX Enterprise
SFTP  server  will  check  to  ensure  that  the  connected  client  is  connecting  from  the
specified IP address.

Authentication attempts – Set this field to the number of  failed login attempts (because
of a bad password) that will be tolerated before the network is locked out for a specified
period.

Lockout  period  –  Set  this  field  to  the  period  of  time  the  network  will  be  locked  out
because of  failed authentication attempts. After this period has elapsed, the  client  will
be able to connect again.

Lockout before suspension – Set this field to the number of  xxx  lockouts  that  can  occur
before  the  network  is  suspended.  Manual  intervention  is  required  to  restore  a
suspended network.

Restore – This button will  reset a locked-out or suspended network to a normal  form. It
must be used when an account is suspended.
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OFTP Network - Advanced2.2.6.27

The Advanced page looks like the example below.

Figure 217 - Trading Partner OFTP Network Advanced

Settings

The  Settings  section  allows  you  to  select  the  values  and  settings  of  certain  elements
used during OFTP communications.

Internal network -  Allows you  to  choose  which  internal  network  node  (SSID)  you  want
this network to communicate with. This field will initially show the <Use default> option.
If you do not want to use the default internal network, use the dropdown arrow to select
the required internal network.

Permitted  call  directions  -  Specifies  the  direction  of  calls  to  be  permitted  for  this
network.  Calls  may  be  none,  incoming  only,  outgoing  only  or  both  incoming  and
outgoing.

"Incoming" will disable the "Outbound call – file permissions" field below.

"Outgoing" will disable the "Inbound call – file permissions" field below.

“None” means no calls can be made or received, though files may be  received  or
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sent through another network. Selecting this disables both file permissions below.

Inbound  call  –  file  permissions  –  Specifies  whether  files  may  be  received  and/or  sent
during inbound calls. Files may be received only, sent only, or both received and sent.

This field is disabled if  you have selected  "Outgoing"  in  the  "Permitted  call  directions"
field.

Outbound call  – file  permissions -  Specifies whether files  may  be  received  and/or  sent
during outbound calls. Files may be received only, sent only, or both received and sent.

This field is disabled if  you have selected  "Incoming"  in  the  "Permitted  call  directions"
field.

Priority threshold -  Allows you to choose the priority of  files to be sent to this network.
Priority 5 (the default) is neither high (choose 1) nor low (choose 10).

Maximum number of  times  to  try  sending  a  file  -  Allows  you  to  choose  the  maximum
number of times that ODEX Enterprise will try to send a file  to this network if  it does not
succeed first time. The default value is 3.

Make a call when an EERP is scheduled -  Select this tickbox if  you want ODEX Enterprise
to make a call to this network when an EERP is scheduled to be sent. This applies only to
manually scheduled EERPs.

Do not submit a received file  to the Workflow Manager-  To use ODEX Enterprise  purely
as a communications application (i.e. you do  not  want  ODEX  Enterprise  to  perform  any
processing on your files) you should tick this checkbox. This will ensure that any received
files associated with this network will not be submitted to the Workflow Manager.

Fully analyse received files-  To use the RCVODETT command in the batch interface,  you
will need to select this option.

Log Overrides -  The Log Overrides section allows  you  to  select  OFTP  log  settings  which
will  work  in  conjunction  with  the  usual  log  settings.  The  General  option  is  always
selected and cannot be deselected.

Files  to  Send  –  Determines  whether  to  send  the  files  that  have  only  been  addressed
specifically to this network or to send all  scheduled files,  regardless of  network, when a
connection is established on this network.
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Routes2.2.6.28

The routing page is shown below:

Figure 218 - Routes

This page can be used to  view  and  configure  details  of  routing  which  affects  files  sent
and received by this network.

The top panel, titled Local  routes is used to display routes which are  local  to the current
network, these routes are stored in a separate  routing table  which is just for the current
network and known as the local routing table.

Pressing  the  edit  routes  button  will  display  a  routing  table  dialog  from  which  you  can
manage the local routing table. When adding a new route, the source originator network
will be locked to the current network.

To use these local  routes, the routing method parameter on the 'Schedule  File'  or  'Post
To Recipient Company Workflow' job must be set to either "Use local  first and global" or
"Use local routing table".

The  bottom  panel  is  titled  Other  routes  and  is  used  to  display  global  routes  which
reference this network as either the source originator network, or the target destination
network. 
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The  routes  list  is  this  bottom  panel  is  not  ordered  using  the  routing  table  sequence
value,  therefore  if  you  want  to  view  the  routes  in  the  order  that  the  routes  will  be
matched when the routing table is searched you will  have to use  the view routes button
to view the routing table dialog.

Also of note is that these other routes cannot be edited from this page, and pressing the
view routes button will  only allow you to view details of  the  routes  such  as  the  source
and target file details.

To edit the routes within the bottom panel you must edit the global routing table.

SFTP Server Network - Advanced2.2.6.29

The SFTP Server Advanced page looks like the example below,

Figure 219 - Trading Partner SFTP Server Network Advanced

Advanced Settings

The  Settings  section  allows  you  to  select  the  values  and  settings  of  certain  elements
used during SFTP communications and the default settings to adopt when using non-SFTP
specific schedule jobs.

Internal  network  -  Allows  you  to  choose  which  internal  network  node  you  want  this
network to communicate  with. This field will  initially show the <Use default>  option.  If
you do not want to use  the default internal  network, use  the dropdown arrow to select
the required internal network.

Fully analyse received files -  To use the RCVODETT command in the batch interface, you
will need to select this option.

Submit  received  files  to  the  Workflow  Manager  -  To  use  ODEX  Enterprise  purely  as  a
communications  application  (i.e.  you  do  not  want  ODEX  Enterprise  to  perform  any
processing  on  your  files)  you  should  deselect  this  checkbox.  This  will  ensure  that  any
received  files  associated  with  this  network  will  not  be  submitted  to  the  Workflow
Manager.

Filename shown – The filename to show when uploading to SFTP using the Schedule  File
job.
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Custom  mask  –  If  ‘custom  mask’  is  selected  above  specify  the  filename  you  wish  to
present here.  Allows the inclusion of placeholders.

Log  overrides  -  The  Log  Overrides  section  allows  you  to  select  log  settings  which  will
work in conjunction with  the  usual  log  settings.  The  General  option  is  always  selected
and cannot be deselected.

User Data2.2.6.30

A page for configuring user data is available  for all  companies, networks and mailboxes. 
The User Data page allows you to provide a number of fields that can be used throughout
ODEX Enterprise. For example, you can set up a User Data field against each Network to
specify a different e-mail subject for each Network. Then, if  a workflow is set up to send
you an e-mail whenever a file is received from this network, you can use a placeholder to
specify  that  the  network  User  Data  should  be  used  for  the  e-mail  subject.  Using  this
technique you can tailor your e-mails to be Network specific, without having a number of
workflow selectors/workflows defined.

Figure 220 - User Data

Simply edit the fields you wish to use  and they can then be accessed using placeholders
in jobs and actions (see the Placeholders section for more details).

EDIFACT Security Settings2.2.7

The  options  to  be  used  in  the  three  EDIFACT  security  workflow  jobs  (Sign  EDI,  Verify
signed EDI and Process  AUTACK)  can  be  overridden  for  a  single  EDI  code  using  the  EDI
code dialog. The following sections describe how this works.
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Internal EDI Code - Certificates2.2.7.1

In the case of internal EDI codes the following dialog tab is displayed.

Figure 221 - EDIFACT Security

The Certificates section contains the following options:

Select  the  certificate  to  use  for  signing  EDI  data  sent  from  the  EDI  code.  This
selection overrides the signing certificate specified on the Sign EDI workflow job.

Add  further  overrides  to  specify  the  certificate  to  use  for  a  given  recipient  EDI
code.

Edit or Delete a selected override by recipient.

Set Certificate for EDI Code2.2.7.2

The ‘Set Certificate  For EDI Code’ dialog allows the internal  certificate  to be  overridden
on a recipient EDI code basis. Select the recipient EDI code and then choose a certificate.
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Figure 222 - Set Certificate For EDI Code

External EDI Code - Security Options and Certificates2.2.7.3

In  the  case  of  external  EDI  codes  the  following  dialog  tab  is  used  to  specify  EDIFACT
security overrides and certificates:

Figure 223 - EDIFACT Security

The check boxes in the EDIFACT security section are used to indicate which set of  options
you want to override. The choices are:

Override  the  certificate(s)  used  for  verifying  signatures  sent  from  the  EDI  code.
When you check this box the Certificates section will be enabled.

Override the options for signing EDI data sent to the EDI code. When you check this
box the Signing Options tab will be displayed.
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Override  the  options  for  verifying  EDI  data  sent  from  the  EDI  code.  When  you
check this box the Verify Options tab will be displayed.

The Certificates section contains the following option:

Select  the  certificate  to  use  for  verifying  EDI  data  sent  from  the  EDI  code.  This
selection overrides the verification certificate  specified  on  the  Verify  Signed  EDI
workflow job.

Signing Options2.2.7.4

The  following  dialog  tab  is  used  to  specify  override  options  by  EDI  code  for  signing
EDIFACT data:

Figure 224 - EDIFACT Security - Signing Options

The following options are supported:

Signing level – whether to sign the message or interchange.

Signing specification – select the signing standard to use.

Sign non-version 4 syntax – allows EDIFACT version 3 and below to be signed.

Request response – request that a response AUTACK is sent.

Package  signing  certificate  –  include  the  certificate  used  for  signing  in  an  EDIFACT
package following the signed data.

Sign  on  client  –  that  data  is  to  be  held  on  the  workflow  pending  signing  on  the  ODEX
Enterprise Workstation client.
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Signing method – select attached or detached signature.

If  you  select  the  detached  signature  signing  method,  the  following  options  will  be
enabled:

Sign  detached  signature  AUTACK  –  when  sending  a  detached  signature  sign  the
AUTACK message.

Create detached signature AUTACK message in separate file.

Hash algorithm – select the algorithm to use for hashing the EDI data.

Padding mechanism – select the padding mechanism to use when creating the signature.

Filter mechanism – select the filter function to use  for rendering the signature  to an EDI
message.

Verify Options2.2.7.5

The  following  dialog  tab  is  used  to  specify  override  options  by  EDI  code  for  verifying
signed EDIFACT data:

Figure 225 - EDIFACT Security - Verify Options

The following options are supported:

Verification options – select attached or detached signature.

If  you  select  the  detached  signature  signing  method,  the  following  option  will  be
enabled:
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Remove security segments representing attached signature  – where the signature
is attached you can choose  to  have  ODEX  Enterprise  remove  the  security  service
segments during verification.

Install  packaged  signing  certificates  –  specify  whether  ODEX  Enterprise  should  install
certificates received in EDIFACT packages on the server machine.

Automatically  create  response  AUTACK  if  requested  –  specify  whether  to  create  a
response AUTACK when requested by the sender. When a response is created it is placed
in a child workflow file. You will need to handle the child file by adding a child file  return
code  action  to  the  Verify  Signed  EDI  or  Process  AUTACK  job  to  move  the  file  to  a
workflow selector which will schedule it appropriately.

Sign automatically created response AUTACK – whether to sign the automatically created
response AUTACK.

Signing level – when signing the AUTACK, whether to sign the message or interchange.

Signing specification – select the signing standard to use when signing the AUTACK.

Hash algorithm – select the algorithm to use for hashing the EDI data.

Padding mechanism – select the padding mechanism to use when creating the signature.

Filter mechanism – select the filter function to use  for rendering the signature  to an EDI
message.

ENGDAT Relationships2.2.8

The  ENGDAT relationships  section  of  the  ODEX  Enterprise  Administrator  is  where  you
define the settings that will be used when exchanging ENGDAT folders with your trading
partners.  The  settings  include  originator  and  destination  details,  validation  profile,
contacts and default field values.

Before  you  begin  to  add  details  to  this  section,  you  should  ensure  that  you  have
configured the company, contact and communication details for your company and your
trading  partners.  Please  refer  to  the  following  sections  for  information  on  how  to
configure your company details:

        Locations

        Adding/Editing an Internal OFTP Network

For details of  how to set up your trading partner’s details,  please refer to the  following
sections:

        Adding/Editing Trading partners

        Adding/Editing Networks

Click on the name ENGDAT Relationships in the Navigation Panel  to see the default page
for  the  ENGDAT  Relationships  section.  By  default  this  is  the  Actions  page,  as  shown
below.
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Figure 226 - ENGDAT Relationships - Actions

From this section you can add, view and edit your ENGDAT Relationships. As with  other
sections, there are two tabs on the Information Panel: Actions and ENGDAT Relationship
List. In the Actions tab there are two buttons: New allows you to add a new relationship,
and View allows you to see a list of existing relationships, from where you can add, view,
edit and delete them.

Viewing your ENGDAT relationships2.2.8.1

The page shown below can be reached by either clicking the View button on the ENGDAT
Relationships – Actions page or clicking on the ENGDAT Relationship List tab in the main
panel.
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Figure 227 - ENGDAT Relationship list

The Information Panel  now shows a table  with a summary of  the ENGDAT Relationships
you have stored. This table  details the names and descriptions of  each, so that they can
easily be distinguished.

The following actions can be taken from this page:

Add - Clicking the Add button will add a new blank ENGDAT Relationship and send you to
the  set  of  pages  for  that  new  relationship,  described  under  ENGDAT  Relationship  –
Overview.

Edit  -  Clicking  the  Edit  button  allows  you  to  edit  the  details  of  an  existing  ENGDAT
Relationship, by sending you to the same set of pages for the selected relationship under
ENGDAT  Relationship  –  Overview.  Equivalently,  you  can  press  Enter  with  the  chosen
relationship  selected,  or  double  click  on  the  chosen  relationship,  to  invoke  the  same
action.

Delete  -  Clicking  the  Delete  button  will  permanently  remove  the  selected  ENGDAT
Relationship from the list. Equivalently, you can press the Delete key to invoke the same
action.  If  you  choose  to  do  so,  a  confirmation  dialogue  will  come  up  as  a  safeguard
against accidental deletion. Click Yes to proceed with the deletion, or No to cancel.

Adding/Editing ENGDAT Relationships2.2.8.2

To  add  a  new  ENGDAT  relationship,  you  can  click  the  New  button  on  the  ENGDAT
Relationships – Actions page or the Add button on the ENGDAT Relationship list page of
the same section.

To  edit  an  existing  ENGDAT  relationship,  select  the  desired  relationship  from  the
ENGDAT Relationship list page, then either click the Edit button  or  press  the  Enter  key.
Alternatively, you can simply double click the desired relationship on that list.

Either action results in the same set of  pages being displayed. If  you choose to create  a
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new relationship, all  the  fields  in  each  page  will  be  either  blank  or  filled  with  default
values. If  you choose  to  edit  an  existing  relationship,  the  fields  will  be  filled  with  the
information  on  that  selected  relationship.  There  are  three  basic  tabs  (Overview,
Communications and Contacts),  as  well  as  multiple  possible  additional  tabs  depending
on the validation profile chosen.

ENGDAT Relationship - Overview2.2.8.3

The  Overview  page  contains  mandatory  information  regarding  the  relationship  itself,
including how the relationship will  be  identified in the ENGDAT Relationship List.  When
creating a new relationship, you must fill in the mandatory fields on this page before  you
fill  in the details on any of  the other pages. Below is an example  of  what this  page  will
look like.

Figure 228 - ENGDAT Relationship Overview

Name - This is the name by which the relationship will be identified.

Description -  This is an optional  description of  the  relationship,  allowing  it  to  be  easily
identified in the future.

Originator company -  This dropdown box allows you to choose the  internal  company  to
be the originator of the ENGDAT messages

Recipient company -  This dropdown box allows you to choose the trading partner  to  be
the recipient of the ENGDAT messages.

Validation  profile  -  This  dropdown  box  allows  you  to  choose  the  validation  profile
containing  the  settings  for  ENGDAT  messages.  A  validation  profile  determines  which
ENGDAT  message  version  will  be  used,  the  maximum  and  minimum  permitted  field
lengths in the message and determines which fields are required in the message.

Note  that  changing  the  validation  profile  changes  which  tabs  are  available.  This  is
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discussed further in the ‘default details’ section. When you change the validation profile,
this will also change the exchange reference pattern (on the communications tab)  to the
default for the validation profile.

ENGDAT Relationship - Communications2.2.8.4

The Communications page  contains  further  details  of  the  destination  and  originator  of
the  message  relevant  to  communications.  Below  is  an  example  of  what  this  page  will
look like.

Figure 229 - ENGDAT Relationship Communications

The  information  available  here  is  dependent  on  what  was  chosen  as  the  Internal
Company and Trading Partner in the Overview tab; therefore values for those fields must
be selected before this tab can be accessed.

Schedule Action

The schedule action defines the action that is performed when an ENGDAT folder created
in the ENGDAT workstation is scheduled. Folders may either be scheduled directly to an
OFTP mailbox or submitted to the  originator  trading  partner’s  workflow  (as  defined  by
the originator’s workflows).

When receiving  files  from  trading  partners  using  the  Update  ENGDAT folder  job  on  an
ODEX  Enterprise  workflow  it  is  possible  to  match  a  folder  to  an  ODEX  Enterprise
relationship.  To  use  the  details  of  the  received  communications  file  to  match  to  a
relationship ensure that the ‘Schedule the ENGAT folder for transmission’ is selected. To
use EDI codes to match to a relationship ensure that  the  ‘Submit  the  ENGDAT folder  to
the originator’s workflow’ option is selected.

Originator
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Mailbox  -  This  field  allows  you  to  choose  from  a  list  of  mailboxes  for  the  chosen
originating company. This is the mailbox  from  which  outbound  ENGDAT folders  will  be
sent.

EDI  Code  -  This  field  allows  you  to  choose  from  a  list  of  EDI  codes  for  the  chosen
originating  company.  This  EDI  code  will  be  set  as  the  origin  EDI  code  for  outbound
ENGDAT EDI messages, unless a routing address contact is selected (see below).

Routing address contact -  Contacts  in  ODEX  Enterprise  have  a  routing  code  property.  If
required,  the  routing  code  stored  against  a  contact  may  be  used  as  the  originator  EDI
code  in  outbound  ENGDAT  EDI  messages  sent  to  the  trading  partner.  If  you  select  a
contact in this field, the contact’s routing code will  override the  selected  originator  EDI
code.

Recipient

Mailbox - This field allows you to choose from a list of mailboxes for the chosen recipient
company. Outbound ENGDAT folders will be sent to this mailbox.

EDI Code - This field allows you to choose from a list of EDI codes for the chosen recipient
company. Where an ENGDAT EDI message is to be sent,  this EDI code  will  be  set  as  the
destination EDI code in the message, unless a value  is  selected  for  the  routing  address
contact (see below).

Routing address contact -  Contacts  in  ODEX  Enterprise  have  a  routing  code  property.  If
required, the routing code stored against a contact  may  be  used  as  the  destination  EDI
code  in  outbound  ENGDAT  EDI  messages  sent  to  the  trading  partner.  If  you  select  a
contact in this field, the contact’s routing code will  override the selected destination EDI
code.

Exchange  reference  pattern  -  This  field  allows  you  to  specify  what  will  make  up  the
exchange reference generated for each folder. Note that the  exchange  reference  of  an
ENGDAT folder is the portion of  the virtual  filename between the first 3 VFN characters
(ENG)  and  the  final  6  digits  of  the  VFN  (the  number  of  files  in  the  folder  and  the
sequence number of the file). It is not necessary to add the ENG characters or the final  6
digits of the VFN.

If you click the button marked with the arrow, you can choose from a list of  placeholders
regarding  possible  data  fields  that  can  go  into  the  exchange  reference  when  it  is
generated.  When  a  folder  is  saved  for  the  first  time,  these  placeholders  will  be
automatically replaced by the pertinent data.

Trading partners require that the exchange reference be unique. In most cases, it will  be
sufficient to use  a numerical  counter,  though it is also possible  to include  other  values,
such as the current date  and time. An exchange reference pattern will  automatically  be
entered in this field for you, depending on which validation profile you choose.

ENGDAT Relationship - Contacts2.2.8.5

In ENGDAT messages, origin and destination contact details must be given. The Contacts
page allows you to choose which contacts will be selected by default when you create  an
ENGDAT folder using this ENGDAT relationship.

In ENGDAT versions 1 and 2, details of an origin and destination engineering contact must
be given. Some trading partners may also require  you to provide  details  of  technical  or
trade contacts. Trade contact details are only available when exchanging ENGDAT version
3 messages with a trading partner. Contact fields will be disabled if they are not available
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for the selected ENGDAT version.

Below is an example of what the page will look like.

Figure 230 - ENGDAT Relationship Contacts

Destination Engineering contact -  This dropdown box allows you to  choose  from  all  the
contacts  in  the  selected  trading  partner  company.  The  selected  contact  will  be  the
contact that is selected as  the  destination  engineering  contact  when  you  create  a  new
ENGDAT folder using this relationship.

Destination  Technical  contact  -  This  dropdown  box  allows  you  to  choose  from  all  the
contacts  in  the  selected  trading  partner  company.  The  selected  contact  will  be  the
contact  that  is  selected  as  the  destination  technical  contact  when  you  create  a  new
ENGDAT folder using this relationship.

This field may be unavailable  if  your trading partner  does  not  require  technical  contact
details to be provided.

Destination Trade contact - This dropdown box allows you to choose from all  the contacts
in the selected trading partner company. The selected contact will  be  the contact that is
selected as the destination trade  contact  when  you  create  a  new  ENGDAT folder  using
this relationship.

Note that you will  only be able  to select a trade contact if  the relationship is configured
to use ENGDAT version 3 messages.

Originator  Engineering  contact  -  This  dropdown  box  allows  you  to  choose  from  all  the
contacts in the selected originator company. The selected contact will be the contact that
is selected as the origin engineering contact when you create a new ENGDAT folder using
this relationship.
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Originator  Technical  contact  –  This  dropdown  box  allows  you  to  choose  from  all  the
contacts in the selected origin company. The selected contact will  be  the contact that is
selected as the origin technical contact when you create  a new ENGDAT folder using this
relationship.

This field may be unavailable  if  your trading partner  does  not  require  technical  contact
details to be provided.

Originator Trade contact – This dropdown box allows you to choose from all  the contacts
in the selected origin company. The selected contact will  be  the contact that is selected
by default as the origin trade contact when you create  a  new  ENGDAT folder  using  this
relationship.

Note that you will  only be able  to select a trade contact if  the relationship is configured
to use ENGDAT version 3 messages.

ENGDAT Relationship - Default Details2.2.8.6

When a file is added to an ENGDAT folder,  fields are  provided allowing characteristics of
the file to be specified, such as details of  the file  format and the system that generated
the file etc. These field values are then included in the ENGDAT message.

The pages described in this section allow default values for these fields to be specified.
When a new file is added to a folder,  the available  fields will  then initially be  populated
with any  values  specified  on  these  pages.  This  allows  a  ‘template’  for  new  files  to  be
created and eliminates the need to enter the same information repeatedly for different
files.

The available  fields  depend  on  the  validation  profile  selected  on  the  overview.  If  you
chose  a  validation  profile  that  uses  ENGDAT  version  1  or  version  2,  the  ‘Default  file
details’  and  ‘Default  drawing  details’  tabs  will  be  available.  For  ENGDAT  version  3
relationships,  ‘Default  file  details’,  ‘Default  part  details’  and  ‘Default  contained  file
details’ will be available.

Below is an example of the default file details tab.
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Figure 231 - ENGDAT Relationship - file details

Default file details

Any values you enter here will be used as the default value when adding a new file  to an
ENGDAT folder. For example, if you select a data code of ‘ASCII, 7 bit’, every time you add
a new file to an ENGDAT folder that was created using this relationship, ‘ASCII,  7 bit’  will
be selected by default in the data code field.

You may also select ‘Add files to  zip  archives’.  When  this  option  is  selected,  every  file
that you add to a new folder will automatically be compressed to a zip archive before it is
sent.  You  may  still  override  this  setting  for  individual  files  as  you  add  the  files  to  an
ENGDAT folder.

Please consult the help pages on the ENGDAT Workstation for details on each field.

ENGDAT Relationship - Default Drawing Details 2.2.8.7

This  allows  a  user  to  configure  the  default  settings,  to  use,  when  sending  an  ENGDAT
folder. This is particularly useful  if,  for  a  certain  relationship,  only  1 type  of  drawing  is
sent the majority of the time.
Simply  use  the  dropdown  selections  and  text  boxes  to  populate  the  default  drawing
settings and then click save.
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From within the ENGDAT workstation you will then notice that within the Folder Editor of
an ENGDAT file  the  Drawing  Details  will  be  pre-populated,  increasing  the  efficiency  or
sending files.
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ENGDAT Relationship - User Data2.2.8.8

Figure 232 - ENGDAT Relationship - User Data

A page for configuring user data is available  for all  companies, networks  mailboxes  and
ENGDAT Relationships.  The User Data page allows you to provide a number of  fields that
can be used throughout ODEX Enterprise. For example, you can set up a User  Data  field
against  each  ENGDAT  relationship  to  specify  a  different  e-mail  subject  for  each
Relationship.  Then,  if  a  workflow  is  set  up  to  send  you  an  e-mail  whenever  a  file  is
received from this relationship, you can use a placeholder to specify that the relationship
User Data should be used for the e-mail  subject.  Using this technique you can tailor your
e-mails  to  be  ENGDAT  relationship  specific,  without  having  a  number  of  workflow
selectors/workflows defined.

The following placeholder can be used to retrieve ENGDAT user data

%ENGDAT_REL_USR_DEF%

If you specify a placeholder only, without any index, then the first user data field will  be
retrieved. To retrieve a specific user data field, you need to use the following syntax

%ENGDAT_REL_USR_DEF[index]%, where index is a value from 1 to 10.

Distribution Lists2.2.9

Distribution  lists  can  be  used  to  group  together  communication  end  points  to  allow  a
single file to be sent to every end point in the group. To utilise  Distribution Lists,  one of
two workflow jobs may be used; the Schedule  SFTP file  job, which will  only schedule  to
SFTP networks and the Schedule Job, which can schedule to all protocols. For information
on  how  to  configure  these  jobs  to  utilise  distribution  lists,  please  see  the  relevant
sections in this guide.
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Click  on  the  name  Distribution  Lists  in  the  Connections  Navigation  Panel  to  see  the
default page for the Distribution Lists section,  as  shown  below.  This  is  the  Distribution
Lists – Actions page.

Figure 233 - Distribution Lists - Actions

NOTE: To utilise  Distribution Lists in ODEX Enterprise, you must first licence the 'Trading
Partner Controls' (DIPTPC00) using the ODEX Licensing application.

Viewing all your Distribution Lists2.2.9.1

To view any of your existing distribution lists, click the View button. This will bring up the
Distribution List table page, shown below, from which you can add new Distribution Lists,
edit and delete existing Distribution Lists.
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Figure 234 - Distribution Lists - Table View

This page lists all  the  Distribution Lists you have in your system. The 'Number of  Nodes'
column shows how many end points (networks or mailboxes, depending on the protocol
type) that the Distribution List contains.

Adding/Editing a Distribution List2.2.9.2

The fields on this page are described below. The Distribution List contains a collection of
Networks or Mailboxes that  can  be  used  to  schedule  the  same  file  to  multiple  trading
partners. There are  two jobs which utilise  Distribution Lists; the Schedule  SFTP  file  job,
which will only schedule  to SFTP networks and the Schedule  Job, which can schedule  to
all protocols. For information on how to configure  these jobs to utilise  distribution lists,
please see the relevant sections in this guide.
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Figure 235 - Distribution List

Name  –  The  name  of  the  distribution  list  that  is  used  to  identify  it  throughout  ODEX
Enterprise.

Description - An additional description to complement the name.

Protocol – The protocol that limits the distribution list. This can be set to ‘Any’ to create  a
distribution list that spans multiple protocols.

Sorted Display Order  -  The  display  order  of  Names  and  Local  codes  in  the  Current  and
Available  lists.   The  lists  are  sorted  alphabetically  according  to  the  entry  which  is
displayed first.

Current and Available Table – The Current table  shows  the  Networks  that  are  currently
part of  the Distribution List.   The Available  table  shows the list of  Networks that can  be
added  to  the  Distribution  List.   Arrows  allow  you  to  move  one  or  more  Networks
between the lists.

NOTE: To utilise  Distribution Lists in ODEX Enterprise, you must first licence the 'Trading
Partner Controls' (DIPTPC00) using the ODEX Licensing application.

Subsystems2.2.10

Click on the name Subsystems  in  the  Navigation  Panel  to  see  the  default  page  for  the
Subsystems section, as shown below. This is the Subsystems – Actions page.
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Figure 236 - Subsystems - Actions

There are  8 different types of  subsystem you can currently use  within  ODEX  Enterprise.
These are:

FTP server subsystem

AS2/HTTP subsystem

HTTP subsystem

Local CAPI2 card subsystem (OFTP only)

Remote CAPI2 server subsystem (OFTP only)

TCP/IP subsystem (OFTP only)

XOT subsystem (OFTP only)

SFTP server subsystem

EMAIL server subsystem

A TCP/IP subsystem has already been profiled for you.

Select the type you want to add from the arrow alongside the New button.

Viewing all your subsystems2.2.10.1

To view  any  of  your  existing  subsystems,  click  the  View  button.  This  will  bring  up  the
Subsystem  list  page,  shown  below,  from  which  you  can  add  new  subsystems,  edit,
delete, enable and disable existing subsystems.
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Figure 237 - Subsystem list

This page lists all the subsystems you currently have defined in your system. The Enabled
column shows whether the subsystem is currently enabled or not.

Adding/Editing a CAPI2 subsystem2.2.10.2

Both  the  Local  and  Remote  CAPI2  subsystems  have  five  pages:  Overview,  Listeners,
Advanced, Controllers and Device Details.

The Remote CAPI2 subsystem only differs from the Local CAPI2 subsystem in one section
on  the  Overview  page.  Therefore  we  have  described  both  these  subsystems  in  one
section, where the difference on the Overview page is indicated.

CAPI2 subsystem Overview2.2.10.2.1

The fields on this page are  described below.  The  two  pages  displayed  below  show  the
Overview page for a Local  CAPI2 card subsystem and a  Remote  CAPI2 server  subsystem
respectively.
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Figure 238 - Local CAPI2 card subsystem Overview

Figure 239 - Remote CAPI2 server subsystem Overview

Name- This is the name for the Subsystem. This name must be unique among your other
Subsystems, but it can be whatever you want it to be. The  name  is  a  unique  identifier,
enabling you to recognise it easily when you want to use this Subsystem.

Description- You may provide a description of the Subsystem in this field if you wish. The
description is intended to help you remember what the Subsystem is for.

Disable subsystem- Select this tickbox to temporarily disable the subsystem.
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Local CAPI2 details – DLL name  -  This field is only applicable  to a Local  CAPI2 subsystem.
This is a DLL, local to ODEX Enterprise, which communicates with a CAPI device  such as a
local ISDN card. If the DLL is in one of  the default system folders,  you can simply type in
the DLL name. Otherwise you must provide the full file path.

This  field  will  already  be  filled  in  with  the  most  common  CAPI2  DLL  name.  You  may
change it if necessary.

Remote CAPI2 details – TCP/IP  host  address  -  This  field  is  only  applicable  to  a  Remote
CAPI2 subsystem. Type in this field the address of the TCP/IP host.

Remote  CAPI2 details  –  Port  number  -  This  field  is  only  applicable  to  a  Remote  CAPI2
subsystem. This field will already be filled in with the most commonly used port number.
You may change it if necessary.

Maximum concurrent sessions -  The  default  value  for  this  field  is  2.  This  means  that  a
maximum of  2 communications sessions using this subsystem may be active  at  any  one
time. You may change this value to suit your system capabilities.

Maximum  inbound  sessions-  The  default  value  for  this  field  is  2.  This  means  that  a
maximum of  2 inbound communications sessions using this subsystem may be active  at
any one time. You may change this value to suit your system capabilities.

Maximum  outbound  sessions  -  The  default  value  for  this  field  is  2.  This  means  that  a
maximum of 2 outbound communications sessions using this subsystem may be active  at
any one time. You may change this value to suit your system capabilities.

Check  for  higher  prioritised  files  and  drop  outbound  sessions  if  required  -This  option
allows you to override the prioritisation of  outbound file  transmission  when  in  session
with a trading partner and the Maximum Outbound Sessions limit has been reached.

For example, consider the scenario when ODEX Enterprise  is in session with a particular
trading  partner  and  is  sending  low  priority  files  on  a  subsystem  that  is  running  at  the
outbound  session  limit.  If  a  file  with  a  higher  priority  is  then  scheduled  to  a  trading
partner on a different network but on the same  subsystem  as  the  one  in  session,  then
ODEX  Enterprise  will  look  at  this  value  in  order  to  determine  how  processing  should
continue.

If  the  value  is  False,  then  ODEX  Enterprise  will  continue  sending  the  low  priority  files
until they are complete. Once the session has finished, a new session will  be  established
with the second trading partner in order to send the higher priority files.

If the value is True, then ODEX Enterprise  will  drop the current session, establish a new
session  with  the  second  trading  partner  and  send  the  higher  priority  files.  Once  the
higher priority files have been sent,  ODEX  Enterprise  will  resume  the  session  that  was
dropped and continue sending the low priority files.

CAPI2 subsystem Listeners2.2.10.2.2

If  you are  adding a new subsystem, the buttons on this page  will  not  be  available  until
you have completed the new subsystem and saved the details.

Once you have saved the subsystem details you will  be  able  to  add  new  listeners,  and
edit, delete, start and stop existing listeners.

At least one listener needs to be defined if you are going to receive incoming calls.
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Figure 240 - Subsystems –CAPI2 Advanced Listeners

This page displays a list of  all  the  listeners that are  currently defined for this subsystem,
showing  their  name,  the  protocol  they  use,  their  status  and  a  reason  for  failure,  if
applicable.

The Edit,  Start and Stop buttons will  only be available  if  you select a single  entry  in  the
list. The Delete button will only be available if you select one or more entries in the list.

The Stop button is only available  if  the status of  the selected listener is “Listening”. The
Start button is only available if the status of the selected listener is “Stopped”.

To delete, start or stop a listener, select a listener in the list and click the Delete,  Start or
Stop button respectively.

To add a new listener, click the Add button
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Add/Edit CAPI2 Listener2.2.10.2.3

The Add/Edit CAPI2 Listener dialog is shown below.

Figure 241 - Subsystems – Add/Edit CAPI2 Listener

Name-  This is your name for the Listener. This name must be unique among  your  other
Listeners,  but  it  can  be  whatever  you  want  it  to  be.  The  name  is  a  unique  identifier,
enabling you to recognise it easily when you want to use this Listener.

Controller- Use the dropdown arrow to select the appropriate  controller for this listener.
The contents of the list will depend on the CAPI device you have installed.

This is an X31 listener -  Select this tickbox if  this listener is an X31 listener. If  you select
this tickbox, the "Accept Incoming Call Only If" section will be disabled.

Accept Incoming Call Only If

This section allows you to specify which ISDN number this listener will  accept calls from
and which ISDN number this listener will accept calls to.

To  accept  all  incoming  ISDN  calls,  wherever  they  are  from  and  to,  you  may  leave  this
section blank.

To accept calls from (or to)  some numbers but not from (or to)  others,  you  will  have  to
set up a separate listener for each number that you will accept.

Log Options - You may choose any or all  of  the log options, but please bear in mind that
you will probably only need them for support purposes. Options that have been selected
at a higher level  (e.g. system log level)  are  shown selected and disabled – so if  'Debug',
for example, is selected at the system level it will not be alterable here.

CAPI2 subsystem Advanced2.2.10.2.4

The fields on this page are described below.

Please note  that all  these fields are  optional  and, whether they are  filled in or  not,  can
be overridden for individual  trading partners by adding  new  Connections  details  in  the
Trading Partner Networks section (Advanced page).
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However, it is suggested that you provide, as a minimum and for convenience, your local
ISDN number.

Figure 242 - Subsystems – CAPI2 Advanced Configuration

Local  ISDN  Number  -  Insert  the  number  of  your  local  ISDN  line  to  be  used  in
communications with your trading partners.

Local ISDN Sub Number - This field is only relevant to people  using multiple  devices on a
local ISDN line. If applicable, type in the sub-address for this ISDN number.

Local X.25 NUA -  Type in this  field  the  NUA  to  be  called  once  the  ISDN  connection  has
been established and the X.25 layer is ready.

Packet  Size  -  The  X.25 packet  size  should  normally  be  128,  as  laid  down  in  the  OFTP
specifications. Other values may be requested but this is not recommended.

Include in call request packet -  This tickbox allows you to include the X.25 packet size  in
the call request packet. This is the default setting. However, you may have some trading
partners  who  will  reject  call  requests  containing  the  X.25  packet  size,  so  this  tickbox
should be deselected for them.

Ideally  you  should  select  the  tickbox  here,  and  override  the  settings  for  individual
partners where necessary in the Trading Partner Networks or Clearing  Centre  Networks
section (Connections – Advanced page).

Window Size - This is the number of  X.25 packets that the transmitting system will  send
before  stopping to wait for a response from the remote. OFTP  standards  state  that  this
value must be set to 7.

Include in call request packet - This tickbox allows you to include the X.25 window size  in
the call request packet. This is the default setting. However, you may have some trading
partners  who  will  reject  call  requests  containing  the  X.25 window  size,  so  this  tickbox
should be deselected for them.
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Ideally  you  should  select  the  tickbox  here,  and  override  the  settings  for  individual
partners where necessary in the Trading Partner Networks or Clearing  Centre  Networks
section (Connections – Advanced page).

Low TVC Value  -  Two-way  virtual  circuits  means  that  the  sessions  are  not  open  all  the
time but may be switched on and off to different users like dialling a phone number.

The Low TVC value should be the minimum number of TVCs in your system.

High TVC Value  -  Two-way virtual  circuits  means  that  the  sessions  are  not  open  all  the
time but may be switched on and off to different users like dialling a phone number.

The High TVC value should be the maximum number of TVCs in your system.

Override the default TEI value - TEI stands for Terminal Endpoint Identifier.

If this tickbox is not selected, this specifies that the subsystem should use the default TEI
value. If this box is selected, then the value for the TEI must be specified in the next edit
field.

TEI  value  -  This  field  will  not  be  enabled  unless  you  have  selected  the  "Override  the
default TEI value" tickbox. You should type in here the value you want to use for the TEI.

CAPI2 subsystem Controllers2.2.10.2.5

If you are adding a new subsystem, the fields on this page will  not be available  until  you
have completed the new subsystem and saved the details.

The fields on this page are described below.

Figure 243 - Subsystems – CAPI2 Controllers

Controller-  Select the appropriate  Controller from  the  dropdown  list  at  the  side  of  the
Controller  field.  The  contents  of  the  list  will  depend  on  the  CAPI  device  you  have
installed.
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Use  session  restrictions-  If  you  select  the  'Use  session  restrictions'  tickbox,  the  fields
below will become enabled.

Maximum  concurrent  sessions  -  This  field  is  used  to  specify  the  maximum  number  of
communications sessions using this subsystem that may be active  at  any  one  time.  You
may edit this value to suit your system capabilities.

Maximum  inbound  sessions  -  This  field  is  used  to  specify  the  maximum  number  of
inbound sessions using this subsystem that may be active  at any one time. You may edit
this value to suit your system capabilities.

Maximum  outbound  sessions  -  This  field  is  used  to  specify  the  maximum  number  of
outbound sessions using this subsystem that may be active at any one time. You may edit
this value to suit your system capabilities.

CAPI2 subsystem Device Details2.2.10.2.6

If you are adding a new subsystem, the fields on this page will  not be available  until  you
have completed the new subsystem and saved the details.

This page simply contains details of the CAPI device and its usage so far.

Figure 244 - Subsystems – CAPI2Device Details

Adding/Editing a TCP/IP subsystem2.2.10.3
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TCP/IP subsystem Overview2.2.10.3.1

The Overview page is described below.

Figure 245 - Subsystems – TCP/IP Overview

Name-  Type in here  a name for the Subsystem. This name must  be  unique  among  your
other  Subsystems,  but  it  can  be  whatever  you  want  it  to  be.  The  name  is  a  unique
identifier, enabling you to recognise it easily when you want to use this Subsystem.

Description- You may provide a description of the Subsystem in this field if you wish. The
description is intended to help you remember what the Subsystem is for.

Disable subsystem- Select this tickbox to temporarily disable the subsystem.

Local TCP/IP address - Type in this field the address of the local TCP/IP network.

Maximum concurrent sessions -  The default value for this field is 100. This means that a
maximum of 100 communications sessions using this subsystem may be active at any one
time. You may change this value to suit your system capabilities.

Maximum  inbound  sessions-  The  default  value  for  this  field  is  100.  This  means  that  a
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maximum of  100 inbound communications sessions using this subsystem  may  be  active
at any one time. You may change this value to suit your system capabilities.

Maximum outbound sessions -  The default value for this field is 100.  This  means  that  a
maximum of 100 outbound communications sessions using this subsystem may be active
at any one time. You may change this value to suit your system capabilities.

Check for  higher  prioritised  files  and  drop  outbound  sessions  if  required  -  This  option
allows you to override the prioritisation of  outbound file  transmission  when  in  session
with a trading partner and the Maximum Outbound Sessions limit has been reached.

For example, consider the scenario when ODEX Enterprise  is in session with a particular
trading  partner  and  is  sending  low  priority  files  on  a  subsystem  that  is  running  at  the
outbound  session  limit.  If  a  file  with  a  higher  priority  is  then  scheduled  to  a  trading
partner on a different network but on the same  subsystem  as  the  one  in  session,  then
ODEX  Enterprise  will  look  at  this  value  in  order  to  determine  how  processing  should
continue.

If  the  value  is  False,  then  ODEX  Enterprise  will  continue  sending  the  low  priority  files
until they are complete. Once the session has finished, a new session will  be  established
with the second trading partner in order to send the higher priority files.

If the value is True, then ODEX Enterprise  will  drop the current session, establish a new
session  with  the  second  trading  partner  and  send  the  higher  priority  files.  Once  the
higher priority files have been sent,  ODEX  Enterprise  will  resume  the  session  that  was
dropped and continue sending the low priority files.

Port  Number  -  This  is  the  port  that  ODEX  Enterprise  listens  for  incoming  TCP/IP
connections. By default,  the port is set to 3305, but can be changed  to  suit  your  system
requirements.

Use SSL - Check this box to use SSL security.

Server certificate  -  This is the certificate  for the SSL security to  be  used.  Action  buttons
are  enabled  for  you  to  choose  the  certificate(s).  See  the  section  entitled  ‘Dynamic
Certificate Selection’.

Require  client  authentication  -  Check  this  box  to  force  SSL  clients  to  use  a  trusted
certificate to authenticate themselves.

Typically,  a trusted certificate  is considered  to  be  one  that  is  installed  and  accepted  in
the  ODEX  Enterprise  certificate  store.  However,  in  the  case  that  ‘Validate  client
hostname’ option is chosen, this requirement is relaxed so far as the issuer of  the client
certificate  must  be  accepted  in  the  ODEX  Enterprise  certificate   store  and  the  client
certificate must contain the IP address or resolved hostname of the incoming connection.

Validate  client  hostname  –  Tick  this  option  to  insist  that  the  IP  address  or  resolve
hostname  of  the  incoming  connection  is  included  in  the  certificate  the  client  uses  to
identify itself.

Status - This shows the current status of the listener.

Start / Stop button - The listener can be switched on or off by simply clicking this button.

TCP/IP subsystem Listeners2.2.10.3.2

If  you are  adding a new subsystem, the buttons on this page  will  not  be  available  until
you have completed the new subsystem and saved the details.
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Once you have saved the subsystem details you will  be  able  to  add  new  listeners,  and
edit, delete, start and stop existing listeners.

The columns and buttons on this page are described below.

Figure 246 - Subsystems – TCP/IP Advanced Listeners

This page displays a list of  all  the  listeners that are  currently defined for this subsystem,
showing  their  name,  the  protocol  they  use,  their  status  and  a  reason  for  failure,  if
applicable.

The Edit,  Start and Stop buttons will  only be available  if  you select a single  entry  in  the
list. The Delete button will only be available if you select one or more entries in the list.

The Stop button is only available  if  the status of  the selected listener is “Listening”. The
Start button is only available if the status of the selected listener is “Stopped”.

To add a new listener, click on the Add button.

To  delete,  start  or  stop  a  listener,  select  a  listener  and  click  the  Delete,  Start  or  Stop
button respectively.

After any changes, you must save the details from the Listeners page before  you can use
the Start and Stop buttons for any other listeners.

Add/Edit TCP/IP Listener2.2.10.3.3

The Add/Edit TCP/IP Listener dialog is shown below.

After adding a new listener,  you  must  save  the  details  from  the  Listeners  page  before
you can start it.
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Figure 247 - Subsystems – Add/Edit TCP/IP Listener

Name  -  This is the name of  the TCP/IP listener. This name  must  be  unique  among  your
other listeners, but it can be whatever you want it to be. The name is a unique identifier,
enabling you to recognise it easily when you want to use this Listener.

Port number -  The port number should be the port on which ODEX Enterprise  will  listen
for incoming communications.

SSL Settings -  To use SSL security,  check the Use SSL box. Action buttons are  enabled for
you to choose the certificate(s). See the section entitled ‘Dynamic Certificate  Selection’.
By default SSL is not used.

Require  client  authentication  -  Check  this  box  to  force  SSL  clients  to  use  a  trusted
certificate to authenticate themselves.

Typically,  a trusted certificate  is considered  to  be  one  that  is  installed  and  accepted  in
the  ODEX  Enterprise  certificate  store.  However,  in  the  case  that  ‘Validate  client
hostname’ option is chosen, this requirement is relaxed so far as the issuer of  the client
certificate  must  be  accepted  in  the  ODEX  Enterprise  certificate   store  and  the  client
certificate must contain the IP address or resolved hostname of the incoming connection.

Validate  client  hostname  –  Tick  this  option  to  insist  that  the  IP  address  or  resolve
hostname  of  the  incoming  connection  is  included  in  the  certificate  the  client  uses  to
identify itself.

Use PFS – Tick this option to enable Perfect Forward Secrecy when negotiating an SSL/TLS
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session.  PFS  provides  extended  security  when  exchanging  TLS  session  keys  during  the
TLS negotiation. Use of this parameter does not enforce PFS, but allows PFS to be used if
available.

Enforce  PFS  –  Tick  this  option  to  enforce  that  Perfect  Forward  Secrecy  is  used  when
negotiating  an  SSL/TLS  session.  PFS  provides  extended  security  when  exchanging  TLS
session keys during the TLS negotiation.

TLS  version  –  This  option  allows  the  specific  version  of  TLS  to  be  specified  when
negotiating a TLS session. Leaving the default value of  'Any' will  allow SSL 3.0 and all  TLS
versions to be used for all  protocols  other  than  OFTP2 where  only  TLS  versions  will  be
used.

Log Options - You may choose any or all  of  the log options, but please bear in mind that
you will probably only need them for support purposes. Options that have been selected
at a higher level  (e.g. system log level)  are  shown selected and disabled – so if  'Debug',
for example, is selected at the system level it will not be alterable here.

Adding/Editing an AS2/HTTP subsystem2.2.10.4

The AS2 subsystem has two pages: Overview and Advanced.
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AS2/HTTP subsystem Overview2.2.10.4.1

Figure - 248 - AS2 HTTP subsystem - Overview

Name-  Type in here  a name for the Subsystem. This name must  be  unique  among  your
other  Subsystems,  but  it  can  be  whatever  you  want  it  to  be.  The  name  is  a  unique
identifier, enabling you to recognise it easily when you want to use this Subsystem.

Description- You may provide a description of the Subsystem in this field if you wish. The
description is intended to help you remember what the Subsystem is for.

Disable subsystem- Select this tickbox to temporarily disable the subsystem.

Use HTTP proxy -  Check this tickbox if  you want the subsstem to use  HTTP  proxy  server
for  all  communications  using  this  subsystem.  The  HTTP  proxy  settings  can  be  found  in
Global Connection Settings section.

Local IP address -  This field  will  be  filled  in  automatically  by  ODEX  Enterprise  with  the
local IP address of your computer. If your computer has more than one IP address,  select
one of them.
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Port- Type in this field the port number on which ODEX Enterprise will listen for incoming
communications of type HTTP or HTTPS.

Use SSL -  To use SSL for this subsystem, select this  tickbox.  Action  buttons  are  enabled
for  you  to  choose  the  certificate(s).  See  the  section  entitled  ‘Dynamic  Certificate
Selection’.

TLS  version  –  This  option  allows  the  specific  version  of  TLS  to  be  specified  when
negotiating a TLS session. Leaving the default value of  'Any' will  allow SSL 3.0 and all  TLS
versions to be used.

Require  client  authentication  -  Check  this  box  to  force  SSL  clients  to  use  a  trusted
certificate to authenticate themselves.

To specify a client certificate  on  the  remote  system,  use  AS2 internal  network  security
tab.

A trusted certificate  is considered to be one that is  installed  and  accepted  in  the  ODEX
Enterprise certificate store.

Your URL -  This field will  be  filled in automatically by ODEX Enterprise  with  the  local  IP
address and port you have selected above. The contents of  this field can then be copied
for sending to your  trading  partner,  as  he  will  need  this  information  for  setting  up  his
own system for communication with you.

Connection  timeout  -  This  field  allows  you  to  select  the  number  of  seconds  you  want
ODEX  Enterprise  to  wait  before  closing  the  connection  when  no  comms  activity  is
occurring i.e. nothing is happening on this connection.

Status  -  If  you  have  stopped  this  subsystem,  the  status  will  be  displayed  in  red  as
'Listener Stopped'. If the subsystem has not been stopped, the status will be  displayed in
green as 'Listener Started'.

Stop/Start  button  -  Use  this  button  to  start  or  stop  the  HTTP  listener.  The  status  will
change as you do so.

The Edit,  Start and Stop buttons will  only be available  if  you select a single  entry  in  the
list. The Delete button will only be available if you select one or more entries in the list.
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AS2/HTTP subsystem Advanced2.2.10.4.2

Return  Address  Details  -  When  connecting  via  a  proxy  using  your  external  IP  address,
your trading partner may not be aware of  your internal  IP address. This means that your
default return address should be that of  the external  proxy,  rather  than  the  internal  IP
address  of  your  machine.  To  overcome  this  issue,  you  can  specify  a  specific  Default
Return Address by ticking the radio button and entering your external  IP address,  which
is known by your trading partners.

Max  concurrent  sessions  -  The  default  value  for  this  field  is  100.  This  means  that  a
maximum of 100 communications sessions using this subsystem may be active at any one
time. You may change this value to suit your system capabilities.

Max inbound sessions- The default value for this field is 100. This means that a maximum
of 100 inbound communications sessions using this subsystem may be active  at any one
time. You may change this value to suit your system capabilities.

Max  outbound  sessions  -  The  default  value  for  this  field  is  100.  This  means  that  a
maximum of 100 outbound communications sessions using this subsystem may be active
at any one time. You may change this value to suit your system capabilities.

Log Options - You may choose any or all  of  the log options, but please bear in mind that
you will probably only need them for support purposes. Options that have been selected
at a higher level  (e.g. system log level)  are  shown selected and disabled – so if  'Debug',
for example, is selected at the system level it will not be alterable here.

Adding/Editing an XOT subsystem2.2.10.5

The XOT subsystem has two pages: Overview and Advanced.
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XOT subsystem Overview2.2.10.5.1

The Overview page is described below.

Figure 249 - Subsystems – XOT Overview

Name-  Type in here  a name for the Subsystem. This name must  be  unique  among  your
other  Subsystems,  but  it  can  be  whatever  you  want  it  to  be.  The  name  is  a  unique
identifier, enabling you to recognise it easily when you want to use this Subsystem.

Description- You may provide a description of the Subsystem in this field if you wish. The
description is intended to help you remember what the Subsystem is for.

Disable subsystem- Select this tickbox to temporarily disable the subsystem.

TCP/IP host address -  Type in here  the TCP/IP address of  the router that will  be  used to
make the X.25 call.

Local IP address - This is the IP address that must be configured in the router for X.25 calls
that should be passed to ODEX Enterprise.

This field will  be  filled in automatically by ODEX Enterprise  with the  local  IP  address  of
your computer. If your computer has more than one IP address,  select one of  them from
the dropdown list.

Status  -  If  you  have  stopped  this  subsystem,  the  status  will  be  displayed  in  red  as
'Listener Stopped'. If the subsystem has not been stopped, the status will be  displayed in
green as 'Listener Started'.

Stop/Start  button  -  Use  this  button  to  start  or  stop  the  XOT  listener.  The  status  will
change as you do so.
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XOT subsystem Advanced2.2.10.5.2

Figure 250 - Subsystems – XOT Advanced Configuration

Local NUA -  Type in the X.25 Network  User  address  (NUA)  of  the  local  machine.  This  is
usually not required and will be provided by the X.25 network.

N.B. The XOT subsystem will  default to a Window size  of  2 and a Packet size  of  128, but
these values can be  overridden  on  the  Advanced  page  tab  of  the  Network  Connection
dialog.

Max  concurrent  sessions  -  The  default  value  for  this  field  is  100.  This  means  that  a
maximum of 100 communications sessions using this subsystem may be active at any one
time. You may change this value to suit your system capabilities.

Max inbound sessions- The default value for this field is 100. This means that a maximum
of 100 inbound communications sessions using this subsystem may be active  at any one
time. You may change this value to suit your system capabilities.

Max  outbound  sessions  -  The  default  value  for  this  field  is  100.  This  means  that  a
maximum of 100 outbound communications sessions using this subsystem may be active
at any one time. You may change this value to suit your system capabilities.

Log Options - You may choose any or all  of  the log options, but please bear in mind that
you will probably only need them for support purposes. Options that have been selected
at a higher level  (e.g. system log level)  are  shown selected and disabled – so if  'Debug',
for example, is selected at the system level it will not be alterable here.

XOT Logging2.2.10.5.3

In order to view all  of  the X.25 packets that are  being transmitted and received by ODEX
Enterprise,  you  should  select  the  'Buffer'  option  against  the  XOT  protocol  on  the
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Communications  Settings  node  (accessed  from  the  Connections  panel  in  the
Administrator). To view the actual hex contents of the XOT buffers, select 'Buffer' against
the TCP protocol there too.

Adding/Editing an FTP server subsystem2.2.10.6

An FTP server subsystem is a representation of  an FTP server,  whilst the trading partner
networks  and  clearing  centre  networks  are  users  on  the  FTP  server.  An  FTP  server
subsystem must be created in order to use the ODEX Enterprise FTP server functionality.

FTP server subsystem Overview2.2.10.6.1

The overview page for an FTP server subsystem looks like the example given below.

Figure 251 - Subsystems – FTP Server Overview

Name - This is the name as the subsystem is referred to within ODEX Enterprise.

Description -  This is the description that could be  helpful  in  letting  an  ODEX  Enterprise
user identify this subsystem. It is not used or transmitted to any other parties.

Disable subsystem -  Disabling  the  subsystem  will  stop  the  listener  which  means  ODEX
Enterprise will  not accept any incoming FTP server sessions, so the ODEX Enterprise  FTP
server will be disabled.

Local TCP/IP address -  This allows a user to select the local  IP address that  the  server  is
bound too. If a computer has two network cards, one for a LAN and one for the Internet
then this would allow binding to one or the other IP addresses or to all local hosts.

Port Number - This is the port number that the FTP server listens on. The port number for
the  FTP  control  connection  is  defined  as  21,  which  is  the  default  value,  although  any
open port number could be used.

Use SSL - ODEX Enterprise supports the use of SSL on all TCP/IP connections, however it is
not recommended that it is setup for the FTP server.

Server Certificate  -  This is the certificate  used to encrypt the TCP/IP connection if  SSL  is
selected.
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Status - This is the status of the current TCP/IP listener, e.g. whether we are  listening for
incoming FTP connections or if  there  has been some problem in  setting  up  the  listener
(for example the port could already be in use).

FTP server subsystem Advanced2.2.10.6.2

The advanced page allows the specification of advanced FTP server details.  The page will
look like the example given below.

Figure 252 - Subsystems – FTP Server Advanced Configuration

FTP server details

These are general options affecting the FTP server before a user logs on.

Greeting  text  -  This  is  the  text  displayed  to  users  when  they  first  connect  to  the  FTP
service. This text can be seen by anyone who is on the network the FTP server is listening
on. If the FTP server is listening on an IP address connected to the Internet then anyone
connected to the Internet could connect to the ODEX Enterprise  FTP server and  get  this
message. They would be unable  to progress further  however  unless  they  had  a  correct
username and password.

Disconnect on failed login -  The standard behaviour for FTP is to stay connected when a
user  fails  to  log  on.  This  enables  a  connected  client  to  continue  trying  different
usernames and passwords. This option immediately disconnects a user if  they fail  to log
on correctly.

Passive options

As  explained  in  the  introduction  to  FTP,  FTP  is  capable  of  a  passive  mode  where  the
server specifies which port on its IP address the client should connect to for data. Passive
mode  enables  the  FTP  client  to  not  have  any  ports  open  and  is  quite  common.  These
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options allow you to tailor the ODEX Enterprise FTP server to your security solution.

Passive mode enabled - If passive mode is enabled then clients trying to initiate  passive
mode will be told it is not supported.

External IP address -  This is the IP address you want sent to the client,  so  that  they  can
use it to connect to the ODEX Enterprise  FTP server. This should be filled in only if  your
external IP address differs from the address available on the server machine to which the
FTP server is bound. In most situations it should not be necessary to fill in this option.

Port range  -  The port range specifies the ports on the server machine that are  open and
available for the FTP server to use for data connections. If  every network is connected at
the  same  time  then  the  server  will  require  a  different  port  for  each  session.  You  will
never require more ports than the number of allowed concurrent sessions.

Maximum concurrent sessions - This value is the number of  concurrent sessions allowed
to  be  running  on  the  ODEX  Enterprise  FTP  server.  Once  this  number  is  reached,  new
connections with the ODEX Enterprise FTP server will be denied until a session ends. The
number this is set to should be considered with the available  port range if  passive  mode
is enabled.

Adding/Editing an SFTP server subsystem2.2.10.7

An  SFTP  server  subsystem  is  a  representation  of  an  SFTP  server,  whilst  the  trading
partner  networks  and  clearing  centre  networks  are  users  on  the  SFTP  server.  An  SFTP
server  subsystem  must  be  created  in  order  to  use  the  ODEX  Enterprise  SFTP  server
functionality.

SFTP server subsystem Overview2.2.10.7.1

The overview page for an SFTP server subsystem looks like the example given below.

Figure 253 - Subsystems – SFTP Server Overview

Name - This is the name as the subsystem is referred to within ODEX Enterprise.
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Description -  This is the description that could be  helpful  in  letting  an  ODEX  Enterprise
user identify this subsystem. It is not used or transmitted to any other parties.

Disable subsystem -  Disabling  the  subsystem  will  stop  the  listener  which  means  ODEX
Enterprise  will  not  accept  any  incoming  SFTP  server  sessions,  so  the  ODEX  Enterprise
SFTP server will be disabled.

Local TCP/IP address -  This allows a user to select the local  IP address that  the  server  is
bound too. If a computer has two network cards, one for a LAN and one for the Internet
then this would allow binding to one or the other IP addresses or to all local hosts.

Maximum concurrent sessions - This value is the number of  concurrent sessions allowed
to  be  running  on  the  ODEX  Enterprise  SFTP  server.  Once  this  number  is  reached,  new
connections with the ODEX Enterprise  SFTP  server  will  be  denied  until  a  session  ends.
Although there is no theoretical limit to the possible number of  concurrent sessions, this
number should be  considered  according  to  the  available  machine  resources;  too  many
sessions could overload the machine.

Session timeout -  This value is the number of  seconds of  inactivity allowed in a  session
before it will be forcibly disconnected. This stops clients clinging onto machine resources
when they have no need.

Port Number -  This is the port number that the SFTP server listens on. The port number
for the SFTP control connection is defined as 22, which is the default value; although any
open port number could be used.

Status - This is the status of the current TCP/IP listener, e.g. whether we are  listening for
incoming SFTP connections or if  there  has been some problem in setting up the listener
(for example the port could already be in use).

SFTP server subsystem Security2.2.10.7.2

The security page allows the  configuration  of  security  options  for  the  SFTP  server.  The
page will look like the example given below.
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Figure 254 - Subsystems – SFTP Server Security Configuration

Server  Host-key  Certificate–You  must  choose  a  certificate  to  use  for  the  key  that
identifies this SFTP server to clients. Clients’ will be  asked to trust this key as confirming
the identity of the server.

Banner  Text  -  This  is  the  text  displayed  to  users  when  they  first  connect  to  the  SFTP
server.  This  text  can  be  seen  by  anyone  who  is  on  the  network  the  SFTP  server  is
listening on. If  the  SFTP  server  is  listening  on  an  IP  address  connected  to  the  Internet
then anyone connected to the Internet could connect to the ODEX Enterprise  SFTP server
and get this message. They would be unable to progress further however unless they had
a correct username and password.

Algorithms –This section allows you to configure  the allowed algorithms for securing an
SFTP  session.  If  you  only  trust  certain  algorithms  for  securing  the  sessions,  you  can
ensure  that  only  these  will  ever  get  used  by  deselecting  the  other  algorithms.  Note
though, that clients will only support certain algorithms and may not be able to connect if
the server does not allow such algorithms to be used.

SFTP server subsystem Directories2.2.10.7.3

The  directories  page  allows  the  configuration  of  the  virtual  directory  structure  for  the
SFTP server experienced by all  connecting  clients.  The  page  will  look  like  the  example
given below.
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Figure 255 - Subsystems – SFTP Server Directories Configuration

The  top  section  of  the  page  shows  a  tree  view  of  the  directory  structure  seen  by  a
connecting client. Child folders may be added and deleted from the structure  using  the
Add Child and Delete  buttons. The first node is the file  system root, which must always
be  present.  This  is  a  client’s  starting/home  directory  that  is  shown  when  they
successfully connect to the server. From here they navigate into the child folders.

The folder coloured green is the Default Folder  for  this  subsystem;  this  is  used  for  the
Schedule File job to specify the folder to upload to.   If using the

Parameter Description Mandatory Default Value

Sender Mailbox Specifies  the  sender  mailbox  from
which the file  will  be  scheduled.  You
may  select  'Use  ENGDAT  Folder'  to
determine the sender  mailbox  based
on  the  ENGDAT  folder  or  ENGDAT
relationship.

Y <Use  ENGDAT
Folder>

Receiver
Mailbox

Specifies  the  receiver  mailbox  to
which the file  will  be  scheduled.  You
may  select  'Use  ENGDAT  Folder'  to
determine  the  receiver  mailbox
based  on  the  ENGDAT  folder  or
ENGDAT relationship.

Y <Use  ENGDAT
Folder>

Priority Specifies  the  priority  to  use  when
scheduling  the  file  where  1  is  the

Y 5
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highest  value.  When  this  value  is
equal  or  greater  than  the  Priority
Threshold  configured  against  a
network  a  new  call  will  be  made  to
this  network.  Files  with  a  higher
priority are  transmitted  before  those
with  a  lower  priority  for  a  given
communications session.

SFID User Data Specifies  the  SFID  user  data.  (OFTP
specific)

N None

File Format Specifies  the  file  format  (OFTP
specific)

Y Unformatted

Record Length Specifies the length of  records  in  the
file (OFTP specific)

Y 0

Schedule  SFTP file  job you can select the folder to schedule  too. To  change  the  Default
Folder to the selected folder press the Make Default button on the tool bar.

Each directory, including the root, is configured in the bottom section of  the page. These
settings dictate how a client interacts with each folder.

Directory  Options  –  You  must  give  the  directory  a  name  and  specify  what  permissions
clients  have  for  interacting  with  this  directory.  Click  the  ‘...’  to  the  right  of  the
permissions field to select permissions:

Figure 256 - Subsystems – SFTP Server
Directories Permissions

Inherit means that the directory will assume the permissions of its parent directory. Read
gives a client rights to  download  files  from  the  directory,  Write  gives  a  client  rights  to
upload files to the directory, Rename gives a client rights to rename files in the directory,
and Delete gives a client rights to delete files in the directory. All  these permissions may
be overridden against specific files.

In  directory  options  you  must  also  choose  the  default  number  of  days  that  files  may
consist in the directory after upload before they will be automatically deleted.

Download Options – These settings dictate when to consider a file  as downloaded/taken
by a client and what to do when this has been done. The indicator dictates what a client
must do to a file for it to be considered downloaded/taken. If  you select ‘Rename’, then
you must input the extension that the file must be renamed to for it to be considered as
downloaded/taken.  In  such  a  situation,  the  SFTP  server  may  then  give  the  file  new
permissions and an event written to the associated file.
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Once  the  file  has  been  downloaded,  and  if  the  ‘Delete  on  download’  option  is  set  to
‘True’ then the file will be marked as deleted and no longer available in the directory.

Upload  Options  –  These  settings  dictate  what  to  do  if  a  client  uploads  a  file  into  the
directory. Whether they are allowed to do this depends on having ‘Write’ permissions on
the directory. You can choose for an uploaded file  to  be  given  new  permissions  by  the
SFTP server and specify an additional  extension that will  be  post-fixed  to  the  filename
after upload. The Delete field can be used to specify the extension of files that should be
disregarded  by  the  SFTP  server,  deleted  from  the  directories  at  the  end  of  session.
Finally  you  can  choose  whether  uploaded  files  should  be  submitted  to  the  Originator
workflow  of  the  client  company  and  whether  files  should  be  considered  uploaded  as
they are created in session or evaluated at the end of session.

Adding/Editing an Email subsystem2.2.10.8

Email subsystem Overview2.2.10.8.1

Information about how to configure the overview details page can be found here.

The overview page for an email subsystem looks like the example given below:

Figure - 257 - Email Subsystem - Overview

Subsystem details

Name - Type in here a name for the Subsystem. This name must be unique among your
other  Subsystems,  but  it  can  be  whatever  you  want  it  to  be.  The  name  is  a  unique
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identifier, enabling you to recognise it easily when you want to use this Subsystem.

Description - You may provide a description of  the Subsystem in this field if  you wish.
The description is intended to help you remember what the Subsystem is for.

Disable  subsystem  -  Select  this  option  to  temporarily  disable  the  subsystem.  When
subsystem is disabled it will not be possible to send or receive any email messages.

Use proxy server - Select this option if you want the TCP/IP subsystem to use the proxy
task  for  all  communications  using  this  subsystem.  For  more  information  about  the
proxy communication within ODEX Enterprise click here.

Primary incoming email  -  Provide server details to retrieve e-mail  from  a  remote  email
server over a TCP/IP connection.

Server - Type in here the server IP address or server DNS name. When specifying a DNS
host name be aware the for email  subsystems connections will  attempt  all  addresses
listed against the DNS server for the host name.

Port -  The default port number  for  the  incoming  email  server  is  110.  You  can  change
this value if your server uses a different port number.

Use SSL/TLS - Select this option if your email server uses SSL/TLS to connect.

SSL/TLS Type - Indicates the type of SSL/TLS to use.

o Standard SSL/TLS connection -  this type of  connection requires  a  secure  connection
from the moment it connects to the server.

o StartTLS  /  STLS  connection  -  this  type  of  connection  begins  using  an  unsecured
connection, the session is then upgraded to secure using the POP3 STLS command.

Primary outgoing email  -  Provide server details to send e-mail  to a remote email  server
over a TCP/IP connection.

Server - Type in here the server IP address or server DNS name. When specifying a DNS
host name be aware the for email  subsystems connections will  attempt  all  addresses
listed against the DNS server for the host name.

Port - The default port number for the outgoing email  server is 25. You can change this
value if your server uses a different port number.

SSL/TLS Type - Indicates the type of SSL/TLS to use.

o Standard SSL/TLS connection -  this type of  connection requires  a  secure  connection
from the moment it connects to the server.

o StartTLS  /  STLS  connection  -  this  type  of  connection  begins  using  an  unsecured
connection,  the  session  is  then  upgraded  to  secure  using  the  SMP  STARTTLS
command.

Use SSL/TLS - Select this option if your email server uses SSL/TLS to connect.

Email subsystem Status2.2.10.8.2

Detailed information about the email subsystem can be found here.

The  status  page  provides  information  about  the  current  incoming  and  outgoing  server
state and a list of email network states.
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Figure - 258 - Email Subsystem - Status

Incoming - Provides information about the incoming email server status.

To receive all messages from the incoming mail server, press the "Receive All" button.

You can disable or enable incoming server polling by pressing Enable/Disable buttons.

Outgoing - Provides information about the outgoing email server status.

To send all scheduled messages to the outgoing mail server, press the "Send All" button.

You  can  disable  or  enable  sending  messages  to  the  server  by  pressing  Enable/Disable
buttons.

Network status - Provides information about each email internal network status.

Possible incoming server states:

OK - The server is successfully polling the primary POP3 server.

Secondary Server -  The server is  polling  the  secondary  POP3 server  as  the  primary  is
unavailable.  When  the  secondary  server  is  in  use  the  application  will  periodically
attempt to connect to the primary server. If  you wish  to  force  the  subsystem  back  to
the primary server, please disable and then enable polling to rest the status.

Disabled – Polling has been disabled by the user.
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In Retry – The server cannot connect to the primary or secondary servers, (not failure to
authenticate) details of the specific error should be provided.

Authentication Failure – One or more networks failed to authenticate.

Failed -  Indicates a failure  to connect  which  will  not  be  resolved  with  further  retries
attempts.

Possible outgoing server states:

OK  –  The  last  session  to  send  mail  using  the  primary  SMTP  server  completed
successfully.

Secondary  Server  –  The  server  is  using  the  secondary  SMTP  server  as  the  primary  is
unavailable.  When  the  secondary  server  is  in  use  the  application  will  periodically
attempt to connect to the primary server. If  you wish  to  force  the  subsystem  back  to
the primary server, please disable and then enable polling to rest the status.

In Retry – The server cannot connect to the primary or secondary servers, (not failure to
authenticate) details of the specific error should be provided.

Authentication Failure – One or more networks failed to authenticate.

Failed -  Indicates a failure  to connect  which  will  not  be  resolved  with  further  retries
attempts.

Email subsystem Secondary2.2.10.8.3

Information about how to configure the secondary details page can be found here.

Use this page to provide secondary (backup)  email  server details that can be used when
the primary server is unavailable.

The secondary page for an EMAIL subsystem looks like the example given below:

Figure - 259 - Email Subsystem - Secondary

Secondary incoming email - Provide server details to retrieve e-mail from a remote email
server over a TCP/IP connection if primary incoming email server is unavailable.
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Server - Type in here the server IP address or server DNS name. When specifying a DNS
host name be aware the for email  subsystems connections will  attempt  all  addresses
listed against the DNS server for the host name.

Port -  The default port number  for  the  incoming  email  server  is  110.  You  can  change
this value if your server uses a different port number.

Use SSL/TLS - Select this option if your email server uses SSL/TLS to connect.

SSL/TLS Type - Indicates the type of SSL/TLS to use.

o Standard SSL/TLS connection -  this type of  connection requires  a  secure  connection
from the moment it connects to the server.

o StartTLS  /  STLS  connection  -  this  type  of  connection  begins  using  an  unsecured
connection, the session is then upgraded to secure using the POP3 STLS command.

Primary outgoing email  -  Provide server details to send e-mail  to a remote email  server
over a TCP/IP connection if primary outgoing email server is unavailable.

Server - Type in here the server IP address or server DNS name. When specifying a DNS
host name be aware the for email  subsystems connections will  attempt  all  addresses
listed against the DNS server for the host name.

Port - The default port number for the outgoing email  server is 25. You can change this
value if your server uses a different port number.

Use SSL/TLS - Select this option if your email server uses SSL/TLS to connect.

SSL/TLS Type - Indicates the type of SSL/TLS to use.

o Standard SSL/TLS connection -  this type of  connection requires  a  secure  connection
from the moment it connects to the server.

o StartTLS  /  STLS  connection  -  this  type  of  connection  begins  using  an  unsecured
connection,  the  session  is  then  upgraded  to  secure  using  the  SMTP  STARTTLS
command.

Email subsystem Advanced2.2.10.8.4

Information about how to configure the advanced details page can be found here.

The advanced page allows optional settings to be defined.  The advanced page looks like
the example below:
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Figure - 260 - Email Subsystem - Advanced

TCP/IP details

Bind  to  local  IP  address  -  Select  from  this  field  the  local  IP  address  to  bind  this
connection to. If none is specified, no binding will take place. 

Selecting  an  IPv4  address  (e.g.  192.168.1.1)  will  cause  connections  made  to  the
incoming POP3 or outgoing SMTP servers to use  IP version 4. Selecting an IPv6 address
(e.g. FE80:0000:0000:0000:0202:B3FF:FE1E:8329) will cause connections made to the the
incoming POP3 or outgoing SMTP servers to use  IP version 6. When selecting a local  IP
address and using a DNS host name to specify the address of the mail servers ensure an
address of the correct version is available for the host name on the DNS server you are
using. When a local  IP  address  is  not  specified  connections  and  DNS  host  names  are
specified, connections prioritise IPv4 over IPv6.

Incoming email

Polling  interval  (minutes)  -  This  value  indicates  how  often  the  system  will  try  to
connect to the incoming mail server to check for new email messages.

Connection

Session time out (seconds) - Type in this field the maximum time period in seconds to
allow connection to complete before the connection is considered to have timed out.

Retry interval (seconds) - Type in this field the maximum number of retries that should
be made to connect using this connection before ODEX Enterprise stops trying.

Email subsystem Blocking2.2.10.8.5

Information about how to configure the blocking details page can be found here.

The blocking page looks like the example below:
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Figure - 261 - Email Subsystem - Blocking

Global black list - messages from these addresses will be deleted. Entries in the black list
apply across all email subsystems.

Add - press the "Add" button to add a new email address to global black list.

Edit - press the "Edit" button to edit an existing email address on the global black list.

Delete - press the "Delete" button to remove an existing email address from the global
black list.

To add multiple email addresses separate each address using a semi-colon character.

Figure - 262 - Email Subsystem - Add email address to the black list

Unknown originator - sets the action for messages received from unknown originators.
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Deleted - messages received from the unknown originator will be deleted.

Processed on this workflow -  messages received from the unknown originator will  be
processed on a specific global  workflow. If  you do  not  have  any  global  workflow  you
can add one by selecting the '< Add new workflow >' option from the drop down.

Press the 'Edit' button to edit selected workflow (i.e. change or add workflow jobs).

Adding/Editing an HTTP subsystem2.2.10.9

The HTTP subsystem is where HTTP protocol level settings are maintained. The two pages
available for configuration an HTTP subsystem are "Overview" and "Advanced".

HTTP subsystem Overview2.2.10.9.1

The overview page for an HTTP subsystem looks like the example given below:

Subsystem details

Name - Type in here a name for the subsystem. This name must be unique among your
other subsystems, but it can be whatever you want it to be. The name is a unique
identifier, enabling you to recognise it easily when you want to use this Subsystem.

Description - You may provide a description of  the Subsystem in this field if  you wish.
The description is intended to help you remember what the Subsystem is for.

Type in this field the port number on  which  ODEX  Enterprise  will  listen  for  incoming
communications of type HTTP or HTTPS.

Use HTTP proxy -  Select this if  an  HTTP  proxy  is  required.  An  HTTP  proxy  can  also  be
used  for  both  incoming  and  outgoing  connections.  If  outgoing  connections  from  an
HTTP client network are to go through a proxy then the HTTP proxy must be used. 

Disable  subsystem  -  Select  this  option  to  temporarily  disable  the  subsystem.  When
subsystem is disabled it will not be possible to send or receive any files.

Listener

Local  IP  Address  -  This  field  is  populated  automatically  by  ODEX  Enterprise  with  the
local  IP address of  your computer.  '<All  local  hosts>' can be selected  if  there  is  more
than one local IP address and communications can go from/to any of them.

Port  -  This  is  the  port  number   ODEX  Enterprise  will  listen  on  for  incoming
communications to an HTTP Server network.

Use TLS - If selected then TLS will  be  used for all  external/internal  networks using this
subsystem. 

TLS  version  -  This  option  allows  the  specific  version  of  TLS  to  be  specified  when
negotiating a TLS session. Leaving the default value of  'Any' will  allows SSL 3.0 and all
TLS versions to be used for HTTP sessions.

Client  certificate  -  If  selected  then  all  clients  connecting  to  an  external  HTTP  server
network must authenticate themselves using a CA-signed certificate  trusted by the CA
which signed the server certificate.

Authenticate  server  with  one  of  the  following  certificates  -  This  is  where  server
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certificates can be  added.  All  incoming  server  connections  will  need  to  authenticate
themselves with one of these certificates.

Your URL - This is a readonly field displaying the URL for the configured subsystem.

Connection timeout -  This field allows you to select the number of  seconds  for  ODEX
Enterprise  to wait before  closing the  connection  when  no  communications  activity  is
occurring i.e nothing is happening on this connection.

Status - The current status of the listener network.

Start/Stop buttons - The listener can be started and stopped using these buttons. If  it is
stopped then incoming connections will not be received.

HTTP subsystem Advanced2.2.10.9.2

The overview page for an HTTP subsystem looks like the example given below:

Figure - 263 - HTTP subsystem - Advanced

Server settings

Request verb - The HTTP verb/s that are supported by the subsystem when
receiving files over HTTP. Options are POST, PUT or BOTH (POST and PUT)

Use HTTP authentication - If selected then all connections via HTTP Client and
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Server networks must use HTTP basic authentication. The HTTP request will
include a username and password which must be agreed upon by both parties.
To configure the username and password for an HTTP Client network click here.
To configure the username and password for an HTTP Server network click here.

Use IP address verification - If selected then all incoming calls from an HTTP
client network will use the origin IP address to direct the communication to the
correct external HTTP server network.

Accept request URLs with paths - If selected then incoming connections will
need to have specific path(s) in the requested URL.

Accept only these paths - If URLs with paths are accepted then the specific paths
that are allowed can be added here. e.g. If the path 'Temp' is added to the
accepted list then and the listeners URL is  'https://192.168.1.1:443/' then only
connections to 'https://192.168.1.1:443/Temp' will be allowed. Ending forward
slashes (/) will be added to the end of the path automatically.

Session restrictions

Max concurrent sessions - The maximum number of sessions that can be open at
any one time. A session is created per file that is sent or received.

Log options

The detail level of log messages created by this subsystem can be configured here.
General logging is selected by default.

Data Adapter Settings2.2.11

The  Data  Adapter  Settings  section  of  the  ODEX  Enterprise  Administrator  is  where  you
define the settings that will be used when sending and receiving information with a data
adapter of a given type.

https://192.168.1.1:443/
https://192.168.1.1:443/Temp'
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Figure 264 - Data Adapter Settings - Actions

Currently, only the HMRC data adapter is available to create settings for. This adapter will
send  submission  files  to  and  receive  documents  from  the  new  HMRC  government
gateway web services.

Viewing all your data adapter settings2.2.11.1

To view any of your existing adapter settings, click the View button. This will bring up the
Data  Adapter  Settings  Profile  list  page,  shown  below,  from  which  you  can  add  new
adapter settings, edit, delete, enable and disable existing settings.
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Figure 265 - Data Adapter Settings list

This page lists all the adapter settings that are currently defined in your system.

Adding/Editing an HMRC data adapter settings profile2.2.11.2

HMRC data adapter settings Overview2.2.11.2.1

The  overview  page  for  an  HMRC  Data  Adapter  Settings  profile  looks  like  the  example
given below:

Figure - 266 - HMRC data adapter settings - Overview

Name

Name - The name of the adapter settings profile. This will be used when selecting
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which settings to use against the submit to adapter job.

User details

Vendor ID - The ID on the HMRC system of the company submitting or receiving the
files.

Username - The username of the user on HMRC's system.

Password - The password of the user on HMRC's system.

HMRC data adapter settings Submission2.2.11.2.2

The submission page for an HMRC Data Adapter Settings profile  looks  like  the  example
given below:

Figure - 267 - HMRC data adapter settings - Submission

Connection details

Service URL - The URL endpoint of the HMRC ISV service.

HTTP Timeout - Timeout for the HTTP request.

Use HTTP proxy - Whether to use the ODEX Enterprise HTTP proxy when connecting to
the services.

Test service - Select this option to communicate with the HMRC test service.

File format

Error - If the file does not have the required IR and GovTalk envelopes it will not be
sent and an error will be raised.

Attempt to add required envelopes - ODEX Enterprise will attempt to add the required
envelopes before sending.
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HMRC data adapter settings Receiving2.2.11.2.3

The  receiving  page  for  an  HMRC  Data  Adapter  Settings  profile  looks  like  the  example
given below:

Figure - 268 - HMRC data adapter settings - Receiving

Connection details

Service URL - The URL endpoint of the HMRC DPS service.

Authentication URL - The URL used to authenticate incoming HMRC files.

HTTP Timeout - Timeout for the HTTP request.

Use HTTP proxy - The option of using the ODEX Enterprise HTTP proxy when connecting
to the services.

Service details

Service - Which service to download files from; PAYE or CIS. Most available file types
will come from the PAYE service.
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Employer reference - Whether to get all available employer references, or create a
custom list of references to use instead.

Last index date - If a date is present, the next time that HMRC's service is polled the
data adapter will get all files from this date.

Data types

The types of data to try and download form the HMRC service

Global connection settings2.2.12

This  section  of  the  Administrator  allows  common  connection  related  entities  to  be
created and edited. There are three sections to the Global Connection Settings node:

Retry profiles

Subsystem pools

HTTP Proxy Server

Retry Profiles2.2.12.1

Retry profiles are  used as a common mechanism for determining how a network should
behave when a connection to a trading partner cannot  be  established  and  the  network
goes into retry.

A  retry  definition  consists  of  the  maximum  number  of  connection  attempts  and  the
calling interval at which retry attempts should be made.

A retry profile is made up of one or more retry definitions.

Once created, it is possible to select a retry profile as the basis for retry either a Network
or a Network Connection.

The view shown below lists all  the  retry profiles currently in the system. From here it is
possible to Add, Edit and Remove retry profiles.
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Adding/Editing a Retry Profile2.2.12.1.1

The following dialog is displayed when creating a new retry profile  or editing an existing
profile,

Figure 269 - Add/Edit Retry Profile

The dialog is split into two sections, Profile and Retries.
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The upper section (Profile) allows a Name and optional  Description to describe this retry
profile.

The lower section (Retries) defines how connection attempts should be made when the
network goes into retry. The list  view  indicates  the  sequence  that  each  line  should  be
attempted, together with the maximum number of attempts and the calling interval.

Highlighting  a  row  in  the  list  view  enables  the  controls  for  changing  the  number  of
attempts and calling interval as shown below,

Figure 270 - Altering the values in a retry profile

Once  enabled,  the  values  for  the  ‘maximum  number  of  connection  attempts’  and
‘minutes  to  wait  between  calls’  can  be  modified.  Changes  to  these  values  will  be
reflected in the list view.

Clicking  the  Add  button  will  add  a  new  line  to  the  bottom  of  the  retry  profile.  The
maximum attempts and call interval will default to 1 and 1.

Clicking the Remove button will remove the selected line from the retry profile.

The  Up  and  Down  arrows  allow  the  sequence  of  the  lines  in  the  retry  profile  to  be
altered.

Retry Profile Example2.2.12.1.2

Figure 271 - Retry profile example

With  the  above  settings  defined  in  a  retry  profile  used  on  a  network  connection,  the
following logic will take place when a connection cannot be established and the network
goes into retry,

Initial call (first attempt)

Waits 1 minute

Retry call (second attempt)

Waits 1 minute

Retry call (third attempt)

No more attempts on this line, so logic moves to the next line in the profile
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Waits 10 minutes

Retry call (first attempt)

Waits 10 minutes

Retry call (second attempt)

Waits 10 minutes

Retry call (third attempt)

Waits 10 minutes

Retry call (fourth attempt)

Waits 10 minutes

Retry call (fifth attempt)

No more attempts on this line, no more lines in the profile

Network stops retrying

The green bullets show the retry logic being used from the first line  in the retry  profile
and the blue bullets show the retry logic being used from the second line.

Subsystem pools2.2.12.2

Subsystem  pools  allow  multiple  CAPI  subsystems  to  be  combined  into  a  single  group
(pool). When establishing a connection to a trading partner using a subsystem pool,  any
free CAPI device is taken from the pool, rather than relying on a single CAPI subsystem.

Subsystems in a pool are ordered sequentially, allowing a hierarchy to be defined against
the available CAPI devices that are to be chosen first.

If a CAPI device is using all of its available channels, ODEX Enterprise  will  obtain the next
subsystem in the pool and immediately try to establish a connection using that device.

The number of connection attempts will only be incremented if all the subsystems in the
pool  are  at  capacity  and  a  connection  cannot  be  made.  When  this  happens,  ODEX
Enterprise  uses  the  standard  connection  retry  logic  and  will  look  for  an  available
subsystem from the start of the pool when the connection is retried.

The list view below displays all the subsystem pools profiled in the system. From here it
is possible to Add, Edit and Remove a subsystem pool.
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Adding/Editing a Subsystem Pool2.2.12.2.1

The  following  dialog  is  displayed  when  creating  a  new  subsystem  pool  or  editing  an
existing pool,

Figure 272 - Subsystem Pool Add/Edit dialog

The Name and Description fields allow this subsystem pool  to be uniquely identified in
the system.

The Enabled tick box allows this subsystem pool  to be marked as active  or not. Disabled
subsystem  pools  cannot  be  used  when  trying  to  establish  a  connection  to  a  trading
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partner.

The list view on the  left  shows  the  CAPI  subsystems  currently  in  this  pool  and  the  list
view on the right shows all the remaining CAPI subsystems within ODEX Enterprise.

Subsystems can be moved in or out of the pool by using the left and right arrow buttons.

The sequence of  the subsystems in  the  pool  can  be  altered  by  using  the  up  and  down
arrow buttons.

Removing subsystem pools2.2.12.2.2

A user can remove one or more subsystem pools from the system  by  selecting  them  in
the subsystem pool list and clicking the ‘Delete’ button. A confirmation message will  be
displayed before the subsystem pool is removed.

It  is  not  possible  to  remove  subsystem  pools  that  are  being  used  by  a  network
connection. The following message will be displayed should this happen,

Figure 273 - Removing subsystem pools error dialog

HTTP Proxy Server2.2.12.3

Configure a global HTTP  proxy server if you want to communicate via an HTTP proxy. This
can be enabled in an AS2 HTTP Subsystem, HTTP Subsystem, TSL configuration and when
sending SMS messages via proxy.

Global HTTP Proxy Server details

File Limiting2.2.12.4

The file limiting settings allow you to limit the number of  files that a particular network
(or all networks) can receive over a given time period.
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Figure 274 - File Limiting

You can choose to enable to disable the global file limiting settings.

Disabled

When a network has a file limit of "Disabled", global file limiting is not enforced.

Automatically unblock overtime

If  a network were to become blocked due  to  the  file  limit  being  reached,  the  network
would unblock itself as the files expire.

Time interval

The time interval between receiving files.

Maximum number of files

Limits the number of files a network can received before it enters the blocked state.

Enforcing File Limits

When a network receives a number of files greater than the configured limit over a given
time period, the network will become "Blocked". 

Workflow Manager2.3

Introduction2.3.1

The  Workflow  Manager  (WFM)  is  the  engine  that  drives  file  processing  within  ODEX
Enterprise. It is here  that you provide the configuration for the way that any  file  within
the ODEX Enterprise system is to be processed.

When  a  file  is  given  to  the  system  via  any  entry  point  (picked  up  from  a  monitored
directory, manually entered, or imported via a communications protocol)  the  Workflow
Manager will start to process the file.

The first decision by the WFM will  be  to decide  whether  or  not  to  analyse  the  file  and
split it into  individual  interchanges  or  messages.  This  will  be  decided  according  to  the
system configuration that you have provided.

Once the WFM knows enough  information  about  the  file  (having  either  analysed  it,  or
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realised it can make a decision without analysis)  the file  will  be  processed  according  to
the configuration. At this point the file may go through various processes, including:

Mapping (using XE)

Saving the analysis (for later statistical analysis)

Validation (of  the EDI data, such  as  syntax,  interchange  control  reference,  digital
signatures)

Output (write to directory or schedule to a network/mailbox)

Notifications (e-mail)

An external application

At  all  points  through  this  processing,  files  can  be  tracked,  using   ODEX  Enterprise
Workstation application, to view the current state of the system.

At any point, you will be able to find out:

How many files are in the system

Where each file is (In a process? On a processes queue?)

What jobs have already been carried out on each file

How to use the Workflow Manager2.3.2

You are strongly advised to read about Workflows in section ‘5 Workflows’ of  ‘VM-0001-
04 Administrator’  before  using  the  Workflow  Manager,  in  order  to  understand  all  the
concepts and terms that will be used here.

Click on the Workflow panel button on the left-hand-side to see the default page for the
Workflow Manager section, as shown below. This is the Workflow – Actions page.
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Figure 275 - Workflow Actions

From the Workflow Administrator you can  view,  maintain  and  configure  the  way  ODEX
Enterprise analyses and processes files.

To view an area of the Workflow Administrator, click on the appropriate  node in the tree
view to the left.

Global Workflows2.3.3

This  section  of  the  Workflow  Administrator  categorises  all  your  workflows,  data
definitions, data sources, and workflow selectors .

When  you  click  on  the  Workflows  node  in  the  tree  view,  you  will  see  the  following
screen.
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Figure - 276 - Workflow - Workflows

This is the Workflows – Actions screen. From here you  can  add  new  workflows  or  view
and edit existing workflows.

Editing a Data Definition Group2.3.3.1

To edit the name and description of  a data  definition  group,  the  Data  Definition  Group
view must be used (shown below). This can be navigated to by editing a group from the
list view, or clicking the relevant tree node from the tree view:
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Notice that this view shows the same sequential  list of  Data Definitions that was shown
in the overall  Data Definitions  Groups  list  view.  From  here  the  same  Add,  Edit,  Delete
and Sequence operations can be performed for Data definitions that are  members of  the
group.

The Name and Description of the group itself  can be edited from here, where the Name
field is mandatory

Add/Edit Non-EDI Data Definition"

Edit  -  You  may  edit  the  details  of  existing  data  definitions  by  using  the  Edit  button.
Highlight the entry you want to edit and click this button to bring up the appropriate  set
of pages.

Delete  -  To  delete  a  data  definition  from  the  list,  highlight  the  line  that  you  wish  to
delete,  then  click  on  the  Delete  button.  ODEX  Enterprise  will  bring  up  a  dialog  box,
asking if you are sure you want to delete  the selected items. This is to safeguard against
accidentally deleting the wrong item. Click Yes to delete  or No to keep  the  item  in  the
list.

Refresh - Click this button to refresh the details on this page, for example if you have just
made some changes which have not yet appeared on this page.

Viewing all your Global Data Definitions & Groups_ODEX2.3.3.2

From the Workflows section of  the Workflow  Administrator,  the  same  Data  Definitions
option is used  to  show  your  globally  defined  Data  Definitions.  Data  definitions  can  be
grouped together into data definition groups.

A data definition group allows data definitions  of  common  functionality  to  be  grouped
together, so that they can be used as a single entity as a condition against a workflow job.
For  instance,  you  may  define  a  data  definition  group  called  ‘Invoice’  which  contains  a
series of  data definitions which are  used to define invoices across a variety of  different
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formats. The ‘Invoice’ group would then be defined a job that is only to be performed for
invoices e.g. Copying out to a long term storage folder.

The following view shows an overview of  all  global  data definition groups and selectors
in the system:

The  screenshot  shows  a  split  view,  the  top  half  comprising  of  a  list  of  Data  Definition
Groups,  and  the  bottom  half  showing  the  Data  Definitions  for  the  currently  selected
group.

From here, both Data Definitions and Groups can be added, edited, deleted, and  in  the
case of definitions, have their sequence changed.

Data  Definition  groups  can  only  be  deleted  once  they  have  been  emptied  of  all  data
definitions.

The ‘Ungrouped’ group refers to all  globally defined data definitions that have not been
added to a specific Data Definition Group. They can still  be  selected as single  conditions
against a workflow job.

The ‘All’ group displays a list of all global data definitions in the system.

Viewing all your workflows2.3.3.3

To  see  a  list  of  all  the  workflows  currently  in  the  ODEX  Enterprise  database,  you  can
either click the View button on the Workflows – Actions page or click the  Workflow  list
tab. Both have the same result, as in the example below.
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Figure 277 - Workflows - Workflow list

The  Information  Panel  now  shows  the  Workflow  list  page.  This  is  divided  into  two
columns, showing the Workflow Name and its Description.

The actions that can be taken from this page are as follows:

Add - New workflows may be added to the list by using the Add button.

Edit -  You may edit the details of  existing workflows by using the Edit  button.  Highlight
the entry you want to edit and click this button to bring up the appropriate set of pages.

Delete  -  To delete  a workflow from the list,  highlight  the  line  that  you  wish  to  delete,
then click on the Delete button. ODEX Enterprise  will  bring up a dialog box, asking if  you
are sure  you want to delete  the selected items. This is to safeguard against accidentally
deleting the wrong item. Click Yes to delete or No to keep the item in the list.

Refresh - Click this button to refresh the details on this page, for example if you have just
made some changes which have not yet appeared on this page.

Copy  -  Allows  an  existing  workflow  and  all  associated  Jobs,  Parameters,  Return  Code
Actions, etc. to be Copied into a new workflow.

Workflows2.3.4

Overview2.3.4.1

The Workflow – Overview page is shown below. This page is divided  into  two  sections:
Overview and Summary of jobs in workflow.
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Figure 278 - Workflow Overview

Edit button - The Edit button on the Overview and Jobs pages (alongside the Cancel  and
Save buttons) will only be enabled for Workflows that have previously been saved.

If the Edit button is enabled, all other fields and buttons on these two pages (apart from
the Suspend button) are disabled. Once you click the Edit button you can edit any of  the
fields and use any of the buttons on these two pages.

As  you  will  appreciate,  it  would  be  dangerous  to  edit  workflows  that  might  be  in  the
middle of processing your files. The Edit button provides a safe way of  editing workflows
without causing any disruption to current processing.

As soon as you click the Edit button, ODEX Enterprise  blocks access  to  the  workflow  for
any further files. It will  finish processing any files that are  already being handled by this
workflow, and will not allow you to save any changes that you have made until  all  these
files have been processed. If  you do  attempt  to  save  the  changes  before  this,  you  will
see a message telling you how many files remain to  be  processed  before  you  can  save
your changes.

Name  -  This  field  requires  a  name  for  the  workflow.  You  may  give  it  any  name  you
choose, but it should be unique within the workflow section.

Description - This field allows you to provide a description of  the workflow. This may be
useful if you want to give more information than can be provided in the Name alone.

Error workflow -  This field contains a list of  all  the  error workflows currently  defined  in
your ODEX Enterprise  system. You should choose whichever is most appropriate  for this
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workflow. If you have not yet defined any error workflows yourself, the default option of
<Unhandled> will be selected for you.

<Unhandled> means that the  file  will  be  marked  as  having  an  unhandled  error  (i.e.  an
error for which no specific action has been defined).

Status -  Alongside this caption is the current status of  the workflow. Normally it will  be
"Running".  If  you  have  suspended  the  workflow,  using  the  Suspend  button,  it  will  be
"Suspended".

Below this caption is a description of the workflow status.

Suspend/Resume  -  This  toggle  button  allows  you  to  suspend  or  resume  the  workflow.
The effect of this button is immediate  and does not require  you to click the Save  button
to become effective.

Summary of jobs in workflow -  This section shows a list of  all  the  jobs currently defined
in  this  workflow.  The  Name,  Description  and  the  associated  Return  code  actions  are
provided by ODEX Enterprise.

To add jobs to or remove jobs from the workflow, use the Jobs page tab.

Jobs2.3.4.2

The Workflow – Jobs page is shown below.

Figure 279 - Workflow Jobs

This page allows you to specify the actions to be performed on all files that are processed
by  this  workflow.  The  page  is  divided  into  two  sections:  Jobs  and  Parameters/Return
Code Actions/Conditions.

To add one or more  jobs  to  this  workflow,  click  the  Add  button.  This  will  bring  up  the
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Select Job dialog.

To remove any jobs from the list,  highlight the job to be  deleted  and  click  the  Remove
button. You will be prompted to confirm the deletion.

To  disable  a  job  and  prevent  it  from  executing  when  files  are  processed  by  this
Workflow, click the Disable  button. The text will  be  dynamically  updated  based  on  the
selected job, so to enable a job again, click the Enable button.

The jobs will initially be  listed in alphabetical  order, and will  be  performed in this order
unless you change it. To alter the order in which the jobs are  performed, simply highlight
one of  the jobs and press the up or down arrow button to move that job up or  down  in
the list.

Select Job dialog2.3.4.2.1

The Select Job dialog is shown below.

Figure 280 - Select Job

The Select Job dialog has been divided into three distinct areas, with the Job Categories

listed on the left, the jobs listed in the middle and on the right a details panel which

provides a brief overview of the selected job.

You may browse the jobs by navigating the Tree View on the left which lists the Job

Categories.  Each time you select a new Job Category the job that makes up that category

will be listed in the middle of the dialog.

You may further refine your search by using the search box underneath the Job list. The

search box is context sensitive, so that you may refine your searches by selecting your

Job Category as well as using the search box.

When you have selected a Job from the job list, you will notice that the panel on the

right will display the Job’s Name.  Depending on the information available for the

selected job the panel may also display the following information:
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1. Action: A brief description outlining the action that the job will perform.

2. Description: A description of the job.

3. Related Jobs: Links to jobs which are related to the selected job.  Clicking on the

related jobs will automatically force the dialog to display and select the related

job.

4. Help: A link which when clicked will display the help for the selected job.

Once you have selected the required job, you may then press the OK button to add the
job to the workflow and close the dialog. 

You will then be returned to the Workflow – Jobs page, where you will  now see that the
Jobs section has been populated with the jobs you just selected.

Available Jobs2.3.4.2.2

The current list of available jobs comprises:

Acknowledge – Schedules an acknowledgement (EERP) for transmission.

Analyse  – Collects  syntactical  and  operational  information  from  EDI  and  Non-EDI
files. 

Batch Jobs – Add To Batch – Adds a file to the batch for later processing.

Batch Jobs – Process Batch – Triggers a batch to process.

Call Network – Calls a trading partner or clearing centre network.

Changes State – Changes the status of the current file.

Check File Exists – Checks if a file exists at the specified location and can wait up to
24 hours for it to appear.

Compress file – Compresses the file into a ZIP format.

Condition – Tests a user-specified placeholder for a condition.

Convert file  encoding -  Converts the  encoding  of  a  file  between  code  pages  and
allows for conversion from one file format to another.

Copy – Copies or appends a workflow file.

Copy (with Xml)  – Copies a workflow file  along  with  a  Data  Interchange  standard
XML  file  (this  job  can  be  used  for  exporting  files  to  restricted  versions  of
DARWIN3).

Create  Functional  Acknowledgement  -  Creates  functional  acknowledgement(s)
based on the analysis of  the input file  and optionally schedules them back to  the
originator.

Create  UBL-TR  XML  Application  Response  –  Creates  an  XML  application  response
message that is to be sent back to the originator to indicate  acceptance or  failure
of their previously sent document(s).

Decompress file – Decompresses a ZIP, RAR or TAR archive into workflow files.
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Edit Interchange– Edits sender and recipient codes in an interchange segment.

Envelope UBL-TR XML – Wraps the content of  an XML file  into a Standard Business
Document Header (SBDH).

Extract Data – Extracts data from a file given a start and end byte position.

Find and Replace – Find or replace a string pattern in a file. Regular expressions can
be used.

Insert Data– Inserts data into a file from another file, at a given byte position

Insert  XSLT  Attachment  to  UBL-TR  XML  –  Reads  the  content  of  an  XSLT  file  and
inserts it as a attachment within the XML of the current file.

Map – Maps a file from one format to another using the Xe mapping engine.

Match  Workflow–  Matches  a  file  to  a  workflow  using  workflow  selectors,  then
exits the current workflow.

Open UBL-TR XML Envelope  –  Removes  the  Standard  Business  Document  Header
(SBDH) elements from an "Enveloped" XML document and extracts the content of
the file.

Print Report– Sends a report file generated by the Xe mapper to a printer.

Process AUTACK– Processes received AUTACK messages (responses and  detached
signatures).

Process  Functional  Acknowledgement  -  Will  verify  that  the  tracked  documents
have been acknowledged

Process  UBL-TR  XML  Application  Response  –  Processes  an  XML  Application
Response message  received  from  your  trading  partner  and  updates  the  relevant
outbound entities with the acceptance level the trading partner provided.

Reformat – Reformat an EDI file.

Run Application – Runs a specified external application.

Run Workflow – Allows a secondary workflow to be executed either synchronously
or asynchronously.

SAP  (Associate)  –  Associates  the  file  with  the  SAP  monitor.  This  causes  status
records to be exported to SAP as the file is constructed and transmitted.

SAP (Export) – Queues an IDoc file to be exported to SAP.

Schedule – Schedules a file for transmission.

Schedule ENGDAT folder – Ensures ENGDAT files are sent in the correct order.

Schedule SFTP file – Schedules a file to the ODEX Enterprise SFTP Server.

Send Notification Email – Sends an e-mail  to a specified address. Please note  that
you must provide details of  your e-mail  server and default sender address before
you can successfully use this job.

Send UBL-TR XML Envelope – Creates a ZIP archive  containing the current file  and
uses web services to send it to the specified location.
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Set  Address-  Overrides  the  addressing  details  for  files  that  have  already  been
analysed.

Set Document Function – Sets a document function against the current file.

Set Placeholder– Allows placeholders to be created or updated as part of  workflow
processing.

Sign EDI – Applies digital signatures to EDI interchanges and messages.

Sign  UBL-TR  XML  –  Signs  the  current  XML  file  to  the  UBL-TR  standards,  using  a
combination of DSig and XAdES signatures.

Split – Splits files into separate interchanges.

Track Document – Tracks the documents within an EDI file  so associated functional
acknowledgements may be used to indicate acceptance of a message.

Track UBL-TR XML Envelope – Inserts key data read from the received XML file  into
the database. 

Update  ENGDAT Folder  –  Processes  inbound  ENGDAT files  and  adds  the  files  to
ENGDAT folders.

Validate XML - Validates an XML file against a specified XML schema file.

Verify Signed EDI – Verifies digital signatures on EDI interchanges and messages.

Verify Signed XML – Verifies digital signatures on XML files.

Verify UBL-TR XML Signature – Validates the content of the current XML file  against
the digital signature used to sign it.

Wait/Pause– Delays the current file on the workflow for a specified period of time.

Wait  for  ENGDAT folder  –  Waits  for  a  Transmission  or  Completion  of  the  entire
ENGDAT folder before proceeding.

Wait  for  Functional  Acknowledgement  -  Waits  for  a  matching  functional
acknowledgement to be received before continuing workflow processing.

Wait  for  Protocol  Acknowledgement  –  Pauses  execution  until  the  file  has  been
acknowledged at the protocol level.

Wait for Transmission – Waits for a communications event on a file.

Wait for User - Allows a workflow to be delayed until  the  file  is manually released
by a user clicking Release from the ODEX Enterprise Workstation.

Windows Application Log – Writes a message to the Windows application log.

Write To File – Writes details of an event to a file.

Write To Log – Writes a message to the server log file.

Write to Message Queue – Writes data to an IBM WebSphere message queue.

Jobs - Disabling a Workflow Job2.3.4.2.3

It is possible to disable individual  jobs configured on a workflow. Any files processed by
this workflow will skip over the disabled jobs. To disable a job, simply select it in the list
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and click the ‘Disable’ button. Disabled jobs will remain in the list,  however the text will
be greyed out to indicate the jobs that are disabled as shown below:

The ‘Disable’ button dynamically changes to read ‘Enable’ depending on the state  of  the
job that is selected. To enable a job, simply select one that is disabled and click ‘Enable’.

Figure 281 - Disabled workflow job

Jobs - Parameters2.3.4.2.4

Once you have added one or more jobs to the workflow, you can highlight any individual
job in the  top  section  in  order  to  see,  displayed  in  the  lower  section  of  the  page,  the
parameters return code actions and conditions appropriate to the selected job.

Parameters  and  return  code  actions  are  initially  all  set  to  default  values.  You  should
change them if necessary.

Conditions will initially be blank and must be set up by you if required.
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Figure 282 - Workflow - Jobs with parameters

Highlight each parameter to see a description of that parameter's purpose in the grey box
below  it.  An  example  is  shown  above,  where  the  Arguments  parameter  of  the  Run
Application job is highlighted.

Some parameters will  be  shown with a default value, such as ‘True’.  Others  will  have  a
blank value, which, in many cases, may be left blank. When you try to save the Workflow
details, ODEX Enterprise will inform you if there are any parameters you need to provide.

The first parameter against each job allows you to specify a  Custom  Description  for  the
job taking place. This allows for easier understanding of your system setup in the future.

For  full  details  of  each  job  and  its  parameters,  please  refer  to  the  appendix  entitled
‘Jobs’.

For details on how  to  edit  the  parameters,  please  refer  to  the  section  entitled  ‘Jobs  –
Editing Parameters’.

Jobs - Editing Parameters2.3.4.2.5

Edit Parameter dialogs can  be  found  in  the  Event  Actions  section  and  in  the  Workflow
(Jobs) section. Although some of the dialogs described here are only applicable to one of
these areas, they will give you a good idea of how to use the Edit Parameter dialogs.

To edit the value of any parameter, double click on the parameter you want to edit.  For a
parameter whose value is ‘True’ or ‘False’,  double-clicking will  toggle  between the  two
values.  For  all  other  parameters,  double-clicking  will  bring  up  the  appropriate  Edit
Parameter dialog.

The Edit Parameter dialog shown below  is  the  simplest  editing  dialog.  It  allows  you  to
type in the value of the parameter you require. No options are given because this type of
parameter is specific to your system.
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Figure 283 - Edit Parameter (Text)

The Edit Parameter dialog shown below is what you will see if the possible values for the
parameter are  limited to a  list  of  items  that  have  been  defined,  such  as  networks  and
companies. Use the dropdown arrow to see the full list and select the appropriate value.

Figure 284 - Edit Parameter(Selection)

For a numeric parameter, you will  see  the Edit Parameter dialog shown  below.  Use  the
up and down arrows to the right of the Value field to select the appropriate value.

Figure 285 - Edit Parameter (Numeric)

For any parameters that allow the use of  placeholders,  you will  see  the  Edit  Parameter
dialog shown below.

Figure 286 - Edit Parameter (Placeholders)
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Here you may type in the appropriate  value for the parameter, but you can also include
placeholders that are accessible from the Insert button.

Placeholders can be used in many of  the Edit Parameter dialogs. For  example,  they  can
be used to create unique filenames, to route  files into directories named after a trading
partner, or to provide information in an e-mail.  For a  full  list  of  available  placeholders,
please see the section entitled “Placeholders”.

If  you  select  a  placeholder  from  any  of  the  Insert  button  sub-options,  the  selected
placeholder will be inserted at the cursor position.

Jobs - Map Parameters2.3.4.2.6

When  editing  the  job  parameter  for  the  XE  map  job  called  ‘Map  parameters’  the
following dialog is shown.

Figure 287 - XE Map Parameters

This  allow  you  to  pass  any  number  of  arbitrary  parameters  to  the  map  job.  Map
parameters are in the form of  name and value pairs.  A parameter name is in the form %
NAME%.  The  value  assigned  may  be  a  placeholder  (such  as  %FID8%  for  the  workflow
queue  item  ID  padded  to  8 characters)  a  literal  (such  as  ‘12345’)  or  a  combination  of
placeholders and literals.

Use the Add button to create  a new parameter definition. Select a parameter definition
in  the  list  view  and  use  the  Edit  button  to  change  its  value  or  the  Remove  button  to
delete it. When adding or editing a parameter the following dialog is shown.
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Figure 288 - XE Map Parameter

Enter the name and value as required (note that when editing the value may be changed
but the name may not).  Use the Insert button to display a list of  available  placeholders.
Selecting  a  placeholder  will  result  in  it  being  added  to  the  Value  text  at  the  current
cursor position.

Jobs - Send Notification Email2.3.4.2.7

The  email  dialog  shown  below  is  presented  when  used  as  a  job  on  a  workflow  or  an
action from a system event.

Figure 289 - Email dialog

You  can  optionally  specify  the  sender  of  the  email.  If  left  blank,  ODEX  Enterprise  will
send  the  email  using  the  default  originator  e-mail  address  from  the  System  Settings
view.
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Type the e-mail address of the intended recipient in the To field.

Enter the subject you wish to use for the email.

Attachments  can  be  specified  by  providing  the  full  path  of  the  file.  To  attach  the  file
associated  with  the  current  workflow  queue  item  use  the  Full  System  Filepath
placeholder (%SFP_F%). To attach the file in its original state (as it first arrived into ODEX
Enterprise) use the Original File placeholder (%PBF_ORIG%). You can specify that the file
attachment should be displayed to the recipient with a different name using the format
‘file-name|alt-name’.  For  instance,  the  attachment  specified  as  %PBF_ORIG%|%VFN%
will send the original  file  with an attachment name which is the Virtual  Filename of  the
received comms file.  If  more than one attachment is specified, they must  be  separated
by semicolons. 

The format of the email  can be set to either Plain Text or HTML. Plain Text will  send the
email  without  applying  any  formatting  to  the  body,  whereas  HTML  allows  you  to  use
standard HTML tags to adjust the layout and font.

Jobs - Placeholders2.3.4.2.8

Some Job  parameters,  such  as  E-mail  Body  and  any  parameter  that  creates  a  new  file,
allow you to use placeholders. A full list of placeholders and their meaning is included in
the section entitled “Placeholders”.

If you select a date/time placeholder associated with a comms file  or workflow file,  you
will  be  required  to  choose  the  format  in  which  you  want  the  date  and  time  to  be
displayed, using the dialog below.

Figure 290 - Date Time Placeholder

You can either select one of  the formats from the  dropdown  list  or  type  in  a  format  of
your own choosing.

ODEX Enterprise  will  interpret MM as the month and mm as minutes.  You  must  include
separators if  you want them. For full  details of  date/time  placeholders,  please  refer  to
the section entitled “Date/Time Placeholders”.

Jobs - Print Report2.3.4.2.9

The Printer Settings dialog shown below is presented when used as a job.
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From here you can select the printer that this job should use to print using the drop down
menu.

It is also possible to specify the tray to use, by default this will be set to automatic.

Jobs - Message Queue2.3.4.2.10

The MQ dialog shown below is presented when used as a job on a workflow or an action
from a system event.

From here you can select from a list of  MQ back office  systems that should already have
been defined in ODEX Enterprise.

Once you have selected a back office  system, you can then pick from a list of  outbound
message queues that ODEX Enterprise will write to when this job gets executed.
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Jobs - Input File2.3.4.2.11

Click on the Input File page tab to choose the file that is input into the selected Job.

Figure 291 - Workflow Jobs – Input File

If  a job requires an input file,  you can choose to accept the input from  an  earlier  job  in
the workflow rather than use the output from the preceding job.

Select the sequence number of the earlier job or leave the value as the current sequence
number.

You may also choose to delete the input file once the job has completed.

Consider  the  following  setup  on  a  workflow  (where  the  Input  Files  have  been  left  as
their defaults),

Figure 292 - Input File Examples: Default Behaviour

The file will undergo the following processing,

Job1: Logical File 00000123 is Analysed

Job2: Logical File 00000123 is Mapped and 00000124 is created
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Job3: Logical File 00000124 is Copied

Job4: Logical File 00000124 is Mapped and 00000125 is created

Job5: Logical File 00000125 is Copied

It should be noted that the source file  for the second map job  (job  4)  will  be  using  the
output file from the first map job (job 2).

If  the  source  file  for  the  second  map  job  was  intended  to  be  that  of  the  very  original
(unmapped)  file,  then an input file  would need to be specified against the second  map
job.

This can be done by selecting the second map job (job 4)  and changing the input number
to be that of the first map job (Job 2),

Figure 293 - Input File Examples: Specifying Input Files

Then the file will be processed as follows,

Job1: Logical File 00000123 is Analysed

Job2: Logical File 00000123 is Mapped and 00000124 is created

Job3: Logical File 00000124 is Copied

Job4: Logical File 00000123 is Mapped and 00000125 is created

Job5: Logical File 00000125 is Copied

Note that the source file for the second map job (job 4)  is now using the original  version
of the file before it was mapped by job 2.

In order to save disk space, the input file  to  a  job  can  be  removed  from  the  system  by
checking the option “Delete Input File”.

The  input  file  will  only  be  removed  when  the  job  being  performed  creates  a  new
physical file on disk and a new logical file entry in the database, which is associated with
the next sequential processing on the workflow.
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This is best explained through an example,

Figure 294 - Input File Examples: Deleting Input Files

In  the  default  input  file  behaviour  example  above,  the  file  undergoes  the  following
processing,

Job1: Logical File 00000123 is Analysed

Job2: Logical File 00000123 is Mapped and 00000124 is created

Job3: Logical File 00000124 is Copied

Job4: Logical File 00000124 is Mapped and 00000125 is created

Job5: Logical File 00000125 is Copied

In this instance, there are three logical files (00000123, 00000124 and 00000125).

Since the last Logical  File  being processed is 00000125, this cannot be removed and  it  is
passed onto any other workflows/jobs depending on the setup of the system.

However, logical files 00000123 and 00000124 are no longer required by this workflow for
processing and can therefore be removed from the system in order to save disk space.

In order to achieve this,  the “Delete  Input  File”  option  should  be  specified  against  the
two Map jobs (2 and 4) where the logical file is changed.

However, this delete  option does have side effects and should be used with  caution.  If
an input file is removed from disk, then it can no longer be viewed from the workstations
or be resubmitted for processing in its original form (as it no longer exists).

Jobs - Return Code Actions2.3.4.2.12

Click on the Return Code Actions page tab to see the Return Code Actions for a selected
Job.
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Figure 295 - Return code actions

To start with, the Return Code Actions for all Jobs will be set to their default values:

OK = Continue

ERROR = Unhandled

Skipped = Continue

All  other codes = Unhandled (this  entry  will  be  coloured  blue,  to  indicate  that  it
must always be present, but you may edit it to change the action).

You can add further return codes for jobs, if  available. For most Jobs, there  are  no more
return codes available to be added apart from ‘Retry Limit reached’ return action. ‘Retry
Limit  reached’  return  action  is  invoked  when  a  job  which  was  in  retry  mode  has
attempted the maximum number of  retries as specified in the Retry  Attempts  property
of a Retry action. Clicking the Add button while one of these jobs is selected will bring up
the following dialog.

.
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Figure 296 - Edit Return Code

Use  the  dropdown  arrows  to  select  an  appropriate  Return  Code  and  an  appropriate
Action.  It  may  also  be  possible  in  some  cases  to  type  in  a  Return  Code  that  does  not
appear in the list.

As you select an Action, a description of that Action will appear below the field.

Depending  on  the  Action  you  choose,  the  dialog  may  change,  as  illustrated  in  the
examples below.

Move to workflow

If the selected Action is ‘Move to workflow’,  the dialog will  change to resemble  the one
shown below.

Figure 297 - Edit Return Code - Move to workflow

In the Details section at the bottom of  the dialog you must select  the  workflow  for  the
file to be moved to if the return code matches the one selected at the top of the dialog.

Move to job

If the selected Action is 'Move to job', the dialog will  change to resemble  the one shown
below.
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Figure 298 - Edit Return Code - Move to job

In the Details section at the bottom of the dialog you must select the job for the file to be
moved to if the return code matches the one selected at the top of the dialog.

If  a user will  try to remove a job  from  a  workflow  that  is  used  as  a  return  code  action,
then ODEX Enterprise will display the following message for a user

Figure 299 - Removing a job referenced by a Move to job action

Press “Yes” if  you want to change an action to be “Job  removed”.  That  means,  that  you
need  to  modify  each  job  return  code  actions  where  was  previously  referenced  by
removed  job  before  save  changes  to  a  workflow.  If  you  press  “Yes”  button  ODEX
Enterprise will highlight each job on the list view which needs to be changed
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Figure 300 - Highlighted jobs and return code action that needs to be changed

Once  you  will  modify  each  return  code  action,  you  will  be  able  to  save  changes  to  a
workflow.

Move to error workflow

If the selected Action is 'Move to error workflow', you will see the dialog shown below.

Figure 301 - Edit Return Code - Move to error workflow

In the Details section at the bottom of  the dialog you must select the Error workflow for
the file  to be moved  to  if  the  return  code  matches  the  one  selected  at  the  top  of  the
dialog.

Stop

If the selected Action is ‘Stop’, you will see the dialog shown below.
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Figure 302 - Edit Return Code - Stop

There are  no further selections  to  make  on  this  dialog.  If  the  return  code  matches  the
one selected at the top of the dialog, the file will not be processed any further.

Retry

If the selected Action is ‘Retry’, you will see the dialog shown below.

Figure 303 - Edit Return Code - Retry

In the Details section at the bottom of  the  dialog  you  must  set  the  Retry  attempts  and
Retry delay which is defaulted to 5 times and 60 seconds.

Retry  attempts:  This  value  indicates  the  number  of  times  the  retry  has  to  be
attempted. After a job  which  is  in  retry  mode  reaches  the  specified  attempts,  it
invokes the ‘Retry Limit reached’ return code action if present.

Retry  delay:  This  value  in  seconds  indicates  the  time  interval  that  needs  to  be
maintained between each retry attempt that is made.

Unhandled

If the selected Action is ‘Unhandled’, you will see the dialog shown below.
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Figure 304 - Edit Return Code - Unhandled

There are  no further selections  to  make  on  this  dialog.  If  the  return  code  matches  the
one  selected  at  the  top  of  the  dialog,  the  file  will  be  marked  as  being  in  error.  Any
further processing will be as described on this dialog.

Jobs - Child File Return Code Actions2.3.4.2.13

If you have included Split as a job in this Workflow, you will  see  an extra page tab at the
bottom of  the Jobs page when you  highlight  the  Split  job.  This  is  the  Child  File  Return
Code Actions page tab, shown below.

Figure 305 - Workflow - Jobs - Child File Return Code Actions

You can set the child file return code actions to be different from those of  the parent file
(also called a source file), whose return codes are  dealt with on the Return Code Actions
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page tab. There is a wider range of  return code actions for a child file  than  for  a  parent
file.

If  you  remove  a  return  code  action  for  the  Split  job,  this  will  also  remove  the
corresponding child file return code action.

Likewise,  if  you  remove  a  child  file  return  code  action  for  the  Split  job,  this  will  also
remove the corresponding source file return code action.

Jobs - Data Definition Conditions2.3.4.2.14

The Data Definition Conditions page tab allows you to set conditions against one or more
jobs in a workflow, so that they will only be performed if the condition is met.

Although  you  can  set  data  definition  conditions  for  a  Workflow  Selector,  setting
conditions  here  means  that  you  can  avoid  having  to  create  numerous  Workflow
Selectors, where the workflow selectors all use the same workflow but for different data
definitions.

For  example,  if  you  had  selected  jobs  to  Split,  Copy,  and  Run  Application  for  files
handled by this workflow, you could restrict the Copy job to run only against specific EDI
messages.

You may specify one or more conditions for any of your selected jobs.

If you have restricted the relevance of this workflow to a specific company, the available
data definitions will be filtered appropriately.

Click  on  the  Data  Definition  Conditions  page  tab  to  view  or  edit  the  Data  Definition
Conditions for a selected Job.

Figure 306 - Workflow - Jobs - Data Definition Conditions

It is possible  to specify multiple  Data Definitions against a job. If  any one of  these  Data
Definitions returns a match, then the job will be executed. The sequence of the matching
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logic  can  be  prioritised  by  using  the  up  and  down  arrows  associated  with  the  Data
Definition.

Jobs - Data Source Conditions2.3.4.2.15

The Data Source Conditions page tab allows you to set conditions against one or more of
the jobs in a workflow, so that they will only be performed if the condition is met.

Although you can set data source conditions for a Workflow Selector,  setting conditions
here means that you can avoid having to create numerous workflow selectors,  where the
workflow selectors all use the same workflow but for different data sources.

For example, if you had selected jobs to Split, Copy and Run Application for files handled
by this workflow, you could restrict the Run Application job to run only against messages
received from a specific communications data source.

You may specify one or more conditions for any of your selected jobs.

If you have restricted the relevance of this workflow to a specific company, the available
data definitions will be filtered appropriately.

Click on the Data Source Conditions page tab to view or edit the Data Source Conditions
for a selected Job.

Figure 307 - Workflow - Jobs - DataSource Conditions

It  is  possible  to  specify  multiple  Data  Sources  against  a  job.  If  any  one  of  these  Data
Sources returns a match, then the job will  be  executed.  The  sequence  of  the  matching
logic can be prioritised by using the up and down arrows associated with the Data Source.

Jobs - Schedule Job HTTP Parameters2.3.4.2.16

The HTTP schedule job parameters dialog is used for configuring HTTP specific settings to
be used by the automated schedule file job.
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Figure 308 - Workflow - Jobs - Http Schedule Job Parameters

Preserved Filename

The preserved filename can be overridden using a combination of placeholders and
static text.

Content type

The content type of the HTTP web request can be overridden here.

Data Sources2.3.5

This  section  of  the  Workflow  Administrator  enables  you  to  define  the  different  data
sources you will be using to import files into ODEX Enterprise.

When you click on  the  Data  Sources  node  in  the  tree  view,  you  will  see  the  following
screen.
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Figure 309 - Data Sources - Actions

This is the  Data  Sources  –  Actions  screen.  From  here  you  can  add  new  data  sources  or
view and edit existing data sources.

To add a new data source

Click the New button to add a  new  data  source,  or  open  the  Data  Source  list  page  and
click the Add button on that page. You will  be  offered the  choice  of  Command,  Comms
and Directory data sources.

To edit an existing data source

Double-click  on  an  existing  data  source  in  the  tree  view,  or  open  the  Data  Source  list
page, select an entry and click the Edit button.

Add/Edit Command data source2.3.5.1

The Command Data Source – Overview page is shown below.
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Figure 310 - Command Data Sources Overview

Overview

Name  -  This  field  requires  a  name  for  the  Command  Data  Source.  This  name  must  be
unique among your other Command Data Sources, but it can be whatever you want it to
be. The name is a unique identifier, enabling you to recognise it easily when you want to
use this Data Source.

Description-  You may provide a description of  the Data  Source  in  this  field  if  you  wish.
The description is intended to help you remember what the Data Source is for.

Add/Edit Comms data source2.3.5.2

The Comms Data Source – Overview page is shown below.

Figure 311 - Comms Data Source Overview

Name - This field requires a name for the Comms Data Source. This name must be unique
among your other Comms Data Sources,  but  it  can  be  whatever  you  want  it  to  be.  The
name is a unique identifier, enabling you to recognise it easily when you want to use  this
Data Source.

Description-  You may provide a description of  the Data  Source  in  this  field  if  you  wish.
The description is intended to help you remember what the Data Source is for.

Filename mask -  This field allows you to specify a filename mask for files that are  to be
filtered by this data source. Since all OFTP comms files will  have a virtual  filename when
they arrive  in ODEX Enterprise, any filename  mask  you  give  here  should  correspond  to
the virtual filename format used by the Originator whose details you will provide below. 

For email networks the filename mask should correspond to the attachment file name
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or email subject. If there is no match for the attachment file name then the message
subject will be checked.

For AS2 networks the filename mask should correspond to the message ID or subject. If
there is no match for the message ID then the message subject will be checked.

For FTP  networks, filename mask can be supplied in two ways, as a full  FTP  path  to  a
file  or  as  a  filename  only.  In  both  cases  asterisk  character  (*)  or  question  mark
character (?) can be used. If a filename mask has been supplied as a full  file  path, then
matching logic will try to match file’s full file  path to the full  file  path mask, otherwise
the system will try to extract a filename from the processing file  and will  match based
on the filename only.

You may use the asterisk character (*) to signify one or more unspecified characters. You
may use the question mark character (?) to signify one unspecified character.

Taking the Ford VFN format as an example, you could use one of  the following filename
masks to achieve different results:

FORD.S* – filter all Ford files

FORD.SABC12* – filter all Ford messages for the Supplier code ABC12

FORD.S*RE – filter all Ford Release messages for any Supplier code

FORD.S?????ST – filter all  Ford DCI messages for any Supplier code (five  question
marks are more precise than the asterisk but would have the same effect)

URL mask -  Only applicable  to the HTTP Server protocol,  the URL mask field can be used
to filter files received over the HTTP protocol to a particular domain name and port.

Protocol-  Use  this  field  to  filter  by  communications  protocol.  You  may  either  select  a
specific  protocol  for  this  data  source,  or  allow  files  arriving  via  all  protocols  to  be
handled.

The protocol you choose will determine the behaviour of the fields below.

Forward files only -  This option is for use  in a clearing centre  environment.   It  specifies
that  only  received  files  that  are  to  be  forwarded  on  to  another  destination  will  be
matched to this data source.  This applies to files received where the destination mailbox
is defined on an external network.

Originator Network-  Use this field  to  filter  by  Originator  Network.  You  can  choose  <All
Networks> or select a specific network using the dropdown list.

If you have selected <All protocols> above, this field will allow you to choose any of  your
networks.

If  you have selected a specific protocol  above, this field will  only allow you to choose a
network associated with that protocol.

Originator Mailbox  -  This field will  only be  enabled  if  you  have  chosen  a  specific  OFTP
network in the field above. Use this field to filter by Originator Mailbox. You can choose
<All Mailboxes> or select a specific mailbox using the dropdown list.

Destination Network - Use this field to filter by Destination Network. You can choose <All
Networks> or select a specific network using the dropdown list.
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If you have selected <All protocols> above, this field will allow you to choose any of  your
networks.

If  you have selected a specific protocol  above, this field will  only allow you to choose a
network associated with that protocol.

Destination Mailbox  -  This field will  only be enabled if  you have chosen a specific OFTP
network in the field above. Use this field to filter by Destination Mailbox. You can choose
<All Mailboxes> or select a specific mailbox using the dropdown list.

Add/Edit Directory data source2.3.5.3

The Monitored Directory – Overview page is shown below.

Figure 312 - Monitored Directory Overview

Name  -  This field requires a name  for  the  Monitored  Directory  Data  Source.  This  name
must  be  unique  among  your  other  Monitored  Directory  Data  Sources,  but  it  can  be
whatever you want it to be. The name is a unique identifier,  enabling you to recognise  it
easily when you want to use this Data Source.

Description-  You may provide a description of  the Data  Source  in  this  field  if  you  wish.
The description is intended to help you remember what the Data Source is for.

Monitoring tickbox - This tickbox is selected by default. Deselect it to turn off  monitoring
of  the directory temporarily or if  you prefer to  poll  the  directory  data  source  using  the
ODEX Enterprise Event Actions facility.

ODEX Enterprise relies on Windows notifications to tell it when a file  has been copied to
a  directory.  If  the  directory  is  an  NFS  share  (on  a  non-Windows  system),  or  a  Novell
share, these notifications are  not generated and ODEX Enterprise  does  not  know  about
new files. The only exception to this is that,  when first started, ODEX  Enterprise  checks
all  of  the  monitored  directories,  as  there  may  have  been  notifications  which  occurred
whilst ODEX Enterprise was not running.

If  you are  using  an  NFS  share  or  a  Novell  share,  you  should  deselect  the  "Monitoring"
flag, then configure ODEX Enterprise to look in the directory periodically, as follows:
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From the System  tab  of  the  ODEX  Enterprise  Administrator,  select  Event  Actions
and create  a new entry which has the  action  "Poll  Monitored  Directory".  You  can
use an existing schedule (e.g. Hourly), or create a new schedule to run this action.

Monitor  sub-directories  tickbox  -  This  tickbox  is  deselected  by  default.   Select  this
tickbox to monitor all sub-directories below the directory specified in the field below.

Directory- Type in this field the name of  the directory to be monitored. Please be aware
that  files  will  be  removed  from  the  monitored  directory  for  processing  by  ODEX
Enterprise.

Filename mask-  Use the dropdown list to select the type  of  files  you  want  to  be  taken
from this directory. Available options are *.edi files, *.hse files, *.xml files or all files (*).

Add/Edit MQ data source2.3.5.4

For detailed instructions on the usage of MQ data sources please see the WebSphereMQ
section in ODEX Enterprise concepts.

Figure 313 - MQ Data Source Overview

Name  -  This field requires a name  for  the  MQ  Data  Source.  This  name  must  be  unique
among your other MQ Data Sources, but it can be whatever you want it to be. The name is
a unique identifier,  enabling you to recognise  it easily when  you  want  to  use  this  Data
Source.

Description-  You may provide a description of  the Data  Source  in  this  field  if  you  wish.
The description is intended to help you remember what the Data Source is for.

MQ Back Office System - This required field is the MQ back office  system which you wish
to poll  for data. You can either use  the MQ Back Office  or the Advanced MQ Back Office
system.  If you have selected the MQ Back Office  you will  need to set up an event action
that  links  to  this  MQ  Data  Source.   If  you  have  selected  an  Advanced  MQ  back  office
system then you will need to select queues which use this Data Source.
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Add/Edit SAP data source2.3.5.5

Figure 314 - SAP Data Source Overview

Name  -  This field requires a name for the  SAP  Data  Source.  This  name  must  be  unique
among your other SAP Data Sources, but it can be whatever you want it to be. The name
is a unique identifier, enabling you to recognise it easily when you want to use  this Data
Source.

Description-  You may provide a description of  the Data  Source  in  this  field  if  you  wish.
The description is intended to help you remember what the Data Source is for.

SAP System -  This required field is the SAP back office  system from  which  IDocs  should
be received for this SAP data source. 
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Add/Edit Data Adapters data source2.3.5.6

The Data Adapter Data Source – Overview page is shown below.

Figure 315 - Data Adapters Data Source Overview

Name - This field requires a name for the Data Adapter Data Source. This name must be
unique among your other Data Adapter Data Sources, but it can be whatever you want it
to be. The name is a unique identifier, enabling you to recognise it easily when you want
to use this Data Source.

Description-  You may provide a description of  the Data  Source  in  this  field  if  you  wish.
The description is intended to help you remember what the Data Source is for.

Adapter - This type of adapter this data source will use to receive files. 

Adapter settings - The adapter settings profile to use when receiving the files

Data Source - User Data2.3.5.7

The User Data page allows you to provide a number of fields that can be used throughout
ODEX Enterprise. For example, you can set up a User Data field against each Data Source
to specify a different e-mail subject for each Source. Then, if a workflow is set up to send
you an e-mail whenever a file  is received, you can use a placeholder to specify the data
sources User Data should  be  used  for  the  e-mail  subject.  Using  this  technique  you  can
tailor  your  e-mails  to  be  Data  Source  specific,  without  having  a  number  of  workflow
selectors/workflows defined.
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Figure 316 - Data Source User Data

Simply edit the fields you wish to use  and they can then be accessed using placeholders
in jobs and actions (see the Placeholders section for more details).

Viewing all your data sources2.3.5.8

To see a list of  all  the  data  sources  currently  in  the  ODEX  Enterprise  database,  you  can
either click the View button on the Data Sources – Actions page or click the Data Source
list tab. Both have the same result, as in the example below.
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Figure 317 - Data Source list

The  Information  Panel  now  shows  the  Data  Source  list  page.  This  is  divided  into  two
columns, showing the Data Source Name and its Description.

The actions that can be taken from this page are as follows:

Add - New data sources may be added to the list by using the Add button. If this button is
clicked you will  see  another three options, allowing you to select the particular  type  of
data source you want to add. The three options are:

Command data source – described in the section‘Add/Edit Command data source’.

Comms data source – described in the section‘Add/Edit Comms data source’.

Directory data source – described in the section‘Add/Edit Directory data source’.

MQ data source – described in the section ‘Add/Edit MQ data source’

Edit - You may edit the details of existing data sources by using the Edit button. Highlight
the entry you want to edit and click this button to bring up the appropriate set of pages.

Delete - To delete a data source from the list,  highlight the line  that you wish to delete,
then click on the Delete button. ODEX Enterprise  will  bring up a dialog box, asking if  you
are sure  you want to delete  the selected items. This is to safeguard against accidentally
deleting the wrong item. Click Yes to delete or No to keep the item in the list.

Refresh - Click this button to refresh the details on this page, for example if you have just
made some changes which have not yet appeared on this page.

Data Definitions2.3.6

The Data Definitions section allows you to define the different types of data that you will
be  processing,  the  trading  partners  the  data  will  come  from,  and  the  type  of  data
encoding  used,  in  order  to  ensure  that  each  file  is  processed  by  the  appropriate
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workflow selector(s).

There are five types of data definition.

Non-EDI  Data  Definition.  This  only  requires  you  to  select  a  type  of  non-EDI
document  (or  ‘any’)  and  specify  what  type  of  encoding  is  used  for  the  non-EDI
files.

Invalid EDI Data Definition.This only requires you to  provide  a  name  for  the  data
definition.This type of data definition represents EDI files that cannot be analysed
due to errors in the file.

EDI Data Definition. This allows you to be as specific as possible about the data that
is to be processed by the same workflows.

ENGDAT Data Definition. This allows you to profile ENGDAT Relationships as a data
definition so you can specify different relationships to be processed appropriately.

XML Data Definition. This allows you to define a data definition for recognition of
the XML documents contained with XML files.

Using combinations of the five definitions described above, you can create  an extremely
flexible system of workflow processing.

When you click on the Data Definitions node in the tree view, you will  see  the following
screen.

Figure 318 - Data Definitions - Actions

This is the Data Definitions – Actions screen. From here you can add new data definitions
or view and edit existing data definitions.
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Add - Click the New button to add a new data definition, or open the Data Definition list
page and click the Add button on that page. You  will  be  offered  the  choice  of  EDI  Data
Definition,  Invalid  EDI  Data  Definition,  non-EDI  Data  Definition,  EDI  Message,  EDI
Message Group, Custom Document and ENGDAT Data Definition. Select  the  appropriate
option to see the set of pages described in the following sections:

Add/Edit Non-EDI Data Definition

Add/Edit Invalid EDI Data Definition

Add/Edit EDI Data Definition

Add/Edit ENGDAT Data Definition

Add/Edit XML Data Definition

Edit  -  Double-click  on  an  existing  data  definition  in  the  tree  view,  or  open  the  Data
Definition list page, select an entry and click the Edit button.

Viewing all your Global Data Definitions & Groups2.3.6.1

From  the  Global  section  of  the  Workflow  Administrator,  the  same  Data  Definitions
option is used to show your globally defined Data Definitions. 

A data definition group allows data definitions  of  common  functionality  to  be  grouped
together, so that they can be used as a single entity as a condition against a workflow job.
For  instance,  you  may  define  a  data  definition  group  called  ‘Invoice’  which  contains  a
series of  data definitions which are  used to define invoices across a variety of  different
formats. The ‘Invoice’ group would then be defined a job that is only to be performed for
invoices e.g. Copying out to a long term storage folder.

The following view shows an overview of  all  global  data definition groups and selectors
in the system:
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The  screenshot  shows  a  split  view,  the  top  half  comprising  of  a  list  of  Data  Definition
Groups,  and  the  bottom  half  showing  the  Data  Definitions  for  the  currently  selected
group.

From here, both Data Definitions and Groups can be added, edited, deleted, and  in  the
case of definitions, have their sequence changed.

If you delete a Data Definition Group, all of  of  the Data Definitions within will  be  moved
to the 'Ungrouped' group.

The ‘Ungrouped’ group refers to all  globally defined data definitions that have not been
added to a specific Data Definition Group. They can still  be  selected as single  conditions
against a workflow job.

The ‘All’ group displays a list of all global data definitions in the system.

Editing a Data Definition Group2.3.6.2

To edit the name and description of  a data  definition  group,  the  Data  Definition  Group
view must be used (shown below). This can be navigated to by editing a group from the
list view, or clicking the relevant tree node from the tree view:
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Notice that this view shows the same sequential  list of  Data Definitions that was shown
in the overall  Data Definitions  Groups  list  view.  From  here  the  same  Add,  Edit,  Delete
and Sequence operations can be performed for Data definitions that are  members of  the
group.

The Name and Description of the group itself  can be edited from here, where the Name
field is mandatory
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Add/Edit Non-EDI Data Definition2.3.6.3

The non-EDI Data Definition – Overview page is shown below.

Figure 319 - Non-EDI Data Definition Overview

Name  -  This field requires a name for  the  Non-EDI  Data  Definition.  This  name  must  be
unique among your other Non-EDI Data Definitions, but it can be whatever you want it to
be. The name is a unique identifier, enabling you to recognise it easily when you want to
use this Non-EDI Data Definition.

Description - You may provide a description of the Non-EDI Data Definition in this field if
you wish. The description is intended to help you remember what the Data Definition is
for.

Group – Data definitions that are defined at a global  level  can be defined as members of
a data definition group. The functionality of  a data definition that is a group  member  is
the same as a normal data definition, but a group can be used against a job as a condition.
This parameter allows the group that the data definition is a member of to be changed.

Document Function – Each file  may  be  associated  with  a  document  function.  This  is  an
alphanumeric code that  may  be  populated  using  the  Set  Document  Function  workflow
job or for EDIXX3 files the value is automatically extracted during file analysis.

By setting the Document Function against a Data Definition means that files will  need to
have a matching Document Function in order to be matched to the Data Definition.  The
Document  Function  field  accepts  the  wild  characters  which  can  be  used  for  the  data
definition to match to different values.
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Interchanges – Use the dropdown list to choose the amount of  interchanges  allowed  in
files handled by this Data Definition. Select from Any, Multiple or Single.

Format-  Use the dropdown list to  choose  the  format  of  non-EDI  data  to  be  handled  by
this  Data  Definition.  Current  choices  are:  Any,  SAP  IDoc,  EDIXX3,  Custom  and
Unrecognised.

<Any> handles any type of non-EDI data.

"SAP IDoc" handles only SAP IDoc files.

“EDIXX3” handles EDIXX3 document files.

All Custom Document Definitions that you have created will be included in the list.

"Unrecognised"  handles  all  non-EDI  files  that  are  not  included  in  the  other
categories.

If you select SAP IDoc or EDIXX3, the Type field below will become enabled.

Type-  This  field  will  only  be  enabled  if  you  have  selected  "SAP  IDoc",  “EDIXX3”  or  a
custom type in the Format field above. You may provide a specific type in this field e.g.
DELINS. Alternatively,  leave the field blank to handle  all  instances  of  the  given  format.
The Type field accepts the wild characters which can be  used  for  the  data  definition  to
match to different values.

File encoding - This section will only be enabled if you have selected "Any" in the Format
field above.

By  default,  the  'All  files'  tickbox  is  selected.  If  you  wish,  you  can  restrict  the  Data
Definition by selecting one of  the other types of  encoding. First  de-select  the  'All  files'
tickbox  to  enable  the  other  tickboxes.  Then  select  one  or  more  of  the  other  types  of
encoding.

Location Codes2.3.6.3.1

This page is only available  if  you  have  selected  document  type  format  to  be  “EDIXX3”,
“SAP IDOC” or a custom type. This page allows you to configure a Data definition to match
with specific location codes, hence enabling you to process only those files whose origin
and destination  location  codes  match  with  the  location  codes  defined  in  this  tab.  This
page is divided into two sections -  Origin location codes and Destination location codes,
as shown below.
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Figure 320 - Non EDI Data Definition - Internal Code

Each location code section contains two buttons – Add, Edit and Remove.

Add – use this button to add location codes to the data definition.

Edit - use this button to edit a location code in the data definition.

Remove – use this button to remove a selected location code from the data definition.

Origin  Internal  codes  –  match  these  specific  location  codes  with  the  document's
originator code.

Destination  EDI  codes  –  match  these  specific  Internal  codes  with  the  document's
destination code.

If  you click Add/Edit button, you will  see  the dialog below which allows you  to  select  a
location code defined against a company in ODEX Enterprise.

Figure 321 - Non EDI Data Definition - Add/Edit internal codes
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Add/Edit XML Data Definition2.3.6.4

The XML Data Definition – Overview page is shown below.

Figure 322 - XML Data Definition Overview

Name - This field requires a name for the XML Data Definition. This name must be unique
among your other XML Data Definitions, but  it  can  be  whatever  you  want  it  to  be.  The
name is a unique identifier, enabling you to recognise it easily when you want to use  this
XML Data Definition.

Description - You may provide a description of the XML Data Definition in this field if  you
wish. The description is intended to help you remember what the Data Definition is for.

Group – Data definitions that are defined at a global  level  can be defined as members of
a data definition group. The functionality of  a data definition that is a group  member  is
the same as a normal data definition, but a group can be used against a job as a condition.
This parameter allows the group that the data definition is a member of to be changed.

Format – Use the dropdown list to choose the format of  XML data to be handled by this
Data Definition. This allows you to choose a pre-defined XML document definition.

Type – This field allows you to further restrict files that will  match to this data definition
by type. An XML document definition allows you to define the path from which a ‘type’
value  can  be  retrieved  from  an  XML  document.  This  extracted  value  must  match  the
value entered here if a value is entered.

File  encoding -  By default,  the 'All  files' tickbox is selected. If  you wish, you can  restrict
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the Data Definition by selecting one of  the other types  of  encoding.  First  de-select  the
'All  files'  tickbox  to  enable  the  other  tickboxes.  Then  select  one  or  more  of  the  other
types of encoding.

Location Codes2.3.6.4.1

This page allows you to configure a Data definition to match with specific location codes,
hence  enabling  you  to  process  only  those  files  whose  origin  and  destination  location
codes match with the  location  codes  defined  in  this  tab.  This  page  is  divided  into  two
sections - Originator location codes and Recipient location codes, as shown below.

Figure 323 - XML Data Definition - Internal Code

Each location code section contains two buttons – Add, Edit and Remove. 

Add – use this button to add location codes to the data definition.

Edit - use this button to edit a location code in the data definition.

Remove – use this button to remove a selected location code from the data definition.

Originator  location  codes  –  match  these  specific  location  codes  with  the  document's
originator code.

Recipient  location  codes  –  match  these  specific  Internal  codes  with  the  document's
destination code.

If  you click Add/Edit button, you will  see  the dialog below which allows you  to  select  a
location code defined against a company in ODEX Enterprise.
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Figure 324 - XML Data Definition - Add/Edit internal codes

Add/Edit Invalid EDI Data Definition2.3.6.5

The  Invalid  EDI  Data  Definition  –  Overview  page  is  shown  below.   This  allows  you  to
create a Data Definition that will match files that are  EDI files,  where the files cannot be
analysed due to errors in the files.

Figure 325 - Invalid EDI Data Definition Overview

Name  -  This  field  requires  a  name  for  the  Data  Definition.  This  name  must  be  unique
among  your  other  EDI  Data  Definitions,  but  it  can  be  whatever  you  want  it  to  be.  The
name is a unique identifier, enabling you to recognise it easily when you want to use  this
Invalid EDI Data Definition.

Description- You may provide a description of the Invalid EDI Data Definition in this field
if you wish. The description is intended to help you remember what the Data Definition
is for.

Group – Data definitions that are defined at a global  level  can be defined as members of
a data definition group. The functionality of  a data definition that is a group  member  is
the same as a normal data definition, but a group can be used against a job as a condition.
This parameter allows the group that the data definition is a member of to be changed.

Document Function – Each file  may  be  associated  with  a  document  function.  This  is  an
alphanumeric code that  may  be  populated  using  the  Set  Document  Function  workflow
job or for EDIXX3 files the value is automatically extracted during file analysis.
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Add/Edit EDI Data Definition2.3.6.6

The EDI Data Definition section allows you great flexibility in the way you categorise  the
data that is to be processed by your workflows.

The  EDI  Data  Definition  section  consists  of  four  or  five  pages,  depending  on  how  you
configure your Data Definition: Overview, EDI Messages, Trading Partners,  EDI codes and
Advanced. The EDI Messages, Trading Partners,  EDI codes and Advanced pages allow you
to select the appropriate entries for processing your data.

They are each described below.

EDI Data Definition - Overview2.3.6.6.1

Figure 326 - EDI Data Definition Overview

Name - This field requires a name for the EDI Data Definition. This name must be unique
among  your  other  EDI  Data  Definitions,  but  it  can  be  whatever  you  want  it  to  be.  The
name is a unique identifier, enabling you to recognise it easily when you want to use  this
EDI Data Definition.

Description- You may provide a description of  the EDI Data Definition in this field if  you
wish. The description is intended to help you remember what the EDI Data Definition is
for.

Group – Data definitions that are defined at a global  level  can be defined as members of
a data definition group. The functionality of  a data definition that is a group  member  is
the same as a normal data definition, but a group can be used against a job as a condition.
This parameter allows the group that the data definition is a member of to be changed.

Interchanges  – This  field  allows  you  to  choose  whether  this  EDI  Data  Definition  is  to
handle  single  interchanges, multiple  interchanges or any type of  interchange.  Selecting
Multiple or Single helps you to further qualify your workflow selectors,  if  necessary. You
need  to  know  whether  your  trading  partner  will  be  sending  you  multiple  or  single
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interchanges,  otherwise  you  may  find  that  incoming  files  do  not  match  your  data
definitions. If you are not sure, select the default of Any.

Match specific EDI codes -  When this option is not selected, four tabs will  be  displayed,
as shown above.  If you select this option, an additional  ‘EDI Codes’ tab will  be  added to
the view.

When this option is not selected, you can only add trading partners and EDI codes to the
Data Definition using the Trading Partners tab.  For more details,  see the section entitled
“Trading Partners”

If  you select this  option,  the  Trading  Partners  tab  will  be  changed  to  allow  you  to  add
origin  and  destination  Trading  Partners.   For  more  details,  see  the  section  entitled
“Trading  Partners”.   An  additional  tab  will  be  added  to  allow  you  to  add  origin  and
destination EDI Codes.  For more information see the section entitled “

EDI Codes”.

EDI Data Definition - EDI Messages2.3.6.6.2

Figure 327 - EDI Data Definition - EDI Messages

This  page  is  divided  into  two  sections:  Message  definitions  and  Message  definition
groups.

Message definitions

This section shows a list of  the message definitions matched by this EDI Data Definition.
This section has four buttons:

Add – use this button to add existing message definitions to the data definition

Remove – use this button to remove message definitions from the data definition

New  –  use  this  button  to  create  a  new  message  definition  that  will  be  added
automatically to the data definition. 
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This  will  bring  up  the  Add  New  Message  Definition  dialog,  which  requires  the  same
information as the Message Definition Overview page

With the document  definition  on  its  own,  it  is  not  mandatory  that  the  document  type
must be contained within  the  document.  All  that  has  been  specified  is  the  location  to
retrieve the type from. To do so, the expected  value  must  be  profiled  against  the  XML
data definition:

Figure 328 - XML Data Definition

Notice that this data definition is linked to the document definition defined above, and
also that the extracted type value must be a value of  ‘CommercialInvoice’.  This ensures
that only an XML file containing this field and value will match to XML data and document
definition.

Returning to the XML document definition, notice  that ‘default prefix’  is set to ‘inv’.  The
reason for this is that the XML file  uses default namespaces. The following XML snippet
shows where the default namespace is defined in the XML file:
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Notice  the  highlighted  text  xmlns="rrn:org.xcbl:schemas/xcbl/v3_5/xcbl35.xsd".  We
know  this  is  a  default  namespace  because  it  does  not  define  a  prefix.  If  it  defined  a
prefix it would read xmlns:prefix="rrn:org.xcbl:schemas/xcbl/v3_5/xcbl35.xsd".

When  using  XPath  expressions,  a  prefix  must  always  be  used  if  namespaces  are  used
(even if the namespace is a default namespace without a prefix  defined in the XML file).
Therefore, in this case, the prefix  must  be  defined  on  the  GUI  and  then  used  in  XPath
expressions. As can be seen in Figure 374, the ‘default prefix’ is set to ‘inv’,  and then the
‘document type’ XPath expression then uses this prefix:

inv:Invoice/inv:InvoiceHeader/inv:InvoiceType

The important point to remember here is that if default namespaces are  used in the XML
file,  then your own default prefix  must  be  defined  on  the  GUI  and  then  used  in  XPath
expressions.

The following shows the result of  analysing the Single  XML file  above. The screenshot is
from the File Analysis Dialog of the ODEX Enterprise Workstation:
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Figure 329 - Single XML File Analysis Dialog

Select message definition2.3.6.6.3

If  you click the Add button, you will  see  the dialog below (unless there  are  no message
definitions currently defined in your system).

Figure 330 - Select Message Definition

This dialog  will  contain  a  list  of  all  the  message  definitions  you  have  already  defined.
Select one or more of them and click OK to add them to this group.
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Select message definition group2.3.6.6.4

If you click the Add button, you will see the dialog below.

Figure 331 - Select Message Definition Group

This  dialog  will  contain  a  list  of  all  the  message  definition  groups  you  have  already
defined. Select one or more of them and click OK to add them to this EDI Data Definition.

Trading Partners2.3.6.6.5

This page is divided into two sections.  If you are configuring the Data Definition to match
specific EDI codes, the two sections are  Origin Trading Partners and  Destination  Trading
Partners, as shown below.  To add specific EDI codes to the Data Definition, you must use
the EDI codes tab.

Figure 332 - EDI Data Definition - Trading Partners

When  the  Data  Definition  is  set  up  in  this  way,  the  Data  Definition  matches  any  files
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where the origin EDI code matches an EDI code of  one of  the origin Trading Partners and
the destination EDI code matches an EDI code of one of the destination Trading Partners.

NOTE:  If  both  Trading  Partners  and  EDI  codes  are  configured  then  only  one  of  these
conditions is required for a match.

Alternatively, if the Data Definition is set up such that it will not match specific EDI codes,
the  page  will  be  divided  into  two  sections  –  one  for  trading  partners  and  one  for  EDI
codes, as shown below.

Figure 333 - EDI Data Definition - Trading Partners and EDI codes

When the Data Definition is set up in this way, any inbound files with an origin EDI code
matching one of the EDI codes in the list or an EDI code of  one of  the trading partners in
the list will be matched to the Data Definition.  Any outbound files with a destination EDI
code  matching  one  of  the  EDI  codes  in  the  list  or  an  EDI  code  of  one  of  the  trading
partners in the list will be matched to the Data Definition.   

Both Trading Partner sections and EDI code sections contain an Add button and a Remove
button. Trading partner sections also contain a New button and an Edit button.

Trading partners

Add –use this button to add existing trading partners to the data definition

Remove – use this button to remove a selected trading partner from the data definition

New – use this button to create a new trading partner that will be  added automatically to
this  data  definition.  This  will  bring  up  the  Add  New  Trading  Partner  dialog,  which
requires the same information as  the  Trading  Partner  Overview  page,  described  in  the
section entitled ‘Trading Partner – Overview’.

Edit– use this button to edit a selected trading partner. This will  bring up the Edit Trading
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Partner  dialog,  which  requires  the  same  information  as  the  Trading  Partner  Overview
page, described in the section entitled ‘Trading Partner – Overview’.

EDI codes

Add –use this button to add existing EDI codes to the data definition

Remove – use this button to remove a selected EDI code from the data definition

Select trading partner2.3.6.6.6

If you click the Add button, you will see the dialog below.

Figure 334 - Select Trading Partner

This dialog will contain a list of  all  the  trading partners you have already defined.  If  you
are adding an originating trading partner, this list will also include the internal companies
that you have defined. Select one or more of  them and click OK to add them to this EDI
Data Definition.

EDI Codes2.3.6.6.7

This page is only available if you are configuring a Data Definition to match to specific EDI
codes.  It is divided into two sections  –  Origin  EDI  Codes  and  Destination  EDI  codes,  as
shown below.
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Figure 335 - EDI Data Definition – Specific EDI codes

Each EDI code section contains two buttons – Add and Remove.

Origin EDI codes– match these specific EDI codes for the origin

Destination EDI codes – match these specific EDI codes for the destination

Add –use this button to add existing EDI codes to the data definition

Remove – use this button to remove a selected EDI code from the data definition

Select EDI code2.3.6.6.8

If you click the Add button, you will see the dialog below.

Figure 336 - Select EDI Code

This dialog will contain a list of all the  EDI codes you have already defined. Select one or
more of them and click OK to add them to this EDI Data Definition.
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Advanced2.3.6.6.9

Figure 337 - EDI Data Definition - Advanced

This page contains a list of  file  encoding types. The default type is 'All  files'.  To select  a
different encoding type, first deselect the 'All  files' option,  then  select  one  or  more  of
the other types.

The page also allows you  to  filter  by  the  security  status  of  the  incoming  message.  The
relevant security statuses are:

No security – no EDIFACT security segments in the received data.

Signed  –  the  received  data  contains  one  or  more  digital  signatures  in  EDIFACT
security segments.

AUTACK response – the received data is an AUTACK response message.

Add/Edit ENGDAT Data Definition2.3.6.7

An ENGDAT Data Definition allows the specification  of  ENGDAT Relationships  to  add  as
conditions to workflow jobs.  If  this data definition is added as a condition against a job
then any file  from an ENGDAT folder  that  satisfies  a  relationship  in  the  data  definition
will be processed by the job.  If file does not belong to an ENGDAT folder or the ENGDAT 
folder it belongs to does not match a relationship profiled in the data definition then this
job will be skipped for that file.
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ENGDAT Data Definition - Overview2.3.6.7.1

Figure 338 - ENGDAT Data Definition - Overview

Name  -  This field requires a name for  the  ENGDAT Data  Definition.  This  name  must  be
unique among your other ENGDAT Data Definitions, but it can be whatever you want it to
be. The name is a unique identifier, enabling you to recognise it easily when you want to
use this ENGDAT Data Definition.

Description - You may provide a description of the ENGDAT Data Definition in this field if
you  wish.  The  description  is  intended  to  help  you  remember  what  the  ENGDAT  Data
Definition is for.

Group – Data definitions that are defined at a global  level  can be defined as members of
a data definition group. The functionality of  a data definition that is a group  member  is
the same as a normal data definition, but a group can be used against a job as a condition.
This parameter allows the group that the data definition is a member of to be changed.

Document Function – Each file  may  be  associated  with  a  document  function.  This  is  an
alphanumeric code that  may  be  populated  using  the  Set  Document  Function  workflow
job or for EDIXX3 files the value is automatically extracted during file analysis.
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ENGDAT Data Definition - Relationships2.3.6.7.2

Figure 339 - ENGDAT Data Definition – Relationships

ENGDAT relationships – match these specific ENGDAT relationships when a  file  is  to  be
processed and it belongs to an ENGDAT folder.

Add –use this button to add existing ENGDAT relationships to the data definition

Remove  –  use  this  button  to  remove  a  selected  ENGDAT  relationship  from  the  data
definition

Select ENGDAT Relationship2.3.6.7.3

If you click the Add button, you will see the dialog below.

Figure 340 - Select ENGDAT Relationship

This dialog will  contain a list of  all  the  ENGDAT relationships you  have  already  defined.
Select one or more of them and click OK to add them to this ENGDAT Data Definition.
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Data Definition - User Data2.3.6.8

Figure 341 - Data Definition - User Data

The User Data page allows you to provide a number of fields that can be used throughout
ODEX Enterprise. The User Data can be set up for the following Data Definition types

EDI Data Definition

Invalid EDI Data Definition

Non-EDI Data Definition

ENGDAT Data Definition

User Data can be used in several ODEX Enterprise Workflow jobs.

The list below is listing ODEX Enterprise Workflow jobs for which User Data can be used:

Wait For ENGDAT folder (Timeout parameter)

Run  Application  (Application,  Arguments,  Output  Filename,  Output  Filemask
parameters)

E-Mail

Write To File (Filename, Text parameters)

Write To Log (Message parameter)

Condition (Condition parameter)

Compress file (File name in the archive parameter)

Add To Batch (File name in the batch parameter)

Copy (Output Filename, Condition parameters)

Copy (with Xml) (Output Filename, Xml Output Filename parameters)

Windows Application Log (Message Text, Remote Machine Name parameters)

Schedule  (SFID  User  Data,  VFN,  VFDesc,  Sender  Local  Code,  Receiver  Local  Code
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parameters)

Schedule SFTP file (Filename, Delete files, Sender Local Code, Receiver Local  Code
parameters)

Map

The practical  use  of  the User Data could be situation where, you can set  up  a  User  Data
field  against  each  Data  Definition  to  specify  a  different  e-mail  subject  for  each
Definition.  Then,  if  a  workflow  is  set  up  to  send  you  an  e-mail  whenever  a  file  is
received, you can use a placeholder to specify the data  definition  User  Data.  Using  this
technique  you  can  tailor  your  e-mails  to  be  Data  Definition  specific,  without  having  a
number of workflow selectors/workflows defined.

Workflow Selectors2.3.7

This  section  of  the  Administrator  allows  you  to  view  and  edit  existing  workflow
selectors, and to create new workflow selectors. A workflow selector defines the criteria
used to select a workflow to execute when the Match Workflow job is used.

You can create  new  data  sources,  new  data  definitions,  new  workflows  and  new  error
workflows from within this section, for use  in  new  or  existing  workflow  selectors.  This
saves you from having to switch between the different tree nodes unnecessarily.

Figure 342 - Workflow Selectors

This is the Workflow Selectors – Actions  screen.  From  here  you  can  add  new  workflow
selectors or view and edit existing workflow selectors.
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Viewing all your Global Workflow Selectors & Groups2.3.7.1

A  workflow  selector  group  allows  workflow  selectors  of  common  functionality  to  be
grouped together, so that they can be used as a single  entity from the  Match  Workflow
job. For instance, you may define a workflow selector group called ‘Copy’ which contains
a  series  of  workflow  selectors  which  are  used  to  copy  files  of  different  formats  to
different  directories.  The  ‘Copy’  group  would  then  be  defined  against  the  Match
Workflow job, and therefore  it is possible  to tell  the  job  to  only  attempt  to  match  to  a
certain subset of all workflow selectors, ignoring globally ungrouped workflow selectors.
This allows the  functionality  of  the  Match  Workflow  job  to  be  used  in  a  more  flexible
manner.

The following view shows an overview of  all  workflow selector  groups  and  selectors  in
the system:

Figure 343 - Global Workflow Selector Group list

The screenshot shows a split view, the top half  comprising of  a list of  Workflow Selector
Groups, and the bottom half  showing the Workflow Selectors for the currently  selected
group.

From here, both Workflow Selectors and Groups can  be  added,  edited,  deleted,  and  in
the case of selectors, have their sequence changed.

Workflow  selector  groups  can  only  be  deleted  once  they  have  been  emptied  of  all
workflow selector groups.

The  ‘Ungrouped’  group  refers  to  all  globally  defined  workflow  selectors  that  have  not
been added to a specific Workflow Selector Group. These workflow selectors refer to the
‘Global Ungrouped’ option on the Match Workflow job.

The ‘All’ group displays a list of all global workflow selectors in the system.
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Editing a Workflow Selector Group2.3.7.2

To edit the name and description of  a  workflow  selector  group,  the  Workflow  Selector
Group view must  be  used  (shown  below).  This  can  be  navigated  to  by  editing  a  group
from the list view, or clicking the relevant tree node from the tree view:

Figure 344 - Edit Workflow Selector Group

Notice  that  this  view  shows  the  same  sequential  list  of  Workflow  Selectors  that  was
shown in the overall Workflow Selector Groups list view. From here the same Add, Edit,
Delete  and  Sequence  operations  can  be  performed  for  Workflow  selectors  that  are
members of the group.

The Name and Description of the group itself  can be edited from here, where the Name
field is mandatory.
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Workflow Selector - Overview2.3.7.3

The Workflow Selector – Overview page is shown below.

Figure 345 - Workflow Selector Overview

This page is divided into three sections: Overview, Selection and Workflow.

Edit button -  The Edit button on the four workflow selector pages (alongside the Cancel
and Save buttons) will only be enabled for Workflow Selectors that have previously been
saved.

If the Edit button is enabled, all other fields and buttons on these four pages (apart from
the Disable  and Suspend buttons)  are  disabled.  Once  you  click  the  Edit  button  you  can
edit any of the fields and use any of the buttons on these pages.

As you will appreciate, it would be dangerous to edit workflow selectors that might be in
the  middle  of  processing  your  files.  The  Edit  button  provides  a  safe  way  of  editing
workflow selectors without causing any disruption to current processing.

As  soon  as  you  click  the  Edit  button,  ODEX  Enterprise  blocks  access  to  the  workflow
selector  for  any  further  files.  It  will  finish  processing  any  files  that  are  already  being
handled by this workflow selector,  and will  not allow you to save any  changes  that  you
have  made  until  all  these  files  have  been  processed.  If  you  do  attempt  to  save  the
changes  before  this,  you  will  see  a  message  telling  you  how  many  files  remain  to  be
processed before you can save your changes.

Overview

Name- This field requires a name for the workflow selector.
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Description- This field allows you to provide a description of  the workflow selector. This
may be useful  if  you want to give  more information than can  be  provided  in  the  Name
alone.

Group – Workflow selectors that are defined at a global level can be defined as members
of  a  workflow  selector  group.  The  functionality  of  a  workflow  selector  that  is  a  group
member is the same as a normal  workflow  selector,  but  a  group  can  be  used  against  a
Match  Workflow  job  for  matching  purposes.  This  parameter  allows  the  group  that  the
workflow selector is a member of to be changed.

Status-  Alongside  this  caption  is  the  current  status  of  the  workflow  selector.  Normally
this will be "Enabled and Running". Alternatives are "Enabled and Suspended", "Disabled
and Running" and  "Disabled  and  Suspended",  depending  on  whether  you  have  clicked
the Disable and Suspend buttons or not.

Below this caption is a description of  the workflow selector status. The four possibilities
are:

Enabled and Running  –  Files  can  be  added  to  this  workflow  selector  and  will  be
processed

Enabled  and  Suspended  –  Files  can  be  added  to  this  workflow  selector  but
processing has been suspended

Disabled  and  Running  –  Files  cannot  be  added  to  this  workflow  selector  but
existing files will be processed

Disabled  and  Suspended  –  Files  cannot  be  added  to  this  workflow  selector  and
processing has been suspended

Disable/Enable-  This  toggle  button  allows  you  to  disable  or  enable  the  workflow
selector.  The  effect  of  this  button  is  immediate  and  does  not  require  you  to  click  the
Save button to become effective.

If you disable the workflow selector, files will not be added to it but existing files will  be
processed.

Suspend/Resume-  This  toggle  button  allows  you  to  suspend  or  resume  the  workflow
selector.  The  effect  of  this  button  is  immediate  and  does  not  require  you  to  click  the
Save button to become effective.

If you suspend a workflow selector,  files may still  be  added to it,  but processing of  files
within the workflow selector will be suspended.

Selection  – This  section  specifies  the  criteria  for  selection  of  the  workflow  associated
with this workflow selector.

Data source  -  Use this field to  specify  the  data  source  of  files  that  match  the  selection
criteria.  To  include  more  than  one  data  source  in  this  workflow  selector,  use  the
Advanced Conditions page instead.

Data  Definition  -  Use  this  field  to  specify  the  data  definition  of  files  that  match  the
selection criteria. To include more than one data definition in this workflow selector,  use
the Advanced Conditions page instead.

Workflow  –  This  section  specifies  the  workflows  to  select  for  files  that  match  the
selection criteria.

Workflow  -  Use  this  field  to  specify  the  workflow  to  submit  the  file  into.  To  edit  the
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selected workflow, use the Workflow page.

Error workflow-  Use this field to specify the error workflow to be used  if  an  unhandled
error occurs in the selected workflow.

Workflow Selector - Workflow2.3.7.4

The Workflow Selector –Workflow page is shown below.

Figure 346 - Workflow Selector Workflow

If you highlight the entry in the Workflows section, its component jobs will  be  displayed
in the Workflow jobs section.

Use the Edit button to edit the selected workflow and/or its jobs.

Editing an existing workflow2.3.7.4.1

You will not be able  to edit an existing workflow until  you have selected a workflow on
the  Workflow  Selector  Overview  page.  Clicking  the  Edit  button  on  the  Workflow  page
will bring up the following dialog.
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Figure 347 - Edit Workflow - Overview

This page shows an overview of  the workflow and a  summary  of  jobs  in  this  workflow.
For details of  how to use the Edit Workflow Overview page, please refer to  the  section
entitled ‘Overview’.

To edit the jobs in any way, select the Jobs page tab and make the necessary changes. For
details of  how to use the Edit Workflow Jobs page, please  refer  to  the  section  entitled
‘Jobs’.
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Workflow Selector - Advanced Conditions2.3.7.5

The Workflow Selector – Advanced Conditions page is shown below.

Figure 348 - Workflow Selector - Advanced Conditions

This page is divided into two sections: Data sources and Data definitions.

Use  the  Data  sources  section  to  add  or  edit  existing  data  sources  in  this  workflow
selector,  to remove data sources from this workflow selector,  or to  create  one  or  more
new data sources to be included in this workflow selector.

Use the Data definitions section to add or edit existing data definitions in this workflow
selector,  to  remove  data  definitions  from  this  workflow  selector,  or  to  create  one  or
more new data definitions to be included in this workflow selector.

It is possible  to specify multiple  data sources or definitions against a workflow selector.
Provided a single  data sources  and  data  definition  returns  a  match,  then  the  workflow
selector will  be  chosen. The sequence of  the matching logic can  be  prioritised  by  using
the up and  down  arrows  associated  with  the  data  definitions  and  data  sources.  This  is
particularly useful if you wish to extract user data from the data source or definition later
on in the workflow, as it allows you to set the checking sequence when performing the
match.
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Add Data Source2.3.7.5.1

If you click the Data Sources Add button, you will see the following dialog.

Figure 349 - Select Data Source

Highlight one or more of  the listed data sources and  click  OK  to  add  them  to  your  data
sources for this workflow selector.

Add Data Definition2.3.7.5.2

If you click the Data Definitions Add button, you will see the following dialog.

Figure 350 - Select Data Definition

Highlight one or more of the listed data definitions and click OK to add them to your data
definitions for this workflow selector.

Workflow Selector - Automated Activation2.3.7.6

Automated  activation  is  for  those  users  who  prefer  to  build  up  a  collection  of  queue
items for processing, rather than allowing each queue item to be processed as soon as it
arrives in the system.

Activation  can  be  triggered  either  by  the  number  of  queue  items  that  have  been
collected, or by a specified event.

You can also deactivate the workflow selector when the number of queue items falls to a
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specified number or when another specified event occurs.

You can use the two types of activation independently or in conjunction with each other.
You may need to experiment a little  to begin with, to see  which  type  of  activation  and
deactivation  suits  your  system  best,  and  which  values  or  events  are  best  used  for  the
triggers.

If  required  you  can  also  trigger  a  workflow  selector  manually  by  clicking  the  Activate
button.

How automated activation works2.3.7.6.1

By  default,  once  you  have  created  and  saved  a  workflow  selector  it  will  be  active,
whether or not you have configured Automated Activation.

A workflow selector will  not become inactive  until  the  deactivation  threshold  or  event
triggers  deactivation.  Therefore,  if  you  set  up  activation,  it  is  advisable  to  set  up
deactivation as well.

For example, if  you set up an activation threshold of  25 queue items and a deactivation
threshold of 0 queue items, as soon as a queue item is placed on the workflow selector,
it will  be processed, until  the deactivation threshold is reached.  As soon as the number
of queue items on the workflow selector reaches zero, deactivation will be triggered.

Once deactivation has  been  triggered,  no  more  queue  items  will  be  processed  by  this
workflow  selector  until  the  number  of  queue  items  reaches  25.  While  active,  the
workflow selector will continue to process queue items until the number of  queue items
reaches zero.

If you are using event-based activation, all queue items placed on this workflow selector
will  be  processed  until  the  deactivation  event  occurs.  Once  deactivation  has  been
triggered,  no  more  queue  items  will  be  processed  by  this  workflow  selector  until  the
activation event occurs.

If  you  set  up  a  threshold  AND  an  event  (for  activation  or  deactivation),  whichever
situation occurs first will cause the activation or deactivation.

How to use the automated activation page2.3.7.6.2

Initially  the  automated  activation  feature  is  not  configured  and  will  appear  as  shown
below.
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Figure 351 - Workflow Selector - Automated Activation

This  page  will  also  be  disabled,  with  all  fields  and  tickboxes  greyed  out,  once  the
Workflow Selector to which it belongs has been saved. You will  then have to enable  the
page for editing by clicking on the Edit button.

This page is divided into two sections: Activation thresholds and Event based activation.

Activation thresholds

This section allows you to trigger the activation of the workflow selector according to the
number  of  queue  items  that  have  been  collected  for  processing  by  this  workflow
selector.

Select the “Activate when number of queued files reaches” tickbox, then either type in a
number  in  the  field  alongside,  or  use  the  up  and  down  arrows,  to  set  the  number  of
queued files to your requirements.

To  avoid  the  situation  of  too  few  queue  items  entering  the  system,  meaning  that
activation will never be triggered, you should also set up a suitable  event in the section
below, which will serve as a failsafe mechanism.

For example, you could set the number of queued files to 50, to trigger activation. In case
the number of files never reaches 50, you could select, or set up from new, an event that
will activate the workflow selector at a specific time each day.

You can also deactivate the workflow selector when the number of queued files falls to a
certain number. To do this, Select the “Deactivate when number of  queued files falls to”
tickbox,  then  either  type  in  a  number  in  the  field  alongside,  or  use  the  up  and  down
arrows, to set the number of  queued files to your requirements.  The  value  you  choose
does not have to be zero, but this is the most logical value to use.

Event based activation

This  section  allows  you  to  trigger  the  activation  of  the  workflow  selector  when  a
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specified event  or  schedule  occurs  within  ODEX  Enterprise.  The  workflow  selector  can
also be deactivated by another event or schedule.

Use the first dropdown list (Activate)  to select the event or schedule  you wish to trigger
the  activation  of  the  workflow  selector.  Of  course,  if  the  event  you  choose  does  not
occur, then the workflow selector will not be activated.

If  required, use  the second  dropdown  list  (Deactivate)  to  select  the  event  or  schedule
you wish to trigger the deactivation of the workflow selector. Of  course, if  the  event you
choose does not occur, then the workflow selector will not be deactivated.

In both the Activate and Deactivate fields is the option “Add new event schedule”. If  you
select  this  option,  the  following  dialog  will  appear,  allowing  you  to  define  a  new
schedule.

Figure 352 - Add New Schedule

For full details of how to edit this dialog, please refer to the section entitled ‘Schedule  –
Overview’.

Activate button

The  Activate  button  has  been  provided  for  use  in  exceptional  circumstances.  For
example,  if  you  have  set  an  activation  threshold  but  the  number  of  files  has  not  yet
reached the activation trigger level  and you decide you want them to be processed now
anyway, you can click the Activate button to override the Automated Activation settings.
The effect will  be  to activate  the workflow selector,  just as  if  the  automated  activation
trigger had occurred.
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Mappings2.3.8

The Mappings section allows the definition of  sets of  parameters to use  the XE Mapping
engine across multiple  workflows. The parameters are  identical  to that found on the XE
Workflow Map job but when they are defined here they are reusable in workflows 

Figure 353 - Mappings Actions View

This is the Mappings – Actions screen. From here you can add new Maps or view and edit
existing ones.

Viewing all your Mappings2.3.8.1

Click  on  the  Map  list  page  tab  to  see  the  Mappings  list  page,  shown  below.  This  page
displays all the Maps that you currently have defined in your ODEX Enterprise  system for
that company, or globally.

Figure 354 - Mappings List
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Mappings - Overview2.3.8.2

This  view  allows  you  to  create  and  edit  Xe  Maps  that  can  be  used  throughout  ODEX
Enterprise.   A  Map  consists  of  a  name,  a  description  and  a  list  of  parameters.  These
parameters are executed as a Map when it is used.

Name and Description – Identify the Map and offer a verbose description of its purpose.

Parameters – The parameters to use  when the Map is performed. These parameters are
the same as the Map Job parameters and are explained in detail Map.

Document Definitions2.3.9

The Document Definitions section allows you to define the different  types  of  data  that
you will be processing.  This is then used within Data Definitions, for use  in the workflow
logic, and also in document matching within the analyser.

There are four types of document definition.

Custom Document Definition. Allows you to specify characteristics of your own file
formats that can be associated with non-EDI definitions.

EDI  Message  Definition.  This  requires  you  to  provide  a  name  and  message
definition  details,  such  as  the  syntax  of  the  EDI  message  e.g.  name  =  DELFOR,
syntax  =  EDIFACT.  This  would  create  a  data  definition  for  all  EDIFACT  DELFOR
messages.

EDI Message Group Definition. This allows you to  group  together  two  or  more  of
the EDI Message Definitions you have defined.

XML  Document  Definition.  This  allows  you  to  specify  the  characteristics  of  XML
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files and to recognise XML documents and fields within the file.

When  you  click  on  the  Document  Definitions  node  in  the  tree  view,  you  will  see  the
following screen.

Figure 355 - Document Definitions - Actions

This  is  the  Data  Document  –  Actions  screen.  From  here  you  can  add  new  document
definitions or view and edit existing document definitions.

Add - Click the New button to add a new data definition, or open the Data Definition list
page and click the Add button on that page. You  will  be  offered  the  choice  of  EDI  Data
Definition,  Invalid  EDI  Data  Definition,  non-EDI  Data  Definition,  EDI  Message,  EDI
Message Group, Custom Document, XML Document, and ENGDAT Data Definition. Select
the appropriate option to see the set of pages described in the following sections:

Refs

Edit  -  Double-click  on  an  existing  document  definition  in  the  tree  view,  or  open  the
Document Definition list page, select an entry and click the Edit button.

Viewing all your document definitions2.3.9.1

To see a list of all the data definitions currently in the ODEX Enterprise  database, you can
either  click  the  View  button  on  the  Document  Definitions  –  Actions  page  or  click  the
Document Definition list tab. Both have the same result, as in the example below.
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Figure 356 - Document Definition list

The Information Panel now shows the Document Definition list page. This is divided into
three columns, showing the Document Definition Name, its Description and its Type.

You can add new document definitions, edit or delete existing one using this view.
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Add/Edit Custom Document Definition2.3.9.2

The Custom Document Definition – Overview page is shown below:

Figure 357 - Custom Document Definition (Overview)

Name – Enter a name for the definition that is meaningful to you.

Description - You may optionally provide a description of the document definition.

File Format – Select the file format from the drop-down list. The supported formats are:

Flat files with delimited records (ending in a carriage-return line-feed or other).  If
you select this type you will also need to select the record delimiter.

Flat fields with fixed length records. If  you select  this  type  you  will  also  need  to
enter the record length.

Character-separated values. If you select this type you will  also need to select the
record  delimiter  and  the  CSV  separator  character.  You  may  optionally  specify  a
quote character if field values in the file may be quoted.

The section labelled Fields lets you define some fields in the  document  that  will  allow
the analyser to recognise your files. The first field must be defined, the rest are optional:

Record type. Used to define where in each record the type field is located and the
record  type  that  identifies  your  document.  The  type  field  will  usually  be  at  the
start of  the record. For instance, if  the  first  record  in  your  files  always  looks  like
this ‘HDRDOC010000100002’ the type field may be defined  as  ‘HDR’  at  position  1,
length  3.  A  file  entering  the  Analyse  job  must  have  the  value  ‘HDR’  in  the  first
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three characters to match the definition.

Document type. Used to define a record and field where an  additional  document
type identifier is to be found. For instance, in the previous example, the text ‘DOC’
immediately following the record  type  ‘HDR’  is  used  to  represent  the  document
type. You would enter ‘HDR’ with a position of 4 and length of 3 to indicate that the
value for document type is to be  found  on  the  ‘HDR’  record  at  this  location.  The
document type is used when creating a Non-EDI Data Definition using this custom
document.

Sender code and receiver code.  Allow  you  to  extract  values  representing  sender
(originator)  and  receiver  (destination)  codes  from  your  document  types.  These
work in the same way to the document type field, in that you enter the record type
where the required data is to be found.

In all  cases, where the file  format is CSV it is  only  necessary  to  enter  the  field  number
rather  than  the  position  and  length.  The  field  number  uses  a  1-based  index  so  for
instance, the record ‘REC,AAA,BBB’ has field with value ‘AAA’ at field number 2.

Fields2.3.9.2.1

The Custom Document Definition – Fields page is shown below:

Figure 358 - Custom Document Definition (Fields)

This page allows you to define additional  fields  from  which  data  can  be  extracted.  You
can specify fields by record  type,  position  and  length  and  associate  them  with  Custom
fields (and therefore  placeholders).   To add a new custom field, select the  Plus  button.
Here  you  can  add  a  Custom  field  placeholder  in  the  form  %DEF-XXX%  where  ‘XXX’  is
replaced with your name for the placeholder. For instance, if  your file  contains a record
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like  this  ‘REC000100020003’  then  you  can  extract  the  value  ‘0003’  by  defining  a
placeholder ‘%DEF-VAL%’ for rec type ‘REC’ position 12, length 4. Then when ‘%DEF-VAL
%’ is referenced in any  job  after  the  Analyse  job  it  will  have  the  value  ‘0003’.  Use  the
Add,  Edit  and  Delete  buttons  to  manipulate  the  collection  of  fields.  When  adding  or
editing, the following dialog is shown.

Figure 359 - Custom Document Definition (Fields Dialog)

Add/Edit Custom Document Definition (with Placeholders)2.3.9.3

The Custom Document Definition with Placeholders – Overview page is shown below:

Figure 358 – Custom Document Definition With Placeholders (Overview)

This page allows you to define a custom document, where the document matching fields
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can be resolved to placeholder values.

The following fields are available:

Name – Enter a name for the custom document that is meaningful for you.

Description – You may optionally provide a description of the document.

Document  Type  –  This  is  the  document  type  used  for  matching  incoming
documents.

Document Function –  This  is  the  document  function  used  for  matching  incoming
documents.

Sender Code – This is the sender code used for matching incoming documents. 

Receiver Code – This is the receiver code used for matching incoming documents.

The  above  fields  in  the  Placeholders  group  (Type,  Function,  Sender,  Receiver)  can  all
make use of  placeholders; this allows you to match documents  where  certain  matching
parameters  are  dependent  upon  file,  network  or  any  other  such  properties  for  which
placeholders exist.

Add/Edit XML Document Definition2.3.9.4

XML document definitions are  used for two purposes: For matching logic in certain  jobs
that use document definitions, and also in the analyser to recognise certain XML files.

In order to use an XML document definition, an XML data definition must also be created
and linked to an XML document definition.

For examples of how to use this GUI, see XML Document Definition Examples.

The XML Document Definition – Overview page is shown below:
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Figure 360 - XML Document Definition Overview

Name – Enter a name for the definition that is meaningful to you.

Description - You may optionally provide a description of the XML document definition.

Document root – This is a mandatory field and  must  be  entered  for  the  XML  document
definition. This field should be entered in the format of  an XPath expression and should
give the path that the analyser can use to find the root of  each XML document in the file
(see the example section below for a more in-depth explanation).

Default  prefix  –  If  an  XML  file  uses  XML  namespaces  within  its  structure,  these
namespaces must be included in any XPath expressions used to retrieve information for
the XML  Document  Definition.  Each  namespace  defines  a  ‘namespace  prefix’,  and  it  is
this prefix that must be used in the XPath expressions. However, if  a default namespace
is used, then no prefix  is defined explicitly in the XML file.  In this instance, the ‘Default
prefix’ field must be used so that you can define your own default namespace prefix  to
use  in  your  XPath  expressions  (see  the  example  section  below  for  a  more  in-depth
explanation).

Document type – Allows you to define an XPath expression to optionally retrieve a ‘type’
value for each document within the XML file.  A  relative  path  can  be  used  to  retrieve  a
type value from within each XML document, an absolute  path can be used to  retrieve  a
type once per XML file. The type field can be used to retrieve additional  information for
the  XML  documents,  or  can  be  used  to  restrict  the  matching  XML  documents  to  a
specified type as defined against the XML data definition.
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Schema Validation2.3.9.4.1

The XML Document Definition – Schema Validation page is shown below:

Figure 361 - XML Document Definition Schema Validation

This page allows you define schema validation settings. It can be required that XML files
must pass validation against XML schema in order to match to this document definition. A
file may match to this document definition based on the document root,  but it can then
later  be  rejected  based  on  the  schema  validation  settings  if  schema  validation  is
enabled.

Enable XML schema validation – This  allows  XML  schema  validation  to  be  turned  on  or
off.

Filename  –  This  allows  a  filename  on  disk  to  be  defined  for  the  location  of  the  XML
schema. This can be an absolute  file  path or a relative  file  path. If  a relative  file  path  is
supplied, then a ’Schema directory’ must also be provided.

Schema directory –  This  allows  a  directory  to  be  defined  where  the  schema  validation
logic should look to obtain matching  schemas.  This  can  work  in  tandem  with  a  relative
filename defined in the ‘Filename’ field, or with location hints from within an XML file.

Search sub-directories – This defines whether when searching the ‘Schema directory’ for
a matching schema, sub-directories of the search directory should also be searched.

Use  schema location  hints  –  This  defines  whether  schema  filenames  from  within  XML
files can be used to attempt to find a matching schema. This is used in conjunction with
the ‘Schema directory’ to look for the schema location hints filenames.

Fail validation for validation warnings – Indicates whether schema validation should fail
if  a  warning  is  found  for  the  XML  file.  Schema  validation  encounters  two  levels  of
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severity:  Warning  and  Error.  Any  errors  encountered  will  always  result  in  schema
validation failing, and therefore the XML file not matching to the document definition.

Fields2.3.9.4.2

Figure 362 - XML Document Definition Fields

This page allows you to extract specific data to represent field  types  such  as  Document
number, eInvoice codes or custom fields.  If a file matches the XML document definition,
ODEX Enterprise will attempt to extract the codes listed.

Sequence – The priority in which fields should be extracted from the XML file.

XPath Expression – The XPath expression used to point to the location within the XML file
from which to extract the field. This can be a relative or absolute path. Relative paths will
be located relative to the document root defined on the Overview page. Absolute  paths
will be located relative to the entire XML file.

Field Type – The type of field that this will  extract data for. This links the field to a name
and a placeholder. Fields can also be added here.

XML Document Definition Validation2.3.9.4.3

An  XML  document  definition  can  have  its  settings  (particularly  XPath  expressions)
validated from the GUI before  it is used in workflow processing. This makes it  easier  to
determine  whether  the  XML  document  definition  is  correctly  configured  before  file
processing occurs. Once you have defined a document root path, you can begin validating
whether your document definition will match to XML files.

To  validate  the  XML  document  definition  settings,  click  the  ‘Validate’  button.  This  is
located at the bottom of the GUI:
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Figure 363 - Validate Button

The following dialog will be shown:

Figure 364 - Validate Dialog

The dialog is split into two areas: Validation and Results.  The  Validation  section  should
be used to locate a file on disk that can be used to validate  the XML document definition
settings.  The  Results  section  will  then  indicate  whether  the  file  matches  to  the
document  definition,  and  if  it  doesn’t,  advice  will  be  provided  on  potential  changes
needed to the document definition.

The following shows an example of a matching BizTalk XML file:

Figure 365 - Validate Dialog Match
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Notice  that the green tick  indicates  that  the  match  has  been  successful.  Information  is
also provided which indicates that 5 XML documents were found within the XML file,  and
that the document type was also found in each XML document.

The following shows an example of an XML file that did not match:

Figure 366 - Validate Dialog No Match

Notice  that  a  red-cross  indicates  a  match  was  not  found,  no  documents  or  document
types were found, and a description is given indicating what the likely problem is.

The  following  example  shows  that  there  was  a  match,  but  there  are  still  potential
problems with the settings:

Figure 367 - Validate Dialog Partial Match
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This  example  shows  that  the  document  root  has  been  found,  but  the  document  type
XPath expression did not find anything. It also indicates that the  reason  no  type  values
may be because a default prefix was not provided on the GUI.

XML Document Definition Examples2.3.9.5

The  aim  of  this  section  is  to  provide  examples  for  how  to  define  an  XML  document
definition.  These  examples  are  designed  to  provide  more  helpful  context  for  the
description of the XML document definition GUI described above.

Please  note  that  these  examples  are  included  to  make  the  XML  document  definitions
more  understandable,  particularly  regarding  use  of  XPath  expressions.  The  ad-hoc  file
validator can also be used from the GUI to test whether a file  will  match  the  document
definition settings.

Two different types of XML file  will  be  exemplified, and for each a description of  how it
would be set up on the GUI will be included.

Performance note: The files exemplified below are  standard small  XML files that should
not impact performance on the ODEX Enterprise  Server in a noticeable  way. However, it
is  important  to  note  that  when  dealing  with  large  XML  files  (100MB+),  the  ODEX
Enterprise Server will  increase in memory usage by an amount at least equal  to the size
of  the  XML  file  being  analysed.  Once  analysis  is  finished,  memory  usage  will  then
gradually return to the previous level.

Multi-Document Example2.3.9.5.1

This section exemplifies how a BizTalk XML file  would be profiled  as  an  XML  document
definition in ODEX Enterprise. This example  can be used to help in the profiling of  your
own XML document definitions.

Figure  370 shows  the  entire  example  XML  file.  As  can  be  seen,  this  example  uses  the
SOAP  XML  envelope.  There  is  a  SOAP  header  which  primarily  contains  originator  and
recipient  information.  The  SOAP  body  contains  five  ‘Purchase  Order’  documents.  The
purchase order documents will form the basis of our BizTalk XML document definition.
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Figure 368 - BizTalk XML file

The following screenshot shows the overview for BizTalk XML document definition. Each
section is described in turn below.
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Figure 369 - BizTalk XML Document Definition

The  following  XML  highlights  the  section  which  is  considered  to  be  an  XML  document
within the XML file. Each XML document is a purchase order.

Figure  371  shows  the  following  XPath  expression  that  has  been  used  to  define  the
location of each purchase order within the XML file:

/SOAP-ENV:Envelope/SOAP-ENV:Body/po:PurchaseOrder

This XPath expression defines that each purchase order document is located  within  the
SOAP body, which is within the SOAP  envelope.  Notice  that  to  access  each  element  in
the  XPath  expression,  the  name  of  the  element  is  used  (‘Envelope’,  ‘Body’,
‘PurchaseOrder’). Also note that the namespace that element resides in is also included
(‘SOAP-ENV’,  ‘po’).  If  namespaces were not used in the XML file,  then just the  element
name would be used.

XML namespaces are  used to categorise  elements  within  the  XML  file.  ‘SOAP-ENV’  and
‘po’ are called namespace prefixes, and they are  used in the name of  the XML elements
(such as SOAP-ENV:Envelope). If  an element resides in an XML namespace, then it must
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be used in the XPath expression, as shown in this example.

Notice  that  each  ‘PurchaseOrder’  XML  element  has  an  attribute  called  ‘Type’.  This  has
one of  two values, ‘1’  or ‘2’.  This value will  be  used  to  determine  our  ‘document  type’
field. The following XPath expression is used in Figure 371 to extract the document type:

@Type

Notice  that  this  XPath  expression  is  relative  to  the  document  root  we  have  already
defined.  This  means  that  for  each  document  root,  an  attribute  called  ‘Type’  will  be
looked for.

The above section described how to define the structure  of  a BizTalk XML file  using XML
document definitions. An example will now be provided for the same BizTalk XML file  on
how to extract fields from the XML file.

Figure 370 - BizTalk XML Fields

The above screenshot shows the ‘Fields’ tab of the BizTalk XML document definition. The
screenshot shows two fields,  ‘Originator’  and  ‘Recipient’,  which  will  be  extracted  from
the XML file.  Notice  that the  XPath  expressions  are  absolute  expressions,  as  they  start
with the root slash. This means that the same field will  be  extracted  for  each  purchase
order document. The following shows the XML where the values will  be  extracted from
using the XPath expressions:
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The following shows the result of analysing the BizTalk XML file  above. The screenshot is
from the File Analysis Dialog of the ODEX Enterprise Workstation:

Figure 371 - BizTalk XML File Analysis Dialog

Single Document Example2.3.9.5.2

Building on the BizTalk example above, the following is an example of a single-document
XML  file.  There  are  two  main  differences  between  this  example  and  the  previous
example:  Firstly,  the  entire  XML  file  is  an  XML  document,  rather  than  the  XML  file
containing  several  XML  documents.  Secondly,  the  ‘default  prefix’  field  is  used  and
explained.
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Figure 372 - Single Document XML Document Definition

The following shows the XML file  for  which  the  above  document  definition  is  defined.
Notice  that the  document  root  element  is  ‘Invoice’,  which  is  the  root  element  for  the
XML file also. Since the XML document is at the root of  the XML file,  the Document Root
has the following XPath expression:

/

A single ‘slash’ means the root of the XML file.
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Notice  that  a  ‘document  type’  was  also  specified.  This  is  important  in  this  scenario,
because without it any XML file  would match to  this  document  definition,  because  any
XML  file  has  a  document  root.  The  section  of  the  XML  file  that  is  retrieved  by  the
‘document type’ XPath expression is shown below:
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With the document  definition  on  its  own,  it  is  not  mandatory  that  the  document  type
must be contained within  the  document.  All  that  has  been  specified  is  the  location  to
retrieve the type from. To do so, the expected  value  must  be  profiled  against  the  XML
data definition:

Figure 373 - XML Data Definition

Notice that this data definition is linked to the document definition defined above, and
also that the extracted type value must be a value of  ‘CommercialInvoice’.  This ensures
that only an XML file containing this field and value will match to XML data and document
definition.

Returning to the XML document definition, notice  that ‘default prefix’  is set to ‘inv’.  The
reason for this is that the XML file  uses default namespaces. The following XML snippet
shows where the default namespace is defined in the XML file:
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Notice  the  highlighted  text  xmlns="rrn:org.xcbl:schemas/xcbl/v3_5/xcbl35.xsd".  We
know  this  is  a  default  namespace  because  it  does  not  define  a  prefix.  If  it  defined  a
prefix it would read xmlns:prefix="rrn:org.xcbl:schemas/xcbl/v3_5/xcbl35.xsd".

When  using  XPath  expressions,  a  prefix  must  always  be  used  if  namespaces  are  used
(even if the namespace is a default namespace without a prefix  defined in the XML file).
Therefore, in this case, the prefix  must  be  defined  on  the  GUI  and  then  used  in  XPath
expressions. As can be seen in Figure 374, the ‘default prefix’ is set to ‘inv’,  and then the
‘document type’ XPath expression then uses this prefix:

inv:Invoice/inv:InvoiceHeader/inv:InvoiceType

The important point to remember here is that if default namespaces are  used in the XML
file,  then your own default prefix  must  be  defined  on  the  GUI  and  then  used  in  XPath
expressions.

The following shows the result of  analysing the Single  XML file  above. The screenshot is
from the File Analysis Dialog of the ODEX Enterprise Workstation:
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Figure 374 - Single XML File Analysis Dialog

Add/Edit EDI Message2.3.9.6

The Message Definition – Overview page is shown below.

Figure 375 - EDI Message Definition Overview

Name - This field requires a name for the Message Definition. This name must be unique
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among your  other  Message  Definitions,  but  it  can  be  whatever  you  want  it  to  be.  The
name is a unique identifier, enabling you to recognise it easily when you want to use  this
Message Definition.

Description- You may provide a description of  the Message Definition in this field if  you
wish. The description is intended to help you remember what the Message Definition is
for.

Syntax- Use this field to select the syntax  of  messages to which you want to restrict this
Message Definition. If  all  your received  messages  use  the  same  syntax,  you  may  leave
this field set to <Any syntax>.

Type-  Use  this  field  to  specify  the  type  of  messages  to  be  handled  by  this  Message
Definition. Leave the field empty if you want this Message Definition to handle  all  types
of  messages.  The  name  you  type  in  here  must  correspond  to  the  message  type  as
defined by the standards body responsible for the message.

For  an  EDIFACT  message,  the  type  can  be  found  in  the  second  element  of  the  UNH
service segment. In the example below, the Type would be DELFOR:

UNH+123456+DELFOR:D:96A:UN:A09041+Ref+1'

For  a  VDA  message,  type  in  the  4-digit  name  of  the  message  e.g.  4905  for  a  Release
message, 4915 for a Call-Off message.

Version - This field is only applicable to EDIFACT and EDIFACT V4 messages. Use this field
to specify the version of  messages to be handled by this Message Definition. Leave  the
field  empty  if  you  want  this  Message  Definition  to  handle  all  message  versions.  The
version you type in here  must correspond  to  the  message  version  as  given  in  the  UNH
segment of the incoming message.

For example, for the following UNH segment, the Version would be D (highlighted)

UNH+123456+DELFOR:D:96A:UN:A09041+Ref+1'

Release- This field is only applicable to EDIFACT and EDIFACT V4 messages. Use this field
to specify the release code of messages to be handled by this Message Definition. Leave
the field empty if you want this Message Definition to handle  all  message release codes.
The release code you type in here  must correspond to the release code  as  given  in  the
UNH segment of the incoming message.

For example, for the following UNH segment, the Release would be 96A (highlighted)

UNH+123456+DELFOR:D:96A:UN:A09041+Ref+1'

Common access ref-  This field is only  applicable  to  EDIFACT  and  EDIFACT  V4 messages.
Use this field to specify the common access reference code of messages to be handled by
this Message  Definition.  Leave  the  field  empty  if  you  want  this  Message  Definition  to
handle all common access reference codes. The common access reference code you type
in  here  must  correspond  to  the  common  access  reference  code  as  given  in  the  UNH
segment of the incoming message.

For example, for the following UNH segment, the Common access reference code would
be A09041 (highlighted)

UNH+123456+DELFOR:D:96A:UN:A09041+Ref+1'

Association  Assigned  Code  -  This  field  is  only  applicable  to  EDIFACT  and  EDIFACT  V4
messages.  Use  this  field  to  specify  the  association  assigned  code  of  messages  to  be
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handled  by  this  Message  Definition.  Leave  the  field  empty  if  you  want  this  Message
Definition to  handle  all  association  assigned  codes.  The  association  assigned  code  you
type  in  here  must  correspond  to  the  association  assigned  code  as  given  in  the  UNH
segment of the incoming message.

For example,  for  the  following  UNH segment,  the  association  assigned  code  would  be
(highlighted)

UNH+123456+DELFOR:D:96A:UN:A09041+Ref+1'

Controlling Agency -  This field is only applicable  to  EDIFACT  and  EDIFACT  V4 messages.
Use  this  field  to  specify  the  controlling  agency  of  messages  to  be  handled  by  this
Message Definition. Leave the field empty if you want this Message Definition to handle
all controlling agencies. The controlling agency you type in here  must correspond to the
controlling agency as given in the UNH segment of the incoming message.

For  example,  for  the  following  UNH  segment,  the  controlling  agency  code  would  be
(highlighted)

UNH+123456+DELFOR:D:96A:UN:A09041+Ref+1'

Application ref  -  This field is only applicable  to EDIFACT and  EDIFACT  V4 messages.  Use
this field to specify the application reference of messages to be handled by this Message
Definition.  Leave  the  field  empty  if  you  want  this  Message  Definition  to  handle  all
application references. The application reference  you  type  in  here  must  correspond  to
the application reference as given in the UNB segment of the incoming message.

Live, Test, Both -  This field is only applicable  to EDIFACT and EDIFACT V4 messages  .Use
this field to specify the status of messages to be handled by this Message Definition. The
test indicator can be set to Live, Test or Both. The test indicator chosen here  must match
the test indicator in the UNB segment of the incoming message if this Message Definition
is to handle it.

Fields2.3.9.6.1

The message definition – Fields page is shown below:

Figure 376 - Fields Tab Page
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This page allows you to extract specific data to represent field  types  such  as  Document
number, eInvoice codes or custom fields.  If a file  matches the message definition, ODEX
Enterprise will attempt to extract the codes listed.

Field Type – The type of field that this will  extract data for. This links the field to a name
and a placeholder. Fields can also be added here.

Segment – The segment that is matched and where the value is found

Element and Sub-Element/  Start  and  End  position  –  This  denotes  where  to  extract  the
data from the specified segment.  In EDIFACT and X12 you can use the element and sub
element separators, other formats require the specification of a start and end position.

Add/Edit Field2.3.9.6.2

This  dialog  allows  you  to  add/edit  document  definition  fields  such  as  Originator,
Recipient, Invoice number, Document number.

Figure 377 - Add/Edit document definition field dialog

The following parameters can be specified or edited using the above dialog

Field Type – The type of field that this will  extract data for. This links the field to a name
and a placeholder. Fields can also be added here.

Segment – The segment that is matched and where the value is found

Element and Sub-Element/  Start  and  End  position  –  This  denotes  where  to  extract  the
data from the specified segment.  In EDIFACT and X12 you can use the element and sub
element separators, other formats require the specification of a start and end position

Mandatory – If  mandatory is true and  the  field  is  not  found  then  the  message  will  not
match this definition.

Qualification Data

Qualification data is available when using EDIFACT and X12 messages.
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Occurrence  indicates  which  instance  of  a  segment  to  take,  the  first  matching
segment or the last.

Set a Preceding Segment if  you only wish  to  match  this  segment  once  it  appears
after  another  segment  e.g.  Using  a  ‘UNS’  here  within  an  EDIFACT  message  to
ensure that only segments in the footer are examined.

Qualifiers can be defined to detail specific values that must appear at element and
sub-element values, allowing you to distinguish between different segments.

Add/Edit EDI Message Group2.3.9.7

The Message Definition Group – Overview page is shown below.

This page can be used to:

Create  a  message  group  in  which  you  can  include  new  or  existing  message
definitions

Add to an existing group any message definitions that you have already defined

Create new message definitions which will automatically be added to this group.

Adding a new  message  definition  here  is  just  the  same  as  adding  it  by  using  the  New
button  on  the  Data  Definitions  Actions  page  or  by  using  the  Add  button  on  the  Data
Definition list page.

Figure 378 - Message Definition Group Overview

Name - This field requires a name for the Message Definition Group. This name must be
unique among your other Message Definition Groups, but it can be whatever you want it
to be. The name is a unique identifier, enabling you to recognise it easily when you want
to use this Message Definition Group.

Description- You may provide a description of  the Message Definition Group in this field
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if you wish. The description is intended to help you remember what the Message Group
is for.

Message definitions in this group

This section shows a list of the message definitions that already belong to this group. An
empty list means  that  the  group  contains  no  message  definitions  yet.  This  section  has
four buttons:

Add – use this button to add existing message definitions to the group

Remove – use this button to remove message definitions from the group

New  –  use  this  button  to  create  a  new  message  definition  that  will  be  added
automatically to the group.  This  will  bring  up  the  Add  New  Message  Definition  dialog,
which  requires  the  same  information  as  the  Message  Definition  Overview  page,
described in the section entitled Add/Edit EDI Message.

Edit – use  this button to edit an existing message definition that  belongs  to  this  group.
This  will  bring  up  the  Edit  Message  Definition  dialog,  which  requires  the  same
information as the Message Definition Overview page, described in the section entitled
Add/Edit EDI Message.

Select message definition2.3.9.7.1

If  you click the Add button, you will  see  the dialog below (unless there  are  no message
definitions currently defined in your system).

Figure 379 - Select Message Definition

This dialog  will  contain  a  list  of  all  the  message  definitions  you  have  already  defined.
Select one or more of them and click OK to add them to this group.

Settings2.3.10

This section of the Workflow Administrator lets you configure the following settings

Document  Matching  -  this  section  allows  you  to  set  and  configure  rules  to  match
incoming messages to a specific type of document

Analysis -  this section allows you to set and  configure  automatic  analysis  when  a  file
requires analysis in order to match to a data definition during workflow processing.

Workflow Selectors -  this section allows you to configure  a default workflow  selector
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group used to match all files submitted for workflow processing.

Document Matching2.3.10.1

The  Document  matching  section  details  how  server  will  analyse  files  and  allows  the
extraction  of  data  from  specific  messages.   This  data  can  be  used  as  placeholders
throughout ODEX Enterprise.

Figure 380 - Document Definitions Tab Page

Document Definitions – These document definitions will be used by the analyser module
to extract document numbers, message-level originator and recipient codes as well  as e-
Invoice  fields.  It  is  also  possible  to  create  your  own  message  types  (EDI  or  Custom
document) and extract different codes from messages.

Custom  Fields  –  the  server  contains  several  system  fields  defined,  such  as  Document
number  and  a  selection  of  e-Invoice  fields.  It  is  also  possible  to  create  your  own  and
define a placeholder to use them throughout the workflow and in jobs.

Document definitions2.3.10.1.1

These document definitions  will  be  used  by  the  analyser  module  to  extract  document
numbers, message-level originator and recipient codes as well as e-Invoice fields. 

It  is  also  possible  to  create  your  own  message  types  (EDI  or  Custom  document)  and
extract different codes from messages.  

The document definitions list view appears like this
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Figure 381 - Document Definitions Tab Page

EDI/Non-EDI – EDI files (EDIFACT, TRADACOMS, X12 and VDA) are  parsed differently from
Custom documents. The switch allows you to show the different lists and prioritise  each
individually.

Add – Offers the ability to add an existing definition or create a new one.

Edit – Edit the currently selected definition

Remove – Removes the definition from the list,  the document definition will  remain  in
the system.

Priority – Modify the order in  which  document  definitions  are  examined.  Those  with  a
low number are matched first.

Custom Fields2.3.10.1.2

The server contains several  system fields,  such as Document number and a  selection  of
e-Invoice fields. 

It is also possible  to create  your own and define a placeholder  to  use  them  throughout
the workflow and in jobs.  

The custom fields list appear like this
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Figure 382 - Custom Fields tab page

You can choose from one of the following actions

Add – Allows the addition of  custom fields.  You may specify a name, description  and
placeholder value.

Edit – Edit an existing custom field.  You cannot edit system fields.

Delete – Remove a custom field.

To add a new custom field click the ‘Add’ button.

To edit a row that is already present in the view you can:

Double-click the row that you wish to edit

Select the row and click the ‘Edit’ button

It is not possible to edit system custom fields which are predefined in ODEX Enterprise.

Whichever  route  you  choose,  you  will  now  see  a  dialog  box  similar  to  the  following
example.
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Name – Custom field name used to identify that field in other parts of the system

Placeholder – Placeholder value assigned to that custom field  which  can  be  used
on the workflow to extract the value from the custom field. Placeholder has to be
in  the  specific  format  %DEF-XXXXX%,  where  XXXXX  is  any  name  specified  by  a
user.

Description – description of the custom field.

Analysis2.3.10.2

Automatic analysis is performed when a file requires analysis in order to be matched to a

data definition or a workflow selector during workflow processing or when a workflow

job requires analysis before the job can be executed.

Figure 383 - Settings - Analysis

The following options are available to configure automatic analysis:

Analysis type (EDI, Non-EDI, EDI and Non-EDI) - Specifies whether to perform file
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analysis for EDI files, non-EDI files or both.

Record eInvoices - If selected, detects e-Invoice messages and extracts them based on

the document definition rules.

Detect codes - Indicates whether messages should be analysed for codes which appear

in message-level segments or records, defined in the 'Document Matching' section.

Condense messages - If selected, messages of the same type will be saved as a single

message with an increased count. However, some message level information, such as

Document numbers, may be lost.

Update recipient company - If selected, and the Validate EDI codes or Location codes

options are also set, the recipient company of originator files will be updated based on

the results of the file analysis.

Validate EDI codes - Indicates whether or not the originator and destination EDI codes

will be validated against those profiled in the system.

Validate location - Indicates whether or not the originator and destination codes of a

Non-EDI file will be validated against location codes profiled in the system.

Ignore non-fatal EDI errors - If selected, the analysis will continue if non-fatal errors

are found in an EDI file. If it is not selected, analysis will fail on all EDI errors.

Write EDI errors to job log - If selected, any errors detected during EDI analysis will be

written to a job log.

For more information about the document matching settings visit Document Matching

section.

Workflow Selectors2.3.10.3

One or more workflow selector(s) can be grouped together into one workflow selector

group.

The default workflow selector group is used to determine the selector group that is used

to match all files submitted for workflow processing. 

By default, no workflow selector group is selected, which means that only non grouped

workflow selectors will be used to match to a workflow.

If default workflow selector group is selected, you can decide if you want to match

ungrouped workflow selectors by selecting 'Match ungrouped workflow selectors' tick

box.

If the 'Match ungrouped workflow selector' option is selected and system will not find

any match in the specified group, then it will search for a match using ungrouped

workflow selectors.

For more information about Workflow selectors, please visit Workflow Selectors section.
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Figure 384 - Settings - Workflow Selectors

Workflow Search2.3.11

The  workflow  search  allows  you  to  find  words  throughout  all  of  your  workflows.   All
parameters, except Boolean (true/false)  parameters are  searched on, including selected
entities such as Networks and Mailboxes.

Using the Workflow Search2.3.11.1

To  use  the  workflow  search  select  the  binocular  icon  on  the  left  hand  side  of  the
workflow view.  This screen will be shown:
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Typing a text into the search box will bring back a list of workflow jobs in the system that
matches your search term.  Searches will  be  performed on all  parameters of  a particular
job that  aren’t  ‘True’  or  ‘False’.  For  example  if  there  was  a  ‘Write  to  File’  job  and  the
filename contained  in  the  parameter  was  searched,  this  would  appear  in  the  list.  This
will  also  work  for  system  entities;  a  search  for  a  mailbox  name  will  list  where  it  is
referenced in ‘Make available’ and ‘Schedule’ jobs for example.

The search is also conducted on fields such as Workflow name, description and Job name
so  searching  for  ‘My  Company  –  originator  workflow’  will  return  all  the  jobs  in  this
workflow.  Types  of  fields  can  be  disabled  using  the  ‘Fields’  drop  down  if  they  are
confusing the search results.

Selecting  a  single  workflow  job  will  show  that  workflow  jobs  details  in  the  bottom
section of the view. This provides the same information about the parameters, input file,
return code actions and conditions that is shown in the workflow designer.

Clicking on ‘Edit workflow’ will  open the workflow that the  job  belongs  to  for  editing.  
Selecting multi-edit with when you have matched text or condition parameters will  bring
up the selected jobs for multi-editing.

Multi-Edit2.3.11.2

The  multi-edit  dialog  is  launched  from  the  workflow  search.   It  allows  the  selected
workflow jobs have parameters to be modified safely and quickly at the same time.  Only
parameters of  the text and condition type are  allowed to be modified in this  way.   The
multi-edit dialog is initially populated with the list of  selected jobs and the search term
used to find them:
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All  the  parameters  that  are  possible  to  edit  are  displayed  below.  The  check  boxes
indicate  that  the  workflow  job  will  be  edited  if  Replace  is  clicked,  similarly  if  the
parameters are unchecked then these will not be replaced.

It  is  possible  to  preview  changes  by  right  clicking  on  a  job  and  selecting  the  ‘Preview
replacement’ option.  This will show the expected changes that will be made to that job.

When Replace  is clicked then each job is loaded and modified  in  order.  The  results  are
directly  reported  to  the  dialog;  any  errors  are  indicated  by  a  red  cross  and  should  be
manually addressed using the workflow designer.
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Routing Table2.3.12

Through  the  routing  table,  ODEX  Enterprise  allows  you  to  choose  the  originator  and
destination mailboxes for a file, depending on characteristics of the file.

This  allows  files  to  be  received  from  one  trading  partner  and  forwarded  to  another
trading partner according to characteristics of the file.   It is also possible  to receive  a file
in one protocol and forward it using a different protocol.   

The routing table  does not only have to be used for files that have been received – it is
also possible to submit a file to the schedule job and change the originator or destination
using the routing table, based on the file details detected by the schedule job.

The  routing  table  consists  of  a  number  of  rows.  Each  row  contains  a  set  of  source  file
criteria and target file details.        

When a file  is processed using the routing table, the routing table  is searched  from  the
top for a row with source file  criteria that  matches  the  given  file.   If  a  matching  row  is
found, the target file details from the matching row are used to determine the originator
and destination mailbox that will be used when scheduling the file.

The routing table  is showing EDI Code (Originator,  Destination)  in  the  main  list  view  in
the form EDI Code: Qualifier:Routing Address.  If  there  is  no  Qualifier/Routing  Address,
then just the EDI Code will be displayed.

Configuring the Routing Table2.3.12.1

To view the routing table, select ‘File routing’ from the workflow administrator.

Figure 385 - File Routing - Actions

You  will  then  see  the  File  Routing  actions  view  on  the  right  hand  side.   To  view  the
routing table, click the ‘View’ button.  You will  then be presented with a page similar to
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the following:

Figure 386 - Routing Table

Each row in the routing table  is displayed on the page.   A  column  is  displayed  for  each
item of source file criteria and for each of the target file  details.   From here it is possible
to add, edit, delete or change the sequence of rows.

You can sort data on the list by clicking on any available  column. When data is sorted, up
and down buttons will be disabled to avoid issues with item's sequence on the list. 

To  enable  up  and  down  buttons,  you  need  to  sort  items  by  a  number  column  in  the
ascending order.

You have the option to show additional  columns using the  check  box:  'Show  Additional
Columns' in the bottom right corner of the table.

The optional columns include:

Source EDI Standard

Source File Encoding

Target File Encoding

Delimiters

Fixed 128 - <File Format> <Record Length>

Add/Edit Routing Entry2.3.12.1.1

To add a row to the routing table, click the ‘Add’ button, or press Ctrl + A.

If  you select a row  before  adding  the  new  row,  the  new  row  will  be  inserted  into  the
table after the row that you have selected.  If  you do not select a row, the new row will
be added to the end of the table.

To edit a row that is already present in the table you can:

Double-click the row that you wish to edit

Select the row and click the ‘Edit’ button

Select the row and press the Ctrl + E buttons

Whichever  route  you  choose,  you  will  now  see  a  dialog  box  similar  to  the  following
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example:

Figure 387 - Source File Matching Routing Entry

When adding a new  entry,  the  dialog  box  will  appear  exactly  as  above.  This  is  a  blank
routing table  entry,  which,  if  saved  in  its  current  state,  will  match  to  any  file.  For  this
reason, particular care must always be taken when configuring routes to ensure that they
pick up the correct files.

Once you have configured the routing  table  entry  to  your  requirements,  click  the  Save
button to save the entry and return to the routing table. You can click Cancel  at any time
to undo your changes and return to the routing table.

When a file  is processed using the routing table, the routing table  is searched  from  the
top  for  a  row  with  source  file  criteria  that  matches  the  given  file.  Therefore,  the
positioning of the routing table entry is very important.

The routing entry dialog is split into two separate tabs:

Source File Matching

Target File Details

The following describes each field in turn:

Source File Matching - This is the criteria used to determine if  a file  matches to a routing
table entry.

Description -  This field allows you to enter a meaningful  name for a routing  entry.   The
description  is  for  your  information  only  and  is  not  used  by  ODEX  Enterprise.  This  will
appear in the audit trail for any matching files.

Note: This is a shared text box and is also displayed on the 'Target File Details' tab.

Display names in drop-down lists – This check box allows you  to  choose  whether  fields
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relating to networks and mailboxes show a code only (e.g. SSID code for a network),  or a
name and a code.

Note: This is a shared check box and is also displayed on the 'Target File Details' tab.

Originator Network - Only files from the specified network will be matched to this route. 

This field allows you to restrict the files that a given routing table  entry picks up to those
that  originate  from  a  specific  network.  When  scheduling  a  file  that  has  been  received
from  a  trading  partner  in  this  manner,  the  originating  network  is  the  trading  partner
network from which the file was received.  For a file that was not received from a trading
partner  through  a  specified  communications  protocol,  the  originating  network  is  the
internal network from which the file is being scheduled.

The drop-down list contains an entry for every network defined in your ODEX Enterprise
system. 

The list contains:

The SSID of each OFTP network

The AS2 identifier of each AS2 network

The name of each FTP client and FTP server network

The local code of each SFTP server network.

The name of any email/SMTP network.

If  the default entry,  ‘All  Networks’,  is  selected,  the  row  will  act  on  files  that  originate
from any network.  To configure  the row to act only on files from a specific network you
may:

Select an entry from the drop-down list

Type in the SSID of an OFTP network

Type in the AS2 identifier of an AS2 network

Originator  and  Destination  Mailbox  -  Only  files  from  the  specified  mailbox  will  be
matched to this route.

These fields allow you to restrict the files that  this  routing  table  row  picks  up  to  those
that  originate  from  or  are  destined  to  a  specific  mailbox.  For  files  that  have  been
received  from  a  trading  partner  via  comms,  the  originating  mailbox  is  the  external
mailbox  through  which  the  file  was  received,  whilst  the  destination  mailbox  is  the
internal  mailbox to which the file  is addressed.  For files that were not received from  a
trading partner via comms, the originating mailbox is the mailbox from which the file  is
being scheduled, as determined by the schedule  job,  whilst  the  destination  mailbox  is
the external mailbox to which the file is being scheduled.

The drop-down list contains an entry for every mailbox defined in your ODEX Enterprise
system.  The list contains:

The SFID of each OFTP mailbox

The local code of each FTP client, FTP server, and SFTP server mailbox

Note that the concept of  mailboxes does not exist in  the  AS2 protocol,  and  instead,  an
AS2 identifier will be shown for each AS2 network.  Selecting an AS2 identifier will  have
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the same effect as selecting an AS2 network from the Originating Network list.

If the default entry, ‘All Mailboxes’, is selected, the row will  match to files that originate
from  any  mailbox.   To  configure  the  row  to  act  only  on  files  received  from  a  specific
mailbox, you may:

Select an entry from the drop-down list

Type in the SFID of an OFTP mailbox

Type in the local code of an FTP or SFTP mailbox

Originator/Destination  EDI  code  -  Only  files  containing  the  specified  EDI  code  will  be
matched to this route.

This field allows you to restrict the files on which this row acts,  to those with  a  specific
originating or  destination  EDI  code.  The  EDI  codes  are  determined  by  ODEX  Enterprise
when analysing a file.   It is therefore  necessary to  ensure  that  when  restricting  routing
table  rows  to  act  on  files  with  specific  EDI  codes,  that  the  files  being  processed  have
been analysed.

You can restrict the row to act on files with specific EDI codes by:

Selecting an EDI code from one of the lists

Typing an EDI code into one of the lists

EDI Codes that have been setup in the system will  appear in the drop down  lists.  If  the
EDI Code has a Qualifier and/or Routing Address set against it,  then these will  appear in
the  form  EDI  Code:Qualifier:Routing  Address.  If  there  is  no  Qualifier/Routing  Address,
then just the EDI Code will be displayed.

When manually entering an EDI code, the same logic applies. The Qualifier and  Routing
Address fields only need to be entered if  they are  required  for  the  specific  match.  The
following  combinations  of  EDI  Code  can  be  entered  manually  in  these  fields  of  the
routing table,

EDI Code

EDI Code:Qualifier

EDI Code:Qualifier:Routing Address

EDI Code::Routing Address

When  scheduling  a  file  using  the  routing  table,  ODEX  Enterprise  applies  the  following
rules when matching a row:

If the entry in the routing table  contains a Qualifier/Routing Address,  then the EDI
Code  in  the  file  MUST  contain  that  same  Qualifier/Routing  Address  in  order  to
match,

If the entry in the routing table does not contain a Qualifier/Routing Address,  then
the matching logic will  only check the EDI Code in the file,  ignoring the Qualifier/
Routing Address

File Name - Only files with the specified file name will be matched to this route.

This field is only applicable to OFTP, FTP, SFTP and email files.

For OFTP files, the file identification is the virtual file name.
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For FTP files, the file identification is the file name.  

For SFTP files, it is the full path and the  name of  the file  on the SFTP server. NOTE: If  a
specific file  name is required (ignoring the path),  then it is strongly  recommended  to
specify this field as follows: *\MyFileName -  Note the backslash  to  segregate  the  file
name from the server path.

For Email files, it is the name of the attachment.

For AS2 files, it is the subject of the file.

You can match to all file identifications by entering an asterisk (*) in this field.

Message Type - Only files with the specified message type will be  matched to this route,
e.g. DELFOR, DELJIT.

To match to all message types, enter an asterisk (*) in this field.

The  message  type  is  determined  by  ODEX  Enterprise  when  analysing  a  file.   It  is
therefore  necessary  to  ensure  that  when  restricting  routing  table  rows  to  act  on  files
containing a specific message type, that the files being processed have been analysed. 

Encoding  -  Only  files  with  the  specified  encoding  will  be  matched  to  this  route,  e.g.
ASCII, EBCDIC.

The encoding  is  determined  by  ODEX  Enterprise  when  analysing  a  file.   It  is  therefore
necessary to ensure that when restricting routing table  rows to act on files containing  a
specific encoding, that the files being processed have been analysed. 

EDI standard - Only files of the specified EDI standard type will  be  matched to this route,
e.g. VDA, EDIFACT.

The EDI standard is determined by ODEX Enterprise when analysing a file.   It is therefore
necessary to ensure that when restricting routing table  rows to act on files containing  a
specific EDI standard, that the files being processed have been analysed. 

Behaviour - When posting or scheduling a file using the routing table, the routing table  is
searched for an entry with matching source file criteria.

If the first row found has the 'accept' option set, the file will be posted/scheduled.

If  the  'reject'  option  is  set,  an  error  will  be  raised  and  the  file  will  not  be  posted/
scheduled.
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Figure 388 - Target File Details Routing Entry

Target File Details - The target file details are the changes made to a file  if  it matches the
source criteria of the routing table row.

Description - This field allows you to enter a meaningful name for this routing entry.  The
description  is  for  your  information  only  and  is  not  used  by  ODEX  Enterprise.  This  will
appear in the audit trail for any matching files.

Note: This is a shared text box and is also displayed on the 'Source File Matching' tab.

Display names in drop-down lists – This check box allows you  to  choose  whether  fields
relating to networks and mailboxes show a code only (e.g. SSID code for a network),  or a
name and a code.

Note: This is a shared check box and is also displayed on the 'Source File Matching' tab.

Originator and Destination Mailbox  -  When scheduling a file  using the routing table, if  a
matching  row  is  found,  the  file  will  be  scheduled  from  the  mailbox  selected  in  the
originator mailbox field to the mailbox selected in the destination mailbox field.

The  default  value,  ‘Use  received  file  details’,  means  the  originating  or  destination
mailbox of the file will not be changed.

You can select a value by:

Selecting an entry from the drop-down list

Typing the SFID of an OFTP mailbox

Typing the local code of an FTP or SFTP mailbox

Typing the AS2 identifier of an AS2 network

If an entry is selected from the list, the entries available in the destination mailbox drop-
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down list will be restricted to mailboxes of the same protocol.

Destination network – When scheduling a file using the routing table, if a matching row is
found, the file will be scheduled to the selected destination network.

The default value, ‘Use received file  details’,  means the destination network will  not be
changed.

File  name -  When scheduling a file  using the  routing  table,  if  a  matching  row  is  found,
entering a value in this field will change the file name of the file.  

For OFTP files, this allows the virtual filename to be changed.  

For FTP files, this allows the file name to be changed.  

This field is ignored when scheduling an AS2 file.

To  leave  the  name  of  the  file  as  the  default  value,  or  to  preserve  the  name  of  the
received file, enter an asterisk (*) in this field.

It  is  also  permitted  to  enter  placeholder  values  in  this  field.   For  more  details  on
placeholders, see the section entitled ‘Placeholders’.  

Encoding -  When  scheduling  a  file  using  the  routing  table,  if  a  matching  row  is  found,
entering a value in this field will change the encoding of the file.

The default value, 'Unchanged', means the file encoding will not be changed.

Delimiters  -  When  scheduling  an  EDI  file  using  the  routing  table,  if  a  matching  row  is
found, the value selected here will determine the delimiters used on the output file.

Use CRLF -  Each segment terminator will  be  followed by a carriage return and  line
feed.

Use LF - Each segment terminator will be followed by a line feed.

None  -  Each  segment  terminator  will  be  followed  immediately  by  the  next
segment, without any intervening whitespace.

Unchanged - Delimiters will not be changed. This is the default value.

File  format -  When scheduling a file  using the routing table, if  a matching row is  found,
the value in this field will change the OFTP File Format. E.g. Fixed, Unformatted.

The default value, 'Unchanged',  means the file  format specified in the schedule  job will
be used.

This doesn't change the structure  of  the  file,  only  how  the  structure  is  reported  to  the
recipient.

Note: This field has no effect on any communication protocol other than OFTP.

Record Length / Pad file end to fixed length -  When sending a file  as 'Fixed' or 'Variable'
format, the record length needs to be entered.

For 'Fixed' format files, the total file size needs to be a multiple of the record size.

The 'Pad file  end to  fixed  length'  check  box  adds  blank  space  to  the  end  of  the  file  to
ensure that this is the case.

Note: This field has no effect on any communication protocol other than OFTP.
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Using the Routing Table2.3.12.2

There are two different ways to configure the schedule job to use  the routing table.  The
first is to set a parameter on the schedule job.  The parameter ‘Routing Method’ must be
set to ‘Routing table’, as shown below.

Figure 389 - Schedule File Job using routing table method

When the job is configured in this way, the routing table  will  be  searched from  the  top
for  a  row  with  source  file  criteria  that  matches  that  of  the  file  being  scheduled.   If  a
matching row is found, the origin, destination and file  ID  (OFTP  virtual  filename  or  FTP
filename)  of  the  scheduled  file  will  be  set  according  to  the  target  file  details  of  the
routing table row.  If  no matching row is found, the file  will  be  scheduled without using
the routing table.

Another way to use the routing table  is to configure  an individual  mailbox or network to
use  the  routing  table.   Whether  the  mailbox  or  network  can  be  configured  to  use  the
routing table depends on the protocol.

When  receiving  or  sending  files  using  OFTP  or  FTP  the  originator  mailboxes  can  be
configured to pass files to the routing table.  The concept of  mailboxes does not exist in
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the AS2 protocol; it is therefore only possible to configure the network to use the routing
table.  For  more  information  on  configuring  OFTP  mailboxes,  see  the  section  entitled
‘OFTP  Mailbox’.   For  more  information  on  configuring  FTP  mailboxes,  see  the  section
entitled ‘FTP client Mailbox’.

If an external mailbox or network is configured to use the routing table, all  files received
through that mailbox or network that get passed to the schedule job will  be  routed using
the  routing  table.   If  an  internal  network  or  mailbox  is  configured  to  use  the  routing
table, all files scheduled from that network or mailbox would be routed using the routing
table.

When the originator mailbox or network settings dictate  that the routing table  must  be
used when sending files,  the routing  table  must  contain  a  matching  entry  for  each  file
submitted to the schedule  job.  If  no  matching  entry  is  found  in  the  routing  table,  this
will cause the schedule job to generate an error.

System Administrator2.4

Alerts2.4.1

Concepts2.4.1.1

The alerting system in ODEX Enterprise provides a means of sending alerts to a set of
recipients when certain system events occur. Such events include files being sent, files
being rejected and connection failures. 

These alerts are distinct from Event Actions because, unlike event actions, they provide
far more granular control of exactly when the alert is raised - by providing threshold
criteria for the number of events occurring, as well as being able to distinguish by a
number of different properties on each event (by company, network, mailbox, EDI code
and a few others). 

Depending upon the events being monitored, this can make them better placed to
monitor business processes rather than just the low level state of the server. Alerts could
be used to ensure a minimum number of files are sent and received each day, for
example. 

The alert messages themselves can be sent by email, or they can prompt an application
to be started on the server. It is also likely that future releases of ODEX Enterprise will
include more alert output types. Examples of future possibilities include iPhone push
notifications and SMS messages. 

Simple alerting
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Figure 390 - A simple scenario where a single event (a file being rejected) means that an alert is sent to a set of recipients

The simplest form of alerting that ODEX Enterprise  is capable of is sending an alert 
immediately in response to a given event happening once. As per the figure, if an event
happens and it meets company criteria (or other criteria) an alert can be sent directly to a
set of recipients. Every time the event happens, a separate alert will be sent to every
recipient.

This kind of alerting is useful for important yet infrequent events - such as rare failure
conditions like the above. But this approach quickly becomes annoying and
overwhelming to recipients if it is configured to monitor affirmative or 'normal' events -
such as every time a file is sent.

Time and quantity criteria

Figure 391 - A more involved scenario where an alert will only be generated under very specific conditions. Notice how
the alert in this example is not 1:1 with the quantity of events: A single alert is created for multiple events.

In order to make it possible to monitor more frequent events (such as file transfers), it is
not necessary to generate an alert for each occurrence of an event. Instead, an alert can
be sent when the count of events has exceeded a given threshold - perhaps only within a
given time span. The checks for these criteria also need not execute every time the
event occurs: Instead, the check can be set to occur periodically.
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The figure contains a typical example: instead of raising an alert for every file being sent,
instead we check every 60 minutes. If we're sent fewer than 5 files in the last 60 minutes,
we raise an alert. Hopefully with this example it is clear how this functionality is
differentiated from other functionality in ODEX Enterprise (such as event actions) - here,
the criteria in use makes the alert far more useful for monitoring business processes. 
You might, for example, set such an alert to ensure that you are always sending a given
number of files to a trading partner each day. 

Sending alerts2.4.1.1.1

The following sections outline  more advanced concepts related to sending alerts,  which
may be useful  to consider when using the feature  with a large  system  -  or  with  a  large
volume of recipients.

Retrying the sending of alerts

Figure 392 - An alert send being retried by scheduling it to occur in the future

It  is  almost  inevitable  that  under  some  conditions,  the  sending  of  the  alert  may  fail  -
likely for reasons beyond the  control  of  ODEX  Enterprise.  For  example,  if  the  server  is
experiencing  networking  problems,  perhaps  the  email  server  will  be  inaccessible.
Therefore, attempting to send important alerts via email may fail. 

At  some  level,  these  kinds  of  issues  are  unavoidable,  since  the  sending  of  alerts  is
naturally dependent on infrastructure outside of ODEX Enterprise itself.

To work around these issues, the alerting system includes a retry mechanism for alerts.  If
an alert fails to send it will be retried 10 minutes later. The alert will be retried 5 times in
this manner. If  the initial  attempt and all  5 retries  fail  (a  total  of  6 send  attempts),  the
alert  will  be  marked  as  failed  and  will  not  be  retried.  Note  that  all  of  the  intervals
mentioned are configurable: The retry interval  and the retry  count,  for  example.  These
can be configured in a way appropriate to your own needs.

Retries for recipients outside of hours 
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When specifying the interval for an alert, it is possible to stipulate what days of the week
it will  run -  for  example,  only  on  weekdays.  This  is  useful  if  certain  criteria  only  apply
during working hours or on days of the week when production occurs. 

In addition to this, recipients can also have alerting hours -  the range of  times during any
given day when they are  happy to receive  alerts from ODEX  Enterprise.  For  example,  it
may be inappropriate  to send alerts at 1AM in the morning -  so  a  recipient  may  specify
that he or she only wishes to receive alerts during the hours of 9AM to 5PM. 

If  the  alert  system  sends  an  alert  outside  of  these  hours,  it  will  not  actually  be
immediately sent - instead the alert will be put into a special retry mode and the sending
of the alert will be marked as 'Delayed until  recipient ready'.  Unlike  normal  alert retries,
the alert  will  actually  be  set  to  retry  at  the  beginning  of  the  recipient's  alerting  hours
(plus or minus a configurable number of minutes).

Alert type queue

Figure 393 - Alert send queue segregated by alert type

The alert system in ODEX Enterprise has been designed to tolerate potentially very heavy
loads - sending many alerts to possibly hundreds of recipients. To enable  the alerts to be
sent reliably at such a scale, a queue system is used for sending the alerts: Each alert type
(be  it,  email,  application  etc.)  has  its  own  queue  of  alerts  to  be  sent.  The  queue  is
continuously monitored and each alert is sent one-by-one.

This method of  organisation is important to note  because it can lead to scenarios which
affect performance and stability.  For example, if  the  ODEX  Enterprise  server  is  sending
an extremely large  volume  of  alerts,  but  keeps  accumulating  a  larger  backlog  of  alerts
due to be sent,  the queue is considered to be 'out of  control' -  it is  growing  faster  than
the  alerts  can  be  sent.  Scenarios  such  as  this  generally  do  not  occur:  But  they  are
important  to  consider  if  you  intend  to  schedule  many  different  alert  checks  at  small
intervals. 

It  is  also  important  to  note  that  such  scenarios  are  recognised  by  the  server,  and
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corresponding warning messages will be written to the ODEX Enterprise  server log.

Server restart

There may be times when the ODEX Enterprise server must be restarted or shut down for
a period of  time due to maintenance. If  this occurs then ODEX Enterprise  will  store  any
alert triggering events before it is shut down and will  begin processing them again when
it restarts.  For example, if  ODEX  Enterprise  is  set  to  email  an  alert  recipient  if  a  file  is
rejected by a trading partner and this occurs just before the server is shut down then the
email alert will be sent when the server starts back up.

If  alerts  are  configured  to  check  if  certain  events  do  or  do  not  happen  over  a  certain
period of  time (e.g. no connections in the past hour)  then this period includes any time
that the  server  was  shut  down.  For  example,  an  alert  stating  that  there  have  been  no
connections in the  past  hour  could  be  triggered  if  the  server  has  been  off  for  an  hour
(depending on when the alert schedule is set to check for this criteria).

Event types2.4.1.1.2

Please consult each of the sub-topics for the different events that can be intercepted by
the ODEX Enterprise alerting system

A file was rejected during a communications session by the remote party.  This could be
due to any number of  reasons such as the remote party not recognizing the  destination
to which the file has been addressed.

A  file  being  sent  to  you  has  been  rejected  by  ODEX  Enterprise,  this  could  be  for  any
number of reasons, such as the destination specified for the file not being recognized.

A file  sent by you has been acknowledged however the remote  party  has  not  accepted
the  file  has  been  transmitted  correctly,  this  may  be  for  any  number  of  reasons,  for
example because the remote party cannot decrypt the file.

A file  which you sent has been negatively  acknowledged,  this  means  the  remote  party
has acknowledged receipt of  the  file  but  believe  the  file  is  incorrect  in  some  way,  for
example the EDI may be badly formed.

These file acknowledgements normally occur in the form of X12 997 messages or EDIFACT
CONTROL messages.

An error has occurred whilst processing a file.   This could be for any number of  reasons,
for example  a  workflow  job  which  has  failed  because  the  input  file  is  in  the  incorrect
format.

This alert type allows you to be alerted if  the number of  inbound  connections  made  to
the server is outside of the configured value, within the configured time period.

This could be used to ensure you aren't receiving too many calls from a specific network.
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This alert type allows you to be alerted if  the number of  outbound connections made to
the server is outside of the configured value, within the configured time period.

This could be used to ensure you are making at least one call a day to a specific network.

This  alert  is  triggered  when  an  outbound  connection  fails,  so  that  you  can  be  quickly
alerted to the failure and promptly perform any required remedial action.

This alert is raised if a file has been scheduled and then not sent after the specified time
period has expired. 

Note  that  this  event  will  be  raised  if  a  file  is  scheduled  with  the  earliest  date  time
further in the future than the timeout for this event.

This alert is raised if a file has been scheduled to a trading partner and then has not been
sent after the specified time period has expired.

Note  that  this  event  will  be  raised  if  a  file  is  scheduled  with  the  earliest  date  time
further in the future than the timeout for this event.

After  a  file  has  been  sent  the  remote  party  needs  to  acknowledge  that  they  have
received  the  file.   If  this  acknowledgment  is  not  received  within  the  specified  time
period  then  the  alert  will  be  triggered,  allowing  you  to  promptly  investigate  why  the
acknowledgment has not been received.

After a file  has been sent,  files  can  be  functionally  acknowledged  (usually  with  an  X12
997  or  EDIFACT  CONTROL  message),  if  this  acknowledgement  is  not  received  in  the
specified time period then the alert will be raised.

This  alert  is  raised  when  the  specified  number  of  files  have  or  have  not  been  sent  or
received over a period of  time, for example  you may have to send a specific number of
files to a trading partner every day and wish to be alerted if  the incorrect number of  files
has not been sent.

Alert statuses2.4.1.1.3

This section lists all the possible statuses of an alert that has been sent to a recipient. The
status of  any  given  alert  can  be  seen  in  the  Alert  history  view  of  the  ODEX  Enterprise
Administrator

This status is never seen during normal  operation. Generally it implies that the  sending
of  the  alert  has  failed  or  is  not  operating  correctly  for  reasons  that  ODEX  Enterprise
cannot determine itself.

If this status is seen, it is highly recommend that the ODEX Enterprise  log be checked for
errors or warnings related to the alert or its recipient. In particular,  this status may imply
a problem reading data from the ODEX Enterprise database. 

Alerts in a pending state  have started to send, but it is unknown  whether  the  send  has
succeeded yet or not.

This status is often visible  when the ODEX Enterprise  server  is  waiting  for  a  timeout  to
elapse.  For  example,  an  e-mail  message  being  sent  via  an  e-mail  server  which  is  not
responding will be listed as 'Pending' until the connection to the e-mail server times out.
If the connection times out and the alert is not sent,  the alert will  be  marked as Retrying
or Failed. If it does eventually succeed, it will be marked as Sent. 

This status denotes that the alert has been successfully sent and no further work needs
to be performed. 
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Note that this status does not guarantee the  recipient  will  receive  the  alert.  Especially
when the sending of  the alert depends upon an external  service  (like  e-mail),  the  ODEX
Enterprise server has to assume that once the third party has the message to send, it will
successfully reach its destination. This of course may not be the case -  for example, if  an
e-mail server later bounces the message back with delivery failures. 

The ODEX Enterprise  server has attempted to send the alert a set number of  times, and
each attempt has failed. Therefore, no more retries will be performed for this alert.

An alert enters a 'Retrying' state if at least one attempt to send the alert has failed.

After entering this state, the alert will  be  retried a given number of  times  (with  a  time
interval in between each retry). 

If  a  set  number  of  retries  is  exceeded,  the  alert  changes  to  a  Failed  state,  and  retries
stop. 

An alert is marked as 'Delayed until recipient ready' if an attempt is made to send an alert
to the recipient, but the current time falls outside of their alerting hours.

In these circumstances, the alert will in fact not be sent. Instead, the sending of  the alert
will be automatically delayed (until  the  beginning of  the recipient's alerting period)  and
sent later. 

Sections2.4.1.2

This  reference  topic  details  all  of  the  actions  and  screens  available  from  the  Alerts
section of the ODEX Enterprise Administrator.

For  a  step-by-step  explanation  of  configuring  alerts,  please  consult  the  appropriate
section in the Administrator's guide. 

Figure 394 - The main alerts screen in the System section of the Administrator

New alert2.4.1.2.1
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Figure 395 - The overview tab displayed when adding a new alert. This empty screen is visible after having pressed 'New'
on the main alert screen.

Name - Customizable name for the alert. 

Type -  The type of  alert,  which  specifies  what  kinds  of  event  the  raising  of  the  alert
depends upon. Note that depending on the type specified, the alert may be raised for
the lack of a particular event occurring.

Message -  The message to be sent to recipients when  the  alert  is  raised.  The  ellipsis
button  to  the  right  allows  advanced  message  customization  (for  example,  adding
placeholders to the message text)

Associated  Company  -  The  company  that  the  alert  is  associated  with.  This  is  mostly
provided  to  make  it  simpler  when  filtering  recipients  and  alert  history  -  it  does  not
directly affect how the  alert  is  raised  or  how  it  behaves.  For  company  criteria  which
affects how the alert actually behaves, consult the Advanced tab. 

Enabled (checkbox)  -  whether  or  not  the  ODEX  Enterprise  server  will  raise  this  alert
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(and  send  it  to  recipients)  when  appropriate.  Disabling  an  alert  prevents  further
messages being sent to recipients. 

Some  alert  types  have  criteria  (based  on  a  quantity  and  a  time  period)  which  dictate
when the alert is raised. If  the alert type selected does not have any applicable  criteria,
the controls for all of the following will be disabled (and can be safely ignored).

Check for... - A threshold which will be checked for before  the alert will  be  raised. The
adjacent drop-down specifies the logic of  the  threshold  (Greater  than  /  Fewer  than).
What  the  threshold  actually  applies  to  depends  upon  the  alert  type  which  has  been
selected. The text on the far right  of  the  row  explains  what  the  threshold  applies  to
(typically a quantity of files or connections)

In the last...  -  The time period within which the threshold  (above)  must  be  met.  This
row is made up of  a specifiable  quantity followed by a drop-down which sets the unit
of  time. For example, a value of  '4' can be  entered,  and  the  drop-down  can  stipulate
minutes/hours/days. 

Direction - Where applicable, this drop-down stipulates whether the alert is raised for
files being sent or received. If the alert type has no meaningful  'direction' to speak of,
this control will be disabled and can be safely ignored

Advanced (button)  -  Navigates  to  the  Advanced  tab  so  that  advanced  criteria  can  be
specified. 

The  recipient  list  displays  all  the  recipients  already  configured  in  the  system.  The
checkbox on the left of the list can be used to select a recipient for inclusion in the alert. 

Add - Add a new recipient to the system. Displays the new recipient dialog

Edit - Modifies the selected recipient. Again, does so via the recipient dialog

Delete - Deletes the recipient from the system so that it cannot be used in this alert or
any  other.  To  de-select  the  recipient  from  inclusion  in  the  current  alert,  use  the
checkbox to the left of it to include/exclude it.
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Figure 396 - The controls visible when adding a new recipient to an alert

Name - the name of the recipient. For reference and auditing purposes only (does not
affect how the alert is actually sent)

Type  -  the  type  of  alert  that  will  be  sent  to  the  recipient  -  for  example,  an  e-mail
message.

User -  the user in the system to which  this  recipient  relates.  This  is  specified  so  that
some  details  are  extracted  automatically  from  what  ODEX  Enterprise  already  knows
about  the  user.  For  example,  in  the  case  of  e-mail  recipients,  ODEX  Enterprise  may
already  have  the  e-mail  of  the  user  in  question.  Note  that  this  drop-down  may  be
disabled (and safely ignored) if not applicable to the alert type. 

Address -  the address appropriate  to the type of  alert being sent.  For  example,  an  e-
mail address or perhaps a mobile phone number for SMS messages etc.

Command line  -  This field is used for application recipients,  where the command line
arguments that will be executed can be specified. Note that this field may be disabled
(and safely ignored) if not applicable to the alert type. 

Time period - the beginning and end of  the time periods during which the recipient is
happy to receive alert messages. Defaults to the entire day (00:00:00 until 23:59:59)

The controls of the Advanced criteria tab specify the advanced criteria of  the alert.   Only
events  satisfying  the  criteria  set  here  will  cause  the  alert  to  be  raised  and  sent  to  its
recipients (in addition to any criteria on the Overview tab). This tab is  also  available  by
clicking the Advanced button from the criteria section of the Overview tab.
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Figure 397 - The advanced criteria tab

Originator  -  the  originating  company  to  filter  by.  The  right  of  the  drop-down  is
followed  by  a  'Find'  button  which  can  be  clicked  to  perform  a  visual  look-up  of  the
filter value.

Originator network - the originating network to filter by. The right of  the drop-down is
followed  by  a  'Find'  button  which  can  be  clicked  to  perform  a  visual  look-up  of  the
filter value.

Originator mailbox - the originating mailbox to filter by. The right of  the drop-down is
followed  by  a  'Find'  button  which  can  be  clicked  to  perform  a  visual  look-up  of  the
filter value.

Originator EDI code - the originating EDI code to filter by. The right of  the drop-down is
followed  by  a  'Find'  button  which  can  be  clicked  to  perform  a  visual  look-up  of  the
filter value.

Recipient -  the recipient company to filter by. The right of  the drop-down is followed
by a 'Find' button which can be clicked to perform a visual look-up of the filter value.

Recipient network -  the recipient network to  filter  by.  The  right  of  the  drop-down  is
followed  by  a  'Find'  button  which  can  be  clicked  to  perform  a  visual  look-up  of  the
filter value.

Recipient mailbox -  the  recipient  mailbox  to  filter  by.  The  right  of  the  drop-down  is
followed  by  a  'Find'  button  which  can  be  clicked  to  perform  a  visual  look-up  of  the
filter value.

Recipient EDI code -  the recipient EDI code to filter by. The right  of  the  drop-down  is
followed  by  a  'Find'  button  which  can  be  clicked  to  perform  a  visual  look-up  of  the
filter value.

Message type - the name of the message type to filter by

Error type -  the text of  the  error  to  filter  by  (this  may  be  of  particular  use  when  the
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alert intercepts workflow errors) 

The  scheduling  tab  (which  is  visible  and  applicable  only  to  specific  alert  types)  allows
very strict timing rules to be applied to when the criteria of an alert are checked.

Figure 398 - The alert schedule tab

Check every... - time value followed by a unit (seconds/minutes/hours/days). Specifies
how  frequently  the  criteria  of  the  alert  should  be  checked.  If  the  alert  is  based  on
criteria, the frequency of the checks affects how frequently the alert can be raised (e.g.
specifying '4 days' here  means that the alert can be raised at a minimum frequency of
every 4 days - assuming the criteria are met).

Starting... - alerts can be optionally configured to start checking only at a specific time
in the future. This is done by specifying the time and date  (the adjacent  controls).  As
mentioned  above,  alerts  based  on  criteria  will  only  be  raised  as  frequently  as  their
checks occur -  so by scheduling to start in the  future,  the  alert  cannot  ever  be  raised
until at/after that time. By default all alert checks start 'now'.

Between... - the times between which the alert check can be performed. The check of
the alert's criteria will only be performed during these times.

On... - the days of the week during which the alert check can be performed. The check
of the alert's criteria will only be performed on these days of the week. 

Alerts list2.4.1.2.2

The alerts list tab displays all  the  alerts currently configured in the system, filterable  by
their assigned company.
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Figure 399 - List of alerts visible on the Alerts list tab

Select company... - filter the alert list by which company the alerts are  associated with.
The adjacent 'Find' button allows visual lookup of the company to filter by

List - the list in the centre of the screen displays all of the alerts including the the name
of the alert,  the company with which they are  associated, the intended  recipient  and
whether or not the alert is active. 

Add - add a new alert. Creates the alert and navigates automatically to the Overview of
the alert so that it can be edited

Edit - edit the configuration of the alert that is currently selected in the list

Delete - delete the alert which is currently selected in the list

Refresh - refresh the list to reflect any changes which may have occurred outside of the
current machine (e.g. changes by other users)

Alert history2.4.1.2.3

The  alert  history  tab  displays  all  alerts  which  have  been  raised.  The  list  displays
information  on  the  intended  recipient  and  whether  or  not  the  alert  has  successfully
reached the recipient.
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Figure 400 - the alert history tab, displaying the list of all alerts which have occurred in the last day (the default view)

Select company...  -  filter  the  history  list  by  which  company  the  alerts  are  associated
with. The adjacent 'Find' button allows visual lookup of the company to filter by.

Alerts raised... - allows a time filter to be specified for what is shown in the list.  This is
made up of a drop-down unit and a value. For example, you may select 'Last n days' and
'4' to display all history for the last 4 days. 

Filter button - applies the selected filter options (company and time period). This must
be pressed before the selected options come into effect. 

Refresh -  retains the current filter options and refreshes the list  to  keep  up  with  any
new alerts which may have been raised. 

Recipients2.4.1.2.4

The recipients tab displays the list of  all  available  recipients in the system, filterable  by
company. Recipients can also be added, edited and deleted from this screen.
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Figure 401 - The recipients tab displaying the list of all configured recipients in the system

Select  company...  -  filter  the  recipient  list  by  which  company  the  recipients  are
associated  with.  The  adjacent  'Find'  button  allows  visual  lookup  of  the  company  to
filter by

List - the list in the centre  of  the screen displays all  of  the recipients configured in the
system for the current company. The list details include the the name of  the recipient,
the company with which they are associated, type (alert send method)  as well  as their
address (where applicable).

Add - add a new recipient. Opens the new recipient dialog to edit the attributes of  the
recipient being added.

Edit - edit the information associated with the recipient which is currently selected in
the list

Delete - delete the recipient which is currently selected in the list

Refresh - refresh the list to reflect any changes which may have occurred outside of the
current machine (e.g. changes by other users)

Back Office Systems2.4.2

This section of  the System Administrator allows you to view, add and edit details of  the
back office systems used by ODEX Enterprise.

Click on the name Back Office Systems in the Navigation Panel to see the default page for
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the  Back  Office  Systems  section,  as  shown  below.  This  is  the  Back  Office  Systems  –
Actions page.

Figure 402 - Back Office Systems

The  Back  Office  Systems  section  allows  you  to  add,  view  and  edit  details  of  the  back
office systems used by ODEX Enterprise.

There are  two page tabs on the Information Panel  (Actions and Back  Office  System  list)
and two buttons, labelled New and View. The New button allows you to add details of  a
new back office system. The View button allows you to see a list of  all  the  existing back
office systems, from where you can edit their details,  add new entries or delete  existing
entries.

Viewing all your back office systems2.4.2.1

To see a list of  all  the  back office  systems currently defined in ODEX Enterprise, you can
either click the View button on the Back Office  Systems – Actions page or click the Back
Office System list tab. Both have the same result, as in the example below.
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Figure 403 - Back Office System list

The Information Panel  now shows the Back Office  System list page.  This  is  divided  into
three columns, showing the Back Office System Name, its description and its type.

The actions that can be taken from this page are as follows:

Add - New back office system details may be added to the list by using the Add button. If
this button is clicked, it will bring up the set of pages described below under the heading
"Adding/Editing SAP Back Office Systems".

Edit - You may edit the details of existing back office  systems by using the Edit button. If
this button is clicked, it will  bring up the same set of  pages  described  below  under  the
heading "Adding/Editing SAP Back Office Systems".

Delete  -  To delete  a back office  system from the list,  highlight the line  that you wish to
delete,  then  click  on  the  Delete  button.  ODEX  Enterprise  will  bring  up  a  dialog  box,
asking if you are sure you want to delete  the selected items. This is to safeguard against
accidentally deleting the wrong item. Click Yes to delete  or No to keep  the  item  in  the
list.

Refresh - Click this button to refresh the details on this page, for example if you have just
made some changes which have not yet appeared on this page.

Adding/Editing SAP Back Office Systems2.4.2.2

To add details of  a new SAP back office  system, click the New button on the Back Office
Systems – Actions page. You can also add a new SAP back office  system by clicking on the
Add button on the Back Office System list page of the Back Office Systems section.

To edit an existing SAP back office  system, open the Back Office  System list page, select
the back office system to be edited, and click the Edit button. Alternatively,  double-click
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on the SAP Back Office Systems node in the tree view, then click once on the back office
system to be edited.

Whichever  route  you  choose,  you  will  be  presented  with  the  following  set  of  pages,
enabling you to add or edit details of a back office system.

SAP Back Office System - Overview2.4.2.2.1

The  Overview  page  is  where  you  must  provide  a  name  for  the  new  SAP  back  office
system. The Overview page looks like the example below.

Figure 404 - SAP system Overview

Name - This field requires a name for the SAP back office system, as you will  refer to it in
ODEX Enterprise.

Description - You may provide a description for the SAP back office  system in this field if
you wish.

Connection  type  -  Select  the  type  of  connection  which  will  be  used  to  exchange  data
with  the  SAP  system.  startRFC  is  a  connection  type  which  utilises  the  SAP  provided
command line application 'startRFC.exe' to exchange IDocs and tRFC is a more integrated
connection type which allows ODEX Enterprise  to maintain a TCP/IP connection with the
SAP system.

SAP Back Office System - startRFC2.4.2.2.2

The startRFC page is where you must provide the main details of the new SAP back office
system  which  uses  the  startRFC  connection  type.  The  startRFC  page  looks  like  the
example below.
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Figure 405 - SAP system startRFC

SAP ID - A 3-character identifier assigned to your SAP instance. You can determine this by
looking at the status bar on your SAP screen.

System number -  A 2-digit system number. Use the SAP transaction SM51 to display  the
application servers. The last two digits in the application server name provide the value
for the system number.

Port - The name of the port within the SAP system to which files will  be  passed. The port
name may be up to 10 characters long.

Client - The name of the SAP client.

Username  -  The ID used to log on to the SAP system. This user  should  be  a  background
user or a CPI-C user, and should have SAPALL permission.

Password - The password for the logon ID used to logon to the system.

Language - The language of the logon ID.

Application server -  The server to which the user will  log on, in order to  connect  to  the
SAP system.

'Startrfc' directory - The directory in which the 'startrfc' program is held.

Filename prefix - The prefix to be attached to files that are submitted to SAP.

Trace - If you select this tickbox, a trace file  named dev_rfc will  be  created in the current
directory.

Use 'startrfc' - Select this tickbox to use the 'startrfc' command with the SAP system. This
is  the  default  option.  (Startrfc  is  a  generic  program  supplied  by  SAP,  which  is  used  to
trigger the SAP system from the EDI subsystem i.e. ODEX Enterprise in this case).

If  you  deselect  this  tickbox,  all  other  fields  on  this  page  will  be  disabled,  with  the
exception of the 'Alternative command line' field below.

Alternative  command  line  -  This  field  will  only  be  enabled  if  you  deselect  the  'Use
startrfc' tickbox. You must provide the full  directory filepath of  the .exe or batch file  (or
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other means)  to be used instead of  startrfc,  together  with  any  switches,  arguments  etc
that are required.

SAP Back Office System - tRFC2.4.2.2.3

The tRFC page is where you must  provide  the  main  details  of  the  new  SAP  back  office
system  which  uses  the  tRFC  connection  type..  The  tRFC  page  looks  like  the  example
below.

Figure 406 - SAP system tRFC

Client number - The SAP system client number. The value for this field is contained in the
MANDT field of the EDI_DC control record.

System number -  A 2-digit system number. Use the SAP transaction SM51 to display  the
application servers. The last two digits in the application server name provide the value
for the system number.

Server  host  -  The  server  to  which  the  user  will  log  on,  in  order  to  connect  to  the  SAP
system.  Use  SM51;  the  first  part  of  the  field  separated  by  underscores  represents  the
application server.

Language - The language of the logon ID. (e.g. EN).

User Id - The ID used to log on to the SAP system.

Password - The password for the logon ID used to logon to the system.

Trace - If you select this tickbox, a trace file named dev_nco_rfc.log will  be  created in the
current directory.

Router string -  If  the  connection needs to  be  made  through  a  firewall  via  a  SAPRouter,
specify the SAPRouter parameters here. This should be a list of  host names  and  service
names / port numbers in the following format: /H/hostname/S/portnumber.

Receive Idocs - Check this tick box if you wish to receive IDocs from the SAP system.

Gateway host - The hostname of the gateway at which you want to register. Needs to be
the same as defined in  SM59 (if  the  RFC  destination  defines  an  explicit  gateway).  This
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field  can  also  use  the  same  format  as  the  router  string   with  a  list  of  host  names  and
service names / port numbers in the following format: /H/hostname/S/portnumber.

Gateway  service  -  The  service  name  (as  defined  in  etc/services)  or  the  port  number
under which the gateway is listening. (e.g. sapgw00 – sapgw99, 3300 - 3399).

Program Id - The RFC destination’s program ID as defined in SM59.

Server  status  -  The  current  status  of  the  Idoc   server.  The  active  state  is  'Running',  if
'Broken'  is  shown  the  Idoc  server  will  retry  the  connection  and  try  to  re-establish  the
running state are periodic intervals.

SAP Back Office System - Advanced2.4.2.2.4

The Advanced page is where you provide the details of how IDocs and status records will
be exported to your SAP system. The Advanced page looks like the example below.

Figure 407 - SAP system Advanced

startRFC IDoc export details -  This section allows you to  control  the  way  in  which  IDocs
are exported to your SAP system when using the startRFC connection type.

IDoc directory - The directory in which the IDocs will be placed for exporting to the SAP
system.

Status records directory -  The directory in which the  status  records  will  be  placed  for
exporting to the SAP system.

Number of IDocs to accumulate before exporting - This field allows you to specify how
many  IDocs  you  want  to  accumulate  before  exporting  them.  This  is  simply  a  way  to
make the exporting of IDocs as efficient as possible, by sending several at once.

Minutes to wait before exporting IDocs -  This field works in conjunction with the field
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above. If there are any IDocs that have not been exported after the number of  minutes
specified, then they will  be  sent even if  the  "Number  of  IDocs  to  accumulate  before
exporting" has not been reached.

Number  of  seconds  to  wait  for  IDocs  to  be  exported  -  This  field  provides  a  way  of
checking that IDocs and status records have been exported successfully, since SAP does
not give any indication whether files have been received. Thirty seconds is the default
value for both types of file. After this time, if a file  has not been exported successfully
(i.e. it is still in the export directory), an error condition will be triggered.

startRFC  and  tRFC  IDoc  status  updates  -  This  section  allows  you  to  control  the  way  in
which status records are exported to your SAP system.

Status  records  directory  -  The  directory  in  which  the  status  records  will  be  placed
before exporting to the SAP system.

Number  of  status  records  to  accumulate  before  exporting  -  This  field  allows  you  to
specify how many status records you want to accumulate  before  exporting them. This
is  simply  a  way  to  make  the  exporting  of  status  records  as  efficient  as  possible,  by
sending several at once.

Minutes to wait before exporting status records -  This field works in conjunction with
the field above. If  there  are  any status records that have not been exported after  the
number  of  minutes  specified,  then  they  will  be  sent  even  if  the  "Number  of  status
records to accumulate before exporting" has not been reached.

Idoc Status code enablement -  This section  allows  you  to  choose  which  types  of  status
records are  to be transmitted  to  the  SAP  system.  By  default,  all  are  selected.  You  may
deselect any that are not required by your SAP system. Their meanings are as follows:

Submitted  –  the  IDoc  has  arrived  in  the  ODEX  Enterprise  system  (i.e.  the  SAP
(Associate) job has completed)

Mapped – the SAP IDoc has been successfully mapped (using Xe) into an EDI message

Analysed – the IDoc file received from SAP has been analysed

Scheduled – the EDI message has been scheduled to the trading partner

Transmitted – the EDI message has been sent to the trading partner

Acknowledged – a communications protocol  acknowledgment (e.g. EERP for OFTP)  has
been received from the trading partner  to  whom  an  EDI  message  (originating  from  a
SAP IDoc) was sent

Retransmitted  – the  EDI  message  has  been  sent  to  the  trading  partner  following  a
previous failure in transmission

Idoc  Status  code  value  -  This  section  allows  you  to  choose  the  values  for  each  of  the
configured status record events. Each event type has 2 values, the  first  being  the  value
which will  be  used following the  success  of  the  event  and  the  second  being  the  value
which will be used upon failure of the event.
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Selecting a type of MQ Back Office System2.4.2.3

Within  ODEX  Enterprise  there  are  two  types  of  MQ  Back  Office.   The  simpler  single-
queue  MQ  system  is  suitable  for  those  that  only  require  the  use  of  one  Queue  on  a
Queue Manager.  Additionally the single-queue system polls the queue at the interval  of
the  users  choosing  whereas  the  Advanced  MQ  system  listens  permanently  for  new
messages.   If  your  system  is  high  throughput  you  are  strongly  encouraged  to  use  the
Advanced MQ Back Office system.

Adding/Editing MQ Back Office Systems2.4.2.4

To add details of  a new MQ back office  system, click the New button on the Back Office
Systems – Actions page. You can also add a new MQ back office  system by clicking on the
Add button on the Back Office System list page of the Back Office Systems section.

To edit an existing MQ back office  system, open the Back Office  System list page, select
the back office system to be edited, and click the Edit button. Alternatively,  double-click
on the MQ Back Office Systems node in the tree view, then click once on the back office
system to be edited.

Whichever  route  you  choose,  you  will  be  presented  with  the  following  set  of  pages,
enabling you to add or edit details of a back office system.

MQ Back Office System - Overview2.4.2.4.1

The settings here  are  the settings of  the queue you wish to poll/write  to. If  you  do  not
know these settings you will need to contact your System Administrator. 

The  Overview  page  is  where  you  must  provide  a  name  for  the  new  MQ  back  office
system. The Overview page looks like the example below.

Figure 408 - MQ system Overview

Name - This field requires a name for the MQ back office system, as you will  refer to it in
ODEX Enterprise.

Description - You may provide a description for the MQ back office  system in this field if
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you wish.

Queue - This is the name of the queue that you wish to use.

Queue Manager -  This is the name of  the queue manager  that  manages  the  queue  you
have selected.

Channel - This is the name of the channel that establishes the link to the queue manager.

IP Address - This is the IP address of the machine that maintains the queue.

Port - This field is the port that the machine maintaining the queue is listening on. If  no
value is entered, this defaults to 1414.

Adding/Editing Advanced MQ Back Office Systems2.4.2.5

To add details of  a new Advanced MQ back  office  system,  click  the  New  button  on  the
Back Office  Systems  –  Actions  page.  You  can  also  add  a  new  Advanced  MQ  back  office
system  by  clicking  on  the  Add  button  on  the  Back  Office  System  list  page  of  the  Back
Office Systems section.

To edit an  existing  Advanced  MQ  back  office  system,  open  the  Back  Office  System  list
page, select the back office system to be edited, and click the Edit button. Alternatively,
double-click on the Advanced MQ Back Office  Systems node in the tree view, then click
once on the back office system to be edited.

Whichever  route  you  choose,  you  will  be  presented  with  the  following  set  of  pages,
enabling you to add or edit details of a back office system.

Advanced MQ Back Office System - Overview2.4.2.5.1

The Advanced MQ Overview represents the settings of  the Queue Manager you wish to
connect to.  There is also the option to specify a default inbound and outbound queues
on the queue manager.  Further inbound and outbound queues can be added by clicking
on the ‘Queues’ tab.
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Figure 409 - Advanced MQ system Overview

Name - This field requires a name for the MQ back office system, as you will  refer to it in
ODEX Enterprise.

Description - You may provide a description for the MQ back office  system in this field if
you wish.

Queue Manager -  This is the name of  the queue manager  that  manages  the  queue  you
have selected.

Channel - This is the name of the channel that establishes the link to the queue manager.

IP Address - This is the IP address of the machine that maintains the queue.

Port - This field is the port that the machine maintaining the queue is listening on. If  no
value is entered, this defaults to 1414.

Inbound Queue - This is the name of the default inbound queue that you wish to connect
to.  In  order  to  listen  to  an  MQ  queue  you  must  have  profiled  an  MQ  Data  Source
(described in the section ‘Add/Edit MQ data source’).   Selecting the enable  button after
this back office system is saved will cause it to connect to the MQ Queue.

Outbound Queue - This is the name of the default outbound queue that you wish to use.
 To  send  messages  to  this  queue  add  the  ‘Write  to  MQ  Message  Queue’  job  to  a
workflow.

Advanced MQ Back Office System - Queues2.4.2.5.2

An  Advanced  MQ  System  can  support  multiple  queues  on  a  single  Queue  Manager
connection.  Default queues can also be edited here and they are highlighted in blue.
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Inbound Queues

Once an inbound queue has been created and set up with an MQ Data Source (described
in  the  section  ‘Add/Edit  MQ  data  source’)  it  can  be  enabled  using  the  ‘Enable’  toggle.
ODEX Enterprise  will  persistently  listen  on  the  queue  for  any  new  messages.   When  a
message is placed on the queue, ODEX Enterprise  will  add the message to the workflow
specified in the Data Source profile.

Selector statements may be defined against inbound queues. Selector statements can be
used to limit the messages delivered from a queue. A selector is a variable-length string
containing and SQL92 query based on the properties of  the MQ message. Selectors  may
use:

String literals – colour = ‘blue’

Byte strings – myBytes <> “0x0AFC23”

Numeric values – NoItemsInStock > 20

Boolean literals – AcctDetails = TRUE

Composite expressions –

(colour = ‘BLUE’ OR colour = ‘GREEN’) AND weight > 2500

Outbound Queues

There are two types of outbound queues that can be created:

Persistent – The queue connection is established when ‘enabled’. This reduces the
time to send a file and is recommended for high throughput systems.
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On demand – The queue connection is created every time a file  is to be written to
the queue.  This can take longer but is preferable when throughput is low.

In order to send a file to an outbound queue, add the ‘Write  to MQ Message Queue’ job
onto your  workflow  or  set  up  the  relevant  event  action.   The  queue  must  be  enabled
using the ‘Enable’ toggle.

Certificates2.4.3

The Certificates area comprises – Global  Certificates, Trusted-service  Status Lists,  Global
Policy, and Trusted-service List Configuration pages, as shown below.

Figure 410 - Certificates

Certificates2.4.3.1

The Certificates page allows you to manage certificates in the ODEX Enterprise  certificate
store for use in communications. The page looks like the example below.
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Figure 411 - Certificates – Global Certificates

This  page  is  divided  into  a  list  of  all  certificates  in  the  ODEX  Enterprise  store  and  a
collection of buttons for performing actions with certificates.

Use the Add button to add a new certificate  into the ODEX Enterprise  store. You will  be
presented with the following sub-options:

Import certificates from a file on disk – see ‘Import certificate from file’

Import  certificates  from  the  windows  certificate  store  –  see  ‘Import  certificate
from windows’

Create  a  new  self-signed  certificate  in  the  ODEX  Enterprise  store  –  see  ‘Create
Certificate Dialog’

Register identification data for a certificate  you  are  expecting  to  receive  through
certificate exchange – see ‘Register Identification Data’

Use  the  Edit  button  to  change  the  status  of  a  selected  imported  certificate  or  adjust
identification data of an expected certificate.

The Filter button  may  be  used  to  filter  the  list  of  certificates  on  chosen  criteria  based
upon the currently selected certificate in the view.

Filter  by  Type  will  filter  certificates  on  the  Type  column  in  the  view  for  the
currently selected certificate

Use the Issue Request button to send out a  request  to  your  trading  partner(s)  for  their
certificates.  Ensure  you  have  registered  the  identification  data  of  their  certificates
before choosing this option. Your own certificates may also be sent to them so make sure
they are ready to receive them.
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Import certificate from file2.4.3.1.1

The import certificate  dialog allows you to import a certificate  from a file  into the ODEX
Enterprise  certificate  store.  It  is  possible  to  import  certificates  in  any  of  the  following
formats,

PFX: Personal Information Exchange – PKCS#12

P7B: Cryptographic Message System – PKCS#7

CER/PEM: Encoded X.509 Certificate

The following dialog allows you to perform the certificate import,

Figure 412 - Certificates – Import file certificate

If  you  know  the  path  of  the  certificate  file  you  wish  to  import,  then  type  it  into  the
Certificate file  field. If  you prefer to browse  for  the  file  on  disk,  then  click  the  Browse
button.

Once you have selected a certificate  file,  the certificate  dropdown list will  be  populated
with a list of  certificates that the file  contains (in most cases a certificate  file  contains a
single  certificate,  but  sometimes  it  contains  more).  Use  the  dropdown  arrow  to  select
the certificate you want from that file. Any properties of that certificate will be  displayed
in the Properties section.

Click the Import button to complete the import process.

Import certificate from windows2.4.3.1.2

The select certificate  dialog  allows  you  to  select  a  certificate  from  Windows  to  import
into the ODEX Enterprise certificate store.
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Figure 413 - Certificates – Import windows certificate

Use the Location dropdown to select the  location  of  the  Windows  store  containing  the
certificate. This will either be on the ODEX Enterprise  Server machine or on the machine
from which you are running the Administrator client application.

Use  the  Certificate  store  dropdown  to  select  the  appropriate  certificate  store  i.e.  the
store  where  the  certificate  you  want  to  use  is  kept  and  the  Certificate  dropdown  to
select the individual certificate you want to use.

The Properties section shows the details relating to  the  selected  certificate.  Properties
include:

Whether or not the certificate encapsulates a private key

The signature algorithm

Issuer details

Validity dates

The validity of the certificate will be displayed using one of the following images,

 - The certificate is valid

 - The certificate is invalid

If  the certificate  is invalid,  then the first  line  of  the  properties  will  indicate  the  failure
reason.

Create Certificate Dialog2.4.3.1.3

This dialog allows you to create a self-signed certificate with a private key and install  it in
the  ODEX  Enterprise  certificate  store.  Self-signing  allows  you  to  create  a  trusted
certificate without needing to obtain one from a third-party issuer.
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Figure 414 - Certificates – Create certificate

You may specify the details for the Common Name and Organisation which you  wish  to
give  to  this  certificate  as  well  as  the  Organisation  Unit  that  this  certificate  is  to  be
associated and the country in which this certificate was issued.

There is the option to specify whether to use SHA1 or SHA2 encryption.

If  you wish to export the public key for this certificate  to another file,  select the  Export
tickbox and use the Browse  button  to  choose  the  name  and  location  of  the  file  where
you want to export it.

Once  you  have  provided  the  required  details,  click  the  Create  button  to  create  the
certificate.

Register Identification Data2.4.3.1.4

This  dialog  allows  you  to  enter  information  for  identifying  and  validating  a  certificate
that  is  later  received  through  certificate  exchange.  If  there  is  a  match,  the  received
certificate will be automatically accepted into the ODEX Enterprise certificate store.
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Figure 415 - Certificates – Register ID Data

In  the  first  section  of  this  dialog  you  need  to  enter  data  for  identifying  the  received
certificate.  The  text  explains  exactly  what  you  need  to  enter  here  to  aid  a  successful
match. Any extra data you enter here will be used for validation.

You must tick the key usages you are  expecting in  the  received  certificate.  This  section
must  exactly  match  for  successful  validation.  If  the  received  certificate  will  be  self-
signed, you are required to enter the MD5 sum of the raw certificate data as an additional
validation check.

The final section of  this dialog is optional.  It is used to bind the received certificate  to a
particular use against the mailbox from which it was received. If you would rather control
the allocation after the certificate  has been received, then do not tick any boxes in  this
section.

When  you  click  the  Save  button  the  certificate  will  become  a  template  in  the  ODEX
Enterprise store and awaiting a match.

Manage Certificate2.4.3.1.5

The Manage Certificate dialog allows you to view all details relating to a certificate  in the
ODEX Enterprise store and manage its considered state.
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Figure 416 - Certificate details dialog

On the General page of the dialog you are presented with an overview of the certificate.

The  Overview  section  lists  some  known  details  of  the  certificate  as  it  is  in  the  ODEX
Enterprise certificate store. The Issuer field references the name of  the certificate  in the
ODEX  Enterprise  store  that  issued  this  certificate.  The  Location  field  references  the
Windows store that contains the certificate.

The Local Uses section lists what you can use this certificate  for in ODEX Enterprise. This
is  determined  by  a  combination  of  the  key  usage  of  the  certificate  and  whether  you
possess the private key.

You  can  ignore  usage  restrictions  for  the  certificate  by  clicking  on  the  "Ignore  Usage
Restrictions" check button.

If the "Ignore Usage Restrictions" option is set, then the certificate can be selected in any
place in the product without checking for the key usage.

The  Status  section  shows  the  currently  considered  state  of  the  certificate  from
viewpoints of whether the certificate is:

Live (it can be used), New (cannot yet be used), or Expired (life has ended)

Valid or invalid

Accepted or rejected in your view point (internal certificates are always accepted)

There  are  a  number  of  action  buttons  that  you  can  use  to  manage  the  state  of  the
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certificate, which change depending on the current state  and  whether  the  certificate  is
internal or from a trading partner.

Make  Live  –  bring  the  certificate  into  a  live  state  if  possible  and  expire  any
certificates that it renews.

Expire – send the certificate  into an expired state  and attempt to find a renewing
certificate that can now become live.

Request Update – send a request to the trading partner for a replacement  to  this
certificate.

Broadcast  –  send  this  certificate  to  your  trading  partners  using  certificate
exchange.

Reject – mark the certificate as rejected in your view point so that it can no longer
be used for any purposes.

Accept – mark the certificate as accepted in your view point so that it may be used
for security purposes in ODEX Enterprise.

Mark Invalid – force  the certificate  into an invalid state. You should do this if  you
have reason to believe that the certificate has been compromised.

On the Details page of the dialog you are presented with a breakdown of  the contents of
the certificate.

Figure 417 - Certificates – Manage Certificate - Details

On the Warnings page of  the dialog you are  presented with a list of  warnings that ODEX
Enterprise  has  registered  against  the  certificate  because  it  has  found  some  potential
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problems.

Figure 418 - Certificates – Manage Certificate - Warnings

You  can  click  Dismiss  all  on  this  page  to  remove  all  the  current  warnings  from  the
certificate. However, if the warnings are serious enough, they may be reissued very soon
until you act upon them.

Trusted-service Status Lists2.4.3.2

The  Trusted-service  Status  Lists  page  allows  you  to  manage  the  trusted-service  status
lists that  are  provided  by  Odette  for  validation  of  certificates.  The  page  looks  like  the
example below.
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Figure 419 - Certificates – Trusted-service Status Lists

This  page  is  divided  into  a  list  of  all  the  TSL  files  that  have  been  automatically
downloaded or manually imported into ODEX Enterprise  and a collection  of  buttons  for
performing actions with the TSLs.

The TSL that is currently being used for validation of  certificates is marked with a  green
tick.

Use  the  View  button  to  show  the  contents  of  the  currently  selected  TSL  file.  See  the
section entitled ‘Trusted-service Status List’.

If  you  click  the  Download  Latest  button,  ODEX  Enterprise  will  immediately  attempt  to
download the latest TSL file from Odette. This new TSL will appear in the list if available.

You can manually import a TSL file by clicking the Import new TSL button.

Trusted-service Status List2.4.3.2.1

The  Trusted-service  Status  List  dialog  allows  you  to  view  all  the  details  relating  to  a
chosen TSL that is currently stored in ODEX Enterprise.
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Figure 420 - Certificates – Trusted-service Status List

On the General page of the dialog you are presented with an overview of the TSL file.

The Overview section lists some header details of the TSL.

The Status section tells you the period in which this TSL is valid and when you can expect
to download a new TSL from Odette.

On the Trust Service Providers page of  the dialog you can investigate  the providers that
are listed in the TSL.
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Figure 421 - Certificates – Trusted Service Providers

This page lists each provider contained in the TSL on the left-hand-side.

As you click on each provider,  the right-hand-side of  the page changes to show  you  the
details of  the provider and the issuing certificates that they provide.  You  may  view  the
certificate  chains  associated  with  the  provider  and  then  double-click  to  view  each
certificate in detail.

When a new TSL is downloaded, the  providers’  certificates  are  gradually  imported  into
the ODEX Enterprise certificate store. When you view the certificates from this view you
are in fact viewing an Issuer certificate in the store.

Global Certificate Policy2.4.3.3

The  Global  Certificate  Policy  page  is  where  you  can  configure  the  certificate  policy
defaults for ODEX Enterprise. The page looks like the example below.
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Figure 422 - Global Certificate Policy

Certificate policy guides ODEX Enterprise with management of  the certificates contained
in its certificate store.

Certificate Validation

Here you can configure the situations in which ODEX Enterprise  will  check the validity of
the  certificates  contained  in  its  store.  By  default,  all  situations  are  ticked  for  high
security, but you may wish to untick some to increase performance.

Certificate Acceptance

Here  you  can  configure  the  situations  when  ODEX  Enterprise  will  automatically  accept
certificates that are  received from trading partners. A separate  policy can be configured
for  those  certificates  that  the  partner  has  self-signed  and  those  certificates  that  have
been signed by a Certificate Authority.

For a discussion of certificate exchange, please refer to VM-0001-04 Administrator.

Select  “Manually  accept  certificates”  if  you  would  like  to  specifically  choose  which
individual received certificates are accepted into the ODEX Enterprise certificate store.

Select  “Automatically  accept  certificates  with  identification  data”  to  permit  ODEX
Enterprise  to  accept  received  certificates  for  which  you  have  pre-registered  matching
identification data.

Select  “Automatically  accept  all  certificates”  to  permit  ODEX  Enterprise  to  accept  all
received certificates.

There is a further option that opens for some selections that  enable  you  to  restrict  the
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automatic  acceptance  of  certificates  to  those  whose  CA  is  in  ODETTE’s  Trusted-service
Status List.

Certificate Exchange

Here  you  can  configure  when  and  if  ODEX  Enterprise  will  distribute  the  public  part  of
your  internal  security  certificates  to  your  trading  partners.  A  separate  policy  can  be
configured for those certificates that you have self-signed and those certificates that you
have retrieved from a Certificate Authority.

For a discussion of certificate exchange, please refer to VM-0001-04 Administrator.

Select “Automatically distribute  certificates” to permit ODEX Enterprise  to decide  when
and to who your certificates should be broadcast.

Select “Manually broadcast certificates” if  you would like  to choose exactly when and to
who your certificates are broadcast.

Select  “Disable  certificate  exchange”  to  disable  the  ability  to  perform  certificate
exchange in both directions: broadcast and receipt of certificates.

Automatic Management

Tick  the  single  box  here  to  instruct  ODEX  Enterprise  to  automatically  manage  the  life
status of certificates, bringing them live and expiring them when appropriate  to ensure a
slick transition between certificate renewals. When combined with certificate  exchange,
ODEX  Enterprise  will  automatically  send  requests  to  your  trading  partners  to  get  their
new certificates.

If  you untick this box, you will  have to manually request  certificate  exchange  and  mark
certificates as live and expired.

Trusted-service List Configuration2.4.3.4

The  Trusted-service  List  Configuration  page  is  where  you  can  configure  how  ODEX
Enterprise  retrieves  and  uses  Trusted-service  Status  Lists.  The  page  looks  like  the
example below.
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TSL Certificate Management

In this section you choose how ODEX Enterprise  should handle  the Issuer certificates (of
a trust provided) that are distributed with a TSL.

The first option gives ODEX Enterprise  full  rights  over  the  Issuer  certificates,  accepting,
rejecting, and expiring them as guided by the latest TSL.

The  second  option  will  not  automatically  accept  certificates  into  the  ODEX  Enterprise
store but will expire and revoke them if guided to by the latest TSL. This is a compromise
between manual oversight and safety as it will always ensure revoked certificates are  no
longer considered valid.

If  you  do  not  want  ODEX  Enterprise  to  automatically  manage  the  Issuer  certificates
imported from a TSL then choose the final option.

TSL Download Settings

In  this  section  you  can  choose  whether  to  allow  ODEX  Enterprise  to  automatically
download  the  latest  TSL  from  Odette.  If  you  choose  to  allow  this,  you  also  need  to
configure  the  locations  that  ODEX  Enterprise  can  find  the  “Update  File”  and  the  “TSL”
itself, which are specified by Odette.

Connection Settings

You only need to complete  the section if  you use a HTTP proxy server to connect to the
Internet. By checking the checkbox  Global  HTTP  proxy  settings  from  Global  Connection
Settings section will be used.
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Dashboard Integration2.4.4

The following diagram illustrates a typical Dashboard Website configuration:

Figure 423 - Dashboard Integration

The Dashboard Website communicates with the Main ODEX Enterprise Server to perform
the following actions:

Download a file content.

View file content.

Retry a file.

In order to establish that connection the Main ODEX Enterprise Server has to be
configured to talk directly to the Dashboard Website.

The "Remote Components" sections provides a way of defining a new TCP/IP connection
to the "Dashboard Website".

The Dashboard Service allows the workload of alerting and statistics to be run separately

from the ODEX Enterprise server that is handling communications and workflows. This is

often used on systems where there is a need to process high volumes of traffic.

In order to transfer all alerting and statistics requests from the Main ODEX Enterprise

Server to the "Dashboard Service", we need to establish a TCP/IP connection between

two servers.

The "Remote Components" sections provides a way of defining a new TCP/IP connection

to the "Dashboard Service".

Remote Components2.4.4.1

For basic information about the "Dashboard Integration" see "Dashboard Integration"
section.
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Figure 424 - Dashboard Integration - Remote Components

The "Remote Components" sections provides a way of defining a new TCP/IP connection
to the "Dashboard Website" and any other component.

To add a new "Dashboard Website" component, click the "Add" button and select
"Dashboard Website". The following dialog will pop up:

Figure 425 - Add Dashboard Website Component

You only need to enter the "Address" field as other fields have been automatically
populated.
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Enter the "Address" field by either typing a valid IP address or domain address of the
server where the "Dashboard Website" is hosted. Press the "Save" button to save
changes.

To edit an existing remote component, select one from the list and press the "Edit"
button.

To delete one or more remote components, select one or more from the list and press
the "Delete" button.

Local Server2.4.4.2

For basic information about the "Dashboard Integration" see "Dashboard Integration"
section.

Figure 426 - Dashboard Integration - Local Server

The "Local Server" section defines a TCP/IP listener for any requests from any remote
components defined in the "Remote Components" section. 

The default listening port is 3399. 

When "Dashboard Website" requires a connection to the main ODEX Enterprise Server, it
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will establish a new TCP/IP connection between the local server address/port and the
remote address.

Once the connection is established, both ends can exchange data and communicate
without any issues.

By default ODEX Enterprise will start a listener automatically and you do not have to
make any changes to the setting on that screen.

Data Security2.4.5

The Data security section of Administrator allows you to configure encryption and audit
settings within the product. 

Figure 427 - Data Security

This tab consists of two sections:

Data Security : Enabling this option will encrypt all the new files which enter to the
system. More information on the File Encryption mechanism can be found at Storage
security. When this option is enabled any existing data files will remain in an un-
encrypted state. 

Please note that any use of the ‘Run Application’ workflow job that use placeholders to

pass the current file on the workflow to an external application will need to be modified.

The copy file job should be used  to ensure the external application is provided with an

unencrypted version of the data file. 

The following permissions can be used to restrict the user's access to view data files in
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the system.

Extract permission under the Workstation Application : This permission determines if

the user is allowed extraction of files in the workstation.

Workflow permission under the Administrator application : Provides the permission

for editing the workflows. Enabling this permission to users would allow them to add

workflow jobs such as the copy and the write to file job which would enable them to

read encrypted files.

Buffer log permission under the Administrator application : This permission controls

the buffer logging setting available in the system section of the administrator and in

the advanced settings for a given trading partner network. The buffer log setting is also

available in the Communications monitor application.

File Auditing : Turning this option on would require any user who performs an Extract or
Open action in workstation to enter a reason for viewing the content of the file. This is
stored against the audit log event for the file record.

E-Mail Notifications2.4.6

E-Mail Notification Settings2.4.6.1

This section of ODEX Enterprise Administrator is designed to be used in conjunction with
ODEX  Enterprise  automation  and/or  Workflows.  Once  you  have  set  up  one  or  more
automated  events,  or  if  you  use  the  Send  e-mail  notification  job  in  a  workflow,  the
sending of e-mails can be triggered automatically. The details you set on this page will be
used for those e-mail notifications.
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Figure 428 - System Settings E-mail

You do not need to provide any details on  this  page  unless  you  want  to  use  e-mails  in
your ODEX Enterprise automation and/or workflows.

To  exchange  emails  with  external  trading  partners,  define  an  Email  subsystem  and
define Email networks within the Communication section of the Administrator.

If  you do provide any details on this page, you will  not be able  to save the  details  until
you have tested them successfully using the Send  a  test  e-mail  button.  First,  however,
you need to ensure that the mail  server allows internal  relaying from  the  IP  address  of
the ODEX Enterprise machine. If this is not the case, you will  not be able  to send e-mails
using ODEX Enterprise at all.

Enable email  notifications – Whether or not the sending of  e-mails is currently  enabled
in ODEX Enterprise.

Hostname/IP  address  -  The  Hostname  IP  address  of  the  SMTP  mail  server  on  your
network.

Port - The Port Number of the SMTP mail server on your network (the default is 25).

Secondary hostname/IP - The Secondary Hostname IP address of the SMTP mail  server on
your network. The secondary details will be used in the event that an attempt to send an
e-mail fails using the primary hostname/port.

Secondary Port - The Port Number of the secondary SMTP mail server on your network.

Server Username - The username of your SMTP mail server (if you have set one).

Server Password - The password of your SMTP mail server (if you have set one).

Use SSL/TLS - Whether or not you use encryption to connect to your SMTP server. 
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Originator e-mail  address -  The address of  the  e-mail  originator  (usually  yourself).  This
address will be used by ODEX Enterprise as the From address when creating and sending
e-mails triggered by automated events or workflows. Please ensure that the address is in
a valid e-mail address format and that the address is known to your network.

E-Mail  Retry -  ODEX Enterprise  will  retry  the  sending  of  an  email  until  it  is  sent  or  the
maximum  number  of  attempts  has  been  reached.  If  ODEX  Enterprise  is  not  using  the
retry logic, then the ‘Email Failed’ system event will be raised when the initial sending of
the email fails.

Number of times to retry before returning an error - Specifies the number of  times ODEX
Enterprise  should attempt to resend a failed email  before  classing it as unsendable  and
raising the ‘Email  Failed’ system event. If  0 is specified, then ODEX Enterprise  will  retry
the sending of  the email  forever. It should be noted that if  Secondary server details are
configured,  then  an  attempt  will  be  made  to  be  made  to  send  the  e-mail  using  these
details before consuming one retry.

Retry Interval  -  Specifies the time (in minutes)  that ODEX Enterprise  should wait before
attempting to resend a previously failed email.

Send a test e-mail2.4.6.1.1

You must use this button to test that the e-mail settings work before  you will  be  allowed
to save them.

Figure 429 - Send an email

Type the e-mail address of the intended recipient in the To field. If  needed fill  in the Cc
and the Bcc field.

The Subject field will already be filled in, but you may change the contents if you wish.

The main body of the e-mail will already be filled in,  but you may change the contents if
you wish.
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The format of the email  can be set to either Plain Text or HTML. Plain Text will  send the
email  without  applying  any  formatting  to  the  body,  whereas  HTML  allows  you  to  use
standard HTML tags to adjust the layout and font.

To  send  the  test  e-mail,  click  the  Send  button.  You  will  be  returned  to  the  System
Settings – E-mail page.

Failure of test e-mail2.4.6.1.2

If your attempt to send a test e-mail fails, it may be because of  the configuration of  your
mail server. If you are trying to send to an internal  address there  should be no problem.
However,  if  you  are  trying  to  send  to  an  external  address,  you  must  configure  your
system to allow relaying on your mail  server  for  your  ODEX  Enterprise  DNS  name  or  IP
address.

E-mail supplier contacts2.4.6.1.3

There is an option  to  send  e-mails  to  multiple  contacts  at  a  time  by  clicking  the  ‘Send
Email’  button  available  on  the  Internal  Company  Supplier  list  tab.  This  option  is  also
available  in  the  ‘Supplier  Contacts’  tab  and  in  the  ‘Edit  Contact’  page.  The  following
dialog box will appear by clicking the ‘Send Email’ button.

Figure 430 - The 'Send e-mail' dialog box

Clicking either the ‘To’, ‘Cc’  or the ‘Bcc’ buttons will  show the list of  e-mail  addresses of
the contacts, as shown below:
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Figure 431 - Dialog box showing contact e-mail addresses

Multiple contacts can be highlighted for the e-mail to be sent to any of  the sections -  ‘To’
‘Cc’ or the ‘Bcc’. Clicking the respective button would result in the selected contacts to be
copied to the selected textbox -  ‘To’ ‘Cc’ or the ‘Bcc’.  Pressing the ‘Ok’ button will  copy
the selected email addresses to the corresponding dialogs in the ‘Send Email’ dialog box.

E-mail Queue2.4.6.2

This section of  ODEX Enterprise  Administrator allows you to manage a list of  all  e-mails
that  are  currently  on  the  queue  (waiting  to  be  sent)  and  optionally  those  that  have
already been sent (configured by the filter).
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Figure 432 - The E-mail Queue

Filter  –  From  here,  you  can  select  two  options,  either  Show  Currently  Processing  (the
default setting) or Show All.  The first option shows all  e-mails that are  currently still  yet
to be sent, are in retry, or in a held state. To show any sent e-mails, you must select Show
All.

View – After selecting a single  e-mail,  selecting this  option  will  display  the  details  and
contents of  the e-mail  in  a  read-only  state.  This  can  also  be  done  by  double-clicking  a
row.

Send – After selecting one or more e-mails, selecting this option will  cause these e-mails
to be sent/re-sent, regardless of their current status.

Forward – After selecting a single  e-mail,  selecting this option will  bring up the Send  E-
mail dialog and automatically populate it with the details and contents of  the selected e-
mail.

Reset  –  After  selecting  one  or  more  e-mails,  selecting  this  option  will  cause  these  e-
mails to have their number of  attempts to be set to zero, and any e-mails in a “paused”
state will be set to “waiting”.

Pause  –  After  selecting  one  or  more  e-mails,  selecting  this  option  will  cause  these  e-
mails to  have  their  processing  logic  halted,  i.e.  if  they’re  currently  in  retry,  no  further
retries will be attempted.

Delete  – After selecting  one  or  more  e-mails,  selecting  this  option  will  cause  these  e-
mails to be removed from the queue.

Refresh  –  Selecting  this  option  will  cause  the  list  view  to  be  updated  with  the  latest
items on the e-mail queue.
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E-mail Viewer2.4.6.3

From here it is possible  to see a copy of  an e-mail  that is currently on the queue or  has
already been sent. Depending on the type of e-mail (plain text or html), the contents will
be displayed appropriately in a read-only mode. It is possible however to copy any of  the
details displayed in the e-mail viewer.

Figure 433 - The E-mail Viewer

Event Actions2.4.7

This  section  of  the  System  Administrator  allows  you  to  view,  add  and  edit  the  event
actions in ODEX Enterprise.

Click on the name Event Actions in the Navigation Panel  to see the default page for the
Event Actions section, as shown below. This is the Event Actions – Actions page.
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Figure 434 - Event Actions - Actions

The Event Actions  section  allows  you  to  add,  view  and  edit  the  event  actions  in  ODEX
Enterprise.

There are  two page tabs  on  the  Information  Panel  (Actions  and  Event  Actions  list)  and
two buttons, labelled New  and  View.  The  New  button  allows  you  to  add  a  new  event
action. The View button allows you  to  see  a  list  of  all  the  existing  event  actions,  from
where you can edit their details, add new entries or delete existing entries.

Viewing all your event actions2.4.7.1

To see a list of  all  the  event actions currently in the ODEX Enterprise  database,  you  can
either  click  the  View  button  on  the  Event  Actions  –  Actions  page  or  click  the  Event
Actions list tab. Both have the same result, as in the example below.
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Figure 435 - Event action list

The  Information  Panel  now  shows  the  Event  Action  list  page.  This  is  divided  into  two
columns, showing the Event Action Name and its description.

The actions that can be taken from this page are as follows:

Add - New event actions may be added to the list by using the Add button. If  this button
is clicked, it will bring up the set of pages described below under the heading "".

Edit -  You may edit the details of  existing event actions by using the Edit  button.  If  this
button  is  clicked,  it  will  bring  up  the  same  set  of  pages  described  below  under  the
heading "Adding/Editing Event Actions”.

Delete  -  To  delete  an  event  action  from  the  list,  highlight  the  line  that  you  wish  to
delete,  then  click  on  the  Delete  button.  ODEX  Enterprise  will  bring  up  a  dialog  box,
asking if you are sure you want to delete  the selected items. This is to safeguard against
accidentally deleting the wrong item. Click Yes to delete  or No to keep  the  item  in  the
list.

Refresh - Click this button to refresh the details on this page, for example if you have just
made some changes which have not yet appeared on this page.

Adding/Editing Event Actions2.4.7.2

To add a new event action, click the New button on the Event Actions – Actions page. You
can also add a new event action by clicking  on  the  Add  button  on  the  Event  Action  list
page of the Event Actions section.

To edit an existing event action, open the Event Action list page, select the event action
to be edited, and click the Edit button. Alternatively,  double-click  on  the  Event  Actions
node in the tree view, then click once on the event action to be edited.
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Whichever  route  you  choose,  you  will  be  presented  with  the  following  set  of  pages,
enabling you to add or edit details of an event action.

Event Action - Overview2.4.7.2.1

The  Overview  page  is  where  you  must  provide  a  name  for  the  new  event  action  and
where you must decide on the type  of  event  action  you  want  to  create.  The  Overview
page looks like the example below.

Figure 436 - Event Action Overview

Name  -  Type  in  a  suitable  name  for  the  event  action.  This  should  be  something
meaningful, such as an indication of the event or schedule that is to be selected.

Description - You may provide a description in this field, to help you distinguish between
the different events and schedules you set up.

Enabled -  If  this tickbox is selected, the action associated with  this  schedule/event  will
run  at  the  appropriate  time.  If  not  selected,  the  action  associated  with  this  schedule/
event will not run.

Event  or  Schedule  -  Select  an  event  or  schedule  from  the  dropdown  list.  This  is  the
system event or schedule that you want to trigger one or more actions.

You should select an event or schedule  before  selecting  the  action(s)  it  will  trigger,  so
that  you  can  take  advantage  of  the  placeholder  facility  when  editing  the  associated
parameters. Please note that the available placeholders will differ according to the event
or  schedule  you  select.  For  a  full  list  of  placeholders,  please  see  the  section  entitled
“Placeholders”.
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Description - This field displays a description of the event or schedule  you have selected
in the field above.

Action -  If  you want the selected event or schedule  to trigger a single  action, select  the
single action from this dropdown list. You will then see the Edit Action dialog appropriate
to that action.

If  you want  the  selected  event  or  schedule  to  trigger  more  than  one  action,  you  must
specify these actions on  the  Advanced  Actions  page.  Using  the  Advanced  Actions  page
will disable the Single Action section.

Configure  -  The Configure  button allows you to  edit  the  settings  you  have  selected  for
the single  action. Clicking this button  will  bring  up  the  Edit  Action  dialog,  as  described
above. The parameters listed will differ according to which action you have selected.

Test - The Test button allows you to perform the defined event actions without the event
needing to occur, this is useful when setting up a new event action and you would like  to
test  the  actions.  When  using  this  test  facility,  event  criteria  is  not  checked  and
placeholders relating to events or files will not be replaced.

Action Mode - This field appears on each of the Edit Action dialogs.

For a single action, the Action Mode on the Edit Action dialog is immaterial.  There is only
one action to be taken, so it does not matter which option you choose.

Event Criteria2.4.7.2.2

This page allows you to specify criteria values for the selected event. It is not applicable
to schedules, the Database Sweep Completed event, the EDI Messages Imported event,
the  Unhandled  Workflow  Error  event,  the  Workflow  File  Hold  event  or  the  Server
events. 
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Figure 437 - Event Action - Event Criteria

You must select an  Event  on  the  Overview  page  before  you  can  use  the  Event  Criteria
page. The example above shows the Event Criteria page for the Call Failed event.

When  you  open  the  Event  Criteria  page  you  will  see  the  criteria  associated  with  the
selected  event,  with  their  default  values  if  applicable.  There  are  several  criteria
(Network, Call  Direction, Protocol,  Connection Type,  Mailbox,  Source  and  SAP  System),
associated with the events as follows:

Network  –  Call  Ended,  Call  Failed,  Call  Retry  Limit,  Call  Started,  Connection  Failed,
Primary Connection Failed, Unexpected Receipt Received

Call Direction – Call Ended, Call Failed, Call Started, Unexpected Receipt Received

Protocol – Call Ended, Call Started, Unexpected Receipt Received

Connection Type – Call Ended, Call Started, Unexpected Receipt Received

Mailbox – Acknowledgement Received, Acknowledgement Sent, File  NAK Received, File
Not Sent, File Received, File Retry Limit, File Sent, Unexpected Receipt Received

Source – General System Error

SAP System – SAP Export Failed

This page allows you to be selective about the criteria you want the action to be valid for.
Alternatively you can leave the criteria set to <Any>.

For General System Errors, you can either type in a specific error code or leave the value
blank so that the action will be valid for all errors.
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To edit the value for a criterion, double click on the appropriate line and the Edit
Parameter dialog will appear.

Figure 438 - Edit Parameter

Advanced Actions2.4.7.2.3

Use this page to specify more than one action to be  triggered  by  the  selected  event  or
schedule.

Figure 439 - Event Action - Advanced Actions

This page is divided into two sections – Actions to perform and Settings.

Actions to perform -  Use the Add button to add actions to the list to be performed. This
will bring up the Select Action dialog, shown below.
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Figure 440 - Select Action

The  actions  listed  here  are  the  same  as  those  in  the  Single  Action  section  of  the
Overview page. Highlight one or more Actions then click the OK  button  to  add  them  to
the list of actions to perform.

For a full list of all the actions and their criteria, please refer to the section entitled ‘’.

To edit the value of any parameter, double click on the parameter you want to edit.  For a
parameter whose value is ‘True’ or ‘False’,  double-clicking will  toggle  between the  two
values. For all other settings, double-clicking will  bring up the associated Edit Parameter
dialog.

Some of the Edit Parameter dialog fields support the use of placeholders. For a full  list of
available placeholders, please see the section entitled “Placeholders”.

To  remove  an  action  from  the  list  of  actions  to  perform,  highlight  the  action  to  be
removed then click the Remove button.

The order in which the actions will  be  performed is indicated by the number in the first
column.  To  change  the  order,  select  an  action  and  move  it  up  or  down  in  the  list  by
clicking the Up or Down arrow respectively.
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Figure 441 - Event Action - Advanced Actions

Settings - As you highlight an entry in the list of  actions to perform, the settings for that
entry will be displayed in the Settings section.

To edit the settings for any entry, double click on the settings line you want to edit.  For a
setting  whose  value  is  ‘True’  or  ‘False’,  double-clicking  will  toggle  between  the  two
values.  For  all  other  settings,  double-clicking  will  bring  up  the  appropriate  Edit
Parameter dialog.

Action Mode - The Action Mode should be set for each action separately. Highlight each
action in turn and select the appropriate action mode for that action. For the last action in
the list, it does not matter which action mode you choose.

Your choices for each action are:

Continue on error – if  an error occurs  during  this  action,  continue  on  to  the  next
action in the list

Stop on error – if an error occurs during this action, do not go on to the next action
in the list

Stop on success – if  the action is successful,  do not go on to the next action in the
list

Introduction2.4.8

The ODEX Enterprise  Administrator is where everything internal  to the ODEX  Enterprise
program is maintained.

When  you  first  open  the  ODEX  Enterprise  Administrator,  you  will  see  the  following
screen. The Navigation Panel,  on the left,  comprises four page tabs: Tasks, Connections,
Workflows, and System. Each page tab displays a tree view, showing the areas included
in that section. For example, the System section contains tree nodes for Users,  Groups, 
Schedules, Event Actions, Back Office  Systems, Certificates, Global  Placeholders,  System
Log,  System  Settings,  Retention  Periods,   Reports,  E-mail  and  Server  Status.  In  the
Information Panel,  on the right,  you will  see  a description of  the selected page  tab  and
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how to use it.

Figure 442 - ODEX Enterprise System page

Placeholders2.4.9

The  Placeholders  area  comprises  two  sections  –  Global  Placeholders  and  Placeholder
Settings.
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Figure 443 - Placeholders

Global Placeholders2.4.9.1

Global  Placeholders provide the capability to  assign  a  constant  value  to  a  user  defined
placeholder.  These  constant  values  can  be  used  and  accessed  globally  throughout  the
system  in  the  same  way  as  system  provided  placeholders  within  workflow  jobs  and
event actions.

Global  placeholders  can  also  be  linked  to  a  single  workflow.  In  such  a  situation,  the
placeholder can only be updated and used on the workflow to which it is assigned. If  an
attempt  is  made  to  use  it  outside  of  the  assigned  workflow,  the  value  will  not  be
replaced.

Global placeholders can also have their values updated using the ‘Set Placeholder’ job.

A practical example for the use of  global  placeholders would be a situation whereby the
send notification email  job is defined on various workflows using the same text for  the
body of the e-mail  message. In this scenario, the user could define a global  placeholder
to store the common text as its value. Each email  job on the workflows would reference
this  global  placeholder  for  the  body.  Should  the  text  in  the  e-mail  body  need  to  be
changed, it is simply a case of changing the single global placeholder.

Global  placeholders can  be  accessed  by  clicking  on  the  Global  Placeholders  node  from
the System section of the ODEX Enterprise Administrator.
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Figure 444 - Global Placeholders

When  clicking  on  the  Global  Placeholders  node,  a  list  of  available  placeholders  will
appear on the right hand side of the application view as shown below.
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Figure 445 - Global Placeholders - Global Placeholders List

The list view is populated with all the global placeholders defined in the ODEX Enterprise
system.

A new global placeholder can be created by clicking on the Add button located below the
list view.

An existing global placeholder can be edited by clicking on the Edit button, pressing the
Enter key or a double mouse click. Only one global placeholder can be edited at a time.

An  existing  global  placeholder  can  be  deleted  by  clicking  on  the  Delete  button  or
pressing the Delete  key  on  the  keyboard.  Multiple  global  placeholders  can  be  deleted
from the system in the same time.

Adding global placeholders2.4.9.1.1

The following dialog will  appear when Add button is clicked on the  global  placeholders
list view,
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Figure 446 - Adding global placeholders

All  values on the dialog are  mandatory and need to be  completed  before  saving  a  new
global placeholder into the system.

Display name – Use this field to specify a friendly name to be set against this global
placeholder.  This  value  will  be  available  on  the  Insert  placeholders  list  on  each
workflow job and event action where placeholders can be used.

Placeholder  Name  –  This  field  should  contain  a  unique  value  that  allows  ODEX
Enterprise  to identify the global  placeholder when it is used. Placeholders within
ODEX  Enterprise  use  a  common  format,  they  should  start  and  end  with  a  %  and
contain text that uniquely identifies this placeholder. For global  placeholders the
%GP_[unique name]% template must be used.

Workflow – This field contains a list of  every workflow in the system. Should  you
wish to restrict usage of this global placeholder to a single workflow, the workflow
name  should  be  selected  here.  For  workflow  placeholders,  the  %WP_[unique
name]% template will automatically be applied.

Read-only – This field allows you to set the global  placeholder as ‘Read-only’.  This
means that its value cannot be updated using the  ‘Set  Placeholder’  job.  Its  value
can only be updated using the above dialog.

Placeholder Value – Use this field to specify the actual  value that will  be  replaced
when this global placeholder is used on a workflow job or event action. The value
may be a constant or another system placeholder.

Editing global placeholders2.4.9.1.2

When  editing  the  global  placeholder  the  dialog  below  will  appear,  allowing  you  to
change  the  Display  Name,  Placeholder  Name,  Workflow,  Read-only  and  Placeholder
Value for the global placeholder,
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Figure 447 - Editing global placeholders

Deleting global placeholders2.4.9.1.3

When deleting global  placeholder(s)  from the system, ODEX Enterprise  will  prompt you
to confirm the removal process. The following dialog will appear,

Figure 448 - Deleting global placeholders

Click Yes to delete the selected global placeholders

Click No to leave these global placeholders in the system

Global placeholder access from ODEX Enterprise jobs and Event Actions2.4.9.1.4

Global  placeholders allow common  values  to  be  accessed  from  the  Workflow  jobs  and
Event actions within ODEX Enterprise. Each parameter dialog where a placeholder value
can be used has access to the global  placeholders in the system;  the  insert  placeholder
list  contains  a  section  for  the  global  placeholders  which  have  been  defined  to  ODEX
Enterprise.  As  an  example  the  following  figure  shows  the  Global  placeholders  section
from the Insert list when specifying the Body text parameter of the E-Mail job.
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Figure 449 - Global Placeholders in the E-mail Job

Global  placeholders which are  linked to a specific workflow are  only available  from  the
Insert  list  if  the  placeholder  is  linked  to  the  current  workflow.  Therefore,  workflow
placeholders are only available during workflow processing:

Figure 450 - Global Workflow Placeholders in the E-mail Job
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Placeholder Settings2.4.9.2

The placeholder settings are configured using the following dialog,

Figure 452 - Placeholder Settings

The  Empty  placeholder  replacement  method  is  used  when  an  object  referenced  by  a
placeholder exists, but has no value. For example  empty User Data fields or no EDI Code
Routing Address.

The Out of Scope placeholder replacement method is used when an object referenced by
a placeholder does not exist and therefore none of the placeholders can be replaced. For
example  comms  file  placeholders  when  a  file  has  been  picked  up  from  a  monitored
directory.

There are four different ways of handling these irreplaceable placeholders,

Empty String – will replace the placeholder with a blank value

Explicit NULL – will replace the placeholder with the text ‘NULL’

Placeholder  Name  –  will  not  perform  any  replacement,  therefore  leaving  the
placeholder name in the output string

Custom  Value  –  allows  you  to  use  static  text  for  placeholders  that  cannot  be
replaced

The Replacement settings allow the customisation of placeholder replacement.

If  the  empty/out  of  scope  replacement  logic  is  to  be  used  in  condition  strings  of
workflow  jobs,  then  select  the  option  “Use  empty  placeholder  replacement  logic  for
conditions”.

If  nested  placeholders  are  being  used  within  ODEX  Enterprise,  then  the  maximum
number of replacement iterations can be specified by setting the value in the counter.
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The  Placeholder  limits  allows  configuration  of  the  maximum  number  of  global
placeholders allowed in the system. This is a measure so that if  a ‘Set Placeholder’ job is
used to create global placeholders, an infinitely large number of  placeholders cannot be
accidentally created by multiple files passing through the job. This value defaults to 100.

Lookup Tables2.4.9.3

Lookup tables allow placeholders to  be  replaced  with  a  secondary  value  by  looking  up
the  provided  placeholder  in  the  table  and  then  replacing  the  placeholder  with  the
replacement value specified in the lookup table.

Lookup  tables  can  be  accessed  by  selecting  the  Lookup  Tables  tab  in  the  Placeholders
section of the System Adminstrator.

When  the  Lookup  Tables  view  is  accessed  a  list  of  lookup  tables  defined  within  the
system is displayed as shown below,

Figure 453 - Lookup Tables

Below this list are buttons which can perform the following operations:

Add -  Allows the user to add  an  additional  lookup  table  to  ODEX  Enterprise.  See  the
Lookup Table Editor section for more details on adding a new lookup table.

Edit -  Allows the user to edit a lookup table  already  defined  in  ODEX  Enterprise.  See
the Lookup Table Editor section for more details on modifying an existing lookup table.

o Attempting to select this option with anything other than one lookup table  selected
in the list will result in the following message,
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Figure 454 - Incorrect number of lookup tables to edit

Delete - Allows the user to delete one or more lookup tables from ODEX Enterprise.

o Attempting to select this option without any  lookup  tables  selected  in  the  list  will
result in the following message,

Figure 455 - No lookup tables selected to delete

o Providing at least one lookup table  is selected in the list the following confirmation
dialog will be displayed and only if  the Yes button is selected will  the  lookup tables
be deleted

Figure 456 - Lookup table delete confirmation

Refresh -  Refreshes the list of  lookup tables with the latest data from the server,  this
can be used when another user has modified the lookup tables and this user wishes to
view the latest data.

Lookup Table Editor2.4.9.3.1

The following dialog will appear when the user wishes to add or edit a lookup table.
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Figure 457 - Lookup Table editor

This dialog allows the user to add or edit a lookup table and its associated values.

The section titled 'Overview' is used to 

Name - The name that is used to reference this lookup table throughout the rest of  the
system.

Description -  An  optional  description  which  can  be  used  to  explain  what  the  lookup
table is used for

The  section  titled  'Values'  is  used  to  manage  the  values  contained  within  the  lookup
table

The table contains two columns which are used to define the lookup table mappings

o Key  -  This  is  the  string  which  can  be  looked  up  by  the  placeholder  processing
instruction and replaced with the value specified in the value column

o Value  -  This  is  the  string  which  will  be  returned  when  the  placeholder  processing
instruction looks up the key in this lookup table.

The buttons below the table are used to add or delete rows from the lookup table

A  usage  example  of  a  lookup  table  can  be  seen  within  the  placeholder  processing
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instructions topic.

Reports2.4.10

The  Reports  section  allows  you  to  install  or  uninstall  reports  created  using  Xlate
Evolution (XE). The Reports tab page lists the installed reports and provides information
on each report.

To  see  the  Reports  section,  click  on  the  Reports  name  in  the  Navigation  Panel  of  the
System Administrator. This will bring up the Reports page, as shown below.

Figure 458 - Reports

Columns

Name - This column displays the name of the report. The report name is displayed to the
user when selecting a report they wish to print.

Package ID -  This column shows the package ID for the report.  Each  report  is  assigned  a
unique  package  ID.  This  allows  ODEX  Enterprise  to  uniquely  identify  and  manage
installed packages.

Version -  This column details the version  of  the  report  installed,  you  should  only  have
one version of a report package installed at any time.

Description  -  This  column  gives  a  brief  description  of  the  report  installed.  This  is
displayed to the user when selecting a report they wish to print.

Buttons
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Install  -  This  button  can  be  used  to  install  new  reports  from  a  ODEX  Enterprise  Report
Package (DRP) file.

Uninstall - This button can be used to uninstall a report. First select from the list view the
report you wish to remove and then press ‘Uninstall’ button.

Installing an XE Report2.4.10.1

When installing an XE report the following dialog is displayed:

Using this dialog, navigate  to a folder that contains the DRP  file.  Then  press  the  ‘Open’
button to install  the  report.  You will  then be prompted with the following dialog  which
provides an overview of the report you are about to install:
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Report name

The  name  of  the  report  to  be  installed.  The  report  name  is  shown  when  selecting  a
report to print.

Package ID

The package ID for the report.  Each report  is  assigned  a  unique  package  ID.  This  allows
ODEX Enterprise to uniquely identify and manage installed packages.

Version

The version increments with each new release of a report.

Description

A textual  description of  this  report,  this  is  displayed  to  the  when  selecting  a  report  to
print.

Retention Periods2.4.11

This  section  of  the  ODEX  Enterprise  Administrator  allows  you  to  specify  the  length  of
time before files are eligible to be processed by the retention manager.

When  a  file  is  processed  by  the  retention  manager,  this  can  mean  one  of  two  things:
Firstly, that after a certain period of time, files are  deleted. Secondly, that after a certain
period  of  time  files  archived  and  no  longer  considered  to  be  in  production,  and  then
optionally deleted after a further period of time.

When using this section of  the ODEX Enterprise  Administrator,  if  any changes  are  made
to values or retention profiles,  the Cancel  and Save  buttons will  become  enabled.  Click
Save to keep the changes you have made, or click Cancel to discard the changes.

To  see  the  Retention  Periods  section,  click  on  the  Retention  Periods  name  in  the
Navigation Panel  of  the ODEX Enterprise  Administrator. This will  bring up the  Overview
page of the Retention Periods section, as shown below.
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Figure 459 - Retention Periods

The Retention Periods section has two pages: Overview and Retention Profiles. 
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Overview2.4.11.1

The Overview page comprises two sections: State and Activity period.

Figure 460 - Retention Periods Overview

State2.4.11.1.1

The state  section of  the  page  shows  the  current  state  of  retention  processing  in  ODEX
Enterprise. The possible states are described below:

Enabled  (idle)  –  This  state  means  that  the  retention  periods  are  fully  enabled,  but
retention processing is not currently running.

Enabled (running)  – This state  means  that  the  retention  periods  are  fully  enabled,  and
also that retention processing is currently running.

Disabled –  This  state  means  that  retention  periods  have  been  disabled,  and  therefore
retention processing will never run.

Disabling– This state  means that retention periods are  in  the  process  of  being  disabled
following the ‘Disable’ button being clicked. Once disabling is completed, the state  will
change to ‘Disabled’.

Suspended – This state  means that retention periods are  currently  suspended.  This  is  a
temporary state which is governed by the Activity period section. If the current time falls
into the suspended time period, or the current  files  waiting  to  be  processed  is  greater
than the value specified, retention processing is suspended.

When  retention  periods  are  in  a  state  of  ‘Enabled  (idle)’  or  ‘Enabled  (running)’,  the
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‘Disable’ button can be clicked. This begins the process of disabling retention periods.

When retention periods are in a state of ‘Disabled’ or ‘Disabling’,  the ‘Enable’ button can
be clicked. This enables retention periods.

Activity Period2.4.11.1.2

The  activity  period  section  defines  two  options  that  allow  retention  processing  to  be
turned on or off automatically depending upon how busy the ODEX Enterprise  system is,
or during specific daily time periods.

For time values, and numeric  values,  you  can  either  type  in  a  value  or  use  the  up  and
down arrows against each setting.

Suspend  for  specific  time  periods  –  This  option,  when  checked,  allows  a  specific  daily
time  period  to  be  specified  when  retention  processing  will  not  run.  This  can  be
configured  to  ensure  that  the  efficiency  with  which  ODEX  Enterprise  processes  files
during peak processing hours is not affected by retention periods processing.

Suspend for files waiting to be processed –This option, when checked, allows a file  count
to be specified. This file  count corresponds to the number of  files that are  waiting to be
processing  in  the  system.  If  this  value  is  reached  in  the  ODEX  Enterprise  system,
retention processing will  be  suspended. This ensures that during peak processing hours
there is not an increased back log of files as a result of retention processing.

Retention Profiles2.4.11.2

The  retention  profiles  page  comprises  of  two  sections:  Files  to  process  and  Retention
profiles.

Files to Process2.4.11.2.1

The Files to process section defines the type of  files in the ODEX Enterprise  system that
are  eligible  for  retention  processing.  Any  files  that  fall  into  these  categories  may  be
archived and/or deleted by retention processing.

Finished–Indicates  that  a  file  has  reached  a  point  where  no  further  processing  can  be
performed upon it.

Processed and sent – A file  that has been processed on a workflow and sent to a trading
partner.

Inactive – A file becomes inactive when it has had no processing performed upon it for a
certain length of time, and it has remained with a consistent status during this time. The
amount of  time it takes to consider a file  to be inactive  is defined in  the  control  below
the file type check boxes, which allows a number of days to be defined.

When making changes to these settings, please note that any existing files may already
have been scheduled for retention processing and may not be affected by the changes.
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Figure 461 - Retention profiles

Retention Profiles2.4.11.2.2

The retention profiles section allows retention profiles in ODEX Enterprise  to be added,
edited, deleted and ordered in a specific sequence.

Retention profiles define two things: The criteria with which files will  have to match  to
be linked to the retention profile during retention processing, and actions to perform for
matched files.

Retention profiles are  stored in an ordered so list so  that  more  specific  profiles  can  be
placed  at  the  top,  with  more  generic  profiles  placed  further  down  the  list.  This  order
defines  the  sequence  with  which  files  will  be  attempted  to  be  matched  to  retention
profiles.

Clicking the Add button  will  show  a  new  dialog  which  allows  a  retention  profile  to  be
added. Clicking the Edit button will  show the same dialog but in an edit mode. Click the
Delete button will delete  all  selected retention profiles from the list.  Clicking the Up or
Down buttons will  reorder the  list,  moving  the  selected  retention  profiles  up  or  down
the order.
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Retention Profiles Dialog2.4.11.3

The retention profiles dialog consists of  two pages: an overview, where the  actions  are
defined;  and  a  criteria  page,  where  the  criteria  to  which  files  must  match  to  be
associated with this profile are defined.

Add a Retention Profile - Overview2.4.11.3.1

The  overview  page  consists  of  three  sections:  The  main  profile  information,  archive
actions, and delete actions.

Figure 462 - Retention Profiles Dialog - Overview

A name is mandatory for the retention profile, this is used to identify the profile  in ODEX
Enterprise.  A  description  is  not  mandatory,  but  useful  to  help  further  describe  the
retention profile. Also, a retention profile can be enabled or disabled using a checkbox –
when a retention profile is disabled, it will not be used during retention processing.

Archive Actions– Archive actions define whether files that match to this retention profile
should be susceptible to archiving. This means that after a certain number of  days, which
is defined in this section of  the dialog, the file  will  be  moved to the archive  and will  no
longer be considered to be in production.

Delete  from  Disk  –  Delete  from  disk  actions  define  the  amount  of  time  that  should
elapse  before  either  specifically  ENGDAT  files  or  generally  all  disk  files  should  be
physically deleted  from  disk.  A  number  of  days  can  be  entered  for  each  delete  action
within  this  section.  It  is  important  to  note  that  if  both  archive  and  delete  actions  are
enabled,  the  delete  actions  will  occur  the  specified  number  of  days  after  the  archive
action has been performed. In the above example, general  disk  files  would  be  deleted
after 60 days.
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Delete  from  database  – Delete  from  database  disk  actions  define  the  amount  of  time
that should elapse before records in the database for files are removed. It is important to
note that if both archive and delete actions are enabled, the delete actions will  occur the
specified  number  of  days  after  the  archive  action  has  been  performed.  In  the  above
example, database records would be deleted after 60 days.

Add a Retention Profile - Criteria2.4.11.3.2

The criteria  section  consists  of  two  sections:  Originator/Recipient,  and  Document.  This
page is used to define the criteria to which files must match if the actions defined on the
overview page are to be performed during retention processing.

Figure 463 - Retention Periods Dialog - Criteria

Originator and Recipient –  The  originator  and  recipient  section  defines  companies,  EDI
code and location codes that the file  must match to. The fields Originator and Recipient
allow  companies  to  be  selected  that  the  file  originated  from  or  was  destined  to  be
received by. This can be qualified more specifically be manually entering an EDI code or
location  code  that  belongs  to  each  company,  or  selecting  one  of  the  pre-populated
entries.

This section is flexible in that specific companies do not have to be entered. In the above
example, just specific EDI codes or location codes could be entered for the originator and
recipient, leaving the companies defined as ‘Any company’.

The ‘Bi-directional’  field allows you  to  define  whether  these  criteria  should  apply  to  a
file in reverse – where the originator is the recipient, and the recipient is the originator.

Document – The document section allows you to define a document function that the file
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must match to.

Retention Profiles Option Dialog2.4.11.4

Figure 464 - Retention Profiles Option Dialog

The  above  option  dialog  is  presented  whenever  changes  are  made  to  the  retention
profiles which are profiled in your system. The following changes prompt display of  this
dialog:

Adding new retention profile(s).

Editing existing retention profile(s).

Deleting existing retention profile(s).

Changing the sequential order of retention profiles using the up and down buttons
on the view.

Retention profiles define two things: The criteria with which files will  have to match  to
be linked to the retention profile during retention processing, and actions to perform for
matched files.

Retention  profiles  are  associated  with  all  files  in  both  the  production  system  and  the
archive system so that ODEX Enterprise knows how and when the file  should be archived
or deleted.

Making any of  the above  described  changes  to  retention  profiles  means  that  files  may
become  eligible  to  be  archived  or  deleted  at  different  times  and  under  different
conditions than they are  currently. This updated information needs to  be  applied  to  all
files in the production system, and this will be performed silently in the background.

However, this dialog presents the option to apply retention profile  changes to files that
have already been archived also. The archived file  store  will  generally be larger than the
production file  store, and so this process will  take more time. Therefore,  you  are  given
the choice as to whether retention profile changes should be applied to already archived
files.
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Advanced Settings2.4.11.5

Here you can specify how long ODEX Enterprise will retain log files on the server.

Figure 465 - Retention Periods Advanced Settings

Log files - This allows you to specify how many days the log files will remain on the
system. Once the time has expired the log files will be removed.

Session configuration - This section allows the user to specify when sessions recorded in
the database should be archived and optionally how long the archived entries should
remain before being deleted.

Tracking Files - This section allows the user to specify how many days files in the tracking
database will be kept. If the check box is unchecked then they will remain in the
database indefinitely. This section will only be displayed if ODEX Enterprise is 
configured to use a separate tracking database. 

Please note that for existing users with a large number of tracking files enabling this
option may result in a long running retention sweep the first time it is run. All
subsequent runs will run quicker as they will be deleting fewer files.

Schedules2.4.12

This section of the System Administrator allows you to view, add and edit the schedules
in ODEX Enterprise.

Before continuing with this section, please ensure that you are  familiar with the concept
of schedules by reading the section entitled Schedules and Event Actions in VM-0001-04
Administrator.
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Click  on  the  name  Schedules  in  the  Navigation  Panel  to  see  the  default  page  for  the
Schedules section, as shown below. This is the Schedules – Actions page.

Figure 466 - Schedules - Actions

The  Schedules  section  allows  you  to  add,  view  and  edit  the  schedules  in  ODEX
Enterprise.

There are  two page tabs  on  the  Information  Panel  (Actions  and  Schedule  list)  and  two
buttons, labelled New and View. The New button allows you to add a new schedule. The
View button allows you to see a  list  of  all  the  existing  schedules,  from  where  you  can
edit their details, add new entries or delete existing entries.

Viewing all your schedules2.4.12.1

To  see  a  list  of  all  the  schedules  currently  in  the  ODEX  Enterprise  database,  you  can
either click the View button on the Schedules – Actions page or  click  the  Schedules  list
tab. Both have the same result, as in the example below.

Five  schedules  have  already  been  defined  for  you.  You  may  edit  the  details  of  any  of
these pre-defined schedules.
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Figure 467 - Schedule list

The  Information  Panel  now  shows  the  Schedule  list  page.  This  is  divided  into  two
columns, showing the Schedule Name and its description.

The actions that can be taken from this page are as follows:

Add -  New schedules may be added to the list by using the Add button. If  this button is
clicked,  it  will  bring  up  the  set  of  pages  described  below  under  the  heading  "Adding/
Editing Schedules".

Edit  -  You  may  edit  the  details  of  existing  schedules  by  using  the  Edit  button.  If  this
button  is  clicked,  it  will  bring  up  the  same  set  of  pages  described  below  under  the
heading "Adding/Editing Schedules".

Delete  -  To delete  a schedule  from  the  list,  highlight  the  line  that  you  wish  to  delete,
then click on the Delete button. ODEX Enterprise  will  bring up a dialog box, asking if  you
are sure  you want to delete  the selected items. This is to safeguard against accidentally
deleting the wrong item. Click Yes to delete or No to keep the item in the list.

Refresh - Click this button to refresh the details on this page, for example if you have just
made some changes which have not yet appeared on this page.

Adding/Editing Schedules2.4.12.2

To add a new schedule, click the New button on the Schedules –  Actions  page.  You  can
also add a new schedule  by clicking on the Add button on the Schedule  list page  of  the
Schedules section.

To  edit  an  existing  schedule,  open  the  Schedule  list  page,  select  the  schedule  to  be
edited, and  click  the  Edit  button.  Alternatively,  double-click  on  the  Schedules  node  in
the tree view, then click once on the schedule to be edited.
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Whichever  route  you  choose,  you  will  be  presented  with  the  following  set  of  pages,
enabling you to add or edit details of  a  schedule.  There  are  two  pages  associated  with
schedules.

Schedule - Overview2.4.12.2.1

The Overview page is where you must provide a name for the new schedule  and where a
summary  of  the  schedule  occurrences  is  displayed.  The  Overview  page  looks  like  the
example below.

Figure 468 - Schedule Overview

Name - Type in a suitable  name for the schedule. This should be something meaningful,
such as an indication of the time at which it will run.

Description - You may provide a description in this field if you wish. For useful  examples,
see the descriptions of the pre-defined schedules.

Enabled  -  If  this  tickbox  is  selected,  events  which  use  this  schedule  will  run  at  the
appropriate time. If not selected, events using this schedule will not run.

Last occurrence - This field shows you when this schedule last occurred.

Next occurrence - This field shows you when this schedule is next due to occur.

Occurrences so far - This field shows you how many times this schedule has taken place.

Schedule - Details2.4.12.2.2

The  Details  page  is  where  you  provide  all  the  details  for  the  schedule.  The  dialog
contents will change according to which option you select in the Style field.

If  you  are  not  sure  which  style  to  choose,  or  how  to  fill  in  the  field  values,  it  may  be
helpful  to have a look at the settings used  for  one  or  more  of  the  schedules  that  have
been provided for you (Daily, Hourly and Weekly).

Style - This field allows you to select how often you want the schedule  to occur. Choose
from:

Occur once – the event will be run once only

Recur X times – the event will run for the given number of times only
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Recur until  – the event  will  run  at  the  specified  interval  until  the  specified  date
and time arrives

Recur  forever  –  the  event  will  run  at  the  specified  interval  forever.  To  stop  it
running  for  any  reason,  you  can  deselect  the  'Enabled'  tickbox  on  the  Overview
page.

If  you  select  Occur  once  in  the  Style  field,  the  dialog  will  change  to  look  like  the  one
shown below.

Figure 469 - Schedule Details (Occur once)

Raise event at - Select the time at which you want this schedule to operate.

On - Select the date on which you want this schedule to operate. The date  and time must
be in the future, otherwise the schedule cannot take effect.

If  you select Recur X times in the Style  field, the dialog will  change to look like  the one
shown below.

Figure 470 - Schedule Details (Recur X times)

Raise event from -  Select the time at which you want this  schedule  to  begin.  This  does
not necessarily mean that the event will occur at this time. This will  depend on the other
settings you choose.
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On - Select the date on which you want this schedule  to begin. This does not necessarily
mean that the event will  occur on this date. This will  depend on the  other  settings  you
choose.

Raise on start-up -  Start-up means when ODEX Enterprise  is started. The three available
settings for this field are:

Always – always run this event when ODEX Enterprise is started.

If missed – only run this event if ODEX Enterprise is started after the time at which
the event should have run.

Never – never run this event when ODEX Enterprise is started.

Delay (mins)  -  This  field  is  used  in  conjunction  with  the  Raise  on  start-up  field.  If  you
select  "Always"  or  "If  missed"  in  that  field,  ODEX  Enterprise  will  run  this  event  when
ODEX Enterprise is started, but after a delay of the selected number of minutes.

Interval - This field allows you to choose how often (at what interval)  the event is to be
run. Select a number of Minutes, Hours, Days or Weeks.

Occurrences - Use the dropdown arrow to select how many times you want this event to
occur.

Only  between  -  This  field  will  only  be  enabled  if  you  select  Minutes  or  Hours  in  the
Interval  field. This field allows  you  to  restrict  the  hours  between  which  the  event  will
run. For 24-hour availability, leave the settings as 00:00 and 23:59.

Only on - By default the 'Everyday' tickbox is selected. To select one or more of  the other
options, first deselect the 'Everyday' tickbox to enable the others.

Exclusion date profile  -  To prevent  this  schedule  from  running  on  specific  dates  of  the
year (e.g. Bank Holidays),  you can optionally select an Exclusion Date  Profile. to do this,
select the desired Exclusion Date  Profile  from the drop down. For more  information  on
Exclusion Dates, please refer to the section entitled "Exclusion Profiles".

If  you  select  Recur  until  in  the  Style  field,  the  dialog  will  change  to  look  like  the  one
shown below.
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Figure 471 - Schedule Details (Recur until)

Raise event from -  Select the time at which you want this  schedule  to  begin.  This  does
not necessarily mean that the event will occur at this time. This will  depend on the other
settings you choose.

On - Select the date on which you want this schedule  to begin. This does not necessarily
mean that the event will  occur on this date. This will  depend on the  other  settings  you
choose.

Raise on start-up -  Start-up means when ODEX Enterprise  is started. The three available
settings for this field are:

Always – always run this event when ODEX Enterprise is started.

If missed – only run this event if ODEX Enterprise is started after the time at which
the event should have run.

Never – never run this event when ODEX Enterprise is started.

Delay (mins)  -  This  field  is  used  in  conjunction  with  the  Raise  on  start-up  field.  If  you
select  “Always”  or  “If  missed”  in  that  field,  ODEX  Enterprise  will  run  this  event  when
ODEX Enterprise is started, but after a delay of the selected number of minutes.

Interval - This field allows you to choose how often (at what interval)  the event is to be
run. Select a number of Minutes, Hours, Days or Weeks.

Until  -  Use  the  dropdown  arrow  to  select  the  date  and  time  at  which  you  want  this
schedule to stop operating.

Only  between  -  This  field  will  only  be  enabled  if  you  select  Minutes  or  Hours  in  the
Interval  field. This field allows  you  to  restrict  the  hours  between  which  the  event  will
run. For 24-hour availability, leave the settings as 00:00 and 23:59.

Only on - By default the 'Everyday' tickbox is selected. To select one or more of  the other
options, first deselect the 'Everyday' tickbox to enable the others.
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Exclusion date profile  -  To prevent  this  schedule  from  running  on  specific  dates  of  the
year (e.g. Bank Holidays),  you can optionally select an Exclusion Date  Profile. to do this,
select the desired Exclusion Date  Profile  from the drop down. For more  information  on
Exclusion Dates, please refer to the section entitled "Exclusion Profiles".

If you select Recur forever until  in the Style  field, the dialog will  change to look like  the
one shown below.

Figure 472 - Schedule Details (Recur forever)

Raise event from -  Select the time at which you want this  schedule  to  begin.  This  does
not necessarily mean that the event will occur at this time. This will  depend on the other
settings you choose.

On - Select the date on which you want this schedule  to begin. This does not necessarily
mean that the event will  occur on this date. This will  depend on the  other  settings  you
choose.

Raise on start-up -  Start-up means when ODEX Enterprise  is started. The three available
settings for this field are:

Always – always run this event when ODEX Enterprise is started.

If missed – only run this event if ODEX Enterprise is started after the time at which
the event should have run.

Never – never run this event when ODEX Enterprise is started.

Delay (mins)  -  This  field  is  used  in  conjunction  with  the  Raise  on  start-up  field.  If  you
select  “Always”  or  “If  missed”  in  that  field,  ODEX  Enterprise  will  run  this  event  when
ODEX Enterprise is started, but after a delay of the selected number of minutes.

Interval - This field allows you to choose how often (at what interval)  the event is to be
run. Select a number of Minutes, Hours, Days or Weeks.

Only  between  -  This  field  will  only  be  enabled  if  you  select  Minutes  or  Hours  in  the
Interval  field. This field allows  you  to  restrict  the  hours  between  which  the  event  will
run. For 24-hour availability, leave the settings as 00:00 and 23:59.
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Only on - By default the 'Everyday' tickbox is selected. To select one or more of  the other
options, first deselect the 'Everyday' tickbox to enable the others.

Exclusion date profile  -  To prevent  this  schedule  from  running  on  specific  dates  of  the
year (e.g. Bank Holidays),  you can optionally select an Exclusion Date  Profile. to do this,
select the desired Exclusion Date  Profile  from the drop down. For more  information  on
Exclusion Dates, please refer to the section entitled "Exclusion Profiles".

Exclusion Profiles2.4.12.3

This section of  the System Administrator allows you to view, add and edit the Exclusion
Profiles within ODEX Enterprise.

An  Exclusion  Date  is  effectively  a  non-working  day  of  the  year  for  your  company  and
ODEX  Enterprise  can  be  configured  so  that  scheduled  events  are  not  raised  on  these
dates. An Exclusion Profile  combines  one  or  more  Exclusion  Dates  into  a  single  entity.
When creating a schedule in the system, you can chose whether the schedule  should use
an Exclusion Profile or not.

For example, if a schedule is set to run every 6 hours,  but has an exclusion date  profiled
for tomorrow, then the schedule  will  trigger as follows (where 'X'  implies  the  schedule
being run),

|--------  Day  1:  Standard  Day  -------|-------  Day  2:
Exclusion  Day  -------|--------  Day  3:  Standard  Day
-------|
|- 02:00 -- 08:00 -- 14:00 -- 20:00 -|- 02:00 -- 08:00 --
14:00 -- 20:00 -|- 02:00 -- 08:00 -- 14:00 -- 20:00 -|
|----X--------X--------X--------
X----|------------------------------------|----X--------
X--------X--------X----|

The screen below displays all the Exclusion Profiles currently in the system.
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Figure 473 - Schedules - Exclusion Profiles

Use the Add, Edit and Delete buttons to modify these entries accordingly.

Add/Edit Exclusion Profile2.4.12.3.1

This dialog lets you create or edit an Exclusion Profile.

Figure 474 - Schedules - Add / Edit Exclusion Profile

An  Exclusion  Profile  must  contain  a  Name  and  one  or  more  Exclusion  Dates  which,  if
configured, will prevent a scheduled event from firing on these days.
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Each Exclusion Date must be given a name and a specific date  range. This may be a single
day (e.g. Bank Holidays),  or  a  longer  period  (e.g.  days,  weeks,  months)  to  cover  things
like  plant  downtime.  If  a  schedule  is  running  and  the  next  occurrence   falls  within  an
exclusion  date  (or  range  of  dates),  then  the  schedule  will  use  its  defined  interval  to
calculate the next valid recurrence.

Use the Add and Remove buttons to create or delete a specific exclusion date. The Name
and Dates can be edited by clicking with the mouse or pressing F2.

Sequencing2.4.13

The Sequencing section of the Administrator allows you to enable or disable the
sequencing setting within the product.

Figure 475 - The system wide Sequencing settings

As  the  description  of  the  "Use  Sequencing"  option  suggests,  this  setting  alone  has  no
effect  on  whether  files  are  subject  to  sequencing.  The  page  on  how  to  set  up  and
configure  file  sequencing  gives  a  more  verbose  description  as  to  how  to  configure
sequencing correctly.

Server Status2.4.14

Server Components2.4.14.1

ODEX Enterprise Server is a collection of different components that provide functionality
to the server. These components are working together to supply functionality for a user.
Each  component  in  ODEX  Enterprise  is  responsible  for  a  specific  function.  ODEX
Enterprise has got the following main components defined:

Communication – responsible  for sending and receiving  files  to  and  from  trading
partners  defined  in  ODEX  Enterprise.  When  communications  are  disabled,  ODEX
Enterprise  will  wait  until  all  active  sessions  are  finished.  Force  disable  will
terminate these sessions.

Workflow processing – responsible for processing files on the workflow. Disabling
workflow  processing  will  cause  ODEX  Enterprise  to  complete  the  processing  of
existing files and prevent the processing  of  new  files.  Forcing  disable  will  safely
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finish current jobs and stop all further processing.

Data sources  –  responsible  for  defining  different  data  sources  available  in  ODEX
Enterprise. One of the common used data source in ODEX Enterprise  is Monitoring
Directory data source. To stop new items being processed from directories, manual
submission (via ODEX Enterprise  Workstation)  and from MQ, disable  data  sources
component.

Events  and  Alerts  –  responsible  for  Event  Actions  and  Alerts  configured  in  the
system. When disabled, user configured Event Actions and Alerts will  be  switched
off. Event Actions includes items configured on a Schedule  basis and in relation to
system level events. Alerts includes all alerts configured by the user. 

To see all  the  defined components in ODEX Enterprise  and their  status,  navigate  to  the
System section of  the ODEX  Enterprise  Administrator  and  select  “Server  Status”  option
from the tree view.

Figure 476 - Server Status Overview

On the Overview tab page you will  find the current server  status,  server  start  time  and
status of each component defined in the ODEX Enterprise server. Each component can be
in one of the following states:

Enabling – component state is changing from Disabled

Enabled – component state changed from Enabling to Enabled
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Disabling – component state is changing from Enabled

Disabled – component state changed from Disabling to Disabled.

Components can be enabled or disabled by the user.

To disable  or  enable  component  a  user  needs  to  press  appropriate  button  next  to  the
component that he is trying to enable or disable.

If  a component is performing an action (ex. processing  a  file  on  the  workflow)  and  the
user  wants  to  disable  that  component,  the  component  state  will  be  changed  to
‘Disabling’. Once component finish its activity, then the component state will be changed
to ‘Disabled’. While component is disabling the user can force  to disable  the component
by pressing ‘Force Disable’ button.

Figure 477 - Server Status - Enable/Disable

The following table presents how each component status affects ODEX Enterprise  server
operation

Component Enabled Disabling Disabled

Communications Files  can  be  sent  to
defined  trading
partners  and
received  from  any
defined  trading
partners  in  ODEX
Enterprise.

Any  active  session
will  not  be
terminated.  It  won’t
be possible  to accept
any new incoming  or
outgoing calls.

All  listeners  are
disabled.  It  is  not
possible  to  accept
any  incoming  or
outgoing calls.

Workflow processing Files  can  be Files  that  are New  files  on  the
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Component Enabled Disabling Disabled

processed  on  any
active  workflows
defined  in  ODEX
Enterprise.

currently  processing
on the workflow  will
be  able  to  complete,
files that are  held on
a  workflow  will
remain  in  a  held
state.  New  files  will
not be accepted.

workflow and files in
a  held  state  will  not
be  processed  by  the
defined  workflow
processors.

Data sources Files can enter to the
system  through
various  data  sources
defined  in  ODEX
Enterprise

Files received by  the
datasource  will  be
processed. New  files
will not be accepted.

All  data  sources
defined  in  ODEX
Enterprise  will  be
disabled.

Events and Alerts System  events  can
process  their  actions
in  standard  way  on
the  scheduled  time
or  in  relation  to
system events.

Alerts  can  fire  as
configured  and
communicate  with
alert recipients. 

N/A ODEX  Enterprise
server  will  not  be
able  to  process  any
system  events
defined  on  the
scheduled times or in
relation  to  system
events.

Alerts  will  not  fire,
alert  recipients  will
not be notified. 

Server Maintenance Mode2.4.14.2

Please  note  that  the  Server  Maintenance  Mode  can  only  be  used  when  either  ODEX
Enterprise security or Windows security is in use.

ODEX Enterprise  system administrator can decide  to  set  the  server  in  the  maintenance
mode. This in most cases will  be  when any  of  the  server  components  are  disabled  and
therefore  server functionality will  be  limited.  Setting  server  in  the  maintenance  mode
will force to limit the number of clients currently connected to the server. To work in the
server maintenance mode  a  specific  user  will  need  to  have  a  permission  set.  If  a  user
does not have a permission  to work in the maintenance mode, his client connection will
be terminated. Maintenance mode permission can be set for each user defined in ODEX
Enterprise.

To set this permission, select a user from the user’s list and on  the  Overview  tab  page,
set the ‘Maintenance mode access’ flag and click Save button.
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Figure 478 - Maintenance mode access permission

If a user does not have the ‘Maintenance mode access’ permission set and the server will
be  working  in  the  maintenance  mode,  the  following  message  will  be  displayed  for  all
clients  connected  to  the  server.  After  this  message  a  user  client  connection  will  be
terminated and it will  not be possible  to re-connect until  the  server  is  operating  in  the
maintenance mode.

Figure 479 - Client Disconnect Message

Start-up Procedure2.4.14.3

The Start-up Procedure tab page defines the states of  each ODEX Enterprise  component
after server start-up. A  user  can  define  to  enable  or  disable  specific  components  after
server start-up. Maintenance mode state  can also be defined on the start-up  procedure
tab page. By default all components are enabled and maintenance mode is off.
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Figure 480 - Start-up procedure

A user can also define the subsequent server start-up behaviour. There are  two options
to select

Retaining existing settings for subsequent start ups

Change these settings for subsequent start ups to enable all components

If  first  option  is  selected,  then  the  existing  start-up  settings  defined  by  a  user  will  be
used every time when the server start-ups. If second option is selected, then the start-up
settings will  be  set to their default values: (Maintenance mode –Off,  Communications –
Enabled, Workflow Processing – Enabled, Data Sources – Enabled, Events – Enabled)

Suspend Procedure2.4.14.4

The  Suspend  procedure  tab  page  defines  how  each  component  should  behave  when
shutting  down  the  server.  Shutdown  procedure  defines  a  way  of  shutting  down  ODEX
Enterprise  so that no new connections or files  are  processed  but  current  files  continue
processing and current connections are not terminated.

There are two ways that each component can be shut down:

Forced

Controlled
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Figure 481 - Suspend procedure

User  Access  (Maintenance  mode)  has  to  be  disabled  before  attempting  to  suspend  all
ODEX Enterprise components and therefore a user access (maintenance mode) cannot be
enabled.

The  following  table  defines  how  each  component  behaves  based  on  the  shutdown
settings selected by a user

Component Forced Controlled

Communications No  new  sessions  are  created,
incoming  or  outgoing.  Existing
sessions  are  terminated  and
files  received  are  not
processed.

No new sessions are  created,
incoming  or  outgoing.
Existing  sessions  are  not
terminated and files received
are processed.

Workflow
processing

Files  will  terminated  during
processing  and  will  resume
from the last completed job.

No  new  files  will  be
processed  on  the  workflow,
but  existing  files  will  be
allowed to complete  on their
workflows.

Data sources Files are  not imported and any
files currently imported will be
terminated.

No  new  files  are  picked  up
from  directory  data  sources
but  any  files  currently
importing  will  still  be
imported.

Events and Alerts No event actions will be run

No alerts will be run.

Event  actions  will  continue
until the workflow processors
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Component Forced Controlled

have stopped.

No alerts will be run. 

The ‘Suspend timer’ which is configurable  and allows the system to force  a shutdown in
case of  entities taking a  prolonged  time  to  terminate.   If  the  timeout  is  reached  ODEX
Enterprise will be shut down in the forced way.

Suspend Procedure Control2.4.14.5

On  the  Overview  tab  page  a  user  has  an  option  to  perform  a  controlled  components
suspend  procedure.  If  this  button  is  pressed  all  ODEX  Enterprise  components  will  be
shutdown based on the shutdown settings defined by a  user.  Once  all  components  are
disabled, the server status will  change to “Disabled – ready for  shut  down”.  This  server
status  means,  that  all  components  are  disabled  and  a  user  can  shut  down  the  ODEX
Enterprise server.

System Log2.4.15

This section of the System Administrator allows you to configure  your log files and view
both the current log and archived logs.

Please note  that you do not need to archive  any  logs  yourself  as  ODEX  Enterprise  does
this for you automatically.  In fact,  when you view the  current  (live)  log  on  the  Monitor
page, the lines you see are also being written to an archive log.

To see the System Log section, click on the System Log name in the Navigation Panel  of
the System Administrator. This will  bring up the default page of  the System Log section,
as  shown  below.  There  are  four  pages  in  the  Systems  Log  section,  called  Monitor,
Archive, System Logging and Comms Logging.

Figure 482 - System Log - Monitor

Monitor2.4.15.1

The Monitor page allows you to view your current log. This log is updated in real  time, so
you will  see  lines  being  added  to  the  log  while  you  are  looking  at  it.  The  first  column
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shows the date and time at which an event occurred, while the second column displays a
message informing you of the event that occurred.

Figure 483 - System Log - Monitor page

Log level2.4.15.1.1

The Log level  button allows you to  choose  which  types  of  log  information  you  want  to
see in your system log. We suggest that you keep the default settings just to keep the log
uncluttered by too much information. Just click on the button or the dropdown arrow to
see the available options. Click on an option to select or deselect it.

View2.4.15.1.2

The View button allows you to choose which columns are  visible  to  you  in  the  log.  We
suggest that you keep the default settings (Date/Time and Message)  just to keep the log
uncluttered by too much information. Just click on the button or the dropdown arrow to
see the available options. Click on an option to select or deselect it.

The ID Meaning and the Unique ID are only used during ODEX Enterprise  communications
sessions.

Type will indicate what type of log information is shown in each line of the log.

Level will indicate the type of each log message, as referred to by the selected Log Level
options on the previous button: General, Trace, Debug, Buffer and SQL.

Source  will  indicate  the  origin  of  the  log  message  i.e.  which  source  code  module  has
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produced the message.

Clear2.4.15.1.3

If you click the Clear button, the log lines on this page will  be  cleared, leaving an empty
area on the page. The log file itself will not be affected by the use of this button.

Save as…2.4.15.1.4

The ODEX Enterprise system logs are automatically saved, when they get to a certain size,
in the ODEX Enterprise Log directory.

However, you may use this button if  you also want to save the log file  to somewhere of
your own choosing. If you click on this button you will see the following dialog:

Figure 484 - Save System Log

Use it in the same way as you would the Windows File  Save dialog i.e. select a directory
path and a file name and click the Save button.

E-mail2.4.15.1.5

Use  this  button  to  e-mail  the  log  to  somebody  (usually  this  will  be  our  Support
department).  If  you  click  on  this  button,  it  will  bring  up  a  new  mail  message  in  your
default e-mail  software, with the e-mail  address of  our support department  and  "ODEX
Enterprise log" in the subject field. All you have to do is Send it!

The exact behaviour of this function depends on the e-mail system you have installed.

Archive2.4.15.2

The Archive  page allows you to look at previous logs.  To  do  this,  you  first  have  to  click
the Load button, as suggested in the message column of this page.
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Figure 485 - System Log - Archive page

Load2.4.15.2.1

If you click the Load button, you will see the following dialog.

Figure 486 - Log archive filter settings

This filter dialog allows you to select logs from today, or from any range of hours or days.

Alternatively,  you can select a particular  start-up  log  file.  To  do  this,  select  the  “Single
start-up  log  file”  radio  button,  then  use  the  dropdown  arrow  alongside  the  Filename
field to select the required start-up log file.
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The Message Levels section at the bottom of this dialog allows you to choose the level  of
log information to be included in the loaded log.

View2.4.15.2.2

The View button allows you to choose which columns are  visible  to  you  in  the  log.  We
suggest that you keep the default settings just to keep the log uncluttered by too much
information. Just click on the button or the dropdown arrow to see the available  options.
Click on an option to select or deselect it.

The ID Meaning and the Unique ID are only used during ODEX Enterprise  communications
sessions.

Type will indicate what type of log information is shown in each line of the log.

Level will indicate the type of each log message, as referred to by the selected Log Level
options on the Monitor page: General, Trace, Debug, Buffer and SQL.

Source  will  indicate  the  origin  of  the  log  message  i.e.  which  source  code  module  has
produced the message.

Clear2.4.15.2.3

If you click the Clear button, the log lines on this page will  be  cleared, leaving an empty
area on the page. The log file itself will not be affected by the use of this button.

Save as…2.4.15.2.4

The ODEX Enterprise system logs are automatically saved, when they get to a certain size,
in the ODEX Enterprise Log directory.

However, you may use this button if  you also want to save the log file  to somewhere of
your own choosing. If you click on this button you will see the following dialog:

Figure 487 - Save Log Archive

Use it in the same way as you would the Windows File  Save dialog i.e. select a directory
path and a file name and click the Save button.
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E-mail2.4.15.2.5

Use  this  button  to  e-mail  the  log  to  somebody  (usually  this  will  be  our  Support
department).  If  you  click  on  this  button,  it  will  bring  up  a  new  mail  message  in  your
default e-mail  software, with the e-mail  address of  our support department  and  "ODEX
Enterprise log" in the subject field. All you have to do is Send it!

The exact behaviour of this function depends on the e-mail system you have installed.

System Logging2.4.15.3

The System Logging page is where you can choose what type of  information you want to
be  written  to  the  various  ODEX  Enterprise  logs.  Please  be  aware  that,  even  though
information is written to the log, you can still  choose not to see it when you browse the
log. This means that you can write  information to the log that may be useful  for Support
purposes, but keep much of it out of your everyday view of the log.

In general you should keep logging to a minimum.

Figure 488 - System Settings - Logging

Log type - There are many different types of logging within ODEX Enterprise, listed in the
Log  type  dropdown  list.  By  default,  all  are  configured  to  include  only  General  log
messages.

As you select any log type, a description will  be  displayed in the grey box below the Log
type field.

The  <Global>  entry  in  the  Log  type  field  indicates  that  all  log  types  will  contain  log
messages  of  whatever  types  are  selected  on  the  dialog  above  (in  this  example,  just
General log messages).

You can override this for individual log types, if necessary, by choosing an entry from the
dropdown list and selecting more log message types for that entry.

You can deselect and reselect options at any time.

Each log message type is described briefly on the Logging page,  to  help  you  make  your
choices. Under normal circumstances, General log messages should be adequate for most
purposes,  with  Trace  messages  being  used  occasionally  for  extra  information.  Debug,
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Buffer and SQL messages are mostly for support purposes only.

If  you  make  any  changes  on  this  page,  you  must  click  the  Save  button  to  save  the
changes, or click the Cancel button to discard the changes.

To reset to ODEX Enterprise’s original logging settings, click the Defaults button.

Comms Logging2.4.15.4

Click on the tab ‘Comms Logging’ in the System Log section, as shown below.

Figure 489 - Comms Logging

On this page you can select various log options for the protocols you  will  be  using.  The
General option will always be selected and cannot be deselected.

The currently available protocols are AS2, CAPI2, FTP client,  FTP server,  HTTP, OFTP, SFTP
server,  TCP and XOT. The default settings are  to  have  General  logging  for  all  protocols.
This will help to keep your log to a manageable size.

Select one of the protocols from the dropdown list so that you can set its log levels.

Select one or more of the log overrides for the protocols you are  using, according to how
much information you want to see in  the  log.  You  will  generally  only  need  to  increase
logging levels for support purposes.

General will provide basic information about the communications session.

Protocol  will  show  all  the  protocol  activity  (e.g.  for  OFTP  this  will  be  the  SSRM,
SSID, SFPA, DATA, EERP etc)

Debug should only be selected  if  requested  by  the  Data  Interchange  Plc  support
team.

Buffer will show the full contents of each file sent and received during the session.

XOT Logging2.4.15.4.1

In order to view all  of  the X.25 packets that are  being transmitted and received by ODEX
Enterprise, you should select the  'Buffer'  option  against  the  XOT  protocol.  To  view  the
actual hex contents of the XOT buffers, select 'Buffer' against the TCP protocol too.
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System Settings2.4.16

The System Settings area comprises– Security, Server, E-mail, Performance, Counters and
Maintenance pages, as shown below.

Figure 490 - System Settings

Server2.4.16.1

The Server page allows you to configure the language and specify how clients connect to
the server. 
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Language - Use the dropdown arrow to select which language you want the server to run
in.

Currently  available  languages  include  English,  German  (Deutsch),  Spanish  (Español),
French (Français), Chinese (Simplified), Swedish, Slovenian, Turkish and Finnish.

If  you select a different language and click the Save  button, you will  see  a message box
telling you that the Server must be restarted for the change to take effect.

N.B. This Language setting only affects the server. To change the language used by any of
the clients, use the Options dialog from the Tools menu of the appropriate client.

Connections  -  The  connections  list  allows  you  to  specify  whether  clients  must
authenticate  with  SSL  when  they  connect  to  the  server.   You  can  select  ‘Allow  TCP
connections only’,  which will  not allow SSL connections, ‘Allow SSL  connections’,  which
will only allow clients authenticated with SSL to connect,  or TCP and SSL connections can
be enabled. 

Port Numbers -  The port number is the port on which the server listens  for  clients.  The
default  port  number  should  be  usable  by  most  servers,  but,  if  necessary,  type  in  a
different port number to be used by ODEX Enterprise.

Where both TCP and SSL connections are  in use, separate  port numbers are  required for
each connection. The default port number is provided for you.

SSL certificate - Select the button next to this field to select a certificate that will  be  used
for  authentication.   For  more  details  on  certificates  see  the  section  entitled  ‘Select
certificate dialog’.

Require client authentication - Select this check box if you additionally require the server
to authenticate with the client. 
Server name  -  Enter  a  server  name  that  will  be  displayed  as  an  application  title  on  all
clients connecting to that server.

Banner  colours  -  Use  those  settings  if  you  want  to  override  the  clients  colour  settings
when connecting to the server. All the clients will be forced to use the colour scheme set
by the server.

Performance2.4.16.2

Performance counters may prove useful  in Just-In-Time supply environments where the
receipt of files is critical. For example counters can be set up to monitor the time since a
file was last received, or how many files are sent per hour. An event action can be set up
to monitor counters and, if they fall  below a certain level,  perform some other action to
notify the user, such as send an e-mail.

The Performance  Page  displays  a  list  of  performance  counters  that  will  be  exposed  to
Windows, and allows you to add new ones, or delete counters already defined:
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Figure 491 - System Settings - Performance Counters

The list shows the following data:

Category - This is the name of the performance counter category.

Instance - This is the instance name of the counter.

Sub-instance - This is the sub-division of counter instance.

These categories are described more fully below.

Windows Performance Counters2.4.16.2.1

ODEX  Enterprise  can  expose  a  number  of  different  performance  counters  to  the
operating system. Counters are defined to Windows using these four parameters:

Machine name – you  cannot  change  this  as  it  will  always  be  the  machine  that  is
running the ODEX Enterprise server application (or system service).

Category  (or  performance  object)  –  represents  the  system  or  application  object
that will be monitored; for ODEX Enterprise these will be:

Workflow

Comms

Comms.Data

Counter name – represents the metric; for ODEX Enterprise these will be:

For all categories except DataInterchange.Comms.Data:

ItemsPerHour – number of items processed per hour

ItemsPerMinute – number of items processed per minute
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ElapsedTime – number of seconds since last item processed

For the DataInterchange.Comms.Data category:

BytesPerMinute – average number of bytes per minute.

Counter  instance  (and  sub-instance)  –  the  instance  for  which  the  metric  is
collected; for ODEX Enterprise these will be:

For the DataInterchange.Workflow category:

WorkflowSelector.All  –  instance  updated  when  file  is  matched  to  any  workflow
selector

WorkflowSelector.NAME  –  instance  updated  when  file  is  matched  to  a  named
workflow selector

Job.All – instance updated when any job completes

Job.NAME – instance updated when named job completes

DataSource.All – instance updated when any data source is matched to a workflow
selector

DataSource.NAME –  instance  updated  when  named  data  source  is  matched  to  a
workflow selector

For the DataInterchange.Comms category:

Files.Scheduled.All – instance updated when a file is scheduled

Files.Scheduled.NAME – instance updated when a file  is scheduled to  the  named
trading partner network

Files.Sent.All – instance updated when a file is sent

Files.Sent.NAME  –  instance  updated  when  a  file  is  sent  to  the  named  trading
partner network

Files.Received.All – instance updated when a file is received

Files.Received.NAME – instance updated when a file  is received  from  the  named
trading partner network

Acks.Sent.All – instance updated when an acknowledgement is sent

Acks.Sent.NAME  –  instance  updated  when  an  acknowledgement  is  sent  to  the
named trading partner

Acks.Received.All – instance updated when an acknowledgement is received

Acks.Received.NAME –  instance  updated  when  an  acknowledgement  is  received
from the named trading partner

For the DataInterchange.Comms.Data category:

Bytes.Sent.All – instance updated with file size when a file is sent

Bytes.Sent.NAME – instance updated with file size when a file is sent to the named
trading partner network

Bytes.Received.All – instance updated with file size when a file is received
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Bytes.Received.NAME –  instance  updated  with  file  size  when  a  file  is  received
from the named trading partner network.

Editing Performance Counters2.4.16.2.2

To define a new performance counter and expose it to  Windows,  click  the  Add  button.
The following dialog is displayed.

Figure 492 - Add Performance Counter

Select the required category, instance and sub-instance from the drop-down lists shown
and click OK to add the counter. When you select an entry in the category drop-down list,
the  instance  drop-down  list  will  display  the  instances  available  for  that  category  only.
When you select an entry in the instance drop-down list, the sub-instance drop-down list
will  show  entries  for  that  instance  only.  For  example,  if  you  select  the  ‘Workflow’
category, the instances available  will  be  ‘WorkflowSelectorl’,  ‘Data  Source’  and  ‘Job’.  If
you then select the ‘WorkflowSelector’ instance, the sub-instances available will be  ‘All’,
along with the names of  the workflow selectors defined in the Workflow section of  the
Administrator.

A counter can only be added once. For instance, if  the  counter whose full  designation is
‘DataInterchange.Comms.Files.Sent.All’ has been added to the main list,  the ‘All’  option
will  not  be  available  in  the  sub-instance  drop-down  when  the  category  selected  is
‘Comms’ and the instance selected is ‘Files.Sent’.

To remove a performance counter that has already  been  defined,  highlight  the  item  in
the list and click the Delete button.

Counters2.4.16.3

The  Counters  Page  displays  the  current  values  of  the  files  associated  with  ODEX
Enterprise Workstation. The counters page looks like the one below,
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Figure 493 - System Settings Counters

These are broken down into the following individual counters,

AUTACK Reference – The number of AUTACK responses that have been sent.

CommsFileNumber – The number of files that have been sent and received.

ENGDAT Exchange Reference  – The number  of  ENGDAT folders  that  have  been  created
and sent.

FileNumber – The total number of files that have been processed.

LogicalFile – The number of logical files that have been created.

TempFileNumber – The total number of temporary files.

Unique Session ID – The current session ID.

WorkflowQueueItem – The number of workflow queue items that have been created.

There are two buttons associated with the counters: Edit and Reset.

Edit - Clicking on Edit displays the dialog as shown below.

Figure 494 - System Settings Counters
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This allows the user to change the current value of the counter. Once changed, the count
will  increase  from  this  newly  set  value.  The  other  option  is  to  adjust  the  incremental
value. This has the effect of increasing the current value by a set amount, rather than the
default value of 1.

Reset -  Reset simply resets the current value back to zero. If  this  is  clicked  by  accident,
simply click Cancel to avoid saving your changes.

Maintenance2.4.16.4

The  Maintenance  page  allows  ODEX  Enterprise  to  run  a  variety  of  integrity  checks,
highlighting  potential  errors  relating  to  file  processing.  For  example,  in  the  unlikely
event whereby a file  is received via comms and fails to be  submitted  to  the  workflows
for processing, it will be displayed in the list on this page.

Click  on  the  ‘Perform  integrity  check’  button  to  populate  the  list  of  files.  If  nothing  is
displayed, then there are no serious problems.

Figure 495 - System Settings – Maintenance

Files displayed in this list can be resubmitted for processing in one of two ways,

Resubmit all – will resubmit every file in the list

Resubmit selection – will only resubmit the files that have checks against them

User Security2.4.17

Before reading this section of the Help guide, please ensure you have read and
understood the information in the Security section of this guide.

When using ODEX Enterprise's own security, it doesn't matter whether you add the users
or user groups first.
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 However, you may create  users without necessarily creating any user groups.  If  you  do
create  user groups, they  are  ineffective  until  you  have  created  one  or  more  users  and
allocated them to the user groups.

When using Windows security,  it doesn't matter whether you add the users or  the  user
groups first.  Unlike  ODEX Enterprise's own security,  you can import user groups without
importing any users. They will  be  effective  because Windows user  groups  already  have
users belonging to them.

Both users and user groups allow you to specify  permissions  i.e.  you  can  specify  which
areas  of  the  software  the  user  or  user  group  has  access  to,  and  what  actions  they  can
perform within those areas.

Security2.4.17.1

What is "Security"?

Security applies specifically to people  using  the  client  applications  of  ODEX  Enterprise.
Enabling  one  or  more  of  the  available  Security  types  allows  a  user  to  be  granted
permission to view or edit specific information within the ODEX Enterprise  system. Any
users not explicitly added or part of  a security group which  has  implicit  permission  will
not be able to access ODEX Enterprise.

What types of Security are available in ODEX Enterprise?

Select a link for more information regarding that type of security.

Mixed Mode Security

ODEX Enterprise security

Windows security

What if I don't want to use Security?

The use of  Security within  ODEX  Enterprise  is  not  mandatory.  However,  you  should  be
aware that with no security enabled, anyone who has installed an ODEX Enterprise  client
can access the ODEX Enterprise system to view data or make configuration changes.

How do I configure Security in ODEX Enterprise?

The Security section of  the ODEX Enterprise  Administrator allows you to select the type
of security you want to use.

By default, Security is switched off when you first use ODEX Enterprise. You will  probably
want to take a little time to consider how to organise your user groups before you dive  in
and switch Security on. Of course, you may decide not to enforce any Security at all.
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Figure 496 - System Settings – Security

ODEX Enterprise's own security2.4.17.1.1

When ODEX Enterprise  Security is being used, ODEX Enterprise  will  store  records  for  its
own  users  and  will  prompt  them  for  a  username  and  password  when  they  attempt  to
access the ODEX Enterprise system.

If  you  select  ODEX  Enterprise  built-in  security,  you  cannot  edit  anything  else  on  this
page.  Click  Save  to  keep  the  changes  you  have  made,  or  click  Cancel  to  discard  the
changes.  For  more  information  regarding  Security  in  ODEX  Enterprise,  please  read  the
Security section of this guide.

Figure 497 - System Settings – Security

Windows security2.4.17.1.2

Using Windows Security allows an existing  Windows  active  directory  domain  users  and
groups to be assigned permissions within ODEX Enterprise. If  you  select  'Integrate  with
Windows  security'  you  will  see  that  the  Windows  security  settings  section  becomes
enabled, as shown below.
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Figure 498 - System Settings – Windows security

Active  directory  domain  -  You  must  type  a  Windows  domain  in  the  Active  directory
domain field if you are going to use Windows security.

The Windows  Active  Directory  is  a  catalogue  of  everything  on  your  network,  including
users, user groups, computers,  and printers. ODEX Enterprise  can utilise  the list of  users
and user groups in the active directory so that you can use existing Windows identities to
govern people's use of ODEX Enterprise.

Set  Admin  User  -  Having  selected  the  active  directory  domain,  you  must  now  select  a
user from that domain to be the Admin user. You should choose a responsible, technical
person,  such  as  the  IT  manager,  the  network  administrator  or  whoever  is  in  charge  of
ODEX Enterprise.

To choose an Admin user,  click on the Set Admin User button to bring  up  the  following
dialog.

Figure 499 - System Settings – Select Windows Admin Account

Search  for  the  appropriate  username  of  the  user  to  be  the  Admin  user.  If  the  user  is
found, the username and name will  be  populated and you can click OK.  This  will  return
you to the Security Settings page, which will  now display the selected user in the ODEX
Enterprise Administrator field, as shown below.
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Figure 500 - System Settings – Windows Security Populated

For more information regarding Security in ODEX Enterprise, please read the Security
section of this guide.

Mixed Mode Security2.4.17.1.3

Mixed mode security combines both ODEX Enterprise’s own security and Windows NT
security so that they can be used in parallel. When attempting to access ODEX Enterprise
it will offer users the choice of entering a username and password or authenticating with
their Windows credentials.

For more information regarding Security in ODEX Enterprise, please read the Security
section of this guide.

Figure 501 - System Settings – Mixed Mode Security Populated
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Password Policy2.4.17.1.4

The password policy screen is shown below:

Figure 502 - Password Policy

This  screen  only  needs  to  be  configured  if  mixed-mode  or  ODEX  Enterprise's  own
security  is  in  use,  if  Windows  Security  is  in  use  then  the  domain  administrator  will
control the password policy.

The  above  screen  allows  you  to  configure  all  details  of  the  password  policy  for  the
system.

Password requirements

Minimum  password  length:  This  field  allows  you  to  configure  the  minimum  length  a
users password must be to be valid within the system.

Lower case letters: This field allows you to configure the minimum number of  lower case
letters the user must have in their password for it to be deemed valid by the system.

Upper case letters: This field allows you to configure the minimum number of upper case
letters the user must have in their password for it to be deemed valid by the system.
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Digits: This field allows you to configure the minimum number of  numeric characters the
user must have in their password for it to be deemed valid by the system.

Special  characters:  This  field  allows  you  to  configure  the  minimum  number  of  special
characters (e.g. ? *)  that the user must have in their password for it to be deemed valid
by the system.

Maximum  number  of  repeated  characters:  This  field  allows  you  to  configure  the
maximum number of the same character the user can repeat in their password.
(e.g. if this value is set to 3 and the user enters Password4444 then the password would
be invalid because the 4 character is repeated too many times).

New passwords

Prohibit  the  reuse  of  old  passwords:  This  checkbox  allows  you  to  prevent  the  user
changing their password to a password which they have used previously.

Prohibit  the  use  of  common  passwords:  This  checkbox  allows  you  to  prevent  the  user
setting their password to a common password.

Prohibit the use of user data in passwords: This checkbox prevents the user setting their
password to an item of their userdata such as their name.

User account locking

Failed log in attempts before the account is locked: This field allows you to configure  the
number of attempts the user has to correctly log into their account before  it is locked for
the period specified in the Lock accounts field.

Failed security answers before the account is locked: This  field  allows  you  to  configure
the  number  of  attempts  the  user  can  have  to  correctly  answer  their  security  question
before the account is locked for the period specified in the Lock accounts field.

Lock accounts: This field allows you to specify the duration to lock accounts for if  the user
enters  their  password  incorrectly  too  many  times  or  fails  to  correctly  answer  their
security  question.   The  indefinitely  option  requires  someone  with  system  access  to
manually unlock the account before it can be used again.

Password Expiry

Enabled:  This  password  allows  you  to  select  whether  passwords  should  expire  in  line
with the options selected below.

Passwords expire after: This field allows you to configure  the number of  days a user can
keep the same password for before they are required to change it.

After password expiry, user accounts lock in: This field allows you to specify the number
of days after their password expires, the user has to log in before  their account is locked
and must be unlocked manually by someone with system access.

If you are  enabling the password expiry option, upon saving an additional  dialog will  be
displayed asking if  all  users are  required to change their passwords.   If  this  is  selected,
then  the  next  time  a  user  logs  into  the  system  they  will  be  forced  to  change  their
password.  Alternatively if  the option is not selected, all  users will  have their  password
expiry  date  calculated  from  today  and  will  only  have  to  change  their  password  at  this
new expiry date.
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After saving2.4.17.1.5

Once you have clicked the Save  button on this page, you will  see  a message box  telling
you that the server must be restarted for the security changes to take effect.  You should
do this straight away, otherwise  any subsequent changes you make in the User Security
area may be lost when you do eventually restart the Server

Using ODEX Enterprise's own security, once you have re-started the server,  the next time
you or anyone else tries to start an application, ODEX Enterprise  will  require  a username
and, optionally, a password to be entered.

Using Windows Active  Directory security,  once you have re-started the server,  Windows
security will  check the identity of  any user against a user account before  allowing  them
to use an application.

Important!

If  the  new ODEX Enterprise  Admin user is a different person from the one logged on  to
this machine (i.e. the machine  where  the  ODEX  Enterprise  Administrator  application  is
installed),  when  you  restart  the  Server  you  will  not  be  able  to  log  back  on  to  ODEX
Enterprise  unless  you  logoff  Windows  and  logon  again  as  the  person  you  have
designated to be the Admin user. Once you have restarted the Server and logged  on  to
ODEX Enterprise, you can then add further users.

If you selected ODEX Enterprise  or Windows security you can now go ahead and start to
add your users and user groups using the buttons on the Actions page or the tree view in
the Navigation Panel.

Privileges and Restrictions2.4.17.2

A user who is a member of  one or more user groups is subject  to  all  the  privileges  and
restrictions  allocated  to  those  user  groups.  He  can  also  be  given  more  privileges  and
fewer restrictions by setting his own user permissions higher and  his  restrictions  lower
than those of the group(s) to which he belongs.

However,  this  does  not  work  in  the  opposite  way  –  a  user  cannot  have  his  privileges
reduced  or  his  restrictions  tightened  by  setting  his  own  user  permissions  lower  and
restrictions tighter than those of the group(s) he belongs to. To restrict a user's privileges
you should re-allocate him to a different group.

Stated simply, if the permissions of a user do not match those of the group he belongs to,
the higher permission level will always be used.

Users2.4.17.3

This section of the System Administrator allows you to add new users, and view, edit and
delete the users you have profiled in ODEX Enterprise. However, you will  not be able  to
access this  part  of  the  System  Administrator  unless  you  have  been  given  the  required
permission. For this purpose, we have pre-configured a System Administrator for you.

System Administrator user2.4.17.3.1

Before reading this section of the Help guide, please ensure you have read and
understood the information in the Security section of this guide.

This user has been set up with full edit permission for the ODEX Enterprise  Administrator
application.  You can view the System Administrator details in the  same  way  as  for  any
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other  user  you  set  up  yourself,  but  you  cannot  edit  his  settings,  except  to  choose
whether to use passwords for him.

You  can  access  the  Users  section  either  via  the  Navigation  Panel  tree  view  or  via  the
Information Panel on the right.

To see the Users section, click on the Users name in the Navigation Panel  of  the System
Administrator. This will bring up the default page of  the Users section in the Information
Panel on the right, as shown below.

Please note that the wording alongside the New buttons will  be  slightly different if  you
are using Windows security.

Figure 503 - Users - Actions

There are two pages in the Users section, called Actions and User List.

Users - Actions2.4.17.3.2

Before reading this section of the Help guide, please ensure you have read and
understood the information in the Security section of this guide.

To add a new user or view a list of all users, click once on the Users node in the tree view.
This will bring up the Users – Actions page.

There are two New buttons on this page and one View button.
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Figure 504 - Users - Actions

There are two approaches to adding a new user. One is to add a user with no permissions
and  grant  him  a  few  privileges.  The  other  is  to  add  a  user  with  full  permissions  and,
optionally, remove a few privileges from him.

Whichever approach you take, for your chosen method of  security,  the set of  pages you
will be presented with will be exactly the same. The only difference will  be  in the initial
level  of  permission  that  is  set  for  each  view  of  each  application.  For  a  user  with  no
permissions, the permission level  will  be  set to None. For a user  with  full  permissions,
the permission level will be set to Edit.

Since the pages and their fields are identical, we only need to describe them once.

To add  a  new  user  with  no  permissions,  click  on  the  top  New  button  and  refer  to  the
section entitled "Adding a new user".

To import a new  Windows  user  with  no  permissions,  click  on  the  top  New  button  and
refer to the section entitled "Importing a new user".

To add a new user with full permissions, click on the second New button and refer to the
section entitled "Adding a new user".

To import a new  Windows  user  with  full  permissions,  click  on  the  second  New  button
and refer to the section entitled "Importing a new user".

To view a list of all users, click on the View button and refer to the section entitled "View
user list". This option also allows you to edit existing users.
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Adding a new user2.4.17.3.3

Click a New button from the Users – Actions page to see the associated pages.

The following sections describe each of the page tabs in turn, and how to use them.

This page allows you to set business restrictions for this user. The effect of  this will  be  to
conceal certain categories of data from the user that he would otherwise be able to see.

Using this page, it is possible to restrict a user to seeing only data for specific companies,
EDI codes, Local  Codes or Message Types. The filters adopt a hierarchical  structure.  This
means that to limit a user to only see a specific Local  Code or EDI code, the user must be
granted ‘Shown’ access to the related Company first.

Message type filters are unrelated to Companies, and can be defined separately.

Figure 505 - Business Filters

The fields and buttons on this page are as follows:

Filters enabled - This tick box defines whether business filters are  enabled for this user.
If filters are  disabled, then the user will  be  able  to view all  types of  data in the system,
and there will be no filtering based on Company, Local Code, EDI Code or Message Type.

Once  the  tick  box  is  enabled,  specific  filters  can  be  set  up.  All  filters  will  default  to
‘Hidden’,  and  a  user  must  be  given  ‘Shown’  permission  to  see  data  for  at  least  one
Company or Message Type.

Business filter -  This  field  contains  a  dropdown  list  of  all  the  different  business  filters
currently defined in ODEX Enterprise. Currently, the available business filters are:
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Company

EDI Code

Local Code

Location Code

Document Function

Message Type

Network

For  each  different  business  filter,  you  may  choose  which  entities  are  to  be  made
accessible for this user.

Let's take the Company as an example. If  your company has a trading partner, Customer
1, you will see an entry for Customer 1 in the Entity column of the Entity/Access list.

If  you want this user only to work with Customer  1 data,  you  should  select  Customer  1
from the Entity/Access list and set the entry to ‘Shown’ using the Shown button.

Please  note  that,  if  you  set  a  Company  entity  to  "Hidden",  this  will  also  hide  related
entities at a lower level  i.e.  Local  Code, and EDI code. In addition, when a user  opens  a
filter dialog to change their own personal  filter settings, they will  only be able  to select
from companies in the drop down box which have been set to "Shown".

However, if a Company entity is set to "Shown", the access levels of all  related EDI Codes
and Local Codes can be set on an individual basis.

Additional filter - This field contains a dropdown list of the entities to which the selected
Business filter may be applied. This field is not applicable to all Business filter entries.

This field is available for the following business filters:

EDI Code (the field shows all companies currently profiled)

Local Code (the field shows all companies currently profiled)

Location Code (the field shows all companies currently profiled)

Entity/Access list -  The Entity/Access list shows a  list  of  all  the  entities  associated  with
the values shown in the two dropdown fields, and the type of access this user has to each
of those entities. To begin with, all entities will have an Access type of Shown.

Shown,  Hidden  (All)  -  Use  these  buttons  to  select  the  type  of  restriction  you  want  to
apply  to  each  entity  for  this  user.  Highlight  each  entity  in  the  list  and  press  the
appropriate  button at the bottom. Taking the EDI Code business filter as  an  example,  if
you want this user only to see data relating to the ‘EDI2’ EDI code, you should leave the
‘Shown’ access which is already set for the entity,  and set all  other  entities  to  ‘Hidden’
using the Hidden button, as shown in the example below.  The ‘All’  buttons will  apply to
every visible item.

Overridden Result -  The result of  the  business  filter  when  combined  with  any  groups  .
The first word will always be the eventual result that that user will see.

Help -  If  you  need  more  information  about  the  fields  on  the  Business  filters  page  and
how to fill them in, click on the Help button.

Cancel  -  If  you do not want to save  changes  you  have  made,  click  the  Cancel  button  to
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discard your changes.

Save - To save all the changes you have made on the Business filters page, click the Save
button.

Before reading this section of the Help guide, please ensure you have read and
understood the information in the Security section of this guide.

This page allows you to add the details of  the person who is to  be  a  new  user  of  ODEX
Enterprise.

Figure 506 - User Overview

The fields and buttons on this page are as follows:

User  security  type–This  defines  whether  the  user  is  an  ODEX  Enterprise  user  or  a
Windows user. Both options are  only selectable  if  Mixed Mode security is enabled,  and
otherwise the selection will default to the type of user security that has been enabled.

Full name - Type in this field the full name of the person who is to be a new user of  ODEX
Enterprise. For example, type in John Smith, not simply John.

Username  -  Type in this field the name  you  want  to  give  to  this  person  as  a  user.  This
name must be no more than twelve characters long and must be unique and preferably
easy  to  distinguish.  We  suggest  you  use  the  first  name  of  the  user,  with  one  or  more
initials if it is necessary to distinguish them.
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Enabled  -  This  tick  box  allows  you  to  enable  or  disable  this  user  as  a  user  of  ODEX
Enterprise. Usually you will select the tick box in order to enable  the user,  thus allowing
him access to ODEX Enterprise. If a user were to be absent from work for a length of time,
through illness for example, for greater security you could disable  him as a user until  his
return to work. This would prevent anybody taking advantage of  his absence to "borrow"
his identity.

Use passwords - When you add a new user,  the Use passwords checkbox will  initially be
enabled and checked. If you keep this setting, you will not be able  to save the details for
this new user until  you provide a password for him. However, if  you do not want to use
passwords  for  this  user,  uncheck  the  checkbox.  The  Set  password  button  will  then
become disabled.

Set  password  /  Reset  password  -  The  Set  password  button  is  used  to  set  the  initial
password of the new user. Once the password has been set and saved, the button will  be
renamed as Reset password.  This can then be used for  anyone  who  has  forgotten  their
password, or anyone whose password has been compromised. Pressing this  button  will
bring up the following dialog:

Figure 507 - Set password

You need to type the new password into  both  fields.  This  helps  to  prevent  a  mistyped
password being saved.

There are a few rules about the characters that may be used in the password:

The password must contain at least 5 characters, up to a maximum of 12 characters

The password must be alphanumeric i.e.  it may only include numbers  and  letters
and the underscore character (no punctuation and no spaces are permitted)

The password is case sensitive.

Company Change History - This shows the last changed performed on the company along
with the time by this user. Selecting the  ‘Change  History’  button  will  show  a  complete
history of the changes to all defined companies in ODEX Enterprise.

This page allows you to grant or restrict access to applications, and to views within those
applications, for this user.

The  values  in  the  Permissions  column  will  initially  be  None  or  View  and  Modify,
depending  on  whether  you  are  adding  a  user  with  no  permissions  or  a  user  with  full
permissions. This is illustrated in the two dialogs shown below.
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Figure 508 - User with no permissions

Figure 509 - User with Edit permissions

The fields and check boxes on this page are as follows:

Application  Section  -  The  top  section  contains  a  list  of  all  the  applications  within  the
ODEX Enterprise software. Use the View and Modify check boxes underneath this list to
select  whether  you  wish  to  allow  the  user  to  view,  edit  or  not  access  this  selected
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application.

The  permission  of  the  application  always  overrides  the  permission  of  the  underlying
entities.  This  means  if  ‘Modify’  is  not  set  on  the  Application,  any  ‘Modify’,  ‘Add’  and
‘Delete’ permissions will be  automatically refused for its entities,  even though they can
be set.

View  or  Entity  Section  -  The  bottom  section  contains  a  list  of  different  types  of
permission  that  may  be  granted  to  this  user  for  the  selected  application  in  the  top
section.

For  a  user  with  no  permissions,  the  default  setting  is  to  allow  no  access  to  any  entity
within any application.

For  a  user  with  full  permissions,  the  default  settings  allow  full  access  to  each  entity
within each application.

As you choose different permissions, the description below the Permission field changes
to describe the effect your choice will have.

To  set  the  same  permission  for  every  entity  or  view  of  an  application,  you  can  multi-
select and check all the permissions check boxes for each entity.

None set – the user will not even be able to see the view

View – the user will  be  able  to see the entity but  they  will  not  be  able  save  any
edited  information.Sometimes  the  ‘View’  permission  is  used  to  determine
whether  a  user  can  access  a  feature,  such  as  deleting  files  from  the  ODEX
Enterprise workstation.

Modify – the user can modify the client,  permissions above  view  for  any  entities
below are permitted

Add – the user can create new entities

Delete – the user can remove entities

For example, in the case of the ODEX Enterprise  Administrator application, to give  a user
Edit access to the Retention Periods view and View access to all  other views, you would
do the following:

Select ODEX Enterprise Administrator in the Application section at the top

Check ‘View’ and ‘Modify’ in the top permissions section

Highlight  each  entry  in  turn  in  the  View/Access  list,  with  the  exception  of  the
Retention Periods entry, and check the View box, and deselect the other boxes.

Ensure the Retention Periods item has ‘Modify’ selected.

This page allows you to add this user to a user group or remove him from a user group. 
Any  profiled  Active  Directory  Groups  will  be  shown,  but  they  will  not  be  able  to  be
moved.  To remove a user from an Active  Directory group the Active  Directory should be
modified or the group deleted from ODEX Enterprise.
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Figure 510 - User Groups

The fields and buttons on this page are as follows:

Groups list - The members’ window shows a list of  all  the  user groups to which this user
belongs.  If the user is an AD User it is possible  they are  a member of  a profiled NT User
group. These are  shown, but greyed out, as it is not possible  to remove a user from this
group using ODEX Enterprise, the Active directory must be used.

Add, Remove  -  You may add groups from the non-members  list  to  the  members  list  by
pressing  the  Add  button,  and  remove  groups  from  this  list  by  pressing  the  Remove
button.  Using  the  Add  button  removes  a  group  from  the  lower  list  and  adds  it  to  the
upper list.  Using the Remove  button removes a group from the upper list and adds it to
the lower list.

Non-members list - The non-members list shows a list of all the user groups to which this
user does not belong. NT groups are never shown here.
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This page allows you to define Web Access details for this user.

Figure 511 - User Web Access

This page is not mandatory, but allows details to be defined for a user who is permitted
to logon to a web access application such as the ODEX Enterprise Dashboard.

The fields on this page are as follows:

Security question – The question to ask the user in the situation of  username/password
retrieval.

Security answer – The answer which is associated with the Security question.

Language – This option defines the user’s preferred language.

Time zone offset – This option defines the user’s time zone.

Users linked to Contacts2.4.17.3.4

A contact can be defined against a Company, Location or EDI Code. This contact defines a
contactable  individual  within  an  organisation,  and  contains  such  information  as  their
Name, Department, Job, E-mail address, Telephone numbers, etc.

Contacts  can  be  categorised  relating  to  their  specific  role  within  an  organisation,  and
therefore the ability to link contacts to Users extends the same degree of  organisation to
Users.

Below, the contact dialog is shown for defined a Contact against a Company, Location or
EDI  Code.  When  the  ‘Contact  may  login’  tick  box  is  ticked,  new  tabs  appear  that  are
identical to the User tabs detained in this section.

Certain fields, such as the Username and Full  Name are  pre-populated with information
from the Contact, and therefore a link is established.
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Figure 512 - User linked to a Contact

Importing a new user2.4.17.3.5

This section is only relevant if you are using Windows Active Directory security.

When you click a New button from the Users – Actions page, you will  see  the  Windows
Active Directory users dialog, as shown below.
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Figure 513 - Import Active Directory User

This dialog does not show users that have already been imported into ODEX Enterprise.

Using  the  textbox,  enter  the  username  for  the  user  you  want  to  import  as  ODEX
Enterprise  users. If  one is found, the username and name fields will  be  populated,  and
you  can  click  OK  to  import  the  user.  This  will  return  you  to  the  Users  –  Actions  page
where, if you expand the Users tree node, you will  be  able  to see the imported users in
the list.

Select one of  the  imported  users  in  order  to  see  the  User  –  Overview  page,  as  shown
below.
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Figure 514 - Active Directory User

For the user designated as the ODEX Enterprise  Administrator,  all  fields and checkboxes
on this page are  disabled. This is because none of  these  fields  may  be  changed  for  the
Administrator.

For all  other users,  you can use  the  Enabled  checkbox  to  enable  or  disable  the  user.  A
user  who  is  disabled  cannot  log  on  to  any  of  the  ODEX  Enterprise  applications.  The
display name field is also available to be edited. This allows the name displayed in ODEX
Enterprise  to  be  different  from  the  name  in  the  Active  Directory,  which  can  often  not
have meaning to administrator.

The remaining pages for importing a user are  the same as those for  adding  a  new  user,
except that there is no Groups page. Again, this is because you cannot change anything to
do  with  Windows  user  accounts  from  within  ODEX  Enterprise.  For  details  of  these
remaining pages, please continue reading from the section entitled "User Permissions".

View user list2.4.17.3.6

When you click the View button to see a list of  all  ODEX Enterprise  users,  you will  then
see a page which looks like the one shown below.
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Figure 515 - Users - User list

This window lists all the ODEX Enterprise  users that are  currently profiled, showing their
name, their username, whether they are enabled.

The buttons on this page are described below.

Add  -  Click  on  the  Add  button  to  add  a  new  user  to  the  user  list.  You  will  be  able  to
choose between adding a user with no permissions  or  a  power  user.  This  will  bring  up
the set of pages described in the section entitled "Adding a new user".

Edit - Highlight a user in the list and click on the Edit button to amend the details for the
selected  user.  This  will  bring  up  the  set  of  pages  described  in  the  section  entitled
"Adding a new user".

Delete - Highlight a user in the list and click on the Delete  button to delete  the selected
user from the list.

Refresh -  Click on the Refresh button to refresh the details on this page e.g. if  a change
you have just made is not reflected in the details you can see.

Enable - Highlight a user in the list and click on the Enable button to enable  a user who is
currently disabled.

Disable - Highlight a user in the list and click on the Disable  button to disable  a user who
is currently enabled. A user who is disabled cannot log on to any of  the ODEX Enterprise
applications.

User Groups2.4.17.4

Before reading this section of the Help guide, please ensure you have read and
understood the information in the Security section of this guide.

This section of  the System Administrator allows you  to  add  new  user  groups,  and  view
and edit the user groups you have profiled in ODEX Enterprise. However, you will  not be
able  to  access  this  part  of  the  System  Administrator  unless  you  have  been  given  the
required permission.

You can access the User Groups section, as any other section of the System Administrator,
either via the Navigation Panel  tree view (under the Users node)  or via the Information
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Panel on the right.

To see the User Groups section, click on the Groups name in the Navigation Panel  of  the
System Administrator under the Users node.  This  will  bring  up  the  default  page  of  the
User Groups section in the Information Panel on the right, as shown below.

Figure 516 - User Groups

There are two pages in the User Groups section, called Actions and Groups list.

User Groups - Actions page2.4.17.4.1

Before reading this section of the Help guide, please ensure you have read and
understood the information in the Security section of this guide.

To add a new user group or view a list of  all  user groups, click on the Groups node. This
will bring up the User Groups – Actions page.

This page has two New buttons and a View button.
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Figure 517 - User Groups - Actions

There are two approaches to adding a new user group. One is to add a user group with no
permissions and assign a few privileges to it.  The other is to  add  a  user  group  with  full
permissions and, optionally, remove a few privileges from it.

Whichever approach you take, for your chosen method of  security,  the set of  pages you
will be presented with will be exactly the same. The only difference will  be  in the initial
level of permission that is set for each view of each application. For a user group with no
permissions,  the  permission  level  will  be  set  to  None.  For  a  user  group  with  full
permissions, the permission level will be set to Edit.

To add a new user group with no permissions, click on the top New button and refer  to
the section entitled "Adding a new group".

To import a new Windows Active  Directory user group with no permissions, click on the
top New button and refer to the section entitled "Importing a new group".

To add a new user group with full permissions, click on the second New button and refer
to the section entitled "Adding a new group".

To import a new Windows Active Directory user group with full  permissions, click on the
second New button and refer to the section entitled "Importing a new group".

To view a list of all user groups, click on the View button and refer to the section entitled
"View group list". This option also allows you to edit existing user groups.
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Adding a new group2.4.17.4.2

Click a New button from the User Groups – Actions page to see the associated pages.

Before reading this section of the Help guide, please ensure you have read and
understood the information in the Security section of this guide.

This page allows you to add a new user group to ODEX Enterprise.

Figure 518 - Group Overview

The fields and buttons on this page are as follows:

Name - Type in here  the name of  the new user group. Try to choose a meaningful  name
which reflects accurately what the group will  be  allowed to do  within  ODEX  Enterprise.
For example, a group that is  only  allowed  access  to  the  ODEX  Enterprise  Administrator
could be called ODEX Enterprise Administration.

Description -  You may type in this field a description of  the user  group.  This  will  be  for
the assistance of anyone who has to administer user groups in the future, as it allows you
to give some background information about the group. For example, to describe a group
called  ODEX  Enterprise  Administration  which  is  to  have  full  editing  permissions,  the
description  could  be  "This  group  can  perform  any  function  in  the  ODEX  Enterprise
Administrator application, but in no other applications".

This page allows you to set access restrictions for this users belonging to this group. You
can either set a global  permission for  an  application,  using  the  Permission  field,  or  set
permissions on a view by view basis.

The  highest  permission  possible  will  always  be  granted  between  a  user  and  its
associated groups.
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Figure 519 - Group with no Permissions

Figure 520 - Group with Edit Permissions

The fields and buttons on this page are as follows:

Application  Section  -  The  top  section  contains  a  list  of  all  the  applications  within  the
ODEX Enterprise software. Use the View and Modify check boxes underneath this list to
select  whether  you  wish  to  allow  the  user  to  view,  edit  or  not  access  this  selected
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application.

The  permission  of  the  application  always  overrides  the  permission  of  the  underlying
entities.  This  means  if  ‘Modify’  is  not  set  on  the  Application,  any  ‘Modify’,  ‘Add’  and
‘Delete’ permissions will be  automatically refused for its entities,  even though they can
be set.

View  or  Entity  Section  -  The  bottom  section  contains  a  list  of  different  types  of
permission  that  may  be  granted  to  this  user  for  the  selected  application  in  the  top
section.

For a group with no permissions, the default setting is  to  allow  no  access  to  any  entity
within any application.

For  a  group  with  full  permissions,  the  default  settings  allow  full  access  to  each  entity
within each application.

As you choose different permissions, the description below the Permission field changes
to describe the effect your choice will have.

To  set  the  same  permission  for  every  entity  or  view  of  an  application,  you  can  multi-
select and check all the permissions check boxes for each entity.

None set – the group’s users will not even be able to see the view

View – the group’s users will  be  able  to  see  the  entity  but  they  will  not  be  able
save  any  edited  information.Sometimes  this  permission  is  used  to  determine
whether a user can access a particular feature, such as deleting files.

Modify – the group’s users can modify the client,  permissions above view for any
entities below are permitted

Add – the group’s users can create new entities

Delete – the group’s users can remove entities

For example, in the case of  the  ODEX  Enterprise  Administrator  application,  to  give  this
group’s  users  Edit  access  to  the  Retention  Periods  view  and  View  access  to  all  other
views, you would do the following:

Select ODEX Enterprise Administrator in the Application section at the top

Check ‘View’ and ‘Modify’ in the top permissions section

Highlight  each  entry  in  turn  in  the  View/Access  list,  with  the  exception  of  the
Retention Periods entry, and check the View box, and deselect the other boxes.

Ensure the Retention Periods item has ‘Modify’ selected.

This page allows you to set business restrictions for this group. The effect of  this will  be
to  conceal  certain  categories  of  data  from  the  group’s  members  that  they  would
otherwise be able to see.

Using  this  page,  it  is  possible  to  restrict  a  group  to  seeing  only  data  for  specific
companies,  EDI  codes,  Local  Codes  or  Message  Types.  The  filters  adopt  a  hierarchical
structure. This means that to limit a group to only see a specific Local  Code or EDI code,
the user must be granted ‘Shown’ access to the related Company first.   When a user has
multiple  groups, or  the  filters  are  enabled  against  a  user  then  any  ‘Shown’  access  will
take priority.
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Message type filters are unrelated to Companies, and can be defined separately.

Figure 521 - Business Filters

The fields and buttons on this page are as follows:

Filters enabled - This tick box defines whether business filters are enabled for this group.
If filters are disabled, then the group’s members will  be  able  to view all  types of  data in
the system, and there  will  be  no  filtering  based  on  Company,  Local  Code,  EDI  Code  or
Message Type.

Once  the  tick  box  is  enabled,  specific  filters  can  be  set  up.  All  filters  will  default  to
‘Hidden’,  and  a  user  must  be  given  ‘Shown’  permission  to  see  data  for  at  least  one
Company or Message Type.

Business filter -  This  field  contains  a  dropdown  list  of  all  the  different  business  filters
currently defined in ODEX Enterprise. Currently, the available business filters are:

Company

EDI Code

Local Code

Location Code

Document Function

Message Type

Network

For  each  different  business  filter,  you  may  choose  which  entities  are  to  be  made
accessible for users linked to this group.

Let's take the Company as an example. If  your company has a trading partner, Customer
1, you will see an entry for Customer 1 in the Entity column of the Entity/Access list.

If  you want this group’s users to only  to  work  with  Customer  1 data,  you  should  select
Customer  1 from  the  Entity/Access  list  and  set  the  entry  to  ‘Shown’  using  the  Shown
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button.

Please  note  that,  if  you  set  a  Company  entity  to  "Hidden",  this  will  also  hide  related
entities at a lower level  i.e.  Local  Code, and EDI code. In addition, when a user  opens  a
filter dialog to change their own personal  filter settings, they will  only be able  to select
from companies in the drop down box which have been set to "Shown".

However, if a Company entity is set to "Shown", the access levels of all  related EDI Codes
and Local Codes can be set on an individual basis.

Additional filter - This field contains a dropdown list of the entities to which the selected
Business filter may be applied. This field is not applicable to all Business filter entries.

This field is available for the following business filters:

EDI Code (the field shows all companies currently profiled)

Local Code (the field shows all companies currently profiled)

Location Code (the field shows all companies currently profiled)

Network (the field shows all companies currently profiled)

Entity/Access list -  The Entity/Access list shows a  list  of  all  the  entities  associated  with
the values shown in the two dropdown fields, and the type of access this user has to each
of those entities. To begin with, all entities will have an Access type of Shown.

Shown, Hidden - Use these buttons to select the type of  restriction you want to apply to
each entity for this user. Highlight each entity in the list and press the appropriate  button
at the bottom. Taking the EDI Code business filter as an example, if you want this group’s
users to only to see data relating  to  the  ‘EDI2’  EDI  code,  you  should  leave  the  ‘Shown’
access which is already set for the entity,  and set all  other entities to ‘Hidden’ using the
Hidden button, as shown in the example below.  If the user has ‘Hidden’ set the EDI code
will be hidden to them.  ‘Shown’ values always take priority when mixing user and group
business filters.

Figure 522 - Business Filters

Help -  If  you  need  more  information  about  the  fields  on  the  Business  filters  page  and
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how to fill them in, click on the Help button.

Cancel  -  If  you do not want to save  changes  you  have  made,  click  the  Cancel  button  to
discard your changes.

Save - To save all the changes you have made on the Business filters page, click the Save
button.

This  page  allows  you  to  add  members  (users)  to  or  remove  members  from  this  user
group.

Figure 523 - Group Members

The fields and buttons on this page are as follows:

Members list - The members list displays all the users belonging to this user group.

Add,  Remove  -  You  may  add  users  from  the  non-members  list  to  the  members  list  by
pressing  the  Add  button,  and  remove  users  from  the  members  list  by  pressing  the
Remove button. Using the Add button removes a member from the lower list and adds it
to the upper list.  Using the Remove  button removes a member from  the  upper  list  and
adds it to the lower list.

Non-members list - The non-members list displays all the users that do not belong to this
user group.

Importing a new group2.4.17.4.3

When you click the New button from the User  Groups  –  Actions  page,  you  will  see  the
"Select the groups to import dialog", as shown below.
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Figure 524 - Import Active Directory Group

Using the textbox, enter the group name for the group  you  want  to  import  as  an  ODEX
Enterprise user group. If one is found, the name and description fields will  be  populated,
and you can click OK to import the user group. This will return you to the Groups – Actions
page where, if  you expand the Groups tree node, you will  be  able  to  see  the  imported
group in the list.

Select  one  of  the  imported  user  groups  to  see  the  Group  –  Overview  page,  as  shown
below.

Figure 525 - Active Directory Group

All  fields  on  this  page  are  disabled,  since  you  cannot  change  anything  to  do  with
Windows user accounts from within ODEX Enterprise.

The remaining pages for importing a user group are  the same as those for adding a new
user  group,  except  that  there  is  no  Members  page.  Again,  this  is  because  you  cannot
change anything  to  do  with  Windows  user  accounts  from  within  ODEX  Enterprise.   For
details  of  these  remaining  pages,  please  continue  reading  from  the  section  entitled
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"User Group Permissions".

View group list2.4.17.4.4

When you click the View button from the Groups – Actions page, you  will  then  see  the
User Groups – Group list page, as shown below.

Figure 526 - User Groups - Group list

This window lists  all  of  the  ODEX  Enterprise  user  groups  that  are  currently  profiled  by
their name and description (if you have provided one). 

The buttons on this page are described below.

Add -  Click on the Add button to add a new group to the group  list.  You  will  be  able  to
choose between adding a group with no permissions and a power group. This will  bring
up the set of pages described in the section entitled "Adding a new group".

Edit - Highlight a group in the list and click on the Edit button to amend the details for the
selected group. This will bring up the same set of pages described in the section entitled
"Adding a new group".

Delete - Highlight a group in the list and click on the Delete button to delete  the selected
group from the list.

Refresh -  Click on the Refresh button to refresh the details on this page e.g. if  a change
you have just made is not reflected in the details you can see.
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3 Communications Monitor

Introduction3.1

The  Communications  Monitor  is  a  client  application  that  allows  you  to  view  details  of
your  current  log  and  all  your  current  and  recent  communications  sessions,  as  well  as
historic and archived communications sessions. On the ‘Monitor’  tab, details of  finished
communications sessions are kept on the screen for 5 minutes, though this value can be
configured using the Tools >> Options menu option. Communications sessions under the
‘Sessions’ page remain until they are moved to the archive, at which point they appear in
the ‘Archived Sessions’ page.

Please note that the contents of  the Monitor page starts afresh each time you close  and
re-open the application.

The Communications Monitor allows you to see the current status of the communications
within the system, including:

The current status of each active session

Log details for all sessions in the list

A list of calls in retry mode, or recently failed.

Start the Communications Monitor to see the screen below.

Monitor View3.1.1

Figure 527 - Communications Monitor

The  screen  is  divided  into  two:  at  the  top  are  the  details  of  your  communications
sessions, while  below are  details of  your  current  system  log.  Note  that  the  system  log
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may contain log messages that are not connected with communications.

Each section is described below, together with the actions that can be performed upon it.

Menu options3.2

The Communications Monitor has the following menu options and sub-options:

File

View

Actions

Tools

Help

Selecting any of these options will present you with another list of options.

File option3.2.1

The File option allows you to do the following:

Log Off (only applicable if you are using ODEX Enterprise security)

Disconnect  the  comms  monitor  from  the  server.  This  will  have  the  effect  of
freezing  the  contents  of  the  screen  until  you  reconnect  to  the  server.  To
reconnect, simply click the Connect button on the Connection Lost dialog that will
appear.

Exit from the Communications Monitor

View option3.2.2

The View option allows you to do the following:

Filter  the  data  content  of  the  screen  (see  the  section  entitled  "Comms  Filter
settings").

Configure  the  columns  on  the  screen  (select  which  columns  are  displayed,  their
position and the sort order of  data within each column). See  the  section  entitled
"Comms configure columns".

Clear the log (clear the contents of the log as displayed on the screen).

E-mail the log to the Data Interchange Plc support team

Save the log to a file specified by you

Enable/disable the log

Select the log types to display (only available if the log is enabled)

Actions option3.2.3

The Actions option allows you to do the following:

Call selected networks

Call a specific network

Make a trace call
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Dismiss sessions manually

Disconnect a selected session from the network

Tools option3.2.4

The Tools option contains the following sub-options:

Options

Upgrade Settings

Change Password

The  Options  dialog  allows  you  to  select  the  language  in  which  you  want  to  run  the
application, and lets you set up client-side logging. For full  details of  this dialog, please
refer to the section entitled ‘Options dialog’.

The Upgrade settings option will  only be available  if  you have  any  previous  versions  of
ODEX  Enterprise  installed  on  your  computer.  This  option  allows  you  to  copy  settings,
such  as  those  from  filters  and  display  styles,  from  a  previous  version  to  the  current
version.  For  full  details  of  this  option,  please  refer  to  the  section  entitled  ‘Upgrade
settings dialog’.

The Change Password option will only be available if  you are  using ODEX Enterprise  User
Security  and  have  chosen  to  use  passwords.  This  option  allows  you  to  change  your
password at any time  while  using  the  Communications  Monitor.  For  full  details  of  this
option, please refer to the section entitled ‘Change password dialog’. 

Help option3.2.5

The Help option gives you access to the following:

the page(s) of the ODEX Enterprise  on-line  Help manual  that describe and explain
the Communications Monitor

the Data Interchange website

a dialog giving technical details about the Communications Monitor

Actions - Call Selected Networks3.2.6

Use  this  option  to  make  a  call  to  one  or  more  networks  selected  from  the  Comms
Monitor view. Simply highlight the session lines relating to the network(s)  you  want  to
connect to and select this option.

This option can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using Actions >> Call Selected Networks

Using the 'Call Selected Networks' item on the context menu (right mouse click)

Using the keyboard shortcut Alt + A + C

ODEX Enterprise  will  immediately attempt to connect to the selected networks and you
will see the new sessions appear in the list.

Actions - Call Network3.2.7

The Call Network option allows you to make a manual call to a specified network. All files
that have been scheduled to the selected network will  be  sent when  the  connection  is
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made (subject to suspensions, retry limits etc).

This option can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using Actions >> Call Network…

Using the 'Call Network' item on the context menu (right mouse click)

Using the keyboard shortcut Alt+A+N

Any of these methods will bring up the following dialog:

Figure 528 - Call network

This dialog shows all the external networks (i.e. for trading partners and clearing centres)
you have defined in ODEX Enterprise, with their associated protocol and the status of  the
last attempted call to each network.

Highlight the network(s) you want to call, then click the Call  button. ODEX Enterprise  will
attempt  to  make  a  connection  to  the  selected  network(s)  and  send  any  files  that  are
scheduled to those networks.

Double-clicking on a network on this dialog will  also result in  a  call  being  made  to  that
network.

Actions - Trace Call3.2.8

Use the option to show another window that will  allow you to make a call  and view the
log messages associated with the session. The Trace Call window is shown below:
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Figure 529 - Trace Call

To trace a call  using this feature, first select a network from the drop-down list.  You can

click the button ( ) next to the list to show another window that will  let you search the
available networks.

Specify logging levels for the call  by checking the box labelled Override log levels,  then
select the log levels you want to show for the call. Be  aware that,  depending on whether
there are  files to send to the  network  and  how  large  they  are,  selecting  Debug  and/or
Trace logging may result in very large numbers of log messages being written.

Click the Call button to make a normal  call  or the Test Call  button to make a call  without
sending any files. When the call starts the log area will  display log messages for that call
only.

When the call  is established you can end it by clicking the Disconnect button. The Trace
Call window may be closed before the session is complete and the session will  continue,
but you will not be able to resume tracing that session.

When some log messages are  present in the  list,  the  following  actions  are  available  to
you:

Enter some text in the box labelled Search log to search for that text in the log messages
displayed.  The  first  instance  of  the  text  found  will  be  highlighted.  Click  Find  Next,  or
press F3, to search for successive instances of the same text.

Click  the  Export  button  to  export  log  messages  to  a  file.  You  will  be  prompted  for  a
filename to save to and when one is selected the log messages will be written to the file.
If no messages are selected in the list, or only one is, then all messages will be  written to
the file.  If  multiple  messages  are  selected  in  the  list  then  only  the  selected  messages
will be written.

Click the Copy button to copy log messages to the clipboard. If  no messages are  selected
in  the  list,  or  only  one  is,  then  all  messages  will  be  copied.  If  multiple  messages  are
selected in the list then only the selected messages will be written copied.
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Actions - Dismiss3.2.9

Use this option to dismiss sessions manually (i.e. remove them from the Comms Monitor
view) before the expiry time specified in the Tools >> Options >> View dialog occurs.

This option can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using Actions >> Dismiss

Using the 'Dismiss' item on the context menu (right mouse click)

Using the keyboard shortcut Alt + A + I

You will be  asked if  you are  sure  you want to dismiss the selected sessions. Click Yes to
dismiss or No to cancel the request.

Actions - Disconnect3.2.10

Use this option

to terminate current sessions

to terminate calls that are in Retry mode i.e. stop them from retrying

This option can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using Actions >> Disconnect

Using the 'Disconnect' item on the context menu (right mouse click)

Using the keyboard shortcut Alt + A + D

You will be asked if you are  sure  you want to disconnect the selected sessions. Click Yes
to disconnect or No to cancel the request.

Communications Sessions3.3

This part of the screen can display up to 21 columns. These columns are  configurable  i.e.
you can select which columns are  shown, the order  they  appear  on  the  screen  and  the
order of the data displayed in them.

The  content  of  each  column  is  described  in  the  following  section.  The  default  visible
columns are listed first, followed by the remainder in alphabetical order.

Available columns3.3.1

Default columns

Session – the ID of the communications session. This is allocated by ODEX Enterprise  and
is unique for the duration of the session.

Direction – the direction of the communication session. Its value will  be  either Incoming
or Outgoing. Outgoing means that you instigated  the  communication  session;  Incoming
means that your trading partner instigated the communication session.

Network  –  the  name  of  the  destination  network  for  the  session.  This  will  be  either  a
trading  partner  or  a  clearing  centre,  as  set  up  in  the  Comms  section  of  your
Administrator.

Status – the status of the session, e.g. Connecting, Connected, Finished

Start Time – the time at which the session started.
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End Time – the time at which the session ended.

Duration – the duration of the session in seconds (to 2 decimal places).

Retry Time – the time the connection was/will be retried.  This can be interpreted in two
ways.  If  the  current  status  is  Waiting  to  retry,  then  the  time  shown  here  is  when  the
connection will  be  attempted  again.   Once  it  has  commenced  the  retry,  then  the  time
shown here is the time it retried.

Files Sent – the number of  files sent in the session. This is updated in real  time as each
file is sent.

Files Received – the number of files received in the session. This is updated in real  time
as each file is received.

Acks Sent – the number of acknowledgements sent in the session. This is updated in real
time as each acknowledgement is sent.

Acks  Received  –  the  number  of  acknowledgements  received  in  the  session.  This  is
updated in real time as each acknowledgement is received.

Proxy – Indicates whether  the  ODEX  Enterprise  proxy  server  was  used  to  establish  the
session. This will be a value of ‘Yes’ or ‘No’.

Subsystem name – The name of the subsystem used to establish the session.

Subsystem description – The description of the subsystem used to establish the session.

Remaining columns

Bytes Received – a count of the bytes received during this communications session so far.
It is updated every second, though this time interval can be configured.

Bytes Sent – a count of the bytes received during this communications session so far.  It is
updated every second, though this time interval can be configured.

Connection – the connection type that is being used for the session, e.g. TCP.

Network  Connection  –  the  name  of  the  destination  network  connection.  It  is  only
displayed  for  outgoing  calls,  as  the  connection  name  on  an  incoming  call  cannot  be
determined.

Protocol – the protocol that is being used for the session, e.g. OFTP, AS2.

State  –  the  current  state  of  the  protocol  layer  state  machine  e.g.  WF_SSRM.  This  is  an
indication of  what is happening during the exchange of  protocol  commands.  WF_SSRM,
for example, indicates Waiting For Start Session Ready Message. Contents of  this column
will be protocol-specific.

Comms Filter settings3.3.2

The Filter settings dialog allows you to filter the log and session list to show only calls for
a particular:

network

protocol type

connection type

call direction 
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Use  the  dropdown  arrow  alongside  each  field  to  select  the  specific  items  or  types  of
information you want to use for the filter.

Click OK to save your selection and return to the main Communications Monitor screen,
or click Cancel to leave the dialog without saving your changes.

Figure 530 - Comms Filter Settings

The Filter settings are set to show all criteria by default, as shown in the example above.

Comms configure columns3.3.3

To see all the available columns, select View >> Columns from the main menu, which will
bring up the following dialog.

Figure 531 - Comms column display order

On the left-hand side of  this dialog are  the columns that are  currently displayed  on  the
Communications Monitor screen. These are the Visible columns.

On the right-hand side are the Hidden columns.

To make hidden columns visible,  highlight the required Hidden  column(s)  and  click  the
Add button.

To  hide  visible  columns,  highlight  the  appropriate  Visible  column(s)  and  click  the
Remove button.

Once you have decided on your visible columns, you can alter the order in which they are
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displayed  on  the  screen  by  using  the  Move  buttons.  Highlight  one  or  more  Visible
columns and click the Up or  Down  Move  button  to  move  the  selected  column(s)  up  or
down one position in the list. Repeat until the column(s) are in the position in which you
want them.

The top-to-bottom order of  the columns in the list will  be  their left-to-right order when
they are displayed on the screen.

To restore the default column setting for this view, simply click the Defaults button.

Select the Sort order page tab to edit the sort order details.  Otherwise  click  OK  to  save
your changes and return to the Communications Monitor screen, or click Cancel  to leave
this dialog without saving your changes.

Choosing a sort order3.3.3.1

Click the Sort order page tab to see the following dialog.

Figure 532 - Comms column sort order

Here you can determine how the contents of the columns are to be sorted, if at all.

This dialog  lists  all  the  available  columns,  not  just  those  that  will  be  displayed  on  the
screen. This means that the sort order of  displayed columns can be affected by the  sort
order of hidden columns.

Use the three Sort buttons to determine whether columns are  to be sorted in ascending

order , descending order or  not  sorted  at  all .  Highlight  one  or  more  items  in
the list and click the appropriate Sort button.

Use  the  two  Move  buttons  to  change  the  priority  in  which  columns  will  be  sorted.
Highlight one or more items in the list and  click  the  appropriate  Move  button  to  move
the selected column(s)  up or down one position  in  the  list.  Repeat  until  the  column(s)
are  in the position in which you  want  them.  N.B.  This  does  not  affect  the  order  of  the
actual columns, but the data in the columns.

If you are not interested in sorting any columns by value, simply leave the Sort direction
of all the columns as None (the default option). If  all  columns are  set to None, the order
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of columns in the list will not have any effect on the way data is displayed on screen.

To restore the default column setting for this view, simply click the Defaults button.

Click  OK  to  save  your  changes  and  return  to  the  Communications  Monitor  screen.
Alternatively, click Cancel to leave this dialog without saving your changes.

Log3.4

The log window displays 5 columns, described below. No filter,  column configuration or
sort order is available here.

Date/Time – this is the date and time at which the logged event occurred.

Session  –  the  unique  identification  of  the  communication  session  (only  present  if  the
message relates to communications)

Level – indicates the type of log message. The four possible  types are: General,  Protocol,
Debug and Data.

Protocol indicates a log message relating to the OFTP protocol  that is an essential
part of the communication session e.g. SSID or EFID.

Debug  messages  are  effectively  trace  messages,  giving  an  indication  of  what  is
happening.

Data  indicates  high-level  logging,  displaying  the  data  contents  of  the  received/
sent protocol and files being exchanged.

General indicates any other log information that is not covered by the other three
categories. Such information is not necessarily related to communications.

Source  – the code displayed  here  indicates  the  exact  part  of  the  internal  program  that
produced the log message.

Message – this is the user-friendly log message, providing you with information on which
you may want to act.

The log window shows the user the current communications log “as it happens”  for  the
sessions in the list.

Colour coding3.4.1

Each line of the log is colour-coded as follows:

Black – normal

Blue – trace messages

Orange – warning messages

Red – error messages
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Sessions3.5

Figure 533 - Sessions View

Overview3.5.1

The sessions views show a list of all communications sessions that have been established
in the system. This is a list of  sessions that  were  established  to  send  and  receive  files,
send and receive acknowledgements, make calls to trading partners,  and make test calls
to trading partners.

Sessions  that  finished  in  error  are  highlighted  in  red  or  pink,  and  sessions  that  are
currently active are highlighted in green.

The quick search bar  towards  the  bottom  of  the  view  can  be  used  to  quickly  filter  the
sessions based on Company, Network, Local Code or Communications Identifier fields.

Available columns3.5.2

Default columns

Session  ID  –  The  unique  ID  given  to  the  session  when  it  is  established.  This  will  be  a
simple integer.

Dir – The direction of the session. This will be given a value of ‘I’ or ‘O’ which corresponds
to inbound or outbound communications respectively.

Internal  Network  –  Displays  the  name  of  the  internal  network  which  was  used  to
establish  the  communications  session.  This  is  a  network  which  is  associated  with  an
internal company.

External  Network  –Displays  the  name  of  the  external  network  which  was  used  to
establish  the  communications  session.  This  is  a  network  which  is  associated  with  a
trading partner.

Started – The time and date at which the communications session was started.
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Ended – The time and date at which the communications session ended.

Duration – The length of time (in seconds) between the communications session starting
and ending.

State  –  The  current  state  of  the  communications  session.  This  can  have  a  value  of
‘Current’  for  sessions  which  are  currently  established,  and  have  not  yet  finished,
‘Finished’ for sessions which have completed, and ‘Failed’ for sessions which resulted in
failure.

Files Sent – The number of files sent by the system during the session.

Files Recd – The number of files received by the system during the session.

Subsystem – The name of the subsystem which was used to establish the session.

Address – The IP address of the end point of the communications session. This will be the
address associated with the external  network. If  a proxy server is used, this  will  be  the
address of the external trading partner end point, not the proxy.

Proxy – This column is  populated  with  a  value  of  ‘Yes’  or  ‘No’  to  indicate  whether  the
session was established via the ODEX Enterprise proxy server.

Non-default columns

Acks  Recd  –  The  number  of  acknowledgements  received  by  the  system  during  the
session.

Acks Sent – The number of acknowledgements sent by the system during the session.

Bytes  Recd  –  The  number  of  bytes  received  by  the  system  during  the  session.  This
includes the total number of bytes for all received files and acknowledgements.

Bytes Sent – The number of  bytes sent by  the  system  during  the  session.  This  includes
the total number of bytes for all sent files and acknowledgements.

ESID Code – Defines the OFTP-specific end code for the session.

External Network ID – External network communications identifier (SSID, AS2-ID).

Internal Company – The name of the internal company used to establish the session.

Internal Network ID – Internal network communications identifier (SSID, AS2-ID).

Protocol – The communications protocol used for the session (OFTP, AS2, etc.)

Result – The connection-specific call result for the communications session.

Trading Partner – The name of  the trading partner to which the communications session
was established.

Filtering3.5.3

General3.5.3.1

You can select filtering criteria for the sessions you want to see displayed in any sessions
view. It can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using View >> Filter

Using the keyboard shortcut Ctrl +F
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Using the toolbar icon

Any of these methods will bring up the dialog shown below.

Figure 534 - Files Filtering (General)

Please bear in mind that filtering may result in no entries being shown in the data area if
no sessions meet the filter criteria.

Date

The default creation date setting for the filter is “All dates”. To limit the dates, select one
of the other radio buttons.

Selecting “Today only” means that only sessions established today will be displayed.

Selecting the “Last n hours” or “Last n days” will allow you to specify the number of  hours
or days to which the filter is to be restricted.

Selecting “Custom” will enable the From, To and Restrict to date  and time fields. Use the
arrow  buttons  alongside  these  fields  to  select  a  date  and  time  range  for  the  filter.  To
change the time value, click on the hours or minutes part of the time and then use the up
and down arrows to change the hours and minutes respectively. The “Restrict to” option
allows filtering for specific days, for example, we can set a start and end point using From
and To then limit results within that range to show  only  sessions  started  on  weekdays.
This  can  be  extended  even  further  using  the  between  option  so  that  it’s  possible  to
search only for sessions started at  a  specific  hour  on  a  specific  day.  Note  that  sessions
will only be shown if they were completed between the range selected. Sessions started
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inside the range but not ended will  not be shown. Sessions ended inside the range  but
started outside the range will not be shown.

Call direction

These fields allow you to restrict the view to show sessions of  a particular direction. The
available  options are  Outgoing (for sessions established  in  the  direction  of  an  external
trading partner), and Inbound (for sessions established from an external trading partner).

Session state

These  fields  allow  you  to  restrict  the  view  to  show  sessions  that  are  currently  in  a
particular  state.  The  available  options  are  Finished  (for  sessions  that  have  ended),
Current (for sessions that are  currently established and have not ended),  and Failed (for
sessions that finished in error).

Protocol

These  fields  allow  you  to  restrict  the  view  to  show  sessions  that  are  associated  with
particular communications protocols.  The available  protocols to restrict the  view  by  are
OFTP, AS2, FTP and SFTP.

Other

This  field  allows  you  to  restrict  the  view  to  only  show  sessions  that  were  fully
established. This is sessions that have an internal network defined.

Maximum results

Setting this value allows you to limit the total number of results returned by the filtering.
The default is 1,000, however you may wish to increase this number if  you  want  to  see
more files, or decrease it to improve performance.
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Advanced3.5.3.2

The advanced view of the filter dialog looks like the following,

Figure 535 - Files Filtering (Advanced)

Internal company

These fields allow you to select a specific internal  company and/or internal  network that
will  be  used to restrict the sessions view. The result of  restricting this  field  is  that  only
sessions associated with these internal entities will be displayed in the view.

Trading partner

These  fields  allow  you  to  select  a  specific  external  company  and/or  external  network
that will  be  used to restrict the sessions view. The result  of  restricting  this  field  is  that
only sessions associated with these external entities will be displayed in the view.

Subsystem

These  fields  allow  you  to  select  a  specific  subsystem  that  will  be  used  to  restrict  the
sessions view. The result of restricting this field is that only sessions associated with the
selected subsystem will be displayed in the view.

Quick Search3.5.4

The quick search allows the view to be filtered in a more  simplistic  way  than  the  Filter
Dialog allows. The following screenshot shows the quick search bar located at the bottom
of each session view:
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The view is automatically refreshed to take into account the text entered into the search
field. The entered text will be compared to the following criteria of the sessions:

Company Name

Network Name

Local Codes

Comms Identifiers

The view will be restricted to show only sessions that contain this criterion.

The screenshot also shows that certain criteria can be turned off  so that entered  text  is
not compared to these fields. Turning off all fields does not filter the view.

4 ODEX Enterprise Dashboard

The  ODEX  Enterprise  dashboard  website  can  be  installed  using  the  same  installer  as
ODEX Enterprise and allows users to log in to view file  and document information. It also
provides reports on various system statistics such as how many files have been through
the system.

Installation  of  the  dashboard  website  requires  the  Microsoft  Internet  Information
Services (IIS) web server and its use requires a separate licence component to be used in
ODEX Enterprise.

Figure 536 - Dashboard home page

Home Page4.1

When a user first logs into the ODEX Enterprise dashboard they will be taken to the home
screen pictured below.
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Figure 537 - Dashboard home page

This home page displays various widgets which attempt to summarise  the  current  state
of  the  system  including  inbound  and  outbound  files  and  reports  showing  various
statistics. These widgets can be added / removed by clicking the cog in the top right hand
corner so the home page can be customised to fit the user's needs. There  is  also  a  task
widget which provides quick access to common actions.

Files Page4.2

The files page displays a list of files that are present in the ODEX Enterprise  system. Note
that a user can only view files of  companies they have permission to view which can be
set in the ODEX Enterprise administrator. 

Figure 538 - Dashboard files page

From this list view files can be viewed in more detail  or have their content downloaded.
Much like  in  the  ODEX  Enterprise  workstation  files  marked  in  red  are  in  error  and  the
entire  list view can be filtered by clicking the "Show  search"  button  which  displays  the
following options.
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Figure 539 - Files filter

Clicking on a file  name in the list view will  display further details about the file  such  as
how it was sent and received and what documents, if any, it contains.

Figure 540 - File details page

Documents Page4.3

The documents page displays a list of  documents which  have  be  loaded  from  files  that
are present in the ODEX Enterprise system. Note that a user can only view documents of
companies  they  have  permission  to  view  which  can  be  set  in  the  ODEX  Enterprise
administrator. 

From this list view documents can be printed and the entire  list view can be filtered by
clicking the "Show search" button which displays the following options.
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Figure 541 - Dashboard documents page

Reports Page4.4

The  reports  page  of  the  ODEX  Enterprise  dashboard  by  default  shows  widgets  of  the
various reports profiled in the system. Much  like  the  home  page  these  widgets  can  be
configured by clicking the settings cog on the top right hand corner of  the page. There is
also  a  task  widget  that  users  can  user  to  view  or  edit  existing  reports  or  adding  new
reports.

Figure 542 - Dashboard reports page

When  adding  or  editing  a  report  the  following  page  is  displayed.  Here  the  user  can
specify the type of report (bar chart, line  graph, pie  chart or table),  the data that is to be
displayed and any filter that should be used to narrow down the data. Once a report has
been created it can be used as a widget on the reports or home page.
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Figure 543 - Edit report page

Alerts Page4.5

The alerts page of  the  ODEX  Enterprise  dashboard  allows  user  to  view  a  history  of  the
alerts that ODEX Enterprise  has  sent.  This  is  the  same  alert  history  that  can  be  viewed
from  the  ODEX  Enterprise  administrator.  From  here  the  alerts  can  be  viewed  in  more
detail  to see the exact message that was sent or dismissed so they can  be  hidden  from
the view.

Figure 544 - Dashboard alerts page

Accounts Page4.6

From  the  accounts  page,  users  who  have  permission  can  add  or  edit  user  accounts
including there own. The permissions used to determine this are  the same ones that are
used  to  determine  if  a  user  can  add  /  edit  other  users  in  the  ODEX  Enterprise
administrator.

The users account can also be changed by clicking on the user name in the top right hand
corner of the dashboard. The user can also log out from this location.
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Figure 545 - Dashboard accounts page

When  editing  a  user  several  pieces  of  information  can  be  changed.  Firstly,  user  and
contact details. Most of the fields here change the contact linked to the user in the ODEX
Enterprise  administrator.  Secondly,  the  security  details  which  includes  the  security
question  and  answer  to  use  if  the  user  forgets  their  dashboard  password,  and  the
password  itself.  Finally,  dashboard  preferences  including  what  companies  the  user  is
linked to and therefore can view files for in the dashboard.

Figure 546 - Edit account page

5 ODEX Enterprise Dashboard Configuration

The  dashboard  configuration  tool  can  be  used  to  configure  many  aspects  of  the
dashboard  website.  It  should  be  run  after  performing  the  ODEX  Enterprise  dashboard
installation in order to setup the connection to the main  ODEX  Enterprise  server,  ODEX
Enterprise database and separate tracking database. 

Select web.config5.1

This  page  is  where  the  configuration  file  for  the  dashboard  website  is  selected.  The
configuration file contains all of the settings required by the dashboard and is located in
the folder where the dashboard is hosted on the IIS web server. A screenshot of the page
is shown below.
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Figure 547 - Select web.config

File selection

Click on the button to the right of the textbox to browse to the location of the web.config
file. This will load all of the settings that can be configured using this tool.

Tracking Database5.2

The  tracking  database  is  separate  from  the  ODEX  Enterprise  database  and  contains
summarised data about files processed by the  ODEX  Enterprise  server.  A  screenshot  of
the  page  to  configure  the  connection  from  the  dashboard  to  the  tracking  database  is
shown below:
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Figure 548 - Tracking Database Configuration

Server Details

SQL  server  instance  -  The  SQL  server  instance  which  contains  the  tracking  database  to
which the dashboard needs to connect to. This must be selected first in order to populate
the database drop down.

Database - The tracking database name.

Credentials

Integrated  security  -  If  selected  the  current  Windows  account  credentials  are  used  for
authentication when connecting to the SQL server instance. 

Username  -   If  not  using  integrated  security,  this  should  be  the  username  for  the
accessing the SQL server instance via SQL authentication.

Password -  If not using integrated security, this should be the password for the accessing
the SQL server instance via SQL authentication.

ODEX Enterprise Database5.3

This is where the connection details to the ODEX Enterprise database can be specified. 
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Figure 549 - ODEX Database Configuration

Server Details

SQL  server  instance  -  The  SQL  server  instance  which  contains  the  ODEX  Enterprise
database to which the dashboard needs to connect to. This must be selected first in order
to populate the database drop down.

Database - The ODEX Enterprise database name.

Credentials

Integrated  security  -  If  selected  the  current  Windows  account  credentials  are  used  for
authentication when connecting to the SQL server instance. 

Username  -   If  not  using  integrated  security,  this  should  be  the  username  for  the
accessing the SQL server instance via SQL authentication.

Password -  If not using integrated security, this should be the password for the accessing
the SQL server instance via SQL authentication.

ODEX Enterprise Communication5.4

The  ODEX  Enterprise  dashboard  needs  to  be  able  to  connect  to  the  ODEX  Enterprise
server via TCP/IP. The page to configure the communication details is shown below:
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Figure 550 - ODEX Server Communication

Server configuration

Server address - This is the IP address or host name of the ODEX Enterprise server. 

Server port - This is the port used to for outgoing connections from the ODEX Enterprise
dashboard to the ODEX Enterprise server.

Use  TLS  -  This  should  be  enabled  if  you  wish  to  use  transport  layer  security  for  all
communication  between  the  ODEX  Enterprise  dashboard  and  the  ODEX  Enterprise
server.

Dashboard Settings5.5

This  page  is  where  more  general  settings  for  the  dashboard  can  be  specified.  A
screenshot is shown below:
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Figure 551 - Dashboard Settings

Logging 

Log directory - Set the path to the directory where log files will be stored. 

Debug  directory  -  Set  the  path  to  the  directory  where  XML  files  detailing  any  errors
encountered will be stored.

Log  level  -  Specify  the  logging  verbosity  here.  Please  be  aware  that  Debug  and  Trace
logging may only be required for support issues. General logging is selected by default.

Write  errors to system application log -  If  selected then any errors  encountered  will  be
written to the system application log. These are viewable in Windows Event Viewer.

Additional options

Server time zone - The timezone of the ODEX Enterprise server.

Max file size to view - This is the maximum file size that can be viewed on the dashboard
website  when  selecting  the  "View  File  Content"  option  on  either  the  "Files"  or  "File
Details" view.

Security Settings5.6

This is where security settings related to the dashboard can be configured. A screenshot
is shown below:
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Figure 552 - Security Settings

Password reset

Email  server  -  Specify  the  address  of  the  email  server  to  use  when  sending  emails
containing links to reset passwords.

Email from address - This is the address that password reset emails will originate from. 

Authentication mode

Use  built  in  security  -  Enable  this  option  to  use  ODEX  Enterprise's  built  in  security
features when users attempt to log in to the dashboard website. 

Integrate  with  windows  security  -  Enable  this  option  to  use  Windows  authentication
when users log in to the dashboard. 

For more information on user security see the Security topic.

Timeouts

Session timeout - This is the amount of  time it takes for a session to timeout when idle.
After this amount of time all session data for that user will be erased from memory.

Form timeout -  This is the amount of  time that the authentication cookie  for the user is
valid after logging into the dashboard. After this amount of  time  the  cookie  will  expire
and the user will no longer be authenticated.

Theme5.7

Certain aspects relating to the theme can be configured on this page.
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Figure 553 - Theme Settings

Customise theme

Title - The title of the dashboard. This will be displayed on the title bar of the dashboard

Logo - The logo to display on the title bar of the dashboard

Reset - Click this button to reset the logo back to the original image used by the
dashboard by default

Colour - The colour scheme of the dashboard can be set here

6 Workstation

Introduction6.1

The ODEX Enterprise Workstation is the main ODEX Enterprise  application, used for day-
to-day file exchange with trading partners and local processing of files.

When you first open the ODEX Enterprise Workstation, you will see the following screen.
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Figure 554 - ODEX Enterprise Workstation

What does the ODEX Enterprise Workstation do?6.1.1

The ODEX Enterprise Workstation allows you to:

View the files belonging to your or all  companies, whether they be received files,
scheduled/sent files, local files undergoing processing, or archived files

Submit and resubmit files to companies and workflows

Open  files  using  any  suitable  application,  with  the  option  to  perform  local
reformatting to EDI files, such as adding line breaks between EDI segments.

Extract files to any location

Release files that have been held by a workflow

Mark files when they are considered taken by the recipient

Delete files

Make calls to trading partners

You can use the ODEX Enterprise Workstation to view the following information:

Files that have arrived into ODEX Enterprise, by comms or local sources

Files that are on their way out of ODEX Enterprise, through comms or to an internal
destination

The full audit of files as they pass through ODEX Enterprise and undergo processing

For  each  file,  you  will  be  able  to  see  its  current  status  in  the  system,  including  the
following information:

File ID, as allocated when the file arrives into the system
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The current status

The company in which the file resides

Where the file has originated and where it is destined

The original file name

The name of the physical file in the local store

Analysis information of the file contents

The file and EDI security status

The created, taken, and acknowledged date/time

The date/time of comms receive and transmission

Audit information of the file’s path through the system

In addition to being able  to  view  all  the  files  of  all  companies,  you  can  also  view  files
based on the following filters:

Created around a specific time

To/From specific companies

File status

EDI security status

Errors

Parent and child splits

View historic and archived sessions that have been used during communications.

View log messages associated with sessions.

Find files that are  associated with sessions, and sessions that are  associated  with
files.

Any  relevant  comms  information  if  the  file  was  received  via  comms,  such  as
session details.

The total count of the files/sessions/eInvoices on the current view, and how many
are currently selected.

Workstation Views6.2

There are  fourteen views on the ODEX  Workstation  in  total,  split  into  two  groups;  Live
and Archive. The Live  view is shown by default.  The views can be switched by selecting
View >> View Mode from the main menu.

There are eight views on the Live view mode:

Figure 555 - ODEX Workstation - Live Mode Views
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Inbound Files (files that have arrived into the system, by comms)

Outbound Files (files that are  on their way out of  the system, through comms or to an
internal destination)

Error Files (files that are in error state, both on Inbound and Outbound view)

Received Files

Scheduled Files

Sent Files

Sessions (communications sessions that have been established)

eInvoices (messages in the system that match eInvoice codes and eInvoice  rules set up
against trading partner companies)

There are six views on the Archive view mode:

Figure 556 - ODEX Workstation - Archive Mode Views

Archived Inbound Files (archived files that have arrived into the system, by comms)

Archived  Outbound  Files  (archived  files  that  are  on  their  way  out  of  the  system,
through comms or to an internal destination)

Archived Received Files

Archived Sent Files

Archived  Sessions  (communications  sessions  that  have  been  established  and
subsequently archived)

Archived eInvoices (archived  messages  in  the  system  that  match  eInvoice  codes  and
eInvoice rules set up against trading partner companies)

Inbound Files6.2.1

Inbound  files  are  files  that  have  entered  the  system  from  an  external  location  via
comms.

These files are being or have been processed by the workflow selector for which a match
has been found when automatically analysing the file.

The default workflow selector group is used to find an appropriate  workflow selector for
which data source/data definition matches to a received file.

To  configure  the  default  workflow  selector  used  when  matching  please  refer  to
Workflow Selectors section.

To configure automatic analysis settings please refer to Analysis section.

Outbound Files6.2.2

Recipients  files  include  files  that  are  considered  to  be  on  their  way  out  of  the  ODEX
Enterprise system, either through comms or to an internal destination.
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Error Files6.2.3

Error files view includes all files that are in an error state.

You  can  use  the  filter  dialog  to  filter  error  files  based  on  the  Error  status  (Handled,
Unhandled) and on the File status (Comms Error, Processing Error).

Figure 557 - Filter settings for Error Files View

Error status

Handled  -  display  files  whose  errors  have  been  handled  by  a  user-defined  error
workflow.

Unhandled - display files for which no error workflows have been defined.

File status

Comms Error - displays files that are in an error state  at the communications level  (e.g.
file not sent due to an invalid origin).

Processing Error -  displays  files  that  are  in  an  error  state  at  the  workflow  processing
level (e.g. a job has failed to complete).
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Archived Inbound/Archived Outbound Files6.2.4

Files in this view have completed their life  in the system, and so have been moved into
an archive. This is caused by the retention periods that have been configured for files.

You cannot work with archive files, but can continue to view their details.

Sessions6.2.5

Sessions consists of  a list of  all  communications sessions that  have  been  established  in
the system. This includes sessions that were established with trading partners to send or
receive files and acknowledgements, make calls and make test calls.

Archived Sessions6.2.6

Sessions in this view are linked to files that have completed their life  in the system, and
therefore  these  sessions  are  linked  to  files  in  the  Archive  view.  Sessions  become
archived by retention period configuration for files to which they are linked.

eInvoices6.2.7

eInvoices  represent  messages  in  the  system  that  match  eInvoice  codes  and  eInvoice
rules  set  up  against  trading  partner  companies.   eInvoice  data  is  collected  and  stored
here for auditing purposes.

For more information regarding the configuration and usage  of  eInvoicing,  please  refer
to the chapter on eInvoicing in the Administrators guide: VM-0001-04 Administrator.

Archived eInvoices6.2.8

eInvoices in this  view  are  linked  to  files  that  have  completed  their  life  in  the  system.
eInvoices become archived by retention period configuration for files to which they are
linked.

Files Views6.3

The Files Views of  the Workstation show an  entry  for  every  file  that  is  handled  by  the
system:

Inbound Files - Shows files which are associated with 

Outbound Files

Error Files
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Figure 558 - Files

Available columns6.3.1

File  ID  –  the  unique  ID  given  to  the  file  when  it  arrived  in  the  system.  This  will  be  a
simple integer, incremented for each new file.

Creation Date/Time – the date and time at which the file was created.

Status – the current status of the file. Possible values are:

New – the file has arrived in the system and is being processed

Held  –  the  file  has  been  explicitly  held  by  workflow  processing  and  requires
manual release to continue

Released – the file has been released and is available for collection or postage

Taken – the file has been collected or posted

Originator – The internal company or trading partner that this file came from.

Recipient– The internal company or trading partner where this file is destined.

Parent  Originator  -The  name  of  the  parent  company  of  the  company  that  this  file
originated from.

Parent  Recipient  -The  name  of  the  parent  company  of  the  company  that  this  file  was
destined.

Name – the logical name of the file that forms this file.  If  it was received via comms, this
will  be  the VFN of  the file.  If  it was imported from a monitor directory, this  will  be  the
name of the file that was put into the monitor directory.

Document Type – the type of document in the file e.g. DESADV D96A for an EDI document
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Size – the size of the file in bytes.

EDI Security – the EDIFACT security status of  the file.  Please see the section entitled ‘EDI
Security Status’ for possible values.

Error  Status  –  indicates  whether  the  file  had  any  errors  during  processing.  Will  also
indicate  if  they  were  handled  (by  a  user  defined  workflow)  or  unhandled  (no  error
workflows defined).

Remaining columns

Acknowledged Date/Time – the date  and time at which an acknowledgement  (an  EERP)
was sent or received for this file.  If  this column is blank, no acknowledgement has been
sent or received.

Acknowledgement Error Code – If  a negative  acknowledgement was received for a  sent
file, this is the error code from the acknowledgement.

Bytes Received – The number of bytes of the file that have been received so far.

Bytes sent – The number of bytes of the file that have been sent so far.

Comms File ID – The ID of the comms file.

Data Source Name – The name of the data source that was used to import the file.

Data Source Type – The type of data source that was used to import the file.

Description – A local description of the file, which may have been added by the system or
a user.

Earliest Date/Time – The earliest date and time when the file will be sent.

Extracted – Indicates whether the file has been extracted or not.

Extracted Date/Time – Shows the last date and time at which the file was extracted.

Extracted Destination – Shows the last location the file was extracted to.

Functional  Acknowledgement  State  –  Shows  the  state  indicating  the  syntactical
correctness of the associated tracked document (Unknown, Accepted, Rejected, etc.).

Last Error – The error that stopped the file being received last time it was attempted.

Maximum Number of Tries – The maximum number of  times the system will  try to send
the file if it continues to fail.

Number of Attempts – The number of  times the system has tried to receive  of  sent  the
file.

Protocol – The protocol used to receive or send the file.

Received Date/Time – The date and time at which the file was received.

File Status – The current status of the file.

Filename – the disk name of the underlying data file as it is stored in the system.

Logical File ID – the unique identifier of the underlying data file.

Logical File Status – the current status of the underlying data file. Possible values are:

Created – the file has been newly created in the system
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Received – the file was received from a trading partner

Scheduled – the file is due to be sent to a trading partner

Sent – the file has been sent to a trading partner

Acknowledged – the file has been acknowledged by the receiver

Originator Company Type – the type of company that this file came from.

Originator Local Code – the local code of the comms mailbox that this file came from.

Recipient Local Code – the local code of the comms mailbox where this file is destined.

Parent – Yes or No indicates whether the file  is a parent or not. A file  containing one or
more interchanges  can  be  split  into  several  files,  each  of  which  contains  one  of  those
interchanges. The original  file  is then deemed to be a parent,  and  each  file  it  was  split
into is deemed to be a child of that parent.

Parent  File  ID  –  the  ID  of  the  file  that  this  file  was  created  from  if  this  file  is  a  child
resulting from a file split.

Recipient Company Type – the type of company where this file is destined.

Taken Date/Time – the date  and time at which this file  was  considered  taken  out  of  its
company’s workflow. If this column is blank, the file is not taken.

Recipient Code – The EDI or Location code used to identify the recipient of the file.

Originator Code – The EDI or Location code used to identify the sender of the file.

Message Originator Code -The location code to identify the recipient extracted from the
EDI file associated with this file.

Message Recipient Code -The location code to identify the originator extracted from the
EDI file associated with this file.

Non-Edi  Originator  Code-  The  location  code  to  identify  the  sender  of  the  Non-EDI  file
associated with this file.

Non-Edi Recipient Code-  The location code to identify the recipient  of  the  Non-EDI  file
associated with this file.

From EDI code - The originator EDI code of the interchange

From EDI Code Qualifier - The originator EDI code qualifier of the interchange

From Routing Address - The originator routing address of the interchange

From Routing Sub-Address - The originator routing sub-address of the interchange

To EDI code - The destination EDI code of the interchange

To EDI Code Qualifier - The destination EDI code qualifier of the interchange

To Routing Address - The destination routing address of the interchange

To Routing Sub-Address - The destination routing sub-address of the interchange

Application Reference - The Application reference of the interchange, if present

Interchange  Control  Reference  -  The  interchange  control  reference  specified  in  the
interchange
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Syntax - The syntax that interchange follows

Interchange Syntax Version - The syntax version of the interchange

Interchange Transmission Time - The transmission time of the individual interchange

Interchange Message Count – The number of messages in this interchange

Message  Reference  -  The  message  reference  number  that  was  collected  from  the
message

Message Version - The syntax version of this message

Message Release - The release of the syntax of this message

Message Type – The syntax type of the message

Document Number – The document number specified in the message

Document Function– the document function value of this file.

Scheduled Date/Time – The date and time at which the file was scheduled.

Session  Acknowledged  –  The  unique  ID  of  the  session  in  which  the  file  was
acknowledged.

Session Attempted – The unique ID of the session in which the file  was last attempted to
be sent.

Session Received – The unique ID of the session in which the file was received.

Session Sent – The unique ID of the session in which the file was sent.

Transmission Date/Time – The date and time at which the file was transmitted.

Filtering6.3.2

General6.3.2.1

You can select filtering criteria for the files you want to see displayed in any files view. It
can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using View >> Filter

Using the keyboard shortcut Ctrl +F

Using the toolbar icon

Any of these methods will bring up the dialog shown below.
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Figure 559 - Files filter

Please bear in mind that filtering may result in no entries being shown in the data area if
no files meet the filter criteria.

Date

The default creation date setting for the filter is “All dates”. To limit the dates, select one
of the other radio buttons.

Selecting “Today only” means that only files created today will be displayed.

Selecting the “Last n hours” or “Last n days” will allow you to specify the number of  hours
or days to which the filter is to be restricted.

Selecting “Custom” will enable the From, To and Restrict to date  and time fields. Use the
arrow  buttons  alongside  these  fields  to  select  a  date  and  time  range  for  the  filter.  To
change the time value, click on the hours or minutes part of the time and then use the up
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and down arrows to change the hours and minutes respectively. The “Restrict to” option
allows filtering for specific days, for example, we can set a start and end point using From
and To then limit results within that range to show only files received on weekdays. This
can be extended even further using the  between  option  so  that  it’s  possible  to  search
only for files sent/received at a specific hour on a specific day.

Source and destination

These  fields  allow  you  to  restrict  the  Originator  and  Recipient  of  the  file  to  specific
companies.

The  Workflow  selector  field  allows  you  to  filter  files  that  have  come  from  a  specific
workflow selector.

Details

These fields allow you to restrict files to those from a specific Originator or to a specific
Recipient mailbox using the associated local code.

The  Name  field  lets  you  filter  based  on  the  Name  associated  with  the  file.  This  area
allows  the  use  of  wildcards  to  be  used  in  the  search  string.  You  may  use  the  asterisk
character  (*)  to  signify  one  or  more  unspecified  characters.  You  may  use  the  question
mark character (?) to signify one unspecified character.

Processing state

This section groups the various file statuses listed on the Advanced tab (6.3.2.2)  into four
groups:

Processing – Files that are currently being processed.

Error – Files that are in Error

Waiting – Files that are  currently in a state  where they are  waiting on another condition
before processing can either begin or resume.

Processed  –  Files  that  have  finished  processing  and  have  been  collected,  posted  or
taken.

The user also has the option to select “All” or “Use Processing State”,  which  is  selected
whenever a File Status is manually set (not using the pre-defined groups above).

Advanced6.3.2.2

The advanced view of the filter dialog looks like the following:
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Figure 560 - Files Filtering (Advanced)

Figure 561 - Inbound files advanced filter

Parent trading partners

In this section you can filter the files to be displayed on the basis of parent originator and
recipient  companies.  A  file  has  an  originator  and  a  recipient  company.  Each  of  these
companies may be dependent upon  a  parent  company.  This  section  allows  filtering  on
these parent companies.

Time Settings

This option applies whenever a setting other than “All” on theGeneral >> Date section is
selected. When By “created” time is selected, the date  time  filtering  is  done  based  on
the time the file arrived in its company’s workflow. When All processing files is selected,
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the Taken Date/Time is also taken into account to determine whether or not a file  is still
being processed.

Results List

Setting this value allows you to limit the total number of results returned by the filtering.
The default is 1,000, however you may wish to increase this number if  you  want  to  see
more files, or decrease it to improve performance.

Processing State6.3.2.3

The processing state view of the filter dialog looks like the following:

Figure 562 - Files Filtering (Processing State)

File status
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In this section you can select which status of files you want to see displayed.

New (Waiting)  – display files that have arrived in  the  system,  but  processing  has
not yet started.

Current  (Processing)  –  displays  files  that  are  currently  being  processed  on  a
workflow.

Inactive (Waiting) – displays files that have been submitted to a workflow and the
workflow selector is inactive.

Blocked (Waiting) – displays files that have been submitted to a workflow and the
workflow or workflow selector is blocked.

Retry (Waiting) – displays files that are in a retry state  which is due to some job in
the workflow in retry state.

Suspended (Waiting) – displays files that have been submitted to a workflow and
the workflow or workflow selector is suspended.

Held  (Waiting)  –  displays  files  that  are  temporarily  paused  by  a  job  on  the
workflow.

Processed – displays files that have completed workflow processing.

Comms Error (Error) – displays files that are in an error state at the communications
level (e.g. file not sent due to an invalid origin).

Processing Error (Error)  – displays files  that  are  in  an  error  state  at  the  workflow
processing level (e.g. a job has failed to complete).

Finished  -  displays  files  that  have  completed  all  processing  and  are  in  a  state
where no further processing can be performed.

Awaiting User (Waiting)  -  displays  files  that  are  temporarily  postponed  awaiting
user selection (see Release with user selection)

Postponed  (Waiting)  -  displays  files  that  are  temporarily  postponed  due  to  file
limiting.

Error Processed - displays files that were previously in error but this error has been
handled.

Error status

In this section you can select which files will  be  displayed on  the  basis  of  the  status  of
errors they have encountered.

None – display files that have no errors.

Handled – display files whose  errors  have  been  handled  by  a  user-defined  error
workflow.

Unhandled – display files for which no error workflows have been defined.

Error Cleared – display  files  that  were  previously  in  error,  but  was  subsequently
cleared (e.g. the file was resubmitted).
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Status6.3.2.4

The status view of the filter dialog looks like the following:

Inbound

Figure 563 - Inbound Files Filtering (Status)

Outbound
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Figure 564 - Outbound Files Filtering (Status)

Error Files
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Figure 565 - Error Files Filtering (Status)

EDI Security status

In this section you  can  filter  the  files  to  be  displayed  on  the  basis  of  EDIFACT  security
status. Please see the section entitled ‘EDI Security Status’ for a description  of  possible
values.

Parent Status

In this section you can select which files to view based upon their parent status.

Unsplit - Displays files which have not been split.

Parent - Displays files which are the parent of files that have been split.

Child - Displays files which are child files of a parent.
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Comms file state

In this section you can select which comms file status of files you want to see displayed.

Partly Received - displays files that have been partly received

Received - displays files that have been received

Acknowledged - displays files that have been acknowledged

Received Invalid - displays files that have been received as invalid

Receive Failed - displays files that receive failed

Acknowledged (Invalid) - displays files that have been 

Scheduled - displays files that have been scheduled

Send Failed - displays files that have not been sent

Partly Sent - displays files that have been partly sent

Sent - displays sent files

Send Suspended - displays files that have been suspended.

Functional Acknowledgement State

In  this  section  you  can  select  which  files  to  view  based  upon  their  current  functional
acknowledgement status.

None – Display files that have not yet been processed for acknowledgement

Accepted – Display files for which all  documents have been acknowledged with a
status of 'Accepted'.

Accepted  with  Errors–  Display  files  for  which  all  documents  have  been
acknowledged with a status of 'Accepted with Errors'.

Partially  Accepted  –  Display  files  for  which  not  all  documents  have  been
acknowledged, but those that are have been marked as 'Accepted'.

Partially  Rejected  –  Display  files  for  which  not  all  documents  have  been
acknowledged, but those that are have been marked as 'Rejected'.

Rejected – Display files for which all  documents have been  acknowledged  with  a
status of 'Rejected'.

Wait for Acknowledgement - Displays files for which all  documents are  waiting for
acknowledgement.

Search6.3.3

The Files Search option allows you to look for one or more files in  the  ODEX  Enterprise
system using various search fields.

This option can be accessed in the following ways:

Using the toolbar icon when on a Files view
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Pressing Ctrl + Shift + F when on a Files view

Any of these methods will bring up the following dialog:

Figure 566 - Search for File

Current search

In  this  section  you  will  see  the  search that  will   be   executed.  It will  show combined
searches from across the File,  Interchange and Message tabs.  If  you wish to  remove  an
item, simply clear its relevant text box.  If  you  search  for  an  item  using  Interchange  or
Message level searches, ‘Show All Messages’ will automatically be turned on.

In  each  tab  view  you  can  use  the  characters  *  and  ?  as  wild  characters,  as  for  normal
Windows searches.

* represents zero or more wild characters

? represents exactly one wild character

File searches

This section allows you to select a specific file ID, Name or Filename to search for. File  ID
 refers  to  the  ID  allocated  to  the  file   by  the Workstation, as shown on the  Current
Files views.

When searching for Filename you can type in either the original  name (Filename) of  the
file  or  the  system  name  (Name)  i.e.  the  name  given  to  it  by  ODEX  Enterprise  once  it
entered the ODEX Enterprise system.

Document function searching searches the Document function that the file  is associated
with.

Interchange searches

This section allows you to search for an Interchange Control  Reference  and  interchange
level  codes.  (EDI  codes  for  EDI  documents  or  codes  of  in-house  /  non-EDI  messages.)
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When  searching  for  EDI  codes  you  can  additionally  search  for  Qualifiers,  Routing  
Addresses  and  Sub-Routing  Addresses  by   separating   by   “:”.     For  example,  if  you
wanted  to  search  for  an  EDI  code  and  a  specific  Sub-Routing  Address   use  
“CODE:::SUBADD”  where  there  is  nothing  between  the  semi-colons of  the fields you
do not wish to search for.

Message searches

This  section  allows  you  to  search  for  a  Document  Number  of  specific  Message  Type.
Document  Numbers  are  extracted  from  messages  when  they  are  analysed.   Message
Type is the specific format of the message such as “INVOIC” for Edifact invoice  messages.
 You should not specify versions here. When you click Search, the results will  appear on
the Search Results.

When you click Search, the results will appear on a new tab page called Search Results.

Session searches

This section allows you to search for a session ID or several session IDs. This is the unique
ID that is  associated  with  each  session.  Including  session  IDs  in  the  search  criteria  will
return files that are associated with these sessions.

Colour coding6.3.4

You can see at a glance certain information about files,  depending on the colour  coding
that has been applied to them.

Pale blue/white = normal

Red/pink = error

Audit Log6.3.5

The  lower  section  of  a  files  view  shows  you  an  audit  log  of  all  the  events  that  have
happened on a file highlighted in the upper section.

Figure 567 - Files Audit Log

This section of the page displays 8 columns by default. It is possible to add more columns
by selecting the Columns button.

Step – The sequence number of this file event.

Event Type– the type of event that happened on the file, e.g. PerformingJob

Combined Details– specific details of the event that happened, e.g. Analyse

Description – a friendly description of the event that happened.

Workflow – the workflow that caused the event, if any.

Return  Code  – if  the  event  is  a  job,  this  is  the  program  code  returned  at  the  end  of
processing. A return code of  0 (zero)  indicates that the job was successful.  For any other
value of return code you should check the Action column for further details of  a possible
failure.
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Action – if  the event is a job, this is  the  action  that  was  taken  as  a  result  of  the  return
code value e.g. Continue or Unhandled.

Start Time – The date and time when the event happened.

Duration (ms) – The length of time (in milliseconds) that the event lasted.

Job Description – The description of the job that is associated with this event.

Job Name – The job name that is associated with this event.

Machine – The User Machine name that is associated with this event.

User – The User that is associated with this event.

Workflow Step – The sequence of this line within the workflow.

Actions6.3.5.1

A number of  actions can be performed directly on the Audit log. These are  some of  the
actions that can be performed on a file  but they  are  performed  using  the  file  as  it  was
when the selected audit line was written, not the most recent file against the file.

Audit Details – Open the ‘Audit Line Details Dialog’ for this Audit log line.

File Analysis – Opens the ‘File Analysis’ dialog for the file before this job was executed.

Resubmit Pre-Job File – this action has two different options and can only operate  if  the
file status is ‘Taken’:

Resubmit and return to calling workflows(s)  – The pre-job file  will  be  resubmitted
to this job and workflow. When it has completed the workflow it is currently on, it
will return to the calling workflow and continue from the Call Workflow job there.

Resubmit with no return to calling workflow – The pre-job file  will  be  resubmitted
to this job and workflow. When it has completed the workflow it is currently on, it
will stop processing and not return to the calling workflow.

Extract Pre-Job File – Allows the saving of the pre-job file to a local location.

Open  Pre-Job  File  With  –  Open  the  pre-job  file  using  an  application  of  your  choice,
including Notepad, Xe File Investigator, Xe Report Viewer, or any other. With the option
to reformat the opened file to make analysis easier, for example  by inserting line  breaks
between EDI segments.

Resubmit Pre-Job6.3.5.1.1

The Retry Pre-Job File Dialog enables you to resubmit a file to a specific job on a

workflow.  When resubmitting a file to a job on a workflow, the file will be processed by

that job and any subsequent jobs on the workflow.  If this workflow was executed from a

“Call Workflow” job, checking the checkbox labelled ‘Return to calling workflow’ will

allow the initiating workflow to continue processing.
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Figure 568 - Retry Pre-Job File Dialog

To resubmit a new file to the workflow for processing, check the check box labelled ‘New

File’ and then either type the location of the file in the textbox or click on the button

next to the text box and use the OpenFile dialog that appears to navigate to the file that

you would like to submit to the workflow job.

Search6.3.5.2

It is possible  to search the audit lines by the provided Search box,  displayed  below  the
audit lines in the following image. It is also possible to select the searchable columns:

Figure 569 - Audit line search

All  columns are  searched  upon,  regardless  of  whether  or  not  they’re  set  to  be  visible,
and  successful  matching  rows  are  highlighted  in  the  following  manner  and  the  total
number of results indicated next to the search bar:
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Figure 570 - Search result highlighted

Refresh6.3.5.3

Note in the following image the Refresh button. This provides the ability to refresh the
audit lines without refreshing all of the files on the view.

Figure 571 - Audit log toolbar

Technical Details6.3.5.4

There are  two  types  of  audit  log  details  in  the  ODEX  Enterprise  Workstation,  User  and
Technical. Technical details provide a detailed, step-by-step account of  what exactly has
happened  to  the  file.  User  details  are  much  less  detailed,  and  provide  only  audit
information relating to file comms and status changes.

This  option  can  be  toggled  provided  the  user  has  the  appropriate  permissions.  If  not,
then only User details are displayed.

Figure 572 - Audit log details

Actions6.3.6

Add Comment6.3.6.1

Audit log section shows all the events that have happened for a selected file in the upper
section. User can add free text comment at the end of the audit log section by selecting a
file  from the list  and  then  right  clicking  and  selecting  ‘Add  Comment’  option  from  the
context menu. ‘Add Comment’ option  is  also  accessible  from  the  main  menu  from  the
Actions menu. User comment cannot be added for file which status is Current.

To add a user comment for a file, follow the following steps:

Select file from the list (file status cannot be current)

Right click on the selected file  and select ‘Add Comment’ option from the context
menu or

Navigate to the Actions menu and select ‘Add Comment’ option from the Actions’
menu.
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Figure 573 - Add Comment for a selected
file

‘Add  Comment’  text  entry  dialog  will  appear  allowing  a  user  to  enter  up  to  255
characters

Figure 574 - Add Comment text entry dialog

To add comment for a selected file, ‘Save’ button needs to be clicked.

To  cancel  adding  a  comment  for  a  selected  file,  ‘Cancel’  button  needs  to  be
clicked.

User comments added against a selected file  will  be  added  at  the  end  of  the  audit  log
details.

It is also possible to add a technical comment, but only if the user has the Technical  Audit
Line  Details  permission  set.  Users  without  this  permission  can  only  view/add  user
comments.

The comment will appear as above, with bold text and a different row colour to highlight
it as a comment. The following columns will  be  populated  on  the  audit  log  view  when
adding a user comment:

Step – Indicates the step number of the audit line

Start – indicate when a user comment has been added

Event Type – shows ‘Comment’

Combined Details – indicate machine name and user name of  person who added a
comment
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Description – shows free text comment added by the user

Audit Details6.3.6.2

The  File  Audit  Line  Details  dialog  allows  you  to  view  the  available  details  about  any
selected event for a selected file.

It can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using Actions >> Audit Details

Using the keyboard shortcut Alt+A+A

Using Audit Details on the context menu (right mouse click)

Any of these methods will bring up the following dialog:

Figure 575 - File Audit Line Details Dialog

The  dialog  consists  of  three  pages.  The  Details  page  provides  all  of  the  known
information  about  the  selected  event.  The  Event  Data  page  lists  parameters  of  the
process involved in the selected event. The Job Log page displays the output log  of  the
job involved in the selected event, if any.
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Details6.3.6.2.1

The Details page provides all of the known information about an event.

Figure 576 - File Event Details

File Event – the type of event that happened on the file, e.g. PerformingJob

Additional details – specific details of the event that happened, e.g. Analyse

Start date/time – the date and time when the event happened.

Duration (ms) – the length of time (in milliseconds) that the event lasted.

Message ID – the ID of the message that informed this event

Information – a job-specific message indicating the result of the job; if the job was a map
and there were errors then these will be listed here as well.

Change File State6.3.6.3

You may change the state of one or more files, provided that the selected file(s) is not in

the New or Finished state.

Figure 577 - Change File State dialog
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Resume processing - selecting this option will resume any "Held" or "Awaiting for

user" files. This option is not available for any other file statuses.

Processed - setting a file to "Processed" is used to indicate that the processing of the

file on a workflow has completed.

Finished  - setting a file to "Finished" means that no further processing can occur on

the file, nor can you change the state of the file again.

For more information about the "Processed" state please see the Processed File State

section.

Release with User Selection6.3.6.3.1

If  the  file  is  in  a  state  of  ‘Awaiting  User’,  then  this  means  the  file  is  awaiting  a  user
selection before  the file  can be released. The file  has been held by the ‘User Selection’
job and needs the user to perform  a  manual  release,  which  involves  selecting  a  dialog
option before the file can be released.

Clicking ‘Release’ when a file  is in the  state  of  ‘Awaiting  User’  will  show  the  following
dialog:

Figure 578 - Release Option Selection

The options and message shown in the dialog come from parameters that were defined
against the User Selection job. Selecting an option releases the file,  and uses the return
code for Option 1, Option 2 or Option 3 as defined against the job.

Actions - Sign Files6.3.6.3.2

The Sign EDI workflow job and Sign UBL-TR XML job, has an option to allow signing of  data
on the client. This means that instead of workflow files coming into the job being signed
straight away on the server, they are held on the job to be signed in the Workstation.

The Sign Files option allows you to sign held files and release them back to the workflow
manager.

To access the Sign Files option you can either select  Actions >> Change  State,  from  the
main menu, or alternatively you can access the same functionality by  using  the  context
menu, by right-clicking on the file  and selecting Change State from the  menu  as  shown
below.
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This  will  then  display  the  "Change  File  State"  dialog,  this  allows  you  to  "Resume
Processing", which will trigger the system to display the "Sign Files" dialog.

You can  select  multiple  files  to  sign,  but  they  must  all  be  EDIFACT  or  XML  files  with  a
workflow status of ‘Hold’ and a security status of ‘Awaiting User’. 

After selecting "Resume Processing" the following dialog will be shown:
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Figure 579 - Sign Files

The dialog lists the files selected for signing. You cannot change the files to be signed at
this  point.  To  change  the  selection  you  need  to  dismiss  the  dialog  and  make  a  new
selection from the workflow files view.

If  the  client  is  running  on  the  same  machine  as  the  server  then  the  certificate  option
displayed is to select a certificate  from the current machine. If  the client and server are
running on different machine the option to pick a certificate  from the server is enabled.
Once you have selected a certificate, click the Sign button. The files shown will  be  signed
one-at-a-time  and  released  from  the  ‘Hold’  status.  Note  that  if  you  have  selected  the
option to release in sequence, some files may still  be  held after signing if  older files are
still held too.

Create Functional Acknowledgement6.3.6.4

The Create Functional Acknowledgement dialog allows you to manually create functional

acknowledgements from a received file in the Workstation. This may be useful for

example when a functional acknowledgement has failed to send previously or if you

wish to override the functional acknowledgement status contained within previously

scheduled acknowledgements.

To utilise this feature, the original file must have already been analysed, and may only

be either X12 or EDIFACT EDI syntax.
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Figure 580 - Create Functional Acknowledgement

Create Functional Acknowledgement Options 

Original file details - This presents some basic information regarding the original file that

you are using to create the functional acknowledgement from.

Transmission details - These options decide how the functional acknowledgement will

be routed. You may either "Use File Analysis", which will determine Originator and

Recipient mailboxes for you based on the created functional acknowledgement.

Typically this will involve reversing the EDI codes of the original file.

You may override this option and manually specify the Originator and Recipient yourself

using the options provided.

Acceptance level - There are three options here:

Use file analysis - The state of the documents within the file will be determined

by the result of a file analysis.

Accepted - All documents within this file will be marked as 'Accepted' regardless

of their syntactical correctness or content.

Rejected - All documents within this file will be marked as 'Rejected' regardless
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of their syntactical correctness or content.

Accepted with Errors - All documents within this file will be marked as 'Accepted

with Errors' regardless of their syntactical correctness or content.

Extract File(s)6.3.6.5

When  extracting  file(s)  from  the  postbag  file  views  of  the  workstation,  the  following
dialog will be displayed:

Figure 581 - Extract File Options 

This  dialog  allows  you  to  change  options  about  the  extraction  which  is  about  to  be
performed.

The file to extract option allows you to extract the file  before  it was processed by ODEX
Enterprise or the current file on which processing may have occurred.

The  file  name  option  allows  you  to  determine  the  file  name  which  the  file  will  be
extracted with. If  multiple  files have been selected then this is the filename  which  the
extracted file will have within the zip archive.

The location field allows you to enter the location to which the file(s)  will  be  extracted.
How  this  location  needs  to  be  entered,  depends  on  whether  multiple  files  are  being
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extracted.

If a single file is being extracted, then this location must be a directory so that the file
can be extracted with the correct name. For example  C:\temp\ to which the file  name
will automatically be appended

If multiple files are being extracted then this location must be a full  path to a file  with
the .zip extension. For example C:\temp\extracted.zip

Clicking the ellipsis (...) button at the end of  the text field will  bring up the relevant file
or  folder  selection  dialog  to  allow  the  selection  of  a  file  or  folder  path  to  extract  the
file(s) to.

You  can  also  enter  a  UNC  path  into  the  location  field  and  provided  the  correct
permissions are available, the file(s) will be extracted directly to the network location.

When you click OK, you will  be  prompted for an audit comment if  required and the files
will be extracted to the specified location.

Please  note  that  if  file  encryption  is  enabled,  the  file(s)  being  extracted  will  be
decrypted before they are extracted to the target location.

Generate Report6.3.6.6

For  any  file,  a  human-readable  report  containing  all  the  information  stored  in  the
message can be generated. This report can be previewed and printed. When you click on
this option, a dialogue like the one below will be shown:

Figure 582 - Report selection

Report – This drop down box allows you to choose from the  possible  report  definitions
installed, displaying a short description of the chosen definition below.

Settings – The file  report does not currently have any settings that can be changed. This
button is therefore disabled.

Preview – This will generate a report and allow you to view a representation of  it having
been printed, without actually printing it.

Print

This will bring up the printing dialogue shown below:
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Figure 583 - Report Print

From here you can use the drop down boxes to choose a Printer and a Tray  to  which  to
send  the  print  job.  You  can  also  alter  how  the  document  is  actually  printed  with  the
Duplex setting.

Reschedule6.3.6.7

The Reschedule option allows you to reschedule a file to a trading partner.

This option can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using Actions >> Reschedule

Using the keyboard shortcut Alt+A+E

Using Reschedule on the context menu (right mouse click)

Any of these methods will bring up the following dialog.

Figure 584 - Reschedule

Specify the Earliest transmission date and time (the default is the current date and time).

You can also select the Transmission priority, where 1 is the highest priority and 10 is the
lowest. The default priority is 5.

If necessary, you can also provide SFID user data. This should be agreed with your trading
partner beforehand.

Reset Attempts6.3.6.8

The Reset Attempts option allows you to reset the number of  times the system has tried
to send or  receive  a  file  via  the  specified  communications  protocol  that  was  originally
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used.

This option can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using Actions >> Reset Attempts

Using the keyboard shortcut Alt+A+M

Using Reset Attempts on the context menu (right mouse click)

Any of these methods will bring up the following dialog.

Figure 585 - Reset Attempts Confirmation

Select "Yes" to reset the number of attempts to zero.

Resubmit6.3.6.9

The Resubmit File dialog allows you to resubmit one or more files for processing.  You

may resubmit the file in its current state, its original state or you may replace the file

with a new file for workflow processing.  You may also choose to resubmit the selected

file(s) to the start of the current workflow that they/it is on, the start of the first

workflow that they/it encountered or to a workflow of your choice.
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Figure 586 - Retry File Dialog

Resubmit File Options 

Original - By resubmitting the file in its original state all changes which have occurred to

the file via workflow processing will be discarded. Thus if one of the Jobs on the

workflow was to decompress the file, the decompressed version of the file will be

discarded and the original compressed version of the file will be used.

Current - By resubmitting the file in its current state, the file will be resubmitted for

processing keeping any existing changes that have occurred due to workflow processing.

New - By resubmitting a new file, both the original and current states of the file will be

discarded and the new file will be submitted in its place.

Resubmit Workflow Options

First Workflow – Resubmits the selected file(s) in the selected state to the first workflow

that the file encountered.

Current Workflow – Resubmits the selected file(s) in the selected state to the beginning

of the workflow that the file(s) is/are currently on.
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Alternate workflow – Resubmits the selected file(s) to a workflow or company’s

originator workflow as selected. 

It is worth noting that you may not resubmit any files that are in the following state:

New, Held, Pending, Current or Finished.  Should you select a file that is any of the

aforementioned states, you will be warned and the request will be cancelled. 

Show Associated6.3.6.10

Communications Files6.3.6.10.1

This  action  will  search  for  any  communications  files  related  to  the  current  file.
Communications  files  are  files  received,  scheduled  or  sent  using  a  communications
protocol such as OFTP, AS2 or FTP. The results will  be  displayed in a search results tab. A
new tab will be shown or an existing search tab will be used.

Sessions6.3.6.10.2

The Show Sessions option allows you to  show  all  sessions  that  are  associated  with  the
currently  selected  files.  This  is  all  sessions  that  were  used  to  receive,  send  or
acknowledge a file as it was received or sent from the system.

The associated sessions are shown in a Sessions Search Results page.

Email Notifications6.3.6.10.3

This  option  shows  any  Email  Notifications  associated  with  the  selected  file.  Email
notifications  are  associated  with  a  file  when  they  are  sent  using  the  Email  job  during
workflow processing. 

This dialog allows you to perform all  the  same actions on any  queued  e-mails  from  the
ODEX Enterprise  workstation that can be done in the E-mail  Notification  Queue  section
of ODEX Enterprise Administrator.

Figure 587 - The E-mail Management dialog

Filter  –  From  here,  you  can  select  two  options,  either  Show  Currently  Processing  (the
default setting) or Show All.  The first option shows all  e-mails that are  currently still  yet
to be sent, are in retry, or in a held state. To show any sent e-mails, you must select Show
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All.

View – After selecting a single  e-mail,  selecting this  option  will  display  the  details  and
contents of  the e-mail  in  a  read-only  state.  This  can  also  be  done  by  double-clicking  a
row.

Send – After selecting one or more e-mails, selecting this option will  cause these e-mails
to be sent/re-sent, regardless of their current status.

Forward – After selecting a single  e-mail,  selecting this option will  bring up the Send  E-
mail dialog and automatically populate it with the details and contents of  the selected e-
mail.

Reset  –  After  selecting  one  or  more  e-mails,  selecting  this  option  will  cause  these  e-
mails to have their number of  attempts to be set to zero, and any e-mails in a “paused”
state will be set to “waiting”.

Pause  –  After  selecting  one  or  more  e-mails,  selecting  this  option  will  cause  these  e-
mails to  have  their  processing  logic  halted,  i.e.  if  they’re  currently  in  retry,  no  further
retries will be attempted.

Delete  – After selecting  one  or  more  e-mails,  selecting  this  option  will  cause  these  e-
mails to be removed from the queue.

Refresh  –  Selecting  this  option  will  cause  the  list  view  to  be  updated  with  the  latest
items on the e-mail queue.

Functional Acknowledgments6.3.6.10.4

This shows any functional acknowledgements that are  associated with sent and received
files.  Functional  acknowledgements  are  used  to  indicate  the  syntactical  correctness  of
associated documents.

The results will be displayed in a search results tab. Either a new tab will  be  shown or an
existing search tab will be used as appropriate.

Submit New File...6.3.6.11

Submit a new file  from disk or network location to the system for workflow processing.
There are two options available:

Workflow - Select the workflow that you wish to execute for the selected file. 

Workflow  Selector  -  Select  a  workflow  selector  group  that  should  determine  the
workflow to execute based on the content of the file and the selected data source.

Workflow6.3.6.11.1

The  Submit  option  allows  you  to  submit  an  existing  selected  file  manually  to  a  new
specific workflow.

This  option  creates  a  new  file  from  the  current  underlying  data  and  submits  it  to  the
Workflow Manager.

This option can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using Actions >> Submit New File >> Workflow...

Using the keyboard shortcut Alt+A+U+W
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Using Submit on the context menu (right mouse click)

Any of these methods will bring up the following dialog:

Figure 588 - Submit Workflow File

Select a file you wish to submit and then select the Workflow to submit the file into.

In the User data field you can specify any information you want to keep with the file  for
its lifetime in the system.

Workflow Selector6.3.6.11.2

This dialog  allows  you  to  submit  a  file  for  processing  for  a  selected  workflow  selector
group.

Figure 589 - Match to Workflow Selector

The ODEX Enterprise will process any files submitted from this dialog only if it matches to
the one of the workflow selectors available in the group. 

The  user  may  select  any  of  the  data  sources  configured  in  the  system  for  purposes  of
matching. 

To access "Match to Workflow Selector" option, navigate  to the Actions menu and select
"Match to Workflow Selector".
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For more information about workflow selector groups see Workflow Selectors section.

Comms Files Views6.4

Filtering6.4.1

General6.4.1.1

You can select filtering criteria for the files you want to see displayed in any files view. It
can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using View >> Filter

Using the keyboard shortcut Ctrl +F

Using the toolbar icon

Any of these methods will bring up the dialog shown below:
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Figure 590 - Files Filtering (General)

Date

The default creation date setting for the filter is “All dates”. To limit the dates, select one
of the other radio buttons.

Selecting “Today only” means that only sessions established today will be displayed.

Selecting the “Last n hours” or “Last n days” will allow you to specify the number of  hours
or days to which the filter is to be restricted.

Selecting “Custom” will enable the From, To and Restrict to date  and time fields. Use the
arrow  buttons  alongside  these  fields  to  select  a  date  and  time  range  for  the  filter.  To
change the time value, click on the hours or minutes part of the time and then use the up
and down arrows to change the hours and minutes respectively. The “Restrict to” option
allows filtering for specific days, for example, we can set a start and end point using From
and To then limit results within that range to show  only  sessions  started  on  weekdays.
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This  can  be  extended  even  further  using  the  between  option  so  that  it’s  possible  to
search only for sessions started at a specific hour on a specific day.

Source and Destination

This section allows files to be filtered by the following:

Originator - The originator trading partner.

Network - The originator network.

Mailbox - The originator mailbox.

Destination - The destination trading partner.

Network - The destination network.

Mailbox - The destination mailbox.

Community  - The community being used.

Filter  using  local  codes  allows  the  local  code  to  be  used  for  filtering,  rather  than  the
global code.

Details

Entering a value here will search the VFN/Message ID columns and display anything that
matches the entered value.

Results List

Setting this value allows you to limit the total number of results returned by the filtering.
The default is 1,000, however you may wish to increase this number if  you  want  to  see
more files, or decrease it to improve performance.
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Status6.4.1.2

The status view of the filter dialog looks like the following:

Figure 591 - Files Filtering (Status)

Status

In this section you can select which files to view based upon their status.

Partly Received - Display files that are in a partly received state.

Received - Display files that have been received.

Acknowledged - Display files that have been acknowledged.

Receive Failed - Display files that have failed to be received.

Functional Acknowledgement State

In  this  section  you  can  select  which  files  to  view  based  upon  their  current  functional
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acknowledgement status.

None – Display files that have not yet been processed for acknowledgement

Accepted – Display files for which all  documents have been acknowledged with a
status of 'Accepted'.

Accepted  with  Errors–  Display  files  for  which  all  documents  have  been
acknowledged with a status of 'Accepted with Errors'.

Partially  Accepted  –  Display  files  for  which  not  all  documents  have  been
acknowledged, but those that are have been marked as 'Accepted'.

Partially  Rejected  –  Display  files  for  which  not  all  documents  have  been
acknowledged, but those that are have been marked as 'Rejected'.

Rejected – Display files for which all  documents have been  acknowledged  with  a
status of 'Rejected'.

Wait for Acknowledgement - Displays files for which all  documents are  waiting for
acknowledgement.

Actions6.4.2

Enter topic text here.

Sessions Views6.5

Figure 592 - Session Views
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Overview6.5.1

The sessions views show a list of all communications sessions that have been established
in the system. This is a list of  sessions that  were  established  to  send  and  receive  files,
send and receive acknowledgements, make calls to trading partners,  and make test calls
to trading partners.

Sessions  that  finished  in  error  are  highlighted  in  red  or  pink,  and  sessions  that  are
currently active are highlighted in green.

The quick search bar  towards  the  bottom  of  the  view  can  be  used  to  quickly  filter  the
sessions based on Company, Network, Local Code or Communications Identifier fields.

Available columns6.5.2

Default columns

Session  ID  –  The  unique  ID  given  to  the  session  when  it  is  established.  This  will  be  a
simple integer.

Dir – The direction of the session. This will be given a value of ‘I’ or ‘O’ which corresponds
to inbound or outbound communications respectively.

Internal  Network  –  Displays  the  name  of  the  internal  network  which  was  used  to
establish  the  communications  session.  This  is  a  network  which  is  associated  with  an
internal company.

External  Network  –Displays  the  name  of  the  external  network  which  was  used  to
establish  the  communications  session.  This  is  a  network  which  is  associated  with  a
trading partner.

Started – The time and date at which the communications session was started.

Ended – The time and date at which the communications session ended.

Duration – The length of time (in seconds) between the communications session starting
and ending.

State  –  The  current  state  of  the  communications  session.  This  can  have  a  value  of
‘Current’  for  sessions  which  are  currently  established,  and  have  not  yet  finished,
‘Finished’ for sessions which have completed, and ‘Failed’ for sessions which resulted in
failure.

Files Sent – The number of files sent by the system during the session.

Files Recd – The number of files received by the system during the session.

Subsystem – The name of the subsystem which was used to establish the session.

Address – The IP address of the end point of the communications session. This will be the
address associated with the external  network. If  a proxy server is used, this  will  be  the
address of the external trading partner end point, not the proxy.

Proxy – This column is  populated  with  a  value  of  ‘Yes’  or  ‘No’  to  indicate  whether  the
session was established via the ODEX Enterprise proxy server.

Non-default columns

Acks  Recd  –  The  number  of  acknowledgements  received  by  the  system  during  the
session.
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Acks Sent – The number of acknowledgements sent by the system during the session.

Bytes  Recd  –  The  number  of  bytes  received  by  the  system  during  the  session.  This
includes the total number of bytes for all received files and acknowledgements.

Bytes Sent – The number of  bytes sent by  the  system  during  the  session.  This  includes
the total number of bytes for all sent files and acknowledgements.

ESID Code – Defines the OFTP-specific end code for the session.

External Network ID – External network communications identifier (SSID, AS2-ID).

Internal Company – The name of the internal company used to establish the session.

Internal Network ID – Internal network communications identifier (SSID, AS2-ID).

Protocol – The communications protocol used for the session (OFTP, AS2, etc.)

Result – The connection-specific call result for the communications session.

Trading Partner – The name of  the trading partner to which the communications session
was established.

Filtering6.5.3

General6.5.3.1

You can select filtering criteria for the sessions you want to see displayed in any sessions
view. It can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using View >> Filter

Using the keyboard shortcut Ctrl +F

Using the toolbar icon

Any of these methods will bring up the dialog shown below.
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Figure 593 - Files Filtering (General)

Please bear in mind that filtering may result in no entries being shown in the data area if
no sessions meet the filter criteria.

Date

The default creation date setting for the filter is “All dates”. To limit the dates, select one
of the other radio buttons.

Selecting “Today only” means that only sessions established today will be displayed.

Selecting the “Last n hours” or “Last n days” will allow you to specify the number of  hours
or days to which the filter is to be restricted.

Selecting “Custom” will enable the From, To and Restrict to date  and time fields. Use the
arrow  buttons  alongside  these  fields  to  select  a  date  and  time  range  for  the  filter.  To
change the time value, click on the hours or minutes part of the time and then use the up
and down arrows to change the hours and minutes respectively. The “Restrict to” option
allows filtering for specific days, for example, we can set a start and end point using From
and To then limit results within that range to show  only  sessions  started  on  weekdays.
This  can  be  extended  even  further  using  the  between  option  so  that  it’s  possible  to
search only for sessions started at a specific hour on a specific day.

Call direction

These fields allow you to restrict the view to show sessions of  a particular direction. The
available  options are  Outgoing (for sessions established  in  the  direction  of  an  external
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trading partner), and Inbound (for sessions established from an external trading partner).

Session state

These  fields  allow  you  to  restrict  the  view  to  show  sessions  that  are  currently  in  a
particular  state.  The  available  options  are  Finished  (for  sessions  that  have  ended),
Current (for sessions that are  currently established and have not ended),  and Failed (for
sessions that finished in error).

Protocol

These  fields  allow  you  to  restrict  the  view  to  show  sessions  that  are  associated  with
particular communications protocols.  The available  protocols to restrict the  view  by  are
OFTP, AS2, FTP and SFTP.

Other

This  field  allows  you  to  restrict  the  view  to  only  show  sessions  that  were  fully
established. This is sessions that have an internal network defined.

Maximum results

Setting this value allows you to limit the total number of results returned by the filtering.
The default is 1,000, however you may wish to increase this number if  you  want  to  see
more files, or decrease it to improve performance.
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Advanced6.5.3.2

The advanced view of the filter dialog looks like the following,

Figure 594 - Files Filtering (Advanced)

Internal company

These fields allow you to select a specific internal  company and/or internal  network that
will  be  used to restrict the sessions view. The result of  restricting this  field  is  that  only
sessions associated with these internal entities will be displayed in the view.

Trading partner

These  fields  allow  you  to  select  a  specific  external  company  and/or  external  network
that will  be  used to restrict the sessions view. The result  of  restricting  this  field  is  that
only sessions associated with these external entities will be displayed in the view.

Subsystem

These  fields  allow  you  to  select  a  specific  subsystem  that  will  be  used  to  restrict  the
sessions view. The result of restricting this field is that only sessions associated with the
selected subsystem will be displayed in the view.

Search6.5.4

The  Sessions  Search  option  allows  you  to  look  for  one  or  more  sessions  in  the  ODEX
Enterprise system using the unique session ID.

This option can be accessed in the following ways:
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Using the toolbar icon when on a Sessions view

Pressing Ctrl + Shift + S when on a Sessions view

Any of these methods will bring up the following dialog:

Figure 595 - Search for Sessions

Individual  session  IDs  can  be  specified,  lists  of  multiple  IDs,  or  a  range  of  IDs  as
exemplified in the image.

Quick Search6.5.5

The quick search allows the view to be filtered in a more  simplistic  way  than  the  Filter
Dialog allows. The following screenshot shows the quick search bar located at the bottom
of each session view:

The view is automatically refreshed to take into account the text entered into the search
field. The entered text will be compared to the following criteria of the sessions:

Company Name

Network Name

Local Codes

Comms Identifiers

The view will be restricted to show only sessions that contain this criterion.

The screenshot also shows that certain criteria can be turned off  so that entered  text  is
not compared to these fields. Turning off all fields does not filter the view.

Colour coding6.5.6

You  can  see  at  a  glance  certain  information  about  sessions,  depending  on  the  colour
coding that has been applied to them.

Pale blue/white = normal

Red/pink = error

Green = current
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Actions6.5.7

Show Files for Session6.5.7.1

This action is only available from the communications session views.

The Show Files for Session option allows you to show all files that are associated with the
currently selected communications sessions. This is all  files that were  received,  sent  or
acknowledged by the selected sessions.

This action appears twice: it can be used to  show  production  files,  or  it  can  be  used  to
show archived files.

The associated files are shown in a Files Search Results page.

Figure 596 - Show Files for Session option

Show Log Messages for Session6.5.7.2

From one of the Sessions Views or a Sessions Search Results page, the log messages can
be  shown  for  a  selected  session.  This  will  retrieve  all  log  messages  from  the  ODEX
Enterprise  server log messages on disk and present them in a dialog. This dialog  can  be
accessed by selecting a single communications session and doing the following:

Double clicking on a single session

Selecting the Actions >> Show Log Messages for Session main menu option

Using the keyboard shortcut Alt+A+S+S

Using Show Log Messages for Session on the context menu (right mouse click on a
single session).

The following screenshot shows the log messages dialog for a communications session:
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Figure 597 - Sessions Log Messages Dialog

For large lists of  log  messages  (when  Buffer  level  logging  is  enabled,  for  instance)  the
dialog can take several  seconds  to  populate.  During  this  time  the  log  messages  can  be
observed,  but  the  Search,  Export,  Copy,  Filter,  Previous  and  Next  options  will  not  be
available.

Log Types & Filtering6.5.7.2.1

The log types shown in the list view will  depend on the logging level  which was used by
ODEX  Enterprise  during  the  communications  session.  The  available  logging  levels  are
General,  Protocol,  Debug  and  Buffer.  If  the  list  view  shows  log  levels  which  are  not
required, they can be filtered from the view by clicking the filter button, which will  show
the following menu:

By default all log levels are displayed, but each type can be filtered from the view.

Search6.5.7.2.2

The ‘Search log’ option can be used to quickly navigate through the log messages to areas
of  interest.  Entering search text in the search bar will  search all  of  the visible  fiends for
the  entered  text  (Date  Time,  Level,  Source  and  Message)  and  then  highlight  the  row
which contains the text.

Clicking ‘Find Next’ or pressing F3 allows the next matching row to be selected.
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Export6.5.7.2.3

The ‘Export’ option allows log messages to be saved to a text file  on disk. The location to
save the file  will  be  requested via a ‘Save as…’ dialog. If  no rows are  currently selected,
then all log messages in the list will be saved to the text file. If two or more log messages
are selected, then just the selected subset of log messages will be saved to the text file.

Copy6.5.7.2.4

The ‘Copy’ option allows log messages to be copied to the Windows clipboard. If  no rows
are currently selected, then all log messages in the list will  be  copied to the clipboard. If
two or more log messages are selected, then just selected subset of log messages will  be
copied to the clipboard.

Previous/Next File or Error6.5.7.2.5

The  ‘Previous  File/Error’  and  ‘Next  File/Error’  options  allow  you  to  quickly  navigate
through  the  log  message  to  find  important  information  relating  to  files  and  errors.
Clicking the ‘Next’ button will navigate through the log message rows until a log message
error  is  found,  or  information  relating  to  a  sent  or  received  file  is  found.  Clicking  the
‘Previous’ button navigates backwards through the message rows.

eInvoice View6.6

Figure 598 - eInvoice Views

For more information regarding the configuration and usage  of  eInvoicing,  please  refer
to the chapter on eInvoicing in the Administrators guide: VM-0001-04 Administrator.
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Overview6.6.1

The eInvoice  views show a list of  eInvoices that have been created by  the  system  from
incoming  Invoice  messages.  This  list  was  created  by  Document  Matching  defined
eInvoice  fields  and  the  configuration  of  eInvoice  rules  against  a  particular  trading
partner.

For more information regarding the configuration and usage  of  eInvoicing,  please  refer
to the chapter on eInvoicing in the Administrators guide: VM-0001-04 Administrator.

Available columns6.6.2

Default columns

eInvoice ID – The unique ID given to the eInvoice when it is created. This will  be  a simple
integer.

eInvoice Name   –  The  name  of  the  eInvoice,  typically  the  VFN  of  the  communications
file.

File ID – The ID of the file associated with this eInvoice.

Logical File ID –The ID of the logical file associated with this eInvoice.

Comms File ID – The ID of the Comms file associated with this eInvoice, if it has one.

Originator Company – The originator company of the eInvoice message.

Originator Location –The originator company location associated with the eInvoice.

Recipient Company – The recipient company of the eInvoice message

Recipient Location – The recipient company location associated of the eInvoice..

Invoice Number – The Invoice number extracted from the message.

Net Amount – The pre-tax amount contained with the Invoice message.

Gross Amount – The amount after tax contained within the Invoice message.

Currency – The currency code from the Invoice message.

Invoicee NAD – The invoicee name and address that was populated within the message.
Note this will always be the message contents.

Invoicer NAD – The invoicer name and address that was populated within  the  message.
Note this will always be the message contents.

Document Nature – The specific nature of the Invoice e.g. Credit note.

Document Function – The function of the Invoice and its type.

Non-default columns

Message Creation Time – The creation time for the Invoice in the original system.

Invoice Time – The time related to the Invoice taken from the Invoice message.

Message ID – The message identifier.

Filtering6.6.3
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General6.6.3.1

You  can  select  filtering  criteria  for  the  eInvoices  you  want  to  see  displayed  in  any
sessions view. It can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using View >> Filter

Using the keyboard shortcut Ctrl +F

Using the toolbar icon

Any of these methods will bring up the dialog shown below.

Figure 599 - eInvoice Files Filtering

Please bear in mind that filtering may result in no entries being shown in the data area if
no sessions meet the filter criteria.

Date

The default creation date setting for the filter is “All dates”. To limit the dates, select one
of the other radio buttons.

Selecting “Today only” means that only eInvoices created today will be displayed.

Selecting the “Last n hours” or “Last n days” will allow you to specify the number of  hours
or days to which the filter is to be restricted.

Selecting “Custom” will enable the From, To and Restrict to date  and time fields. Use the
arrow  buttons  alongside  these  fields  to  select  a  date  and  time  range  for  the  filter.  To
change the time value, click on the hours or minutes part of the time and then use the up
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and down arrows to change the hours and minutes respectively. The “Restrict to” option
allows filtering for specific days, for example, we can set a start and end point using From
and To then limit results within that range to show only eInvoices received on weekdays.
This  can  be  extended  even  further  using  the  between  option  so  that  it’s  possible  to
search only for eInvoices sent/received at a specific hour on a specific day.

eInvoices  date  time  is  the  time  the  eInvoice  was  created  by  ODEX  Enterprise,  not  the
time specified in the eInvoice.

Trading Partners

Allows  the  selection  of  specific  companies  to  filter  the  eInvoices  view.  Selecting  an
originator company will show only eInvoices with that company as an originator.

eInvoicing Tracking

These fields allow you to restrict the view to show eInvoices that were tracked according
to  rules  against  a  particular  company.   This  is  an  easy  way  of  filtering  on  a  single
companies eInvoices in both directions.

Maximum results

Setting this value allows you to limit the total number of results returned by the filtering.
The default is 1,000, however you may wish to increase this number if  you  want  to  see
more files, or decrease it to improve performance.

Search6.6.4

The eInvoices Search option allows you to  look  for  one  or  more  eInvoices  in  the  ODEX
Enterprise system using either the eInvoice ID or invoice number.

This option can be accessed in the following ways:

Using the toolbar icon when on a eInvoices view

Pressing Ctrl +Shift + S when on a eInvoices view

Any of these methods will bring up the following dialog:

Figure 600 - Search for eInvoice

To search for multiple IDs, separate the values using commas or specify a range e.g.

220, 223, 225-230

To search for multiple invoice numbers, separate  the values using commas or use  '*' and
'?' wildcard characters e.g.

A057, A10?, C*
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Workstation Menu6.7

The ODEX Enterprise Workstation has the following menu options:

File

View

Actions

Tools

Help

Selecting any of these options will present you with another list of options.

File option6.7.1

The File option allows you to do the following:

Log Off (only applicable if you are using ODEX Enterprise security)

Disconnect the workstation from the server. This  will  have  the  effect  of  freezing
the contents of the screen until  you reconnect to the server. To reconnect,  simply
click the Connect button on the Connection Lost dialog that will appear.

Exit from the Workstation

View option6.7.2

The View option allows you to do the following:

Refresh the view that is currently visible  in the workstation to show the results of
changes that have been made to files or sessions

Refresh all the views of the workstation

Filter  the  files  or  sessions  that  are  displayed  in  the  current  view  according  to
chosen criteria. See the section entitled ‘Filtering’

Toggle between ‘Show All Messages’ which shows a unique row for every message
in a file or showing a single row per file.

Configure  the  columns  in  the  current  view  (select  which  columns  are  displayed,
their  position  and  the  sort  order  of  data  within  each  column).  See  the  section
entitled ‘View - Columns’

Configure the views that are available in the workstation. See the section entitled
‘View - Views’

Launch  the  SFTP  File  Administration  window.   Only  available  if  SFTP  Server  has
been licensed.

Toggle the ‘View Mode’ between “Live” and “Archive” modes.

View - Columns6.7.2.1

The Columns option allows you to choose the columns you want to be  displayed  in  the
current view, and the order in which you want to display them.

This option can be accessed in the following  ways  from  the  main  menu,  using  View  >>
Columns which will display up the dialog shown below.
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Figure 601 - ODEX Enterprise Workstation column display order

On the left-hand side of  this dialog are  the columns  that  are  currently  displayed  in  the
current view. These are the Visible columns.

On the right-hand side are the Hidden columns.

To make hidden columns visible,  highlight the required Hidden  column(s)  and  click  the
Add button.

To  hide  visible  columns,  highlight  the  appropriate  Visible  column(s)  and  click  the
Remove button.

Once you have decided on your visible columns, you can alter the order in which they are
displayed  on  the  screen  by  using  the  Move  buttons.  Highlight  one  or  more  Visible
columns and click the Up or  Down  Move  button  to  move  the  selected  column(s)  up  or
down one position in the list. Repeat until the column(s) are in the position in which you
want them.

The top-to-bottom order of  the columns in the list will  be  their left-to-right order when
they are displayed on the screen.

To restore the default column setting for this view, simply click the Defaults button.
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Choosing a sort order6.7.2.1.1

Click the Sort order page tab to see the following dialog.

Figure 602 - Workstation column sort order

Here you can determine how the contents of the columns are to be sorted, if at all.

This dialog  lists  all  the  available  columns,  not  just  those  that  will  be  displayed  on  the
screen. This means that the sort order of  displayed columns can be affected by the  sort
order of hidden columns.

Use the three Sort buttons to determine whether columns are  to be sorted in ascending

order , descending order or  not  sorted  at  all .  Highlight  one  or  more  items  in
the list and click the appropriate Sort button.

Use  the  two  Move  buttons  to  change  the  priority  in  which  columns  will  be  sorted.
Highlight one or more items in the list and  click  the  appropriate  Move  button  to  move
the selected column(s)  up or down one position  in  the  list.  Repeat  until  the  column(s)
are  in the position in which you  want  them.  N.B.  This  does  not  affect  the  order  of  the
actual columns, but the data in the columns.

If you are not interested in sorting any columns by value, simply leave the Sort direction
of all the columns as None (the default option). If  all  columns are  set to None, the order
of columns in the list will not have any effect on the way data is displayed on screen.

To restore the default column setting for this view, simply click the Defaults button.

View - Views6.7.2.2

This option allows you to show or hide any of the views in the Workstation.

This option can be accessed from the main menu, using View >> Views which will  display
theView Manager dialog shown below.
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Figure 603 - Workstation View Manager

This dialog lists all the available views for the Workstation, together with a description of
what each displays and whether the view  is  currently  Shown  or  Hidden.  By  default,  all
views will be shown.

To Show or Hide any of  the views, highlight  the  appropriate  line  and  click  the  Show  or
Hide button, as appropriate. The value in the Shown column will  indicate  the change you
have made.

Actions option6.7.3

The Actions option displays sub-options that vary slightly between workstation views:

File View Actions

Communication File Actions

Sessions View Actions

eInvoice Actions

Actions - Call Network6.7.3.1

The Call Network option allows you to make a manual call to a specified network. You do
not need to select any files to use this option, as all files that have been scheduled to the
selected  network  will  be  sent  when  the  connection  is  made  (subject  to  suspensions,
retry limits etc).

This option can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using Actions >> Call Network

Using the keyboard shortcut Alt+A+C

Using the toolbar icon 

Any of these methods will bring up the following dialog:
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Figure 604 - Call Network

This dialog shows all the external networks (i.e. for trading partners and clearing centres)
you have defined in ODEX Enterprise, with their associated protocol and the status of  the
last attempted call to each network.

Highlight the network(s) you want to call, and then click the Call  button. ODEX Enterprise
will attempt to make a connection to the selected network(s)  and send any files that are
scheduled to those networks.

Actions - Schedule File6.7.3.2

The Schedule  File  option allows you to schedule  a file  manually (EDI or non-EDI)  and  to
specify details such as the file priority, earliest date/time to send and virtual filename.

It can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using Actions >> Schedule New File...

Using the keyboard shortcut Alt+A+C

Using the toolbar icon 

Any of these methods will bring up the following dialog:
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Figure 605 - Schedule Comms File

Transmission Details

File to send – Use the browse button alongside this field to select the full  file  path of  the
file you want to send.

File  type – Select the appropriate  file  type for the file  you are  scheduling.  If  you  select
EDI File, the Destination and Originator fields will become disabled; ODEX Enterprise  will
automatically detect the destination and originator from the contents of the file.

Originator  –  Use  the  dropdown  arrow  alongside  this  field  to  select  the  appropriate
originator mailbox for this file. If the  mailbox you want is not in the list,  you must add it
using the ODEX Enterprise Administrator.

Recipient  –  Use  the  dropdown  arrow  alongside  this  field  to  select  the  appropriate
recipient mailbox for this file.  If  the  mailbox you want is not in the list,  you must add it
using the ODEX Enterprise Administrator.

Earliest  transmission  date  –  This  is  the  earliest  date  that  the  file  will  be  sent  to  the
trading  partner.  The  default  value  in  this  field  is  the  current  date.  To  postpone  the
sending of  the  file,  select  a  later  date  using  the  dropdown  calendar  on  the  right-hand
side of this field.

Earliest  transmission  time  –  This  is  the  earliest  time  that  the  file  will  be  sent  to  the
trading partner. The default value in this field is the current time. To send the file  later in
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the day, perhaps overnight,  then select a later time using the  arrows  on  the  right-hand
side of this field.

Transmission Priority – Files due for sending to  the  same  destination  at  the  same  time
are sent in order of priority. The files with the highest priority,  1,  are  sent first,  and then
the  next  highest,  and  so  on,  down  to  the  lowest  priority  of  10.  By  default,  the
transmission priority is set to 5.

Additional OFTP Details

The fields in this section are only applicable if you are sending the file by OFTP.

Use filename as virtual filename  –  If  you  select  this  tickbox  (it  is  selected  by  default),
the  Virtual  filename  will  take  the  name  of  the  source  file  (excluding  the  drive  and
pathname). For example, a filepath of “C:\PRO04022004104630.edi” will result in a virtual
filename of “PRO04022004104630”.

Virtual filename – Type in the name to be used as the virtual filename.

This  is  the  Virtual  Filename  of  the  transmitted  file.  The  name  must  be  meaningful  to
both  you  and  the  file’s  receiver,  and  is  often  agreed  at  the  start  of  a  trading  partner
relationship. Only certain specified characters may be used in this field up to a maximum
of 26 characters. These are  A to Z (uppercase),  0 to 9 and the special  characters / -  .  & (  )
and space.

Description  –  The  description  is  only  used  when  scheduling  a  file  to  a  trading  partner
using a version of  OFTP 2 or higher. The description consists of  up to 999 characters that
are  passed with the file  identification and  may  be  used  for  whatever  purpose  you  and
the  destination  agree.  If  you  are  in  any  doubt  as  to  a  value  to  specify,  leave  this  as
spaces.

File type – Four types of file may be scheduled. These may be selected by using the drop
down arrow to the right of the field:

Fixed – This stipulates that the file  is to be sent as fixed length  records,  with  the
record  length  specified  in  the  Record  size  field.  The  size  of  the  file  must  be  a
multiple  of  the record size  given in the next field. If  you select this option  for  an
EDI file, the scheduler will  increase the size  of  the EDI file  if  necessary, so that its
length  is  a  multiple  of  the  record  size.  For  a  non-EDI  file,  the  scheduler  will
validate that it is a multiple of the record length.

Variable – This file type is not supported on PCs, but is used for files that originate
from an IBM mainframe.

Unformatted – This option can usually be selected for most files,  meaning that the
data will be sent as one long string of information without formatting.

Text – This means that the file  will  be  sent in text mode and may be reformatted
when it  reaches  its  destination.  A  text  file  requires  a  'carriage  return,  line  feed'
character every 2K bytes.

Record size  – Only required when the file  is made up of  fixed length  or  variable  length
records. For variable length records, type in the maximum record length appearing in the
file.

SFID User data – SFID User data, if  used, consists  of  8 characters  which  are  passed  with
the file  identification, and may be used  for  whatever  purpose  you  and  the  destination
agree. If you are in any doubt as to the contents, leave this as spaces.
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Validate VFN– This tickbox is selected by default,  which means that the virtual  filename
will  be  checked  for  invalid  characters  before  the  file  is  scheduled.  If  any  invalid
characters are found, a message box will inform you of the characters that may be used.

Digital  signature  –  If  you  need  to  enter  a  PIN  number  to  sign  the  file,  click  the  arrow
button  at  the  side  of  the  field  and  choose  the  Select  option.  This  will  bring  up  a
certificates dialog, where you can choose the private  key  certificate  with  which  to  sign
the file. See the section entitled ‘Select Certificate Dialog’.

Tools option6.7.4

The Tools option contains the following sub-options:

Options

Upgrade Settings

Change Password

The  Options  dialog  allows  you  to  select  the  language  in  which  you  want  to  run  the
application, and lets you set up client-side logging. For full  details of  this dialog, please
refer to the section entitled ‘Options dialog’.

The Upgrade settings option will  only be available  if  you have  any  previous  versions  of
ODEX  Enterprise  installed  on  your  computer.  This  option  allows  you  to  copy  settings,
such  as  those  from  filters  and  display  styles,  from  a  previous  version  to  the  current
version.  For  full  details  of  this  option,  please  refer  to  the  section  entitled  ‘Upgrade
settings dialog’.

The Change Password option will only be available if  you are  using ODEX Enterprise  User
Security  and  have  chosen  to  use  passwords.  This  option  allows  you  to  change  your
password at any time while  using the Workstation. For full  details of  this option, please
refer to the section entitled ‘Change password dialog’. 

Help option6.7.5

The Help option gives you access to the following:

the page(s) of the ODEX Enterprise  on-line  Help manual  that describe and explain
the Communications Monitor

the Data Interchange website

a dialog giving technical details about the ODEX Enterprise Workstation

Workstation Toolbar6.8

General toolbar links6.8.1

The Workstation tool bar contains the following links:

This is the Refresh option. This option shows the results of  changes that have been
made to files shown in the current view.

This  is  the  Refresh  All  option.  This  option  refreshes  all  the  views  of  the
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Workstation.

This  is  the  Filter  option.  This  option  allows  you  to  select  specific  criteria  for  the
files you want to see displayed in the current view. 

This is the Search option. This option  allows  you  to  search  for  specific  files  using
their IDs. 

This is the Archive  option. This option switches the Workstation from Live  mode to
Archive mode. Archive mode shows data from the system archive.

This is the Live  option. This option switches the Workstation from Archive  mode to
Live mode. Live mode shows data that is currently active in the system. 

This is button launches the SFTP File  Administrator. This is used to manage files in
on the SFTP Server of your system.  It is only available if SFTP Server has been licensed.

This  is  the  Help  option.  The  Help  option  takes  you  to  the  page(s)  of  the  ODEX
Enterprise on-line Help manual that describe the view that is currently displayed.

This is the Exit option. The Exit option closes the ODEX Enterprise Workstation.

File View toolbar links6.8.2

This is the Submit New File option. This option allows you to manually submit files
to a workflow.

This is the Schedule  File  option. This option allows a file  to be manually scheduled
for transmission to a trading partner using a communications protocol. 

This is the File  Details option. This option allows you to view the  available  details
about the file that is currently selected. 

This  is  the  Call  Network  option.  This  option  allows  you  to  make  a  initiate  a
connection to an external network.

This  is  the  Print  Report  option.  This  option  allows  you  to  print  a  report  for  the
selected file. 

Communications View toolbar links6.8.3

This is the Schedule  File  option. This option allows a file  to be manually scheduled
for transmission to a trading partner using a communications protocol. 
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This  is  the  Call  Network  option.  This  option  allows  you  to  make  a  initiate  a
connection to an external network.

Sessions View toolbar links6.8.4

This  option  allows  all  files  that  are  associated  with  the  currently  selected
communications sessions to be  shown.  The  file  results  will  be  shown  in  a  Files  Search
Results page.

This option allows all archived files that are  associated with the currently selected
communications sessions to be shown. The archive  file  results  will  be  shown  in  a  Files
Search Results page.

This option shows all log messages that are  associated with the currently selected
session.

File Details Dialog6.9

The File Details option allows you to view all the available details about any file.

This dialog can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using Actions >> File Details

Double-clicking on a workflow file

Using the keyboard shortcut Alt+A+F

Using File Details on the context menu (right mouse click)

Any of these methods will bring up the File Details dialog.
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Figure 606 - File Details

The  File  Details  dialog  contains  details  of  the  file  and,  if  it  has  them,  it’s  associated
Communications files.

The  view  is  split  into  two  resizable  sections,  one  showing  the  file  with  its
Communications  files  listed  below  it  and  the  other  showing  pages  of  details  for  the
selected item. The top section is not shown if  there  are  no Communications files linked
to the selected file.

If  the  selected  file  has  associated  Communications  files  they  are  shown  in  order  (by
scheduled time) underneath it.   They are  listed in order in the top view with their state
(Received, Scheduled or Sent),  an identifying name  (e.g.  VFN)  and  the  time  they  were
received  or  scheduled.   Initially,  the  file  is  selected  and  the  Overview  and  Document
Details pages are displayed.

Selecting a communications file  will  display Communications Details for the protocol  of
the file.
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Overview6.9.1

The  Overview  page  of  the  File  Details  dialog  shows  fundamental  information  about  a
file.

Figure 607 - File Overview

Overview

Status – the current status of the file. Possible values are:

New – the file has arrived in the system and is being processed

Current – the file is being processed on a workflow

Inactive  –  the  file  has  been  associated  with  a  workflow  selector  that  has  been
disabled

Blocked – The workflow on which the file is being processed has been blocked by a
user who is editing the workflow

Held  –  the  file  has  been  explicitly  held  by  workflow  processing  and  requires
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manual release to continue

Retry - The file  is being retried on a workflow as a result of  a configured returned
code action

Processed – the file has finished execution on the workflow

Finished – The file has been marked as finished by a user

Awaiting User – The file is awaiting interaction from a user

Processing Error – An error has occurred during  workflow processing on the file

Communication Error – An error has occurred  when  trying  to  send  or  receive  the
file

Details

Date/Time – the date and time at which the file was created.

Name – the logical name of the file that forms this file.  If  it was received via comms, this
will  be  the VFN of  the file.  If  it was imported from a monitor directory, this  will  be  the
name of the file that was put into the monitor directory.

Originator – The internal company or trading partner that this file came from.

Recipient – The internal company or trading partner where this file is destined.

Document Details6.9.2

The  Document  Details  page  of  the  File  Details  dialog  shows  information  about  the
underlying data of the file.
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Figure 608 - Workflow File Document Details

File Details

System Filename – the current filename of the file on disk.

Size – the size of the file in bytes.

Encoding  –  indicates  the  encoding  used  for  this  file  e.g.  ASCII,  EBCDIC.  If  the  type  of
coding  is  unrecognised  or  if  the  file  is  not  encoded,  the  value  in  this  column  will  be
'Unknown'.

Received Date/Time – the date and time at which the file was received.

Transmitted Date/Time – the date and time at which the file was transmitted.

Test Indicator – whether the document is indicated as a Test or Live.

EDI Security – the EDIFACT security status of  the file.  Please see the section entitled EDI
Security Status for possible values.

Document Details

This section gives the analysis-specific details of  the file  and is only relevant to EDI files
and recognised non-EDI files (such as SAP files).
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Format – indicates the format of the data in the file. Among possible  values are  EDI,  non-
EDI and XML.

Type – the declared type of document in the file e.g. DESADV D96A for an EDI document

Identifier  –  the  declared  identifier  of  the  document  in  the  file  e.g.  the  interchange
control reference in an EDI document

Date/Time – the date and time of the document in the file e.g. interchange date and time
in an EDI file

Originator – the declared origin of the document

Recipient– the declared recipient of the document

Document Tracking6.9.3

The Document Tracking page of  the File  Details dialog shows information about the  file
that has been tracked for use with functional acknowledgements, to be later matched.

Figure 609 - Workflow File Document Tracking
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Communications Details6.9.4

Each communications file that is associated with the file is displayed in the list at the top
of dialog. They are displayed in the order they were scheduled.

As communications files can be of  several  different protocols,  each protocol  will  display
its  own  pages  with  detailed  information  relating  to  that  type  of  file  and  session.  For
example  an  OFTP  file  will  display  four  pages,  Overview,  File  details,  File  analysis  and
Session details. The details of each OFTP section are shown below.

OFTP Overview6.9.4.1

VFN – the virtual filename of the file

Virtual date/time – the virtual date/time of the file.

Status – the current status of the file. Possible values are:

Partly Received – the file is in the process of being received from a trading partner

Partly Sent – the file is in the process of being sent to a trading partner

Ready To Receive – the system is ready to receive the file from a trading partner

Received – the file has been successfully received

Received Invalid – the file has been successfully received but is invalid

Received Invalid And Acknowledged –  the  file  has  been  successfully  received,  is
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invalid, and an acknowledgement has been sent to inform that the file is invalid

Receive Failed – an error occurred whilst receiving the file

Acknowledged – the file  has  been  successfully  transmitted  (both  directions)  and
acknowledged

Scheduled – the system is ready to send the file to a trading partner

Send Failed – an error occurred whilst sending the file

Sent – the file has been successfully sent

Suspended – the user has suspended the sending of the file

Acknowledged  (Invalid)  –  the  file  has  been  successfully  sent  but  the  received
acknowledgement informs that the file is invalid

Received Date/Time – the date and time at which the file was received.

Scheduled Date/Time – the date and time at which the file was scheduled.

Sent Date/Time – the date and time when the file was transmitted.

Acknowledged Date/Time – the date  and time at which an acknowledgement  (an  EERP)
was sent to the sender of the file. If this column is blank, no acknowledgement has been
sent.

Network – the name of the originator or destination network.

SSID – the SSID of the originator or destination network.

Mailbox – the name of the originator or destination mailbox

SFID – the SFID of the originator or destination mailbox

OFTP File details6.9.4.2

File format – indicates the format of the data in the file  as it was received, such as EDI or
non-EDI.  This can be unknown if the file was not recognised or has not been analysed.

Maximum record size – the maximum size or length of the records in the OFTP file.

Records – the number of records in the file.

User data – User data associated with the file (usually only due to manual submission).

Bytes – the number of bytes in the file.

Filename – the system file name of the communications file

File size – the file size on disk, in bytes.

Encrypted – Whether or not the file is encrypted.

Compressed – Details of the compression of the file, if any was used.

Signature – Set when the file has been signed.

Earliest date/time – the earliest date time that ODEX Enterprise will send the file.

Priority – the priority in which ODEX Enterprise will send the file.

Number of tries – number of attempts needed to receive or send the file
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Last error – the last communications error reported when attempted to send the file.

Extended error – Additional details about the last error

Extracted date/time – The time the file was extracted.

Extended location – the location the file was extracted to.

File Analysis6.9.4.3

Format – indicates the format of the data in the file. Among possible  values are  EDI,  non-
EDI and XML.

Type – the declared type of document in the file e.g. DESADV D96A for an EDI document

Encoding  –  indicates  the  encoding  used  for  this  file  e.g.  ASCII,  EBCDIC.  If  the  type  of
coding  is  unrecognised  or  if  the  file  is  not  encoded,  the  value  in  this  column  will  be
'Unknown'.

EDI Security – the EDIFACT security status of  the file.  Please see the section entitled EDI
Security Status for possible values.

Session Details6.9.4.4

Sent or Received Session – the session ID that the file was transmitted under.

Acknowledged Session  – the session ID that the file was acknowledged during

Acknowledge Details – times and result codes associated with the Acknowledgement.

File Analysis Dialog6.10

The File  Analysis dialog shows you  the  analysis  details  for  any  EDI  file,  EDIXX3,  XML  or
IDoc file.

It can be accessed in the following ways:

Select the Actions >> File Analysis main menu option

Using the keyboard shortcut Alt+A+A

Using File Analysis on the context menu (right mouse click)

Any of these methods will bring up the following dialog:
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Figure 610 - File Analysis Dialog

The left-hand side shows a hierarchical representation of the file split into its component
parts. The right-hand side shows details of  the component that is  currently  selected  on
the left-hand side.

File Analysis is applicable  only to EDI files,  EDIXX3, XML and IDoc files. EDIXX3 and IDocs
do not have a hierarchical  structure. For EDI files,  each node below the file  node  in  the
hierarchy  represents  an  interchange  (intermediate  hierarchical  level)  or  a  message  or
package (lowest hierarchical level).

The example above shows a file containing one interchange and four messages.
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   Figure 611 - File Analysis Dialog – Message

The above example shows the file analysis information for a specific message within the
only interchange. Notice that message-level codes are also included, which are  files that
have been extracted from message-level segments or records during file analysis.

If  a file  was detected as containing  EDI  errors  whilst  the  file  was  being  analysed  these
will  be  displayed in a  tab  joint  at  the  message  level  of  the  dialog  display.  Below  is  an
example of an output from a file containing errors.
If the message selected contains no EDI errors then the tab will not be displayed.
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Figure 612 - File Analysis Dialog – Parse Errors

SFTP File Administration6.11

In order to control  and view SFTP files on the  SFTP  server  ODEX  Enterprise  provides  an
integrated SFTP File  Administrator.  SFTP  files  transfer  is  fundamentally  different  from
other protocols and the File Administrator is built around the SFTP folder mechanism.

Figure 613 - SFTP File Administration
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What does the SFTP File Administrator do?6.11.1

The SFTP File Administrator allows you to:

View your SFTP files according to the trading partner network and folder they are
scheduled under.

Examine the details against a file.

Filter by taken and deleted files.

Delete and ‘Undelete’ a file, hiding or showing it for the trading partner.

Permanently delete a file.

Open a file using Notepad, Windows Default or Browse for application.

Change a file’s filename.

Move files around folders and Networks using Cut, Copy and Paste.

Change the permissions on a file.

Launch a search based on several SFTP files in the ODEX Enterprise Workstation.

Manually upload files to folders.

User Filtering6.11.2

The  left  hand  side  of  the  SFTP  File  Administrator  shows  every  SFTP  Network  and  the
folder structure  of  the SFTP server subsystem Directories they are  linked  to.   This  view
can be filtered using the User Filter.

Figure 614 - SFTP File Administration - User
Filter

The filter can be applied in two ways, using Network Name and  Local  Code.  The  search
inside the specified Name or Local  code* and ? Wildcards characters can be used  in  the
search.  The indicator will show green if the filter is active.

File Functions6.11.3

There  are  various  actions  that  can  be  performed  on  files  using  the  SFTP  Files
Administrator.  The actions are all visible in a task bar at the bottom of the view.

Figure 615 - SFTP File Administration - File Functions

File  Filter – It is possible  to restrict the view based on Deleted files or Taken files using
check boxes on the File  Filter drop down.  The  indicator  will  show  green  if  the  filter  is
active  and indicators are  show against individual  filters.   There  is  also  a  Remove  filters
button which removes all filters and refreshes the view.

Refresh – select All  to refresh the networks and files,  and Files  to  refresh  just  the  files
view with the latest from ODEX Enterprise.
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Details - double clicking on a single file or clicking Details will bring up a dialog containing
a description of the SFTP file and its attributes.

Open – allows you to open the selected file  with Notepad, Windows Default or  Browse
for  another  application.   The  last  three  applications  used  are  displayed  and  saved  for
future  use.  Use Windows Default to open zipped files using the windows explorer.  All
these actions will transfer the files to the client before opening them.

Actions

Manual Upload –select a file to upload to a specific trading partner or folder.

Cut, Copy and Paste – to move files between folders and trading partners.

Show in workstation search – uses the File  IDs of  a  selection  of  files  to  switch  to
the ODEX Enterprise workstation and perform a search.

Rename – changes a files’ filename and extension.

Delete-  permanently delete  files from your system, or hide  them  so  they  can  be
‘Undeleted’ later.

Undelete –reveal files that have been marked as deleted to a trading partner.

SFTP File Details Dialog6.11.4

The SFTP File  Details option allows you to view all  the  available  details  about  any  SFTP
file.

This dialog can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using Details option

Double-clicking on a SFTP file

Using the keyboard shortcut Ctrl + O

Using Details option on the context menu (right mouse click)

Any of these methods will bring up the SFTP File Details dialog
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Manual SFTP File Upload6.11.5

The Manual  SFTP File  Upload dialog allows files to be uploaded to the SFTP  File  system
for a specific user and folder.

Selecting ‘Manual Upload’ from the SFTP File Administrator will show this dialog:

Figure 616 - Manual SFTP File Upload

The  Destination  section  shows  the  folder  and  network  where  the  file  will  be  placed
when it is uploaded.

The File section allows you to specify the file to upload and some specific parameters:

File – the specific file that will be transferred to the server and uploaded to the specified
network and folder.

Permissions – whether to inherit the folder permissions or to select certain permissions
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for the file.

Upload filename – the filename of the file in the SFTP server once it is uploaded.

Expiry time – the time in days before  the file  should  be  deleted,  0 means  that  the  file
will never be automatically deleted.

Change SFTP File Permissions6.11.6

The SFTP File Permissions dialog allows user to set the client rights to the file.

Selecting ‘Inherit from folder settings’ means that the file will assume the permissions of
its directory.

Selecting 'Select permissions'  allows  for  a  user  to  manually  set  the  client  rights  to  the
file. 

 Read gives a client  to  download  files  from  the  directory,  Write  gives  a  client  rights  to
upload files to the directory, Rename gives a client rights to rename files in the directory,
and Delete gives a client rights to delete files in the directory. All  these permissions may
be overridden against specific files.

7 ENGDAT Workstation

Introduction7.1

The  ENGDAT  Workstation  is  designed  for  the  day-to-day  exchange  and  handling  of
ENGDAT folders between trading partners.

When you first open the ENGDAT Workstation, you will see the following screen.
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Figure 617 - ENGDAT Workstation

What does the ENGDAT Workstation do?7.1.1

From the ENGDAT Workstation, you can view received ENGDAT folders,  as well  as extract
or  submit  them  to  the  workflow  manager.  You  can  also  edit,  delete  and  create  new
ENGDAT folders and schedule the folders for transmission.

Individual  files  in  received  or  scheduled  folders  can  be  viewed  within  the
Administrator’s Workstation.

Workstation Views7.2

There are two views that you can see when you open the Workstation:

Figure 618 - ENGDAT Workstation Views

Inbound folders (folders received from your trading partners)

Outbound folders (folders created in ODEX Enterprise)

Archived  folders  (folders  linked  to  files  that  have  completed  their  life  in  the
system)

Inbound folders7.2.1

The inbound folder view shows folders received from your trading partners.

Folders shown on the inbound view may be in one of the following states:

Partly Received – ODEX Enterprise  has started to  receive  the  folder,  but  some  of
the files have not yet been received.

Received – All  of  the files in the folder have been received,  but  ODEX  Enterprise
has not yet sent acknowledgements for each file.

Acknowledged  –  All  of  the  files  in  the  folder  have  been  received  and  ODEX
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Enterprise has sent a file acknowledgement (EERP) for each file in the folder.

Outbound folders7.2.2

The  outbound  folder  view  shows  folders  created  in  ODEX  Enterprise.  These  may  have
been scheduled for transmission to a trading partner, or sent to a trading partner.

Folders shown on the outbound view may be in one of the following states:

Created  (valid)  –  The  folder  has  been  created  but  has  not  been  scheduled  for
transmission to the destination trading partner. If  the folder  contains  an  ENGDAT
message, the message passes the validation requirements of the validation profile
(all mandatory fields have a value).

Created  (invalid)  –  The  folder  has  been  created  but  has  not  been  scheduled  for
transmission to the destination trading partner. One or more mandatory fields are
missing  in  the  ENGDAT  message  –  it  is  therefore  not  possible  to  schedule  this
folder  until  values  are  entered  in  the  missing  fields.  Once  the  mandatory  field
values have been provided, the status will be changed to ‘Created (valid)’.

Scheduled – All  of  the files in the folder have been scheduled for transmission to
the destination trading partner. Once a folder has been scheduled, a date and time
will be shown in the ‘Scheduled Date/Time’ column. If  you are  using security,  the
name of  the user that  scheduled  the  folder  will  be  shown  in  the  ‘Scheduled  By’
column.

Partly  Sent  –  ODEX  Enterprise  has  started  sending  the  folder  to  the  destination
trading partner, but not all of the files have been sent yet. When a folder is in this
state, the ‘progress’  column will  show an estimate of  how much of  the folder has
been sent, as a percentage.

Sent  –  ODEX  Enterprise  has  sent  all  of  the  files  in  the  ENGDAT  folder  to  the
destination  trading  partner,  but  the  trading  partner  has  not  yet  acknowledged
receipt of  all  of  the files. Once the folder has been sent,  a date  will  be  shown  in
the ‘Transmitted Date/Time’ column.

Acknowledged – ODEX Enterprise  has sent all  of  the files in the ENGDAT folder to
the destination trading  partner  and  has  received  a  file  acknowledgement  (EERP)
from the destination trading partner for all  of  the transmitted files. Once a folder
has been acknowledged, a date  will  be  shown  in  the  ‘Acknowledged  Date/Time’
column.

Archived folders7.2.3

The ENGDAT folders in this view are  linked to files that have completed their life  in the
system.

Folder shown on the Archived view may be in one of the following states:

Partly Received – ODEX Enterprise  has started to  receive  the  folder,  but  some  of
the files have not yet been received.

Received – All  of  the files in the folder have been received,  but  ODEX  Enterprise
has not yet sent acknowledgements for each file.

Received  Acknowledged –  All  of  the  files  in  the  folder  have  been  received  and
ODEX Enterprise has sent a file acknowledgement (EERP) for each file in the folder.
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Created  (valid)  –  The  folder  has  been  created  but  has  not  been  scheduled  for
transmission to the destination trading partner. If  the folder  contains  an  ENGDAT
message, the message passes the validation requirements of the validation profile
(all mandatory fields have a value).

Created  (invalid)  –  The  folder  has  been  created  but  has  not  been  scheduled  for
transmission to the destination trading partner. One or more mandatory fields are
missing  in  the  ENGDAT  message  –  it  is  therefore  not  possible  to  schedule  this
folder  until  values  are  entered  in  the  missing  fields.  Once  the  mandatory  field
values have been provided, the status will be changed to ‘Created (valid)’.

Scheduled – All  of  the files in the folder have been scheduled for transmission to
the destination trading partner. Once a folder has been scheduled, a date and time
will be shown in the ‘Scheduled Date/Time’ column. If  you are  using security,  the
name of  the user that  scheduled  the  folder  will  be  shown  in  the  ‘Scheduled  By’
column.

Partly  Sent  –  ODEX  Enterprise  has  started  sending  the  folder  to  the  destination
trading partner, but not all of the files have been sent yet. When a folder is in this
state, the ‘progress’  column will  show an estimate of  how much of  the folder has
been sent, as a percentage.

Sent Acknowledged– ODEX Enterprise has sent all of the files in the ENGDAT folder
to  the  destination  trading  partner,  but  the  trading  partner  has  not  yet
acknowledged receipt of all of the files. Once the folder has been sent,  a date  will
be shown in the ‘Transmitted Date/Time’ column.

Acknowledged – ODEX Enterprise  has sent all  of  the files in the ENGDAT folder to
the destination trading  partner  and  has  received  a  file  acknowledgement  (EERP)
from the destination trading partner for all  of  the transmitted files. Once a folder
has been acknowledged, a date  will  be  shown  in  the  ‘Acknowledged  Date/Time’
column.

Workstation Menu7.3

The ENGDAT Workstation has the following menu options:

File

View

Actions

Tools

Help

Selecting any of these options will present you with another list of options.

File option7.3.1

The File option allows you to do the following:

Log Off (only applicable if you are using ODEX Enterprise security)

Disconnect the workstation from the server. This  will  have  the  effect  of  freezing
the contents of the screen until  you reconnect to the server. To reconnect,  simply
click the Connect button on the Connection Lost dialog that will appear.
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Exit from the Workstation

View option7.3.2

The View option allows you to do the following:

Refresh the view that is currently visible  in the workstation to show the results of
changes that have been made to files

Filter the files that are  displayed in the current view according to chosen  criteria.
See the section entitled ‘View – Filter’

Configure  the  columns  in  the  current  view  (select  which  columns  are  displayed,
their  position  and  the  sort  order  of  data  within  each  column).  See  the  section
entitled ‘View – Columns’

Actions option7.3.3

Some  sub-options  of  the  Actions  option  are  dependent  on  the  view  that  is  currently
visible in the workstation.

For actions on Inbound folders see the section entitled  ‘Actions  option’.  For  actions  on
Outbound folders see the section entitled ‘Actions option’.

There are the following common sub-options:

Extract all of the files contained within the currently selected ENGDAT folder from
the ODEX Enterprise  server and copy them to  a  directory  of  your  choice.  See  the
section entitled ‘Actions – Extract Folder’

Extract  all  of  the  files  contained  within  the  currently  selected  ENGDAT  folder,
renaming files according to the filenames used  in  the  ENGDAT message.  See  the
section entitled ‘Actions – Extract Folder with ENGDAT Filenames’

Extract  all  of  the  files  contained  within  the  currently  selected  ENGDAT  folder,
rename files, and also decompress any compressed zip files in the folder. See the
section entitled ‘Actions – Extract and Decompress Folder’

Open the ENGDAT message associated with the currently selected ENGDAT folder

in an application of your choice. See the section entitled ‘Actions – Open ENGDAT

Message With’

Delete  the  current  selected  ENGDAT  folders  from  the  system,  if  you  have  the
permissions to do so. See the section entitled ‘Actions – Delete Folder’

Generate a human-readable  report containing all  of  the information stored in the
ENGDAT  message  of  the  currently  selected  folder.  See  the  section  entitled
‘Actions – Print Report’

Tools option7.3.4

The Tools option contains the following sub-options:

Options

Upgrade Settings

Change Password

The  Options  dialog  allows  you  to  select  the  language  in  which  you  want  to  run  the
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application, and lets you set up client-side logging. For full  details of  this dialog, please
refer to the section entitled ‘Options’.

The Upgrade settings option will  only be available  if  you have  any  previous  versions  of
ODEX  Enterprise  installed  on  your  computer.  This  option  allows  you  to  copy  settings,
such  as  those  from  filters  and  display  styles,  from  a  previous  version  to  the  current
version.  For  full  details  of  this  option,  please  refer  to  the  section  entitled  ‘Upgrade
settings dialog’.

The Change Password option will only be available if  you are  using ODEX Enterprise  User
Security  and  have  chosen  to  use  passwords.  This  option  allows  you  to  change  your
password at any time while  using the Workstation. For full  details of  this option, please
refer to the section entitled ‘Change password dialog’. 

Help option7.3.5

The Help option gives you access to the following:

the page(s) of the ODEX Enterprise  on-line  Help manual  that describe and explain
the ENGDAT workstation

the Data Interchange website

a dialog giving technical details about the ENGDAT Workstation

View - Filter7.3.6

The filter option allows you to restrict the folders that will be displayed in the Inbound or
Outbound views, depending on selected folder criteria. This page can be accessed in any
of the following ways:

From the main menu, using View >> Filter

Using the keyboard shortcut Ctrl + F

Using the toolbar icon 

Below  is  an  example  of  what  this  page  will  look  like.  Although  they  both  work  in  the
same way, the Inbound and Outbound filter options are separate  and have different sets
of status values.
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Figure 619 - ENGDAT Folders Filter Dialog

Please bear in mind that filtering may result in no folders being shown in the folder list if
no folders meet the filter criteria.

Creation Date

Here you can specify the range of  dates in to which a folder’s creation date  must  fall  in
order to be displayed. Only one radio button can be selected at any one time; by default,
the radio button All  dates  is  shown,  which  is  fairly  self-explanatory.  Today  only  shows
only  folders  created  on  the  current  day.  Choosing  one  of  the  Last  radio  buttons  will
enable the corresponding entry field for hours or days, allowing you to specify how long
before the current date and time the cut-off  date  should be. You can also use Custom to
specify the earliest and latest creation date.

Trading partners

Here you can specify an originator and recipient to filter the folders by.  The default is to
display ENGDAT folders from all originators and recipients.

Status

Here you can specify one or more status flags  to  filter  by.  In  order  to  pass  through  the
filter, a folder must have one of the checked values for its status.

View - Columns7.3.7

The columns option allows you to set which columns  should  be  visible  in  the  currently
selected view, as well as how the data should be sorted.

This option can be accessed from the main menu, using View >> Columns whichwill  bring
up the dialog shown below.
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Figure 620 - ENGDAT Workstation column display order

On the left-hand side of  this dialog are  the columns  that  are  currently  displayed  in  the
current view. These are the Visible columns.

On the right-hand side are the Hidden columns.

To make hidden columns visible,  highlight the required Hidden  column(s)  and  click  the
Add button.

To  hide  visible  columns,  highlight  the  appropriate  Visible  column(s)  and  click  the
Remove button.

Once you have decided on your visible columns, you can alter the order in which they are
displayed  on  the  screen  by  using  the  Move  buttons.  Highlight  one  or  more  Visible
columns and click the Up or  Down  Move  button  to  move  the  selected  column(s)  up  or
down one position in the list. Repeat until the column(s) are in the position in which you
want them.

The top-to-bottom order of  the columns in the list will  be  their left-to-right order when
they are displayed on the screen.

To restore the default column setting for this view, simply click the Defaults button.
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Choosing a sort order7.3.7.1

Click the Sort order page tab to see the following dialog.

Figure 621 - ENGDAT Workstation column sort order

Here you can determine how the contents of the columns are to be sorted, if at all.

This dialog  lists  all  the  available  columns,  not  just  those  that  will  be  displayed  on  the
screen. This means that the sort order of  displayed columns can be affected by the  sort
order of hidden columns.

Use the three Sort buttons to determine whether columns are  to be sorted in ascending

order , descending order or  not  sorted  at  all .  Highlight  one  or  more  items  in
the list and click the appropriate Sort button.

Use  the  two  Move  buttons  to  change  the  priority  in  which  columns  will  be  sorted.
Highlight one or more items in the list and  click  the  appropriate  Move  button  to  move
the selected column(s)  up or down one position  in  the  list.  Repeat  until  the  column(s)
are  in the position in which you  want  them.  N.B.  This  does  not  affect  the  order  of  the
actual columns, but the data in the columns.

If you are not interested in sorting any columns by value, simply leave the Sort direction
of all the columns as None (the default option). If  all  columns are  set to None, the order
of columns in the list will not have any effect on the way data is displayed on screen.

To restore the default column setting for this view, simply click the Defaults button.

Actions - Extract Folder7.3.8

This option allows all  of  the files contained within an ENGDAT folder to be downloaded
from the ODEX Enterprise server and copied to a directory of your choice.

There are different ways that you can extract a folder. It is possible  to extract an ENGDAT
folder and decompress the ENGDAT files. It is also possible  to extract an ENGDAT folder
and name the extracted files according to the filenames used in the ENGDAT message.

With this extraction method, none of the files in the ENGDAT folder will be  changed. Any
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compressed files will remain compressed.

When  the  files  are  extracted  to  the  output  directory,  the  files  will  be  given  the  same
filename that is used by the ODEX Enterprise  server. The ODEX Enterprise  server names
ENGDAT  files  using  a  unique  numeric  filename  with  a  filename  extension  of  ‘.ENG’,
giving a filename such as 00000001.ENG.

ENGDAT files that have been received from a trading partner or ENGDAT files  that  have
been scheduled for transmission to a trading partner are  given numeric filenames with a
filename extension of ‘.CMS’, to indicate that the file is a communications file.

With a folder selected, this action can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using Actions >> Extract Folder

By right-clicking on the desired folder and clicking the Extract Folder action

Using the toolbar button 

When  you  select  the  action,  a  standard  browse  dialogue  will  let  you  browse  for  a
directory in which to place the files, or you may create a new one.

Actions - Extract Folder with ENGDAT Filenames7.3.9

This action is similar to the ‘Extract Folder’  action, but the extracted files will  be  named
according  to  the  filenames  used  in  the  ENGDAT message.  As  with  the  ‘Extract  Folder’
option, no files will be decompressed.

With a folder selected, this action can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using Actions >> Extract Folder with ENGDAT Filenames

By right-clicking on the desired folder and clicking the Extract Folder with ENGDAT
Filenames action.

When  you  select  the  action,  a  standard  browse  dialogue  will  let  you  browse  for  a
directory in which to place the files, or you may create a new one.

Actions - Extract and Decompress Folder7.3.10

This action is similar to the ‘Extract Folder with ENGDAT filenames’ option, but this action
will additionally decompress any compressed zip files in the folder.

There are  three different  ways  that  you  can  extract  a  folder.  This  method  will  rename
each file  to its original  name and extension, if  available  in the ENGDAT message.  It  will
also  automatically  extract  any  file  it  finds  that  is  a  compressed  (ZIP)  file.  Note  that
directory structure within the zip file is not preserved.

With a folder selected, this action can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using Actions >> Extract and Decompress Folder

By  right-clicking  on  the  desired  folder  and  clicking  the  Extract  and  Decompress
Folder option

When  you  select  the  action,  a  standard  browse  dialogue  will  let  you  browse  for  a
directory in which to place the files, or you may create a new one.
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Actions - Delete Folder7.3.11

In either the inbound or the outbound view, you can delete one or more folders from the
system, if you have the permissions to do so. Note that once a folder is deleted it cannot
be  retrieved  and  all  of  its  stored  exchanged  files  are  also  deleted.  When  a  received,
scheduled or sent folder is deleted, this will  remove the  communications  files  that  are
associated with the folder.

With a folder selected, this option can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using Actions >> Delete

By right-clicking on the desired folder and clicking the Delete action

By pressing the Delete key

Using the toolbar button 

When you choose to delete a folder,  a confirmation dialogue is displayed to ensure that
a mistake is not being made.

Actions - Print Report7.3.12

For  any  folder  with  an  ENGDAT  message,  a  human-readable  report  containing  all  the
information stored in the message can be generated. This report can be previewed  and
printed. When you click on this option, a dialogue like the one below will be shown:

Figure 622 - ENGDAT Report selection – NEW NEEDED

Report – This dropdown box allows you  to  choose  from  the  possible  report  definitions
installed, displaying a short description of the chosen definition below.

Settings – The ENGDAT message report does not currently have any settings that can be
changed. This button is therefore disabled.

Preview – This will generate a report and allow you to view a representation of  it having
been printed, without actually printing it.

Print

This will bring up the printing dialogue shown below:
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Figure 623 - ENGDAT Report Print – NEW NEEDED

From here you can use the dropdown boxes to choose a  Printer  and  a  Tray  to  which  to
send  the  print  job.  You  can  also  alter  how  the  document  is  actually  printed  with  the
Duplex setting.

Actions - Open ENGDAT Message With7.3.13

This option allows the ENGDAT message contained within an ENGDAT folder to be

downloaded from the ODEX Enterprise server and opened in an application of your

choice.

With a folder selected, this action can be accessed in the following ways:

From the main menu, using Actions >> Open ENGDAT message with…

By right-clicking on the desired folder and selecting the Open ENGDAT message with…

action

When you select the action, a submenu will be displayed allowing you to select which

application you wish to open the ENGDAT message in, as shown below.
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Figure 624 - Open ENGDAT message with… menu

When you select an option in this submenu the ENGDAT message will be downloaded

from the ODEX Enterprise server and opened in the application selected.  

Additionally if the ENGDAT message being opened belongs to a relationship using

ENGDAT version 1 or 2, a dialog may be displayed allowing you to select reformatting

options for the file.  These options can make the file more readable and can be selected

if required. Any changes made in this dialog can later be updated from the open files tab

of the options dialog.

Workstation Toolbar7.4

Some  buttons  on  the  toolbar  are  dependent  on  which  tab  has  been  selected,  as  the
actions that they trigger are  only applicable  to  inbound  or  outbound  folders.  However,
there are five buttons that appear on both tabs:

   This is the Refresh button. When pressed, it shows the results of any updates that
have been made to the display. This can also be done by pressing the F5 key or accessing
the Refresh option in the View menu.

   This is the Filter button. When pressed, it brings up the (Filter settings)  dialogue,
from  where  the  user  can  alter  the  criteria  for  visible  folders.  See  the  section  entitled
‘View – Filter’.

   This  is  the  Help  button.  When  pressed,  it  brings  up  the  root  page  of  this  help
section.

   This is the Close button. When pressed, it immediately closes the program.
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This  is  the  Extract  button.  When  pressed,  you  will  be  presented  with  a  browse
dialog from which you can select a directory. The files in the ENGDAT folder can then be
extracted to the selected directory.

Inbound Folders7.5

The first of the two views in the ENGDAT Workstation is the Inbound Folders section. The
list will show all folders that have been received, or are in the process of being received.

How  these  folders  are  shown  depends  on  view  options  that  you  can  customise  in  the
View menu. With  the  options  in  this  menu  you  can  change  the  order  the  columns  are
displayed, as well as how the folders are sorted and filtered.

You can click on the Default check box here  to set or reset this tab to the default visible
tab  at  start-up.  A  similarly  labelled  check  box  exists  in  the  Outbound  folders  section,
which you can use to set that tab to the default one.

Below is what the view should look like when you see it for the first time.

Figure 625 - ENGDAT Inbound folders

You can alter how the folders are sorted by clicking on the column headers,  or in greater
detail through the Columns dialogue.

Available Columns7.5.1

Received Date/Time – The date and time that the folder was received.

Relationship – The ENGDAT relationship to which the folder belongs.

Originator – The Company that the Folder originated from.

Status – The status of the folder. Possible values are:

Partly received
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Received

Acknowledged

Exchange Reference – The exchange reference of the folder, generated by the sender on
creation. This uniquely identifies folders received from this sender.

Files – The number of files in the folder, not including the ENGDAT message itself.

Folder Progress – Shows how many  out  of  the  total  number  of  files  in  the  folder  have
been fully transferred. This file count includes the ENGDAT message.

Acknowledged Date/Time – The date and time the folder was acknowledged by the ODEX
Enterprise  server.  This  column  will  be  blank  if  receipt  of  the  folder  has  not  been
acknowledged.

Message File ID – The file ID of  the ENGDAT message for this ENGDAT folder.  This is the
first message in the ENGDAT folder.

Actions option7.5.2

Some sub-options of the Actions option are common to all  views of  the workstation. See
the section entitled ‘Actions option’.

There are the following sub-options specific to Inbound folders:

View the currently selected ENGDAT folder in the Folder Editor. See the section entitled
‘ENGDAT Folder Editor’.

Toolbar Links7.5.3

There is 1 toolbar button specific to the Inbound Folders view.

  

This  is  the  View  button.  When  pressed,  this  will  display  the  ENGDAT  folder  editor,
though  none  of  the  fields  can  be  changed.  See  the  section  entitled  ‘ENGDAT  Folder
Editor’.

Outbound Folders7.6

The second view available to you is the Outbound Folders section, accessible through the
tab. The list will show all ENGDAT folders that have been created on the ODEX Enterprise
server  machine  for  the  purposes  of  scheduling  and  transmission,  provided  that  they
meet the filter criteria.

How  these  folders  are  shown  depends  on  view  options  that  you  can  customise  in  the
View menu. With  the  options  in  this  menu  you  can  change  the  order  the  columns  are
displayed, as well as how the folders are sorted and filtered.

You can click on the Default check box here  to set or reset this tab to the default one on
start-up. A similarly labelled check box exists in the Inbound view, which you can use to
set that view to the default one on program start-up.

Below is what the view should look like when you see it for the first time.
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Figure 626 - ENGDAT Outbound folders

You can alter how the folders are sorted by clicking on the column headers,  or in greater
detail  through  the  Columns  dialogue.  You  can  view  the  columns  dialogue  by  clicking
View >> Columns.

Some folders will  be  displayed in a different colour to highlight their state. Folders that
contain invalid data are shown with red text and cannot be scheduled. Folders that have
run into errors during transmission have a red background. For folders with transmission
errors,  view  the  Scheduled  Files  view  in  the  ODEX  Enterprise  workstation  for  further
details.

Available Columns7.6.1

Creation Date/Time - This is the date and time that the folder was originally created.

Relationship  -  This  is  the  ENGDAT relationship  (link)  being  used  by  the  folder,  which
contains details on the sender, recipient,  communications settings, data defaults and so
on. You can view, create, edit and delete relationships in the Comms section of  the ODEX
Enterprise Administrator.

Destination – The Company to which the Folder is scheduled.

Status - The status of the folder. Possible values are:

Created (valid)

Created (invalid)

Scheduled

Partly sent

Sent

Acknowledged

Description -  This is the optional  description that was entered on creation of  the  folder
for easy identification.
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Exchange  Reference  -  The  exchange  reference  of  the  folder,  generated  on  creation
according to the settings in the ENGDAT relationship.

Files - The number of files in the folder, not including the ENGDAT message itself.

Folder Progress – Shows an estimate of how much of  the folder has been transmitted, as
a percentage.

Scheduled Date/Time - The date and time the folder was scheduled to be transmitted, if
applicable.

Transmitted Date/Time - The date and time the folder was transmitted to the destination
server, if applicable.

Acknowledged  Date/Time  –  For  folders  where  all  files  have  in  the  folder  have  been
acknowledged,  this  is  the  date  and  time  at  which  the  folder  was  marked  as
acknowledged.

CreatedBy - The ODEX Enterprise user who created the folder, if  security is being used. If
security is disabled, this column will be blank.

Scheduled By -  The ODEX Enterprise  user who scheduled the folder,  if  security  is  being
used and it has been scheduled. If  security is not being used, or the folder has not been
scheduled, this column will be blank.

Actions option7.6.2

Some sub-options of the Actions option are common to all  views of  the workstation. See
the section entitled ‘Actions option’.

There are the following sub-options specific to Outbound folders:

Create  a  new  blank  folder  for  an  ENGDAT relationship.  See  the  section  entitled
‘Actions – Create Folder’.

Edit  the  currently  selected  ENGDAT folder  in  the  Folder  Editor.  See  the  section
entitled ‘ENGDAT Folder Editor’.

Schedule the currently selected ENGDAT folder to its recipient. The folder will  not
actually be transmitted until the trading partner’s network has been called.

Make  a  copy  of  the  currently  selected  ENGDAT  folder,  with  a  newly  generated
exchange reference and creation date.

Make  a  copy  of  the  currently  selected  ENGDAT  folder,  with  a  newly  generated
exchange reference and creation date, using files from their original locations.

Actions - Create Folder7.6.3

This action will create a new blank folder for an ENGDAT relationship.

The action can be accessed the following ways:

From the main menu, select Actions >> Create Folder

By right-clicking in the area of the table and choosing the Create Folder action

Using the toolbar icon 

Any of these actions will cause the following dialogue box to be shown:
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Figure 627 - ENGDAT Create Folder

ENGDAT Relationships

This dropdown list contains all  of  the ENGDAT relationships  set  up  in  your  system.  The
ENGDAT  relationship  determines  the  origin  and  destination  company  details,  the
ENGDAT message version etc.

Click the Create button to create  a new empty folder using the settings from the chosen
relationship and display it in the ENGDAT Folder editor. See the section entitled ‘ENGDAT
Folder Editor’.

Actions - Schedule Folder7.6.4

This  action  will  schedule  a  selected  folder  for  transmission.  If  the  selected  folder  has
already  been  scheduled  or  sent,  you  will  be  asked  to  confirm  that  you  want  to  re-
schedule the folder.

The action can be accessed the following ways:

From the main menu, select Actions >> Schedule Folder

By right-clicking on the desired folder and choosing the Schedule Folder action

Using the toolbar icon 

When  the  folder  is  scheduled  for  the  first  time,  for  each  file  in  the  folder  a  new
communications file  will  be  created  and  scheduled  for  transmission  to  the  destination
trading partner.

If  you  reschedule  a  folder  that  has  already  been  scheduled  or  sent,  the  existing
scheduled or sent files that were created the first time the folder was scheduled will  be
rescheduled. New communications files will not be created.

The scheduled files will  be  transmitted  when  a  call  is  made  to  the  destination  trading
partner.  The  call  will  be  made  automatically,  provided  the  trading  partner  network
settings allow this and the network is not in ‘retry’ mode.

You  can  monitor  the  progress  of  the  scheduled  files  in  the  Scheduled  Files  tab  of  the
Administrator’s  workstation  (see  the  section  entitled  ‘Comms  Files’).  The  newly
scheduled  ENGDAT files  can  be  identified  by  the  VFN  shown  in  the  VFN/Message  ID
column and the Scheduled Date/Time.

When rescheduling a folder, if the existing scheduled or sent files have been removed, it
will not be possible to reschedule the folder. This can be overcome by creating a copy of
the folder and updating the files on the server.

Toolbar Links7.6.5

There are  four toolbar buttons specific to the Outbound Folders  view.  They  correspond
to certain available  actions, which are  discussed in detail  in the next section  and  in  the
common actions section.
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This  is  the  Create  Folder  button.  When  pressed,  it  will  ask  you  to
choose an ENGDAT relationship, create  a new blank folder according to the relationship
settings, then open up ENGDAT Folder editor. See the section entitled ‘Actions – Create
Folder’.

This  is  the  View  or  Edit  button.  When  pressed,  the  selected  ENGDAT  folder  will  be
displayed in the ENGDAT folder editor. See the section entitled ‘ENGDAT Folder Editor’.

This  is  the  Schedule  button.  When  pressed,  it  will  schedule  the  selected  folder  for
transmission, or it will ask you if you want to re-schedule the folder if it has already been
scheduled. See the section entitled ‘Actions – Schedule Folder’.

Archived Folders7.7

The third view available  to  you  is  the  Archived  Folders  section,  accessible  through  the
tab.  The  list  shows  all  the  ENGDAT  folders  that  have  been  created  in  on  the  ODEX
Enterprise  server which are  linked to files that have completed their life  in the  system.
ENGDAT folders are archived by retention period configuration for files to which they are
linked.

How  these  folders  are  shown  depends  on  view  options  that  you  can  customise  in  the
View menu. With  the  options  in  this  menu  you  can  change  the  order  the  columns  are
displayed, as well as how the folders are sorted and filtered.

You can click on the Default check box here  to set or reset this tab to the default one on
start-up. A similarly labelled check box exists in  the  Inbound  and  the  Outbound  views,
which you can use to set that view to the default one on program start-up.

Below is what the view should look like when you see it for the first time.

Figure 628 - ENGDAT Archived folders

Some sub-options of the Actions option are common to all  views of  the workstation. See
the section entitled ‘Actions option’.

There are the following sub-options specific to Archived folders:

View the currently selected ENGDAT folder in the Folder Editor. See the section entitled
ENGDAT Folder Editor.
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Available columns7.7.1

Folder Type – The type of this folder (inbound or outbound)

Creation Date/Time - This is the date and time that the folder was originally created.

Received Date/Time – The date and time that the folder was received.

Destination – The Company to which the Folder is scheduled.

Originator – The Company that the Folder originated from.

Status – The status of the folder. Possible values are:

Partly received

Received

Acknowledged

Created (valid)

Created (invalid)

Scheduled

Partly sent

Sent

Acknowledged

Description -  This is the optional  description that was entered on creation of  the  folder
for easy identification.

Exchange  Reference  -  The  exchange  reference  of  the  folder,  generated  on  creation
according to the settings in the ENGDAT relationship.

Files - The number of files in the folder, not including the ENGDAT message itself.

Folder Progress – Shows an estimate of how much of  the folder has been transmitted, as
a percentage.

Scheduled Date/Time - The date and time the folder was scheduled to be transmitted, if
applicable.

Transmitted Date/Time - The date and time the folder was transmitted to the destination
server, if applicable.

Acknowledged  Date/Time  –  For  folders  where  all  files  have  in  the  folder  have  been
acknowledged,  this  is  the  date  and  time  at  which  the  folder  was  marked  as
acknowledged.

CreatedBy - The ODEX Enterprise user who created the folder, if  security is being used. If
security is disabled, this column will be blank.

Scheduled By -  The ODEX Enterprise  user who scheduled the folder,  if  security  is  being
used and it has been scheduled. If  security is not being used, or the folder has not been
scheduled, this column will be blank.

Message File ID – The file ID of  the ENGDAT message for this ENGDAT folder.  This is the
first message in the ENGDAT folder.
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Actions option7.7.2

Some sub-options of the Actions option are common to all  views of  the workstation. See
the section entitled ‘Actions option’.

There are the following sub-options specific to Archived folders:

View the currently selected  ENGDAT folder  in  the  Folder  Editor.  See  the  section
entitled ‘ENGDAT Folder Editor’.

Toolbar Links7.7.3

There is 1 toolbar button specific to the Archived Folders view.

This  is  the  View  button.  When  pressed,  this  will  display  the  ENGDAT  folder  editor,
though  none  of  the  fields  can  be  changed.  See  the  section  entitled  ‘ENGDAT  Folder
Editor’.

ENGDAT Folder Editor7.8

The ENGDAT Folder Editor is the part of the ENGDAT Workstation that provides the ability
to view and manipulate  the  contents  of  the  ENGDAT message  in  an  ENGDAT folder,  as
well as adding, removing or updating the files within the folder.

There are  generally two possible  modes that the folder editor can  be  in,  depending  on
whether  the  folder  is  inbound,  scheduled,  sent  or  outbound.  In  the  former  cases,  all
fields will be disabled and the data in the message can only be viewed. In the latter case,
you are able to modify the data in the folder, by for example adding a file or changing the
contents of the fields.

There  are  two  parts  to  the  folder  editor:  the  navigation  panel  on  the  left,  where  a
graphical representation of the viewed folder is displayed; and the information panel  on
the  right,  where  details  of  the  entry  selected  in  the  navigation  panel  are  displayed.
Below is an example of a typical situation in the folder editor.
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Figure 629 - ENGDAT Folder Editor

Navigation Panel7.8.1

The navigation panel is on the left hand side of the ENGDAT folder editor. From here, you
can use the mouse to navigate  between some of  the different entries within the folder
and the ENGDAT message if present.

Clicking on the expand buttons marked by + signs will show you what is contained within
an entry; clicking the collapse buttons marked by – signs will  hide this information.  You
can also expand or collapse the entries by double clicking on that entry.

To  display  detailed  information  about  an  entry  in  the  information  panel  on  the  right,
select an entry in the navigation panel. If the  selected entry is a data file  included in the
folder that does not have any detailed information, the information panel  will  revert to
showing information applicable to the ENGDAT folder.

Clicking onto another entry in the navigation panel  while  there  are  unsaved  changes  in
the information panel  will  cause the editor to ask you if  you wish to save or discard the
changes before proceeding.

The navigation panel will contain entries for the folder,  the ENGDAT message if  present,
exchanged  files,  contained  files  and  drawings.  Below  is  an  example  of  how  the
navigation panel looks with a simple folder.

Figure 630 - ENGDAT Navigation Panel
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Information Panel7.8.2

The  information  panel  in  the  folder  editor  is  situated  on  the  right  hand  side  of  the
dialogue. This panel  is  where  the  viewing  and  editing  of  data  in  the  ENGDAT folder  is
done. The tabs at the top can be navigated to view different pages of  information for the
entry that is being viewed. Below is an example  of  a typical  situation in the information
panel.

Figure 631 - ENGDAT Information Panel

Validation7.8.3

The validation profile  determines which fields in the  editor  require  a  value  before  the
ENGDAT folder can be saved. If you attempt to save the details of  a file  when a required
field is missing, you will see a dialogue box like that shown below.

Figure 632 - ENGDAT Validation Errors

You can double-click an entry in the list to bring the relevant field into focus, where you
may then enter the required value.

Once you have made changes,  click  the  Validate  button  to  re-validate  the  page.  If  you
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have corrected all of  the errors,  the dialogue box will  close  and you will  be  able  to save
your changes.

At  any  time,  you  can  click  the  Save  button,  which  will  save  the  page  and  bypass  the
validation checks. However, this will result in the ENGDAT folder being flagged as invalid
and you will not be able to schedule the folder.

Navigation7.8.4

In some areas of the ENGDAT Folder Editor, the information panel on the right allows you
to  navigate  through  a  collection  of  entries  of  some  kind,  such  as  external  document
references, drawings or links to other files.

This section describes how to use these navigation buttons. Shown below is the external
document references page for ENGDAT version 1 and version 2 messages.

Figure 633 - ENGDAT Document Navigation

This is how the page will  look when you first view the page in a new ENGDAT message.
All  of  the  fields  are  disabled  because  the  ENGDAT  message  does  not  contain  any
document reference entries. These will be enabled once an entry has been added.

The buttons at the bottom of  the page are  used to add new entries,  remove entries and
navigate through the entries.

While navigating through the collection of entries,  you may modify the field values. Any
changes that you make are  not committed until  you click the Save  button. You may edit
several entries before you save your changes – changes are not lost when you navigate to
a different entry. This  means  that  when  you  click  the  Save  button,  all  of  your  changes
across all  of  the entries are  saved – not just changes to the entry that is currently  being
displayed.

When you navigate  through the entries,  or add a  new  entry,  the  entry  that  is  currently
displayed will  be  validated to ensure that all  mandatory fields  have  a  value  entered.  If
you attempt to move to another entry when a mandatory field has no value, a message
will be displayed requesting a value for the field.

Folder Actions Tab7.8.5

When the editor is  displayed,  the  first  page  that  you  will  see  is  the  actions  tab  of  the
folder  view,  shown  below.  This  page  provides  the  starting  point  when  creating  or
viewing a folder.
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Figure 634 - ENGDAT Folder Actions

Folder Details

Exchange  Reference–This  contains  the  exchange  reference  that  has  been  allocated  to
this folder. This is generated when the folder is created and cannot be changed.

Relationship – This field gives the name of  the ENGDAT relationship that  is  being  used,
which  determines  the  origin  and  destination  companies  being  used  and  the  ENGDAT
message settings. This cannot be changed once a folder has been created.

Status  –  This  contains  the  status  of  the  folder.  For  a  new  folder,  this  will  always  be
‘Created – valid’.

Description  –  This  field  is  where  you  can  enter  a  description  of  the  folder  to  assist  in
identifying  it.  The  description  will  be  shown  in  the  ‘Description’  column  in  the
workstation. This field is for information only – it is not transmitted with the folder.

Actions

Add/Edit/View  ENGDAT  Message  –  This  button  allows  you  to  add  a  new  ENGDAT
message to the folder or view/edit an existing ENGDAT message.

View Data Files– Clicking on this button will  send you to the Data Files tab. Equivalently,
clicking on the tab at the top will also send you there.

Folder Data Files Tab7.8.6

The Data Files tab lists the files that are  contained  in  the  folder.  This  includes  all  files,
regardless  of  whether  they  are  described  in  the  ENGDAT  message.  You  can  use  the
buttons  to  add,  delete,  extract  or  update  files  from  this  view.  However,  to  view  the
details of  a file  that is included in the ENGDAT message, you must click on the entry for
that file in the navigation panel under the ENGDAT message.
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All of the buttons on the page will be enabled for folders created in ODEX Enterprise  that
have  not  been  scheduled  or  sent.  All  buttons  except  for  the  extract  button  will  be
disabled for folders that have been received, scheduled or sent.

Figure 635 - ENGDAT Data files

Add– Add a new data file. Clicking this will  show a pop-up menu providing you with two
options: Add file will simply add the uncompressed file  to the folder. Add and compress
file will compress the file to a zip file before adding the file to the folder.

Delete – Delete the currently selected data file.

Extract – Extract the currently selected data file.  Clicking  this  will  show  a  pop-up  menu
providing you with two options. Extract will simply extract the file  with the directory and
file  name of  your choice. Extract and decompress will  also decompress the  file  if  it  is  a
compressed (ZIP) file.

Update  – Resend the file  from its original  path to the server,  thus updating the file  if  it
has been changed. Once the file has been updated, the last updated date will change.

ENGDAT Message Overview Tab7.8.7

This is the first page that you will see after adding an ENGDAT message, clicking the view
ENGDAT message button.

The overview contains general  information on  the  contacts  and  details  associated  with
the message itself.  From here you can view and  change  this  information.  The  available
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fields on the tab differ slightly depending on whether the ENGDAT version being used is
1, 2 or 3.

Below is an example  of  this tab in use. The example  shows the overview of  an ENGDAT
version 2 message. Note that if  you are  viewing  an  inbound  folder  or  a  folder  that  has
been scheduled, all of these fields will be disabled.

Figure 636 - ENGDAT V2 Message Overview

The following example shows the message overview for an ENGDAT version 3 message.

Figure 637 - ENGDAT V3 Message Overview

The ENGDAT version 3 message includes some  additional  fields  that  are  not  present  in
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ENGDAT versions 1 and 2.

Some fields may also be disabled, depending on the validation profile  that is in use. This
is to prevent values being entered in fields that are  not used by the destination trading
partner. The generic validation profiles included with ODEX Enterprise allow values to be
entered for all fields. Some manufacturer-specific validation profiles are more restrictive
– for example, the Swedish  OEM profile  does  not  allow  technical  contact  details  to  be
selected,  because  the  Swedish  manufacturers  supported  in  the  profile  do  not  require
technical contact details.

Contacts

The  drop-down  lists  of  contacts  allow  you  to  specify  which  contact  details  will  be
included  in  the  ENGDAT  message.  Subject  to  validation  profile  restrictions,  ENGDAT
message versions 1 and 2 allow you to select engineering  contact  and  technical  contact
details. With ENGDAT message version 3 you can additionally select trade contact details.

For an outbound ENGDAT message, the originator contact details will  be  included in the
‘Sender  Details’  section  and  the  destination  contact  details  will  be  included  in  the
‘Receiver  Details’  section  of  the  ENGDAT  message.  (Referred  to  as  the  SDE  and  RDE
segments respectively, in ENGDAT versions 1 and 2).

When  a  message  is  added  to  a  folder,  some  contacts  will  already  be  selected.  The
selected  contacts  are  those  that  were  chosen  as  default  contacts  when  setting  up  the
ENGDAT relationship. The values can be changed here if necessary.

If you need to add new contacts, select <Add contact> from any of  the drop-down lists to
create a new contact. The contact will  be  stored as a contact of  the origin or destination
company, depending on whether you choose a drop-down list in the origin or destination
contacts group.

Message Details

Authentication  (ENGDATv1  and  ENGDATv2  only)  –  this  field  corresponds  to  the
Authentication  field  in  the  ENGDAT  Message  Identification  (referred  to  as  the  MID
segment). Only enter a value in this field if your trading partner has indicated that this is
required.

Free Text – this field is for the entry of free-form text regarding the message or folder as
a whole.

Receiver’s Job No (ENGDATv3 only) – Unique number of the job, as given by the receiver.

Sender’s Job No (ENGDATv3 only) – Unique number of the job, as given by the sender.

Required Completion Date (ENGDATv3 only) – Date, and optionally time, of  the deadline
for supplying data. To omit this value, uncheck the checkbox to the left of the date.

Request Reception Date (ENGDATv3 only) – Date, and optionally time, when the sender’s
technical department receives the sending request from the receiver. To omit this value,
uncheck the checkbox to the left of the date.

Message Exchanged Files7.8.8

The exchanged files page is the same regardless of  which ENGDAT version is being used.
It is quite similar to the Data Files tab in the root folder entity,  but only the files referred
to in the ENGDAT message are  listed here. It is also possible  to navigate  into a file  entry
from here as well as with the tree view.
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Figure 638 - ENGDAT Exchanged Files

Add – add a new blank exchanged file  to the message. You will  notice  that  new  entries
will be added to the navigation panel for the new file – one under the ENGDAT message,
corresponding to the file details in the message and one under the folder,  corresponding
to the physical file itself within the folder.

Update – uploads the file to the server from its original location, updating the file  on the
server. Once the file has been uploaded, the last updated date will change to the current
date and time.

External Document Links7.8.9

This page  allows  you  to  add  references  in  the  ENGDAT message  to  documents  or  files
that  are  not  contained  in  the  folder.  External  document  references  are  written  to  the
DAN segment in ENGDAT version 1 and 2 messages  and  the  DAN  element  group  in  the
ENGDAT version 3 message.

You will  only be able  to select this page if  the  validation  profile  in  use  allows  external
document  references  to  be  included  in  the  ENGDAT  message.  With  some  validation
profiles,  such  as  the  Swedish  OEM profile,  this  tab  is  hidden  because  the  destination
trading partner does not support external document references.

The available fields differ slightly between ENGDAT message versions. ENGDAT versions
1 and 2 are the same, while ENGDAT Version 3 includes some additional fields.

The following shows what the page looks like  when working with an  ENGDAT version  3
message.
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Figure 639 - ENGDAT V3 External Documents

Use the navigation buttons to add, remove  and  navigate  the  document  links.  For  more
information  on  how  the  navigation  buttons  work,  please  refer  to  the  section  entitled
‘Navigation’.

Exchanged File Overview7.8.10

This page allows you to view or edit the details that are included in the ENGDAT message
for  a  file.  The  exchanged  file  details  overview  pages  vary  slightly  between  ENGDAT
message versions. The  following  shows  how  the  overview  looks  for  ENGDAT version  1
and ENGDAT version 2 folders when you add a new file.

Figure 640 - ENGDAT V2 Exchanged File Overview

The following shows what the exchanged file  overview looks like  for ENGDAT version  3
folders.
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Figure 641 - ENGDAT V3 Exchanged File Overview

In  both  of  the  above  screenshots,  every  field  is  blank.  If  you  configured  default  field
values on the ENGDAT relationship, the fields with default values will contain the default
values.

File details

Filename

To select a file to add to the folder and ENGDAT message, click the button to the right of
the Filename field. You will then be presented with a browse dialog, from which you can
locate the file. Once you have selected a file  and clicked OK, you will  be  returned to the
overview. The filename will then be shown in the Filename field.

When  you  save  the  ENGDAT  folder,  the  file  will  be  copied  and  sent  to  the  ODEX
Enterprise server, where it will be stored.

Compress file to zip archive

Select this checkbox if you would like to compress the file  into a zip file.  The file  will  be
compressed before  it is sent  to  the  ODEX  Enterprise  server.  You  should  only  compress
exchanged files if your trading partner has agreed to receive compressed ENGDAT files.

If you are editing the details of an existing file that has already been saved, you may still
change this value. If  the file  was previously compressed  and  you  uncheck  this  box,  the
file  will  be  sent  to  the  server  again,  without  compression.  If  the  file  was  previously
uncompressed and you check this box, the file will be compressed before it is sent to the
server and saved.

Exchanged file characteristics

All  of  the fields within  the  exchanged  file  characteristics  section  are  fields  included  in
the ENGDAT message. The fields on the overview are used in the EFC segment in ENGDAT
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version 1 and version 2 messages. In ENGDAT version 3, the details are  placed in the EFC
element group.

The fields that are available  and fields that are  mandatory will  vary depending on which
validation profile is in use.

Drawing Details7.8.11

Below is the drawing details page. This page is only available  for ENGDAT version 1 and
version 2 folders. You can reach this page by selecting the Drawings tab at the top of  the
exchanged file  details view, or by selecting an existing drawing in  the  navigation  panel
on the left.

Figure 642 - ENGDAT V2 Drawings

To add a new drawing description entry, click the button. This will  enable  the fields
on the page. You may then enter values for the fields and use the navigation controls to
add more drawing descriptions if necessary.

Please refer to the section entitled ‘Navigation’ for information on using the navigation
buttons.

File Details7.8.12

Below is the file  and part details page. This page is only available  for ENGDAT version  3
folders.
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Figure 643 - ENGDAT V3 File Details

To  specify  part  details,  fill  in  the  fields  that  you  require.  You  may  also  specify  the
compression  method,  compressed  file  size  and  uncompressed  file  size.  Note  that  file
sizes should be in kilobytes.

Contained Files7.8.13

The contained files page is shown below. This page is only available  in ENGDAT version 3
folders.  It  allows  you  to  add  description  to  the  ENGDAT  message  for  files  that  are
contained within other files.

Figure 644 - ENGDAT V3 Contained Files
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Use  the  navigation  buttons  to  add,  remove  and  navigate  through  the  collection  of
contained files. You can also select contained files from the navigation panel on the left.

For  more  information  on  how  the  navigation  buttons  work,  see  the  section  entitled
‘Navigation’.

File details

The file details section contains details concerning the physical file,  such as the filename
and original filename.

Part details

The part details section contains fields that describe the part detailed in the file.  These
fields are the same as the Part details section on the File Details page.

Linked contained file

It is possible to describe the relationship between files within a contained file  by adding
links between the contained files. However you can only link contained file  to one other
contained file. With files that are not contained files,  multiple  links to other files can be
added.

If  your container file  only  contains  a  single  file,  the  fields  in  the  Linked  contained  file
section will be disabled, because there are no other contained files to link to. As soon as
2 or more contained  files  are  present,  these  fields  will  be  enabled.  Note  that  you  can
only link contained files that are contained in the same file.

To add a link, select a target contained file  from the drop-down list and optionally enter
the link purpose.

File Links7.8.14

Links to other files are  used in ENGDAT messages to describe the  relationship  between
exchanged files. Links to other files are  stored in the LOF segment in ENGDAT version  1
and 2 messages and the LOF element group in ENGDAT version 3 messages.

Figure 645 - ENGDAT File Links

The  pages  are  almost  identical  for  all  of  the  ENGDAT  message  versions.  The  only
difference  between  ENGDAT version  3 and  the  other  ENGDAT versions  is  that  the  link
purpose field is a free-form text field in ENGDAT version 3, while  ENGDAT versions 1 and
2 use a set of coded values.

To  add,  remove  and  navigate  the  file  links,  use  the  navigation  buttons.  For  more
information  on  how  the  navigation  buttons  work,  please  refer  to  the  section  entitled
‘Navigation’.
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8 Licensing

Introduction8.1

The  Licensing  application  is  responsible  for  unlocking  the  features  within  ODEX
Enterprise. You will  not  be  able  to  use  ODEX  Enterprise  or  open  any  client  application
unless the product is licensed.

The following screen shows the layout of the Licensing application.

Figure 646 - Product licence section

What does the Licensing Application do?8.1.1

The licensing application allows  you  to  enter  the  details  necessary  for  unlocking  ODEX
Enterprise and its functionality.

There are three main sections involved in licensing ODEX Enterprise,

Product – Please refer to the section entitled ‘Entering a Product Licence’.

Components – Please refer to the section entitled ‘Unlocking a Component’.

Internal Networks – Please refer to the section entitled ‘Licensing a Network’.

The validity of the licence details will be represented by one of the following images,

 – The licence is valid.

 – The licence is invalid.
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 – The licence is approaching expiry.

Licensing Menu8.2

The Licensing application has the following menu options:

File

Tools

Help

Selecting any of these options will present you with another list of options.

File option8.2.1

The File option allows you to do the following:

Log Off (only applicable  if  you are  using ODEX Enterprise  security)  – allows you to
switch users.

Disconnect – disconnects the licensing application from the server. This  will  have
the effect of freezing the contents of the screen until  you reconnect to the server.
To reconnect,  simply click the Connect button on the  Connection  Lost  dialog  that
appear.

Exit – Closes the Licensing application, disconnecting from the server.

Tools option8.2.2

The Tools option allows you to do the following:

Options – Displays the options dialog for the Licensing application, allowing you to
change  the  language  settings,  connection  details,  log  level,  etc.  For  more
information please refer to the section entitled ‘Licensing Options Dialog’.

Help option8.2.3

The Help option has the following menu items:

Licensing Help – Displays help relating to the licensing application.

DIP  Home  Page  –  Opens  a  web  browser  and  takes  you  to  the  Data  Interchange
website.

About – Displays details regarding the Licensing  application,  including  server  and
client versions.
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Licensing Options Dialog8.3

The options dialog for the licensing application looks like the following,

Figure 647 - Licensing options dialog

For  details  of  the  remaining  tab  pages,  please  refer  to  the  section  entitled  ‘Options
dialog’.

Entering Licence Details8.4

Entering a Product Licence8.4.1

In order to use  ODEX Enterprise, the product itself  must be licensed. In order to do this,
you must enter the serial number and licence code in the Product Licence section,

Figure 648 - Product licence section

If  you  have  not  received  a  serial  number  and  license  code  with  your  purchase,  please
contact your software supplier.

A  message  is  automatically  displayed  indicating  the  validity  of  the  serial  number  and
licence code combination.
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Unlocking a Component8.4.2

Components provide additional  functionality  within  ODEX  Enterprise.  The  Components
section provides a summary of  all  the  available  components together with their  licence
details,

If required, the following components can be unlocked,

eInvoice – Long-term tracking of eInvoices within ODEX Enterprise.

Email  -  Allows  the  server  to  schedule  files  using  the  SMTP  protocol  and  receive
files using the POP3 protocol.

ENGDAT – Provides access to the ENGDAT workstation and workflow job. 

File encryption - Allows encryption to be applied to data files stored on disk.

HMRC Data Adapter - Allows sending and receiving via the HMRC data adapter.

HTTP client - Allows HTTP client networks to be used to send messages via HTTP.

HTTP  server  -  Allows  HTTP  server  networks  to  be  used  to  receive  messages  via
HTTP.

MQ - Interaction with IBM Websphere MQ messaging systems.

OFTP2 – Allows OFTP networks to use protocol release 2.

SAP – Provides integration with SAP systems.

SFTP client – Allows FTP client networks to user the SFTP option.

SFTP server – Allows the SFTP server subsystem to be used.

UBL-TR  eInvoicing  -  Provides  access  to  the  workflow  jobs  and  web  services
required for UBL-TR eInvoice exchange.

XE – Advanced translation engine for mapping In-House, EDI and XML files.

In order to unlock a component, you can either double click it from the list view, or select
it and click the Edit button. Either method will bring up the following dialog,
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Figure 649 - Edit component licence details

Once you have entered the valid licence code into the field, the Expiry Date  field will  be
populated  (indicating  how  long  the  licence  for  this  component  is  valid)  and  the  OK
button will  be  enabled and the details can be saved. To remove an  expired  component
code remove the value of the Licence code text box.

Licensing a Network8.4.3

Internal  networks within ODEX Enterprise  need to be licensed. The licence code for the
network is unique to the network identifier (SSID for OFTP)  so you will  need to place an
entry  for  each  internal  network.  The  Internal  Networks  section  within  the  Licensing
application displays a summary of the network licence codes profiled in the system.
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Figure 650 - Network licence section

Editing an internal  network is the same as editing  a  component.  You  can  either  double
click on the entry or select  it  and  click  the  Edit  button.  To  remove  an  expired  network
licence  code,  simply  highlight  the  row  on  the  view  and  press  the  Delete  key  on  your
keyboard.

It  is  possible  to  add  a  new  licence  for  an  internal  network.  This  can  be  achieved  by
clicking the ‘Add Network’ button. Doing so will bring up the following dialog,

Figure 651 - Adding a network licence

Once  you  have  entered  a  valid  SSID  and  licence  code,  the  Expiry  Date  field  will  be
populated (indicating how long the licence for this network is valid)  and  the  OK  button
will be enabled and the details can be saved.
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9 Utilities

SQL Server Picker9.1

Basic Configuration9.1.1

The  SQL  Server  Picker  is  a  utility  used  to  create  fresh  databases  on  an  SQL  Server
database engine. This utility should not be required as part of  the setup procedure -  the
Setup Wizard should be used to create the database for new installations and upgrades.

Upon  opening,  the  utility  searches  for  SQL  server  instances  on  your  machine  and
network. Once discovered, the following dialog is displayed,

Figure 652 - SQL Server Picker Basic

This  basic  version  will  create  a  database  on  the  local  machine  and  configure  ODEX
Enterprise to use it.

If you would prefer to use  an existing SQL Server on your network, select the “Override
default  database  configuration”  tick  box.  This  will  expand  the  dialog  and  allow  you  to
change the default settings. For details of how to change the settings, please refer to the
section entitled ‘Advanced Configuration’.

Advanced Configuration9.1.2

This  option  is  for  users  who  want  to  create  a  database  on  an  existing  SQL  Server.  The
dialog below shows the expanded version of the SQL Server Picker,
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                                      Figure 653 - SQL Server Picker Advanced

Server – This is the name of  the SQL Server on which the ODEX Enterprise  database will
be created. In the Server field, use the dropdown arrow to select the existing SQL Server
where you want to install the ODEX Enterprise database.

New Login – This is the Login and Password that will be created to enable  the software to
access the ODEX Enterprise database. Deselect the "Create new Login" option if you want
to force ODEX Enterprise  to login to the selected SQL server using the Windows account
under which it is being run.  You will  need to do this if  the  selected SQL server does not
support  'Mixed  Mode  Authentication'.  Note  that  any  Windows  users  that  may  run  the
ODEX  Enterprise  software  will  need  to  be  explicitly  enabled  against  the  selected  SQL
Server using your SQL Server client tools.

SQL Server Login Details9.1.3

If you select a different Server location (i.e. not the local  machine),  you may see a dialog
similar to the one shown below:

Figure 654 - SQL logon credentials

Type in the Login and Password to be used to access the SQL Server and click OK.
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Alternatively,  if  you wish to try and login using your Windows  account,  click  the  Cancel
button.

Database already exists9.1.4

If  the  database  already  exists  on  the  selected  machine,  you  will  see  the  following
message.

Figure 655 - Database already exists

From here you have three available options,

Click Yes if you want to overwrite the existing database with a blank one, losing any data
you previously had

Click No if you want to use the existing database and keep all existing data.

Click Cancel to return to the previous screen and select a different SQL server.

The default option is to use the existing database and keep all existing data.

Database created successfully9.1.5

If the selected Server, Login and Password are  all  compatible, or if  you chose the simple
configuration option, you will  see  the message box below. The new database  has  been
created on the selected SQL Server and will now be ready for use.

Figure 656 - Database created successfully

SQL Backup and Restore9.2

Introduction9.2.1

It is recommended that you back up the ODEX Enterprise  database regularly.  This can be
achieved quickly and easily from the Start menu. The frequency with  which  you  should
perform the backup will depend on your usage of the ODEX Enterprise software.

Performing a Database Backup or Restore9.2.2

Select  Start  >>  Programs  >>  Data  Interchange  Plc  >>   ODEX  Enterprise  >>Utilities  >>  
Database Backup to bring up the following dialog, 
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Figure 657 - Database backup and restore

This dialog is used to perform both the backup and restore operations.

Select the appropriate  operation  (Backup  or  Restore)  and  type  in  the  name  of  the  file
that the database is to be backed up to or restored from.

The default server location and database name (shown in the Server and Database fields
at  the  bottom  of  the  dialog)  will  be  used  for  the  operation,  unless  you  select  the
“Override  Settings”  tickbox.  This  will  enable  these  fields  and  allow  you  to  change  the
details using the dropdown arrows.

When you are happy with the settings, click the OK button to perform the backup/restore
operation. Please note  that the ODEX Enterprise  servers may be  left  running  while  you
perform a backup, but you must close the servers before running a restore.

Regardless of  the  operation  you  perform,  the  success  of  the  backup  or  restore  will  be
indicated to you via a message box.

User Security

Certain  locations  on  the  PC  have  restricted  access  and  the  backup  may  fail  with  an
"Access Denied" message. Should this happen, try one of the following,

Save to a non-user based location (e.g. C:\Backups\DB.bak)

If  saving to a  network  location,  use  the  full  UNC  network  path  (e.g.  \\MachineName
\Backups\DB.bak)

Hold  shift  on  the  SQL  Database  Backup  utility,  right  click,  select  "Run  as  a  different
user", enter your users credentials, press OK
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Figure 658 - Running the SQLDatabaseBackup utility as another
user

Synchronisation for restored databases

Figure 659 - The prompt shown after successful restoration of a backup: clicking Yes starts the Database
Synchronisation Wizard

After performing a successful database restoration, a prompt will  appear asking whether
to  run  the  Database  Synchronisation  Wizard.  Clicking  Yes  will  start  the  Database
Synchronisation Wizard.

Performing synchronisation is highly recommended -  the wizard ensures that the newly
restored database is correctly synchronised with any files on disk,  and also disables any
files  that  were  in  the  middle  of  processing  when  the  database  backup  was  made.  For
further details on the wizard, consult the Database Synchronisation Wizard guide.

Using a non-default server9.2.3

If  you select a Server for which a login and password are  required, you will  see  a dialog
similar to the example below,

Figure 660 - SQL logon credentials

Type  your  login  and  password  in  the  appropriate  fields  and  click  OK  to  continue.
Otherwise click Cancel if you wish to try and login using your Windows account.
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10 Appendices

Common Dialogs10.1

Change password dialog10.1.1

The Change password dialog, shown below, will appear if you select the Tools >> Change
password option from any of the ODEX Enterprise applications.

Figure 661 - Change password

This dialog allows you to change the password of  the user who is currently logged on to
the application from which you have opened the dialog.

The  password  of  someone  who  is  not  logged  on  can  only  be  changed  from  the  Users
section of the ODEX Enterprise Administrator.

Old password - type in the current password of the user.

New password - type in the new password of the user.

Confirm password – type in the same new password of the user.

The password is case sensitive.

Click OK to keep the new password, or Cancel to keep the current password.

Options dialog10.1.2

An  Options  dialog  is  accessible  from  each  of  the  ODEX  Enterprise  applications.  The
settings shown in the Options dialog are  only applicable  to the application in which you
are  viewing  them.  Likewise,  any  changes  you  make  will  only  affect  the  particular
application in which you make those changes.

When you click on the Tools >> Options menu item, you will see the following dialog.
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Figure 662 - The options dialog

All  the  Options  dialogs  share  four  common  tab  pages,  Language,  Logging,  Colours  and
Server.

Display10.1.2.1

The Display page dialog is shown below.
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Figure 663 - Language settings

This  page  allows  you  to  change  the  language  in  which  the  application  is  displayed.
Changes made here affect most of the text displayed in the application, including text on
buttons, page tabs, field captions and most reports. It does not  change  the  language  of
the Help files.

Use  the  dropdown  arrow  to  view  the  available  languages  –  there  are  numerous
languages  available  including  English,  German  (Deutsch),  Spanish  (Español),  French
(Français)  and  Chinese  (simplified).  If  you  select  a  different  language  you  will  see  a
message warning that you will  have to close  the application before  the change can take
effect.

Click  the  OK  button  to  return  to  the  Options  dialog.  You  may  continue  to  use  ODEX
Enterprise  until  it is convenient for you to close  it down. Then next time you  open  that
application, the language change will take effect.

The ‘Security icons’ selection is used to display the appropriate security level status Icons
for the files in the ODEX Enterprise  Workstation. Select "OFTP 2" if  you are  using OFTP2
Communications,  "Edifact  Security"  if  you  are  using  digitally  signed  EDIFACT  and
response AUTACK messages, or "Functional  Acknowledgement State" if  you are  utilising
Functional Acknowledgements.
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Logging10.1.2.2

The Logging page dialog is shown below.

Figure 664 - Logging settings (Disabled)

By default,  no log messages are  generated by the applications – all  log messages  in  the
System Log refer only to activity on the ODEX Enterprise  Server. Server log messages can
be viewed using the System Log section of the ODEX Enterprise System Administrator.

If you want to change the settings of the client side log settings, place a tick in the Enable
client side logging tick box. This will enable all the fields, as shown in the dialog below.
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Figure 665 - Logging settings (Enabled)

You can now  choose  a  directory  to  which  the  log  messages  for  this  application  will  be
written. You may type in a directory of your choice, but the default directory will take the
form of one of the following (depending on your operating system),

C:\Users\Username\AppData\Local\DIP\ODEX Enterprise\Installation
Directory\Log\

C:\Documents and Settings\Username\Local Settings\Application

Data\DIP\ODEX Enterprise\Installation Directory\Log\

Where Installation Directory indicates the current build you have installed e.g. 1.0.0.025.

The files in each of these log directories will be named according to the following naming
convention:

The  first  3  characters  represent  the  type  of  log  file  (e.g.  ADM  for  the  ODEX
Enterprise Administrator)

The next 8 digits will  be  the date  of  the log in DDMMYYYY format (in the example
below, the date is 24072008 i.e. July 24th 2008)

The next 6 digits will  be  the  time  of  the  log  in  HHMMSS  format  (in  the  example
below, the time is 101741 i.e. 10:17a.m. and 41 seconds.

Each file ends with .log

Example – ADM24072008101741.log

Using the Logging page you can also choose how much information, and of  what kind, is
written to the client log. There are three message types to choose from. By default,  only
General  messages  are  selected,  as  these  are  probably  the  most  useful  for  general
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purposes. If more detailed information is required by our Support department, they may
suggest that you select one or more of the remaining message types too.

Colours10.1.2.3

The colours page dialog is shown below,

Figure 666 - Colour settings

This  allows  you  to  specify  the  colour  scheme  that  is  used  for  the  banner  text  and
backgrounds visible in the ODEX Enterprise application.

Server10.1.2.4

The server page dialog is shown below,

Figure 667 - Server settings

This section allows you to configure the details that the client application uses to connect
to  the  ODEX  Enterprise  server.  There  are  two  main  sections,  Server  details  and  SSL
details.

The Server details are  mandatory as these specify the IP address and port  of  the  server
that the application is connecting to.

The  SSL  details  are  only  required  if  you  are  connecting  to  the  server  over  a  secure
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connection. If  you wish to use  SSL, tick the box named  ‘Use  SSL’.  You  will  then  have  to
provide the SSL port of  the server you are  connecting to and the certificate  that is being
used for the SSL connection.

View10.1.2.5

The Comms Monitor options dialog has an extra page, described below.

Figure 668 - Communications monitor view options

This page is divided into two sections: Finished sessions and Failed sessions.

The  default  setting  for  finished  sessions  is  to  remove  them  from  the  Comms  Monitor
view  after  5 minutes.  You  can  change  the  number  of  minutes  to  suit  your  system.  If
required, you can temporarily select the Keep finished sessions forever option. Once you
have deselected it again, the normal operation will commence once more.

The  default  setting  for  failed  sessions  is  to  keep  them  in  the  Comms  Monitor  view
forever.  This  enables  you  to  see  how  many  failed  sessions  have  occurred  and  to
investigate the reason why. Any failed sessions that you are  no longer interested in can
be  removed  from  the  Comms  Monitor  view  using  the  Dismiss  option  from  the  main
menu.
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Open Files10.1.2.6

The open files page is shown below,

Figure 669 - Open File Settings

This section allows you to configure the default options for any reformatting which

should be performed to files as they are being opened. 

When selected the Add line breaks between EDI segments option automatically detects

the end of EDI segments within any EDI file that is being opened and inserts a line break

to separate the EDI segments and make reading the file easier.  The default value for this

option is unselected.

When selected the Convert EBCDIC files to ASCII option automatically detects the format

of the EDI file being opened and if the file is using EBCDIC character encoding it will be

converted to ASCII encoding which can be correctly decoded by more applications

allowing easier reading of the file. The default value for this option is unselected.

When selected the Always prompt when opening files option will display a prompt every

time a file is opened allowing the user to change these options without having to open

the options dialog when they wish to change their settings. The default value for this

option is selected.

Note that these settings do not apply when extracting a file.  If you wish to extract a file

and perform reformatting you can do so by opening the file in notepad with the desired

reformatting and then performing the save as and storing the file in the desired location.
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Select Certificate Dialog10.1.3

The Select Certificate  dialog allows you to choose the certificate  to  encrypt  and  or  sign
data.

Figure 670 - Select certificate

Use  the  Certificate  store  dropdown  to  select  the  appropriate  certificate  store  i.e.  the
store  where  the  certificate  you  want  to  use  is  kept  and  the  Certificate  dropdown  to
select the individual certificate you want to use.

If  the  certificate  store  you  have  selected  contains  no  key  certificates  of  the  type  you
require (i.e. private or public, depending on the function for which you are  selecting the
certificate), the Certificate field will display a message to that effect, telling you to select
another store.

The Properties section shows the details relating to  the  selected  certificate.  Properties
include:

Whether or not the certificate encapsulates a private key

The signature algorithm

Issuer details

Validity dates

The validity of the certificate will be displayed using one of the following images,

 The certificate is valid

The certificate is invalid

If  the certificate  is invalid,  then the first  line  of  the  properties  will  indicate  the  failure
reason.

If the certificate you want is not held in any of the certificate stores in the dropdown list,
you can import another certificate by clicking on the Import button. This will  bring up the
‘Import’.
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If you are unable to select or import a certificate, you can create  your own certificate  by
clicking on the Create button. This will bring up the ‘Create Certificate Dialog’ dialog.

Import Certificate Dialog10.1.3.1

The  import  certificate  dialog  allows  you  to  import  a  certificate  from  a  file  into  your
system. It is possible to import certificates in any of the following formats,

PFX: Personal Information Exchange – PKCS#12

P7B: Cryptographic Message System – PKCS#7

CER/PEM: Encoded X.509 Certificate

The following dialog allows you to perform the certificate import,

Figure 671 - Import certificate

If  you  know  the  path  of  the  certificate  file  you  wish  to  import,  then  type  it  into  the
Certificate file  field. If  you prefer to browse  for  the  file  on  disk,  then  click  the  Browse
button.

Once you have selected a certificate  file,  the certificate  dropdown list will  be  populated
with a list of  certificates that the file  contains (in most cases a certificate  file  contains a
single  certificate,  but  sometimes  it  contains  more).  Use  the  dropdown  arrow  to  select
the certificate you want from that file. Any properties of that certificate will be  displayed
in the Properties section.

Click  the  Import  button  to  complete  the  import  process  and  return  to  the  ‘Select
Certificate Dialog’.

Create Certificate Dialog10.1.3.2

This dialog allows you to create a self-signed certificate with a private key and install  it in
the root certificate  store. Self-signing allows you to create  a  trusted  certificate  without
needing to obtain one from a third-party issuer.
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Figure 672 - Create certificate

The issuer details allow you to provide information that can be viewed in the Properties
section when choosing a certificate. You may specify the details for the Common  Name
and Organisation which  you  wish  to  give  to  this  certificate  as  well  as  the  Organisation
Unit that this certificate  is to be associated and the country in which this certificate  was
issued.

If  you wish to export the public key for this certificate  to another file,  select the  Export
tickbox and use the Browse  button  to  choose  the  name  and  location  of  the  file  where
you want to export it.

Once  you  have  provided  the  required  details,  click  the  Create  button  to  create  the
certificate. You will be returned to the ‘Select Certificate Dialog’, where you will now see
that your self-signed certificate  has been added to the root certificate  store  and  can  be
selected. The Issuer details you provided on the Create  certificate  dialog can be viewed
in the Properties section against the ‘Issuer’ caption.

Dynamic Certificate Selection10.1.4

In  many  places  in  the  ODEX  Enterprise  Administrator,  one  or  more  certificates  can  be
selected for use in a particular function, e.g. signing, encryption, verification.

The interface is common for all.

Figure 673 - Dynamic Certificate Selection

This type of  interface allows you to  select  a  chain  of  related  certificates  to  use  for  the
function, but only one of these certificates will be used in practice. The reason for this is
not to allow for a choice, but  rather  to  allow  for  slick  transitioning  between  certificate
renewals.

You will  generally find that you can only  add  one  certificate  for  a  single  function  using
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this interface. But as soon as you get a renewal  for that certificate, now you can also add
that certificate alongside the existing certificate. As soon as the new certificate  becomes
live, it will immediately get used for the function.

Click the Add button to add a new certificate  to the function. You will  see  the following
dialog.

Figure 674 - Select Certificate

Use the Certificate dropdown to select an existing certificate  from  the  ODEX  Enterprise
store to use for the function.

If the ODEX Enterprise store does not contain any appropriate  certificates, the Certificate
field will display a message to that effect.

The Properties section shows the details relating to  the  selected  certificate.  Properties
include:

Whether or not the certificate encapsulates a private key

The signature algorithm

Issuer details

Validity dates

The current status of the certificate in the ODEX Enterprise  store  will  be  displayed to the
left-hand-side of the Properties section.

If you have not yet imported a suitable  certificate  into the ODEX Enterprise  store  for the
required function, you may do so here by clicking the New button. You will  be  presented
with the following sub-options:

Import certificates from a file on disk – see ‘Import certificate from file’

Import  certificates  from  the  windows  certificate  store  –  see  ‘Import  certificate
from windows’

Create  a  new  self-signed  certificate  in  the  ODEX  Enterprise  store  –  see  ‘Create
Certificate Dialog’

Register identification data for a certificate  you  are  expecting  to  receive  through
certificate exchange – see ‘Register Identification Data’
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Upgrade settings dialog10.1.5

The Upgrade ODEX Enterprise settings dialog is the same for all applications, though each
will refer to the application you are currently using.

Figure 675 - Upgrade settings

To upgrade your settings,  you  need  to  select  a  previous  version  of  ODEX  Enterprise  to
upgrade from.

Previous  versions  that  have  been  installed  in  the  default  ODEX  Enterprise  installation
directory will be listed in the main window of this dialog, so you will  normally just select
one of them to upgrade from, by highlighting it.

If you have installed a previous version of ODEX Enterprise  somewhere other than in the
default directory, you can use the Browse button to find it.

If  you  use  the  Browse  button,  you  will  see  the  Select  settings  file  dialog,  as  shown
below.
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Figure 676 - Browse for settings configuration file

The file type you have to use (i.e. the appropriate configuration file)  will  be  provided for
you  in  the  'Files  of  type'  field.  You  need  to  search  for  a  file  with  that  name  in  the
directory  where  you  have  installed  a  previous  version  of  ODEX  Enterprise.  When  you
have found it, double-click on it to return to the Upgrade ODEX Enterprise settings dialog,
where  the  directory  name  will  now  be  displayed  in  the  field  alongside  the  Browse
button.

Having  selected  the  previous  version  to  upgrade  from,  click  the  Upgrade  button  to
proceed with the upgrade. Or click the Cancel button to abandon the upgrade procedure.

If you proceed with the upgrade, you will then see the following message box, informing
you that the upgrade was successful.

Figure 677 - Settings upgraded

Click OK to return to the application you are using.

Save and discard dialog10.1.6

When a user press the Cancel  button  on  a  specific  view  when  editing  or  adding  a  new
item, then the system will prompt a user to select a specific action before proceeding.
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Figure 678 - Save and discard dialog

The following actions are available to select

Cancel  – when  a  user  select  a  cancel  action,  then  a  user  will  be  returned  to  the
current view and changes made will not be lost.

Discard  –  when  a  user  selects  a  discard  action,  then  all  changes  made  to  the
specific item will be lost.

When a user move away from the current view that  is  being  edited  to  other  section  in
the  system,  then  the  system  will  prompt  a  user  to  select  a  specific  action  before
proceeding.

Figure 679 - Save and discard dialog

Cancel  – when a user selects a cancel  action,  then  a  user  will  be  returned  to  the
current view and changes made will not be lost.

Discard  –  when  a  user  selects  a  discard  action,  then  all  changes  made  to  the
specific item will be lost.

Save – when a user selects a save action, then all changes made will be saved.

Events10.2

This section has a table for each different event, showing all criteria for that event.

Acknowledgement Received10.2.1

Fired when an acknowledgement has been received.

Event Criterion Description

Mailbox The trading  partner  or  clearing  centre  mailbox  for  which  this
application event is valid, or Any.
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Acknowledgement Sent10.2.2

Fired when an acknowledgement has been sent.

Event Criterion Description

Mailbox The trading  partner  or  clearing  centre  mailbox  for  which  this
application event is valid, or Any.

Certificate Warning10.2.3

Fired when a new warning occurs against a certificate.

Event Criterion Description

Warning The type of warning to fire the event for. This defaults to firing
for all warnings.

Comms - Call Beginning10.2.4

This event is fired when a call to a network starts.

.Event Criterion Description

Network The trading partner or clearing centre  network node for which
this application event is valid, or Any.

Call direction The direction of the call (Incoming, Outgoing, Any)

Protocol The  protocol  used  for  the  call  (AS2,  FTP,  OFTP,  SFTP,  HTTP
Client, Any)

Connection Type The  type  of  connection  used  for  the  call  (CAPI2,  HTTP,  TCP,
X.25, Any)

Comms - Call Ended10.2.5

This event is fired when a call to a network completes.

Event Criterion Description

Network The trading partner or clearing centre  network node for which
this application event is valid, or Any.

Call direction The direction of the call (Incoming, Outgoing, Any)

Protocol The  protocol  used  for  the  call  (AS2,  FTP,  OFTP,  SFTP,  HTTP
Client, Any)

Connection Type The  type  of  connection  used  for  the  call  (CAPI2,  HTTP,  TCP,
X.25, Any)
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Comms - Call Failed10.2.6

This event is fired whenever a call to a network fails.

Event Criterion Description

Network The trading partner or clearing centre  network node for which
this application event is valid, or Any.

Comms - Connection Failed10.2.7

This event is fired whenever a network connection reaches its retry limit.

Event Criterion Description

Network The trading partner or clearing centre  network node for which
this application event is valid, or Any.

Comms - Connection Failed (Primary)10.2.8

This event is fired when the first network connection reaches its retry limit.

Event Criterion Description

Network The trading partner or clearing centre  network node for which
this application event is valid, or Any.

Comms - Network Connection Retry Limit Reached10.2.9

This event is fired when all  network connections have reached their retry  limit  and  the
network is configured to restart from the first connection.

.Event Criterion Description

Network The trading partner or clearing centre  network node for which
this application event is valid, or Any.

Comms - Network Retry Limit Reached10.2.10

This event is fired when all network connections and network retries have reached their
maximum values.  When  this  event  is  triggered,  no  more  automated  retry  calls  will  be
made.

.Event Criterion Description

Network The trading partner or clearing centre  network node for which
this application event is valid, or Any.
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Database sweep completed10.2.11

Fired when the database sweep is complete.

Event Criterion Description

None

EDI Messages Imported10.2.12

Fired when a file is imported into DARWIN.

Event Criterion Description

None

Email Failed10.2.13

Fired when an automated email notification cannot be sent by ODEX Enterprise  (e.g. the
Mail  Server  is  unavailable).  This  event  is  only  for  email  notifications  and  will  not  fire
when we failed to send an email message using email communication protocols.

Event Criterion Description

None

File NAK Received10.2.14

Fired when a NAK is received.

Event Criterion Description

Mailbox The trading  partner  or  clearing  centre  mailbox  for  which  this
application event is valid, or Any.

File Not Sent10.2.15

Fired when a file fails to be sent.

Event Criterion Description

Mailbox The trading  partner  or  clearing  centre  mailbox  for  which  this
application event is valid, or Any.

File Received10.2.16

Fired when a file has been received.

Event Criterion Description

Mailbox The trading  partner  or  clearing  centre  mailbox  for  which  this
application event is valid, or Any.
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File Retry Limit10.2.17

Fired when a file reaches its retry limit.

Event Criterion Description

Mailbox The trading  partner  or  clearing  centre  mailbox  for  which  this
application event is valid, or Any.

File Sent10.2.18

Fired when a file has been sent.

Event Criterion Description

Mailbox The trading  partner  or  clearing  centre  mailbox  for  which  this
application event is valid, or Any.

General System Error10.2.19

Fired when an error message is logged.

Event Criterion Description

Source The source ID of  the log message for which  the  event  will  be
raised. Leave blank to fire the event for all errors.

MQ Queue Failed10.2.20

Fired when a connection to an MQ queue has failed.

Event Criterion Description

Advanced  MQ  Back
Office System

The back office system to raise the event from.

Queues The Advanced MQ Queues to receive the event from

MQ Queue Manager Failed10.2.21

Fired when a connection to an MQ queue manager has failed.

Event Criterion Description

Advanced  MQ  Back
Office System

The back office system to raise the event from.

MQ Queue Manager Recovered10.2.22

Fired when a connection to an MQ queue has recovered from retry.

Event Criterion Description
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Advanced  MQ  Back
Office System

The back office system to raise the event from.

MQ Queue Recovered10.2.23

Fired when a connection to an MQ queue has recovered from retry.

Event Criterion Description

Advanced  MQ  Back
Office System

The back office system to raise the event from.

Queues The Advanced MQ Queues to receive the event from

SAP Export Failed10.2.24

Fired when a SAP IDoc or Status  record  update  fails.  This  event  gets  fired  only  for  SAP
systems of connection type 'startRFC'.

Event Criterion Description

SAP System The SAP system to which updates are to be sent.

Satellite Connected10.2.25

Raised when a connection to a proxy server is established.

Event Criterion Description

None

Satellite Connection Lost10.2.26

Raised when a connection to a proxy server is lost.

Event Criterion Description

None

Server Started10.2.27

Fired when the server has started.

Event Criterion Description

None

Server Starting10.2.28

Fired when the server is starting.

Event Criterion Description
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None

Server Stopped10.2.29

Fired when the server is stopped.

Event Criterion Description

None

Unexpected Receipt Received10.2.30

Fired when an acknowledgement is received that cannot be matched to a file  (using VFN
for OFTP and Message ID for AS2).

Event Criterion Description

Network The trading partner or clearing centre  network node for which
this application event is valid, or Any.

Call direction The direction of the call (Incoming, Outgoing, Any)

Protocol The protocol used for the call (AS2, FTP, OFTP, SFTP, Any)

Connection Type The  type  of  connection  used  for  the  call  (CAPI2,  HTTP,  TCP,
X.25, Any)

Unhandled Workflow Error10.2.31

Fired  when  an  error  occurs  in  the  workflow  manager  and  there  is  no  error  workflow
defined against the workflow or channel.

Event Criterion Description

None

Workflow File Hold10.2.32

Raised when the status of a workflow file changes to Hold.

Event Criterion Description

None

Workflow Retry Started10.2.33

Raised  when  a  job  in  a  workflow  queue  item  goes  to  retry  mode.  In  this  case  the
workflow file status changes to Retry.

Event Criterion Description
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None

Workflow Retry Complete10.2.34

Raised when a  job  in  a  workflow  queue  item  which  was  in  retry  mode  has  completed
successfully,  hence  not  invoking  the  Retry  Limit  Reached  return  code  action  for  the
corresponding job.

Event Criterion Description

None

Write to MQ Queue Failed10.2.35

Fired when an attempt to write to an MQ queue failed.

Event Criterion Description

Advanced  MQ  Back
Office System

The back office system to raise the event from.

Queues The Advanced MQ Queues to receive the event from

Actions10.3

This section has a table  for  each  Action  that  can  be  triggered  by  an  event  or  schedule,
showing the parameters that can be used for that action, whether they are  mandatory or
not, and what their default value is.

Call Network10.3.1

Calls a network.

Parameter Description Mandatory Default Value

Network Specifies  the  network  to  attempt  to
call.  If  <Use  Network  local  code>
option is selected  then  Network  local
code  parameter  value  needs  to  be
supplied.

Y None

Reset retries When  set  to  True,  the  event  action
behaviour  will  cause  the  first
connection to be  called  and  reset  the
connection attempts counter.

When set to False, the job will  call  the
currently selected network connection
and  will  increment  the  connection
attempts counter if necessary.

Y True

Network  local Specifies whether to use  the recipient N N/A
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code network  local  code  to  search  a
network to call.  To use that parameter
<Use Network local  code> needs to be
selected from the Network parameter
list.

Check Certificates10.3.2

Checks the validity of all the digital certificates configured for use with ODEX Enterprise.

Parameter Description Mandatory Default Value

Error  days  to
expiry

An  error  will  be  raised  if  any
certificate  is found  to  be  this  number
of days, or fewer, from expiry

Y 7

Log file A summary of the results of  the action
will be written to this file

N None

Check Disk Space10.3.3

Check the disk space of a specific drive.

Parameter Description Mandatory Default Value

Minimum  space
(Mb)

The minimum free space on the drive
(in  Mb)  below  which  the  check  will
fail

Y 100

Drive letter The drive to check Y C

Check Performance Counter10.3.4

Check the value of a performance counter against a fixed value.

Parameter Description Mandatory Default Value

Performance
counter

The  full  name  of  a  performance
counter that has been defined in  the
system settings view

Y None

Condition The  condition  test  to  apply  when
comparing  values  (less  than  or
greater than)

Y Less than

Value The  fixed  value  with  which  the
performance counter value should be
compared

Y None

The counter full name is given in the form:
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Category.Instance.SubInstance.Counter

For instance, the full name:

Comms.Files.Sent.All.ItemsPerMinute

Breaks down as follows:

Category – ‘Comms’

Instance – ‘Files.Sent’

Sub-instance – ‘All’ (all networks)

Counter (metric) – ‘ItemsPerMinute’

The dialog shown below is used to select the performance counter from a drop-down list
of those defined in the System Settings view.

Figure 680 - Select Performance Counter

If  the  comparison  defined  in  the  event  action  evaluates  to  true  then  the  event  action
will  fail,  that  is,  it  will  complete  unsuccessfully.  For  instance,  the  event  action  is
configured to check whether the number of files sent per minute is below a fixed value.
If the counter value is below the fixed value then the action will  fail.  This can be used to
trigger other event actions if a performance counter value is above or below a threshold.
The steps to take are:

Define an event action triggered by a schedule  that specifies how often you want
to check the counter value.

Add an action to check the counter against a fixed value (using the default  action
mode, which is ‘stop-on-success’).

Add a second action, using the Advanced Actions tab, to respond to a failure  of  the
counter check. For instance, send an e-mail or SNMP trap by way of warning.

Poll Data Adapter10.3.5

Polls a data adapter and retrieves any messages that exist.

Parameter Description Mandatory Default Value

Data  Adapter  Data
Source

The  data  adapter  data  source
you wish to poll.

Y None
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Poll Message Queue10.3.6

Polls a message queue and retrieves any messages that exist.

Parameter Description Mandatory Default Value

MQ Data Source MQ Workflow Data Source. Y None

Poll Monitored Directory10.3.7

Checks a directory to see if any files have arrived.

Parameter Description Mandatory Default Value

Directory  Data
Source

The directory data source  you  wish  to
poll.

Y None

Release From Batch10.3.8

Performs processing on a group of files that have been added to a Batch.

Parameter Description Mandatory Default

Batch Name The name of a batch to which files have
been added using an instance of the
Add To Batch job

Y Not set

See also

Add to Batch -  Add files for processing by  the  Process  Batch  job  or  Release  From  Batch
event action.

Run Application10.3.9

Runs an external application.

Parameter Description Mandatory Default Value

Application The full path of the application to run. Y None

Arguments Any  arguments  that  need  to  be
passed  to  the  application  (separated
by spaces).

N None

Wait for Exit Should we wait for the application  to
finish  before  marking  the  action  as
processed?

Y True

Timeout Specifies the timeout interval  to wait
for  the  application  to  finish
executing.  -1 specifies  'Wait  Forever'
and  0  specifies  'Do  Not  Wait'.  Any
other  value  indicates  the  number  of

Y -1
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seconds to wait.

Delay The  number  of  seconds  to  wait  after
the application has finished, or timed
out,  before  marking  the  action  as
processed.

Y 0

Working
Directory

The  working  directory  that  the
application uses.

N None

New Window Flag  specifying  whether  to  start  the
application in a new window.

Y False

Success  Return
Code

The  application  return  code  that
indicates  that  it  completed
successfully.

N None

Send Notification E-mail10.3.10

Sends an e-mail notification to one or more specified addresses.

Parameter Description Mandator
y

Default Value

To The  e-mail  address(es)  of  the
recipient(s).

Y None

From The e-mail address of the sender. N None

Subject The  subject  of  the  e-mail.  Supports
the inclusion of system placeholders.

N None

Body The body of  the  e-mail.  Supports  the
inclusion of system placeholders.

N None

Attachment The  file  path(s)  of  the  attachment(s)
for the e-mail.  Separate  each filepath
by a semi-colon.

N None

Retain  E-mail
after Send

This will  retain the email  so it  can  be
shown in the Administrator and ODEX
Enterprise  Workstation  after
successful send.

Y True

Send Mobile Device Notification10.3.11

Creates a notification for mobile devices and also attempts to push the notification to all
the devices (if that device is configured to receive notifications).

Parameter Description Mandatory Default Value
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Title The  title  of  the  notification.
(Placeholders can be used) 50 char

Y None

Message The  message  of  the  notification.
(Placeholders can be used) 250 char

Y None

Send SNMP Trap10.3.12

Send an SNMP trap to a specified IP address.

Parameter Description Mandatory Default Value

System name The  name  of  the  system  that  sends
the trap (max 50 characters)

Y “ODEX
Enterprise”

Destination
address

The  destination  IP  address  for  the
trap

Y None

Event code An event code that will be sent in the
trap  (max  8  characters  –  the  last
character determines the type of  trap
sent,  where  ‘I’  =  appInfo,  ‘W’  =
appWarn, ‘E’ = appError)

Y None

Message The message that will  be  sent  in  the
trap  (max  255  characters).  Supports
the inclusion  of  system  placeholders
in the text

Y None

Submit File Event Action10.3.13

The Process Batch job will typically be used in conjunction with a Submit file event action
that  creates  a  file  and  submits  it  to  a  workflow  for  processing.  There  will  therefore
usually be one workflow with the ‘Add to Batch’ job and a different one with the Process
Batch job.

The picture below is showing an example of use ‘Submit File Action’
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The parameters for the submit actions are:

Parameter Description Mandatory Default Value

Company This is the company to which the new
file  should  belong.  The  parameter  is
mandatory

Y N/A

Workflow Indicates  the  workflow  to  which  the
file is to be submitted. Required only
if the selected company is “Unknown”
(otherwise,  the  file  is  submitted  to
the  originator  workflow  for  the
company).

N N/A

Service class Indicates  the  service  class  to  process
the file.  Values are  A, B, C,  D, E,  F,  G,
H,  I,  J  or  ‘Workflow  Defined’.
Required  only  if  the  “Unknown”
company is selected.

N N/A

User data User data may be submitted  up  to  50
characters.

N N/A
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Windows Application Log10.3.14

Write a message to the Windows application log.

Parameter Description Mandatory Default Value

Message Text Specifies the message to write  to the
log.

N None

Message ID Specifies the ID of the log message. Y 1

Log Entry Type Specifies the  type  of  the  message  to
write.

Y SuccessAudit

Use  Local
Machine

Specifies  whether  to  write  the  log
message to the local machine’s log.

Y True

Remote
Machine Name

Specifies the name of  the machine to
write  the log message to, if  not using
the local machine.

N None

Write File10.3.15

Write to a file details of an event.

Parameter Description Mandatory Default Value

File name The  full  name  and  path  of  the  file  to
be written.

Y None

Create If  the  file  does  not  exist,  should  we
create it?

Y True

Append If the file  exists,  should we append to
the end of it?

Y True

Start  on  new
line

Flag indicating whether to start writing
to the file on a new line.

Y True

End on new line Flag indicating whether to end writing
to the file with a carriage return.

Y True

Text The text to be written. N None

Write to Message Queue10.3.16

Writes the given message to an MQ message queue.

Parameter Description Mandatory Default Value

MQ System The MQ system you wish to write  to. Y None
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This can  either  be  an  MQ  Back  office
system  or  an  Advanced  MQ  back
office system. If you have selected an
Advanced  MQ  system  you  must  also
select at least one queue.

Queues The  Advanced  MQ  queues  you  wish
the event to be written to.

Y None

Message The message you wish to write  to the
MQ message queue.

Y None

Message
Properties

The  message  properties  included  in
the  RFH2  header.   Only  available
when using Advanced MQ.

N None

Jobs10.4

This section  has  a  table  for  each  Job  that  can  be  included  in  a  Workflow,  showing  the
parameters that can be used for that job, whether they are  mandatory or conditional  and
what their default value is.

All  of  the Jobs  are  listed  in  the  Administrator  with  a  description  of  their  functionality.
Against  each  Job  there  is  a  ‘Custom  Description’  parameter  that  allows  you  to  specify
your  own  description  on  a  job  by  job  basis.  For  example,  you  might  want  to  indicate
“Create INVOIC message from DELJIT” against a specific Map job.

This ‘Custom Description’ will  appear in the Additional  Details column of  the  audit  trail
against the File.  If  no  Custom  Description  is  specified,  then  the  Additional  Details  will
display the name of the Job being executed.

Acknowledge10.4.1

Acknowledge a file received over a communications protocol.

Basic Use

The Acknowledge job is used to schedule  a protocol  specific acknowledgement for a file
received using the OFTP or AS2 communications protocols. 

EERP User Data 

This  parameter  is  specific  to  the  OFTP  protocol  version  1.2  or  greater.  This  parameter
allows user specific text to be returned in the acknowledgement returned to the sender
of the file. 

Processing Successful

This parameter is specific to the OFTP protocol  version 1.4 or greater. Specifies whether
processing was successful  on the file  in which case a  positive  acknowledgement  (EERP)
will be sent, otherwise a negative acknowledgement (NERP) will be sent. 

Parameters 

Parameter Description Mandatory Default
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EERP User Data Specifies  the  acknowledgement's  user
data

N None

Processing
Successful

Specifies  whether  processing  was
successful  on  the  file  in  which  case  a
positive  acknowledgement will  be  sent,
otherwise  a negative  acknowledgement
will be sent

Y True

Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue Action when  acknowledge  has  been  scheduled
successfully. 

Error Unhandled Action when there was an error.

Skipped Continue The job was skipped.

NO COMMS FILE Continue Code returned when there is no comms file. 

Related Jobs

Wait  for  Protocol  Acknowledgement  -  Pauses  processing  of  a  workflow  file  until  the
scheduled comms file(s) have been transmitted and acknowledged.

Add to Batch10.4.2

Add the current file on the workflow to a named batch.

Basic Use

Batch  processing  allows  multiple  files  to  be  grouped  together  during  workflow
processing. Processing of files that are added to a batch is paused until  the  Process Batch
job  is  executed.  The  Process  Batch  job  controls  how  files  in  the  batch  are  processed
further. The Batch Name is used to identify a single batch of files within the system. 

It is not possible  to release files  added  to  the  batch  without  using  the  “Process  Batch”
job.

Variations

It is possible  to use  the Add to Batch job to add multiple  files to a single  ZIP archive. To
control  the name of  the file  that is used for the ZIP archive  the 'File  name  in  the  batch'
parameter should be set. A placeholder may be used to dynamically create  the name of
the file.  To prevent duplicate  file  names in the batch, the “Allow duplicates” parameter
is  by  default  set  to  “False”.  If  you  allow  duplicates  in  your  batch,  then  set  this
parameter’s value to “True”.

Job Parameters

Parameter Description Mandatory Default
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Batch Name The name of the batch which is used to
reference files in the batch in other
jobs.

Y

File name in the
batch

This is the value of the filename in the
batch. The parameter is optional. If it is
set and a subsequent Process Batch job
is set to ZIP the files, then the filename
within the archive is the value specified
here.

N

Allow duplicates Indicates the action to be performed
when duplicate file names will be
found in the batch. If set to true then
return code will be OK, when set to
false throw Error

Y False

Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue File was successfully added to the batch.

Error Unhandled Unexpected error occurred during job

execution.

Skipped Continue The job was skipped.

Related Jobs

Process Batch - Performs processing on a group of files that have been added to a Batch. 

Analyse10.4.3

Collects syntactical  and operational  information from EDI and Non-EDI  files.  This  allows
the  configuration  of  syntax-sensitive  workflows  that  can  perform  different  jobs
dependent on what types of messages are received.

Basic Use

An  example  implementation  of  this  job  would  be  to  perform  maps  based  on  distinct
message types before being sent to separate  back office  systems that are  linked to your
various internal departments.

The analyser can parse files in these encodings:

ASCII

EBCDIC

Unicode

Unicode Big-endian
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UTF-8 and UTF-7

The analyser is able to recognise these syntaxes and marks these as “EDI”:

VDA

EDIFACT (and EDIFACT v4)

UNGTDI (Tradacoms)

X12

Three “Non-EDI” file formats are also recognised:

EDIXX3

FORD CIF

SAP IDOC

Any Custom Document Definitions profiled

For  each  of  the  syntax  types  the  analyser  will  validate  the  syntactical  structure  of  the
data  and  validate  the  contents  of  the  service  segments.  The  values  of  the  service
segments are  stored at  the  File,  Interchange  and  Message  level.  In  this  case  a  file  is  a
complete  EDI  file  that  can  contain  multiple  interchanges  and  interchanges  can  contain
multiple messages.

The extracted service  segments are  exposed in several  places, both to aid  visibility  and
to  provide  precise  process  management  within  your  organisation.  Within  the
Workstation client they can be added as sortable  columns and specific fields such as EDI
codes, Interchange control references and Document numbers can be searched. For more
information  see  the  Workstation  section.  Additionally  all  of  the  extracted  fields  are
available  as  placeholders  that  are  available  during  workflow  processing.  These  “File
Analysis”  placeholders  allow  you  to  direct  files  based  on  their  EDI  content  or  syntax
format. Please refer to the complete list in the File Analysis Placeholders section.

Detect Codes

Setting  this  parameter  indicates  whether  individual  messages  should  be  analysed  for
codes  which  appear  in  message-level  segments  or  records,  defined  in  the  Document
Definitions  section.  Interchange-level  data  can  encompass  any  number  of  messages,
however messages contained within an interchange may contain more specific data, for
example, invoice  amounts, which will  likely differ from  message  to  message.  This  data
can then be examined via the File Analysis dialog in the Workstation application.

Record eInvoices

It  is  possible  to  automatically  record  details  of  incoming/outgoing  files  for  eInvoices
messages. This can be achieved by setting the “Record eInvoices” parameter to “True”, as
well  as  enabling  eInvoicing  against  the  Trading  Partners  for  which  you  wish  to  record
eInvoices. For more information, please refer to the eInvoicing section.

Populating Placeholders

For invalid files the best effort is made to populate  the Message Type, From and To EDI
codes  and  the  Interchange  Control  Reference.  These  can  often  be  populated  from  a
malformed EDI file, even if the interchange itself  cannot be properly parsed and the file
is marked as “Invalid EDI”.
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Parameters 

Parameter Description Mandator

y

Default

Custom

Description

A description for the job which will be

shown against audit lines in the

Workstation

N

Validate EDI

Codes

Indicates whether or not the originator

and destination EDI codes will be

validated against those profiled in the

system

Y True

Validate Location

Codes

Indicates whether or not the  originator

and destination codes of a Non-EDI file

will be validated against location codes

profiled in the system

Y False

Force Analysis Indicates whether or not to force the

Analyser to analyse the file even if it has

already been done

Y False

Condense

Messages

If true, messages of the same type will

be saved as a single message with an

increased count. However, some

message level information, such as

Document numbers, may be lost.

Y False

Detect Codes Indicates whether messages should be

analysed for codes which appear in

message-level segments or records,

defined in the 'Document Matching'

section

Y False

Update Recipient

Company

When set to true and the validate EDI

codes or location codes options are also

set the recipient company of originator

files will be updated based on the

results of the file analysis.

Y False

Record eInvoices If eInvoice rules match the message

then eInvoices will be recorded for this

message. Use this functionality when

invoices are leaving or entering the

Y False
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system not using the communications

framework

Ignore non-fatal

EDI errors

When this flag is set to true the analysis

will continue if non-fatal errors are

found in an EDI file. If it is not set then

analysis will fail on all EDI errors

Y False

Write EDI errors

to job log

If this flag is set to true then any errors

detected during EDI analysis will be

written to a job log

Y False

Analysis type Specifies whether to perform file

analysis for EDI files, non-EDI files or

both

Y EDI and non-

EDI

Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

OK-EDI Continue Parsed and no errors, recognised format.

OK-EDI – (with errors) Continue Parsed and recognised as EDI, but with some

non-fatal formatting errors.

OK – Non-EDI

(recognised)

Continue Parsed and no errors, not EDI but a recognised

format.

OK – Non-EDI

(unrecognised)

Continue Parsed and no errors, not EDI and not a

recognised format.

Error Unhandled Unexpected error occurred during job

execution.

Skipped Continue The job was skipped.

Related Jobs

Split -  Separates the file  into separate  child files for each interchange within the parent
input file.

Call Network10.4.4

Place  a  call  to  a  configured  external  network  using  the  appropriate  communications
protocol. 

Basic Use
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The Call  Network job is used to initiate  a call  to  a  specified  external  network.   All  files
that  have  been  scheduled  to  the  selected  network  will  be  sent  upon  a  successful
connection being established.  

Please note that the return code of  this job does not indicate  whether or not the call  to
the specified network was successfully established or whether the call  was successfully
completed. 

Variations

The  Call  Network  job  is  normally  configured  with  a  static  external  network.  All
executions  of  the  job  will  call  the  same  network.  It  is  possible  to  use  local  codes  to
determine the network which should be used to make the call.  The  network  local  code
parameter should contain the local  code of  the  network  to  call,  this  could  be  specified
using a placeholder value. If  the network with the specified local  code cannot be found
the Call Network job will end with an error return code. 

The Call Network job can be used to initiate a test call  to an external  network. A test call
will establish a session but no files or acknowledgements will be exchanged. 

Reset Retries

Each network defined in the system has a maximum number of  tries following a  failure
to establish a session. When the maximum number is reached the network state  is set to
Failed and no further calls are made to this network. To override any network failures the
Reset Retries parameter should be set to ensure a connection is  attempted  even  when
the network is in a Failed state. 

Parameters 

Parameter Description Mandator

y

Default

Network Specifies the network to attempt to call Y None

Test call Specifies whether the call attempted

should be a test call. This means a

communications session where no files

are transferred either way.

Y False

Reset retries When set to True, the job behaviour will

cause the first connection to be called

and reset the connection attempts

counter. When set to False, the job will

call the currently selected network

connection and will increment the

connection attempts counter if

necessary.

Y True

Network local

code

Specifies whether to use the recipient

network local code to search a network

N None
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to call. To use that parameter <Use

Network local code> needs to be

selected from the Network parameter

list.

Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue An attempt was made to call the selected

network.

ERROR Unhandled Failed to attempt to call the selected network. 

Skipped Continue The job was skipped

Check File Exists10.4.5

Determine the existence of a file on disk or at a specified network location.

Basic Use

This job can be used to check for the existence of  a file  on disk or at a specified network
location.  The filepath parameter configures the location to search for the file and may be
specified using placeholders. 

Variations

The job may be configured to wait for the file  to be available  at the specified location if
the file  does not exist at the point the  job  is  run.  This  is  configured  using  the  Timeout
parameter. 

File Path

The file patch to search may include wildcard characters:

The asterisk character * substitutes for zero or more characters. 

Question mark character ? substitutes for one character or less. 

For example, the pattern “123???” will  match 1231 or 12313 but not  1239919991.  Ranges
of characters enclosed in square brackets ("[" and "]")  substitute  for all  the  characters in
their  ranges;  for  example,  [A-Za-z]  substitutes  for  any  single  capitalized  or  lowercase
letter.

Timeout

This parameter specifies how long to wait for a file to become available at the file path. If
a timeout value is set to zero, then the job will  check the file  exists and will  return with
‘Found’ or ‘Not found’. If a timeout value is set to more than zero and if the file  is not yet
present at the specified path, then the file will be in a ‘Held’ state until the  timer expires
(‘Timeout’ return code)  or the file  is placed in that directory (‘Found’  return  code).  The
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maximum timeout is 24 hours, or 86400 seconds.

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandatory Default

File path The full file path to a file to check. Use
wildcard characters (*?) to specify a
broader range. The '.' (dot) character
will not match to wildcards

Y None

Timeout This parameter specifies how long to
wait for a file to become available at
the file path.

N 0

Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue The file was found at the specified location.

TIMEOUT Unhandled The job waited for the file to become available but

did not appear within the specified time period.

ERROR Unhandled Copy stopped on error

Skipped Continue The job was skipped

Related Jobs

Condition -  Evaluates placeholder expressions to determine a workflow job return code
of ‘True’ or ‘False’.

Compress10.4.6

The Compress File  job reduces the size  of  a single  input  file  using  the  ZIP  compression
algorithm. The output of the compress job is often referred to as a ZIP archive. 

Basic Use

The  Compress  File  job  is  used  to  add  a  single  input  file  to  a  new  ZIP  archive.  The  ZIP
archive is set as the output file for the job and continues processing on the workflow. By
default,  the  name  of  the  file  within  the  ZIP  archive  is  the  same  as  the  system's  own
internal file name for the file.

Variations

To  change  the  name  of  the  file  within  the  ZIP  archive  use  the  Filename  parameter;
placeholders may be used to generate dynamic file name. 

The standard archive  ZIP format supports a maximum input file  size  of  4 gigabytes.  The
ZIP64 format can be used to compress  files  in  excess  of  4 gigabytes  in  size.  To  use  the
ZIP64 archive format set the 'Use ZIP 64 format' parameter to true. 
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The Compress File  job can only be used to compress  a  single  file  being  processed  on  a
workflow. To add multiple  files to a single  ZIP archive  please refer to the 'Add to Batch'
and 'Process Batch' workflow jobs. 

Copy Analysis Information

When a file  is added to a ZIP archive  using the Compress File  job this creates a new file
on disk. File analysis information is specific to an individual file on disk and so will  not be
available  for  the  new  file.  This  could  mean  that  some  placeholder  values  are  not
replaced during workflow processing. To ensure that file analysis information is available
after the Compress File job please set this parameter to true. 

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandatory Default

Use ZIP 64 format The original ZIP format has a four
gigabyte limit. If file size is more than
four gigabyte then ZIP64 format should
be used.

M False

Copy analysis
information

Indicates that the analysis information
for the input file is copied for the
output file.

M False

Filename in the
archive

Indicates the name the file should have
within the archive.

M File name
on disk

Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue Compress job executed successfully. Compressed

ZIP file created.

ERROR Unhandled An unexpected error has occurred when executing

the workflow job.

Skipped Continue The job was skipped.

Related Jobs

Decompress -  Extracts files from a ZIP, RAR or TAR archive  for further  processing  by  the
workflow.

Condition10.4.7

The condition job evaluates placeholder expressions to determine a workflow job return
code of ‘True’ or ‘False’.

Basic Use

A placeholder expression is an expression consisting of  one or more placeholders which
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is evaluated to a Boolean expression. The following operators are supported:

Equal (==)

Not equal (!=)

Less (<)

Greater (>)

Less or equal (<=)

Greater or equal (>=)

OR (||)

AND (&&)

Match regular expression (~)

When placeholder expression evaluation is performed  on  string/text  based  values  it  is
performed in a case sensitive manner. (E.g. “ABC” does not equal “abc”).

A typical example of a placeholder expression used on a condition job would be:

%INT-STX% == Edifact

%INT-STX%  is  the  placeholder  for  EDI  Interchange  Syntax,  when  the  Condition  job
executes  the  placeholder  is  replaced  with  the  value  ‘Edifact’  for  files  using  an  Edifact
syntax.  This  means  the  placeholder  expression  evaluates  to  true  and  reflected  in  the
return code of the job.  

The  return  code  actions  can  branch  workflow  processing  on  a  single  workflow.  For
example  the return code action of  ‘Move to job’ can create  different paths of  workflow
jobs on the same workflow. The ‘Move to workflow’ return code action is recommended
for use in these circumstances. 

Variations

Placeholder  expressions  can  be  nested  using  brackets  to  determine  precedence.  For
example:

(%INT-STX% == Edifact) || (%INT-STX% == Vda)

Placeholder  processing  instructions  may  be  used  when  evaluating  placeholder
expressions.  For example:

%INT-STX[$.LEFT(3)]% == Edi

To  use  regular  expressions  within  a  placeholder  expression  specify  the  regular
expression on the right hand side of the operator. For instance:

%FUD%

Quote characters ' or " are  not always required around the values to be tested, however
they must be used if the value to test contains any whitespace or the characters <  >  )

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandator

y

Default
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Condition Specify an expression that tests the values

of one or more placeholders. The job

returns FALSE if this evaluates to false, and

workflow processing stops.

Y

Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

TRUE Continue The placeholder expression evaluated to TRUE.

FALSE Stop The placeholder expression evaluated to FALSE.

ERROR Unhandled An unexpected error has occurred when executing the

workflow job.

Skipped Continue The job was skipped.

Related Jobs

Set  Placeholder  –  Sets  the  value  of  user  defined  placeholders  during  workflow
processing.

Convert Encoding10.4.8

Convert File  Encoding allows you to convert a file  from one format into another format.
This may entail  changing the encoding of  the file  e.g.  conversion  from  EBCDIC  to  ASCII,
and it may entail  the  manipulation of  records within the file  e.g. addition or removal  of
record delimiters.

You may need to convert an incoming file  from its existing format into a format that can
be handled by your in-house system. Likewise  you may need  to  convert  files  produced
by your in-house system from their existing format into one that will be accepted by your
trading partner.

Job Parameters10.4.8.1

Source and Target Encoding Settings

Parameter Description Mandator
y

Default

Source Encoding Select a code page for the input file,
either from the predefined list, or by
enter a code page ID, e.g. 20285 for IBM
EBCDIC United Kingdom or name of the
encoding.

Y Auto
detect

Target Encoding Select a code page for the output file,
either from the predefined list, or by

Y ASCII
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enter a code page ID, e.g. 20285 for IBM
EBCDIC United Kingdom  or name of the
encoding.

Target Write Byte
Order Mark

In the first few bytes of the target file,
write a byte order mark to indicate how
the file is encoded. (Byte Order mark is
supported only in  Unicode,
BigEndianUnicode, UTF8, UTF32 and even
in other formats will not be written
irrelevant of this setting).

Y False

Custom Map Settings 

Double click the Custom Map Settings parameter to edit parameter values.

Using this parameter requires you to have written your own map file.

Map File  -  Type in this field the full  path and file  name of  the map file  to be used for
the conversion.

Reverse map direction - Specifies whether to map from values on the left hand side of
the map file to values on the right or from the right hand side to the left (reverse  map
ticked).

Source bytes per character - Possible values are  one byte, two bytes Little  Endian, two
bytes  Big  Endian.  On  a  Windows  system,  most  applications  will  expect  Little  Endian
encoding. Mainframes will  expect Big Endian encoding. Unix  systems  may  use  either,
depending  on  their  operating  system.   Specifies  how  the  characters  are  encoded  in
source file.  Wherever character is represented by one byte, two bytes with low order
first (Little Endian) or high order first (Big Endian).

Target bytes per character -  Possible  values are  one byte, two bytes Little  Endian, two
bytes  Big  Endian.  On  a  Windows  system,  most  applications  will  expect  Little  Endian
encoding. Mainframes will  expect Big Endian encoding. Unix  systems  may  use  either,
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depending  on  their  operating  system.    Specifies  how  the  characters  should  be
encoded in target file. Wherever character is represented by one byte, two bytes with
low order first (Little Endian) or high order first (Big Endian).

Return Codes10.4.8.2

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue File successfully converted.

ERROR Unhandled Error processing job

Skipped Continue Job skipped

Encodings List10.4.8.3

In any of the encoding list you can select one of the predefined list or by entering a code
page number or name from the below list.

I.e. for IBM EBCDIC (US-Canada) you can type 37 or IBM037 in the encoding box.

Code Page Name Encoding description 

37 IBM037 IBM EBCDIC (US-Canada)
437 IBM437 OEM United States
500 IBM500 IBM EBCDIC (International)
708 ASMO-708 Arabic (ASMO 708)
720 DOS-720 Arabic (DOS)
737 ibm737 Greek (DOS)
775 ibm775 Baltic (DOS)
850 ibm850 Western European (DOS)
852 ibm852 Central European (DOS)
855 IBM855 OEM Cyrillic
857 ibm857 Turkish (DOS)
858 IBM00858 OEM Multilingual Latin I
860 IBM860 Portuguese (DOS)
861 ibm861 Icelandic (DOS)
862 DOS-862 Hebrew (DOS)
863 IBM863 French Canadian (DOS)
864 IBM864 Arabic (864)
865 IBM865 Nordic (DOS)
866 cp866 Cyrillic (DOS)
869 ibm869 Greek, Modern (DOS)
870 IBM870 IBM EBCDIC (Multilingual Latin-2)
874 windows-874 Thai (Windows)
875 cp875 IBM EBCDIC (Greek Modern)
932 shift_jis Japanese (Shift-JIS)
936 gb2312 Chinese Simplified (GB2312)
949 ks_c_5601-1987 Korean
950 big5 Chinese Traditional (Big5)
1026 IBM1026 IBM EBCDIC (Turkish Latin-5)
1047 IBM01047 IBM Latin-1
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1140 IBM01140 IBM EBCDIC (US-Canada-Euro)
1141 IBM01141 IBM EBCDIC (Germany-Euro)
1142 IBM01142 IBM EBCDIC (Denmark-Norway-Euro)
1143 IBM01143 IBM EBCDIC (Finland-Sweden-Euro)
1144 IBM01144 IBM EBCDIC (Italy-Euro)
1145 IBM01145 IBM EBCDIC (Spain-Euro)
1146 IBM01146 IBM EBCDIC (UK-Euro)
1147 IBM01147 IBM EBCDIC (France-Euro)
1148 IBM01148 IBM EBCDIC (International-Euro)
1149 IBM01149 IBM EBCDIC (Icelandic-Euro)
1200 utf-16 Unicode
1201 unicodeFFFE Unicode (Big endian)
1250 windows-1250 Central European (Windows)
1251 windows-1251 Cyrillic (Windows)
1252 Windows-1252 Western European (Windows)
1253 windows-1253 Greek (Windows)
1254 windows-1254 Turkish (Windows)
1255 windows-1255 Hebrew (Windows)
1256 windows-1256 Arabic (Windows)
1257 windows-1257 Baltic (Windows)
1258 windows-1258 Vietnamese (Windows)
1361 Johab Korean (Johab)
10000 macintosh Western European (Mac)
10001 x-mac-japanese Japanese (Mac)
10002 x-mac-chinesetrad Chinese Traditional (Mac)
10003 x-mac-korean Korean (Mac)
10004 x-mac-arabic Arabic (Mac)
10005 x-mac-hebrew Hebrew (Mac)
10006 x-mac-greek Greek (Mac)
10007 x-mac-cyrillic Cyrillic (Mac)
10008 x-mac-chinesesimp Chinese Simplified (Mac)
10010 x-mac-romanian Romanian (Mac)
10017 x-mac-ukrainian Ukrainian (Mac)
10021 x-mac-thai Thai (Mac)
10029 x-mac-ce Central European (Mac)
10079 x-mac-icelandic Icelandic (Mac)
10081 x-mac-turkish Turkish (Mac)
10082 x-mac-croatian Croatian (Mac)
12000 utf-32 Unicode (UTF-32)
12001 utf-32BE Unicode (UTF-32 Big endian)
20000 x-Chinese-CNS Chinese Traditional (CNS)
20001 x-cp20001 TCA Taiwan
20002 x-Chinese-Eten Chinese Traditional (Eten)
20003 x-cp20003 IBM5550 Taiwan
20004 x-cp20004 TeleText Taiwan
20005 x-cp20005 Wang Taiwan
20105 x-IA5 Western European (IA5)
20106 x-IA5-German German (IA5)
20107 x-IA5-Swedish Swedish (IA5)
20108 x-IA5-Norwegian Norwegian (IA5)
20127 us-ascii US-ASCII
20261 x-cp20261 T.61
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20269 x-cp20269 ISO-6937
20273 IBM273 IBM EBCDIC (Germany)
20277 IBM277 IBM EBCDIC (Denmark-Norway)
20278 IBM278 IBM EBCDIC (Finland-Sweden)
20280 IBM280 IBM EBCDIC (Italy)
20284 IBM284 IBM EBCDIC (Spain)
20285 IBM285 IBM EBCDIC (UK)
20290 IBM290 IBM EBCDIC (Japanese katakana)
20297 IBM297 IBM EBCDIC (France)
20420 IBM420 IBM EBCDIC (Arabic)
20423 IBM423 IBM EBCDIC (Greek)
20424 IBM424 IBM EBCDIC (Hebrew)
20833 x-EBCDIC-KoreanExtendedIBM EBCDIC (Korean Extended)
20838 IBM-Thai IBM EBCDIC (Thai)
20866 koi8-r Cyrillic (KOI8-R)
20871 IBM871 IBM EBCDIC (Icelandic)
20880 IBM880 IBM EBCDIC (Cyrillic Russian)
20905 IBM905 IBM EBCDIC (Turkish)
20924 IBM00924 IBM Latin-1
20932 EUC-JP Japanese (JIS 0208-1990 and 0212-1990)
20936 x-cp20936 Chinese Simplified (GB2312-80)
20949 x-cp20949 Korean Wansung
21025 cp1025 IBM EBCDIC (Cyrillic Serbian-Bulgarian)
21866 koi8-u Cyrillic (KOI8-U)
28591 iso-8859-1 Western European (ISO)
28592 iso-8859-2 Central European (ISO)
28593 iso-8859-3 Latin 3 (ISO)
28594 iso-8859-4 Baltic (ISO)
28595 iso-8859-5 Cyrillic (ISO)
28596 iso-8859-6 Arabic (ISO)
28597 iso-8859-7 Greek (ISO)
28598 iso-8859-8 Hebrew (ISO-Visual)
28599 iso-8859-9 Turkish (ISO)
28603 iso-8859-13 Estonian (ISO)
28605 iso-8859-15 Latin 9 (ISO)
29001 x-Europa Europa
38598 iso-8859-8-i Hebrew (ISO-Logical)
50220 iso-2022-jp Japanese (JIS)
50221 csISO2022JP Japanese (JIS-Allow 1 byte Kana)
50222 iso-2022-jp Japanese (JIS-Allow 1 byte Kana - SO/SI)
50225 iso-2022-kr Korean (ISO)
50227 x-cp50227 Chinese Simplified (ISO-2022)
51932 euc-jp Japanese (EUC)
51936 EUC-CN Chinese Simplified (EUC)
51949 euc-kr Korean (EUC)
52936 hz-gb-2312 Chinese Simplified (HZ)
54936 GB18030 Chinese Simplified (GB18030)
57002 x-iscii-de ISCII Devanagari
57003 x-iscii-be ISCII Bengali
57004 x-iscii-ta ISCII Tamil
57005 x-iscii-te ISCII Telugu
57006 x-iscii-as ISCII Assamese
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57007 x-iscii-or ISCII Oriya
57008 x-iscii-ka ISCII Kannada
57009 x-iscii-ma ISCII Malayalam
57010 x-iscii-gu ISCII Gujarati
57011 x-iscii-pa ISCII Punjabi
65000 utf-7 Unicode (UTF-7)
65001 utf-8 Unicode (UTF-8)

Convert File Encoding10.4.9

Convert File  Encoding allows you to convert a file  from one format into another format.
This may entail  changing the encoding of  the file  e.g.  conversion  from  EBCDIC  to  ASCII,
and it may entail  the  manipulation of  records within the file  e.g. addition or removal  of
record delimiters.

You may need to convert an incoming file  from its existing format into a format that can
be handled by your in-house system. Likewise  you may need  to  convert  files  produced
by your in-house system from their existing format into one that will be accepted by your
trading partner.

There are various file conversion scenarios that can be handled by this job, a selection of
which are described in the sub-section below entitled Sample Solutions.

For  more  information  about  the  different  types  of  file  encoding  please  visit  http://
www.datainterchange.com/Education/What-Is-EDI/File-Encoding-Standards.aspx

How to use the Convert File Encoding job10.4.9.1

First of  all  you need to understand the requirements of  each  conversion,  by  comparing
your file formats with those of your trading partner.

Ask yourself the following questions:

Is  an  encoding  conversion  required  i.e.  will  the  source  file  and  target  file  use
different encoding?

If so, can you use a pre-defined code page or do you need to define your own map
file?

Is  any  file  manipulation  required  e.g.  do  records  have  to  be  fixed  length?  Do
record or segment delimiters need to be inserted or removed?

These questions refer to the basic  objectives  of  a  conversion.  Your  answers  determine
which parameters to use.

The full  list of  parameters shown  in  the  Convert  File  Encoding  Job  table  is  not  used  in
every conversion. Although many parameters have default values they will  be  ignored if
your other parameter choices dictate this. For example, if  you select anything other than
Unicode, BigEndianUnicode or UTF8 in  the  Target  Encoding  field,  the  Target  Write  Byte
Order parameter will be ignored.

The sections below indicate  which parameters relate  to which functions  of  the  Convert
File  Encoding  Job.  Each  function  is  listed,  with  a  description  of  how  each  related
parameter is used.

http://www.datainterchange.com/Education/What-Is-EDI/File-Encoding-Standards.aspx
http://www.datainterchange.com/Education/What-Is-EDI/File-Encoding-Standards.aspx
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Encoding conversion10.4.9.2

If encoding conversion is required and a pre-defined code page exists that will  suit your
purpose, you should use the Source Encoding and Target Encoding parameters. If  no pre-
defined  code  page  exists  that  will  suit  your  purpose,  you  should  use  the  Map  File
parameter.

Source Encoding

Select from the drop-down list the encoding which matches your input file.  Or,  if  the  file
contains EDI data, use the <Auto Detect> option, which means the convert job will  try to
determine the encoding itself. Alternatively, you may type in a code page id to be used.

Target Encoding

Select  from  the  drop-down  list  the  encoding  which  matches  your  output  file.
Alternatively, you may type in a code page id to be used.

Target Write Byte Order

Set this parameter to True if you have selected Unicode, BigEndianUnicode or UTF8 in the
Target Encoding field.

If  you set this parameter to True, the conversion job will  write  a byte  order mark in the
first  few  bytes  of  the  target  file  to  indicate  how  the  file  is  encoded  (Unicode,
BigEndianUnicode or UTF8).

Map File

Using this parameter requires you to have written your own map file.

Type in this field the full path and filename of the map file to be used for the conversion.

Source Bytes per Character

The value in this field will  be  ignored unless you have provided a value in the Map  File
field.

Possible values are 1 and 2.

Source Little Endian

The value in this field will  be  ignored unless you have provided a value in the Map  File
field.

This parameter indicates whether the bytes in each input file character are low order first
(Little Endian) or high order first (Big Endian).

Big  or  Little  Endian  encoding  is  only  applicable  to  encodings  which  use  2  bytes  per
character. On a Windows  system,  most  applications  will  expect  Little  Endian  encoding.
Mainframes will expect Big Endian encoding. Unix systems may use either,  depending on
their operating system.

Target Bytes per Character

The value in this field will  be  ignored unless you have provided a value in the Map  File
field.

Possible values are 1 and 2.

Target Little Endian
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The value in this field will  be  ignored unless you have provided a value in the Map  File
field.

This parameter indicates whether the bytes in each  output  file  character  are  low  order
first (Little Endian) or high order first (Big Endian).

Big  or  Little  Endian  encoding  is  only  applicable  to  encodings  which  use  2  bytes  per
character. On a Windows  system,  most  applications  will  expect  Little  Endian  encoding.
Mainframes will expect Big Endian encoding. Unix systems may use either,  depending on
their operating system.

Map Direction

The value in this field will  be  ignored unless you have provided a value in the Map  File
field.

Specifies whether to map from values on the left hand side of  the map file  to values on
the right (Standard) or from the right hand side to the left (Reverse).

File manipulation10.4.9.3

There are  three basic file  types that  can  be  manipulated,  differentiated  by  the  type  of
records they contain:

Variable  length  records  –  Since  the  records  can  be  any  length,  they  are  each
terminated with delimiter characters so that their end can  be  determined  by  the
computer.

Fixed  length  records  –  The  length  of  each  record  is  the  same.  Therefore  no
delimiters are required. The file length is an exact multiple of the record length.

Undefined records – this file type is neither of  the above. There are  no delimiters,
nor are there record boundaries at fixed positions.

N.B. Please note  that if  your  trading  partner  requires  fixed  length  records,  the  records
should not, as a general rule, be  delimited. The Convert File  Encoding job takes this into
account and will not allow you to set Insert Delimiter to True if  Pad or Truncate  is set to
True.

Therefore  if,  for  whatever  reason,  you  want  to  place  a  delimiter  at  the  end  of  fixed
length records, you will have to run the Convert File  Encoding job twice  – once to create
the fixed length records and once to add the delimiter.

Insert Delimiter

Set this parameter to insert a delimiter character at a certain position within each record
(in exceptional cases, at the end of  a fixed length record)  or after a delimiter constantly
present in the file as part of its syntax (i.e. a segment end character).

If  you  set  this  parameter,  you  must  also  specify  the  actual  delimiter  to  be  used  –  the
Delimiter  parameter.  If  you  set  this  parameter  to  use  record  length,  you  must  also
specify  this  using  the  Record  Length  parameter.  If  you  set  this  parameter  to  use  a
constant  delimiter,  you  may  want  to  change  this  Constant  Delimiter  from  the  default
end-of-segment.

The main purpose of  this parameter is to create  a file  that is  more  easily  readable  by  a
human.  For  example,  a  continuous  stream  of  data  can  be  converted  into  80-character
records that can be viewed easily in a  text  editor.  Or  insert  new  lines  after  the  end  of
segments for easy reading.
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Remove Delimiter

This parameter can only be used when the Pad or Truncate parameter is set to false.

This  parameter  requests  the  conversion  job  to  remove  delimiter  characters  every  so
many characters, after a constant delimiter, or to remove all occurrences.

If the parameter is set to “No”, no delimiters will be removed.

Set this parameter to “All” to remove all delimiters from a file.  You must also specify the
actual delimiter to be removed, using the Delimiter parameter.

If  you set this parameter to “Based on Record Length”, you must also  specify  the  actual
delimiter  to  be  removed  and  the  position  of  the  delimiter,  using  the  Delimiter
parameter and the Record Length parameter respectively.

The latter option could be used if  you have a file  where, for example, a CR/LF character
has been inserted every 72 characters and also at the end of  each record. You may want
to remove all  delimiters except those at the end of  each record. In this case  the Record
Length you provide should be 72.

You may also want to remove delimiters that  have  been  inserted  after  other  constant/
syntax  delimiters  present  in  the  file,  but  nowhere  else.  In  this  case,  use  the  “After
constant delimiter” value and specify this Constant Delimiter.

Pad or Truncate Record

Set this parameter to True to create a file containing fixed length records.

If this parameter is set to True, the conversion job will  make all  records in the target file
the same length (i.e. the length you specify in the Record Length parameter).

It will  pad short records to the required  length  with  the  specified  padding  character.  It
will truncate records that are longer than the required length. You should therefore  take
care when specifying the record length, since data could be lost if  the value is less than
the longest record in the file.

If this parameter is set to True, you must also specify the actual  padding character to be
inserted  and  the  record  length  required,  using  the  Padding  Character  parameter  (or
Padding as Numeric parameter) and the Record Length parameter respectively.

When this parameter is set to True all record delimiters will be removed from the file.

Padding Character

Use this parameter to specify the character to be used to pad short records when making
fixed length records.

You must set this parameter if  you have set the Pad or Truncate  parameter to True. Two
values are  provided in the Edit Parameter dialog, but  you  may  type  in  your  own  value.
Alternatively,  if  you  cannot  type  in  your  chosen  padding  character,  you  may  enter  the
decimal representation of the character using the Padding as Numeric parameter. When
the Padding as Numeric parameter is set the value of this parameter will be ignored.

Padding  will  be  added  if  the  Pad  or  Truncate  parameter  is  set  to  True,  and  you  have
supplied a value other than blank.

Padding as Numeric

Use this parameter if the padding character cannot be entered via the keyboard.
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Use this parameter to enter its decimal  representation instead. For example, letter A in
ASCII is 65 in decimal.

This parameter will always override the value of  the Padding Character parameter when
the value is not set to zero.

Constant Delimiter

You  must  specify  this  parameter  if  you  have  set  the  Remove  or  Insert  Delimiter
parameter to “After constant delimiter”.

Use this parameter to specify after which character constantly present in the file to insert
or remove an additional delimiter. By default, this is the character that marks the end-of-
segment as understood by the EDI parser.

This parameter will  only  be  used  if  the  Insert  or  Remove  parameters  are  set  to  “After
constant delimiter” or “Both”.

Record Length

You must set this parameter if  you have set the Pad parameters to True, or have set the
Remove or Insert Delimiter parameter to “Based on record length”.

In conjunction with the Pad or Truncate  Record parameter, use  this parameter to specify
the number of characters (not bytes) in each fixed length record.

In  conjunction  with  the  Insert  or  Remove  Delimiter  parameter,  use  this  parameter  to
specify after every how many characters the delimiter should be inserted or removed.

This  parameter  will  only  be  used  if  the  Insert,  Remove  or  Pad  parameters  are  set  to
“Based on record length” or “Both”.

Delimiter

To  manipulate  delimiters,  use  this  parameter  to  specify  the  character  that  will  be
inserted or removed.

Two  values  are  provided  in  the  Edit  Parameter  dialog,  but  you  may  type  in  your  own
value.  Alternatively,  if  you  cannot  type  in  your  chosen  delimiter,  you  may  enter  the
decimal  representation  of  the  character  using  the  Delimiter  as  Numeric  parameter.
When  the  Padding  as  Numeric  parameter  is  set  the  value  of  this  parameter  will  be
ignored.

A delimiter will  only be added  when  the  Insert  Record  Delimiter  parameter  is  set  to  a
value other than No, or the Remove Record Delimiter parameter is set to  a  value  other
than No or the Pad or Truncate Records parameter is set to true.

Delimiter as Numeric

Use this parameter if the delimiter character cannot be entered via the keyboard.

Use this parameter to enter its decimal representation instead. For example, the carriage
return delimiter is 13 in decimal.

This parameter will always override the value of the Delimiter parameter when the value
is not set to zero.

Sample Solutions10.4.9.4

This  section  shows,  with  sample  scenarios,  how  to  use  the  parameters  to  achieve  the
appropriate results.
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Example 1

Problem

Your  in-house  system  produces  ASCII  files  consisting  of  a  number  of  variable-length
records. Each record is delimited by a CR/LF character. If  you were to  send  such  files  to
your trading partner he would reject them as the wrong format for his system. He wants
the file in ASCII format, he  wants each record to be 128 bytes long (padded with spaces)
and he wants the data without delimiters i.e. in a continuous stream.

In this example, the only requirement is the manipulation of records within the file.

Solution

Source Encoding = ASCII (or <Auto Detect> if the file contains EDI data)

Target Encoding = ASCII

Remove Delimiter = All

Pad or Truncate Record = True

Padding Character = Space or Blank

Record Length = 128

Delimiter = Carriage return immediately followed by linefeed

All  remaining  parameters  should  be  left  with  their  default  values  so  that  they  will  be
ignored.

NOTE: In scenarios such as these where we're  setting the Delimiter parameter, the input
file  must  be  delimited  using  the  value  specified  here.  Providing  an  input  file  that  is
differently delimited may give undesired results.

Example 2

Problem

Your trading partner sends you files in EBCDIC format  that  your  in-house  system  would
reject. You need to convert the EBCDIC file into ASCII format, which your in-house system
will recognise. The in-house systems of both you and your trading partner want the data
in fixed length records.

In this example, the only requirement is to convert from one encoding to another.

Solution

Source Encoding = EBCDIC (or <Auto Detect> if the file contains EDI data)

Target Encoding = ASCII

All  remaining  parameters  should  be  left  with  their  default  values  so  that  they  will  be
ignored.

Example 3

Problem
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Your in-house system produces all  its files in ASCII  format, where each record in the file
is  of  variable  length  and  delimited  with  a  CR/LF  character.  These  files  have  to  be
converted into EBCDIC for your trading partner. In addition you have to pad each record
to 128 characters with spaces before  sending him the file,  otherwise  he will  reject it for
being in an incorrect format.

In  this  example,  you  would  need  to  convert  from  one  encoding  to  another  and
manipulate the records within the file.

Solution

Source Encoding = ASCII (or <Auto Detect> if the file contains EDI data)

Target Encoding = EBCDIC

Remove Delimiter = All

Pad or Truncate Record = True

Padding Character = Space or Blank

Record Length = 128

Delimiter = Carriage return immediately followed by linefeed

All  remaining  parameters  should  be  left  with  their  default  values  so  that  they  will  be
ignored.

NOTE: In scenarios such as these where we're  setting the Delimiter parameter, the input
file  must  be  delimited  using  the  value  specified  here.  Providing  an  input  file  that  is
differently delimited may give undesired results.

Job Parameters10.4.9.5

Source and Target Encoding Settings

Parameter Description Mandator
y

Default

Source Encoding Select a code page for the input file,
either from the predefined list, or by
enter a code page ID, e.g. 20285 for IBM
EBCDIC United Kingdom

Y Auto
detect

Target Encoding Select a code page for the output file,
either from the predefined list, or by
enter a code page ID, e.g. 20285 for IBM
EBCDIC United Kingdom

Y ASCII

Target Write Byte
Order Mark

In the first few bytes of the target file,
write a byte order mark to indicate how
the file is encoded ( Unicode,
BigEndianUnicode or UTF8 )

Y False

Conversion Map File Settings (Source and Target Encoding settings does not apply)
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Parameter Description Mandator
y

Default

Map File Conversions file to be used instead of
code pages to convert all the bytes of the
file. If that is set, then Target Encoding
parameter does not apply.

N None

Source Bytes per
Character

The number of bytes there are for each
character in the source file; this parameter
is only used in conjunction with a map file.

Y 1

Source Little
Endian

Specifies if the bytes in a character are low
order first (Little Endian) or high order first
(Big Endian); this parameter is only used in
conjunction with a map file.

Y True

Target Bytes per
Character

The number of bytes there are for each
character in the target file; this parameter
is only used in conjunction with a map file.

Y 1

Target Little Endian Specifies if the bytes in a character are low
order first (Little Endian) or high order first
(Big Endian); this parameter is only used in
conjunction with a map file.

Y True

Map Direction Specifies whether to map from values on
the left hand side of the map file to values
on the right (Standard) or from the right
hand side to the left (Reverse).

Y Standard

Delimiter Settings

Parameter Description Mandator
y

Default

Insert Delimiter Requests the conversion job to insert a
character after every fixed-length record
or after a constant character.

Y No

Remove Delimiter Requests the conversion job to remove a
character after every fixed-length record,
after a constant character, or to remove all
occurrences.

Y No

Constant Delimiter Used by INSERT/REMOVE as the constant
character that indicates where to insert or
remove your chosen delimiter.

Y End of
segment
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Delimiter Used by INSERT/REMOVE/PAD as your
chosen character to delimit each segment
or record.

Y Carriage
return
immediate
ly
followed
by  line
feed

Delimiter as
Numeric

If the new delimiter character cannot be
entered via the keyboard enter its
decimal representation instead. For
example, carriage return is 13 in decimal.

Y

Record Length Used by INSERT/REMOVE/PAD as the
number of characters (not bytes) in a
record.

Y
128

Padding Settings

Parameter Description Mandator
y

Default

Pad or Truncate
Records

Requests the conversion job to make all
records the same length.

Y False

Pad File to
Multiple of Record
Length

Requests the conversion job to make the
file a specific character length based on the
specified record length.

Y False

Padding Character The character used to pad short records
when making all records the same length.

Y Space or
blank

Padding as
Numeric

If the pad character cannot be entered via
the keyboard, enter its decimal
representation instead. For example, letter
“A” in ASCII is 65 in decimal.

Y 0

Copy10.4.10

The copy job exports the current data file  on the workflow to a directory on the local  or
network file system.

Basic Use

This  job  copies  the  current  data  file  on  the  workflow  to  a  destination  directory.  The
destination directory,  filename  and  file  extension  are  determined  by  the  value  of  the
'output  filename'  parameter.  Placeholders  may  be  used  to  dynamically  control  the
directory and filename used for the exported file.  

Variations
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The Replace and Append parameters can be used to control behaviour when the name of
the file  specified already exists on disk. If  both of  these parameters are  set to false  the
job will return an error when the output file name already exists on disk when this job is
executed. 

Append

Specifies whether the current file on the workflow should be appended to the end of  an
existing file with the same name at the target location. 

Received File 

In the case where the current file  on the workflow file  is associated with both received
and sent comms files, this specifies whether to use the received or sent file details when
replacing placeholders in the Output Filename parameter.

Condition

The condition parameter  of  this  job  allows  a  placeholder  expression  to  determine  the
execution of this job, for more information please refer to the Condition job. This job is
skipped when the placeholder expression evaluates to False.   

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandator

y

Default

Output Filename Specifies the path to copy the file to. Y None

Replace Specifies whether the output file should

be overwritten if it already exists.

Y False

Received File In the case where a workflow file is

associated with both received and sent

comms files, this specifies whether to

use the received or sent file details for

creating the output filename.

Y True

Create directory Specifies whether to create the

necessary directory if it doesn't exist.

Y False

Append Specifies whether data should be

appended to the output file if it already

exists.

Y False

Condition Specify an expression that tests the

values of one or more placeholders. The

job is skipped if this evaluates to false.

N None

Return Codes
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Code Default Action Description

OK Continue The file was copied to the output directory. 

ERROR Unhandled Copy stopped on error

Skipped Continue The job was skipped

Related Jobs

Copy (with XML) - Exports the current data file on the workflow to a directory on the local
or  network  file  system  together  with  an  XML  file  used  for  integration  with  Data
Interchange's DARWIN product.

Copy (with XML)10.4.11

The copy (with XML)  job exports the current data file  on the workflow to a directory  on
the  local  or  network  file  system  together  with  an  XML  file.  This  XML  file  allows  for
integration with Data Interchange's DARWIN product. 

Basic Use

Use  this  job  to  integrate  with  a  DARWIN  server  product.  This  ensures  that  any  details
received by communications (VFN, Acknowledgement status etc)  are  visible  to DARWIN
users. 

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandator

y

Default

Output Filename Specifies the path to copy the file to. Y None

XML Output

Filename

Specifies the path to use for the XML

file. If this is not set then it will use the

Output filename and add the XML file

extension.

Y None

Replace Specifies whether the output file should

be overwritten if it already exists.

Y False

Received File In the case where a workflow file is

associated with both received and sent

comms files, this specifies whether to

use the received or sent file details for

creating the output filename.

Y True

Create directory Specifies whether to create the

necessary directory if it doesn't exist.

Y False
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Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue The file was copied to the output directory. 

ERROR Unhandled Copy stopped on error

Skipped Continue The job was skipped

Create Functional Acknowledgement10.4.12

Creates  functional  acknowledgement(s)  based  on  the  analysis  of  the  input  file  and
optionally schedules it back to the originator.

Basic Use

Once a file is received, this job will use analysis details of the file to produced a matching
functional acknowledgement to be scheduled back to the originator.

Job Parameters

Parameter Description Mandatory Default

Custom Description A description for the job which will be

shown against audit lines in the

Workstation.

N

Message Syntax Specifies the EDI syntax to use when

creating the functional

acknowledgement.

Y
X12

Acceptance Level Specifies the basis on which we should

decide whether to accept/reject

messages.

Y
Based  on
Analysis

Schedule Setting this to True will automatically

schedule the functional

acknowledgement back to the

originator from which the original file

was received.

Y
False

Return Code Actions
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Code Default
Action

Description

OK Continue Functional  acknowledgement(s)  were  successfully
created.

TIMEOUT Unhandled Timed out while  attempting  to  produce  functional
acknowledgements.

ERROR Unhandled Unexpected error occurred during job execution.

All Other Codes Unhandled

Related Jobs

Track  Document  -  Tracks  the  documents  within  an  EDI  file  so  associated  functional
acknowledgements may be used to indicate acceptance of a message.

Process  Functional  Acknowledgement  -  Processes  any  Functional  Acknowledgements
received, and attempts to match them to existing tracked documents.

Wait for Functional  Acknowledgement -  Waits for  a  functional  acknowledgement  to  be
received  that  matches  to  an  existing  tracked  document  before  continuing  workflow
processing.

Create UBL-TR XML Application Response10.4.13

Creates an XML application response message that is to be sent back to the originator to
indicate acceptance or failure of their previously sent document(s).

Basic Use

This job takes either an "Enveloped" XML file  (see  Envelope  UBL-TR  XML)  or  an  Invoice
XML  file  and  then  creates  an  application  response  using  the  details  from  the  file  as  a
reference.

No  change  is  made  to  the  current  file  being  processed  by  this  job.  Instead,  the
application  response  is  created  as  a  child  file  of  this  job  and  is  normally  handled  by
moving to another workflow.

A  typical  scenario  would  be  a  supplier  sends  an  invoice  to  their  trading  partner,  who
processes the message and generates an application response, which is sent back to the
supplier. 

The following table  shows the different  status  codes  which  are  used  to  determine  the
state of file.

Status
Code

Status Definition

1000 ENVELOPE ADDED TO QUEUE

1100 ENVELOPE IS BEING PROCESSED

1110 NOT A ZIP FILE
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1111 ENVELOPE ID LENGTH IS INVALID

1120 ENVELOPE COULD NOT BE COPIED FROM ARCHIVE

1130 ZIP COULD NOT BE OPENED

1131 ZIP MUST CONTAIN A FILE

1132 NOT AN XML FILE

1133 ENVELOPE ID AND XML FILE NAME MUST BE THE SAME

1140 DOCUMENT COULD NOT BE PARSED

1141 NO ENVELOPE ID

1142 ENVELOPE ID AND ZIP FILE NAME MUST BE THE SAME

1143 INVALID VERSION

1150 SCHEMATRON CONTROL RESULT IS INCORRECT

1160 XML COULDN’T PASS SCHEME CONTROL

1161 TCKN/VKN OF SIGNATURE OWNER COULD NOT BE RETRIEVED

1162 SIGNATURE COULD NOT BE SAVED

1163 ENVELOPE SENT CONTAINS AN INVOICE PREVIOUSLY SAVED IN THE
SYSTEM.

1170 AUTHORIZATION COULD NOT BE CHECKED

1171 NO SENDER UNIT AUTHORIZATION EXISTS

1172 NO POST BOX AUTHORIZATION EXISTS

1175 SIGNATURE AUTHORIZATION COULD NOT BE CHECKED

1176 SIGNATURE OWNER IS NOT AUTHORIZED

1180 ADDRESS COULD NOT BE CHECKED

1181 ADDRESS COULD NOT BE FOUND

1190 SYSTEM RESPONSE COULD NOT BE PREPARED

1195 SYSTEM ERROR

1200 ENVELOPE SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED

1210 DOCUMENT COULD NOT BE SENT TO THE ADDRESS FOUND

1215 SENDING DOCUMENT IS UNSUCCESSFUL. RESENDING IS ENDED

1220 SYSTEM RESPONSE NOT RECEIVED FROM THE TARGET

1230 SYSTEM RESPONSE RECEIVED AS UNSUCCESSFUL FROM THE TARGET

1300 SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED

KABUL ACCEPT

RED REJECT

IADE RETURN

Parameters
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Parameter Description Mandat

ory

Default

Application
Response Type

This is the type of response

you wish to create (BASIC is

used for referring to an

envelope, COMMERCIAL is for

referring to an invoice)

Yes Basic

Line Response
Code

Defines the code to be sent

back in the response message.

Must be a state from the table

above.

Yes 1200 -  ENVELOPE  SUCCESSFULLY
PROCESSED

Line Response
Description

This is a free text element to
provide more information to
the recipient of the response
message detailing why the
status code was used.

No

Notes Any additional information
can be included here which
will be inserted within the
application response

No

Return Codes (the current file for which an application response is being generated)

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue The job completed successfully – An application

response message was generated.

ERROR Unhandled An unexpected error has occurred when executing

the workflow job.

Skipped Continue The job was skipped.

Child File Return Codes (the generated application response message)

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue The job completed successfully – An application

response message was generated.

ERROR Unhandled An unexpected error has occurred when executing

the workflow job.

Skipped Continue The job was skipped.
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Related Jobs

Open UBL-TR XML Envelope

Process UBL-TR XML Application Response

Decompress10.4.14

The Decompress job extracts files from a ZIP, RAR or TAR archive for further processing by
the workflow.

Basic Use

The decompress job automatically detects the input archive  file  format (ZIP, RAR or TAR)
and attempts to decompress the files. When a decompress job is executed, one or more
files are output. If the archive contains a single file it is processed according to the return
code actions of  the job. If  the archive  contains multiple  files child  files  are  created  and
the child return code actions for the job are used. 

Variations

There  may  be  situations  where  consistent  behaviour  is  required  to  handle  archives
containing one  or  many  files.  The  'Create  child  file'  parameter  can  be  used  to  provide
consistent  behaviour  where  every  file  is  processed  according  to  the  child  return  code
actions. 

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandatory Default

Copy analysis
information

Indicates that the analysis information
for the input file is copied for the
output file.

Y False

Create child file on
single file in the
archive

When set to True and the archive folder
only has one file in it, system will create
one child file, which will be the single
decompressed file from the folder. 
When this parameter is set to False and
the archive folder only contains one
file, system will not create any child
files but will simply decompress the
single file and use it as the workflow
file for the next job.

Y False

Child file limit Sets the maximum number of child files
that can be produced from
decompression. If this limit is reached,
no child files will be created. If the
value is 0, no limit will be reached.

Y 0

Return Code Actions

Code Default Description
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Action

OK Continue Job  completed  successfully,  single  output  file
produced.

OK Multi Stop Job  completed  successfully,  multiple  output  files
produced.

No data Stop No files were extracted from the archive.

ERROR Unhandled Job execution failed. No files were extracted from
the archive.

Child File Limit
Reached

Unhandled The limit of child files was produced by the
application.

Child Return Code Actions

Code Default
Action

Description

OK Continue Child file continue processing on a workflow.

OK Multi Continue N/A

No data Stop N/A

ERROR Unhandled Execution  failed  when  processing  child  files  on  a
workflow.

Related Jobs

Compress -  Reduces the size  of  a single  input file  using  the  ZIP  compression  algorithm.
The output of the compress job is often referred to as a ZIP archive.

Edit Interchange10.4.15

Modifies the content of the interchange segment in an EDI data file.  

Basic Use

This job modifies interchange level details in EDI interchange segment in an EDI file.  The
job supports interchanges using the following EDI syntax:

Edifact

ANSI X.12

VDA

An  XML  configuration  file  determines  the  changes  to  interchange  segments.  A  single
configuration file can specify different modifications based on the input file. 

Preserve delimiter characters 

When set to true preserves End-Of-Line characters (Carriage return or  Line  feed)  at  the
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end of each record/segment of  the EDI message otherwise  the characters are  removed. 
The EDI file should not normally contain such characters, however many systems are  able
to deal  with these characters which are  present to make the  content  of  the  file  human
readable. 

Job Parameters

Parameter Description Mandator

y

Default

Configuration file The XML configuration file defining the

replacements to be made

Y None

Preserve

delimiter

characters. 

Preserves End-Of-Line characters

(Carriage return or Line feed) at the end

of each record/segment of the EDI

message.

Y False

Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue Interchange successfully modified.

ERROR Unhandled Action when error occurred while performing a job.

NOT-EDI Unhandled Code returned when file on the job input is not EDI

file.

NO-MATCH Continue Code returned when the there is no match.

Skipped Continue The job was skipped

Configuration File10.4.15.1

The Edit Interchange job is configured using an XML configuration file.  An example  which
contains examples for each supported EDI syntax is shown below.

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<lookup>

<segment name="UNB">

<def name="UNB-SENDER-ID" value="123"/>

<def name="UNB-SENDER-ID-QAL" value="234"/>

<def name="UNB-REVERSE-ROUTING" value="345"/>

<def name="UNB-RECIPIENT-ID" value="ABC"/>

<def name="UNB-RECIPIENT-ID-QAL" value="BCD"/>

<def name="UNB-ROUTING" value="DEF"/>

<def name="UNB-APPLICATION-REFERENCE" value="APPREF"/>

<new name="UNB-SENDER-ID" value="1234"/>

<new name="UNB-SENDER-ID-QAL" value="2345"/>

<new name="UNB-REVERSE-ROUTING" value="3456"/>

<new name="UNB-RECIPIENT-ID" value="ABCD"/>

<new name="UNB-RECIPIENT-ID-QAL" value="BCDE"/>
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<new name="UNB-ROUTING" value="DEFG"/>

<new name="UNB-APPLICATION-REFERENCE" value="123456"/>

</segment>

<segment name="ISA">

<def name="ISA-SENDER-ID-AGENCY" value="ZZ"/>

<def name="ISA-SENDER-ID" value="12345"/>

<def name="ISA-RECIPIENT-ID-AGENCY" value="01"/>

<def name="ISA-RECIPIENT-ID" value="54321"/>

<new name="ISA-SENDER-ID-AGENCY" value="XX"/>

<new name="ISA-SENDER-ID" value="67890"/>

<new name="ISA-RECIPIENT-ID-AGENCY" value="02"/>

<new name="ISA-RECIPIENT-ID" value="09876"/>

</segment>

<segment name="VDA">

<def name="VDA-SENDER" value="FFFF"/>

<def name="VDA-RECIPIENT" value="GGGG"/>

<new name="VDA-SENDER" value="VVVV"/>

<new name="VDA-RECIPIENT" value="WWWW"/>

</segment>

</lookup>

Where:

Each ‘segment’ node in the file represents one match. 

Child nodes of  the segment called ‘def’  are  the ones which will  be  matched  with  the
incoming EDI data. 

Child nodes called ‘new’ contain the new values for the relevant fields.   All  the  ‘def’
nodes  profiled  must  match  the  values  in  the  incoming  segment  or  that  incoming
segment will not be a match for the ‘segment’ node and no values will be replaced.

There must be at least one ‘def’ node and one ‘new’ node for the segment to have any
effect,  but  not  all  of  the  ‘def’  and/or  ‘new’  nodes  listed  above  need  be  used.  For
instance, if  a segment  definition  includes  VDA-SENDER,  but  not  VDA-RECIPIENT  then
only  sender  codes  will  be  matched  and  incoming  data  may  match  the  segment
definition regardless of recipient code.

Any number of  matches may be included  in  a  single  XML  config  file,  but  if  there  are
duplicate matches (an incoming file  matches more than one segment definition)  then
the match used is indeterminate.

Envelope UBL-TR XML10.4.16

Wraps the content of an XML file into a Standard Business Document Header (SBDH).

Basic Use
An envelope is essentially a header containing details of the sender and recipient. SBDH
is a standard defined by GS1 http://www.gs1.org/docs/gsmp/xml/sbdh/
SBDH_v1_3_Technical_Implementation_Guide_i1.pdf 

It is possible to wrap multiple XML documents into a single envelope using the process
batch job.

Enveloping XML documents is mandatory for schemes like the Turkish e-invoicing
environment.

http://www.gs1.org/docs/gsmp/xml/sbdh/SBDH_v1_3_Technical_Implementation_Guide_i1.pdf
http://www.gs1.org/docs/gsmp/xml/sbdh/SBDH_v1_3_Technical_Implementation_Guide_i1.pdf
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Parameters

Name Description Mandato
ry

Default

Document
Description

An optional description to be used within the
Standard Business Document Header (SBDH)

N

Sender
Identifier

The value to be used in the header to uniquely
identify the sender of the document.

Y defaultgb

Receiver
Identifier

The value to be used in the header to uniquely
identify the recipient of the document.

Y defaultpk

Return Codes

Code Description Default Action

OK The XML file was successfully enveloped. Continue

ERROR An  error  occurred  while  enveloping  the
content into a SBDH.

Unhandled

Skipped The job was skipped. Continue

Related Jobs

Open UBL-TR XML Envelope

Send UBL-TR XML Envelope

Extract Data10.4.17

Extract bytes from the current file on the workflow.

Basic Use

This job is used to extract a configured number of  bytes from the input file.  The  output
bytes are written to a new file on disk and continue processing on the current workflow. 

Variations

If  the  job is configured to extract bytes that do  not  exist  in  the  file,  for  example  if  the
'bytes to' parameter exceeds the length of the file  the output will  be  padded with white
space characters to the end of the output file. 

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandator

y

Default

Retain from (byte

position)

The start position for the bytes to

extract, set to 1 for the beginning of the

file. 

Y 1

Retain to (byte

position)

The end position for the bytes to extract

and save; this value will be met by

Y 0
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padding with white space if the file is

shorter than this value.

Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue Successfully extracted data.

ERROR Unhandled An unexpected error has occurred when executing

the workflow job.

Skipped Continue The job was skipped.

Related Jobs

Insert Data - Insert bytes into the current file on the workflow.

Find & Replace10.4.18

Find or replace a specified text string in the current file on the workflow. 

Basic Use

This job can be used to determine if  a given string exists in a file  and indicate  the result
using a return code. Additionally, the job may replace any instances of  the given string in
the file, the output of which continues processing on the workflow. Regular expressions
can be used to specify text to find.

Variations

If you process a large text file it could take a time and system resources to find or replace
the  text  you  are  searching  for.  You  can  limit  the  job  to  process  only  files  that  do  not
exceed  the  specified  file  size  limit.  To  set  that  limit,  specify  the  “Maximum  file  size
(MB)” parameter’s value. The default value for this parameter is zero (no size  restrictions
on the input file).

Position to Start / Position to End

Position  to  start  search  and  position  to  end  search  can  be  specified.  By  default  both
parameters are set to zero which means search from start to end of  a file.  If  you want to
specify from which position start searching, set the “Position to start search” parameter’s
value. If you want to specify the end position to finish searching, specify the “Position to
end search” parameter’s value. These parameters are useful for large text files and if  you
want to restrict searching process to the specific area of the file.

Read Line By Line

By default this job will load the entire contents of  the file  into memory. This may not be
efficient if  processing large files and could even impact the  performance  of  the  server.
The 'Read Line By Line' allows the input file to be processed on a single  line  basis (where
lines are  separated with carriage return / line  feed characters.  This  parameter  will  only
improve the performance if the file contains line end characters.
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Job Parameters

Parameter Description Mandatory Default

Operation Operation to perform on a file when
executing this workflow job. There are
two operations available (Find,
Replace). Find - search for a specific text
in a file. Replace - search for a specific
text in a file and replace it with another
string.

Y

Search pattern to
find

This parameter specifies the search
pattern that will be found in the input
file. Regular expression syntax can be
used to define a complex search
pattern.

Y

Replacement
pattern

Use that parameter to specify
replacement pattern when searching
for specified text in an input file.
Regular expression syntax can be used
to define a replacement pattern.

N

Position to start
search

This parameter specifies from what
position in a file the job should start
searching a string pattern (0 - start of
the file)

Y 0

Position to end
search

This parameter specifies the position in
the file at which point the job will stop
searching (0 - end of file).

Y 0

Maximum file size
(MB)

Maximum file size in MB that can be
searched or replaced. (0 - no size
restrictions on the input file).

Y 0

Read line by line Determines whether the file should be
read line by line or as a single file.
When the input file size is large (over
50MB) it is recommended to set 'Read
line by line' to true.

Y False

Validate start search
position

Determines whether the start search
position should be validated against the
length of the input file; e.g. for when a
start position of 200 bytes is set and a
file of 20 bytes is received by the job.

Y False
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Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue Not used

ERROR Unhandled Job execution failed

FOUND Continue Specified search pattern found in a file

NOT FOUND Continue Specified search pattern not found in a file

REPLACED Continue Specified search patter found and replaced in a file

NOT REPLACED Continue Specified search pattern not found and not replaced
in a file

SIZE LIMIT Stop Input file size exceeds the specified maximum file
size limit

Related Jobs

Insert Data - Insert bytes into the current file on the workflow.

Insert Data10.4.19

Insert bytes into the current file on the workflow.

Basic Use

This  job  can  be  configured  to  insert  bytes  from  an  external  file  from  a  local  disk  or  a
network  location  into  the  current  file  on  the  workflow.  The  job  can  be  configured  to
insert data at any point within the input file  including the start and end positions. If  the
job is configured to insert data at the start or in the middle  of  existing data the job  will
move the existing data  to  the  end  point  of  the  inserted  data.  For  example  if  inserting
'ABC' at the start of a file that contains '123' the output will be 'ABC123'.

Insert at (byte position)

The byte  position at which data will  be  inserted (use  1 for the start of  the file  and 0 for
the end of the file). When the parameter is set to 0 it means that the external  data which
we want to insert will  be  inserted at the beginning of  the file.  Bytes enumeration starts
from 1. 

Insert from file

The path to the file  on disk to provide source data for addition to the current file  being
processed on the workflow. Placeholders may be used to specify the location to retrieve
the data. 

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandator

y

Default
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Custom

Description

A description for the job which will be

shown against audit lines in the

Workstation.

N

Insert at (byte

position)

The byte position at which data will be

inserted (use 1 for the start of the file

and 0 for the end of the file).

Y 0

Insert from file The file from which data will be inserted

into the current file on the workflow. 

Y

Return Codes

Code Default

Action

Description

OK Continue Successfully inserted date into the file. 

ERROR Unhandled Action when error occurred while performing a

job. 

Skipped Continue The job was skipped. 

Related Jobs

Extract Data - Extract bytes from the current file on the workflow.

Find  &  Replace  -  Find  or  replace  a  specified  text  string  in  the  current  file  on  the
workflow.

Insert XSLT Attachment to UBL-TR XML10.4.20

Reads the content of  an  XSLT  file  and  inserts  it  as  a  attachment  within  the  XML  of  the
current file.

Basic Use

XSLT is used to apply HTML formatting to an XML file.  This job allows custom XSLT files to
be embedded within the current XML so it may be rendered with your customisations by
another party.

The data in the XSLT file  is converted into a Base64 encoded string and inserted into the
following location within the XML,

<Root>
    <cac:AdditionalDocumentReference>
        <cac:Attachment>
            <cbc:EmbeddedDocumentBinaryObject>...

Parameters
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Name Description Manda
tory

Default

XSLT Filename The full path to the XSLT file on disk, which
will be attached to the XML.

Yes

XSLT Identifier An identifier for this XSLT file, to be included
in the XML.

Yes

XSLT Issue Date The issuing date of the XSLT file used to
format the invoice XML.

Yes Today's Date

Return Codes

Code Description Default Action

OK The XSLT content was added to the XML
successfully.

Continue

ERROR An error occurred while inserting the XSLT
object.

Unhandled

Skipped The job was skipped. Continue

Map10.4.21

The Map job uses the XE mapping engine to transform files from one format to another.
The file formats supported for mapping are:

EDIFACT (including v4)

ANSI X12

UNGTDI (Tradacoms)

VDA

XML

CSV

Flat files

TRA

Reports (output only)

Basic Use

Maps are  defined using the XE Developer application, which can also be used  to  export
the files required for the Map job. For a simple map, these will be:

A definition file representing input document.

A definition file representing the output document.

A map assembly (DLL file) containing the compiled map instructions.

An index file (named ‘xeindex.xml’ by default).
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To  set  up  a  map  job,  you  should  first  place  these  files  in  a  directory  on  the  server
machine. Then create  a new instance of  the  map  job  on  a  workflow  and  set  values  for
these parameters:

Index – the full path of the index file.

Definitions Directory – the full path to the directory where the definition files and map
assembly have been saved.

When a map is executed  successfully  and  a  single  file  is  output,  this  file  will  continue
along the workflow for processing by other jobs. If more than one output file  is produced
then the original  file  will  stop processing and the output  files  will  be  submitted  to  the
workflow  for  further  processing  as  child  files.  (These  are  the  default  behaviours;
different actions according to return code may be set against the job.)

Variations

If  the  same index  is  used  for  more  than  one  map  (this  will  depend  on  how  they  have
been defined in XE Developer)  then you might want to save the index  to  one  directory
and  the  other  files  for  each  map  to  different  ones,  in  which  case  the  index  file  and
definitions directories need not be the same.

In some cases mapping a single file may require more than one XE map (typical  scenarios
involve Tradacoms files with multiple related EDI messages). In this case you will need to
get  definition  files  for  each  input  and  output  message  or  document  from  XE  and  map
assemblies for each map and place them in the relevant directory.

Finally, where a map uses one or more lookup tables,  you will  also need to export these
from XE Developer and place them in the definitions directory as part of the map setup.

Data Type

The simple  scenario  above  assumes  that  XE  will  use  data  from  the  source  file  and  the
index  to  auto-detect  the  format  of  the  data.  If  the  Data  Type  default  value  of  Auto  is
used, XE will  try to detect the type of  file  automatically,  by carrying out these checks in
the following order:

Checks for known EDI service segments

Checks for XML syntax

Checks for an IDOC header record

These checks allow XE to determine the format of  input data and match it to definitions
in  the  index  automatically  for  all  types  except  the  in-house  types  (CSV,  TRA  and  flat
files). When mapping one of  these file  formats you will  need to provide a value for the
In-House Definition parameter, which matches the name of a data definition in the index
file.

You may tell XE to bypass auto-detection of  file  format by providing an explicit value for
the Data Type parameter. 

If the format is not detected automatically,  inferred from the In-House Definition or set
explicitly then the job will fail and report that the format is unknown.

Workflow Map

The  Workflow  Manager  area  of  the  Administrator  contains  a  Mappings  section  where
Workflow  Maps  may  be  defined.  These  are  simply  pre-defined  collections  of  map  job
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parameters and may be useful where the same map is called from several workflows.

Where one or more Workflow Maps have been defined one may be selected for use  with
a map job using the Workflow Map parameter. When a Workflow Map is selected  using
this parameter, all parameters defined against the job are overridden by it.

There is also an option to “Use Workflow Map from Relationship”, which will  cause XE to
use a Workflow Map defined against a Trading Partner Relationship .  This option should
be used only where the workflow contains a prior Match Relationship job.

Map Parameters

Any number of  Map Parameters may be defined against a Map job. When this  option  is
selected the following dialog will be shown:

Parameters must be named in the format %NAME%. The values assigned may be literal

values that you  type in, or placeholders that are resolved on execution. In the examples

shown, the parameter %NAME% has the literal value ‘VALUE’ and the parameter %FILE-ID

% has the value of the %VFN% placeholder (the OFTP virtual filename of the comms file).

Values are accessed in the XE map (as sources of data to map or from code snippets)

using the parameter NAME as a reference. The dialog may be used to Add, Edit or

Remove parameters, shown in the list, using the buttons. When adding or editing

parameters the following additional dialog is shown.

Runtime Version

The Map job supports running different versions of  the XE  mapping  engine.  By  default,
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the Runtime Version parameter  selected  is  the  current  server  version,  but  if  you  have
upgraded from an earlier version then you  may  select  that  version  as  the  value  of  this
parameter.

If  you choose to run the map against an earlier version of  the  runtime  then  it  will  save
you  from  recompiling  and  testing  the  map  against  the  server  version.  In  the  normal
course  of  things, however, maps should be upgraded  to  use  the  newest  version  of  the
runtime as soon as is convenient.

Logging Options

There  are  a  number  of  different  logging  options  against  the  Map  job.  Most  of  these
condition the level at which log messages are  written and are  described in the summary
table.

There is a Keep Log File  parameter which is used to indicate  whether the XE mapper log
should be retained as the job log for the Map job after processing. This should usually be
left as True.

The Log Safe parameters is used only where there is a problem with a map and the log is
being truncated. It may be used to indicate that the log file should be opened and closed
for each  log  message,  which  will  slow  down  processing,  but  will  prevent  the  log  from
being truncated.

Errors and Warnings

By default the Map job will  fail  if  the  XE mapping engine  reports  any  errors,  but  run  to
completion if it reports any warnings.  The value of  the Stop On Error parameter may be
changed to False  to allow a map with errors  to complete.  Conversely,  the  value  of  the
Stop On Warning parameter may be changed to True to cause a map with warnings to fail.

For  finer  control  it  is  possible  to  provide  a  file  that  specifies  whether  to  continue  on
encountering a given error or warning code. The Error Config File  parameter is set to the
path of a text file, whose content is in the following form:

XXX9999E=Y

XXX9999W=N

Where the left-hand-side is an XE error or warning code and the  right  hand  side  is  Y  to
continue or N to stop.

When processing EDI files,  XE  may  be  configured  to  reject  whole  messages  that  are  in
error  and  continue  processing  the  remainder  of  the  file.  Set  the  Reject  Invalid  EDI
parameter to  True  to  enable  this  behaviour.  This  will  cause  the  invalid  message  to  be
written  to  a  separate  file.  You  also  need  to  specify  a  workflow  to  process  this  file  by
selecting a value for the Move Error File to Workflow parameter.

Finally,  the  Save  Error  Messages  parameter  may  be  used  to  indicate  that  error  and
warning messages should be saved against the job. If  set to true then error and warning
messages will be available  in the audit line  details dialog for the file  in the Workstation
and also in the %JERR% placeholder.

Run in Separate Process

When the Run in Separate Process parameter is set it indicates that ODEX Enterprise  will
run the map by starting a new instance of  the command line  executable, XeCmd, rather
than using the XE mapper directly.  This option should be selected only where there  are
problems running the map otherwise.
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Timeout

In normal  circumstances the map will  run  to  completion  or  until  an  irrecoverable  error
occurs. The timeout parameter may be used to change this behaviour and set a limit on
the length of time that a map is allowed to run. When a Map job has run for longer than
the specified timeout the job will end in error with a return code of TIMEOUT.

The default value is 600 seconds (ten minutes)  which is more than sufficient  for  almost
any map. For very large files it may be necessary to increase the time limit.

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandator

y

Default

Custom

Description

A description for the job which will be

shown against audit lines in the

Workstation

N None

Workflow Map Select the Workflow Map to perform, or

choose “Use Workflow Map from

Relationship”  

N None

Child file limit Sets the maximum number of child files

that can be created from the XE map. If

this limit is reached, no child files will

be created. If the value is 0, no limit will

be used.

Y 0

In-House

Definition

The name in the index of an in-house

definition, used to identify the data in

the source file

N None

Data Type The data type in the source file Y Auto

Index The full path of the XE index file Y None

Definitions

Directory

The directory where map files are

located

Y None

Condition A condition string that is evaluated to

determine whether to run or skip the

job

N None

Map Parameters A collection of named parameters

provided to the map

N None
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Runtime Version The XE mapper version to use when

executing the map

Y Server

Version

Keep Log File Indicates whether to save the XE log as

the job log for the Map job

Y True

Log Trace Indicates whether to log trace level

messages

Y False

Log EDF Indicates whether to log detailed

messages when loading the EDF

Y False

Log HDF Indicates whether to log detailed

messages when loading the HDF

Y False

Log XDF Indicates whether to log detailed

messages when loading the XDF

Y False

Log Index Indicates whether to log detailed

messages when loading the index

Y False

Log Tables Indicates whether to log detailed

messages when loading lookup tables

Y False

Log Configuration Indicates whether to log detailed

messages when loading the run

configuration

Y False

Log XML Schema Indicates whether to log detailed

messages when loading an XML Schema

Y False

Log Data Indicates whether to log each data item

loaded from input files and written to

output files

Y False

Log Maps Indicates whether to log each map

instruction executed when running the

map

Y False

Log Deep Indicates whether to log detailed

diagnostic information about mapping

Y False

Log Safe Indicates whether to log each message

in a single operation to prevent log

Y False
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truncation on error

Stop on Error Indicates whether to stop when an error

is encountered

Y True

Stop on Warning Indicates whether to stop when a

warning is encountered

Y False

Error Config File The full path of an error config file used

to provide fine control over the mapping

engine

N None

Double Pass Indicates whether to run the mapper a

second time automatically after a map

completes

Y False

Timeout The maximum period for which a map

will run before ending in error

Y 600

Validate Content Indicates whether to validate data

content against the definition files

Y True

Validate ICR Indicates whether to validate the

interchange control reference using

streams

Y False

Trim Whitespace

from EDI Data

Indicates whether to trim leading and

trailing whitespace from individual data

values loaded from EDI messages

Y False

Priority Changes the priority of the instance of

XE used to run this map job. Specify '2'

for normal priority, '3' for below normal

and '1' for above normal

Y 2

Reject Invalid EDI Indicates whether to reject invalid EDI

messages to an error file

Y False

Move Error File to

Workflow

Specify a workflow to which the file for

rejected invalid EDI data will be moved

after mapping

N None

Save Error

Messages

Indicates whether validation errors that

occur in a map should be saved (i) for

Y Yes
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display in the audit line details dialogs

of the Workstation, and (ii) so they can

be addressed using the %JERR%

workflow placeholder

Run in Separate

Process

Indicates whether ODEX Enterprise

should start a new process for the

mapper

Y False

Return Codes 

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue Map executed successfully

OK-MULTI Stop Map executed successfully and multiple output files

were produced (as child files)

NO-DATA Stop Map executed without error, but no output file was

produce

ERROR Unhandled Map stopped on error

TIMEOUT Unhandled Map stopped owing to timeout

NO-MAP-FOR-

RELATIONSHIP

Unhandled Use Workflow Map from Relationship option was

selected but no map was found

Skipped Continue The job was skipped

Child File Limit

Reached

Unhandled
The limit of child files was produced by the
application.

Child Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

OK Stop Map executed successfully

OK-MULTI Continue Map executed successfully and multiple output files

were produced (as child files)

NO-DATA Stop Map executed without error, but no output file was

produce
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ERROR Unhandled Map stopped on error

TIMEOUT Unhandled Map stopped owing to timeout

NO-MAP-FOR-

RELATIONSHIP

Unhandled Use Workflow Map from Relationship option was

selected but no map was found

Skipped Continue The job was skipped

Related Jobs

Convert File Encoding - Convert a file from one encoding format into another.

Match Workflow10.4.22

Matches  the  current  file  on  the  workflow  to  a  workflow  selector  and  executes  the
workflow associated with the workflow selector. 

Basic Use

A workflow selector consists of  matching criteria and an associated  workflow.  Matching
criteria consists of  a  data  source  and  a  data  definition.  Data  sources  qualify  how  a  file
entered the system, data  definitions  qualify  the  content  of  the  input  file.  When  a  file
reaches  the  Match  Workflow  job  the  system  attempts  to  match  to  an  ordered  list  of
workflow selectors. When a  matching  selector  is  found  the  workflow  specified  against
selector  is  executed.  By  default  the  execution  of  the  workflow  occurs  synchronously
which means the Match Workflow job will wait for the secondary workflow to complete.
By default the Match Workflow job will stop processing after the secondary workflow has
completed. 

Variations

Workflow selectors may belong to a selector group – a selector group is an independent
ordered list of selectors that are used for matching. A workflow selector cannot belong to
more than one workflow selector group. By default the Match Workflow job matches to
selectors that are not part of  a group. This can be changed to specify a specific workflow
selector group using the Workflow Selector Group parameter. Additionally if  a  match  is
not  found  from  the  grouped  selectors  the  ungrouped  selectors  may  subsequently  be
matched. This is controlled from the Match Ungrouped Workflow Selectors parameter. 

Asynchronous processing  executes  the  workflow  from  a  matched  workflow  selector  in
parallel  with  the  workflow  containing  the  Match  Workflow  job.  The  processing  of  the
secondary workflow occurs using a newly created file. The audit history of  the secondary
workflow is stored separately to that of the calling workflow. 

Copy Disk File

This option is only available  when the  Calling  Mode  parameter  is  set  to  Asynchronous.
When  set  to  true  a  new  copy  of  the  file  on  disk  is  available  for  the  processing  of  the
second workflow. Use this option when both the calling and secondary workflow need to
modify the content of the file on disk. 

Stop On Error

This  option  is  only  available  when  the  Calling  Mode  parameter  is  set  to  Synchronous.
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When  set  to  false  processing  of  the  calling  workflow  will  continue  if  a  job  on  the
secondary workflow returns an Unhandled error  return  code  action.  The  Run  Workflow
job will return the ‘Ended in error’ return code.

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandatory Default

Workflow

Selector Group

Specifies a workflow selector group that

should be used for workflow selection.

Y < None >

Match

Ungrouped

Workflow

Selectors

Specifies that workflow selection should

include all ungrouped workflow selectors

in the system. Selection for ungrouped

workflow selectors will be attempted

last, after group-specific workflow

selectors.

Y True

Calling Mode Use Synchronous to pause the primary

workflow until processing on the

secondary workflow has completed (all

processing takes place against the same

File).  Use Asynchronous to create a new

File and allow the workflows to process

in parallel (all processing takes place

against their own version of a File).

Y Synchronou

s

Copy Disk File When executing an Asynchronous call to

a workflow, the physical file on disk is

shared by default. This can lead to

FileNotFound issues when used in

conjunction with the 'Delete Input File'

option. Set this parameter to True if you

wish to create a separate copy of the

physical file on disk when calling this

workflow.

Y False

Stop On Error Place the workflow queue item into an

error state and stop processing when an

error occurs on the called workflow

(Synchronous call only)

Y True

Return Codes

Code Default Action Description
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MATCHE

D

Stop Matched to a workflow selector and executed the

associated workflow. (When calling mode is synchronous

the calling workflow completed successfully).

NO

MATCH

Continue A match was not found for the available workflow

selectors. 

NEEDS

SPLITTIN

G

Unhandled A data definition from a workflow selector requires the file

to be split in order for the file to match.

ERROR Unhandled An unexpected error has occurred when executing the

workflow job.

Skipped Continue The job did not execute.

Open UBL-TR XML Envelope10.4.23

Removes  the  Standard  Business  Document  Header  (SBDH)  elements  from  an
"Enveloped" XML document and extracts the content of the file.
This may result in either creating many child files or replacing the current file  depending
on the child count.

Basic Use

The number of files contained within the envelope dictates the output of this job,

If  the envelope contains only 1 document, then the current  workflow  file  is  replaced
with this "Opened" content.

If  the  envelope  contains  more  than  1  document,  the  current  workflow  file  is  left
unchanged and child files are created for each "Opened" document.

The return code actions will dictate how to handle each scenario.

Parameters

There are no parameters for this job.

Return Codes
Code Default

Action

Description

OK - One Child Item Continue The job successfully extracted one document from

within the envelope.

OK - Many Child ItemsStop The job successfully extracted multiple documents

from within the envelope.
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ERROR Unhandled Action when error occurred while performing a job.

Skipped Continue The job was skipped.

Child File Return Codes

Code Default

Action

Description

OK - One Child Item Stop The job successfully extracted one document from

within the envelope.

OK - Many Child ItemsContinue The job successfully extracted multiple documents

from within the envelope.

ERROR Unhandled Action when error occurred while performing a job.

Skipped Continue The job was skipped.

Related Jobs

Envelope UBL-TR XML

Create UBL-TR XML Application Response

Print Report10.4.24

Prints a report generated from XE using a PDF file or a printer configured in the Windows
operating system. 

Basic Use

This job is used to print an XE report file to a PDF file or physical printer configured on the
server's operating system. An XE report file is generated as the output from the Map job. 

This job will complete once the report has been printed to PDF or added to the queue of
the printer, the job will not wait for the print operation to complete.

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandatory Default

Printer name The printer to which the report will be
printed. When printing to a PDF (see
option below) the printer setting will
be used to format the PDF file.

Y None

Printer tray The paper tray to use when printing
(populated from the trays available for
the selected printer).

Y None
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Print to PDF Setting this option to Yes will create a
PDF representation of the Xe report.
The PDF file will become the current
workflow file.

N No

Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue Report successfully queued to printer.

ERROR Unhandled Job execution failed.

Skipped Continue Job skipped

Related Jobs

Send  Notification  E-mail  -  Creates  and  sends  an  email  to  one  or  more  specified  email
addresses.

Process AUTACK10.4.25

Processes received AUTACK messages (responses and detached signatures).

Parameter Description Mandatory Default Value

Verification
certificate

The  default  certificate  used  to
verify  a  signature.  If  not  specified
then ODEX Enterprise will try to find
the  certificate  specified  in  the
received  EDI  data.  Can  be
overridden by a certificate specified
against the sender EDI code

N None

Install certificate Specifies  whether  to  install
certificates  received  in  EDIFACT
packages

Y False

Create response Specifies  whether  to  create  an
AUTACK response if requested

Y True

Sign response Specifies  at  what  level  the
automatically  created  AUTACK
response  should  be  signed  (none,
interchange or message)

Y None

Signing certificate The  signing  certificate  to  use  (for
signing AUTACK response)

N None

Signing
specification

The signing specification – EANCOM
or  AECOC  (for  signing  AUTACK

Y EANCOM
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response)

Hash algorithm The hash algorithm to use – SHA1 or
RIPEMD160  (for  signing  AUTACK
response)

Y SHA1

Padding
mechanism

The  padding  mechanism  to  use  –
ISO  97962  or  PKCS1  Signature  (for
signing AUTACK response)

Y ISO 97962

Filter mechanism The  filter  mechanism  to  use  –  EDA
or  EDC  (for  signing  AUTACK
response)

Y EDC

Return codes

The Process AUTACK job returns one of these codes:

OK – a detached signature AUTACK was processed successfully.

OK-AUTACK  -  a  detached  signature  AUTACK  was  processed  successfully.  A
response AUTACK was produced in a child workflow file.

INVALID - a detached signature AUTACK was processed and the signature  found to
be invalid.

INVALID-AUTACK - a detached signature  AUTACK was processed and the signature
found to be invalid. A response AUTACK was produced in a child workflow file.

RESPONSE-OK  –  a  response  AUTACK  indicating  a  valid  signature  was  processed
successfully.

RESPONSE-NEGATIVE  –  a  response  AUTACK  indicating  an  invalid  signature  was
processed successfully.

RESPONSE-INVALID – an invalid response ATUACK was received.

ERROR – there was an error processing the received AUTACK.

Process Batch10.4.26

Performs processing on a group of files that have been added to a Batch.

Basic Use

Batch  processing  allows  multiple  files  to  be  grouped  together  during  workflow
processing. Processing of files that are added to a batch is paused until  the  Process Batch
job  is  executed.  The  Process  Batch  job  controls  how  files  in  the  batch  are  processed
further. The Batch Name is used to identify a single batch of files within the system. 

There are four actions which can be performed on files that have been added to a batch:

Release  Files  (default)  -  releases  files  to  continue  processing  on  their  current
workflow. 

Create  Child Files – creates new child files of  the current file  for processing according
to the child file return code actions set against the Process Batch job. The original  files
where the file was added to the batch will be marked as processed.
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Create ZIP Archive – creates a single  ZIP archive  containing all  files that are  currently a
part of the batch. This file continues processing on the current workflow.

Create  ZIP64 Archive  –  creates a single  ZIP64 archive  (see Compress File  job for more
details  on  ZIP64)  containing  all  files  that  are  currently  a  part  of  the  batch.  This  file
continues processing on the current workflow.

Variations

The  “Process  Batch”  job  can  validate  the  number  of  files  in  the  batch  and  return
appropriate  error  message  based  on  the  set  criteria.  The  minimum  and  maximum
number of files in a batch may be configured.

Minimum File Count – The minimum number of  files required in the batch for it to be
valid. A value of zero is valid.

Maximum File Count – The maximum number of  files required in the batch for it to be
valid. A value of zero indicates no maximum.

By default “Minimum File Count” is set to zero and “Maximum File  Count” is set to zero.
If  minimum file  or  maximum  file  count  is  not  valid,  then  the  “INVALID”  return  code  is
returned with the default action of “Unhandled”.

Job Parameters

Parameter Description Mandatory Default

Batch Name The name of a batch to which files have
been added using an instance of the
Add To Batch job

Y Not set

Process Action Indicates the action to be performed
when processing the batch (Release
Files, Create Child Files, Create ZIP
Archive, Create ZIP64 Archive)

Y Release
Files

Minimum File Count The minimum number of files required
in the batch for it to be valid. A value of
zero is valid.

N 0

Maximum File
Count

The maximum number of files required
in the batch for it to be valid. A value of
zero indicates no maximum.

N 0

Return Code Actions

Code Default
Action

Description

OK Stop All files released for further processing.

ERROR Unhandled Unexpected error occurred during job execution.
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OK-ARCHIVE Continue All  files released  for  further  processing  and  single
ZIP archive created.

OK-MULTI Stop All  files  released  for  further  processing  and  child
files created

INVALID Unhandled The minimum  or  maximum  number  of  files  in  the
batch is not valid.

Skipped Continue The job was skipped.

Related Jobs

Add to Batch - Add files for processing by the Process Batch job.

Process Functional Acknowledgements10.4.27

Processes any Functional  Acknowledgements received, and  attempts  to  match  them  to
existing tracked documents.

Basic Use

Once  a  file  is  received,  this  will  analyse  the  file  and  match  any  tracked  documents
corresponding to the file references. This will then update the system, to notify that the
matched tracked documents have now been successfully acknowledged. If  required this
will  then trigger the Wait for Functional  Acknowledgement  job  to  release  any  possible
held files.

Documents can be tracked by utilising the Track Document job.

Job Parameters

Parameter Description Mandatory Default

Custom Description A description for the job which will be

shown against audit lines in the

Workstation.

N

Return Code Actions

Code Default
Action

Description

All Accepted Continue All  functional  acknowledgements  received  were
marked as 'Accepted'.

One  or  more
rejected

Continue One  or  more  functional  acknowledgements  were
marked as 'Rejected'.

ERROR Unhandled Unexpected error occurred during job execution.
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All Other Codes Unhandled

Related Jobs

Create Functional Acknowledgement - Creates functional  acknowledgement(s)  based on
the analysis of the input file and optionally schedules them back to the originator.

Track  Document  -  Tracks  the  documents  within  an  EDI  file  so  associated  functional
acknowledgements may be used to indicate acceptance of a message.

Wait for Functional  Acknowledgement -  Waits for  a  functional  acknowledgement  to  be
received  that  matches  to  an  existing  tracked  document  before  continuing  workflow
processing.

Process UBL-TR XML Application Response10.4.28

Processes an XML Application Response message received from your trading partner and
updates  the  relevant  outbound  entities  with  the  acceptance  level  the  trading  partner
provided.

Basic Use

An  application  response  is  an  XML  message  sent  by  your  trading  partner,  containing  a
status code to represent their acceptance/rejection of a document you previously sent to
them.

This job updates the status code  against  the  outbound  documents  in  your  system  (e.g.
Invoices you have sent), to acknowledge their receipt of your file.

Parameters

There are no parameters for this job

Return Codes

Code Description Default Action

OK The XML file was successfully enveloped. Continue

ERROR An  error  occurred  while  processing  the
response.

Unhandled

Skipped The job was skipped. Continue

Related Jobs

Open UBL-TR XML Envelope

Create UBL-TR XML Application Response

Reformat10.4.29

There are  three basic file  types that  can  be  manipulated,  differentiated  by  the  type  of
records they contain:

Variable  length  records  –  Since  the  records  can  be  any  length,  they  are  each
terminated with delimiter characters so that their end can  be  determined  by  the
computer.
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Fixed  length  records  –  The  length  of  each  record  is  the  same.  Therefore  no
delimiters are required. The file length is an exact multiple of the record length.

Undefined records – this file type is neither of  the above. There are  no delimiters,
nor are there record boundaries at fixed positions.

Reformat  job  can  perform  various  operations  i.e.  insert,  remove,  change  delimiters  or
pad or truncate records

Insert delimiters - you can insert delimiter at the certain condition i.e. on the end
of fixed length records or after constant delimiter / end of  EDI segment to make it
easier to read by a human.  

Change delimiters - you can replace existing delimiter with the new one at certain
condition. 

Remove delimiters - you can remove delimiters 

Pad or truncate  records -  makes fixed length records from variable  length records
based on provided delimiter. 

Job Parameters10.4.29.1

Reformat Action Settings 

Performs action selected in 'Reformat Action' parameter based conditions configured in
reformat settings parameter. 

To  set  up  the  job  select  reformat  action  first  then  double  click  on  the  the  reformat
settings to configure conditions at which you want to perform  the action. 

Parameter Description Mandator
y

Default

Reformat Action Specifies which action will be performed
on the text. Reformat action can be set to
'Insert Delimiters, 'Remove Delimiters',
'Change Delimiters' and 'Pad or Truncate
Records'. The first three actions performs
actions on delimiters the last one can be
used to make records fixed length. This
need to be selected before configuring
Reformat Settings. 

Y Insert
Delimiter
s

Reformat Settings Based on selected Reformat Action there
are different set of Reformat Settings
specific for an action. 

Y n/a

Reformat Settings for Insert Delimiter action:

Double  click  the  reformat  settings  parameter  when  insert  action  is  selected  to  edit
parameter values:

Reformat Settings for Change Delimiter action: 
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Double  click  the  reformat  settings  parameter  when  change  action  is  selected  to  edit
parameter values:

Reformat Settings for Remove Delimiter action:

Double  click  the  reformat  settings  parameter  when  remove  action  is  selected  to  edit
parameter values:

Reformat Settings for Pad or Truncate action:  

Double click the reformat settings parameter when pad or truncate  action is selected to
edit parameter values:

Insert Delimiters10.4.29.2

Insert Delimiter action:
The  main  purpose  of  this  action  is  to  create  a  file  that  is  more  easily  readable  by  a
human.  For  example,  a  continuous  stream  of  data  can  be  converted  into  80-character
records that can be viewed easily in a  text  editor.  Or  insert  new  lines  after  the  end  of
segments for easy reading.

Double  click  the  reformat  settings  parameter  when  insert  action  is  selected  to  edit
parameter values:

Insert  delimiter  -  Specifies  delimiter  character  which  will  be  inserted  at  a  certain
condition. 
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Insert at - Specifies the condition at which we want to insert delimiter. 

“Record length” -  Use this condition to specify the number of characters (not bytes)  after
which you want to insert delimiter. Usually this condition is used for Fixed length records
to make them  is more easily readable by a human.  For example, a continuous stream of
data can be converted into 80-character records that can be viewed easily in a text editor.
Or insert new lines after the end of  segments for easy reading. Please note  that if  your
trading partner requires fixed length records, the records should not,  as  a  general  rule,
be delimited.

“After constant delimiter” - Use this condition to specify after which character constantly
present in the file  to insert an additional  delimiter. By default,  this is the character that
marks the end-of-segment.

“End  of  EDI  segment”  -  Use  this  condition  to  specify  after  which  character  constantly
present in the file  to insert an additional  delimiter. This  condition  works  in  exactly  the
same  way  as  "After  constant  delimiter",  however  the  constant  delimiter  -  end  of  EDI
segment in this case  is determined  by  the  job  so  you  do  not  need  to  provide  it.  Every
time the job will  process EDI file  the constant delimiter will  be  detected for current EDI
file. The main purpose of  this parameter is to i.e. insert a CRLF characters on the end of
EDI segment so it is more easily readable  by a human. For example, a continuous stream
of data can be converted to the file  where each of  EDI records is stored in the new line.
Please note that the records in EDI file should not, as a general rule, be delimited by CRLF
and the Trading Partner may not accept EDI files with CRLF delimiters. 

Source encoding -   Select  from  the  drop-down  list  the  encoding  which  matches  your
input  file.  If  the  file  contains  EDI  data  or  contains  byte  order  mark  use  the  <Auto
Detect>  option,  which  means  the  reformat  job  will  try  to  determine  the  encoding
itself. Alternatively, you may type in a code page id to be used. 

Change Delimiters10.4.29.3

Change Delimiter action: 

Double  click  the  reformat  settings  parameter  when  change  action  is  selected  to  edit
parameter values:
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Change  delimiter  -  Specifies  delimiter  character  which  will  be  replaced  by  new
delimiter at a certain condition. 

New  delimiter  -  Specifies  the  new  delimiter  which  will  replace  delimiter  specified
above.

Change at - Specifies the condition at which you want to change delimiter:

"Change delimiter" -  Use this  condition  when  you  want  to  change  all  delimiters  in  the
file. 

“Record length” -  Use this condition to specify the number of characters (not bytes)  after
which  you  want  to  change  delimiter.  Usually  this  condition  is  used  for  Fixed  length
records to change the delimiter on the end of the fixed record length. Please note  that if
your trading partner requires fixed length records, the records  should  not,  as  a  general
rule, be delimited and you can use Remove delimiter action to achieve  that. 

“End  of  EDI  segment”  -  Use  this  condition  to  change  delimiter  present  after  character
constantly  present  on  the  end  of  the  EDI  segment  in  EDI  file.  Every  time  the  job  will
process  EDI  file  the  constant  delimiter  will  be  detected  for  current  EDI  file.  The  main
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purpose of  this parameter is to i.e. change a LF characters on the end of  EDI segment to
CRLF  so  it  is  more  easily  readable  by  a  human  in  the  editors  which  expecting  this
character on the end of  the line. Please note  that the records in EDI file  should not,  as a
general  rule,  be  delimited  by  CRLF  or  LF  characters  and  the  Trading  Partner  may  not
accept EDI files with those extra delimiters. 

Source encoding -   Select  from  the  drop-down  list  the  encoding  which  matches  your
input  file.  If  the  file  contains  EDI  data  or  contains  byte  order  mark  use  the  <Auto
Detect>  option,  which  means  the  reformat  job  will  try  to  determine  the  encoding
itself. Alternatively, you may type in a code page id to be used. 

Remove Delimiters10.4.29.4

Remove Delimiter action:

Double  click  the  reformat  settings  parameter  when  remove  action  is  selected  to  edit
parameter values:

Remove delimiter - Specifies delimiter character which will be removed. 

Remove at - Specifies the condition at which you want to remove delimiter:

“Record length” -  Use this condition to specify the number of characters (not bytes)  after
which  you  want  to  remove  delimiter.  Usually  this  condition  is  used  for  Fixed  length
records  to  make  them   valid  for  a  trading  partner  as  the  general  rule  is  that  the  fixed
length records should not be delimiter.  For example,  a  continuous  stream  of  data  was
converted into 80-character records that were separated by CRLF or comma characters to
be easily readable in a editor and the file need to be send to the trading partner without
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those delimiters. 

“After constant delimiter” - Use this condition to specify after which character constantly
present in the file to remove an additional delimiter. By default, this is the character that
marks the end-of-segment.

“End  of  EDI  segment”  -  Use  this  condition  to  specify  after  which  character  constantly
present in the file to remove an additional  delimiter. This condition works in exactly the
same  way  as  "After  constant  delimiter",  however  the  constant  delimiter  -  end  of  EDI
segment in this case  is determined  by  the  job  so  you  do  not  need  to  provide  it.  Every
time the job will  process EDI file  the constant delimiter will  be  detected for current EDI
file. The main purpose of this parameter is to i.e. remove a CRLF characters on the end of
EDI segment to make it valid as the general  rule  for EDI files is to do not delimit records
by  CRLF  characters.  For  example,  a  continuous  stream  of  EDI  data  was  converted  to
delimit records with CRLF character to make it more readable  by a human in the editors.
Since  the  Trading  Partner  may  not  accept  a  EDI  file  with  those  delimiters  they  can  be
removed by reformat job before sending. 

Source encoding -   Select  from  the  drop-down  list  the  encoding  which  matches  your
input  file.  If  the  file  contains  EDI  data  or  contains  byte  order  mark  use  the  <Auto
Detect>  option,  which  means  the  reformat  job  will  try  to  determine  the  encoding
itself. Alternatively, you may type in a code page id to be used. 

Pad Or Truncate Records10.4.29.5

Pad or Truncate action:  

The main purpose of  this action is to make all  records in the target file  the same length
('Pad or truncate record length to').

It will  pad short records to the required  length  with  the  specified  padding  character.  It
will truncate records that are longer than the required length. You should therefore  take
care when specifying the record length, since data could be lost if  the value is less than
the longest record in the file.

Double click the reformat settings parameter when pad or truncate  action is selected to
edit parameter values:
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Pad or truncate record length to -  value is used to to specify the number of  characters
(not bytes) required in each fixed length record.

Pad file to multiple of record length -  when this is not ticked the last record in the file
will not be padded to the length set in the 'Pad or truncate record length to' parameter.
If you want to pad last record then this need to be ticked.

Padding character - Use this parameter to specify the character to be used to pad short
records when making fixed length records.

 You may select predefined 'Space or blank' ,  'Null  or binary zero' option or select 'Other'
and  type  in  your  own  character  which  you  want  to  use  as  a  padding  character.
Alternatively,  if  you  cannot  type  in  your  chosen  padding  character,  you  may  enter  the
decimal  representation of  the character using the 'Other as numeric' option and type  in
padding character as decimal value. 

Delimiter -  Specifies delimiter character  which  will  be  used  to  determine  the  record
end.

Source encoding -   Select  from  the  drop-down  list  the  encoding  which  matches  your
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input  file.  If  the  file  contains  EDI  data  or  contains  byte  order  mark  use  the  <Auto
Detect>  option,  which  means  the  reformat  job  will  try  to  determine  the  encoding
itself. Alternatively, you may type in a code page id to be used. 

Return Codes Reformat10.4.29.6

Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue An attempt was made to call the selected

network.

ERROR Unhandled Failed to attempt to call the selected network. 

Skipped Continue The job was skipped

Run Application10.4.30

Run a specified external application or batch file, with optional parameters.

Basic Use

This job allows an external  application to be executed during workflow processing. This
job  can  either  wait  for  the  external  application  to  complete  processing  or  return
immediately.  The  full  file  path  to  the  external  application  or  batch  file  should  be
provided using the application parameter. Any arguments for the application may be set
using the Argument parameter.

Variations

Many  external  applications  are  used  to  perform  external  processing  of  the  file  on  the
workflow. When performing this type of  operation use the copy job to copy the current
file  on the workflow to a location where it can be used as the input file  to the  external
process. If you do not do this and use the file path to the current file on the workflow you
may loose part of the audit trail for the file. 

To process the output files from an external  application on the workflow use the Output
filename  or  Output  filemask  parameters.  When  set  these  parameters  will  pick  up  the
output files and use them to continue workflow file processing. 

Some  external  applications  generate  a  return  code  to  indicate  a  result  from  the
execution of  the  application.  The  job  can  handle  the  return  code  from  the  application
using the workflow job return codes. To do this ensure that  the  'Wait  for  Exit'  and  'Use
Application  Return  Code'  parameters  are  set  to  true  and  that  the  return  codes  of  the
application are configured in the workflow job return codes. 

Job Parameters

Parameter Description Mandatory Default

Application Specifies the name of the application to
run

Y None
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Arguments Specifies any arguments needed by the
application

N None

Wait For Exit Specifies whether to wait for the
application to exit, before continuing
processing. If this is false, the return
code from the application cannot be
checked, any problems will be ignored,
and the timeout and delay values will
not used.

Y True

Timeout Specifies the timeout interval (seconds)
to wait for the application to finish
executing. Specify a value of 0 or less to
wait indefinitely.

Y 0

Delay Specifies the number of seconds to wait
after the application has completed

Y 0

Output Filename Specifies the name of the file created
by the application

N None

Output Filemask Specifies the file mask to use for the
file

N None

Copy or Move Specifies whether the files should be
copied or moved after the application
has executed

Y Copy

Use Application
Return Code

Specifies whether this should return
the application's return code

Y False

Priority Specifies the priority of the thread that
the application runs in

Y 3

Working Directory Specifies the working directory of the
application

N None

New Window Specifies whether the application
should be run in a new window

Y False

Received When a workflow queue item is
associated with both received and sent
comms files, this specifies which file
details to use for creating the output
file mask

Y True
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Child file limit Sets the maximum number of child files
that can be created from the
application. If this limit is reached, no
child files will be created. If the value is
0, no limit will be reached.

Y 0

Return Codes

Code Default
Action

Description

OK Continue Job completed successfully.

ERROR Unhandled Error when trying to start an external application

Skipped Continue Job skipped.

Child File Limit
Reached

Unhandled The limit of child files was produced by the
application.

Run Workflow10.4.31

Run Workflow

Execute  a  secondary  workflow  using  the  current  file  and  wait  for  it  to  return
(synchronous)  or  execute  as  a  new  file  and  continue  processing  the  current  file
(asynchronous). 

Basic Use

The basic use case of this job would be to execute a secondary workflow and wait for the
workflow  to  return  before  processing  of  the  calling  workflow  continues  -  this  is
Synchronous  workflow  processing.  All  workflow  events  from  the  secondary  workflow
occur against the current file,  should the secondary workflow change the content of  the
file  on  disk  this  will  be  reflected  when  workflow  processing  returns  to  the  calling
workflow. 

Variations

Asynchronous  processing  executes  a  secondary  workflow  in  parallel  with  the  calling
workflow. The processing of  the secondary workflow occurs  using  a  newly  created  file.
The audit  history  of  the  secondary  workflow  is  stored  separately  to  that  of  the  calling
workflow. 

Copy Disk File

This option is only available  when the  Calling  Mode  parameter  is  set  to  Asynchronous.
When  set  to  true  a  new  copy  of  the  file  on  disk  is  available  for  the  processing  of  the
second workflow. Use this option when both the calling and secondary workflow need to
modify the content of the file on disk. 

Stop On Error

This  option  is  only  available  when  the  Calling  Mode  parameter  is  set  to  Synchronous.
When  set  to  false  processing  of  the  calling  workflow  will  continue  if  a  job  on  the
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secondary workflow returns an Unhandled error  return  code  action.  The  Run  Workflow
job will return the ‘Ended in error’ return code.

Related Jobs

Match  Workflow  –  Match  the  current  file  to  a  workflow  selector  and  execute  the
workflow associated with the selector. 

Parameters 

The following table provides a summary of the parameters available for the map job.

Parameter Description Mandator

y

Default

Workflow The secondary workflow to be executed Y

Calling Mode Use Synchronous to pause the primary

workflow until processing on the

secondary workflow has completed (all

processing takes place against the same

File).  Use Asynchronous to create a new

File and allow the workflows to process

in parallel (all processing takes place

against their own version of a File).

Y Synchronous

Copy Disk File When executing an Asynchronous call to

a workflow, the physical file on disk is

shared by default. This can lead to

FileNotFound issues when used in

conjunction with the 'Delete Input File'

option. Set this parameter to True if you

wish to create a separate copy of the

physical file on disk when calling this

workflow.

Y False

Stop On Error Place the workflow queue item into an

error state and stop processing when an

error occurs on the called workflow

(Synchronous call only)

Y True

Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

Processed

successfull

y

Continue The secondary workflow has been executed, if called

synchronously processing returned to the calling

workflow. 
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Ended in

error

Unhandled The secondary workflow ended in error. (Synchronous

processing only).

Skipped Continue The job did not execute.

SAP (Associate)10.4.32

Associates the file  with  the  SAP  monitor.  This  causes  status  records  to  be  exported  to
SAP as the file is constructed and transmitted.

Parameter Description Mandatory Default Value

SAP System The SAP System that ODEX Enterprise
will  send status records to  as  the  file
goes through the system.

Y None

SR – analysis If  set  to  true,  ODEX  Enterprise  will
create  a status record to send to SAP,
after the file has been analysed.

Y True

SR  –
construction

If  set  to  true,  ODEX  Enterprise  will
create  a status record to send to SAP,
after  the  file  has  been  mapped  or
constructed.

Y True

SR – scheduling If  set  to  true,  ODEX  Enterprise  will
create  a status record to send to SAP,
after the file  has been scheduled to a
trading partner.

Y True

SR – association If  set  to  true,  ODEX  Enterprise  will
create  a status record to send to SAP,
after  the  file  has  been  associated
with a SAP system.

Y True

SR  –
retransmission

If  set  to  true,  ODEX  Enterprise  will
create  a status record to send to SAP,
after  the  file  has  been  sent  to  a
trading  partner,  after  at  least  one
failed attempt.

Y True

SR  –
acknowledgem
ent

If  set  to  true,  ODEX  Enterprise  will
create  a status record to send to SAP,
after the file  has been acknowledged
by a trading partner.

Y True

SR  –
transmission

If  set  to  true,  ODEX  Enterprise  will
create  a status record to send to SAP,
after  the  file  has  been  sent  to  a
trading partner.

Y True
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Related Jobs

SAP (Export) - Queues an IDoc file to be exported to SAP.

SAP (Export)10.4.33

Queues an IDoc file to be exported to SAP.

Parameter Description Mandatory Default Value

SAP System The SAP System that ODEX Enterprise
will export the IDoc to.

Y None

Related Jobs

SAP (Associate) - Associates the file with the SAP monitor.

Schedule ENGDAT folder10.4.34

Schedules  all  files  in  an  ENGDAT  folder  using  OFTP,  or  the  protocol  of  the  specific
mailboxes selected against the job. Using this  job  will  ensure  that  files  are  sent  in  the
order that they appear in the ENGDAT folder.

Basic Use

Typically  an  Outbound  ENGDAT  folder  is  constructed  using  an  ENGDAT  Relationship,
which  will  specify  what  the  Originator  and  Recipient  mailboxes  are.  Files  can
subsequently be added to this folder.

When  this  job  is  executed,  the  files  contained  within  the  ENGDAT  folder  will  be
scheduled to the network and mailbox that are profiled against the ENGDAT relationship,
or ENGDAT folder if 'Use ENGDAT Folder' is selected for the mailboxes.

Variations

It is possible  to use  this job to forcibly  schedule  ENGDAT folders  to  specific  mailboxes.
This can be achieved by specifying a specific mailbox name using the Sender Mailbox and
Receiver Mailbox parameters.

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandatory Default

Sender Mailbox Specifies the sender mailbox from

which the file will be scheduled. You

may select 'Use ENGDAT Folder' to

determine the sender mailbox based

on the ENGDAT folder or ENGDAT

relationship.

Y Use ENGDAT

folder

Receiver

Mailbox

Specifies the receiver mailbox to which

the file will be scheduled. You may

select 'Use ENGDAT Folder' to

determine the receiver mailbox based

Y Use ENGDAT

folder
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on the ENGDAT folder or ENGDAT

relationship.

Priority Specifies the priority to use when

scheduling the file where 1 is the

highest value. When this value is equal

or greater than the Priority Threshold

configured against a network a new call

will be made to this network. Files

with a higher priority are transmitted

before those with a lower priority for a

given communications session.

Y 5

SFID User Data Specifies the SFID user data. (OFTP

specific)

N

File Format Specifies the file format (OFTP

specific)

Y Unformatted

Record Length Specifies the length of records in the

file (OFTP specific)

Y 0

Return Codes

Code Default

Action

Description

OK Continue The folder was scheduled successfully

Error Unhandled Unexpected error occurred during job execution

Skipped Continue The job was skipped

Already Scheduled Continue The folder has already been scheduled

Not Ready Continue The folder is not ready to be scheduled

No Recipient Mailbox Unhandled No recipient mailbox has been specified to

schedule the folder to

Schedule File10.4.35

This  function  schedules  a  file  for  transmission  via  a  communications  protocol  using
sender and receiver mailboxes.

Basic Use
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The  schedule  job  supports  the  scheduling  of  a  file  for  transmission  using  a
communications  protocol  (OFTP,  AS2,  FTP,  SFTP  and  Email)  to  a  target  network.  The
sender  and  receiver  network  are  determined  by  the  selection  of  mailboxes.  The
mailboxes  may  be  set  to  static  values  but  if  not,  the  job  will  automatically  detect  the
mailboxes  to  use  based  on  the  input  file  or  received  comms  file.  To  allow  the  job  to
select mailboxes based on the input file,  you  will  need  to  set  the  sender  and  receiver
mailbox settings to one of the following:

Auto detect – The system will perform the logic of the 'Use EDI codes' option and if  this
does not find a mailbox, perform the logic of the 'Use Location codes' option. 

None  -  The system will  not  set  the  mailbox.  This  option  may  be  selected  where  the
relevant mailbox is to be obtained from the routing table.

Send  from  default  originator  -  The  system  will  get  the  forwarding  links  of  the
destination mailbox. If  there  is a forwarding link for  the  sessions  protocol  type,  then
that mailbox will be used as the originator. 

    Note: This will only appear on the 'Sender Mailbox'.

Use EDI codes  -  The  system  will  attempt  to  match  the  EDI  codes  of  the  input  file  to
those profiled in the system and in turn,  use  the  mailbox  that  is  associated  with  the
specified EDI code. 

Use  local  codes  –  The  system  will  use  the  local  codes  specified  in  the  'Sender  Local
Code' and/or ‘Receiver Local Code’ parameters to determine which mailboxes to use.

Use location codes – The system will  attempt to match the sender and receiver codes
of  a non-EDI file  to those profiled  in  the  system  as  location  codes,  and  then  use  the
mailbox that is associated with that location.

Use received file recipient - The sender mailbox will be extracted from the destination
(rather than the originator)  mailbox that has been analysed from the received comms
file. 

    This can be particularly useful  in relation to reverse  scheduling when using Functional
Acknowledgments.

    Note: This will only appear on the 'Sender Mailbox'.

Use received file  sender -  The receiver mailbox will  be  extracted  from  the  originator
(rather than the destination) mailbox that has been analysed from the received comms
file. 

    Used for reverse scheduling when using Functional Acknowledgments.

    Note: This will only appear on the 'Receiver Mailbox'.

How to schedule a file using location codes?

1. Add a originator location code to the internal  company (Internal  company -> Locations
tab)  and  associate  it  with  the  originator  mailbox  (Communications  tab  of  the  location
dialog).

2. Add a destination location code to the external  company (Trading partner -> Locations
tab)  and associate  it with the destination mailbox  (Communications  tab  of  the  location
dialog).
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3. Create a new XML document definition and using the XPath expression specify where
to get originator and recipient location codes:

Figure - 681 - XML document definition - Overview

Figure - 682 - XML document definition - Fields

4. Create a new XML data definition and link it with the XML document definition created
in step 3. On the location codes tab page, add existing originator and destination location
codes created in step 1 and 2.

5. Add the 'Analyse' job to the workflow and set the 'Detect codes' parameter to 'Yes'.

6. Add the 'Schedule File' job to the workflow and set the originator and destination
mailboxes to 'Use location codes'.

7. Process an XML file you want to schedule. The XML file should contain originator and
destination location codes profiled in the step 1 and 2. Sample XML file with originator
(ORIG_LOC) and destination (DEST_LOC) location codes:
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Figure - 683 - Sample XML file with the originator and destination location codes

Variations

By default,  the job will  strip any carriage return and line  feed characters if  they  exist  in
the input file  at the point of  scheduling. To disable  this behaviour  set  the  'Strip  CR-LFs'
option to false. 

The OFTP protocol supports forwarding files between two external  mailboxes / SFIDs. To
schedule  a  file  using  file  forwarding  set  the  value  of  the  'Use  received  comms  file'  to
True. When this is set the mailboxes are set according to the values of  the received OFTP
file. 

The  routing  table  is  an  alternative  method  for  determining  the  sender  and  receiver
mailboxes  and  is  generally  used  when  forwarding  traffic  between  communications
protocols.  To use the routing table  set  the  value  of  the  'Routing  Method'  parameter  to
'Routing  Table'.  If  you  are  forwarding  files  ensure  the  'Use  received  comms  file'
parameter is set to 'True'. NOTE: If the 'Receiver Mailbox' parameter is set anything other
than '<None>', then distribution lists may not be used to schedule files.

To schedule files to a every mailbox on a distribution list set the value of  the Distribution
List' parameter  to  the  list  you  want  to  use.  When  scheduling  to  a  distribution  list  that
contains different communications protocols the 'Resolve  Sender Method'  parameter  is
used  to  determine  how  the  sender  mailbox  is  determined.  By  default,  the  default
internal network for the protocol will be used.

When  scheduling  using  the  OFTP  communications  protocol  a  number  of  OFTP  specific
values can be set using the schedule job such as VFN, VFN description (OFTP2),  SFID User
data and File  Format. If  the file  format is set to Fixed it is possible  to pad the  file  using
white  space characters if  the file  is not of  the correct length. This is achieved by setting
the Pad Fixed parameter to true. 

Related Jobs

Set State - Modifies the workflow state of the current file on the workflow.

Job Parameters10.4.35.1

General Settings

Parameter Description Mandato
ry

Default

Sender Mailbox Specifies the sender mailbox from which
the file will be scheduled. You may select
'Auto detect' to determine the sender
mailbox based on EDI codes or Location
codes in the file. Select 'Use local codes'
to specify the sender mailbox specifically
by local code. When this option is
selected, you must enter a value for

Y Auto detect
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'Sender Local Code'. Select 'Use EDI codes'
or 'Use Location codes' to use these
specific codes from within the file. Select
'Send from the default originator' to use
the mailbox forwarding logic, this will
attempt to set the originator mailbox
from the destination mailbox forwarding
links.

Receiver Mailbox Specifies the receiver mailbox to which
the file will be scheduled. You may select
'Auto detect' to determine the receiver
mailbox based on EDI codes in the file.
Select 'Use local codes' to specify the
receiver mailbox specifically by local
code. When this option is selected, you
must enter a value for 'Sender Local
Code'. Select 'Use EDI codes' or 'Use
Location codes' to use these specific
codes from within the file.

Y Auto detect

File name Specifies the file name used when
scheduling a file for transmission. This
value is shared between various
protocols.

N %OFN%

Priority Specifies the priority to use when
scheduling the file where “1” is the
highest value. When this value is equal or
greater than the Priority Threshold
configured against a network a new call
will be made to this network. Files with a
higher priority are transmitted before
those with a lower priority for a given
communications session.

Y 5

Routing Method Specifies which routing method will be
used to determine the destination of the
file

N None

Advanced Settings

Double click the advanced parameter to edit parameter values:
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                                              Figure - 684 - Advanced Settings

Use received comms file - Specifies that a received file will be forwarded.

Received comms file must be a forwarded file  -  If  the  received file  being scheduled is
not a forward file, then setting this parameter will cause an error to be returned. NOTE:
This is only valid for files which are received and sent via OFTP.

Use received file  placeholders -  When true,  any  placeholders  in  this  job  will  use  the
received file details, otherwise it will use the scheduled file details.

Sender local  code -  If  you  select  'Use  local  codes'  for  the  sender  mailbox  parameter,
you  must  specify  the  local  code  of  the  sender  mailbox.  Enter  the  local  code  of  the
sender mailbox from which the file will be scheduled.

Receiver local code - If you select 'Use local codes' for the receiver mailbox parameter,
you must specify  the  local  code  of  the  receiver  mailbox.  Enter  the  local  code  of  the
receiver mailbox to which the file will be scheduled.

Hold  before  schedule  -  If  set  to  true,  set  file  state  to  Held.  Held  files  need  to  be
manually resumed.

Earliest date time - Specifies the earliest time to send the file.

Distribution List Settings

Double click the distribution list parameter to edit parameter values:
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                                                                Figure - 685 - Distribution list Settings

Resolve  sender  method  -  Determines  how  to  resolve  the  sender  if  scheduling  to  a
distribution list and the specified sender does  not  have  the  same  protocol  as  one  or
more nodes on the distribution list.

Distribution  list  -  The  list  of  mailboxes  to  send  the  file  to.  To  create  and  manage
distribution lists, go to the 'Connections' section of the Administrator.

AS2 Settings

Double click the AS2 parameter to edit parameter values:

                                                                                Figure - 686 - AS2 Settings

Header subject - Specifies the header subject of the MIME message header.

Content type - Specifies the content type of the MIME message header.
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HTTP Settings

Double click the HTTP parameter to edit parameter values:

Figure 687 - Workflow - Jobs - Http Settings

Preserved Filename - The preserved filename can be overridden using a combination
of placeholders and static text.

Content type - The content type of the HTTP web request can be overridden here.

OFTP Settings

Double click the OFTP parameter to edit parameter values:
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                                                                                          Figure - 688 - OFTP Settings

VFN - Specifies the VFN of the file.

VFN description - Specifies the description of the file.

Validate VFN - If  set to false, system will  not check that the VFN consists only of  valid
OFTP characters. Valid chars are: 0 to 9, A to Z, and &() -/.

Use  mailbox  settings  -  When  true,  the  encoding  of  the  file  will  automatically  be
converted, using the encoding settings of  the receiver  mailbox.  The  OFTP  file  format
will be set to that specified on the receiver mailbox. When false, the file  encoding will
not be converted and the OFTP file format will be set to the file format specified in the
Format parameter.

SFID user data - Specifies the SFID user data.

File format - Specifies the file format.

Record length - Specifies the length of records in the file.  This setting only apply if  file
format is “Fixed”

Strip  carriage  return  line  feed  -  If  set  to  True  strips  CR-LFs  from  EDI  files  before
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scheduling. 

    If set to False prevents from stripping CR-LFs from EDI files before scheduling.

Pad file  end to fixed length -  Specifies whether to pad the file  to  make  it  the  correct
size. 

    This setting applies if file format is “Fixed” and “Record Length” correctly set. 

Email Settings

Double click the Email parameter to edit parameter values:

                                                                                         Figure - 689 - Email Settings

Subject line - Specifies the subject line of the email message.

Content type - Specifies the content type of the MIME header.

FTP Settings

Double click the FTP parameter to edit parameter values:

Figure - 690 - FTP Settings

Action  on  duplicate  -  The  required  action  to  be  performed  when  an  FTP  file  with  a
duplicate file name is scheduled can be selected here. Selecting 'Error' will  produce an
error return code and will not result in the file being scheduled. Selecting 'Append' will
append the contents of the new file to the existing file that is scheduled with the same
name.
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Return Codes10.4.35.2

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue File successfully scheduled.

ERROR Unhandled Error processing job

Skipped Continue Job skipped

Schedule SFTP file10.4.36

Add a file to ODEX Enterprise's SFTP server for download by a trading partner using SFTP
client.

Basic Use

The Schedule  SFTP file  job offers additional  control  when  scheduling  to  an  SFTP  server
network  over  that  of  the  standard  Schedule  job.  The  SFTP  server  network  contains  a
number of SFTP specific features which can be controlled from this job including:

File permissions - Set the permissions for the file for SFTP client.

Filename - Set the name of the file to be shown to SFTP clients.

Server  path  -  SFTP  server  support  user  defined  directory  structures  -  use  this  job  to
control the directory to which files are made available from. 

As with the schedule jobs the source and destination network may either be set to use  a
static value or populated based on the input file:

Auto detect – the system will  attempt match the EDI  codes  of  the  input  file  to  those
profiled in the system and use the mailbox that is associated with the EDI code. 

Use  local  codes  –  the  system  will  use  the  local  codes  specified  in  the  'Sender  Local
Code' and ‘Receiver Local Code’ parameters to determine the mailboxes to use.

Variations

By  default,  each  file  on  the  SFTP  server  will  inherit  permissions  from  the  folder.  To
override this setting, change the 'File Permissions' parameter.

The  routing  table  is  an  alternative  method  for  determining  the  sender  and  receiver
mailboxes  and  is  generally  used  when  forwarding  traffic  between  communications
protocols.  To use the routing table  set  the  value  of  the  'Routing  Method'  parameter  to
'Routing Table'. 

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandatory Default

Sender Network Specifies the sender network from
which the file will be scheduled. You
may select 'Auto detect' to determine
the sender network based on EDI codes

Y Auto detect
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in the file. Select 'Use local codes' to
specify the sender network by local
code. When this option is selected, you
must enter a value for 'Sender Local
Code'

Receiver
Network

Specifies the receiver network to which
the file will be scheduled. You may
select 'Auto detect' to determine the
receiver network based on EDI codes in
the file. Select 'Use local codes' to
specify the receiver network by local
code. When this option is selected, you
must enter a value for 'Receiver Local
Code'

Y None

Distribution List The list of mailboxes to send the file to.
To create and manage distribution lists,
go to the 'Connections' section of the
Administrator

N None

Server Path The path of the file on the server Y None

File Permissions Whether the file can be written to, read
from or neither.  By default the file will
inherit the folders permissions.

Y Inherit

Expires After
(days)

The number of days after which the file
will be removed and unavailable for
connecting clients

Y 30

Filename The filename to present to the client,
including an extension if one is specified

Y None

Action on
Duplicate

The action to take if a duplicate file is
detected. Rename will change the new
file to be 'Filename_X.ext', where X
increases with every additional file.

Append will append the content of the
new file to the end of the existing file.

Replace will replace the existing file
with the new file.

Y Error

Delete files Specify the file path to delete when
uploading this file via SFTP. This can
include * and ? wildcards to remove
multiple matching files. E.g. '/Outbox/*'

N None
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to remove all files in a folder called
'Outbox'. The files will be marked as
deleted and finally removed when the
housekeeper runs a sweep, usually
daily. If a distribution list is specified the
removal will apply to all members of the
distribution list. Note that only those
files originally uploaded to the network
or distribution list specified in this job
will be marked for deletion (so if this job
specifies a receiver network and an
existing file was uploaded using a
distribution list then that file will not be
removed)

Sender Local
Code

If you select 'Use local codes' for the
sender mailbox parameter, you must
specify the local code of the sender
mailbox. Enter the local code of the
sender mailbox from which the file will
be scheduled.

N None

Receiver Local
Code

If you select 'Use local codes' for the
receiver mailbox parameter, you must
specify the local code of the receiver
mailbox. Enter the local code of the
receiver mailbox to which the file will be
scheduled.

N None

Routing Method Specifies which routing method will be
used to determine the destination of the
file

N None

Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue File scheduled successfully. 

ERROR Unhandled Job execution failed

Skipped Continue Job skipped

Related Jobs

Schedule ENGDAT folder - Schedules all files in an ENGDAT folder for transmission.

Send Notification Email10.4.37

This job creates and sends an email to one or more specified email addresses during

workflow processing
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Basic Use

To use the Send Notification Email job you must configure the SMTP server to be used to

send emails from the Email Notification Settings view of the Administrator client. 

The email job can be used to send an email to a configured address during workflow

processing. The content of the email may be populated from static text, a file from disk

(using the include placeholder) or  using placeholder values. Content may be formatted

using plain text or HTML.

The to address, subject and attachment fields can be populated using either static text or

placeholder values.

The from address is optional, when left blank the default originator e-mail address as

specified in the Email Settings view of the Administrator client will be used.

Variations

All email notifications are sent via the configured SMTP server, if for any reason the

SMTP server is not available emails are stored in a retry queue. This can be viewed and

configured from the Email Notification Settings view of the Administrator client. 

Email notifications are used to send simple email messages as part of a workflow process
or in response to system events within ODEX Enterprise . 

These notifications can be sent immediately or added to a queue, but will  not appear as
file records within the Workstation application.

To  exchange  emails  with  external  trading  partners,  define  an  Email  subsystem  and
define Email networks within the Communication section of the Administrator.

For more information about the email notification configuration navigate to this section.

Attachments

Attachments can be specified by providing the full path of the file. To attach the file

associated with the current workflow queue item use the Full System Filepath

placeholder (%SFP_F%). To attach the file in its original state (as it first arrived into ODEX

Enterprise) use the Original File placeholder (%PBF_ORIG%). You can specify that the file

attachment should be displayed to the recipient with a different name using the format

‘file-name|alt-name’. For instance, the attachment specified as %PBF_ORIG%|%VFN%

will send the original file with an attachment name which is the Virtual Filename of the

received comms file.

Format

The format of the email can be set to either Plain Text or HTML. Plain Text will send the

email without applying any formatting to the body, whereas HTML allows you to use

standard HTML tags to adjust the layout and font.

Retain Emails After Send

This option allows sent emails to be recorded for viewing at a later date from the
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Workstation client. 

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandator

y

Default

To The e-mail address of the recipient Y

Cc The e-mail address of the recipient in

the Cc section

N

Bcc The e-mail address of the recipient in

the Bcc section

N

From The e-mail address of the sender N

Subject The subject of the e-mail N

Body The content of the e-mail N

Attachment The attachment for the email N

Format The format of the email to be sent

(Plain Text or HTML)

N Plain Text

Received When a workflow queue item is

associated with both received and sent

comms files, this specifies which file

details to use for replacing in the

subject and body of the e-mail

Y True

Attempt To Send

On Submit

Setting this parameter to false will

submit the email for transmission, but

the job will not wait for the email to be

sent and return OK. Setting this to True

will cause the job to wait until the

email has either been sent or failed.

This will cause the workflow to become

blocked for up to 10 minutes before

returning with a timeout error.

Y False

Retain Email

After Send

This will retain the email so it can be

shown in the Workstation after

successful send.

Y False
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Return Codes

Code Default

Action

Description

OK Continue Message was successfully queued for

submission to the SMTP server. 

Error Unhandled Unexpected error occurred during job execution

Initial Send Failed Continue The initial attempt to send the email has failed,

further attempts to send this email will be made

based on the Email retry settings in System

Settings.

SMTP Server Disabled Continue The email could not be sent because the

specified SMTP server is currently disabled. It

can be enabled in System Settings

Skipped Continue The job was skipped

Related Jobs

Print Report - Prints a report generated from XE using a printer configured in the Windows

operating system.

Send To Adapter10.4.38

Sends the file on the workflow to the selected data adapter for processing.

Basic Use

To use  the  Send  To  Adapter  job  there  must  be  a  licensed  adapter  type  present  in  the
system  and  you  must  also  have  configured  a  data  adapter  settings  profile  from  the
Connections tab.

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandator

y

Default

Adapter Type The type of the adapter that the file

should be sent to.

Y N

Adapter Settings The settings to use for the selected

adapter.

Y N

Return Codes
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Code Default Action Description

OK Stop Successfully extracted multiple blocks of data and

created child files so current workflow stops.

ERROR Unhandled Unexpected error occurred during job execution

Send UBL-TR XML Envelope10.4.39

Creates a ZIP archive  containing the current file  and uses web services to send it  to  the
specified location.

Basic Use

The Endpoint Address determines where to send the file,  but default this  is  configured
to be the Turkish revenue administration test service (GIB).

Upon execution, a job log is created, which displays the result of the send process.

Tracked  envelopes  are  updated  by  this  job  to  indicate  the  file  has  been  transmitted.
Therefore, a file must be enveloped before sending.

Parameters

Name Description Manda
tory

Default

Endpoint
address

The address of the service to communicate
(including the port).
e.g. http[s]://<address>:<port>

Yes https://
merkeztest.efatura.
gov.tr/
EFaturaMerkez/
services/EFatura

Proxy address The address of your proxy server (including
the port) used to connect to the internet.
e.g. http[s]://<address>:<port>

No

Allow unsafe
connections

Allows the job to connect to a web service
whose certificate appears to be invalid.

Yes False

Return Codes

Code Description Default Action

SENT The file was successfully transmitted. Continue

UNAVAILABLE The remote web service could not be
accessed.

Retry

NO MATCHING
ENVELOPE

A tracked envelope for this document
couldn't be found.

Unhandled

ERROR An error occurred while sending this file. Unhandled

Skipped The job was skipped. Continue
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Related Jobs

Envelope UBL-TR XML

Set Address10.4.40

Sets  the  addressing  and  identification  details  for  files  that  cannot  be  analysed,  or
overrides the addressing details for files that have already been analysed.

Basic Use

This job could be used in a scenario for forwarding on files to other Trading Partners. For
example,  you  initially  receive  the  file,  because  it  was  addressed  to  you  (using  the
recipient  details).  The  file  could  then  be  forwarded  onto  another  Trading  Partner  by
using this job to overwrite the recipient code and making use of the Schedule File job.

NOTE: If you do not wish to alter a particular value, there  is a <Job Specific> placeholder
%ORIG_VAL% that can be used for each parameter.

Parameters 

Parameter Description Mandator
y

Default

Analysis type This  parameter  specifies  the  type  of
addressing to be used.

EDI  will  treat  the  file  as  though  it  had
been analysed successfully as a valid EDI
file.

Non-EDI  will  treat  the  file  as  though  it
had  been  analysed  successfully  as  a
recognised custom document.

Y

Originator code This  parameter  specifies  the  originator
code.

When using  ‘EDI’  analysis  the  following
format  can  be  used
[EdiCode:Qualifier:RoutingAddress].

Y

Recipient code This  parameter  specifies  the  recipient
code.

When using  ‘EDI’  analysis  the  following
format  can  be  used
[EdiCode:Qualifier:RoutingAddress].

Y

Document type This  parameter  specifies  the  document
type.

The  values  in  the  drop  down  list  are
taken from the DocumentTypes element
in the TaskSpecificData for  the  Analyser
task  in  the  OVRSVR01.cfg  config  file.

N
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However,  it  is  also  possible  to  enter  a
custom value.

Document
number

This  parameter  specifies  the  document
number.

Only applicable to ‘EDI’ Analysis type.

N

Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue Action when  acknowledge  has  been  scheduled
successfully. 

Error Unhandled Action when there was an error .

Skipped Continue The job was skipped.

Related Jobs

Analyse - Collects syntactical and operational information from EDI and Non-EDI files.

Edit Interchange - Modifies the content of the interchange segment in an EDI data file.

Set Document Function10.4.41

Sets  the  document  function  for  the  current  file  on  the  workflow,  overriding  any
document function determined by file analysis.

Basic Use

The Document Function is a piece  of  meta-data  attached  to  a  file.  Document  functions
can be set against Data Definitions, allowing files to match to data definitions based  on
document  function.  The  Document  Function  value  of  a  file  is  viewable  from  the
Workstation client. 

This job allows the Document Function to be set during workflow processing.  Document
functions are passed to subsequent related files (eg. Parent -> Child).

This job does not modify the file on disk. 

Variations

No current variations of this job are available. 

Job Parameters

Parameter Description Mandator

y

Default

Document

function

The document function you wish to

assign to the current file. 

Y
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Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue The document function was updated for the

file. 

Error Unhandled Action when there was an error .

Skipped Continue The job was skipped.

Related Jobs

Set Placeholder – Sets the value of a user defined placeholder.

Set Placeholder10.4.42

Sets the value of a user defined placeholder. 

Basic Use

The  basic  usage  of  this  job  is  to  create  and  set  the  value  of  file  based  user  defined
placeholder. A file  based placeholder is  specific  to  the  current  file  on  the  workflow  or
any related files (parent/child for example).

Each user defined placeholder has a unique name  up  to  255 characters  long.  The  name
determines the format of  the placeholder when used on a workflow. For example  a file
placeholder named FILE_TARGET would be accessed using %FP_FILE_TARGET%.

The  value  of  the  placeholder  is  set  from  the  Value  parameter.  Should  the  value
parameter could contain one or more placeholders these are  replaced before  the  value
of the placeholder is set. 

Variations

The Set Placeholder  job  can  either  create  new  placeholders  or  update  the  value  of  an
existing placeholder. To ensure the job  updates  an  existing  placeholder  set  the  Create
parameter to True.

The  Set  Placeholder  job  can  create  or  update  user  defined  placeholders  of  different
types:

1. Global  placeholders  apply  at  a  system  level,  they  are  accessible  to  all  files  on  any
workflow. If multiple files access or set the same global placeholder, the same value is
used  by  all  files.  Users  define  global  placeholders  from  the  Administrator  client,
alternatively  they  may  be  created  on  the  fly  by  the  Set  Placeholder  job.  Global
placeholders can be accessed using the following format %GP_{Name}%

2. Workflow placeholders apply to all  files processed on a specific workflow. If  multiple
files  access  or  set  the  same  global  placeholder,  the  same  value  is  used  by  all  files.
Users define workflow placeholders from the Administrator client,  alternatively  they
may be created on the fly by the Set Placeholder job.  Workflow  placeholders  can  be
accessed using the following format %WP_{Name}%

3. File  placeholders have a value that is specific to the file  being processed or a related
file  (originator  to  recipient  or  parent  to  child).  File  placeholders  are  created  and
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updated solely from the Set Placeholder job.  File  placeholders can be accessed using
the following format %FP_{Name}%

Placeholders  created  by  a  user  from  the  Administrator  client  may  set  a  read  only  flag
against the placeholder. This means the Set Placeholder job will be  unable  to update the
value of the placeholder, the ERROR-READ-ONLY return code action can be used to detect
and handle this situation. 

Default Value

When the Value parameter contains a placeholder that evaluates to NULL  or  empty  the
value  of  this  parameter  will  be  used  to  create  or  update  the  placeholder  value.  This
parameter is only used when the Allow Null parameter is set to false. 

Allow Null

Determines  whether  the  ERROR-NULL  return  code  is  used  when  both  the  Value
parameter and Default Value parameter evaluate to NULL or empty. 

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandator

y

Default

Name The name of the placeholder to update

or create - used to access the

placeholder value during subsequent

workflow processing.

Y

Value The value that should be used as the

placeholder. This value can include a

placeholder which will be evaluated

during workflow execution.

Y

Type The type of placeholder to create or

update. There are three possible values:

Global, Workflow or File.

Y Workflow

Default Value The default value of the placeholder - If

during workflow execution the 'Value'

field evaluates to NULL or empty, then

the 'Default Value' will be used as the

value for the placeholder if 'Allow Null'

is set to false. The 'Default Value' can

include a placeholder which will be

evaluated during workflow execution.

N

Allow Null Determines whether the workflow

should error if the value and default

value are both evaluated to NULL or

Y False
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empty.

Create Determines whether a new placeholder

should be created if a placeholder with

the given 'Name' does not exist at the

Global, Workflow or File level. If set to

'false' and the placeholder does not

exist, then value cannot be updated,

and the workflow job will error. If set to

'true' and the placeholder already exists,

the placeholder value will be updated.

Y False

Return Codes

Code Default

Action

Description

OK-NEW Continue Created a new placeholder.

OK-UPDATE Continue Updated the value of an existing placeholder

ERROR-NULL Unhandled Value evaluates to NULL and job configuration does

not allow null values.

ERROR-NO-

PLACEHOLDER

Unhandled Failed to update the value of an existing

placeholder because it does not exist.

ERROR-READ-

ONLY

Unhandled Failed to update the value of an existing

placeholder because it is ready only. 

ERROR-

INCORRECT-

WORKFLOW

Unhandled Failed to update the value of an existing

placeholder because it is not accessible from this

workflow. 

ERROR Unhandled An unexpected error has occurred when executing

the workflow job.

Skipped Continue The job did not execute.

Related Jobs

Set  Document  Function  -  Sets  the  document  function  for  the  current  file  on  the
workflow, overriding any document function determined by file analysis.
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Set State10.4.43

Change State

Modifies the workflow state of the current file on the workflow. 

Basic Use

The primary use of the change state job is to change the state  of  a file  to ‘Finished’.  This
state prevents a user from resubmitting the file for workflow processing. 

Variations

No current variations of this job are available. 

Condition

The condition parameter  of  this  job  allows  a  placeholder  expression  to  determine  the
execution of this job, for more information please refer to the Condition job. This job is
skipped when the placeholder expression evaluates to False.  

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandatory Default

New Status Allows the status of the File to be set. If

the status is set to finished, no further

processing will occur regardless of

return code.

Y Current

Condition Specify an expression that tests the

values of one or more placeholders. The

job is skipped if this evaluates to false.

N

Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue The job completed successful – the state of the

file changed.

ERROR Unhandled An unexpected error has occurred when executing

the workflow job.

Skipped Continue The job was skipped.

Sign EDI10.4.44

Applies digital signatures to EDI interchanges and messages.

Parameter Description Mandatory Default Value
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Signing certificate Specifies  the  default  certificate  to
use  for  signing.  Can  be  overridden
by a certificate specified against the
sender EDI code

N None

Sign on client Whether  to  hold  the  workflow  file
for  signing  on  the  client  (ODEX
Enterprise Workstation)

Y False

Sequence  on
release

When signing on the  client,  specify
whether to release held files in the
order  they  were  submitted  to  the
workflow manager

Y True

Sign non-V4 Specifies  whether  EDI  data  with
syntax  versions  below  4  can  be
signed

Y False

Signing method Specifies  the  signing  method  –
attached or detached

Y Attached

Sign detached Specifies  whether  to  sign  the
detached signature AUTACK

Y False

Detached file Specifies  whether  to  create  a  new
file  for  the  detached  signature
AUTACK

Y True

Signing level Specifies  the  signing  level  –
message or interchange

Y Message

Signing
specification

The signing specification – EANCOM
or AECOC

Y EANCOM

Request response Specifies  whether  to  request  an
AUTACK  response  from  the
recipient

Y False

Package
certificate

Specifies  whether  to  include  the
signing certificate  (public key)  in an
EDIFACT package sent with the data

Y False

Hash algorithm The hash algorithm to use – SHA1 or
RIPEMD160

Y SHA1

Padding
mechanism

The  padding  mechanism  to  use  –
ISO 97962 or PKCS1 Signature

Y ISO 97962

Filter mechanism The  filter  mechanism  to  use  –  EDA
or EDC

Y EDC
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Return codes

The Sign EDI job returns one of these codes:

OK – the file was signed successfully.

OK-AUTACK –  the  file  was  signed  successfully  and  a  detached  signature  AUTACK
was processed in a child file.

ERROR – there was an error processing the file.

Related Jobs

Verify Signed EDI - Verifies digital signatures on EDI interchanges and messages.

Sign UBL-TR XML10.4.45

Signs  the  current  XML  file  to  the  UBL-TR  standards,  using  a  combination  of  DSig  and
XAdES signatures.

Basic Use

If  the  signing certificate  resides on the server and does not require  a PIN number to  be
entered manually,  then a certificate  can be profiled against the relevant parameter and
the job will sign the file automatically as part of the standard workflow processing.

However, if the signing needs to be performed by the client, the file  pauses its workflow
processing at this point so signing may be performed by a user.

Signing on the Client

Files to be signed by the client will  be  visible  in the Workstation in a state  of  "Awaiting
User",

Figure 691 - Held files

From here, it is possible for the client to sign the files. To do this, select one or more files
and click Actions >> Change State.  Select "Resume Processing"  from  the  options  dialog,
which will then display the following,
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Figure 692 - Sign files on client

The  files  you  selected  will  be  listed  in  the  dialog.  From  here  you  should  select  the
signing certificate  and then click Sign.  This  will  process  each  entry  in  turn;  transmitting
the file  to the client where it is signed, before  being sent back to the server  to  resume
processing on the workflow.

Parameters

Name Description Manda
tory

Default

Signing
Certificate 

The digital certificate to be used when
signing the XML

Yes

Sign on client Specifies whether the signing should be
performed on the client (Workstation) rather
than the server.

Yes False

Claimed Role Used to specify the role of the signer in the
invoicing process.

Yes Tedarikçi (Supplier)

Return Codes

Code Description Default Action

OK The file was signed successfully. Continue

ERROR An error occurred while signing this file. Unhandled

Skipped The job was skipped. Continue
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Related Jobs

Verify UBL-TR XML Invoice

Split10.4.46

Split

Separates the file  into separate  child files for each interchange within  the  parent  input
file. The new created files are then processed individually.

Basic Use 

This job may be  used  to  attempt  to  break  up  multiple  interchanges  in  one  file  so  that
they can be further processed on the workflow as individual  files. These  are  commonly
referred to as child files. This allows the information  unique  to  each  interchange  to  be
analysed and extracted. 

Variations

There are two possible outcomes of a Split:

Split Not Required

Split Performed

For the later scenario, another decision is required as to what should happen to the child
files. They may either be allowed to continue their current workflow execution, or return
to the start of the current workflow, where they will be re-processed/re-analysed. This is
controlled by the “Return to the start” parameter.

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandator

y

Default

Custom

Description

A description for the job which will be

shown against audit lines in the

Workstation.

N

Return to the

start

When set to True, the child files are

returned to the start of the workflow.

When set to False the child files are

processed according to the child return

code action.

Y False

Child file limit Sets the maximum number of child files

that can be created from splitting. If this

limit is reached, no child files will be

created. If the value is 0, no limit will be

used.

Y 0

Return Codes
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Code Default

Action

Description

Split Performed Stop The file currently being executed on this

workflow contains multiple interchanges and

has been split, execution on the current

workflow must stop

Split Not Required Continue If no split is required the current file will be

allowed to continue being executed by

subsequent jobs on this workflow

Error Unhandled Unexpected error occurred during job execution

Skipped Continue The job was skipped

Child File Limit

Reached

Unhandled
The limit of child files was produced by the
application.

Related Jobs

Analyse - Collects syntactical and operational information from EDI and Non-EDI files.

Track Document10.4.47

Tracks the documents within an EDI file so associated functional  acknowledgements may
be used to indicate acceptance of a message.

Basic Use

This  job  will  track  the  documents  within  an  EDI  file  so  associated  functional
acknowledgements  may  be  used  to  indicate  the  syntactical  correctness  of  the  EDI
message.  Acknowledgements  received  will  then  update  these  tracking  documents  to
notify that the file has been functionally acknowledged - this processing is performed by
the Process Functional Acknowledgement job.

Job Parameters

Parameter Description Mandatory Default

Custom Description A description for the job which will be

shown against audit lines in the

Workstation.

N

Message Syntax Specifies which message syntaxes (e.g.

X12, EDIFACT) that this job will extract

tracking documents for. If a message

syntax that is not supported by this job

is detected then an error will occur.

Y
X12
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Return Code Actions

Code Default
Action

Description

Documents
Tracked

Continue One  or  more  documents  were  recorded  from  the
file.

No  documents
tracked

Continue No documents were recorded from the file..

ERROR Unhandled Unexpected error occurred during job execution.

All Other Codes Unhandled

Related Jobs

Create Functional Acknowledgement - Creates functional  acknowledgement(s)  based on
the analysis of the input file and optionally schedules them back to the originator.

Process  Functional  Acknowledgement   -   Processes  any  Functional  Acknowledgements
received, and attempts to match them to existing tracked documents.

Wait for Functional  Acknowledgement -  Waits for  a  functional  acknowledgement  to  be
received  that  matches  to  an  existing  tracked  document  before  continuing  workflow
processing.

Track UBL-TR XML Envelope10.4.48

Inserts key data read from the received XML file into the database. This  data is then later
used to reference against when further XML files are received.

Basic Use

An invoice is sent in an envelope which is tracked. 
Later an application response will be received which will reference the envelope ID.
This is looked up in the database and the row within the database is updated based upon
the information contained in received application response.

Parameters

There are no parameters for this job

Return Codes

Code Description Default Action

OK The XML file was successfully enveloped. Continue

ERROR An  error  occurred  while  processing  the
response.

Unhandled

Skipped The job was skipped. Continue
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Related Jobs

Process UBL-TR XML Application Response

Update ENGDAT Folder10.4.49

Processes inbound ENGDAT files. Files can be added to a new or existing ENGDAT folder.

Basic Use

There are two main usages of this job:

Inbound files

It is possible  to use  this job for creating/updating inbound folders. It would typically be
part of  a workflow that gets executed  when  receiving  data  from  a  trading  partner.  The
received data would be analysed to detect any valid ENGDAT folder files, and if this is the
first received file  a new ENGDAT folder will  be  created and linked to a defined ENGDAT
relationship.  Any  subsequent  files  processed  on  this  workflow  will  be  added  to  this
folder.

Outbound files

It  is  possible  to  use  this  job,  in  combination  with  the  Wait  for  ENGDAT  Folder  and
Schedule ENGDAT Folder jobs to send data to a trading partner. An example would be the
creation  of  in  house  files  that  are  placed  into  a  directory.  This  directory  may  be
monitored,  which  can  then  create  a  new  ENGDAT  folder  upon  recognising  the  initial
message,  wait  for  completion  as  it  adds  all  necessary  files  to  the  folder,  and  then
schedule the folder to the trading partner.

Job Parameters

Parameter Description Mandatory Default

Custom

Description

A description for the job which will be

shown against audit lines in the

Workstation.

N

Folder type Determines whether the ENGDAT

folder should be displayed on the

'Inbound' or 'Outbound' tab of the

ENGDAT workstation.

Y Inbound

Company

routing

When set to 'EDI Codes', the EDI codes

within the ENGDAT message will be

used to determine the ENGDAT

relationship to which this folder

belongs, or will be linked directly to the

folder. When set to 'Communications',

the received OFTP communication

details will be used. When set to

'Location codes', the supplier codes

from within the EDI messages (or codes

Y Communicatio

ns
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from an earlier Non-EDI file) with be

used to link locations to the folder, as

well as EDI codes.

Match with

VFN

When set to true, all files that have a

VFN starting with ENG and ending with

6 digits will be treated as ENGDAT files.

When set to false, the first three

characters of the VFN will be ignored

when determining if a file is an ENGDAT

file. In both cases the VFN must be 26

characters in length and end with 6

digits for the file to be treated as an

ENGDAT file.

Y True

Process

ENGDAT

message

When this parameter is set to true, the

first file in a received ENGDAT folder

will be treated as an ENGDAT message.

This will allow the engineering data

files to be extracted with their original

file names, the content of the ENGDAT

message is available to view in the

ENGDAT workstation. Set this

parameter to false if you do not wish to

process ENGDAT messages.

Y True

Extract When set to 'No', files will not

automatically be extracted. When set to

'Folder', files will be automatically

extracted once the entire ENGDAT

folder has been received. When set to

'File', each file will be extracted

immediately after receipt of the file.

Y No

Extract file

name

The directory and filename to which the

files will be extracted.

N

Create

directory

Specifies whether to create the extract

directory if it does not exist.

Y True

Extract ENGDAT

message

When 'Extract' is set to true and this

parameter is set to true, the ENGDAT

message file will be extracted along

with the other files in the folder. When

set to false, the ENGDAT message file

Y False
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will not be extracted.

Decompress zip

archives

When set to 'True' ODEX Enterprise will

extract received zip archive files to the

extract directory. When set to 'False' 

ODEX Enterprise will not attempt to

extract files from zip archives.

Y False

Zip archive

filename

When decompressing inbound files, if

you wish to copy the zip file, specify a

directory and filename for the zip file.

Leave this parameter blank if you do

not wish to keep a copy of the zip file.

N

Link to ENGDAT

relationship

When this parameter is set to 'False',

the job will add an ENGDAT message to

an ENGDAT folder without linking the

ENGDAT folder to an ENGDAT

relationship.

Y True

Allow

duplicates

Duplicate files are permitted in the

folder. The Duplicate Files return code

will not be issued if this flag is set to

True.

Y True

Return Codes

Code Default

Action

Description

OK – New folder Continue The file is the first file in an ENGDAT folder. This

means a new folder has been created for the file

and the file has been successfully added to the

folder.

OK – Folder file Continue The file is an ENGDAT folder file that has

successfully been added to an existing ENGDAT

folder.

OK – Folder

complete

Continue The file is the last file in an ENGDAT folder to be

received. The file has successfully been added to

the folder and the folder has now been fully

received.

OK – Not folder file Continue The file is not an ENGDAT file and the file has
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therefore been ignored. This will occur for any file

where the VFN does not indicate that the file is an

ENGDAT file.

DUP – Duplicate file Unhandled An attempt has been made to add a duplicate file to

an existing ENGDAT folder.

Skipped Continue The job was skipped

Validate XML10.4.50

Validates an XML file against a specified XML schema file.

XML  Schema  validation  files  have  a  *.xsd  extension  and  are  used  to  describe  the
structure of an XML document. They can,

Define elements that can appear in an XML document

Define attributes that can appear in an XML element

Create a hierarchy between elements and child elements

Define the expected order and number of elements

Define whether an element is empty or can include text

Define data types for elements and attributes

Define default and fixed values for elements and attributes

The following shows an example of an XML schema which describes the simple  structure
of an XML file,

 

The following XML document conforms to this schema,

 

If one field in the XML file  is not be present (i.e.  Name) then the schema validation will
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fail.

Basic Use

The basic use  of  the “Validate  XML” job  is  to  check  if  an  XML  file  conforms  to  the  XML
schema associated with the document.

Use the “Schema file  name” parameter to provide a path to the  XML  schema  document
which will  be  used to validate  the contents of  an XML file.  If  you  want  to  specify  more
than  one  schema  document,  then  you  can  set  the  “Schema  directory”  parameter.  To
search sub-directories of the specified schema directory, set the “Search sub-directories”
parameter to True.

Variations

Some  XML  documents  contain  schema  location  hints.  The  “xsi:schemaLocation”  and
“xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation”  attributes  can  be  used  in  a  document  to  provide
hints as to the physical location of  schema documents which may be used for validation.
If  you want to use  schema location hints from your XML document set the “Use  schema
location hints” parameter to “True”.

While  validating  an  XML  document  against  the  schema,  errors  and  warning  may  be
detected. You can  configure  the  action  to  perform  in  the  event  of  error  or  warning  by
modifying  the  “On  Error”  and  “On  Warning”  parameters.  The  following  actions  are
available,

Stop – validation will stop and return error

Log – information about the problem will  be  logged to the  job  log  file  and  validation
will continue

Ignore – the error or warning will be ignored and validation will continue

Note that you must have the “Create  log” parameter set to “True” when using the “Log”
option.

Job Parameters

Parameter Description Mandatory Default

Schema file name Schema file to be used for XML
validation

Y None

Use schema location
hints

A flag indicating whether to use
location hints in the instance document

Y False

Schema directory The path of a directory to search for
schemas to use in validation

Y None

Search sub-
directories

A flag indicating whether to search for
schemas in sub-directories of the given
directory

Y False

On Error Action to perform on encountering
errors (stop, log, ignore)

Y Log
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On Warning Action to perform on encountering
warning (stop, log, ignore)

Y Log

Create log A flag indicating whether to create a job
log for the validation job

Y True

Return Codes

Code Description Default Action

OK The XML file was validated successfully Continue

ERROR The validation failed due to a processing
error

Unhandled

OK-ERR-WARN Errors or warnings were encountered
during validation and the OnError/
OnWarning parameters were set to Log.

Continue

STOP-ERR-WARN Errors or warnings were encountered
during validation and the OnError/
OnWarning parameters were set to
Stop.

Unhandled

Verify Signed EDI10.4.51

Verifies digital signatures on EDI interchanges and messages.

Parameter Description Mandatory Default
Value

Verification
certificate

The  default  certificate  used  to
verify  a  signature.  If  not  specified
then ODEX Enterprise will try to find
the  certificate  specified  in  the
received  EDI  data.  Can  be
overridden by a certificate specified
against the sender EDI code

N None

Signing method Attached or detached Y Attached

Remove security Strip  security  service  segments
from attached security messages

Y False

Install certificate Specifies  whether  to  install
certificates  received  in  EDIFACT
packages

Y False
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Create response Specifies  whether  to  create  an
AUTACK response if requested

Y True

Sign response Specifies  at  what  level  the
automatically  created  AUTACK
response  should  be  signed  (none,
interchange or message)

Y None

Signing certificate The  signing  certificate  to  use  (for
signing AUTACK response)

N None

Signing
specification

The signing specification – EANCOM
or  AECOC  (for  signing  AUTACK
response)

Y EANCOM

Hash algorithm The hash algorithm to use – SHA1 or
RIPEMD160  (for  signing  AUTACK
response)

Y SHA1

Padding
mechanism

The  padding  mechanism  to  use  –
ISO  97962  or  PKCS1  Signature  (for
signing AUTACK response)

Y ISO 97962

Filter mechanism The  filter  mechanism  to  use  –  EDA
or  EDC  (for  signing  AUTACK
response)

Y EDC

Return codes

The Verify Signed EDI job returns one of these codes:

OK – a signed file was verified successfully.

OK-AUTACK  -  a  signed  file  was  verified  successfully.  A  response  AUTACK  was
produced in a child workflow file.

INVALID – a signature was found to be invalid.

INVALID-AUTACK -  a  signature  was  found  to  be  invalid.  A  response  AUTACK  was
produced in a child workflow file.

NO-SIGNATURE – an attached signature was expected but not was present.

ERROR – there was an error verifying the received file.

Related Jobs

Sign EDI - Applies digital signatures to EDI interchanges and messages.

Verify Signed XML10.4.52

Verifies digital signatures on XML files.

Parameter Description Mandator
y

Default
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Verification
certificate option

Defines  from where the certificate  for
verification should be retrieved. There
are  three  options:  Firstly,  a  specific
certificate can be used.  Secondly,  any
certificate  linked  to  the  originator  of
the  file  can  be  used.  Thirdly,  any
certificate in the system can be used

Y ‘Verify
using  any
certificate’

Verification
certificate

The  verification  certificate  to  use  to
verify  the  XML  signature.  This  is  only
used when the 'verification certificate
option'  is  set  to  use  a  specific
certificate

N Empty

Related Jobs

Validate XML - Validates an XML file against a specified XML schema file.

Verify UBL-TR XML Signature10.4.53

Validates the content of the current XML file against the digital signature used to sign it.

Basic Use

Performs validation of both DSig and XAdES signatures, which are the required formats of
UBL-TR eInvoicing. 

Parameters

Name Description Manda
tory

Default

Validate all
certificates in
the chain

Controls whether to perform validation of
the certificates in the chain and whether
they should be valid to enforce the
validation.

Yes True

Return Codes

Code Description Default Action

VALID The file was successfully validated against
its signature.

Continue

INVALID The file could not be validated against the
signature.

Unhandled

ERROR An error occurred while validating this
file.

Unhandled

Skipped The job was skipped. Continue
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Related Jobs

Sign UBL-TR XML

Wait / Pause10.4.54

Pauses the processing of a file on a Workflow for a specified amount of time.

Basic Use

This  job  can  be  used  to  pause  workflow  processing  for  a  file  on  the  workflow  for  a
configured period of time.  

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandator

y

Default

Seconds The number of seconds in which to

delay the current workflow.

Y 30

Return Codes

Code Default

Action

Description

OK Continue The job successfully waited for the configured time

period.

ERROR Unhandled Action when error occurred while performing a job.

Skipped Continue The job was skipped.

Related Jobs

Wait  for  User  -  Pauses  processing  of  a  workflow  file  until  a  user  manually  selects  an
option from a dialog to resume processing.

Wait for ENGDAT folder10.4.55

Pauses processing of a workflow file until the specified ENGDAT folder has been marked

as completed.

Basic Use

Using this job will halt execution of a workflow until one of the following conditions are

met, dependant on the selection made in the “Folder event” job parameter:

Transmission – Delays processing until all files in the ENGDAT folder have been

transmitted.
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Acknowledged – Delays processing until all files in the ENGDAT folder have been

sent and acknowledged.

Complete – Delays processing until all files in the ENGDAT folder have been

added to the folder.

Parameters 

Parameter Description Mandator
y

Default

Folder event Specifies the event that will trigger this
job to stop waiting. This may be set to
"Transmission", "Acknowledged" or
"Complete".

Y Transmissio
n

Timeout Specifies the timeout interval (in
minutes) to wait for an ENGDAT folder
to complete an operation.

-1 specifies 'Wait Forever' and 0
specifies 'Do Not Wait'.

Y 1

Return Codes

Code Default
Action

Description

OK Continue The specified event was received and actioned
successfully.

Error Unhandled An error occurred during execution of this job.

Skipped Continue The job was skipped

Wait for Functional Acknowledgement10.4.56

Waits  for  a  functional  acknowledgement  to  be  received  that  matches  to  an  existing
tracked document before continuing workflow processing.

Basic Use

Using this job will halt execution of a workflow until all associated tracked documents

have been functionally acknowledged. The Process Functional Acknowledgement job is

required to track the incoming acknowledgements and inform ODEX Enterprise to

release the held file if necessary.

Documents can be tracked by making use of the Track Document job.

Job Parameters

Parameter Description Mandatory Default
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Custom Description A description for the job which will be

shown against audit lines in the

Workstation.

N

Functional

Acknowledgement

Timeout

Specifies the timeout interval (mins) to

wait for a sent file's functional

acknowledgement to be received. -1

specifies 'Wait Forever' and 0 specifies

'Do Not Wait'.

Y
1

Return Code Actions

Code Default
Action

Description

All accepted Continue All  received  functional  acknowledgements  were
marked as 'Accepted'.

File not tracked Continue No  tracking  documents  were  created  for  the
current file.

One  or  more
rejected

Continue One  or  more  functional  acknowledgements  were
marked as 'rejected'.

ERROR Unhandled Unexpected error occurred during job execution.

All Other Codes Unhandled

Related Jobs

Create Functional Acknowledgement - Creates functional  acknowledgement(s)  based on
the analysis of the input file and optionally schedules them back to the originator.

Process  Functional  Acknowledgement   -   Processes  any  Functional  Acknowledgements
received, and attempts to match them to existing tracked documents.

Track  Document  -  Tracks  the  documents  within  an  EDI  file  so  associated  functional
acknowledgements may be used to indicate acceptance of a message.

Wait for Protocol Acknowledgement10.4.57

Pauses processing of a workflow file until the scheduled comms file(s) have been

transmitted and acknowledged.

Basic Use

Use this job to pause workflow processing for the given file until the scheduled

communications file(s) have been transmitted and acknowledged (either positively or

negatively). A timeout can be used to specify an interval (in minutes) to wait for the
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scheduled file(s) to be acknowledged. Setting the timeout to -1 implies 'Wait Forever'

and 0 specifies 'Do Not Wait'.

Parameters 

Parameter Description Mandator

y

Default

Acknowledged

Timeout

Specifies the timeout interval (in

minutes) to wait for the scheduled

file(s) to be sent and acknowledged.

-1 specifies 'Wait Forever' and 0

specifies 'Do Not Wait'

Y 1

Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue The comms files were transmitted

and acknowledged successfully.

ERROR Unhandled An error occurred during execution

of this job.

Skipped Continue The job was skipped.

DELETED N/A The scheduled comms file was

deleted before it was transmitted.

FAILED N/A The comms file failed to be

transmitted and/or acknowledged. 

NAKD N/A The comms file was transmitted,

but a negative acknowledgement

was received in receipt of the file.

Please note that the negative

acknowledgements are only

supported by OFTP version 1.4+.

TIMEOUT N/A The comms file was not

transmitted and/or acknowledged

within the specified timeout

interval.
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All Other codes Unhandled Action when returned code is

other than available on the code

list.

Related Jobs

Acknowledge - Acknowledge a file received over a communications protocol.

Wait for Transmission - Pauses processing of a workflow file until the scheduled comms

file(s) have been transmitted.

Wait for Transmission10.4.58

Pauses processing of a workflow file until the scheduled comms file(s) have been

transmitted.

Basic Use

Use this job to pause workflow processing for the given file until the scheduled

communications file(s) have been transmitted. A timeout can be used to specify an

interval (in minutes) to wait for the scheduled file(s) to be sent. Setting the timeout to -1

implies 'Wait Forever' and 0 specifies 'Do Not Wait'.

Parameters 

Parameter Description Mandator

y

Default

Sent Timeout Specifies the timeout interval (in

minutes) to wait for the scheduled

file(s) to be sent.

-1 specifies 'Wait Forever' and 0

specifies 'Do Not Wait'

Y 1

Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue The comms files were transmitted successfully.

ERROR Unhandled An error occurred during execution of this job.

Skipped Continue The job was skipped.

DELETED N/A The scheduled comms file was deleted before it

was transmitted.
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FAILED N/A The comms file failed to be transmitted.

NAKD N/A The comms file was transmitted, but a negative

acknowledgement was received in receipt of

the file.

TIMEOUT N/A The comms file was not transmitted within the

specified timeout interval.

All Other codes Unhandled Action when returned code is other than

available on the code list.

Related Jobs

Wait for Protocol Acknowledgement – Pauses processing of a workflow file until the

scheduled comms file(s) have been transmitted and acknowledged.

Wait for User10.4.59

Pauses processing of a workflow file until a user manually selects an option from a dialog
to resume processing.

Basic Use

The  Wait  for  User  job  pauses  processing  of  a  file  on  a  workflow  in  order  to  display  a
message  box  with  predefined  list  of  options  for  a  user   to  select  before  resuming
processing.

The message to be displayed can  be  configured  against  the  job  along  with  up  to  three
selectable options.

Both the "Message" and "Option 1" parameters are  mandatory for this job and will  need
to have text set against them before saving.

Return codes for this job depend on the option selected by  the  user.  If  "Option  1"  was
selected, then the return code will  be  "OPTION 1". If  "Option 2" was selected, then  the
return code will be “OPTION 2”, and so on.

If  you submit a file  to a workflow that has the "Wait for User" job, the file  state  will  be
changed to "Awaiting User" and background colour set to blue as shown below,

To resume workflow processing, a user must right-click  the  file  and  select  the  "Change
State" option. This will bring up the following dialog,
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By default,  the  "Resume  processing"  option  will  be  selected.  Click  OK  to  confirm  your
selection. You will now be prompted to select one of  the pre-configured options against
the job,

Select one of these options and click OK to resume processing of the file.

Variations

A default release option can be specified  by  changing  the  "Default  Option"  parameter.
This will automatically select the chosen option (1, 2,  or 3)  when resuming processing on
the file.

In some cases, you might want impose a time limit for a file  to be left  in  the  "Awaiting
User"  state.  This  can  be  achieved  by  setting  the  "Timeout"  parameter  against  the  job.
This defines  the  length  of  time  (in  minutes)  until  the  file  is  automatically  resumed.  A
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value of 0 indicates no timeout and the file will wait forever.

Practical Use Cases

Use this job if you want to condition workflow execution based on the user selection.

Use this job if you require audit details before file continue on a workflow.

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandatory Default

Message Defines the message to be shown to the
user when they select 'Resume
processing' against a paused file.

Y None

Option 1 The first (and default) option to offer
the user for selection when resuming
processing of a paused file.

Y None

Option 2 The second option to offer the user for
selection when resuming processing of
a paused file.

N None

Option 3 The third option to offer the user for
selection when resuming processing of
a paused file.

N None

Default Option Allows either Option 1, 2 or 3 to be
selected as the default when displaying
the message to the user.

Y None

Timeout The length of time (in minutes) until a
file should be automatically released. A
value of 0 indicates no timeout (waits
forever).

Y 0

Return Codes

Code Description Default Action

OPTION 1 User selected Option 1 on the dialog Continue

OPTION 2 User selected Option 2 on the dialog Continue

OPTION 3 User selected Option 3 on the dialog Continue

TIMEOUT Timeout occurred while waiting for user
to resume processing of a file.

Continue

ERROR Unexpected error occurred during job
execution

Unhandled

Related Jobs

Wait / Pause – Pauses the processing of  a file  on a Workflow  for  a  specified  amount  of
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time.

Windows Application Log10.4.60

Writes a message to the Windows Application Event Log.

Basic Use

This job may be used to write almost anything you require to the Windows Application

Log. This could be static text, or it may include any number of placeholders that are

available. For example, every time a particular workflow is executed, you may wish to

log some of the details of the file being processed on this workflow.

It may be that you wish to log failures in job execution. For this scenario, the Log Entry

Type parameter can be changed to “Error” or “Warning”, depending on the severity of the

failure.

It is also possible to have multiple instances of the Windows Application Log job, each

with their own Message ID to indicate different scenarios. Doing this allows you to

identify entries in the Windows Application Log with processing on your workflows.

Note

The remote machine must have Remote Registry service running to allow the Application

log to be written to.

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandator

y

Default

Message Text Specifies the message to write to the

Windows Application Log.

N

Message ID Specifies the ID of the log message. This

is a numeric value between 1-1000.

Y 1

Log Entry Type Specifies the type of the message to

write. This may be SuccessAudit,

Information, Error or Warning.

Y SuccessAudit

Use Local

Machine

Specifies whether to write the log

message to the local machine’s log or a

remote machine.

Y True

Remote Machine Specifies the name of the remote N
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Name machine to write the log message to, if

not using the local machine

Received When a workflow file is associated with

both received and sent comms files,

this specifies which file details to use

for the placeholders in the log message.

Y True

Return Codes

Code Default

Action

Description

OK Continue The message was successfully written to the

Windows Application Log

Error Unhandled Unexpected error occurred during job execution

Skipped Continue The job was skipped

Related Jobs

Write To File - Writes a specified message to a file on disk.

Write To Log - Writes a specified message to the server log file

Write To File10.4.61

Writes a specified message to a file on disk.

Basic Use

This job is used to write static text, placeholders, or a combination of both, to a specified

file on disk. The "Filename" parameter must specify the full path of the file to be written

and the directory location must be accessible from the server.

The message specified in the "Text" field will be written to the file on disk and any

placeholders will be replaced with their respective values.

Variations

By modifying the parameters against this job, it is possible to create new files, append

text to existing files, or overwrite files that already exist. Placeholders may be used in

the Filename parameter such as %PBF_FID8% to ensure unique filenames.

Errors may be produced by this job if an incorrect configuration has been specified. For

example, if the "Create File" parameter is set to False and the file does not exist on disk.

In this scenario, there is no file to write to and so the job will fail.
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Parameters

Parameter Description Mandator

y

Default

Filename The full name and path of the file to be

written. This may contain placeholders

as well as static text.

Y None

Create File When set to True, this will create the

file if it does not already exist.

When set to False, the job returns an

error if the file does not exist.

Y True

Create Directory When set to True, this will create the

directory if it does not already exist.

When set to False, the job returns an

error if the specified directory does not

exist.

Y False

Append If the file already exists, this parameter

indicates whether to append the text

from this job to the end of the file, or

whether it should be overwritten with a

new file containing only this data.

Note, this can only be set to True when

Replace Existing File is set to False.

Y True

Replace Existing

File

When set to True and a file with the

specified Filename is already present,

this will replace the existing file with a

new one.

Note, this can only be set to True when

Append is set to False.

Y False

Start on new line Specifies whether a new line (CRLF)

should be inserted before writing the

new text.

Y True

End on new line Specifies whether a new line (CRLF)

should be inserted after writing the new

text.

Y True
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Text The text to be written to the file. This

may contain static text as well as

placeholders which will be replaced by

the system during execution of this job.

Y None

Received When a workflow file is associated with

both received and sent comms files, this

parameter specifies which comms file

should be used for placeholder

replacement while executing the job.

Y True

Copy to Job Log As well as writing the Text to the

specified file, this option allows you to

store a copy of the text against the Job

Log as well.

Y True

Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

OK Continue The message was successfully written to the

specified file.

ERROR Unhandled An unexpected error has occurred when executing

the workflow job.

Skipped Continue The job was skipped.

Related Jobs

Windows Application Log - Writes a message to the Windows Application Event Log.

Write To Log - Writes a specified message to the server log file.

Write To Log10.4.62

Writes a specified message to the server log file.

Basic Use

This job can be used to write any information to the server’s system log. Messages may

contain static text or output dynamic data using the placeholders available in the system.

For example, configuring the message,

  File %PBF_FID8% being processed by workflow "%WFN%"

will write the following to the log,
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  G    USRCODEI   File 00000019 being processed by workflow "Process

new files"

By default, messages are written using a Log Code of "USRCODE" with a Severity of

"Information" and a Level of "General".

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandator
y

Default

Message The text to be written to the line in the
server log file. This may be static text or
contain placeholders.

Y

Log Code The Log Code permits 7 alphanumeric

characters to be entered.  This code will

appear in the Source column of the

system log file.

Keeping these codes unique allows you

to search the log for specific messages

created by this job.

Y USRCODE

Severity This parameter reflects the severity of

the message being written to the log.

This may be set to "Information",

"Warning" or "Error", and will append

"I", "W" or "E" to the end of the Log

Code when writing the message.

Y Information

Level Specifies the level at which this entry

should be logged. The message will

only be written if the server is

configured to log at this level.

The available levels are "General",

"Trace" and "Debug". The Level column

in the log will display "G", "T" or "D"

respectively.

This parameter is ignored if the severity

is set to "Error" or "Warning", as these

are logged irrelevant of the server

settings.

Y General

Received When a workflow file is associated with Y True
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both received and sent comms files,

this parameter specifies which file

details to use for placeholder

replacement when writing the

message.

Return Codes

Code Description Default Action

OK The message was successfully written to
the log.

Continue

ERROR An  error  occurred  while  writing  the
message to the log.

Unhandled

Related Jobs

Windows Application Log - Writes a message to the Windows Application Event Log.

Write To File - Writes a specified message to a file on disk.

Write to Message Queue10.4.63

This job writes a specified message or file to an IBM WebSphere Message Queue.

Basic Use 

This job may be used to write almost anything you require to an MQ back office system.

This could be some simple static text, or it may include any number of placeholders that

are available in ODEX Enterprise. For example, every time a particular workflow is

executed you may wish to write some of the details of the file being executed on this

workflow.

Writing Files to an MQ

It is also possible write entire workflow files to an MQ. This can be achieved by setting

the “Include File” parameter to True. Note: if you include the file in the message using

the “Include File” parameter, the file will be appended to the end of the message

written to the queue. In this scenario you do not need to define a message to be written

to the queue, you can just write a file.

Parameters

Parameter Description Mandator
y

Default

MQ System The MQ system you wish to write to.
This can be either an MQ Back office
system or an Advanced MQ back office

Y
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system. If you have selected an
Advanced MQ system you must also
select at least one queue.

Queues Specifies which queues on the back
office system to send the file to

Y

Message The message you wish to write to the
queue

Y

Message
Properties

The message properties to be included
in the RHF2 header. Only available
when using an Advanced MQ back
office system

N

Received When a workflow file is associated with
both received and sent comms files,
this specifies which file details to use
for the placeholders in the message.

Y False

Include File This allows you to include the workflow
file as part of the message you write to
the queue

Y False

Return Codes

Code Default
Action

Description

OK Continue The message was successfully written to the
Message Queue

Error Unhandled An unexpected error occurred during job
execution

Skipped Continue The job was skipped

Find & Extract Data10.4.64

Extract bytes between given search text from the current file on the workflow.

Basic Use

This job is used to extract blocks of  bytes from the input file  by searching for given text
such as xml  tags. If  there  are  multiple  matching  blocks  then  multiple  child  files  will  be
produced, a single matching block will  replace the workflow file  with the extracted data
file and no match will leave the file unaltered. 

Variations

If  the  end text is left empty the job will  extract all  bytes from the first  start  text  to  the
end of the file. If the start text is left empty the job will  extract all  data from the start of
the file  to the first end text. Backslash is used for escape sequences such as \n  for  new
line.  For a literal  backlash the search text should be a double  backslash \\.  A full  list  of
available  escape sequences can be  found  at  https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/
h21280bw.aspx.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/h21280bw.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/h21280bw.aspx
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Parameters

Parameter Description Mandator

y

Default

Start text The case sensitive text to search for

signifying the start of a block of data to

extract.

N

End text The case sensitive text to search for

signifying the end of a block of data to

extract

N

Include start and

end text

Specifies whether to include the start and

end text in the extracted block of data.

Y N

Return Codes

Code Default Action Description

Extraction

Performed (Single

result)

Continue Successfully extracted a single block of data data

and replaced workflow file.

Extraction

Performed

(Multiple results)

Stop Successfully extracted multiple blocks of data data

and created child files so current workflow stops.

Searched text not

found

Continue Searched text not found, file left unaltered.

ERROR Unhandled Unexpected error occurred during job execution

Placeholders10.5

This section has a table  for each different class of  placeholder, showing the placeholder
name and a brief description of the information provided by each placeholder.

Advanced MQ Placeholders10.5.1

Placeholder Name Placeholder Marker Description

RFH2 Header %MQ_MP[]% Access  the  values  of  RFH2
headers  from  a  message
received by MQ. Enter the name
of  the  header  to  use  between
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the  brackets  i.e.:  %
MQ_MP[contractId]%

                                                                                  

Batch Placeholders10.5.2

Placeholder Name Placeholder Marker Description

Batch Report %BCH_RPT% Produces  a  CSV  (comma
separated  value)  formatted
report, detailing the contents of
a particular batch.

The  name  of  the  batch  to  be
examined  will  be  determined
by a Process Batch job that must
precede  the  job  making  use  of
this placeholder.

The report will  provide  the  File
ID,  File  name,  Originator
Company  name  and  Recipient
Company  name  for  each  file  in
the batch.

                                                                                  

Communications Placeholders10.5.3

In  this  table,  references  to  Trading  Partner  should  be  understood  to  refer  to  the
communications  computer  used  by  the  trading  partner.  References  to  Trading  Partner
should be understood to refer equally to Clearing Centres.

Please  note  that  both  received  and  sent  communications  files  are  referred  to  by
communication file  placeholders. We therefore  refer to receiver  and  sender  instead  of
you and your trading partner, since either of you can be the receiver or the sender.

Placeholder Name Placeholder Marker Description

Acknowledged Date/Time %ADT_dtformat% The date  and time  at  which  the
file  was acknowledged (with  an
EERP for an OFTP file, or an MDN
for an AS2 file).

Acknowledged Session ID %ASI% The  ID  of  the  communications
session  in  which  the
acknowledgement  was
received.

AS2 Message ID %MSG_ID% The  unique  message  ID
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allocated to an AS2 file  by ODEX
Enterprise.

File Size %CFSIZE% The size of the file in bytes.

File Status %CFS% The  file  status  as  displayed  on
the  appropriate  Workstation
View.

Last Error %LE% The last  error  that  is  associated
with this file (if applicable)

OFTP File Format %FFMT% The  format  of  the  file  e.g.
Unformatted

OFTP Record Count %RECCOUNT% The  number  of  records
contained  in  the  file  (for  fixed
format files only).

OFTP Record L:ength %RECLENGTH% The  length  of  the  record  for  a
file received using OFTP.

OFTP SFID User Data %UD% The SFID user data of  a received
file.

Received Date/Time %RDT_ dtformat % The date  and time  at  which  the
file was received (incoming files
only).

Receiver AS2 Identifier %AS2_FROM% The  AS2  identifier  of  the  file
receiver.  If  you  received  the
file,  the  AS2  Identifier  is  as
specified  on  the  Internal
Network Overview page. If  your
trading  partner  received  the
file,  the  AS2  Identifier  is  as
specified on the Trading Partner
Network Overview page.

Receiver  Mailbox  Local
Code

%RML% The  Local  Code  associated  with
the  mailbox  that  received  the
file.

Receiver Mailbox Name %RMC% The  name  of  the  mailbox  that
received the file.

Receiver  Network  Local
Code

%RNL% The  Local  Code  associated  with
the  network  that  received  the
file.
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Receiver Network Name %RNC% The  name  of  the  network  that
received the file.

Receiver SFID %RSFID% The  SFID  of  the  mailbox  that
received the file.

Receiver SFID User Data %RSFID_UD% The  SFID  User  Data  of  the
mailbox that received the file.

Receiver SSID %RSSID% The  SSID  of  the  network  that
received the file.

Receiver SSID User Data %RSSID_UD% The  SSID  User  Data  of  the
network that received the file.

Remote Filename %RFN% Only  valid  for  files  received
from an FTP or SFTP source, this
is  the  filename  without
extension of the file  put into an
incoming  FTP  or  SFTP  server
directory or retrieved by the FTP
client.

Remote  Filename
Extension

%RFN_E% Only  valid  for  files  received
from an FTP or SFTP source, this
is  the  filename  extension,
including  dot,  of  the  file  put
into  an  incoming  FTP  or  SFTP
server directory  or  retrieved  by
the FTP client.

Remote  Filename
Extension (no dot)

%RFN_EX% Only  valid  for  files  received
from an FTP or SFTP source, this
is  the  filename  extension,
excluding  dot,  of  the  file  put
into  an  incoming  FTP  or  SFTP
server directory  or  retrieved  by
the FTP client.

Remote  Filename  With
Extension

%RFN_W_E% Only  valid  for  files  received
from an FTP or SFTP source, this
is  the  full  filename,  including
extension, of the file put into an
incoming  FTP  or  SFTP  server
directory or retrieved by the FTP
client.

Remote Filepath %RFP% Only  valid  for  files  received
from an FTP or SFTP source, this
is  the  full  filepath,  excluding
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filename, of  the file  put into an
incoming  FTP  or  SFTP  server
directory or retrieved by the FTP
client.

Remote Full Filepath %RFP_F% Only  valid  for  files  received
from an FTP or SFTP source, this
is  the  full  filepath,  including
filename, of  the file  put into an
incoming  FTP  or  SFTP  server
directory or retrieved by the FTP
client.

Scheduled Date/Time %SDT_dtformat% The Date and Time at which the
file  was  scheduled  (outgoing
files only).

Sender AS2 Identifier %AS2_TO% The  AS2  identifier  of  the  file
sender. If  you sent  the  file,  the
AS2 Identifier is as  specified  on
the  Internal  Network  Overview
page.  If  your  trading  partner
sent the  file,  the  AS2 Identifier
is  as  specified  on  the  Trading
Partner  Network  Overview
page.

Sender Mailbox Local Code %SML% The  Local  Code  associated  with
the mailbox that sent the file.

Sender Mailbox Name %SMC% The  Mailbox  name  of  the  file
sender. If  you sent  the  file,  the
Sender  Mailbox  Name  is  as
specified on the Mailboxes page
of  the Internal  Network.  If  your
trading partner sent the file,  the
Sender  Mailbox  Name  is  as
specified on the Mailboxes page
of the Trading Partner Network.

Sender  Network  Local
Code

%SNL% The  Local  Code  associated  with
the network that sent the file.

Sender Network Name %SNC% The  Network  name  of  the  file
sender. If  you sent  the  file,  the
Sender  Network  Name  is  as
specified on the Overview page
of  the Internal  Network.  If  your
trading partner sent the file,  the
Sender  Network  Name  is  as
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specified on the Overview page
of the Trading Partner Network.

Sender SFID %SSFID% The  SFID  of  the  file  sender.  If
you sent the  file,  the  SFID  is  as
specified on the Overview page
of  the Internal  Network.  If  your
trading partner sent the file,  the
SFID  is  as  specified  on  the
Overview  page  of  the  Trading
Partner Network.

Sender SFID User Data %SSFID_UD% The  SFID  User  Data  of  the  file
sender. If  you sent  the  file,  the
SFID User Data is as specified on
the  Mailbox  dialog  of  the
Internal Network. If your trading
partner  sent  the  file,  the  SFID
User Data is as  specified  on  the
Mailbox  dialog  of  the  Trading
Partner Network.

Sender SSID %SSSID% The  SSID  of  the  file  sender.  If
you sent the  file,  the  SSID  is  as
specified on the Overview page
of  the Internal  Network.  If  your
trading partner sent the file,  the
SSID  is  as  specified  on  the
Overview  page  of  the  Trading
Partner Network.

Sender SSID User Data %SSSID_UD% The  SSID  User  Data  of  the  file
sender. If  you sent  the  file,  the
SSID User Data is as specified on
the  Overview  page  of  the
Internal Network. If your trading
partner  sent  the  file,  the  SSID
User Data is as  specified  on  the
Overview  page  of  the  Trading
Partner Network.

Sent  or  Received  Session
ID

%TSI% The  ID  of  the  communications
session  in  which  the  file  was
sent or received.

Transmission Date/Time %TDT_dtformat% The Date and Time at which the
file  is  actually  sent  (outgoing
files only).

VFN %VFN% The Virtual Filename of  the file.
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This  is  the  name  given  to  the
file when it is scheduled. 

Virtual Date %VDATE% The Virtual Date  of  the file.  This
is  the  date  when  the  file  is
scheduled.

Virtual File Description %VFDESC%

Virtual Time %VTIME% The Virtual Time of the file.  This
is  the  time  at  which  the  file  is
scheduled.

Communications Details Placeholders10.5.4

In  this  table,  references  to  Trading  Partner  should  be  understood  to  refer  to  the
communications  computer  used  by  the  trading  partner.  References  to  Trading  Partner
should be understood to refer equally to Clearing Centres.

Placeholder Name Placeholder Marker Description

Address %NCADD% The  address  or  hostname  of
your  Trading  Partner
Network, as specified on the
Connections Overview page.

Connection Result %NCR% Text  indicating  the  result  of
the  attempted  connection
e.g. “Successful connection”.

Connection Type %NCT% The  type  of  connection  e.g.
TCP/IP. This  will  equate  to  a
subsystem type.

ESID %ESID% For  OFTP  connections  this
will provide the ESID code of
the  last  session  made  with
the network.

ESID Description %ESID_DESC% For  OFTP  connections  this
will  provide  a  meaningful
description  of  the  ESID  code
of  the  last  session  with  the
network.

IP Address %IPAD% Only  applicable  to  TCP/IP
connections.  The  IP  address
of  your  Trading  Partner
Network, as specified on the
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Connections Overview page.

Local ISDN Number %LOC_ISDN% Only  applicable  to  CAPI
communications. This is your
ISDN  Number,  as  specified
on  the  Subsystem  –
Advanced page.

Network Last Error %NLE% If  applicable,  indicates  the
last error that occurred while
trying  to  connect  to  this
network.

Number of Attempts %ATTEMPTS% Indicates  how  many  times
ODEX Enterprise  has  tried  to
connect to this network.

Port Number %PORT% The  Port  Number  used  by
this  Trading  Partner
Network, as specified on the
Connections Overview page.

Remote ISDN Number %REM_ISDN% Only  applicable  to  CAPI
communications.  This  is  the
ISDN Number of your Trading
Partner  Network,  as
specified  on  the  Trading
Partner  Network  Overview
page.

Last Session ID %NSID% The  ID  of  the  last  session
which  was  associated  with  a
call made by this network.

SSID %SSID% The  SSID  of  your  Trading
Partner  Network,  as
specified  on  the  Trading
Partner  Network  Overview
page.

SSID User Data %SSID_UD% The  SSID  User  Data  used  for
this  Trading  Partner
Network, as specified on the
Advanced (OFTP) page of  the
Trading Partner Network.

Subsystem Name %SUBSYS% The  subsystem  used  to
connect  to  this  Trading
Partner Network.
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Trading  Partner  Network
Connection Name

%NCC% The name you  have  given  to
the Trading  Partner  Network
Connection,  as  specified  on
the Trading  Partner  Network
Connection Overview page.

Trading  Partner  Network
Last Error

%NLE% The  last  Trading  Partner
Network error.

Trading  Partner  Network
Name

%NWC% The name you  have  given  to
the Trading Partner Network,
as  specified  on  the  Trading
Partner  Network  Overview
page.

Trading  Partner  Network
User Data

%NUD% The user  data  of  the  Trading
Partner  Network,  as
specified  on  the  Trading
Partner User Data page.

Trading  Partner  Default
Contact Name

%NCN% The  name  of  the  default
contact  for  the  Trading
Partner.

Trading  Partner  Default
Contact Email

%NCE% The  email  address  of  the
default  contact  for  the
Trading Partner.

Last Error %LE% The  last  error  message  for
this file. If the  file  has failed,
this will give the reason why.

Last Session ID %NSID% The last session ID.

Contact Placeholders10.5.5

Contact placeholders allow information to be extracted from the Default Contact that is
linked to the entity. For example, if the Originator Company of a file has a default contact
associated with it, then the contact’s Name, E-mail address, Telephone numbers, etc. can
be obtained during workflow processing.

In  each  of  the  placeholders,  the  ‘info’  is  populated  with  the  specific  piece  of  contact
information required.

Placeholder Name Placeholder Marker Description

Originator Code %CON_ORIG_CODE_info% This  placeholder  brings  up
the  Contact  Placeholder
dialog,  which  allows  you  to
select  the  specific  piece  of
information  to  extract  from
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the  Default  Contact  which  is
linked  to  the  Originator
Code.

If the file is an EDI file,  this is
the  Default  Contact  against
the  EDI  code  defined  in  the
system. For an  in-house  file,
this  is  the  Default  Contact
defined against the Location.

Originator Company %CON_ORIG_CMP_info% This  placeholder  brings  up
the  Contact  Placeholder
dialog,  which  allows  you  to
select  the  specific  piece  of
information  to  extract  from
the  Default  Contact  which  is
linked  to  the  Originator
Company.

Recipient Code %CON_RECP_CODE_info% This  placeholder  brings  up
the  Contact  Placeholder
dialog,  which  allows  you  to
select  the  specific  piece  of
information  to  extract  from
the  Default  Contact  which  is
linked to the Recipient Code.

If the file is an EDI file,  this is
the  Default  Contact  against
the  EDI  code  defined  in  the
system. For an  in-house  file,
this  is  the  Default  Contact
defined against the Location.

Recipient Company %CON_RECP_CMP_info% This  placeholder  brings  up
the  Contact  Placeholder
dialog,  which  allows  you  to
select  the  specific  piece  of
information  to  extract  from
the  Default  Contact  which  is
linked  to  the  Recipient
Company.

ENGDAT Placeholders10.5.6

Placeholder Name Placeholder Marker Description

Compression %COMPRESSION% The  compression  method
used on the ENGDAT folder.
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Data code %DATA_CODE% The  data  code  contained
within  the  Exchanged  file
characteristics  of  the
ENGDAT message.

Data type %DATA_TYPE% The  data  type  filed  of  the
Engineering  file
characteristics.

Destination  engineering
contact e-mail address

%DEST_ENG_CNT_EMAIL% The  destination  engineering
contact  e-mail  address
specified  in  the  ENGDAT
relationship.

Destination  engineering
contact code

%DEST_ENG_CODE% The  destination  engineering
contact code specified in the
ENGDAT relationship.

Destination  engineering
contact first name

%
DEST_ENG_CNT_FIRST_NAME
%

The  destination  engineering
contact  first  name  specified
in the ENGDAT relationship.

Destination  engineering
routing code

%
DEST_ENG_CNT_ROUT_CODE
%

The  destination  engineering
contact’s routing code

Destination  engineering
contact surname

%DEST_ENG_CNT_SURNAME
%

The  destination  engineering
contact’s  surname  specified
in the ENGDAT relationship.

Destination  technical
contact code

%DEST_TECH_CODE% The  destination  technical
contact code specified in the
ENGDAT relationship.

Destination  technical
contact e-mail address

%DEST_TECH_CNT_EMAIL% The  destination  technical
contact  e-mail  address
specified  in  the  ENGDAT
relationship.

Destination  technical
contact first name

%
DEST_TECH_CNT_FIRST_NAM
E%

The  destination  technical
contact  first  name  specified
in the ENGDAT relationship.

Destination  technical
contact surname

%DEST_TECH_CNT_SURNAME
%

The  destination  technical
contact surname specified  in
the ENGDAT relationship.

Destination trade contact
e-mail address

%DEST_TRADE_CNT_EMAIL% The destination trade contact
e-mail  address  specified  in
the ENGDAT relationship.
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Destination trade contact
first name

%
DEST_TRADE_CNT_FIRST_NA
ME%

The destination trade contact
first  name  specified  in  the
ENGDAT relationship.

Destination trade contact
surname

%
DEST_TRADE_CNT_SURNAME
%

The destination trade contact
surname  specified  in  the
ENGDAT relationship.

Document date %DOCDATE% The document date  from the
Message  Identifier  of  the
ENGDAT Message.

ENGDAT filename %EFN% The  complete  file  name  of
the ENGDAT message.

ENGDAT folder exchange
reference

%ENG_REF% The  folder  exchange
referenced  number  from
within  the  file  name  of  the
files  belonging  to  the
ENGDAT folder.

ENGDAT  folder  message
count

%ENG_COUNT% The  number  of  messages
contained  within  the
ENGDAT folder.

ENGDAT  folder  message
count  (padded  to  3
digits)

%ENG_COUNT_PAD% The  number  of  messages
contained  within  the
ENGDAT folder,  padded  to  3
digits  as  in  the  ENGDAT
filename.

ENGDAT  message
version

%ENGDAT_VER% The  version  of  the  ENGDAT
message

ENGDAT relationship %RELATIONSHIP% The  ENGDAT  relationship
that this folder belongs too.

ENGDAT XML message %ENGDAT_XML% The  XML  representation  of
the ENGDAT message data.

File format %FORMAT% The  file  format  of  this
ENGDAT message.

File format,, coded %FMT_CODED% The  coded  file  format  value
from the ENGDAT message

File sequence number %EFS% The message  number  of  this
message  in  the  ENGDAT
folder.
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File  sequence  number
(padded to 3 digits)

%EFSP% The  message  number  of  the
message  in  the  ENGDAT
folder that has  been  padded
to 3 digits.

File status %FILE_STATUS% The status of the file.  Can be
either  ‘Partly  received’,
‘Received’  or
‘Acknowledged’.

Generating system %GEN_SYS% The  generating  system  from
the  Engineering  file
characteristics  of  the
ENGDAT message

Origin  engineering
contact code

%ORIG_ENG_CODE% The  origin  engineering
contact code specified in the
ENGDAT relationship.

Origin  engineering
contact e-mail address

%ORIG_ENG_CNT_EMAIL% The  origin  engineering
contact  e-mail  address
specified  in  the  ENGDAT
relationship.

Origin  engineering
contact first name

%
ORIG_ENG_CNT_FIRST_NAME
%

The  origin  engineering
contact  first  name  specified
in the ENGDAT relationship.

Origin  engineering
contact routing code

%
ORIG_ENG_CNT_ROUT_CODE
%

The  origin  engineering
routing code specified in the
ENGDAT relationship.

Origin  engineering
contact surname

%ORIG_ENG_CNT_SURNAME
%

The  origin  engineering
contact surname specified  in
the ENGDAT relationship.

Origin  technical  contact
code

%ORIG_TECH_CODE% The  origin  technical  contact
code  specified  in  the
ENGDAT relationship.

Origin  technical  contact
e-mail address

%ORIG_TECH_CNT_EMAIL% The  origin  technical  contact
e-mail  address  specified  in
the ENGDAT relationship.

Origin  technical  contact
first name

%
ORIG_TECH_CNT_FIRST_NAM
E%

The  origin  technical  contact
first  name  specified  in  the
ENGDAT relationship.

Origin  technical  contact %ORIG_TECH_CNT_SURNAME The  origin  technical  contact
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surname % surname  specified  in  the
ENGDAT relationship.

Origin  trade  contact  e-
mail address

%ORIG_TRADE_CNT_EMAIL% The  origin  trade  contact  e-
mail  address specified in the
ENGDAT relationship.

Origin  trade  contact  first
name

%
ORIG_TRADE_CNT_FIRST_NA
ME%

The origin  trade  contact  first
name  specified  in  the
ENGDAT relationship.

Origin  trade  contact
surname

%
ORIG_TRADE_CNT_SURNAME
%

The  origin  trade  contact
surname  specified  in  the
ENGDAT relationship.

Date/Time Placeholders10.5.7

Placeholder Name Placeholder Marker Description

Current Date/Time %DTM_dtformat % This  placeholder  brings  up
the  Date/Time  Placeholder
dialog,  which  allows  you  to
select  the  format  in  which
the current date/time will  be
displayed.  ODEX  Enterprise
interprets  MM as  the  month
and  mm  as  minutes.  You
must  include  separators  if
you want them.

Current Day %DTM_dd% The current day of the month
expressed  as  a  number  e.g.
12  is  the  12th  day  of  the
month

Current Hours (12 Hr) %DTM_hh% The  current  hour  expressed
in  terms  of  a  12-hour  clock
e.g.  02  is  either  2  a.m.  or  2
p.m.

Current Hours (24 Hr) %DTM_HH% The  current  hour  expressed
in  terms  of  a  24-hour  clock
e.g. 14 is 2 p.m.

Current Minutes %DTM_mm% The  minutes  component  of
the  current  time  e.g.  if  the
time  is  10.30  the  Current
Minutes will be 30.

Current Month %DTM_MM% The  current  month
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expressed  as  a  number  e.g.
10 is October

Current Seconds %DTM_ss% The  seconds  component  of
the  current  time  e.g.  if  the
time  is  10:30:59  the  Current
Seconds will be 59.

Current Year %DTM_yy% The  current  year  expressed
as  its  last  two  digits  e.g.  for
2004, the Current Year will be
04

Log Placeholders10.5.8

Placeholder Name Placeholder Marker Description

Date/Time %LOG-DTM_dtformat% The  date  and  time  at  which
the  error  occurred,  in  the
format specified by the date/
time placeholder.

ID %LOG-ID% The  8-character  error
message ID.

Level %LOG-LVL% The  logging  level  at  which
this  error  occurred  e.g.
General.

Message %LOG-MSG% The actual error message

Type %LOG-TYPE% Indicates  the  type  of  log
entry. This can be seen in the
System  Log  Archive  by
selecting Type from the View
button. If  the log entry is not
associated  with  a  Type,  the
value  that  replaces  the
placeholder will be “None”.

Unique ID %LOG-UI% If  present,  this  value  may
represent  a  Session  ID,  a
Workflow  File  ID  or  a  User
Name,  depending  on  the
context of the log entry.

File ID %LOG-PBF% This value returns the File  ID
if the context of the log entry
allows it.
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Workflow File ID %LOG_WFF% This  value  returns  the
Workflow  File  ID  if  the
context  of  the  log  entry
allows it.

Comms Session ID %LOG_COMM% This  value  returns  the
Communications Session ID if
the  context  of  the  log  entry
allows it.

SAP System Placeholders10.5.9

The  below  listed  placeholders  can  be  used  in  any  of  the  actions  for  the  'SAP  Export
Failed' event.

Placeholder Name Placeholder Marker Description

Back  Office  System
Description

%BOS-DESC% The  description  of  the  SAP
system as shown on the Back
Office System list page.

Back  Office  System
Name

%BOS-NAME% The name of  the SAP  system
as shown  on  the  Back  Office
System list page.

Client %SS-CLI% The SAP Client ID as given on
the  Integration  page  of  the
Back Office System.

Creation Date/Time %SU-CREAT-DT_dtformat% The  date  and  time  at  which
the  SAP  IDoc  file  was
created,  ready  for  export  to
the SAP system.

Exported Date/Time %SU-EXPORT-DT_dtformat% The  date  and  time  at  which
the  SAP  IDoc  file  was
exported to the SAP system.

Exported File %SU-EXP-FILE% The  name  of  the  file
exported to the SAP system.

IDoc Directory %SS-IDOC-DIR% The  directory  to  which  the
file  is  to  be  exported,  as
given on  the  Advanced  page
of the Back Office System.

IDoc Number %SU-IDOC-NUM% The number allocated  to  the
IDoc by the SAP system.

IDoc or Status Record %SU-IDOC-SR% An indication of  whether the
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file  contained  an  IDoc  or  a
Status Record.

IDoc Status %SU-IDOC-STAT% The  Status  of  the  IDoc.  Only
present  if  the  file  is  a  SAP
Status  Record.  Possible
values  are:  Acknowledged,
Analysis,  Construction,
Retransmission,  Scheduled,
Submitted and Transmission.

Port %SS-PORT% The name of  the  Port  within
the SAP system to which  the
file  has  been  passed,  as
given  on  the  Integration
page  of  the  Back  Office
System.

SAP ID %SS-SAP-ID% The  3-character  identifier
assigned  to  your  SAP
instance,  as  given  on  the
Integration  page  of  the  Back
Office System.

Status %SU-STATUS% The  status  of  the  SAP
(Export)  operation  e.g.
Failed.

System Number %SS-SYS-NO% The  SAP  system  number  as
given  on  the  Integration
page  of  the  Back  Office
System.

Temporary Disk File %SU-TEMP-FILE% The full filepath of the file  to
be  exported,  including  the
filename  and  extension,
where  it  is  held  temporarily
by  ODEX  Enterprise  prior  to
export to the SAP system.

Update Directory %SS-UPD-DIR% The Status Records directory,
as  given  on  the  Integration
page  of  the  Back  Office
System.
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User Data Placeholders10.5.10

User  Data  can  be  stored  against  Companies,  Networks,  Mailboxes  and  Data  Sources.
There  can  be  up  to  10  User  Data  values  against  each.  Therefore,  to  access  different
values,  an  index  can  be  specified.  For  example,  the  placeholder  for  the  Destination
Networks User Data is -  %DEST_NET_USR_DEF%. This will  be  replaced with the first User
Data entry against the destination network. To use other values against this network, an
index can be used. For example - %DEST_NET_USR_DEF[7]% will  reference the 7th value.
Omitting the index or using [1] will use the first value.

Placeholder Name Placeholder Marker Description

Data  Definition  User
Data  (Matched
Workflow Job)

%DATA_DEF_USR_DEF_JOB% The  User  Data  for  the  Data
Definition  that  a  file  was
matched  to  by  a  workflow
job condition.

Data  Definition  User
Data  (Matched
Workflow Selector)

%DATA_DEF_USR_DEF% The  User  Data  for  the  Data
Definition  that  the  file  was
matched  to  by  a  workflow
selector.

Data  Source  User  Data
(Matched  Workflow
Job)

%DATA_SRC_USR_DEF_JOB% The  User  Data  for  the  Data
Source  that  a  file  was
matched  to  by  a  workflow
job condition.

Data  Source  User  Data
(Matched  Workflow
Selector)

%DATA_SRC_USR_DEF% The  User  Data  for  the  Data
Source  that  a  file  entered
the  system  on  or  the  Data
Source  that  the  file  was
matched  to  by  a  workflow
selector.

Destination Trading
Partner User Data

%DEST_CMP_USR_DEF% The  User  Data  for  the
destination  company  of  a
file.

Destination  EDI  Code
User Data

%DEST_EDI_USR_DEF% The  User  Data  for  the
destination  EDI  Code  of  a
file.

Destination  Mailbox
User Data

%DEST_MBX_USR_DEF% The  User  Data  for  the
destination mailbox of a file.

Destination  Network
User Data

%DEST_NET_USR_DEF% The  User  Data  for  the
destination  network  of  a
file.
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Destination  Parent
Trading  Partner  User
Data.

%DEST_PCMP_USR_DEF% The  user  data  of  the  parent
trading  partner  for  the
recipient of this file.

ENGDAT  Relationship
User Data

%ENGDAT_REL_USR_DEF% The  User  Data  for  the
ENGDAT Relationship.

Originator  EDI  Code
User Data

%ORIG_EDI_USR_DEF% The  User  Data  for  the
originator EDI Code of a file.

Originator Mailbox User
Data

%ORIG_MBX_USR_DEF% The  User  Data  for  the
originator mailbox of a file.

Originator  Network
User Data

%ORIG_NET_USR_DEF% The  User  Data  for  the
originator network of a file.

Originator  Parent
Trading  Partner  User
Data

%ORIG_PCMP_USR_DEF% The  user  data  of  the  parent
Trading  Partner  for  the
originator of this file.

Originator  Trading
Partner User Data

%ORIG_CMP_USR_DEF% The  User  Data  for  the
originator company of a file.

Workflow Placeholders10.5.11

Placeholder Name Placeholder Marker Description

Workflow Selector Name %CHL% The  name  of  the  workflow
selector  in  which  the  file  was
processed.

Communications  File
Status

%WFC% The status of  the comms file  at
the  time  the  placeholder  is
used. If  the file  is not a comms
file, the value that replaces the
placeholder  will  be
“NoCommsFile”.

Data  Definition  Name
(Matched Workflow Job)

%DATA_DEF_NAME_JOB% The  name  of  the  Data
Definition  that  a  file  was
matched  to  by  a  workflow  job
condition.

Data  Definition  Name
(Matched  Workflow
Selector)

%DATA_DEF_NAME% The  name  of  the  Data
Definition  that  a  file  was
matched  to  by  a  workflow
selector.
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Data  Source  Name
(Matched Workflow Job)

%DATA_SRC_NAME_JOB% The  name  of  the  Data  Source
that a file  was matched to by a
workflow job condition.

Data  Source  Name
(Matched  Workflow
Selector)

%DATA_SRC_NAME% The  name  of  the  Data  Source
that a file  was matched to by a
workflow selector.

Destination  Trading
Partner

%DTP% Only  applicable  to  files
imported  via  a  Comms  Data
Source.  The  name  of  the
trading  partner  to  which  the
file was sent.

Document Type %DOCTYPE% The  type  of  EDI  document
found within the first  message
of  the  first  interchange  inside
the file.

Queue Item ID %FID% The  ID  of  the  file,  as
designated  by  ODEX
Enterprise. This value is used in
the  File  ID  column  of  the
appropriate Workstation View.

Queue  Item  ID  (Padded
to 8 characters)

%FID8% This  placeholder  incorporates
the  digit  8,  whose  effect  is  to
pad or truncate  the file  ID  to  8
characters. If  truncation occurs,
characters  from  the  beginning
of the file ID will be truncated.

Example  of  use:  “C:\MyDir\%
FID8%.edi”

The  8  can  be  replaced  by  any
number from 1 to 99 inclusive.

File Size %WFSIZE% The size of the file in bytes.

File Status %WFS% The status of  the workflow file
at  the  time  the  placeholder  is
used.

Full Original Filepath %OFP_F% The full  original  filepath of  the
file, including the filename and
extension.

If  the  file  was  imported  via  a
OFTP Comms  Data  Source,  this
will  simply  be  the  VFN
(including  the  virtual  date  and
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time) without any filepath. If  it
came from an  FTP  Source  then
this  will  be  the  RFP_F  (See
above for definition).

If not a comms file,  this will  be
the filepath of the file  that was
imported  via  a  Command  or
Directory Data Source.

Full System Filepath %SFP_F% The full  system  filepath  of  the
file, including the filename and
extension. The system filepath
is  where  ODEX  Enterprise  has
placed  the  file.  The  format  of
the  filename  will  be
nnnnnnnn.n.ODS  where
nnnnnnnn is a sequential  value
generated by ODEX  Enterprise,
n  is  an  index  value  starting
with 1 and increasing each time
ODEX Enterprise  creates a  new
version  of  the  file  (if
applicable)  and  ODS  is  the
extension.

Import Date/Time %IDT_dtformat% The date and time at which the
file  was  imported  into  ODEX
Enterprise.

Job Errors %JERR% A list of  errors that have led to
the  job  failing  to  complete
successfully.

Currently  implemented  only
for map jobs

Message Type %MSGTYPE% Details of  the message  type,  if
the  file  is  an  EDI   file  e.g.
DELFOR D96A

Original Filename %OFN% The  original  name  of  the  file,
without  its  3-character
extension. For Comms files this
will only be applicable  for files
being  sent  or  received  via  FTP
or SFTP.

For received AS2 files the
placeholder will resolve to the
preserved file name (if
present). For more information
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about the preserved file name
click here.

Original  Filename
Extension

%OFN_E% The  3-character  extension  of
the  original  filename.  For
Comms  files  this  will  only  be
applicable  for  files  being  sent
or received via FTP or SFTP.

Original  Filename
Extension (no dot)

%OFN_EX% The  3-character  extension  of
the  original  filename
(excluding  the  ‘.’  separator).
For  Comms  files  this  will  only
be  applicable  for  files  being
sent  or  received  via  FTP  or
SFTP.

Original  Filename  with
Extension

%OFN_W_E% The  original  name  of  the  file,
including  its  3-character
extension. For Comms files this
will only be applicable  for files
being  sent  or  received  via  FTP
or SFTP.

Original Filepath %OFP% The original filepath of the file,
without  the  filename  and
extension.

If  the file  was  imported  via  an
OFTP Comms  Data  Source,  this
will  simply  be  the  VFN
(including  the  virtual  date  and
time).  If  imported  from  a  FTP
source or SFTP source, this will
be the RFN.

If not a comms file,  this will  be
the filepath of the file  that was
imported  via  a  Command  or
Directory Data Source.

Parent  Original  File
Name

%PFN% The  parent’s  original  name  of
the file  without  its  3-character
extension.

Originator  Trading
Partner

%OTP% Only  applicable  to  files
imported  via  a  Comms  Data
Source.  The  name  of  the
trading  partner  that  sent  the
file.
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File ID %WFF_PBF_FID% The  ID  of  the  current  File,  as
designated  by  ODEX
Enterprise. This value is used in
the  File  ID  column  of  the
appropriate Workstation View.

File  ID  (padded  to  8
characters)

%WFF_PBF_FID8% This  placeholder  incorporates
the  digit  8,  whose  effect  is  to
pad or truncate  the file  ID  to  8
characters. If  truncation occurs,
characters  from  the  beginning
of the file ID will be truncated.

Example  of  use:  "C:\MyDir\%
PBF_RCF_FID8%.edi"

The  8  can  be  replaced  by  any
number from 1 to 99 inclusive.

System Filename %SFN% The  system  filename  of  the
file,  without  the  extension.
The format of the filename will
be  nnnnnnnn.n  where
nnnnnnnn is a sequential  value
generated by ODEX  Enterprise,
and n is an index value starting
with 1 and increasing each time
ODEX Enterprise  creates a  new
version  of  the  file  (if
applicable).

System  Filename
Extension

%SFN_E% The  3-character  extension  of
the  system  filename.  LGF
(logical  file)  or  CMS  (comms
file).

System  Filename  with
Extension

%SFN_W_E% The  system  name  of  the  file,
including  its  3-character
extension.  The  format  of  the
filename will be nnnnnnnn.LGF
or (CMS) where  nnnnnnnn  is  a
sequential  value  generated  by
ODEX Enterprise,  n  is  an  index
value  starting  with  1  and
increasing  each  time  ODEX
Enterprise  creates  a  new
version  of  the  file  (if
applicable).

System Filepath %SFP% The system filepath of  the file,
without  the  filename  and
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extension. The system filepath
is  where  ODEX  Enterprise  has
placed the file.

User Data %FUD% This is (optional)  data attached
to  the  file  by  the  user  when
the  file  was  submitted  to  the
system  e.g.  from  a  Submit
dialog.

Workflow Name %WFN% The name of the Workflow that
the  file  is  currently  being
processed on.

Last Job Log %JLOG% Placeholder  represents  a  job
log  so  that,  for  instance,  if
there are errors the job log can
be  viewed  in  the  workstation
or  sent  by  email.  %JLOG%
resolve  to  the  filename  of  the
last job log produced by a job.

File Analysis Placeholders10.5.12

The file  analysis placeholders  expose  details  taken  from  the  first  interchange  and  first
message in an EDI file. If the file is not EDI, then these values will not be populated.

NOTE: The file  must  go  through  an  Analyse  job  in  order  to  obtain  these  values  before
they can be used as placeholder parameters.

Placeholder Name Placeholder Marker Description

(Interchange)
Application Reference

%INT-APRF% Identification  of  the
application  area  assigned  by
the  sender,  to  which  the
messages in  the  interchange
relate.

(Interchange)  From  EDI
Code

%INT-FEDI% Name  or  coded
representation of  the sender
of a data interchange.

(Interchange)  From  EDI
Code Name

%INT-FEDIN% EDI Code Name of the sender
of a data.

(Interchange)  From  EDI
Code Qualifier

%INT-FEDIQ% Qualifier  referring  to  the
source  of  codes  for  the
identifiers  of  interchanging
partners.

(Interchange)  From %INT-FRA% Address  specified  by  the
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Routing Address sender  of  an  interchange  to
be included  by  the  recipient
in the response interchanges
to facilitate internal routing.

(Interchange)
Interchange  Control
Reference

%INT-CTRF% Unique  reference  assigned
by  the  sender  to  an
interchange.

(Interchange) Length %INT-LEN% The number of  bytes  of  data
this  interchange  and  all
messages  within  the
interchange occupy.

(Interchange) Offset %INT-OFS% The  number  of  bytes
occupied  in  the  file  before
this interchange begins.

(Interchange)  Security
Status

%INT-SECS% EDI security status relating to
the interchange.

(Interchange) Syntax %INT-STX% The EDI syntax  that has been
used in the  file  (e.g.  Edifact,
VDA)

(Interchange)  Syntax
Identifier

%INT-STXID% Coded  identification  of  the
agency  controlling  a  syntax
and  syntax  level  used  in  an
interchange.

(Interchange)  Syntax
Version

%INT-STXVR% Version  number  of  the
syntax  identified  in  the
syntax identifier.

(Interchange)  Test
Indicator

%INT-TEST% Indication  that  the
interchange is a test.

(Interchange)  To  EDI
Code

%INT-TEDI% Name  or  coded
representation  of  the
recipient  of  a  data
interchange.

(Interchange)  To  EDI
Code Name

%INT-TEDIN% EDI  Code  Name  of  the
recipient  of  a  data
interchange.

(Interchange)  To  EDI
Code Qualifier

%INT-TEDIQ% Qualifier  referring  to  the
source  of  codes  for  the
identifiers  of  interchanging
partners.
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(Interchange)  To  Routing
Address

%INT-TRA% Address  specified  by  the
recipient  of  an  interchange
to be included by the sender
and used by the recipient for
routing  of  received
interchanges  inside  his
organisation.

(Interchange)
Transmission Date Time

%INT-TRDT% Local  Date  and  Time  when
the  interchange  was
prepared.

(Message) Agency %MSG-AGY% Code  identifying  the  agency
controlling  the  specification
maintenance and publication
of the message type.

(Message)  Association
Name

%MSG-ASS% Code,  assigned  by  the
association  responsible  for
the  design  and  maintenance
type  concerned,  which
further  identifies  the
message.

(Message)  Common
Access Reference

%MSG-CAR% Reference serving as a key to
relate  all  subsequent
transfers of  data to the same
business case or file.

(Message)  Document
number

%MSG-DOC% The document number of the
message.

(Message) Condesed
Message Count

%MSG-CNT% The  total  condensed
message count in a file.

(Message) Total  Message
Count

%MSG-TOTAL% The total  message count in  a
file.

(Message)  Message
Reference

%MSG-REF% Unique  message  reference
assigned by the sender.

(Message)  Message
Version

%MSG-VER% Version  number  of  a
message type.

(Message)  Originator
Code

%MSG-ORIG-CODE% Originator  code  extracted  at
the EDI message level  of  the
file.

(Message)  Recipient
Code

%MSG-RECP-CODE% Recipient  code  extracted  at
the EDI message level  of  the
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file.   

(Message) Release %MSG-REL% Release  number  within  the
current  message  type
version number.

(Message)  Security
Status

%MSG-SEC% EDI security status relating to
the message.

(Message) Type %MSG-TYP% Code  identifying  a  type  of
message  and  assigned  by  its
controlling agency.

(Non Edi  File)  Document
Function

%LOGF-DOCFUNC% The  function  of  the
document within this file

(Non Edi  File)  Document
Type

%LOGF-DOCTYPE% The type of  document within
the file e.g. DESADV D96A for
an EDI document

(Non  Edi  File)  Recipient
Location Code

%LOGF-RECP% The  internal  location  code
for the recipient of this file.

(Non  Edi  File)  Sender
Location Code

%LOGF-ORIG% The  internal  location  code
for the originator of this file.

Analysis Type %LOGF_ANALYSIS_TYPE% The  file  type  for  the  logical
file. Returns value 0 for EDI, 1
for Non-EDI (recognised)  and
2  for  Non  –EDI
(unrecognised)

File Placeholders10.5.13

Placeholder Name Placeholder Marker Description

Acknowledged  Date/
Time

%PBF-ACK-DT% The date and time at which this
file  was  acknowledged  (with
an EERP for an OFTP  file,  or  an
MDN for an AS2 file).

Archived Date/Time %PBF-ARC-DT% The date and time at which this
file was archived.

Comms. Security Level %PBF_SEC% The  security  level  of  this  file,
for  example  'Signed',
'Encrypted' or 'NoSecurity'.

Create Date/Time %PBF-CRT-DT% The date and time at which this
file was created.
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Description %PBF_DESC% A brief  description  of  this  file.
Not currently used.

Error Status %PBF_ERR% If  applicable, indicates  the  last
error that occurred while  trying
to  process  this  file,  for
example  'CommsSendFailed',
'CommsDecryptionFailed'  or
'None'.

Is Parent %PBF_IS_PAR% If  this  file  has  been  split  into
child  files,  this  will  be  'True',
otherwise 'False'.

Last Error: Action %PBF_LE_AC% The action  defined  against  the
last  meaningful  error  that
occurred for this file.

Last  Error:  Additional
Details

%PBF_LE_DET% The  additional  details  set
against  the  last  meaningful
error that occurred for this file.

Last Error: Date/Time %PBF-LE-DT% The date/time at which the last
meaningful  error  occurred  for
this file.

Last Error: Description %PBF_LE_DES% The  description  which  is  set
against  the  last  meaningful
error that occurred for this file.

Last Error: Event Type %PBF_LE_TYP% The event type  set  against  the
last  meaningful  error  that
occurred for this file.

Last Error: Return Code %PBF_LE_RC% The  return  code  name  against
the  last  meaningful  error  that
occurred for this file.

Last  Error:  Workflow
Name

%PBF_LE_WF% The  name  of  the  workflow  on
which the last meaningful error
occurred for this file.

Logical File ID %PBF_LGF_FID% The ID of  the associated logical
file,  as  designated  by  ODEX
Enterprise. This value is used in
the  Logical  File  ID  column  of
the  appropriate  Workstation
View.

Logical File ID (Padded to %PBF_LGF_FID8% This  placeholder  incorporates
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8 characters) the  digit  8,  whose  effect  is  to
pad or truncate  the file  ID  to  8
characters. If  truncation occurs,
characters  from  the  beginning
of the file ID will be truncated.

Example  of  use:  "C:\MyDir\%
PBF_LGF_FID8%.edi"

The  8  can  be  replaced  by  any
number from 1 to 99 inclusive.

Logical File Name %LFN% The  full  path  including  a  file
name  to  the  associated  logical
file,  as  designated  by  ODEX
Enterprise. This value is used in
the  Logical  File  Name  column
of the appropriate  Workstation
View.

Original File %PBF_ORIG% Outputs the full file path of  the
very  first  incarnation  of  the
physical  file  that  entered  the
system,  causing  subsequent
files to be created.

Originator  Company
Name

%PBF_ORIG_CMP% The name of  the company  that
originated  this  file.  This  value
is  used  in  the  Originator
column  of  the  appropriate
Workstation View.

Originator  Company
Type

%PBF_ORIG_TYP% The  type  of  company  object
associated  with  the  originator
(internal or trading partner).

Originator Local Code %PBF_ORIG_LOC% The local  code of  the  company
that  originated  this  file.  This
value is  used  in  the  Originator
Local  Code  column  of  the
appropriate Workstation View.

Originator  Parent
Company Name

%PBF_ORIG_PCMP% The  name  of  the  parent
originator  company  for  this
file.

Originator  Parent
Company Type

%PBF_ORIG_PTYP% The  type  of  the  parent
originator  company  for  this
file.

Parent File ID %PBF_PAR_FID% If  this  file  is  the  result  of  a
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split, this is the ID of the parent
file  from  which  it  was  split.
This value is used in the Parent
File  ID  column  of  the
appropriate Workstation View.

If this file is not the result of  an
EDI split, this value will be -1.

Parent File ID (Padded to
8 characters)

%PBF_PAR_FID8% This  placeholder  incorporates
the  digit  8,  whose  effect  is  to
pad or truncate  the file  ID  to  8
characters. If  truncation occurs,
characters  from  the  beginning
of the file ID will be truncated.

Example  of  use:  "C:\MyDir\%
PBF_PAR_FID8%.edi"

The  8  can  be  replaced  by  any
number from 1 to 99 inclusive.

File ID %PBF_FID% The  ID  of  the  file,  as
designated  by  ODEX
Enterprise. This value is used in
the  File  ID  column  of  the
appropriate Workstation View.

File  ID  (Padded  to  8
characters)

%PBF_FID8% This  placeholder  incorporates
the  digit  8,  whose  effect  is  to
pad or truncate  the file  ID  to  8
characters. If  truncation occurs,
characters  from  the  beginning
of the file ID will be truncated.

Example  of  use:  "C:\MyDir\%
PBF_FID8%.edi"

The  8  can  be  replaced  by  any
number from 1 to 99 inclusive.

File Source %PBF_SRC% The  source  of  this  file,  for
example  'DARWIN'  or
'Unknown'.

File Status %PBF_STAT% The  status  of  this  file,  for
example  'New',  'Current'  or
'Processing Error'.

File Type %PBF_TYPE% The  type  of  file,  for  example
'Incoming' or 'Outgoing'.

Received Comms. File ID %PBF_RCF_FID% The  ID  of  the  associated
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received  comms.  file,  as
designated  by  ODEX
Enterprise.

If this file was not received in a
comms. session, this value will
be -1.

Received Comms. File  ID
(Padded to 8 characters)

%PBF_RCF_FID8% This  placeholder  incorporates
the  digit  8,  whose  effect  is  to
pad or truncate  the file  ID  to  8
characters. If  truncation occurs,
characters  from  the  beginning
of the file ID will be truncated.

Example  of  use:  "C:\MyDir\%
PBF_RCF_FID8%.edi"

The  8  can  be  replaced  by  any
number from 1 to 99 inclusive.

Recipient  Company
Name

%PBF_DEST_CMP% The  name  of  the  company  to
which  this  file  is  addressed.
This  value  is  used  in  the
Recipient  column  of  the
appropriate Workstation View.

Recipient Company Type %PBF_DEST_TYP% The  type  of  company  object
associated  with  the  recipient
(internal or trading partner).

Recipient Local Code %PBF_DEST_LOC% The local  code of  the  company
to which this file  is  addressed.
This  value  is  used  in  the
Recipient Local Code column of
the  appropriate  Workstation
View.

Recipient  Parent
Company Name

%PBF_DEST_PCMP% The  name  of  the  parent
recipient company for this file.

Recipient  Parent
Company Type

%PBF_DEST_PTYP% The  type  of  the  parent
company for this file.

Taken Date/Time %PBF-TAK-DT% The date and time at which the
status  of  this  file  was  marked
as taken.

Relationships Placeholders10.5.14

Placeholder Name Placeholder Marker Description
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Relationship Description %RELAT_DESC% Relationship Description

Relationship Name %RELAT_NAME% Relationship unique name

Relationship  Workflow
Map Name

%RELAT_MAP_NAME% Relationship  Workflow  Map
Name

Location Placeholders10.5.15

Location  placeholders  can  be  used  when  processing  in-house  or  non-EDI  files  on  a
workflow in ODEX Enterprise. If the originator and recipient codes of  the non-EDI file  can
be matched to location codes  defined  against  locations  the  following  placeholders  can
be used to access information stored against the locations to which the codes of  the file
relate.

Placeholder Name Placeholder Marker Description

Originator Name %LOC-ONAME% The name of the originator.

Recipient Name %LOC-RNAME% The name of the recipient.

Originator  Code
(Default)

%LOC-OCODE% The  default  location  code  for
the originator.

Recipient  Code
(Default)

%LOC-RCODE% The  default  location  code  for
the recipient.

Originator Address 1 %LOC-OADD1% The first line  of  the originator
location’s address.

Recipient Address 1 %LOC-RADD1% The  first  line  of  the  recipient
location’s address.

Originator Address 2 %LOC-OADD2% The  second  line  of  the
originator location’s address.

Recipient Address 2 %LOC-RADD2% The  second  line  of  the
recipient location’s address.

Originator City %LOC-OCITY% The  city  of  the  originator
location’s address.

Recipient City %LOC-RCITY% The  city  of  the  recipient
location’s address.

Originator County %LOC-OCOUNTY% The  county  of  the  originator
location’s address.

Recipient County %LOC-RCOUNTY% The  county  of  the  recipient
location’s address.
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Originator Post Code %LOC-OPOSTAL% The  postal  code  of  the
originator location’s address.

Recipient Post Code %LOC-RPOSTAL% The  postal  code  of  the
recipient location’s address.

Originator Country %LOC-OCOUNTRY% The  country  of  the  originator
location’s address.

Recipient Country %LOC-RCOUNTRY% The  country  of  the  recipient
location’s address.

Originator User Data %LOC-OUSERDATA% The  user  data  of  the
originator.

Recipient User Data %LOC-RUSERDATA% The user data of the recipient.

Recipient  EDI  Code
Lookup

%LOC-RLK-EDI% The  EDI  code  associated  with
this  recipient  location  that
matches the current file.

Recipient  EDI  Code
Name Lookup

%LOC-RLK-EDIN% The EDI code name associated
with  this  recipient  location
that matches the current file.

Recipient  EDI  Code
Qualifier Lookup

%LOC-RLK-EDIQ% The  EDI  code  qualifier
associated  with  this  recipient
location  that  matches  the
current file.

Recipient  Routing
Address Lookup

%LOC-RLK-RA% The  reverse  routing  address
associated  with  this  recipient
location  that  matches  the
current file.

Originator  EDI  Code
Lookup

%LOC-OLK-EDI% The  EDI  code  associated  with
this  originator  location  that
matches the current file.

Originator  EDI  Code
Name Lookup

%LOC-OLK-EDIN% The EDI code name associated
with  this  originator  location
that matches the current file.

Originator  EDI  Code
Qualifier Lookup

%LOC-OLK-EDIQ% The  EDI  code  qualifier
associated with this originator
location  that  matches  the
current file.

Originator  Routing
Address Lookup

%LOC-OLK-RA% The  reverse  routing  address
associated with this originator
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location  that  matches  the
current file.

Originator  Location
Code Lookup

%EDI-OLK-LOC% The  location  code  associated
with  this  originator  EDI  code
that matches the current file.

Recipient Location  Code
Lookup

%EDI-RLK-LOC% The  location  code  associated
with  this  recipient  EDI  code
that matches the current file.

Advanced MQ Placeholders10.5.16

MQ placeholder can be used when either processing a file  received by an Advanced MQ
back  office  system  or  when  performing  an  event  action  in  response  to  an  MQ  system
event being raised.

Placeholder Name Placeholder Marker Description

Back  Office  System
Description

%BOS-DESC% The  description  of  the
advanced  MQ  back  office
system.

Back  Office  System
Name

%BOS-NAME% The  name  of  the  advanced
MQ back office system.

Channel %MQ-QM-CHANNEL% The  identifier  of  the  channel
used  to  communicate  with
MQ.

IP Address %MQ-QM-IP% The IP address that is  used  to
access the MQ channel.

Port %MQ-QM-PORT% The  IP  port  that  is  used  to
access the MQ channel.

Queue Direction %MQ-Q-DIRECTION% The  direction  of  the  MQ
queue (inbound or outbound)

Queue Name %MQ-Q-QUEUE% The identifier of the queue.

Queue Manager %MQ-QM-QUEUEMAN% The  identifier  of  the  queue
manager  to  which  the  queue
belongs.

Queue Persistency %MQ-Q-PERSISTENT% Whether  ODEX  Enterprise  is
persistently connected to this
queue.

Queue  Selector %MQ-Q-SELECTOR% The  selector  statement  used
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Statement to  select  data  from  an
inbound queue.

RFH2 Header Value %MQ_MP[

{value-name}]%

Used  to  access  value  of  the
RFH2  header  for  messages
received  from  a  queue.
Replace  {value-name}  with
the  name  of  the  header  you
wish to access, e.g:

%MQ_MP[ContractID]%

Placeholder Processing Instructions10.5.17

Placeholders  are  used  to  represent  properties  of  entities  in  ODEX  Enterprise  (files,
networks, mailboxes, messages, and so forth).  When text containing  the  placeholder  is
processed, the real value of the property is substituted for the placeholder (the date  and
time that a message was received, the name of a mailbox, and so forth).

Processing  instructions  have  been  included  in  ODEX  Enterprise  to  allow  you  to
manipulate  the  value  that  is  substituted  for  a  placeholder.  For  instance,  if  the
placeholder %VFN% represents the virtual  filename of  a message sent by OFTP, then %
VFN[$.LEFT(5)]% represents the leftmost 5 characters of the virtual filename.

The  processing  instruction  is  contained  in  square  brackets  after  the  main  body  of  the
placeholder, but before the closing ‘%’ character.

The character ‘$’  in the instruction represents the original  value  of  the  property  before
manipulation. The character ‘.’  Tells ODEX  Enterprise  that  a  function  to  manipulate  the
property value will follow. The functions supported at present are described below.

Any text placed as a parameter for a function is case-sensitive.

LEFT(n)

Returns  the  leftmost  n  characters  of  the  value.  For  instance,  if  the  virtual  filename  is
“ABCD0001234”, then %VFN[$.LEFT(4)]% returns “ABCD”.

RIGHT(n)

Returns the rightmost n  characters  of  the  value.  For  instance,  if  the  virtual  filename  is
“ABCD0001234”, then %VFN[$.RIGHT(4)]% returns “1234”.

MID(s,n)

Returns the n  characters  of  the  value  starting  from  position  s,  where  s  is  a  zero-based
index. For instance, if  the  virtual  filename is “ABCD0001234”, then %VFN[$.RIGHT(4,3)]%
returns “000”.

UPPER()

Returns the value converted to uppercase.

LOWER()

Returns the value converted to lowercase.

PADLEFT(n,”c”)
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Returns  the  string  padded  to  a  length  of  n,  with  character  c  to  the  left  of  the  original
string,  where  c  is  a  single  letter,  digit  or  space.  For  instance,  if  the  virtual  filename  is
“ABCD”, then %VFN[$.PADLEFT(6,”0”)]% returns “00ABCD”.

PADRIGHT(n,”c”)

Returns the string padded to n length with character c to the right of  the original  string,
where c is a single  letter,  digit or space. For instance, if  the  virtual  filename  is  “ABCD”,
then %VFN[$.PADRIGHT(6,”X”)]% returns “ABCD00”.

Multiple  functions  may  be  combined  in  one  placeholder  if  required,  For  instance,  the
placeholder %VFN[$.LEFT(6).LOWER()]% returns the  leftmost  6 characters  of  the  virtual
filename converted to lowercase.

CONTAINS(“text”)

Checks  if  a  placeholder  value  contains  the  parameter  text  returning  ‘TRUE’  or  ‘FALSE’
depending on the result.  Other placeholders can be used as parameters.

Example

%GP_PLC% = “This is sample text”

%GP_PLC1% = “sample”

%GP_PLC[$.CONTAINS(“%GP_PLC1%”)]% becomes TRUE

STARTSWITH(“text”)

Checks if  a placeholder value starts with the parameter text  returning  ‘TRUE’  or  ‘FALSE’
depending on the result. Other placeholders can be used as parameters.

Example

%GP_PLC% = “This is sample text”

%GP_PLC1% = “This”

%GP_PLC[$.STARTSWITH(“%GP_PLC1%”)]% return True

ENDSWITH(“text”)

Checks if  a placeholder value ends  with  the  parameter  text  returning  ‘TRUE’  or  ‘FALSE’
depending on the result. Other placeholders can be used as parameters.

Example

%GP_PLC% = “This is sample text”

%GP_PLC1% = “text”

%GP_PLC[$.ENDSWITH(“%GP_PLC1%”)]% return True

MATCH(“expression”)

Searches the placeholder using the Regular expression specified.  If one or more match is
found the function will  evaluate  to ‘TRUE’ otherwise  it will  be  ‘FALSE’.  This function can
accept another placeholder as a parameter value.

Example

%GP_PLC% = “EDI_0005_SUPPLIER.txt”
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%GP_PLC[$.MATCH(“EDI_\d*_SUPPLIER”)]%, returns TRUE

SEARCH(“expression”)

Searches  the  placeholder  using  the  Regular  expression  specified.   The  function  will
evaluate to the first match found or uses the empty placeholder logic.  This function can
accept another placeholder as a parameter value.

Example

%GP_PLC% = “EDI_0005_SUPPLIER.txt”

%GP_PLC[$.SEARCH(“(?<=^EDI_)\d*(?=_SUPPLIER)”)]%, returns  “0005”

REPLACE(“expression”,”replace value”)

Searches  the  placeholder  using  the  regular  expression  specified  and  replaces  any
occurrences  with  the  ‘replace  value’.   The  function  will  return  final  result  with
replacements, or the same value if  no replacements have been made. This function can
accept another placeholder as either parameter value.

Example

%GP_PLC% = “EDI_0005_SUPPLIER.txt”

%GP_PLC[$.REPLACE(“(?<=^EDI_)\d*(?=_SUPPLIER)”,”0020”)]%,  returns  
“EDI_0020_SUPPLIER.txt”

LOOKUP(“lookup table name”)

Searches  the  database  for  a  Lookup  Table  with  the  given  'name'.  Once  found,  the
function will attempt to find the 'lookup key' in that table, if  a match is found, the return
value will be that which is stored in the database.

Example

%GP_PLC% = “KEY1”

%GP_PLC[$.LOOKUP(“NAME”)]%, returns  “VALUE”

INCLUDE Placeholders10.5.18

Format10.5.18.1

The INCLUDE placeholder allows  for  the  importing  of  text  from  an  external  file  on  the
server machine or from a network UNC path. The format of this placeholder will is

%INCLUDE(“{file path}”)%

The {file path} should be replaced with the path to the external  file  from the server,  for
example:

%INCLUDE(“c:\ODEX Enterprise\file1.html”)%

It is possible for the file name to make use of existing placeholders:

%INCLUDE(“c:\ODEX Enterprise\%VFN%.html”)%
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Usage10.5.18.2

Where it is currently possible to use a placeholder in a workflow job or event action it is
possible  to  specify  an  INCLUDE placeholder.  You  may  specify  more  than  one  “include”
placeholder for a given workflow job or event action parameter.

Validation10.5.18.3

Validation of the path used in the placeholder will  occur at the point of  the placeholder
being replaced. If the file path does not exist or the file is empty the word “NULL” will  be
placed into the output text.

Nested Placeholders10.5.18.4

It is possible  to  nest  INCLUDE placeholders  within  the  external  file.  External  files  (and
nested external files) may contain other placeholders available from the workflow job or
system event.

Limitations10.5.18.5

The maximum size of the a file to be included is limited to 1 megabyte.

The maximum number of files that may be included in a single parameter is 15 (including
nested files).

Placeholder processing instructions may not be used with INCLUDE placeholders.

File Placeholders10.5.19

File placeholders are placeholders which are available  only for the lifetime of  a file,  and
can only be created or updated using the ‘Set Placeholder’  job.  These  placeholders  can
only be used by the file (or related file) that created them.

A ‘Set Placeholder’ job can be added to a workflow which sets a placeholder of type ‘File’
called ‘TEST’.

Then,  from  that  job  onwards,  the  placeholder  is  available  to  be  used  in  any  place  by
inserting typing %FP_TEST%.

File Audit Line Dialog10.5.19.1

A value of  a file  placeholder can be updated several  times during  workflow  processing,
and to keep track of the value as the file progresses through the workflow, the File  Audit
Line Dialog will display the value of all File placeholders as of a certain job:
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Figure 693 - File Audit Line Details Dialog showing the File Placeholder values

11 ODEX Enterprise Batch Administrator

Introduction11.1

The  Batch  Administrator  configures  the  Batch  Interface.  You  only  need  to  run  the
Administrator if you do not want to use the default settings.

Open  the  ODEX  Enterprise  Batch  Administrator  to  see  the  ODEX  Enterprise  Batch
Configuration dialog.

The dialog has two pages – Connection and Logging.

Connection11.2

This page  allows  you  to  provide  the  details  of  the  server  machine  on  which  the  ODEX
Enterprise Server is running.
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Figure 694 - Batch Administrator Connection

There are two sections – Server details and Security details.

It also allows you to test the connection.

Server details – Server machine

This must be set to the IP address of the machine on which the ODEX Enterprise  Server is
installed.

The  default  value  in  this  field  will  be  the  IP  address  of  your  local  machine.  You  may
change it to the address of another machine if necessary.

Server details – Port

This must be set to the port number used by the ODEX Enterprise Server.

Security details – Username

You only need to provide a value in this field if you are using ODEX Enterprise security.

Security details – Password

You only need to provide a value in this field if you are using ODEX Enterprise security.

Test connection

The Test Connection button may be used to check out that the TCP/IP connection works,
but please note that the ODEX Enterprise  server must be started before  you can use this
test facility otherwise the connection will fail.

The box alongside will  show a progress bar and, if  the connection is successful,  you will
then see a “Connection successful” message box. Click OK to close the message box.

This feature can be used at any time, not just when doing the initial configuration.
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Logging11.3

Figure 695 - Batch Administrator Logging

This page allows you to enable client side logging. Select the tickbox to enable the rest of
the page.

You  can  now  type  in  the  directory  to  which  you  want  the  client-side  logging  to  be
written, and select the message types to write to the client log.

Click Save to save all the changes you have made and close  the dialog, or Cancel  to close
the dialog without saving your changes.

Running the ODEX Enterprise Batch Interface11.4

Once you have configured the Batch Interface, or left it with its default settings, you have
to  write  a  batch  command  file  before  you  can  invoke  it.  Earlier  sections  describe
command files (“The ODEX Enterprise Batch Language”) and batch invocation (“Running a
Batch Command File”).

12 Glossary

Child File

A child file  is the result of  splitting an EDI file  into its component files. A file  containing
one or more interchanges can be split into several  files,  each  of  which  contains  one  of
those interchanges. The original  file  is then deemed to be a parent, and each file  it was
split into is deemed to be a child of that parent.

Data Source
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A data source is the definition of how and where files are imported into ODEX Enterprise.
Files can be imported from a monitored directory, from ODEX Enterprise  comms or from
a command. A monitored directory imports files that are  placed in it.  Comms imports all
files received via ODEX Enterprise  comms. A command data source is for files that  have
been manually imported into ODEX Enterprise.

EERP

Stands  for  End-To-End-Response.  This  is  part  of  the  OFTP  protocol.  It  is  sent  by  the
recipient of a file to indicate that the file has been received successfully.

Placeholder

Placeholders are  typically used when running an application  program  whose  parameter
values  are  not  known  until  the  time  of  execution.  The  purpose  of  a  placeholder  is  to
mark  the  position  of  the  value  to  be  inserted.  A  placeholder  takes  the  form  of  an
acronym  preceded  and  followed  by  a  percentage  (%)  sign.  For  example,  %SFN%
represents System Filename.

URL

URL stands for Uniform Resource Locator.  This  is  the  address  used  to  connect  with  AS2
networks. Some sample URL formats are shown below.

http://0.0.0.0:00/

http://as2.tradingpartner.net:5678/receiver/

or, for a secure connection using SSL,

https://0.0.0.0:00/ 

https://as2.tradingpartner.net:5678/receiver/ 

The four parts of the URL are:

the URL 'scheme' (http or https)

the host (or IP address) in the format ://1.2.3.4 or ://as2.tradingpartner.net

the port (optional). If omitted, http URLs default to port 80, and https URLs default
to port 443

the  resource  (optional)  to  the  right  of  the  host  (and  port,  if  used).e.g.
http://0.0.0.0:00/abc/def Defaults to ‘/’ if no resources are used.

VFN

VFN stands for Virtual Filename. This is the name that is given to a file when it is sent to a
trading partner. Together with the Virtual  Date  and Virtual  Time it creates a  unique  file
identifier.
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